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TO

THE REV. W. RUTTER DAWES, F. R. A. 8.

&c. &c. &c.

My dear Mb. Dawes,

In availing myself of your permission to

dedicate to you an Edition of these Outlines, enriched

by accounts of several of your own recent discoveries,

I should ill acquit myself to my own feelings if I did

not add to the expression of that grateful sense of

your many and important services to our common
Science, which every astronomer must acknowledge,

that of affectionate esteem and regard, the natural

result of a prolonged and most friendly intercourse.

Believe me.

Very truly yours,

J. F. W. Hebschel.

CoUingwood, Feb. 16. 1868.
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PREFACE.

The work here offered to the Public is based upon

and may be considered as an extension, and, it is

hoped, an improvement of a treatise on the same

subject, forming Part 43. of the Cabinet CyclopSBdia,

published in the year 1833. Its object and general

character are sufficiently stated in the introductory

chapter of that volume, here reprinted with little

alteration ; but an opportunity having been afforded

me by the Proprietors, preparatory to its re-appear-

ance in a form of more pretension, I have gladly

availed myself of it, not only to correct some errors

which, to my regret, subsisted in the former volume,

but to remodel it altogether (though in complete

accordance with its original design as a work of ex-

planation) ; to introduce much new matter in the

earlier portions of it ; to re-write, upon a far more
matured and comprehensive plan, the part relating

to the lunar and planetary perturbations, and to

bring the subjects of sidereal and nebular astronomy

to the level of the present state of our knowledge in

those departments.

The chief novelty in the volume, as it now stands,

will be found in the manner in which the subject of

Perturbations is treated. It is not— it cannot be

made elementary^ in the sense in which that word is

understood in these days of light reading. The chap-
A 4
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ters devoted to it must, therefore, be considered as

addressed to a class of readers in possession of some-

what more mathematical knowledge than those who
will find the rest of the work readily and easily ac-

cessible ; to readers desirous of preparing themselves,

by the possession of a sort of carte du pays, for a

campaign in the most difficult, but at the same time

the most attractive and the most remunerative of all

the applications of modern geometry. More espe-

cially they may be considered as addressed to students

in that university, where the " Principia" of Newton
is not, nor ever will be, put aside as an obsolete

book, behind the age ; and where the grand though

rude outlines of the lunar theory, as delivered in the

eleventh section of that immortal work, are studied

less for the sake (^ the theory itself than for the

spirit of far-reaching thought, superior to and dis-

encumbered of technical aids, which distinguishes

that beyond any other production of the human in-

tellect. >

In delivering a rational as distinguished from a

technical exposition of this subject, however, the

course pursued by Newton in the section of the

Principia alluded to, has by no means been servilely

followed. As regards the perturbations of the nodes

and inclinations, indeed, nothing equally luminous

can ever be substituted for his explanation. But as

respects the other disturbances, the point of view

chosen by Newton has been abandoned for another,

which it is somewhat difficult to perceive why he did

not, himself, select. By a different resolution of the

disturbing forces from that adopted by him, and by
the aid of a few obvious conclusions from the laws

of elliptic motion which would have found their
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place, naturally and consecutively, as corollaries of

the seventeenth proposition of his first book (a pro-

position which seems almost to have been prepared

with a special view to this application), the moment-

ary change of place of the upper focus of the dis-

turbed ellipse is brought distinctly under inspection

;

and a clearness of conception introduced into the

perturbations of the excentricities, perihelia, and

epochs which the author does not think it presump-

tion to believe can be obtained by no other method,

and which certainly is not obtained by that from

which it is a departure. It would be out of keeping

with the rest of the work to have introduced into

this part of it any algebraic investigations; else it

would have been easy to show that the mode of pro-

cedure here followed leads direct, and by steps (for

the subject) of the most elementary character, to the

general formulae for these perturbations, delivered

by Laplace in the M^canique Celeste*

The reader will find one class of the lunar an^
planetary inequalities handled in a very different

manner from that in which their explanation is usu-

ally presented. It comprehends those which are

characterized as incident on the epoch, the principal

among them being the annual and secular equations

of the moon, and that very delicate and obscure part

of the perturbational theory (so little satisfactory in

the manner in which it emerges from the analytical

treatment of the subject), the constant or permanent

effect of the disturbing force in altering the disturbed

orbit. I will venture to hope that what is here

stated will tend to remove some rather generally

* Livre ii. chap. viii. art. 67.
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diffused misapprehensions as to the true bearings of

Newton's explanation of the annual equation.*

If proof were wanted of the inexhaustible fertility

of astronomical science in points of novelty and in-

terest, it would suffice to adduce the addition to the

list of members of our system of no less than eight

new planets and satellites during the preparation of

these sheets for the press. Among them is one

whose discovery must ever be regarded as one of the

noblest triumphs of theory. In the account here

given of this discovery, I trust to have expressed

myself with complete impartiality; and in the ex-

position of the perturbative action on Uranus, by
which the existence and situation of the disturbing

planet became revealed to us, I have endeavoured,

in pursuance of thq general plan of this work, rather

to exhibit a rational view of the dynamical action,

than to convey the slightest idea of the conduct of

those masterpieces of analytical skiU which the re-

searches of Messrs. Leverrier and Adams exhibit.

To the latter of these eminent geometers, as well

as to my excellent and esteemed friend the Astro-

nomer Royal, I have to return my best thanks for

communications which would have effectually re-

lieved some doubts I at one period entertained had

I not succeeded in the interim in getting clear of

them as to the compatibility of my views on the

subject of the annual equation already alluded to,

with the tenor of Newton's account of it. To my
valued friend. Professor De Morgan, I am indebted

for some most ingenious suggestions on the subject

of the mistakes committed in the early working of

* Frincipia, lib. i. prop. 66. cor. 6.
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the Julian reformation of the calendar, of which I

should have availed myself, had it not appeared pre-

ferable, on mature consideration, to present the sub-

ject in its simplest form, avoiding altogether entering

into minutiae of chronological discussion. ;

J. F. W. Hbbschbl.

Collingwood, April 12. 1849.

'iii:n
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PREFACE
TO

THE FIFTH EDITION.

The rapid progress of science renders it necessary

frequently to revise and bring up elementary works

to the existing state of knowledge, under penalty of

their becoming obsolete. In former editions of this

work, this has been done, so far as it could be done

without incurring the necessity of an almost total

typographical reconstruction. But Astronomy, with-

ir. the last few years, has been enriched by so many
and such considerable additions, that it has been

considered preferable (another edition being called

for), not indeed to recast the general plan of the

work, but to incorporate these in it in due order and

sequence, thereby materially enlarging the volume,

and giving it in many respects the air of a new work.

The articles thus introduced are distinguished from

those of the former editions between which they have

been inserted by the addition to the last current

number of an italic letter— thus, between Arts.
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394. and 395. will be found inserted 394. a, 394. 6,

and 394. c. The enclosure of any passage in brackets

[ ] indicates its having been introduced in the Fourth

Edition. The index references in this as in former

editions, being to the articles and not to the pages,

are thus preserved. Together with these recent ac-

cessions to our knowledge, I have taken the oppor-

tunity of introducing several things which might

justly have been noted as deficient in the former

editions,— as, for instance, the account of the me-

thods by which the mass of the Earth has been de-

termined, and that of the successful treatment, and

it is presumed final subjugation, of those rebellious

ancient Solar Eclipses which have so much harassed

astronomers. A brief account of M. Foucault's re-

markable pendulum experiments, and of that beau-

tiful instrument, the gyroscope, is introduced: as are

also notices of Professor Thomson's speculations on

the origin of the Sun's heat, and his estimate of its

average expenditure, as well as of some curious views

of M. Jean Reynaud *, on the secular variation of

our climates, supplementary to those put forward in

former editions of this work. I could have wished

that its nature and limits would have permitted some

account of Mr. Cooper's magnificent contributions to

sidereal astronomy, in his catalogue of upwards of

60,000 previously unregistered ecliptic stars ; of Mr.

Bishop's ecliptic charts and those of M. Chacornac;

of Mr. Carrington's elaborate circumpolar catalogue
;

and of Mr. Jones's immense work on the zodiacal

light, forming the third volume of the account of the

* MUprtnted Kegnault in p. 2fl5.
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United States* Japan Expedition, which reached me
too late to allow of drawing up a fitting analysis of

hiB results. These gentlemen will severally please to

accept, however, this respectful tribute of my ad-

miration for their important labours. Some new

speculations are also hazarded; as, for instance, on

the subject of the Moon's habitability, the cause of

the acceleration of Encke's comet, &c., and a few

numerical errors are corrected which have hitherto

escaped notice and public comment as blemishes,—as

for example, in some of the numbers in Art. 422. in

the explanation of the phaanomena of a lunar eclipse,

in the evaluation of the total mass of the atmosphere.

Art. 242., and in the distance of the Moon, Art. 401.

(for which, however, I am not answerable).

In the munerical statement of special astronomical

elements, it is unavoidable that slightly different

values of the same quantity should from time to time

come to be substituted for those before received, as

its determination acquires additional exactness. To

have altered the figures in such cases wherever they

occur, throughout the letter-press, would have en-

tailed a groat probability of error and confusion ; and,

as the Synoptic Tables of astronomical elements at

the end of the work have been carefully revised in

conformity with the best current authorities, the

reader is requv^cited, whenever he may observe any

discrepancy of this nature, to prefer the tabulated

values, 'v .... .
:- . •- ..- ^^.> ^;-

..

. * u., ; .-i^ ^u

Several of the wood-cuts, which were originally

drawn correctly, have been inverted right hand for

left by the engraver. So far as explanation goes.
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this is not of the slightest moment. To a reader in

the Southern Hemisphere, they are right as they

stand ; and one in the Northern has only to imagine

himself so situated. I

John F. W. Herschel.

Collingwood, Feb. 17. 1858.

ri* '
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ERRATUM ET CORRIGENDUM.

Page 606, line 27, for ** Mitchell " read " Michell."

Page 189. art 289. All the numbers set down at the end of thU article should

be doubled. The numbert themselves, as stated by Baron Humboldt, are not

the tiuan elevatiotu of the i/tk/acca of the continents, but those of the centert of

gravify of their masMs, and are therefore only the halves of the mean heights of

the upper surfaces.
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OUTLINES

OF

ASTRONOMY.

INTRODUCTION.

(1.) EvBBT student who enters upon a scientific pursuity

especially if at a somewhat advanced period of life, will find

not only that he has much to learn, but much also to un-

learn. Familiar objects and events are far irom presenting

themselves to our senses in that aspect and with those con-

nections under which science requires them to be viewed, and

which constitute their rational explanation. There is, there-

fore, every reason to expect that those objects and relations

which, taken together, constitute the subject he is about to

enter upon will have been previously apprehended by him,

at least imperfectly, because much has hitherto escaped his

notice whidi is essential to its right understanding : and not

only BO, but too often also erroneously, owing to mistaken

analogies, and the general prevalence of vulgar errors. As a

fir^t prcj^ aration, therefore, for the course he is about to

w^mmence, he must loosen his hold on all crude and hastily

adopted notions, and must strengthen himself, by something

of an effort and a resolve, for the unprejudiced admission of

any conclusion which shall appear to be supported by careful

observation and logical argument, even should it prove of a
nature adverse to notions he may have previously formed for

himself, or taken up, without examination, on the credit of

B
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others. Such an effort is, in fact, a commencement of that

intellectual discipline which forms one of the most important

ends of all science. It is the first movement of approach

towards that state of mental purity which alone can fit us for

a full and steady perception of moral beauty as well as physi-

cal adaptation. It is the " euphrasy and rue " with which

we must " purge our sight " before we can receive and con-

template as they are the lineaments of truth and nature.

(2.) There is no science which, more than astronomy,

stands in need of such a preparation, or draws more largely

on that intellectual liberality which is ready to adopt what-

ever is demonstrated, or concede whatever is rendered highly

probable, however new and uncommon the points of view

may be in which objects the most familiar may thereby be-

come placed. Almost all its conclusions stand in open and

striking contradiction with those of superficial and vulgar

observation, and with what appears to every one, until he

has understood and weighed the proofs to the contrary, the

most positive evidence of his senses. Thus, the earth on

which he stands, and which has served for ages as the un-

shaken foundation of the firmest structures, either of art or

nature, is divested by the astronomer of its attribute of fixity,

and conceived by him as turning swiftly on its centre, and

at the same time moving onwards through space with great

rapidity. The sun and the moon, which appear to untaught

eyes round bodies of no very considerable size, become en-

larged in his imagination into vast globes,— the one ap-

proaching in magnitude to the earth itself, the other im-

mensely surpassing it. The planets, which appear only as

stars somewhat brighter than the rest, are to him spacious,

elaborate, and habitable worlds; several ot them much

greater and far more curiously furnished than the earth he

inhabits, as there a."e also others leas so ; and the stars them-

selves, properly so called, which to ordinary apprehension

present only lucid spark or brilliant atoms, are to him suns

of various and transcendent glory— effulgent centres of lifo

and light to myriads of unseen worlds* So that when, after

dilating his thoughts to comprehend t^c grandeur of those
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ideafi his calculations have called up, and exhausting his ima-

gination and the powers of his language to devise similes and

metaphors illustrative of the immensity of the scale on which

his universe is constructed, he shrinks back to his native

sphere, he finds it, in comparison, a mere point; so lost

—

even in the minute system to which it belongs— as to be in-

visible and unsuspected from some of its principal and remoter

members.

(3.) There is hardly any thing which sets in a stronger

light the inherent power of truth over the mind of man,

when opposed by no motives of interest or passion, than the

perfect readiness with which all these conclusions are assented

to as soon as their evidence is clearly apprehended, and the

tenacious hold they acquire over our belief when once ad-

mitted. In the conduct, therefore, of this volume, I shall

take it for granted that the reader is more desirous to learn

the system which it is its object to teach, as it now stands,

than to raise or revive objections against it ; and that, in

short, he comes to the task with a willing mind ; an assump-

tion which will not only save the trouble of piling argument

on argument to convince the sceptical, but will greatly

facilitate his actual progress ; inasmuch as he will find it at

once easier and more satisfactory to pursue from the outset

a straight and definite path, than to be constantly stepping

aside, involving himself in perplexities and circuits, which,

after all, can only terminate in finding himself compelled to

adopt the same road.

(4.) The method, therefore, we propose to follow in this

work is neither strictly the analytic nor the synthetic, but

rather such a combination of both, with a leaning to the

latter, as may best suit with a didactic contiposition. Its

object is not to convince or refute opponents, nor to inquire,

under the semblance of an assumed ignorance, for principles

of which wo are all the time in full possession— but simply

to teach what is known. The moderate limit of a single

volume, to which it will be confined, and tlie nccessitv nf

being on every point, within that limit, rather diffuse and
copious in explanation, as well as the eminently matured and

n s
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asoertiunecl character of the science itself, render this course

both practicable and eligible. Practicable, because there is

now no danger of any revolution in astronomy, like those

which are daily changing the features of the less advanced

sciences, supervening, to destroy all our hypotheses, and

throw our statements into confusion. Eligible, because the

space to be bestowed, either in combating refuted systems, or

in leading the reader forward by slow and measured steps

from the known to the unknown, may be more advantageously

devoted to such explanatory illustrations as will impress

on him a familiar and, as it were, a practical sense of the

sequence of phenomena, and the manner in which they are

produced. We shall not, then, reject the analytic course

where it leads more easily and directly to our objects, or in

any way fetter ourselves by a rigid adherence to method.

Writing only to be understood, and to communicate as much
information in as little space as possible, consistently with its

distinct and effectual communication, no sacrifice can be

afforded to system, to form, or to affectation.

(5.) We shall take for granted, from the outset, the Coper-

nican system of the world ; relying on the easy, obvious, and

natural explanation it affords of all the phenomena as they

come to be described, to impress the student with a sense of

its truth, without either the formality of demonstration or

the superfluous tedium of eulogy, calling to mind that im-

portant remark of Bacon :
— " Theoriarum vires, arcta ct

quasi se mutuo sustinente partium adaptatione, quft quasi in

orbem cohasrent, firmantur * ;
" not failing, however, to point

out to the reader, as occasion offers, the contrast which its

superior simplicity offers to the complication of other hypo-

theses.

(6.) The preliminary knowledge which it is desirable that

the student should possess, in order for the more advantageous

perusal of the following pages, consists in the familiar prao-

* ** The conflnnation of theorict relict on the compact adaptation of their

parti, by which, like tho^e of an arch or domp, thny miitiially sustain sch Qlh<>r:

and fbrin a coherent whole." Thia ii what Dr. Whewell expruMively tvrm* the
KmMitHft of induotiont.
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tice of decimal and sexagesimal arithmetic ; some moderr to

acquaintance with geometry and trigonometry, both plane

and spherical ; the elementary prindples of mechanics ; and

enough of optics to understand the construction and use of

the telescope, and some other of the simpler instruments.

Of course, the more of such knowledge he brings to the

perusal, the easier will be his progress, and the more com-

plete the information gained; but we shall endeavour in

every case, as far as it can be done without a sacrifice of

clearness, and of that useful brevity which consists in the

absence of prolixity and episode, ,to render what we have to

say as independent of other books as possible.

(7.) After all, I must distinctly caution such of my
readers as may commence and terminate their astronomical

.studies with the present work (though of such,— at least in

the latter predicament,— I trust the number will be few))

that its utmost pretension is to place them on the threshold

of this particular wing of the temple of Science, or rather on

an eminence exterior to it, whence they may obtain something

like a general notion of its structure ; or, at most, to give

those who may wish to enter a ground-plan of its accesses,

and put them in possession of the pass-word. Admission to

its sanctuary, and to the privileges and feelings of a votary, is

only to be gained by one means,— sound and sufficient know-

ledge of mathematics^ the great instrument of all exact inquiry

^

without which no man can ever make such advances in this or

any other of the higher departments of science as can entitle

him toform an independent opinion on any subject of discussion

within their range. It is not without an effort that those who
possess this knowledge can communicate on such subjects

with those who do not, and adapt their language and their

illustrations to the necessities of such an intercourse. Pro-

positions which to the one are almost identical, are theorems

of import and difficulty to the other ; nor is tlieir evidence

presented in the same way to the mind of each. In tcacliing

such propositions, under such circumstances, the appeal has

to be made, not to the pure and abstract roaaon, but to the

souBO uf analogy— to practice and cxpcricuco : principles and
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modes of action have to be established not by direct argument

from acknowledged axioms, but by continually recurring to the

Bources from which the axioms themselves have been drawn

;

viz. examples ; that is to say, by bringing forward and dwelling

on simple and familiar instances in which the same principles

And the same or similar modes of action take place: thus

erecting, as it were, in each particular case, a separate induc-

tion, and constructing at each step a little body of science to

meet its exigencies. The difference is that of pioneering a

road through an untraversed country and advancing at ease

along a broad and beaten highway ; that is to say, if we are

determined to make ourselves distinctly understood, and will

appeal to reason at all. As fur the method of assertion, or a

direct demand on the faith of the student (though in some

complex cases indbpensable, where illustrative explanation

would defeat its own end by becoming tedious and burdensome

to both parties), it is one which I shall neither willingly adopt

nor would recommend to others.

(8.) On the other hand, although it is something new to .

abandon the road of mathematical demonstration in the treat-

ment of subjects susceptible of it, and to teach any consider-

able branch of science entirely or chiefly by the way of il-

lustration and familiar parallels, it is yet not impossible that

those who are already well acquainted with our subject, and

whose knowledge has been acquired by that confessedly higher

practice which is incompatible with the avowed objects of the

present work, may yet find their account in its perusal,—for

this reason, that it is always of advantage to present any given

body of knowledge to the mind in as great a variety of dif-

ferent lights as possible. It is a property of illustrations of

this kind to strike no two minds in the same manner,, or with

the same force; because no two minds are stored with the

same images, or have acquired their notions of them by

similar habits. Accordingly, it may very well happen, that a

proposition, even to one best acquainted with it, may be

placed not merely iu a now and imcommon, but in a more

impressive and satisfactory light by such a course— some

obscurity may be dissipated, some mward misgivings cleared
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upj or even some links supplied which may lead to the per-

ception of connections and deductions altogether unknown
before. And the probability of this is increased when, as in

the present instance, the illustrations chosen have not been

studiously selected from books, but are such as have presented

themselves freely to the author's mind as being most in

harmony with his own views ; by which, of course, he means
to lay no claim to originality in all or any of them beyond
what they may really possess, i"' fJSfwi ^ ; :1 r. .*, rv

(9.) Besides, there are cases in the application of mecha-

nical principles with which the mathematical student is but

too familiar, where, when the data are before him, and the

numerical and geometrical relations of his problems all clear

to his conception,— when his forces are estimated and his

lines measured,— nay, when even he has followed up the

application of his technical processes, and fairly arrived at his

conclusion,— there is still something wanting in his mind—
not in the evidence, for he has examined each link, and finds

the chain complete— not in the principles, for those he well

knows are too firmly established to be shaken— but precisely

in the mode of action. He has followed out a train of rea-

soning by logical and technical rules, but the signs he has

employed are not pictures of nature, or have lost their ori-

ginal meaning as such to his mind : he has not seen, as it

were, the process of nature passing under his eye in an in-

stant of time, and presented as a consecutive whole to his

imagination. A familiar parallel, or an illustration drawn
from some artificial or natural process, of which he has that

direct and individual impression which gives it a reality and

associates it with a name, will, in almost every such cose,

supply in a moment this deficient feature, will convert all his

symbols into real pictures, and infuse an animated meaning
into what was before a lifeless succession of words and signs.

I cannot, indeed, always promise myself to attain this

degree of vividness of illustration, nor are the points to

be elucidated themselves always capable of being so /cara-

way uBo the exproBsion) by any single in*
_.!. f /ie
j/nruaca \n ine exprOBeionj

u -I

in-
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•tance addudble in the ordinary course of experience ; but

the object will at least be kept in view ; and, as I am very

conscious of having, in making such attempts, giuned for

myself much clearer views of several of the more concealed

effects of planetary perturbation than I had acquired by
their mathematical investigation in detail, it may reasonably

be hoped that the endeavour will not always be unattended

with a similar success in others.

(10.) From what has been sdd, it will be evident that our

um is not to offer to the public a technical treatise, in which

the student of practical or theoretical astronomy shall find

consigned the minute description of metho^''v3 of observation,

or the formulas he requires prepared to his hand, or their de-

monstrations drawn out in detail In all these the present

work will be found meagre, and quite inadequate to his wants.

Its aim is entirely different ; being to present to him in each

case the mere ultimate rationale of facts, arguments, and

processes; and, in all cases of mathematical application,

avoiding whatever would tend to encumber its pages with

algebraic or geometrical symbols, to place under his inspec-

tion that central thread of common sense on which the pearls

of analytical research are invariably strung ; but which, by
the attention the latter claim for themselves, is often con-

cealed from the eye of the gazer, and not always disposed in

the straightest and most convenient form to follow by those

who string them. This is no fault of those who have con-

ducted the inquiries to which we allude. The contention of

mind for which they call is enormous ; and it may, perhaps,

be owing to their experience of how little can be accomplished

in carrying such processes on to their conclusion, by mere

ordinary clearness of head; and how necessary it often is to

pay more attention to the purely mathematical conditions

which ensure success,— the hooks-and-eyes of their equa-

tions and series, — than to those which enchain causes with

their effects, and both with the human reason,— that we
must attribute something of that indistinctness of view which

is often complained of as a grievance by the earnest student.

and still uivi\ore commonly utscriucu ironically to the native
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cloudiness of an atmo.sphere too sublime for vulgar compre-

hension. We think we shall render good service to both

classes of readers, by dissipating, so far as lies in our power,

that accidental obscurity, and by showing ordinary untutored

comprehension clearly what it carif and what it cannot, hope

to attain.

(10 a.) To conclude : " Rome was not built in a day."

No grand practical result of human industry, genius, or me-

ditation, has sprung forth entire and complete from the master

hand or mind of an individual designer working straight to

its object, and foreseeing and providing for all details. As
in the building of a great city, so in every such product, its

historian has to record rude beginnings, circuitous and in-

adequate plans ; frequent demolition, renewal and rectifica-

tion ; the perpetual removal of much cumbrous and unsightly

material and scaffolding, and constant opening out of wider

and grander conceptions ; till at length a unity and a nobility

is attained, little dreamed of in the imagination of the first

projector.

(10 i.) The same is equally true of every great body of

knowledge, and would be found signally exemplified in the

history of astronomy,did the object of this work allow us to

devote a portion of it to its relation. What concerns us

more is, that the same remark is no less applicable to the

process by which knowledge is built up in the mind of each

individual, and by which alone it can attain any extensive

development or any grand proportions. No man can rise

from ignorance to anything deserving to be called a complete

grasp of any considerable branch of science without receiving

and discarding in succession many crude and incomplete

notions, which so far from injuring the truth in its ulti-

mate reception, act as positive aids to its attainment by
acquainting him with the symptoms of an insecure footing

in his progress. To reach from the plain the loftiest sum-
mits of an Alpine country, many inferior eminences have to

be scaled and relinquished ; but the labour is not lost. The
region is unfolded in its closer recesses, and the grand pano-

rama which opens from aloft is all the better understood and
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the more enjoyed for the very misconceptions in detail which

it rectifies and exphuns.

(10 c.) Astronomy is very peculiarly in this predicament

Its study to each individual stud^it is a continual process of

rectification and correction—of abandoning one point of

view for anotiier higher and better—of temporary and occa-

sional reception of even positive and admitted errors for the

convenience they afibrd towards giving clear notions of im-

portant truths whose essence tiiey do not afiect, by sparing

him that contention of mind which fatigues and distresses.

We know, for example, that the earth's diurnal motion is

real, and that of the heavens only apparent ; yet there are

many problems in astronomy which are not only easier con-

ceived, but more simply resolved by adopting the idea of a

diurnal rotation of the heavens, it being understood once for

all tiiat appearances are alike in both suppositions.

i \
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CHAPTER L

GENERAL NOTIONS.— APPARENT AND REAL MOTIONS.— SHAPE AND

SIZE OP THE EARTH*— THE HORIZON AND ITS DIP.— THE AT-

MOSPHERE. — REFRACTION. — TWILIGHT. — APPEARANCES RE-

SULTING FROM DIURNAL MOTION— FROM CHANGE OF STAIxON

IN GENERAL.— PARALLACTIC MOTIONS.— TERRESTRIAL PARAL-

LAX.— THAT OF THE STARS INSENSIBLE.— FIRST STEP TO-

WARDS FORMING AN IDEA OF THE DISTANCE OF THE STARS.

—

COPERNICAN VIEW OF THE EARTH's MOTION.— RELATIVE

MOTION.— MOTIONS PARTLY REAL, PARTLT APPARENT.— GEO-

CENTRIC ASTRONOMT, OR IDEAL REFERENCE OF PHuENOMENA

TO THE

STATION.

EARTH S CENTRE AS A COMMON CONVENTIONAL

(11.) The magnitudes, distances, arrangement, and motions

of the great bodies which make up the visible universe, their

constitution and physical condition, so far as they can be

known to us, with their mutual influences and actions on each

other, so far as they can be traced by the effects produced,

and established by legitimate reasoning, form the assemblage

of objects to which the attention of the astronomer is directed.

The term astronomy* itself, which denotes the law or rule of

the astra (by which the ancients understood not only the

stars properly so called, Vut the sun, the moon, and all the

visible constituents of the heavens), sufficiently indicates this;

and, although the term astrology, which denotes the reason,

theoryf or interpretation of the stars f, has become degraded m
its application, and confined to superstitious and delusive at-

tempts to divine future events by their dependence on pre-

* KffTffp, a $tar t vofuts, a law ; or v*ft*tp, to tend, as a shepherd his flock ; so
that currpovofMt means " shepherd of the stars." The two etymologies are, how*
UYcf, GOii'iciiieni.

t Aayos, teoMon, or a word, the vehicle of reason ; the interpreter of thought.
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tended planetary influences, the same meaning originally

attached itself to that epithet.

(12.) But, besides the stars and other celestial bodies, the

earth itself, regarded as an individual body, is one principal

object of the astronomer's consideration, and, indeed, the

chief of alL It derives its importance, in a practical as well

as theoretical sense, not only from its proximity, and its re-

lation to us as animated beings, who draw from it the supply

of all our wants, but as the station from which we see all the

rest, and as the only one among them to which we can, in the

first instance, refer for any determinate marks and measures

by which to recognize their changes of situation, or with

which to compare their distances.

(13.) To the reader who now for the first time takes up a

book on astronomy, it will no doubt seem strange to class the

earth with the heavenly bodies, and to assume any community

of nature among things apparently so different. For what, in

fact, can be more apparently different than the vast and

seemingly immeasurable extent of the earth, and the stars,

which appear but as points, and seem to have no size at all ?

The earth is dark and opaque, while the celestial bo'lius are

brilliant. We perceive in it no motion, while in them wo
observe a continual change of place, as we view them at dif-

ferent hours of the day or night, or at different seasons of the

year. The ancients, accordingly, one or two of the more en-

lightened of them only excepted, admitted no such commu-
nity of nature ; and, by thus placing the heavenly bodies and

their movements without the pale of analogy and experience,

effectually intercepted the progress of all reasoniog from what

passes here below, to what is going on in the regions where

they exist and move. Under such conventions, astronomy,

as a science of cause and effect, could not exist, but must be

limited to a mere registry of appearances, unconnected with

any attempt to account for them on reasonable principles)

however successful to a certain extent might be the attempt

to follow out their order of sequence, and to establish empirical

laws expressive of this order. To get rid of this prejudice,

therefore, is the first step towards acquiring a knowledge of
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what is really the case ; and the student has made his first

effort towards the acquisition of sound knowledge, when he

has learnt to familiainze himself with the idea that the earth,

after all, may be nothing but a great star. How correct such

an idea may be, and with what limitations and modifications

it is to be admitted, we shall see presently.

(14.) It is evident, that, to form any just notions of the

arrangement, in space, of a number of objects which we can-

not approach and examine, but of which all the information

we can gain is by sitting still and watching their evolutions,

it must be very important for us to know, in the first

instance, whether what we call sitting still is really such

:

whether the station from which we view them, with ourselves,

and all objects which immediately surround us, be not itself

in motion, unperceived by us ; and if so, of what nature that

motion is. Tk? apparent places of a number of objects, and

their apparent arrangement with respect to each other, will

of course be materially dependent on the situation of the

spectator among them ; and if this situation be liable to

change, unknown to the spectator himself, an appearance of

change in the respective situations of the objects will arise,

without the reality. If, then, such be actually the case, it

will follow that all the movements we think we perceive

among the stars will not be real movements, but that some

part, at least, of whatever changes of relative place we per-

ceive among them must be merely apparent, the results of

the shifting of our own point of viev ; and that, if we would

ever arrive at a knowledge of their :(^ motions, it can only

be by first investigating our own, and making due allowance

for its effects. Thus, the question whether the earth is in

motion or at rest, and if in motion, what that motion is, is no

idle inquiry, but one on which depends our only chance of

arriving at true conclusions respecting the constitution of the

universe.

(15.) Nor let it be thought strange that we should speak

of a motion existing in the earth, unperceived by its in-

habitants : we must remember that it is of the earth as a
whohf with all that it holds within its substance, or sustuns
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on its surface, that we are speaking; of a motion common to

the solid mass heneath, to the ocean which flows around it)

the air that rests upon it, and the clouds which float above it

in the air. Such a motion, which should displace no terres-

trial object from its relative situation among others, interfere

with no natural processes, and produce no sensations of

shocks or jerks, might, it is very evident, subsist undetected

by us. There is no peculiar sensation which advertises us

that we are in motion. We perceive jerks, or shocks, it is

true, because these are sudden changes of motion, produced,

as the laws of mechanics teach us, by dudden and powerful

forces acting during short times ; and these forces, applied to

our bodies, are what we feel. When, for example, we are

carried along in a carriage with the blinds down, or with our

eyes closed (to keep us from seeing external objects), we per-

ceive a tremor arising from inequalities in the road, over

which the carriage is successively lifted and let fall, but we
have no sense of pt^ogress. As the road is smoother, our

sense of motion is diminished, though our rate of travelling is

accelerated. Bfulway travelling, especially by night or in a

tunnel, has familiarized every one with this remark. Those

who have made aeronautic voyages testify that with closed

eyes, and under the influence of a steady breeze communi-

cating no oscillatory or revolving motion to the car, the

sensation is that of perfect rest, however rapid the transfer

from place to place.

(16.) But it is on shipboard, where a great system is miun-

tained in motion, and where we are surrounded with a mul-

titude of objects which participate with ourselves and each

other in the common progress of the whole mass, that we feel

most satisfactorily the identity of sensation between a state

of motion and one of rest. In the cabin of a large and heavy

vessel, going smoothly before the wind in still water, or

drawn along a canal, not the smallest indication acquaints us

with the way it is making. We read, sit, walk, and perform

every customary action as if we were on land. If we throw

a ball into the air, it falls back into our hand ; or if we drop

it, it alights at our feet. Insects buzz around us as in the
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free air ; and smoke ascends in the same manner as it would

do in an apartment on shore. If, indeed, we come on deck,

the case is, in some respects, different ; the air, not being

carried along with us, drifts away smoke and other light

bodies—such as feathers abandoned to it— apparently, in

the opposite direction to that of the ship's progress ; but, in

reality, they remain at rest, and we leave them behind in the

air. Still, the illusion, so far as massive objects and our own

movements are concerned, remains complete ; and when we

look at the shore, we then perceive the effect of our own
motion transferred, in a contrary direction, to external objects

— external, that is, to the system of which weform apart.

*' Provehimur portUi terrsque urbesque recedunt."

(17.) In order, however, to conceive the earth as in mo-

tion, we must form to ourselves a conception of its shape and

size. Now, an object cannot have shape and size unless it

is limited on all sides by some definite outline, so as to admit

of our imagining it, at least, disconnected from other bodies,

and existing insulated in space. The first rude notion we
form of the earth is that of a flat surface, of indefinite extent

in all directions from the spot where we stand, above which

are the air and sky ; below, to an indefinite profundity, solid

matter. This is a prejudice to be got rid of, like that of the

earth's immobility ;— but it is one much easier to rid our-

selves of, inasmuch as it originates only in our own mental

inactivity, in not questioning ourselves where we will place

a limit to a thing we have been accustomed from infancy

to regard as immensely large ; and does not, like that, ori-

ginate in the testimony of our senses unduly interpreted.

On the contrary, the direct testimony of our senses lies the

other way. When we see the sun set in the evening in the

west, and rise again in the east, as we cannot doubt that it is

the same sun we see after a temporary absence, we must do

violence to all our notions of solid matter, to suppose it to

have made its way through the substance of the earth. It

must, therefore, have gone under it, and that not by a mere

subterraneous channel ; for if we notice the points where it
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sets and rises for many successive days, or for a whole year,

we shall find them constantly shifting, round a very large

extent of the horizon ; and, besides, the moon and stars also

set and rise again in all points of the visible horizon. The

conclusion is plain : the earth cannot extend indefinitely in

depth downwards, nor indefinitely in surfaced laterally; it

must have not only bounds in a horizontal direction, but also

an under side round which the sun, moon, and stars can pass

;

and that side must, at least, be so far like what we see, that

it must have a sky and sunshine, and a day when it is night

to us, and vice versd ; where, in short.

.V."'Vv,

— "redit a nobis Aurora, diemque reducit.

Nosque ubt primus equis oriens afflavit anbelis,

Illic sera rubens accendit lumina Vesper." Georg.

(18.) As soon as we have familiarized ourselves with the

conception of an earth yrithoMtfoundations or fixed supports

—

existing insvdated in space from contact of every thing ex-

ternal, it becomes easy to imagine it in motion— or, rather,

difficult to imagine it otherwise ; for, since there is nothing to

retain it in one place, should any causes of motion exist, or

any forces act upon it, it must obey their impulse. Let us

next see what obvious circumstances there are to help us to a

knowledge of the shape of the earth.

(19.) Let us first examine what we can actually see of its

shape. Now, it is not on land (unless, indeed, on un-

commonly level and extensive plains), that we can see any

thing of the general figure of the earth ;— the liills, trees, and

other objects which roughen its surface, and break and elevate

the line of the horizon, though obviously bearing a most

minute proportion to the whole earth, are yet too considerable

with respect to ourselves and to that small portion of it which

we can see at a single view, to allow of our forming any

judgment of the form of the whole, from that of a part so dis-

figured. But with the surface of tho sea or any vastly ex-

tended level plain, the case is otherwise. If we sail out of

sight cf land, whether we stand on the ddok of the ship or

climb the mast, we see the surface of the sea— not losing
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itself in distance and mist^ but terminated by a sharp, clear,

well-defined line or offing as it is called, which runs all round

us in a circle, having our station for its centre. That this

line is really a circle, we conclude, first, from the perfect

apparent similarity of all its parts ; and, secondly, from the

fact of all its 4>arts appearing at the same distance from us,

and that, evidently, a moderate one ; and thirdly, from this,

that its apparent diameter, measured with an instrument

called the dip sector, is the same (except under some singular

atmospheric circumstances, which produce a temporary dis-

tortion of the outline), in whatever direction the measure is

taken,—properties which belong only to the circle among
geometrical figures. If we ascend a high eminence on a plain

(for instance, one of the Egyptian pyramids), the same holds

good.

(20.) Masts of ships, however, and the edifices erected by
man, are trifling eminences compared to what nature itself

affords; JEtna, TenerifTe, Mowna Boa, are eminences from

which no contemptible aliquot part of the whole earth's surface

can be seen; but from these again— in those few and rare

occasions when the transparency of the air will permit the

real boundary of the horizon, the true sea-line, to be seen

—

the very same appearances are witnessed, but with this re-

markable addition, viz. that the angular diameter of the visible

area, as measured by the dip sector, is materially less than at •

a lower level ; or, in other words, that the apparent size of

the earth has sensibly diminished as we have receded from its

surface, while yet the absolute quantity of it seen at once has

been increased.

(21.) The same appearances are observed universally, in

every part of the earth's surface visited by man. Now, the

figure of a body which, however seen, appears always circular,

can be no other than a sphere or globe.

(22.) A diagram will elucidate this. Suppose the earth to

be represented by the sphere LHNQ, whoso centre is C, and
let A, G, M be stations at different elevations above various

points of its surface, rcpregented by a, g, m respectively.

From each of them (as from M) let a line be drawn, as M N n,

c
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a tangent to the surface at N^ then will this line represent

the visual ray along which the spectator at M will see the

visible horizon; and as this tangent sweeps round M, and

comes successively into the positions M O o, M P/>, M Q ^,

the point of contiict N will mark out on the surface the

circle N O P Q. The area of the spherical surface compre-

hended within this circle is the portion of the earth's surface

visible to a spectator at M, and the angle N M Q included

between the two extreme visual rays is the measure of its

apparent angular diameter. Leaving, at present, out of con-

sideration the effect of refraction in the air below M, of which

more hereafter, and which always tends, in some degree, to

increaie that angle, or render it more obtuse, this is the angle

measured by the dip sector. Now, it is evident, 1st, that as

the point M is more elevated above m, the point immediately

below it on the sphere, the visible area, t^ e. the spherical

segment or slice N O P Q, increases ; 2dly, that the distance

of the vuible horizon '* or boundary of our view from the eye,

' • 'O^i^w, to UnHinatt, .
.

i *;<
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VIZ. the line MN, increases; and, Sdly, that the angle NMQ
becomes less obtuse, or, in other words, the apparent angular

diameter of the earth diminishes, being nowhere so great as

180°, or two right angles, but falling short of it by some sen-

sible quantity, and that more and more the higher we ascend.

The figure exhibits three states or stages of elevation, with

the horizon, &c. corresponding to each, a glance at which will

explain our meaning ; or, limiting ourselves to the larger and

more distinct, MNOFQ, let the reader imagine nNM,
M Q ^ to be the two legs of a ruler jointed at M, and kept

extended by the globe N m Q between them. It is dear, that

as the joint M is urged home towards the surface, the legs

will open, and the ruler will become more nearly straight,

but will not attain perfect straightness till M is brought

fairly up to contact with the surface at m, in wtich case

its whole length will become a tangent to the sphere at m, as

is the line xy.

(23.) This explains what is meant by the dip of the horizon,

M m, which is perpendicular to the general surface of the

sphere at m, is also the direction in which a plumb'line* would

hang ; for it is an observed fact, that in all situations, in every

part of the earth, the direction of a plumb-line is exactly

perpendicular to the surface of still water; and, moreover,

that it is also exactly perpendicular to a line or surface truly

adjusted by a spirit-level* Suppose, then, that at our station

M we were to adjust a line (a wooden ruler for instance) by
a spirit-level, with perfect exactness ; then, if we suppose the

direction of this line indefinitely prolonged both ways, as

XM Y, the line so drawn will be at right angles to Mm,
and therefore parallel to xmi/, the tangent to the sphere at

m. A spectator placed at M will therefore see not only all

the vault of the sky above this line, as X Z Y, but also that

portion or zone of it which lies between X N and Y Q ; in

other words, his sky will be more than a hemisphere by the

zone Y Q X N. It is the angular breadth of this redundant
zone— the angle YMQ, by which the visible horizon appears

depressed below the direction of a snirit-level— that is call
J

uttiieu

• 8w theiie initruments dnorilicd in Cliap. III.

a
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the dip of the horizon. It is a correction of constant use in

nautical astronomy.

(24.) From the foregoing explanations it appears, 1st, That

the general figure of the earth (so far as it can be gathered

from this kind of observation) is that of a sphere or globe.

In this we also include that of the sea, which, wherever it

extends, covers and fills in those inequalities and local irregu-

larities which exist on land, but which can of course only be

regarded as trifling deviations from the general outline of the

whole mnss, as we consider an orange not the less round for

the roughness on its rind. 2dly, That the appearance of a

visible horizon, or sea-oflSng, is a consequence of the curvature

of the surface, and does not arise from the inability of the

eye to follow objects to a greater distance, or from at-

mospheric indistinctness. It will be worth while to pursue

the general notion thus acquired into some of its consequences,

by which its consistency with observations of a different

kind, and on a larger scale, will be put to the test, and a

clear conception be formed of the manner in which the parts

of the earth are related to each other, and held together as a

whole.

(25.) In the first place, then, every one who has passed a

little while at the sea side is aware that objects may be seen

perfectly well beyond the offing or visible horizon— but not

the whole of them. We only see their upper parts. Their

bases where they rest on, or rise out of the water, are hid

from view by the spherical surface of the sea, which protrudes

between them and ourselves. Suppose a ship, for instance,

to suil directly away from our station ;— at first, when the

distance of the ship is small, a spectator, S, situated at some

certain height above the sea, sees the whole of the ship, even

to the water line where it rests on the sea, as at A. As it

recedes it diminishes, it is true, in apparent size, but still the

uhole is seen down to the water line, till it reaches the visible

horizon at B. But as soon as it has passed this distance, not

only docs the visible portion still continue to diminish in

npparent size, but the hull begins to disappear bodily, as if

sunk below the surface. When it has reached a certain
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distance, as at C, its hull has entirely vanished, but the masts

and sails remain, presenting the appearance c. But if, in

this state of things, the

spectator quickly as-

cends to a higher sta-

tion, T, whose visible

horizon is at D, the

hull comes again in

sight ; and, when he

descends again, he ioses

it. The ship still receding, the lower sails seem to sink below

the water, as at d, and at length the whole disappears : while yet

the distinctness with which the last portion of the sail d is

seen is such as to satisfy us that were it not for the interposed

segment of the sea, ABODE, the distance TE is not so

great as to have prevented an equally perfect view of the

whole.

(26.) The history of aeronautic adventure affords a carious

illustration of the same principle. The late Mr. Sadler, the

celebrated aeronaut, ascended on one occasion in a balloon

from Dublin, and was wafted across the Irish Channel, when,

on his approach to the Welsh coast, the balloon descended

nearly to the surface of the sea. By this time the sun was

set, and the shades of evening began to close in. He threw

out nearly all his ballast, and suddenly sprang upwards to a

great height, and by so doing brought his horizon to dip

below the sun, producing the whole phenomenon of a

western sunrise. Subsequently descending in Wales, he of

course witnessed a second sunset on thp same evening.

(27.) If we could measure the heights and exact (^stance

of two stations which could barely be discerned from each

other over the edge of the horizon, we could ascertain

the actual size of the earth itself: and, in fact, were it

not for the effect of refraction, by which we are enabled

to see in some small degree round the interposed segment (as

will be her».after explained), this would be a tolerably good
method of ascertaining it. Suppose A and B to be two
eminences, whose perpendicular heights A a and B b (which

c n
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for Bunplicity) we will suppose to be exactly equal) are

known, aa well as their exact horizontal interval aDb, by

measurement; then it is clear

that D, the visible horizon of

both, will lie just half-way

between them, and if we sup-

pose aDb to be the sphere of

the earth, and C its centre in

the figure C D ft B, we know
D bf the length of the arch

of the circle between D and b,— viz. half the measured

interval, and b B, the excess of its secant above its radius—
which is the height of B,— data which, by the solution

of an easy geometrical problem, enable us to find the length

of the radius D C. If, as is really the case, we suppose both

the heights and distance of the stations inconsiderable in

comparison with the size of the earth, the solution alluded to

is contained in the foljiowing proposition :
—

The eartlCs diameter bears the same proportion to the distance

of the visible horizon from the eye as that distance does to the

height of the eye above the sea leveL. -
, ;

^

When the stations are unequal in height, the problem is a

little more complicated.

(28.) Although, as we have observed, the effect of refrac-

tion prevents this from being an exact method of ascertaining

the dimensions of the earth, yet it will suffice to afiford such

an approximation to it as shall be of use in the present stage

of the reader's knowledge, and help him to many just con-

ceptions, on which account we shall exemplify its application

in numbers. Now, it appears by observation, that two

points, each ten feet above the surface, cense to be visible

from each other over still water, and in average atmospheric

circumstances, at a distance of about 8 miles. But 10 feet

is the «S28th part of a mile, so that half their distance, or

4 miles, is to the height of each a84x528or2112:1, and

therefore in the same proportion to 4 miles is the length

of the earth's diameter. It must, therefore, be equal to
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4x2112=8448, or, in round numbers, about 8000 milea^

which is not very far from the truth.

(29.) Such is the first rough result of an attempt to

ascertain the earth's magnitude; and it wiU not be amiss,

if we take advantage of it to compare it with objects we have

been accustomed to consider as of vast size, so as to interpose

a few steps between it and our ordinary ideas of dimension.

We have before likened the inequalities on the earth's

surface, arising from mountains, valleys, buildings, &c to

the roughnesses on the rind of a': orange, compared with

its geneitil mass. The comparison U quite free from exag-

geration. The highest mountain known hardly exceeds five

miles in perpendicular elevation : this is only one 1600th part

of the earth's diameter ; consequently, on a globe of sixteen

inches in diameter, such a mountain would be represented

by a protuberance of no more than one hundredth part of an

inch, which is about the thickness of ordinary drawing-paper.

Now, as the/e is no entire continent, or even any very

extensive tract of land, known^ whose general elevation

above the sea is any thing like half this quantity, it follows,

that if we would construct a correct model of our earth, with

its seas, continents, and mountains, on a globe sixteen inches

in diameter, the whole of the land, with the exception of

a few prominent points and ridges, must be comprised on it

within the thickness of thin writing-paper ; and the highest

hills would be represented by the smallest visible grains

of sand.

(30.) The deepest mine existing does not penetrate half a
mile below the surface : a scratch, or pin-hole, duly re-

presenting it, on the surface of such a globe as our model,

would be imperceptible without a magnifier. n

(31.) The greatest depth of sea, probably, does not very
much exceed the greatest elevation of the continents; and
would, of course, be represented by an excavation, in about
the same proportion, into the substance of the globe : so that

the ocean comes to be conceived as a mere film of liquid,

such as, on our model, would be left by a brush dipped
in colour, and drawn over those parts intended to represent

c 4
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the sea : only, in bo conceiving it, we must bear in mind that

the resemblance extends no farther than to proportion in

point of quantity. The mechanical laws which would

regulate the distribution and movements of such a film, and

its adhesion to the surface, are altogether different from

those which govern the phenomena of the sea.

(32.) Lastly, the greatest extent of the earth's surface

which has ever been seen at once by man, was that exposed

to the view of Messrs. Welsh and Green, in their balloon as-

cent of Nov. 10, 1852, to the enormous height of 23,027 feet,

or rather less than five miles. To estimate the proportion of

the area visible from this elevation to the whole earth's

surface, we must have recourse to the geometry of the sphere,

which informs us that the convex surface of a spherical

segment is to the whole surface of the sphere to which it

belongs as the versed sine or thickness of the segment is to

the diameter of the sphere ; and further, that this thickness,

in the case we are considering, is almost exactly equal to the

perpendicular elevation of the point of sight above the surface.

The proportion, therefore, of the visible area, in this case, to

the whole earth's surface, is that of five miles to 8000, or

1 to 1600. The portion visible from ^tna, the Peak of

Teneriife, or Mowna Boa, is about one 4000th. •

(33.) When we ascend to any very considerable elevation

above the surface of the earth, either in a balloon, or on

mountains, we are made aware, by many uneasy sensations,

of an insufficient supply of air. The barometer, an instrument

which informs us of the weight of air incumbent on a given

horizontal surface, confirms this impression, and affords a

direct measure of the rate of diminution of the quantity of

air which a given space includes as we recede from the

surface. From its indications we learn, that when we have

ascended to the height of 1000 feet, we have left below us

about one-thirtieth of the whole mass of the atmosphere:—
that at 10,600 feet of perpendicular elevation (which is rather

less than that of the summit of ^tna*) we have ascended

* Tlie height of ^Ina above the Mediterranean (as it rcnults from a barome>
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through about one-third; and at 18,000 feet (whidi is nearly

that of Cotopaxi) through one-half the bj terial, or, at least,

the ponderable body of fur incumbent on the earth's surface.

From the progression of these numbers, as well as, ^ priori,

from the nature of the air itself, which is compressible, i. e. ca-

pable of bein^r condensed or crowded into a smaller space in

proportion to the incumbent pressure, it is easy to see that,

although by rising still higher we should contmually get

above more and more of the air, and so relieve ourselves more

and more from the pressure with which it weighs upon us,

yet the amount of this additional relief, or the ponierahh

quantity of air surmounted, would be by no means in pro-

portion to the additional height ascended, but in a constantly

decreasing ratio. An easy calculation, however, founded on

our experimental knowledge of the properties of air, and the

mechanical laws which regulate its dilatation and compression,

is sufficient to show that, at an altitude above the surface of

the earth not exceeding the hundredth part of its diameter,

the tenuity, or rarefaction, of the air must be so excessive, that

not only animal life could not subsbt, or combustion be main-

tained in it, but that the most delicate means we possess of

ascertaining the existence of any air at all would fail to a£ford

the slightest perceptible indications of its presence.

(34.) Laying out of consideration, therefore, at present, all

nice questions as to the probable existence of a definite limit

to the atmosphere, beyond which there is, absolutely and

rigorously speaking, no air, it is clear, that, for all practical

purposes, we may speak of those regions which are more
distant above the earth's surface than the hundredth part of

its diameter as void of dr, and of course of clouds (which aie

nothing but visible vapours, difiused and Jloating in the air,

sustained by it, and rendering it turbid as mud does water).

It seems probable, from many indications, that the greatetit

height at which visible clouds ever exist does not exceed teu

miles; at which height the density of the air is abol^t an
eighth part of what it is at the level of the sea.

trical measurement of my own, made in July. !824i under
oumstances) is 10,872 Englbh feet— ^itMor.
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(35.) We are thus led to regard the atmosphere of air,

with the clouds it supports, as constituting a coating of equa-

ble or nearly equable thickness, enveloping our globe on all

sides ; or rather as an aerial ocean, of which the surface of

the sea and land constitutes the bed, and whose inferior

portions or strata, within a few miles of the earth, contain by
far the greater part of the whole mass, the density diminish-

ing with extreme rapidity as we recede upwards, till, within

a very moderate distance (such as would be repre&t^ated by
the sixth of an inch on the model we have before spoken of,

and which is not more in proportion to the globe on which it

rests, than the downy skin of a peach in comparison with the

fruit within it), all sensible trace of the existence of air dis-

appears.

(36.) Arguments, however, are not wanting to render it,

if not absolutely certain, at least in the highest degree pro-

bable, that the surface of the aerial, like that of the aqueous

ocean, has a real and definite limit, as above hinted at ; be-

yond which there is positively no air, and above which a fresh

quantity of air, could it be added from without, or carried

aloft from below, instead of dilating itself indefinitely up-

wards, would, after a cerUun very enormous but still finito

enlargement of volume, sink and merge, aa water poured

into the sea, and distribute itself among the mass beneath.

With the truth of this conclusion, however, astronomy has

little concern; all the effects of the atmosphere in modifying

astronomical phenomena being the same, whether it be sup-

posed of definite extent or not.

(37.) Moreover, whichever idea we adopt, within those

limits in which it possessed any appretiable density its con-

stitution is the same over all points of the earth's surface

;

that is to say, on the great scale, and leaving out of con-

sideration temporary and local causes of derangement, such as

winds, and great fluctuations, of the nature of waves, which

prevail in it to an immense extent. In other words, the

law of diminution of the air's density as we recede upwards

from the level of the sea is the same in every column into

which we may conceive it divided, or from whatever point of
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the surface we may set out. It may therefor be considered

as consisting of successively superposed strata or layers, each

of the form of a spherical shell, concentric with the general

surface of the sea and land, and each of which Is rarer^ or spe-

cifically lighter, than that immediately beneath it ; and denser,

or specifically heavier, than that immediately above it. This;

at least, is the kind of distribution which alone would be con-

sistent with the laws of the equilibrium of fluids. Inasmuch,

however, as the atmosphere is not in perfect equilibrium,

being always kept in a state of droulation, owing to the ex-

cess of heat in its equatorial regions over that at the poles,

some slight deviation from the rigorous expresdon of this law

take place, and in peculiar localities there is reason to believe

that even considerable permanent depressions of the contours

of these strata, below their general or spherical level, subsist.

But these are points of consideration rather for the meteoro-

logist than the astronomer. It must be observed, moreover,

that with this distribution of its strata the inequalities of

mountains and valleys have little concern. These exercise

hardly more influence in modifying their general spherical

figure than the inequalities at the bottom of the sea interfere

with the general sphericity of its surface. They would exer-

cise absolutely none were it not for their effect in giving

another than horizontal direction to the currents of air < on-

stituting winds, as shoals in the ocean throw up the cur-

rents which sweep over them towards the surface, and so

in some small degree tend to disturb the perfect level of that

surface.

(38.) It is the power which air possesses, ia common with
all transparent media, of refracting the rays of light, or bend-
ing them out of their straight course, which renders a know-
ledge of the constitution of the atmosphere important to the
astronomei^. Owing to this property, objects seen obliquely

through it appear otherwise situated than they wouldHo the
same spectator, had the atmosphere no existence. It thus
produces a false impression respecting their places, which
must be rectified by ascertaining the amount and direction of
the displacement so apparently produced on each, before we
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can come at a knowledge of the true directions in which thejr

are situated from us at any assigned moment.

(39.) Suppose a spectator placed at A, any point of the

earth's surface K A A ; and let L /, M m, N n, represent the

successive strata or layers, of decreasing density, into which

we may conceive the atmosphere to be divided, and which

are spherical surfaces concentric with K k, the earth's sur-

face. Let S represent a star, or other heavenly body, be-

yond the utmost limit of the atmosphere. Then, if the air

were away, the spectator would see it in the direction of the

straight line A S. But, in reality, when the ray of light SA
reaches the atmosphere, suppose at </, it will, by the laws of

optics, begin to bend downwards^ and take a more inclined

direction, aadc. This bending will at first be imperceptible,

owing to the extreme tenuity of the uppermost strata; but

as it advances downwards, the Rtrata continually increasing

in density, it will continually undergo greater and greater

refraction in the same direction ; and thus, instead of pur^

suing the straight line S c? A, it will describe a curve Sdcia,
continually more and more concave downwards, and will

reach the earth, not at A, but at a certain point a, nearer 'j>
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S. This ray, consequently, will not reach the spectator's

eye. The ray by which he will see the star is, therefore, not

S (/A, but another ray which, had there been no atmosphere,

would have struck the earth at K, a point behind the spec-

tator; but which, being bent by the air into the curve

S D G B A, actually strikes on A. Now, it is a law of op-

tics, that an object is seen in the direction which the visual

ray has at the instant of arriving at the eye, without regard to

what may have been otherwise its course between the object

and the eye. Hence the star S will be seen, not in the di-

rection A S, but in that of A «, a tangent to the curve

SD C B A, at A. But because the curve described by the

refracted ray is concave downwards, the tangent A a will lie

above A S, the unrefracted ray : consequently the object S
will nppear more elevated above the horizon A H, wheu &een

through the refracting atmosphere, than it would appear

were there no such atmosphere. Since, however, the dis-

position of the strata is the same in all directions around A,

the visual ray will not be made to deviate laterally, but will

remain constantly in the same vertical plane, B A C, passing

through the eye, the object, and the earth's centre.

(40.) The effect of the air's refraction, then, is to raise all

the heavenly bodies higher abo^ the horizon in appearance

than they are in reality. Any such body, situated actually in

the true horizon, will appear ubotH' it, or will have some ceitun
apparent altitude (as it is callevi). Nay, even some of those

actually below the horizon, and which would therefore be in-

visible but for the effect of refraction, are, by that effect,

raised above it and brought into sight. Thus, the sun, when
situated at P below the true horizon, A H, of the spectator,

bf jomes visible to him, as if it stood at p, by the refracted

ray P g' r * A, to which A j9 is a tangent.

i (41.) The exact estimation of the amount of atmospheric

refraction, or the strict determination of the angle S A «, by
which a celestial object at any assigned altitude, H A S, is

raised in appearance above its true place, is, unfortunately, a
very difficult subject of physical inquiry, and one on which
geometers (frosa whom alone we can look for any information
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on the subject) are not yet entirely agreed. The difficulty

arises from this, that the density of any stratum of air (on

which its refracting power depends) is affected not merely by

the superincumbent pressure, but also by its temperature or

degree of heat Now, although we know that as we recede

from the earth's surface the temperature of the air is constantly

diminishmgt yet the taw, or amount of this diminution at

different heights, is not yet fully ascertained. Moreover, the

refracting power of air is perceptibly affected by its moisture ;

and this, too, is not the same in every part of an aerial

column ; neither are we acquainted with the laws of its distri-

bution. The consequence of our ignorance on these points is

to introduce a corresponding degree of uncertainty into the

determination of the amount of refraction, which affects, to a

certain appretiable extent, our knowledge of several of the

most important data of astronomy. The uncertainty thus

induced is, however, confined within such very narrow limits

as to be no cause of embarrassment, except in the most

delicate inquiries, and to call for no further allusion in a

treatise like the present.

(42.) A " Table of Refractions," as it is called, or a state-

ment of the amount of apparent displacement arising from

this cause, at all altitudes, or in every situation of a heavenly

body, from the horizon to the xeniYA*, (or point of the sky

vertically above the spectator), and under all the circumstances

in which astronomical observations are usually performed

which may influence the result, is one of the most important

and indispensable of all astronomical tables, since it is only

by the use of such a table we are enabled to get rid of an

illusion which must otherwise pervert all our notions re*

specting the celestial motions. Such have been, accordingly,

constructed with great care, and are to be found in every

collection of astronomical tables. Our design, in the present

treatise, will not admit of the introduction of tables; and we
must, th« efore, content ourselves here, and in similar cases,

with referring the reader to works especially destined to

* From an Arabic word of thia ngnifieatipn, R^e this tsrn; technkaiijr dennou
in Chap. li.
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furnish these useful aids to calculation. It is, however, de-

sirable that he should bear in mind the following general

notions of its amount, and law of variations.

(43.) Ist. In the zenith there is no refraction. A celestial

object, situated vertically over head, is seen in its true direction,

as if there were no atmosphere, at least if the air be tranqulL

2dly. In descending from the zenith to the horizon, the

refraction continually increases. Objects near the horizon

appear more elevated by it above their true directions than

those at a high altitude.

3dly. The rate of its increase is nearly in proportion to the

tangent of the apparent angular distance of the object from

the zenith. But this rule, which is not far from the truth, at

moderate zenith distances, ceases to give correct results in the

vicinity of the horizon, where the law becomes much mora

complicated in its expression.

4thly. The average amount of refraction, for an object half-

way between the zenith and horizon, or at an apparent alti-

tude of 45°, is about 1' (more exactly 57"), a quantity hardly

sensible to the naked eye; but at the visible horizon it

amounts to no less a quantity than 33', which is rather more

than the greatest apparent diameter of either the sun or the

moon. Hence it follows, that when we see the lower edge <^

the sun or moon just apparently resting on the horizon, its

whole disk is in reality below it, and would be entirely out of

sight and concealed by tuc convexity of the earth, but for the

bending round it, which the rays of light have undergone in

their passage through the air, as alluded to in art. 40. .;

5thly. That when the barometer is higher than its average

or mean state, the amount of refraction is greater than its

mean amount ; when lower, less : and,

6thly. That for one and the same reading of the barometer

the refraction is greater, the colder the air. The vnriatiuuB,

owing to these two causes, from its mean amount (at temp.

55°, pressure 30 inches), are about one 420th part of that

amount for each degree of the thermometer of Fahrenheit,

and one 300th for each tenth of an inch iin the height of the

barometer.
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(44.) It follows from this, that one obvious effect of re-

fraction must be to shorten the duration of night and dark-

ness, by actually prolonging the stay of the sun and moon
above the horizon. But even after they are set, the influence

of the atmosphere still continues to send us a portion of their

light ; not, indeed, by direct transmission, but by reflectiim

upon the vapours and minute solid particles which float in it,

and, perhaps, also on the actual material atoms of the air

itself. To understand how this takes place, we must recollect,

that it is not only by the direct light of a luminous object

that we sec, but that whatever portion of its light which

would not otherwise reach our eyes is intercepted in its

course, and thrown back, or laterally, upon us, becomes to

us a means of illumination. Such reflective obstacles always

exist floating in the air. The whole course of a sun-beam

penetrating through the chink of a window-shutter into a

dark room is visible as a bright line in the tur : and even if it

be stifled, or let out through an opposite crevice, the light

scattered through the apartment from this source is sufiicient

to prevent entire darkness in the room. The luminous lines

occasionally seen in the air, in a sky full of partially broken

clouds, which the vulgar term " the sun drawing water," are

similarly caused. They arc sunbeams, through apeitures in

clouds, partially intercepted and reflected on the dust and

vapours of the air below. Thus it is with those solar rays

which, after the sun is itself concealed by the convexity of

the earth, continue to traverse the higher regions of the

atmosphere above our heads, and pass through and out of it,

without directly striking on the earth at all. Some portion

of them is intercepted and reflected by the floating particles

above mentioned, and thrown back, or laterally, so as to reach

us, and afford us that secondary illuminatioo, which is twi-

light. The course of such rays will be immediately under-

stood from the annexed figure, in which A B C D is the

earth ; A a point on its surface, where the sun S is in the

act of setting ; its last lower ray SAM just grazing the

Burfiftce at A, while its superior rays S N, SO, traverse the

atmosphere aboVe A without striking the earth, leaving it
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finally at the points P Q R, after being more bt less ber^t in

passing t'»iough it, the lower most, the higher lees, and that

which, like S R O, merely grazes the exterior limit of the

atmosphere, not at all. Let us consider seyeral points,

A, B, C, D, each more remote than the hwtirom A, and each

more deeply involved in the eartVs thadowt which occupW

the whole space from A beneath the line A M. Now, A just

receives the sun's last direct.ray, and, besides, is illuminated

by the whole reflective atmosphere P Q R T. It therefore

receives twilight from the whole sky. The point B, to which

the sun has set, receives no direct solar light, nor any, direct

or reflected, from all that part of its visible atmosphere which

is below A P M ; but from the lenticular portion P R x,

which is traversed by the sun's rays, and which lies above

the visible horizon B R of B, it receives a twilight, wluch h
strongest at R, the point immediately below which the sun

is, and fades away gradually towards P, as the luminous

part of the atmosphere thins ofl; At C, only the l^t or

thinnest portion, P Q ;r of the lenticular segment, thus illu-

minated, lies above the horizon, C Q, of that place ; here,

then, the twilight is feeble, and confined to a small space in

3nd near the horizon, which the sun has quitted, while at D
the twilight has ceased altogether.

(45.) When tho Bun is above the horison, it illuminates the

atmosphere and clouds, and these again disperse and foatter a

portion of its light in all directions, so as to send some of its

D
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rays to every exposed point, from every point of the sky.

The generally dUfused light, therefore, which we enjoy in

the daytime, is a phenomenon originating in the very same

causes as the twilight Were it lot for the reflective and

scattering powe; jf the atmosphv^^e, no obiocts would be

visible to us out of direct sunshine ; every shadow of a passing

cloud would be pitchy darkness ; the stars would be visible

all day, and every apartment, into which the sun had not

direct admission, would be involved in nocturnal obscurity.

This scattering action of the atmosphere on the solar light, it

should be observed, is increased by ihe iiiCgularity of tem-

perature caused by the same luminary in its different parts,

which, during the daytime, throws it into a constant state of

undulation, and, by thus bringing together masses of ur of

very unequal temperatures, produces partial reflections and

refractions at their common boundaries, by which some por-

tion of the light is turned aside from the direct course, and

diverted to the purposes of general illumination. A secon-

dary twilight, however, may be traced even beyond the point

D, consequent on a re-reflection of the rays dispersed through

tht atmosphere in the primary one. The phenomenon seen

in the ^lear atmosphere of the Nubian desert, described by

traveUers under the name of the " After-glow,** would seem

to arise from this cause.

(46.) From th' explanation we have given, in arts. 39 and

40, of the nat*\ i of atmospheric refraction, and the mode in

which it is pi jduced in the progress of a ray of light through

successive strata, or layers, of the atmosphere, it will be

evident, that whenever a ray passes obliquely from a higher

level to a lower one, or vice vertd, its course is not rectilinear,

but concave downwards ; and of course any object seen by
means of such aray, must appear deviated from its true place,

whether that object be, like the celestial bodies, entirely be-

yond the atmosphere, or, like the summits of mountains seen

from the plains, or other trirestrial stations at different

levels seen fVom each other, immersed in it. Every difference

of level, accompanied, as it must be, with a difference of den-

sity in the aerial strata, must also have, corresponding to it,

a certain amount of refraction ; less, indeed, tL.;n what wov'.ld
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be produced by the whole atmosphere, but still often of very

appretiablb, and even considerable, amount. This refraction

between terrestrial stations is termed terrestrial refractiouy ti

distmguish it from that total effect which is only produced on

celestial objects, or such as are beyond the atmosphere, anil

which is called celestial or astronomical refraction.

(47.) Another effect of refraction is to distort the visible

forms and proportions of objects seen near the horizon. The

sun, for instance, which at a oonoiderable altitude always ap-

pears round, assumes, as it approaches the horizon, a flattened

or oval outline ; its horizontal diameter being visibly greater

than that in a vertical direction. When very near the hori-

zon, this flattening is evidently more considerable on the

lower side than on the upper ; so that the apparent form is

neither circular nor elliptic, but a species of oval, which de-

viates more from a circle below than above. This singular

effect, which any one may notice in a fine sunset, arises from

the rapid rate at which the refraction increases in approach-

ing the hoiizon. Were every visible point in the sun's cir-

cumference equally raised by refraction, it would still api)ear

circular, though displaced ; but the lower portions being more

raised than the upper, the vertical diameter is thereby short-

cued, while the two extremities of its horizoutal diameter are

equally raised, and in parallel directions, so that its apparent

length remains the same. The dilated size (generally) of the

sun or moon, when seen near the horizon, beyond what they

appear to have when high up in the sky, has nothing to do

with refraction. It is an illusion of the judgment, arising

from the terrestrial objects interposed, or placed in close com-
parison with them. In that situation we view and judge of

them as we do of torrestrial objects— in detful, and with an

acquired habit of attention to parts. Aloft we have no asso-

ciations to guide us, and their insulation in the expanse of

sky leads us rather to undervalue than to over-rate their ap-

parent magnitudes. Actual measurement with a proper in-

strument corrects our error, without, however, c ispelling our

illusion^ By this we learn, that the sun, when just on the

horizon, subtends at our v.yea almost exactly the same, and the

moon a materially less angle, than when seen at a great alti-

u a
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tudo iu the sky, owing to its greater distanoo from us in tlie

former situation as compared with the latter, us will be ex-

pkined farther on.

(48.) After what has been daid of the small extent of the

atmosphere in comparison with the mass of the earth, we shiUl

have little hesitation in admitting those luminaries which

people and adorn the sky, and which, while they obviously

form no part of the earth, and receive no support from it, are

yet not borne along at random like clouds upon the air, nor

drifted by the winds, to be external to our utmusphore. As

sucli we have considered them while speaking of their refnic-

tions— as cxisti^ig iu the immensity of space beyond, und

situated, perhaps, fur any thing we can perceive to the con-

trary, at enormous distonoes from us and from each other.

(49.) Could a spectator exist unsustained by the earth, or

any solid support, he would see around him at one view the

whole contents of space— the visible constituents of the

universe : and, in the absence of any means of judging

of their distances from him, would refer them, in the direc-

tions in whicli they were seen from his station, to the con-

cave surface of an imaginary sphere, having his eye for

a centre, and its surface at some vast indeterminate distance.

Perhaps he might judge those which appear to him large and

bright, to be nearer to him thun the smidler and less brilliant

;

but, independent of other means of judging, he would have

no warrant for this opinion, any more than for the idea thut

nil were equidistant from him, and realfy arranged on such a

•phericol surface. Nevertheless, thiru would be no impro-

priety in his referring their places, geometrically speaking, to

those points of such a purely imaginary pnhere, which their

respective visual rays intersect; and there would be much
advantage in so doing, as by that means their appearance and

relative situation could be accurately measured, recorded, and

mapped down. The objects in a landscape are at every

variety of distance from the eye, yet we lay them all down
In a picture on «.)ne plane, and at one distance, in their actual

apparent proportions, and the likeness is not taxed with in-

correctness, though a man in the foreground should be re-

presented larger than n mountain in the distunce. So it is

1,

.
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to a spectator of the heavenly bodies pictured, projected, or

mapped down on that imaginary sphere we call the sktf or

keaven. Thus, we may easily conceive that the moon, which

appears to us as large as the sun, though less bright, may
owe that apparent equality to its f"">ater proximiiy, an^

may be really much less ; while both the moon and sun may
only appear larger and brighter than the stars, on account of

the remoiieness of the latter.

(50.) A spectator on the earth's surface is prevented, by

the great mnes on which he stands, from seeing into all that

portion of space which is below him, or to see which he must

look in any degree downwards. It is true that, if his place

of observation be at a grea^ elevation, the dip of the horizon

will bring within the scope of vision a little more than a

hemisphere, and refraction, wherever he may be situated,

will enable him to look, as it were, a little round the corner

;

but the zone thus added to his visual range can hardly ever,

imlcss in very extraordinary circumstances, exceed a couple

of d( grces in breadth, and is always ill seen on account of the

'

vapours near the horizon. Unless, then, by a change of his

geographical situation, he should bhift his horizon (which is

always a plane passing through his eye, and touching the

spherical convexity of .he earth) ; or unless, by some move-

ments proper to the heavenly bodies, they should of them-

selves come above his horizon ; or, lastly, unless, by some
rotation of the earth itself on its centre, the point of its sur-

face which he occupies should be carried round, and pre-

sented towards a different region of space ; he would never

obtain a sight of almost one half the objects external to our

atmosphere. But if any of these cases be supposed, more,

or all, may come into view according to the circumstances.

(51.) A traveller, for example, shifting his locality on our

globe, will obtain a view of celestial objects invisible »rom

liis original station, in a way which may be not inaptly illus-

Btrated by comparing him to a person standing in a park

close to a large tree. The massive obsiacld presented by its

trunk cuts off his view of all those parts of the landscape

which it occupies as- an object; but by walk'ng round it a
u ;\
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complete successive view of the whole panorama may be

obtained. Just in the same way, if we set off from any

station, as London, and travel southwards, we shall not ful

to notice that many celestial objects which are never seen

{h>m London come successively into view, as if rising up
above the horizon, night after night, from the south, although

it is in reality our horizon, which, travelling with us south-

wards round the sphere, sinks in succession beneath them.

The novelty and splendour of fresh r^^onstellations thus gra-

dually brought into view in the clear calm nights of tropical

climates, in long voyages to the south, is dwelt upon by all

who have enjoyed this spectacle, and never fails to impress

itself on the recollection among the most delightful and in-

teresting of the associations connected with extensive travel.

A glance at the accompanying figure, exhibiting three suc-

cessive stations of a traveller. A, B, C, with the horizon cor-

responding to each, will place this process in clearer evidence

than any description.

(52.) Again: suppose the earth itself to have a motion of

rotation on its centre. It is evident that a spectator at rest

9 it appears to him) on any part of it will, unperceived by
msclf, be carried round with it: unperceived, we say,

n'fv^^se his horizon will constantly contain, and be limited

by, the same terrestrial objects. He will have the same
1<->*^J-I.3^««««rk«« ^«^^W«<3iA<a v^^l** Ix^¥IVk**^v Ivan «k«v^hM «WK ««vl««^»l» «*l1 A lx« A«Mk • 1 • «« «
JU>llV«0\J<»|rv WUOLUill/Ajr IJ«;AV1\/ UAO vYvOy lU VTJiAVII C%AX illV AniUAIiCU
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objcctd in it, which serve him for landmarks and directions,

retain, with respect to himself or to each other, the same

invariable situations. The perfect smoothness and equality

of the motion of so vast a mass, in which every object he sees

around him participates alike, will (art. 15.) prevent his enter-; i

taining any suspicion of hu actual change of place. Yet,

with respect to external objects,—that is to say, all celestial

ones which do not participate in the supposed rotation of the

earth,—hb horizon will have been all the while shifting in

its relation to them, precisely as in the case of our traveler

in the foregoing article. Becurring to the figure of that

8'i,icle, it is evidently the same thing, so far as their visibility

ib concerned, whether he has been carried by the earth's

rotation successively into the situations A, B, C ; or whether,

the earth remaining at rest, he has transferred himself per^

Bonally along its surface to those stations. Our spectator in

the park will obtain precisely the same view of the landscape,

whether he walk round the tree, or whether we suppose it

sawed off, and made to turn on an upright pivot, while he

stands on a projecting step attached to it, and allows himself

to be carried round by its motion. The only difference will

be in his view of the tree itself, of which, in the former case,

he will see every part, but, in the latter, only that portion of

it which remains constantly opposite to him, and immediately

under his eye.

(53.) By Huch a rotation of the earth, then, as we have

supposed, the horizon of a stationary spectator will be con-

stantly depressing itself below those objects which lie in that

region of space towards which the rotation is carrying him,

and elevating itself above those in the opposite qua'^"-^ ad-

mitting into view the former, and successively hiding the

latter. As the horizon of every such spectator, however,

appears to him motionless, all such changes will be referred

by him to a motion in the objects themselves so successively

disclosed and concealed. In place of his horizon approaching

the stars, therefore, he will judge the stars to approach his

horizon ; and when it passes over and hides any of them, he

will consider tbem as having funk below it, or »et; while
D 4
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those it has just disclosed, and from which it is recedbg, will

seem to be rising above it

(54.) If we suppose this rotation of the earth to continue

in one and the same direction,— that is to bkj, to be per-

formed round one and the same axis, till it has completed an

entire revolution, and come back to the position from which

it set out when the spectator began his observations,—it is

manifest that every thing will then be in precisely the same

relative position as at the outset: all the heavenly bodies wi'^

appear to occupy the same places in the concave of the sk>

which they did at that instant, except such as may have

actually moved in the interim ; and if the rotation still con-

tinue, the same phenomena of their succesoive rising and

setting, and return to the same places, will continue to be

repeated in the same order, and (if the velocity of rotation be

uniform) in equal intervals of time, ad iiifinitum.

(55.) Now, in this we have a lively picture of that grand

phenomenon, the most important beyond all comparison which

nature presents, the daily rising and setting of the sun and

stars, their progress through the vault of the heavens, and

their return to the same apparent places at the same hours of

the day and night. The accomplishment of this restoration

in the regular interval of twenty-four houra is the first in-

stance we encounter of that great law oSperiodicity *i which^

as we shall see, pervades all astronomy ; by which expression

we understand the continual reproduction of the same pheno-

mena, in the same order, at equal intervals of time.

(5%.) A free rotation of the earth round its centre, if it

exist and be performed in consonance with the same mecha-

nical laws which obtain in the motions of masses of matter

under our immediate control, and within our ordinary ex-

perience, must be such as to satisfy two essential conditions.

It must be invariable in its direction with respect to the sphere

itselff and uniform in its velocity. The rotation must be

performed round an axis or diameter of the sphere, whose

polet or extremities, where it meets the surface, correspond

'-^- .r-i^:=]r 'm :f\-i;\ f^-^nd i>i;i: ..^na^.f.i!^ fi ?!s.I*'y M>- ; d*>iV,">^i--s

'iiiil'"?. i'V' • lUp/oSos, going rpuntl, k cirrijlation or rcyciuticR.
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always to the same pointa on the sphere. Modes of rotation

of a solid body under the influence of external agency are

conceivable, in. which the poles of the imaginary line or axia

about which it is at any moment revolving shall hold no fixed

places on the surface, but shift upon it every moment. Such

changes, however, are inconsistent with the idea of a rotation

of a body of regular figure about its axis of symmetry, per-

formed in free space, and vrithout resistance or obstruction

from any surrounding medium, or disturbing influences. The

complete absence of such obstructions draws with it, of ne-

cessity, the strict fulfilment of the two conditions above

mentioned.
'

(57.) Now, these conditions are in perfect accordance with

what we observe, and what recorded observation teaches us>

in respect of the diurnal motions of the heavenly bodies. We
have no reason to believe, from history, that any sensible

change has taken place since the earliest ages in the interval

of time elapsing between two successive returns of the samei

star to the same point of the sky ; or, rather, it is demon-

strable ^^om astronomical records that no such change ha»

taken place. And with respect to the other condition^ —

•

the permanence of the axis of rotation, — the appearanCx'^

which any alteration in that respect must produce, would be

marked, as we shall presently show, by a corresponding

change of a very obvious kind in the apparent motions of the

stars ; which, again, history decidedly declares them not to

have undergone. .y 'sd:^:^ti}iM^'stJii^'-^'f^mi:.: •

(58.) But, before we proceed to examine more in detail

how the hypothesis of the rotation of the earth about an axis

accords with the phenomena which the diurnal motion of the

heavenly bodies oflfers to our notice, it will be proper to de-

scribe, with precision, in what that diurnal motion consists,

and liow far it is participated in by them all ; or whether any
of them form exceptions, wholly or partially, to the common
analogy of the rest. We will, therefore, suppose the reader

to station himself, on a clear evening, just after sunset, when
the first stars begin to appear, in some open situation wbcmjo
a good genenvl view of the heavens can be obtained. He
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will then perceive, above and around him, as it were, a vast

concave hemispherical vault, beset with stars of various mag-

nitudes, of which the brightest only will first catch his atten-

tion in the twilight $ and more and more will appear as the

darkness increases, till the whole sky is over>spangled with

them. When he has awhile admired the calm magnificence

of th' glorious spectacle, the theme of so much song, and

of so much thought,— a spectacle which no one can view

without emotion, and without a longing dedre to know some-

thing of its nature and purport, -— let him fix h' ittention

more particularly on a few of the most brilliant stars, such

as he cannot fail to recognize again without mistake after

looking away from them for some time, and let him refer

their apparent situations to some surrounding objects, as

buildings, trees, &c., selecting purposely such as are in dif-

ferent quarters of his horizon. On comparing them again

with their respective points of reference, after a moderate

interval, as the night advances, he will not fail to perceive

that they have changed their places, and ad^mced, as by a

general movement, in a westward direction ; those towards

the eastern quarter appearing to rise or recede from the

horizon, while those which lie towards the west will be seen

to approach it ; and, if watched long enough, will, for the

most part, finally sink beneath it, and disappear ; while others,

in the eastern quarter, will be seen to rise as if out of the

earth, and, joining in the general procession, wiU take their

course with the rest towards the opposite quarter.

(59.) If he persist {oc a considerable time in watching

their motions, on the same or on several successive nights, he

will perceive that each star appears to describe, as far as its

course lies above the horizon, a circle in the sky ; that the

circles so described are not of the same magnitude for all the

stars ; and that those described by different stars differ greatly

in respect of the parts of them which lie above the horizon.

Some, which lie towards the quarter of the horizon which is

denominated the South *, only remain for a short time above

* We suppose our observer to be stationed In aome northern latitude ; soma
where in Europe, for exumplet
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it, and disappear, after describing in sight only the small

upper segment of their diurnal circle ; others, which rise

between the south and east, describe larger segments of their

circles above the horizon, remain proportionally longer in

sight, and set precisely as far to the westward of south as

they rose to the eastward ; while such as rise exactly in the

east remain just twelve hours vbible, describe a semicircle,

and set exactly in the west. With those, agam, which rise

between the east and north, the same law obtains ; at least,

as far as regards the time of their remaimng above the horizon,

and the proportion of the visible segment of their diurnal

circles to their whole circumferences. Both go on increasing

;

they remfun in view more than twelve hours, and their visible

diurnal arcs are more than semicircles. But the magnitudes

of the circles themselves diminish, as we go from the east,

northward ; the greatest of all the circles being described by
those which rise exactly in the east point. Carrying his eye

farther northwards, he will notice, at length, stars which, in

their diurnal motion, just graze the horizon at its north point,

or only dip below it for a moment ; while others never reach

it at all, but continue always above it, revolving in entire

circles round one point ctUied the pole, which appears to

be the common centre of all their motions, and which alone,

in the whole heavens, may be considered immoveable. Not
that this point is marked by any star. It is a purely imagi-

nary centre; but there is near it one considerably bright

star, called the Pole Star, which is easily recognized by *hp>

very small circle it describes ; so small, indeed, that, witlrNit

paying particular attention, and referring its position very

nicely to some fixed mark, it may easily be supposed at rest,

and be, itself, mistaken for the common centre about which

all the others in that re^on describe their circles ; or it may
be known by its configuration with a very splendid and re-

markable constellation or group of stars, called by astronomers

the Great Bear.

(60.) He will further observe, that the apparent relative

situations of all the stars among one another, is not changed

by their diurnal motion. lu whatever parts oi their cixcles
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they are observed, or at whatever hour of the night, they

form with each other the same identical groups or configura-

tions, to which the name of constellations has been given.

It ie true, that, in different parts of their course, these groups

stand differently with respect to the horizon; and those

towards the north, when in the course of their diurnal move-

ment they pass alternately above and below that common
centre of motion described in the last article, become actually

inverted with respect to the horizon, while, on the other

hand, they always turn the same points towards the pole. In

short, he will perceive that the whole assemblage of stars

visible at once, or in succession, in the heavens, may be

regarded as one great constellation, which seems to revolve

with a uniform motion, as if it forued one coherent mass ; or

as if it were attached to the internal surface of a vast hollow

sphere, having the earth, or rather the spectator, in its centre,

and turning round an axis inclined to his horizon, so as to pass

through that fixed podnt or pole already mentioned. " ': r

'

, (61.) Lastly, he will notice, if he have patience to out-

watch a long winter's night, commencing at the earliest

moment when the stars appear, and continuing till morning

twilight, that those stars which he observed setting in the

west have again risen in the east, while those which were

rising when he first began to notice them have completed

their course, and are now set ; and that thus the hemisphere,

or a graat part of it, which was then above, is now beneath

him, and its place supplied by that which was at first under

his feet, which he will thus discover to be no less copiously

furnished with stars than the other, and bespangled with

groups no less })ermanent and distinctly recognizable. Thus
he will learn that the great constellation we have above

spoken of as revolving round the pole is co-cxtenwve with the

whole surface of the sphere, being in reality nothing less than

a universe of luminaries surrounding the earth on all sides,

uiid brought in succession before his view, and referred

(cacli luminary according to its own visual ray or direction

from his eye) to the imaginary spherical surface, of which

ho hiuiself ncA^urAna the centre. (See art. 49.) There isI'lVB
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always, therefore (he would justly argue), a star-bespangled

canopy over his head, by day as well as by night, only that

the glare of daylight (which he perceives gnidually to e£Eace

the stars as the morning twilight comes on) prevents them

from being seen. And such is really the case. The stars

actually continue visible through telescopes in the day-

time ; and, in proportion to the power of the instrument, not

only the largest and brightest of them, but even those of

inferior lustre, such as scarcely strike the eye at night as at

all conspicuous, are readily found and followed ever at noon-

day,—unless in that part of the sky which is very near the

sun,—by thoso who possess the means of pointing a telescope

accurately to the proper places. Indeed, from the bottoms

of deep narrow pits, such as a well, or the shaft of a mine,

such bright stars as pass the zenith may eveu be discerned by

the naked eye ; and we have ourselves heard it stated by a

celebrated optician, that the earliest circumstance which drew

his attention to astronomy was the regular appearance, at a

certain hour, for several successive days, of a considerable

star, through the shaft of a chimney. Venus in our climate,

and even Jupiter in the clearer skies of tropical countries,

are often visible, without any artificial aid, to the naked eye

of one who knows nearly where to look for them. During

total eclipses of the sun, the ^argcr stars also appear in their

proper situations.

(62.) But to return to our incipient astronomer, whom we
left contemplating the sphere of the heavens, as completed in

imagination beneath his feet, and as rising up from thence in

its diurnal course. There is one portion or segment of this

sphere of which ho will not thus obtain a view. As there is

n segment towards the north, adjacent to the pole above his

horizon, in which the stars never set, so there is a corresponding

segment, about which the smaller circles of the more southern

stars are described, in which they tuver rise. The stars which
border upon the extreme circumference of this segment just

gittze the southern point of his horizon, and show themselvos

for a few moments above it, precisely m those near the eir-

oumferenco of the northern segment graze his northern

1

1
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horixon, and dip for a moment belcw it, to re-appear im-

mediately. Every point in a spherical surface has, of course,

another diametrically opposite to it; and as the spectator's

horizon divides his sphere into two hemispheres— a superior

and inferior— there must of necessity exist a depressed pole

to the south, corresponding to the elevated one to the north,

and a portion surrounding it, perpetually beneath, as there is

another surrounding the north pole, perpetually above it

<* Hio vertex nobis umper nibllmis ; at ilium

Sub pedibui nox atravidet, maneeque profundi."— VuaiL. $ :1.

One pole rides high, one, plunged beneath the maini

Seeks the deep night, and Pluto's dusky reign.

<<!•

(63.) To get dight of this segment, he must travel south-

wards. In so doing, a new set of phenomena come forward.

In proportion as he ndvanoes to the south, some of those con-

stellations which, at his original station, barely grazed the

northern horizon, will be observed to sink below it and set

;

at first remaining hid only for a very short time, but gra-

dually for a longer part of the twenty-four hours. They
will continue, however, to circulate about the same point

—

that is, holding the some invariable position with respect to

them in the concave of the heavens among the stars; b<Jt this

point itself wiU become gradually depressed with respect to

the spectator's horizon. The axis, in short, about which the

diurnal motion is performed, will appear to have become con-

tinually less and less inclined to the horizon; and by the

same degrees as the northern pole is depressed the southern

will rise, and constellations surrounding it will come into

view; at first moraentiuily, but by degrees for longer and

longer times in each dinmal revolution— realizing, in short,

what we have already biated in art. 61.

(64.) If he travel continually southwards, he will at length

reach a line on the earth's surface, called the equatovy at any

point of which, indiiferently, if he take up his station and

recommence his observations, he will find that he has both

the centres of diumiU motion in his horizon, occupying op-

posite points, the northern Pole having been depressed, and

tiis iOuthoFu raised, so that, in this gcogmphical position,
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the diurnal rotation of the heavens will appear to him to be

performed about a horizontal axis, every star describing half

its diurnal circle above and half beneath his horizon, re-

maining alternately visible for twelve hours, and concealed

during the same interval. In this situation, no part of the

heavens is concealed from his successive view. In a night of

twelve hours (supposing such a continuance of darkness pos-

sible at the equator) the whole sphere will have passed in

review over him— the whole hemisphere with which he began

his night's observation will have been carried down beneath

him, and the entire opposite one brought up from below.

(65.) If he pass the equator, and travel still farther south-

wards, the southern pole of the heavens will become elevated

above his horizon, and the northern will sink below it; and

the more, the farther he advances southwards; and when
arrived at a station as far to the south of the equator as that

from which he started was to the north, he will find the

whole phenomena of the heavens reversed. The stars which

at his original station described their whole diurnal circlet

above his horizon, and never set, now describe them entirely

below it, and never rise, but remain constantly invisible to

him ; and vice versd,, those stars which at his former station

he never saw, he will now never cease to see.

(66.) Finally, if, instead of advancing southwards from
his first station, he travel northwards, he will observe the

northern pole of the heavens to become more elevated above
his horizon, and the southern more depressed below it. In
consequence, his hemisphere will present a less variety of

stars, because a greater proportion of the whole surface of

the heavens remains constantly visible or constantly in-

visible : the circle described by each star, too, becomes more
nearly parallel to the horizon ; and, in short, every appearance
leads to suppose that could he travel far enough to the north,

he would at length attain a point vertically under the north-
em pole of the heavens, at which none of the stars would
either rise or set, but each would circulate round the horizon
in circles parallel to it. Many endeavours have been made
to reach this point, which is called the north pole of the
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earth, but hitherto without success ; a barrier of aimoet iQ>

aurmouiitable difBculty being presented by the increasing

rigour of the climate : but a very near approach to it has

been made; and the phenomena of those regions, though not

precisely such as we have described as what must subnst at

the pole itself, have proved to be in exact correspondence

with its near proximity. A similar remark applies to the

south pole of the earth, which, however, is more unap-

proachable, or, at least, has been less nearly approached, than

the north.

(67.) The above is an account of the phenomena of the

diurnal motion of the stars, as modified by different geogra-

phical situations, not grounded on any speculation, but

actually observed and recorded by travellers and voyagers.

It is, however, in complete accordance with the hypothesis

of a rotation of the earth round a fixed axis. In order to

show thie, however, it will be necessary to premise a few ob-

servations on paralldcHc motion in general, and on the appear-

ances presented by an assemblage of remote objects, when

viewed from different parts of a small and circumscribed

station.

(68.) It has been shown (art. 16.) that a spectator in

smooth motion, and surrounded by, and forming part of, a

great system partaking o^ the same motion, is unconscious of

hif own movement, and transfers it in idea to objects external

and unconnected, in a contrary direction; those which he

leaves behind appearing to recede from, and those which he

ft'^vances towards to approach, him. Not only, liowever,

dr external objects vit rest appear in motion generally, with

respect to ourseh^^ when we are in motion among them,

but they i^ppear to move one among the other— they shift

their relative apparent places. Let any one travelling

i«pidly along a high road fix his eye steadily on any ob-

ject, but at the same time not entirely withdraw his atten-

tion from the general landscape,— h^ will see, or think he

sees, the whole landscape thrown into rotation, and moving

round that object as a centre; all obj'^cts between it and
hJmftplf appearing to«••««« luGVo buckwarth, or the contrary way
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to his own motion ; and all beyond it, forwards, or in the

direction in which he moves : but let him withdraw his eye

from that object, and fix it on another,— a nearer one, for

instance,— immediately the appearance of rotation shifts

also, and the apparent centre about which this illusive'

circulation is performed is transferred to the new object,

which; for the moment, appears to rest. This apparent

change of situation of objects with respect to one another,

aritiing from a motion of the spectator, is called a parallactic

motion. To see the reason of it we must consider that the

position of every object is referred by us to the surface of an

imaginary sphere of an indefinite radiu J, having our eye for

its centre ; and, as we advance in any direction, A B, carry-

ing this imaginary sphere along with us, the visual rays A F,

AQ, by which objects are referred to its surface (at C, for

instance), shift their positions with respect to the line in which

we move, A B, which serves as an axis o* hue of reference,

and assume new positions, BPjd, BQ^, revolving round

their respective objects as centres. Their intersections, there-

fore, p, q, with our visual sphere, will appear to recede on its

surface, but with different degrees of angular velocity in pro-

portion to their proximity; the same distance of advance

A B subtending a greater angle, A P B = c P p, at the near

object P than at the remote one Q.

(69.) A consequence of the familiar appearance we have

adduced in illustration («f thcbe principles is > ^ rth noticing,

as we shall have occasion to refer to it hereafter. We ob-

serve that every object nearor to us than that on which our

eye is fixed appears to recede, and those farther from us to

advance in rel»**v»n to one another. If then wo did not know,
or could not judge by any other appearances, which of two
cbjccta were nearer to us, thin apparent advance or rccoss of

E
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one of thoi;"!. when the eye is kept p*eadily fixed on the other,

would furni^a 4 criterion. In a d)>rk night, for instance,

when lUl Intermedirte objects are unseen, the apparent roln-

tivo njoveniont of two lights which we are assured are then>"

selves fixed, will decide as to their relative proximities. That

which seems to advance vrih us and gain upon the ther, <>v

leave it behind it, is the.farthest ti'om us.

(70.) The -apparent angular motion of an object, itrislng

froin a change of our point of view, is called in ,.;<meral parol

laXf .>,m it is always expressed by the angle A 1* E ioihtaidt'tl

at thf. object P (see fig. of art. 68.) by a line joiiti.ig tiic two

points f view A B under I'onsidcration. For it is cviloim

that ' rie diflTcTeucj of aagul:.i' position of P, with rcs[)cct to

the invariuiilt? du j 5"«ni \ B D, vheu viewed from A and

from B, is the dlfFcre;?ce j rlic tw( angles D B P and DAP;
now, D B F l)(;hjg tL ; >teikn' angle of the triangle A B P,

is equal to ih^ aum u/' ihe intc^rior and opposite, D B P =s

DAP + Ai»B, wheiK-e DBP - DAP= A P B.

(71.) It follows fi'om what has bem said that the amount

of partaUautic motion arising from any given change of our

point of view I*, cceteris paribus, less, as the distance of an

{ibject viewed it; greater ; and when that distance is extremely

gitat in comparison with the change in our point of view, the

paj;)'Jjx becomes insensible; o% in other words, objects do

not aj[';>ear to vary in situation at all. It is on this principle,

that in alpine regions visited fur the fii-st time we are sur-

prised and confounded at the little progress we appear to

ijiike by a considerable change of pbce. An hour's walk, for

instance, produces but a small parallactic change in the re«

lativo situations of the vast and distant masses which surround

us. Wliather we walk round a circle of a hundred yards in

diameter, or merely turn ourselves round in its centre, the

dip^mt panorama ;)resent8' almost exactly the same aspect,

—

we !• it-dly seem to have changed our point of view.

(72.) Whatever notion, in other respects, we may form r
'

the stars, it is quite clear they must be immensely distaia.

Were it not so, the appar angular interval betw. . "

two of them seen over h •" would bo much greati . i* ,j

li".
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when seen near the horizon, and the ccnBtellations, mstead of

preserving the same appearances and rlimensions during their

i\ hole diurnal course, would appear to enlarge as they rise

h S'her in the sky, as we see a small cloud in the horizon

« At i inio a great overshadowing canopy when drifted by the

wind across our zenith, or as may be seen in the annexed

figure, where ab, A B, a 6, are three different positions of

the Bame stars, as they would, if near the earth, be seen from

a spectator S, under the visual angles « S A, A S B. No such

change of apparent dimension, however, is observed. The

nicest measurements of the apparent angular distance of any

two stars inter se, taken in any parts of their diurnal course,

(after allowing for the unequal effects of refraction, or when

taken at such timcci that this cause of distortion shall act

equally on both,) manifest not the slightest perceptible va-

riation. Not only this, but at whatever point of the earth's

surface the measurement is performed, the results are abso-

lutely identical. I'lo instruments ever yet invented by man

are delicate enough to indicate, by an increase or diminution

of the angle subtended, that one point of the earth is nearer

to or further from the stars than another.

(73.) The necessary conclusion from this is, that the

dimensions of the cnrth, la.r<re &? st is, are comparatively

nothing, absolutely iu-j) ictsptibl'i, when compared with the

interval v'>»ich sp; utes the stars /nun the earth. If an

observer walk v md a circle not more than h few yarJp in

diameter, and from different points in its circumference

measure with a sextant or other more exact instrument

adapted ijr the purpose; Lhe angles PAQ, PBQ, PCQ, sub-

K 2
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tended at those stations by two well-defined points in his

visible horizon, PQ, he will at once be advertised, by the

difierence of tlie results, of his change of distance from them

arising fiom his change of place, although that difference may
be ^o small as to produce no change in their general aspect to

his unassisted sight. This is one of the innumerable instances

where accurate measurement obtained by instrumental means

places us in a totally different situation in respect to matters

of fact, and conclusions thence deducible, from what we should

hold, were we to rely a all cases on the mere judgment ot

the eye. To so g):eat a nicety have such observations been

carried by the fud of an instrument called a theodolite, that a

circle even a few inches in diameter may thus be rendered

tepjible, may thus be detected to have a size, and an as-

certainable place, by reference to objects distant by fully

100,000 times its own dimensions. Observations, differing,

it is true, somewhat in method, but identical in principle, and

executed with quite as much exactness, have been applied to

the stars, and with a result such as has been already stated.

Hence it follows, incontrovertibly, that the distance of the

stars from the earth cannot be so small as 100,000 of the

earth's diameters. It is, indeed, incomparably greater ; for

we shall hereafter find it fully demonstrated that the distance

just named, immense as it may appear, is yet much under-

rated.

(74.) From such a distance, to a spectator with our fa

culties, and furnished with our iuotramentB, the earth would
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be imperceptible ; and, reciprocaUj, an object of the earth's

size, placed at the distance of the stare, would be equally un-

discernible. If, therefore, at the point on which a spectator

stands, we draw a plane touching the globe, and prolong it in

imagination till it attam the region of the stars, and through

the centre of the earth conceive another plane parallel to the

former, and co-extensive with it, to pass; these, although

separated throughout their whole extent by the same interval,

viz. a semidiameter of the earth, will yet, on account of the

vast distance at which that interval is seen, he confounded

together, and undistinguishable from each other in the region

of the stars, when viewed by a spectator on the earth. The

zone they there include will be of evanescent breadth to his

eye, and will only mark out a great circle in the heavens, one

and the same for both the stations. This great circle, when

spoken of as a circle of the sphere, is called the celestial

horizon or simply the horizon, and the two planes just de-

scribed are also spoken of as the sensible and the rational

horizon of the observer's station.

(75.) From what has been said (art. 73.) of the distance of

the stare, it follows, that if we suppose a spectator at the

centre of the earth to have his view bounded by the rationed

horizon, in exactly the same manner as that of a corresponding

spectator on the surface is by his sensible horizon, the two

observere will see the same stare in the same relative si-

tuations, each beholding that entire hemisphere of the heavens

which is above the celestial horizon, corresponding to their

common zenith. Now, so far as appearances go, it is dearly

the same thing whether the heavens, that is, all space with

its contents, revolve round a spectator at rest in the earth's

centre, or whether that spectator simply turn roimd in the

opposite direction in his place, and view them in succession.

The aspect of the heavens, at every instant, as referred to his

horizon (which must be supposed to turn with him), will be

the same in both suppositions. And since, as has been shown,

appearances are also, <"- ^' aa the stare are concerned, the

same to a spectator on .< o «iurface as to one at the centre, it

h'At, whether we suppose the heavens to revolve

s 3
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without the earth, or the earth within the heavens, in the

opposite direction, the diurnal phenomena, to all its inhabitants,

will be no way different.

^' (76.) The Copemican af«tio:i.>an tuopts the latter as the

true explanation of thedo phc^io^eua, avoiding thereby the

necessity of otherwise reporting to the cumbrous mechanism

of a solid but invisible sphere, to which the stars must be

supposed attached, in order that they may be carried round

the earth without derangement of their relati- v : ,^)ns inter

se. Such a contrivance would, indeed, suffice to explain the

diurnal revolution of the stars, so as to " save appearances ;

"

but the movements of the sun and moon, as well as those of

the planets, ai : incompatible with such a supposition, as will

appear when ^vc come to treat of these bodies. On the

other hand, that a spherical mass of moderate dimensions (or,

rather, when compared with the surrounding and visible uni-

verse, of evanescent magnitude), held oy no tie, ^nd free to

move and to revolve, sh6uld do so, in conformity with those

general laws which, tjo far as we know, regulate the motions

of all material bodies, is so far from being a postulate difficult

to be conceded, that the wonder would rather be should the

fact prove otherwise. As a postulate, therefore, we shall

henceforth regard it; and as, in the progress of our work,

analogies offer themselves in its support from what we ob-

serve of '^ther celestial bodies, we shrll not fail to point them

out to the reader's notice.

(77.) The earth's rotation -^v. its b\is so ac^ utted, explain-

ing, as it evidently does, the apparent motiou of the stars in

a completely satisfactory manner, prepaies us for the further

admission of its motion, bo'^- ly, in space, -'liould sucli a

motion enable us to explain, iu a manner cc[ually so, the

apparently complex and enigmatical motion" of the sun,

moon, and planets. The Copernican a^t tiomv adopts this

idea in its full extent, ascribing to the ea 'n Idition to its

motion of rotation about an axis, abo oivj ol ranslation or

transference through space, iu such a course or orbit, and so

regulatt'ti in direction and celerity, as, taken in conjunction

with the motions of the other bodies of the universe, shall
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render a rational account of the appearances they successively

present,— that is to say, an acconnt of which the several parts,

postulates, propositions, deductions, intelligibly cohere, with-

out contradicting each other or the nature of things as

concluded from experience. In this view of the Copemican

doctrine it is rather a geometrical conception than a physical

theory, inasmuch it simply assumes the requisite motions,

without attempting to explain their mechanical origin, or

assign them any dependence on physical causes. The New-

tonian theory of gravitation supplies this deficiency, and, by

showing that all the motions required by the Copemican con-

ception must, and that t?o others can, result from a single,

inteii'gible, and very simple dynami' I law, has given a

degree of certainty to thio conception, as a matter of fact,

which a'taches to no other creation of the human mind.

(78.) To understand this conception in its further develop-

ments, the reader must bear steadily in mind the distinction

between relative and absolute motion. Nothing is easier to per-

cei\ *ban that, if a spectator at rest view a certain number

of mo\i 7 objects, hey will group and arrange themselves

to his et, at eacli successive moment, in a very different

way from ^hat they would do were he in active motion

among them,— if he formed one of them, for instance, and

joined in their dano . This is evident from what has been

said before of par; otic motion; but it will be asked. How
is such a spectator to disentangle from each other the two

parts of the apparent motions of these external objects,— that

which arises from the effect of his own change of place, and

which is therefore only apparent (or, as a German meta-

physician would say, subjective— having reference only to

him as perceiving it),— and that which is real (or objective—
having a positive existence, whether perceived by him or

not) ? By what rule is he to ascertain, from the appearances

presented to him while himself in uiotion, what would be the

appearances were he at rest ? It by no means follows, indeed,

that he would even then at once obtain a clear conception

of all the motions of all the objects. The appearances so pre-

sented to him would have still something subjective about them.
K 4
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They would be still appearances, not geometrical realitieB«

They would still have a reference to the point of view, which

might be very unfavourably situated (as, indeed, is the case

in our system) for afibrding a clear notion of the real move-

ment of each object. No geometrical figure, or curve, is seen

by the eye as it is conceived by the mind to exist in reality.

The laws of perspective interfere and alter the apparent di-

rections and foreshorten the dimensions of its several parts.

If the spectator be unfavourably situated, as, for instance,

nearly in the plane of the figure (which is the case we have to

deal with), they may do so to such an extent, as to make a

considerable effort of imagination necessary to pass from the

sensible to the real form.

(79.) Still, preparatory to this ultimate step, it is first ne-

cessary that the spectator should free or clear the appearances

from the disturbing influence of his own change of place.

And this he can always do by the following general rule or

proposition :
—

j i
. •,

The relative motion of two bodies is the same as if either

of them were at rest, and all its motion communicated to the

other in an opposite direction.
*

Hence, if two bodies move alike, they will, when seen

from each other (without reference to other near bodies, but

only to the starry sphere), appear at rest. Hence, also, if the

absolute motions of two bodies be uniform and rectilinear,

their relative motion is so also. ^ a

(80.) The stars are so distant, that as we have seen it is

absolutely indi£ferent from what point of the earth's surface we
view them. Their configurations inter se are identically the

same. It is otherwise with the aun, moon, and planets, which

are near enough (especially the moon) to be parallactically

displaced by change of station from place to place on our

globe. In order that astronomers residing on different points

' * This proposition is equivalent to the following, which precisely meets the

ease proposed, but requires somewhat more thought for its clear apprehension

than can perhaps be expected from a beginner :—
Paor.— If two bodia, A and B, be in motion independently of each other, the

motion which B wm from A would appear to have if A were at re»t ie the tame
mth that which it wonld appear to have, A being in motion, if, in addition to it* own
motion, a motion eqmU to A'e and in the same direction were communicattd to it.
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of the earth's surface should be able to compare their ob-

servations with effect, it is necessary that they should clearly

understand and take account of this effect of the difference

of their stations on the appearance of the outward universe

as seen from each. As an exterior object seen from one.

would appear to have shifted its place were the spectator

suddenly transported to the other, so two spectators, viewing

it from the two stations at the same instant, do not see it in

the same direction. Hence arises a necessity for the adoption

of a conventional centre of reference, or imaginary station

of observation common to all the world, to which each ob-

server, wherever situated, may refer (or, as it is called,

reduce) his observations, by calculating and allowing for the

effect of his local position with respect to that common centre

(supposing him to possess the necessary data). If there were

only two observers, in fixed stations, one might agree to refer

his observations to the other station ; but, as every locality

on the globe may be a station of observation, it is far more
convenient and natural to fix upon a point equally related to

all, as the common point of reference; and this can be no
other than the centre of the globe itself. The parallactic

change of apparent place which would arise in an object,

could any observer suddenly transport himself to the centre

of thfi earth, is evidently the angle C S P, subtended at the

object S by that radius C F of the earth which joins its

centre and the place P of observation.
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CHAPTER II.

TERMIMOLOOY AND ELEUENTART GEOMETRICAL CONCEPTIONS AND
RELATIONS. TERMlNOLOOf RELATING TO THE OLOUE OF THE

EARTH— TO THE CELESTIAL SPHERE.— CELESTIAL PERSPEC-

TIVE.

(81.) S£y£BAL of the terms in use among astronomers have

been explained in the preceding chapter, and others used anti-

cipatively. But the technical language of every subject

requires to be formally stated, both for consistency of usage

and definiteness of conception. We shall theref<.re proceed,

in the first place, to define a number of terms in perpetual

use, having relation to the globe of the earth and the celestial

sphere.

(82.) Definition 1. The axis of the earth is that dia^

meter about which it revolves, with a uniform motion, ^rom

west to east ; performing one revolution in the interval which

elapses between any star leaving a certain point in the

heavens, and returning to the same point again.

(83.) Def. 2. The poles of the earth are the points where

itg axis meets its surface. I'he North Pole is that nearest to

Europe ; the South Pole that most remote from it

(^84.) Def, 3. The eartlCs equator is a great circle on its

c^urfacc, equidistant from its poles, dividing it into two hemi-

spheres— a northern and a southern; in the midst of which

arc situated the respective poles of the earth of those names.

The plane of tlie equator is, therefore, a plane perpendicular

to the earth's axis, and passing through its jcutrc.

(85.) Def. 4. The terrestrial meridian of a station on the

earth's surface, is a great circle of the globe passing through

both poles and through the place. The pluue of the meridian

is the plane in wluch that circle lies.
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(86.) Def. 5. The sensible and the rational horizon of any

station have been already defined in art. 74. .

(87.) Def. 6. A meridian line is the line of intersection of

the plane of the meridian of any station with the plane of the

sensible horizon, and therefore marks the north and south

points of the horizon, or the directions in which a spectator

must set out if he would travel directly towards the north or

south pole.
•

(88.) Def. 7. The latitude of a place on the earth's surface

is its angular distance from the equator, measured on its own
terrestrial meridian : it is reckoned in degrees, minutes, and

seconds, from up to 90% and northwards or southwards ac-

cording to the hemisphere the place lies in. Thus, the obser-

vatory at Greenwich is situated in 51** 28' 40" north latitude.

This definition of latitude, it will be observed, is to be con-

sidered as only temporary. A more exact knowledge of the

physical structure and figure of the earth, and a better ac-

quaintance with the niceties of astronomy, will render some

modification of its terms, or a different manner of considering

it, necessary.

(89.) Def. 8. Parallels of latitude are small circles on the

earth's surface parallel to the equator. Every point in such

a circle has the same latitude. Thus, Greenwich is said to

be situated in the parallel of 51° 28' 40".

(90.) Def. 9. The longitude of a place on the earth's

surface is the inclination of its meridian to that of some fixed

station referred to as a point to reckon from. English astro-

nomers and geographers use the observatory at Greenwich for

this station; foreigners, the principal observatories of their

respective nations. Some geographers have adopted the island

of Ferro. Hereafter, when we speak of longitude, we reckon

from Greenwich. The longitude of a place is, therefore,

measured by the arc of the equator intercepted between the

meridian of the place and that of Greenwich ; or, which is the

same thing, by the spherical angle at the pole included

between these mcridiuns.

(91.) As latitude is reckoned north or south, so longitude is

usually said to bo reckoned west or cast. It would add
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greatly, however, to systematic regularity, and tend much to

avoid contusion and ambiguity in computations, were this

mode of expression abandoned, and longitudes reckoned inva-

riably westward from their origin round the whole circle from

to 360°. Thus, the longitude of Paris is, in common

parlance, either 2" 2(y 22" east, or 357* 39' 38" west of

Greenwich. But, in the sense in which we shall henceforth

use and .'ecommend others to use the term, the latter is its

proper designation. Longitude is also reckoned in time at

the rate of 24 h. for 360°, or 15" per hour. In this system

the longitude of Paris is 23 h. 50 m. 39^8.*

(92.) Knowing the longitude and latitude of a place, it

may be laid down on an artificial globe ; and thus a map of

the earth may be constructed. Maps of particular countries

are detached portions of this general map, extended into

planes ; or, rather, they arc representations on planes of such

portions, executed according to certain conventional systems

of rules, called projections, the object of which is either to

distort as little as possible the outlines of countries from what

they are on the globe— or to establish easy means of ascer-

taining, by inspection or graphical measurement, the latitudes

and longitudes of places which occur in them, without re-

ferring to the globe or to books— or for other pecaliar uses.

See Chap. IV.

(93.) Def. 10. The Tropics are two parallels of latitude,

one on the north and the other on the south side of the

equator, over every point of which respectively, the sun in

its diurnal course passes vertically on the 2lBt of March and

the 2l8t of September in every year. Their latitudes are

about 23" 28' respectively, north and south.

(94.) Def. II. The Arctic and Antarctic circles are two

small circles or parallels of latitude as distant from the north

and south poles as the tropics are from the equator, that is

to say, about 23° 28' ; their latitudes, therefore, are about

* To distinguish minutes and seconds of time flrom tliose of angular mea«ura
wo shall invariably adhere to the distinct system of notation hero adopted
(" ' ", and h. m. s.). Great confusion somettnwi atiws from the prMlioe of
uatng the same marks for both.
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66° 32'. We say aboutf for the places of these circles and of

the tropics are continually shifting on the earth's surface,

though with extreme slowness, as wi'l be explained in its

proper place. '

(95.) Dep. 12. The sphere of the heavens or of the stars

is an imaginary spherical surface of infinite radius, having the

eye of any spectator for its centre, and which may be con-

ceived as a ground on which the stars, planets, &&, the visible

contents of the universe, are seen projected as in a vast

picture. *

(96.) Def. 13. The poles of the celestial sphere are the

points of that imaginary sphere towards which the earth's

axis is directed.

(97.) Dep. 14. The celestial equator, or, as It is often called

by astronomers, the equinoctial, is a great circle of the celestial

sphere, marked out by the indefinite extension of the plane

of the terrestrial equator.

(98.) Dep. 15. The celestial horizon of any place is a great

circle of the sphere marked out by the indefinite extension of

tho plane of any spectator's sensible or (which comes to the

sawe thing as will presently be shown), his rational horizon,

as in the case of the equator.

(99.) Def. 16. The zenith and 7iadir^ of a spectato" are

the two points of the sphere of the heavens, vertically over

his head, and vertically under his feet, or the joles of

* The ideal Bphere without us, to which we refer tho places of objrctii, and
which we carry along with us wherever we go, is no doubt i.-ilin) itely con-

nected by association, if not entirely dependent on chat obssure percptlon of
sensation in the retinas of our eyes, of which, even when closed and unexcited,

we cannot entirely divest them. We have a real spherical surface within our
eyes, the seat of sensation and vision, corresponding, point for point, to the ex-

ternal sphere. On this the wtars, &o. are really mapped down, as we have sup-

posed them in the text to be, on the imaginary concnvn of the heavens. When
the whole surface of the retina is excited by light, habit 'eads us to assoriate it

with the idea of a real surface existing without us. 'llius we become impresHed
with the notion of a sAy and a heaven, but the concave surface of the retin» itself

is the true seat of all vinihle angular dimension and angular motion. The sub-
stitution of the rttina for the heavtnt would be awkward and inconv.'nient in

language, but it may always be mentally made. (Sec Schiller's pretty enigma
on the eye in liis Turandut )

f From Arabic words nemt, vt-rtex, and ulnadhir, corresponding or opposite Ui.

Nadir corrtspunds evidently to the (icrmnn niedcr (duwn^, whence our prthir.
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the celestial horizon ; that is to say, points 90° distant from

every point in it.

(100.) Def. 17. Vertical circles of the sphere arc great

circles passing through the zenith and nadir, or great circles

perpendicular to the horizon. On these are measured the

altitudes of objects above the horizon— the complements to

which axe theW zenith distances.

'- (101.) Def. 18. The celestial meridian of a spectator is the

great circle marked out on the sphere by the prolongation of

th(i plane of bis terrestrial meridian. If the earth be sup-

posed at rest, this is a fixed circle, and all the stars arc carried

across it in their diurnal courses from east to west. If the

stars rest and the earth rotate, the spectator's meridian, like

his horizon (art. 52.), sweeps daily across the stars from

west to east. Whenever in future we speak of the meridian

of a spectator or observer, we intend the celestial meridian,

which being a circle passing through the poles of the heavens

and the zenith of the observer, is necessarily a vertical circle,

and passes through the north and south points of the

horizon.

(102.) Def. 19. The prime vertical is a vertical circle per-

pendicular tu the meridian, and which therefore passes through

the east and west points of the horizon.

^103.) Def. 20. Azimuth is the angular distance of a ce-

k -.ial object from the north or south point of the horizon

(according as it is the north or south pole which is elevated),

when the object is referred to the horizon by a vertical circle

;

or it is the angle comprised between two vertical planes— one

passing through the elevated pole, the other through the

object. Azimuth may be reckoned eastwards or westwards,

from the north or south point, and is usually so reckoned

only to 180° either way. But to avoid confusion, and to

preserve continuity of interpretation when algebraic symbols

are used (a point of essential importance, hitherto too little

insisted on), we shall always reckon azimuth from the points

of the horizon most remote from the elevated pole, westward (so

as to agree in general directions with the apparent diurnal

motion of the stars), and carry its reckoning from 0" to 360* if
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always reckoned positive, considering the eastward reckoning

as negative.

(104.) Def. 21. The altitude of a heavenly body is its ap-

parent angular elevation above the horizon. It is the com-

plement to 90°, therefore, of its zenith distance. The alti-

tude and azimuth of an object being known, its place in the

visible heavens is determined.

(105.) Def. 22. The declination of a heavenly body is its

angular distance from the equinoctial or celestial equator, or

the complemeat to 90° of its angular distance from the

nearest pole, which latter distance is called its Polar distance.

Declinations are reckoned plus or minus, according as the

object is situated in the northern or southern celestial hemi-

sphere. Polar distances are always reckoned from the North

Pole, from 0° up to 180°, by which all doubt or ambiguity

of expression with respect to sign is avoided.

(106.) Def. 23. Hour circles of the sphere, or circles of

declination, are great circles passing through the poles, and

of course perpendicular to the equinoctial. The hour circle,

passing through any particular heavenly body, scrvoa to

refer it to a point in the equinoctial, as a vertical circle docs

to a point in the horizon.

(107.) Def. 24. The hour angle of a heavenly hody is the

angle at the pole included between the hour circle passing

through the body, and the celestial meridian of the place of

observation. We shall always reckon it positively from the

upper culmination (art. 125.) westwards, or in conformity

with the apparent diurnal motion, completely round the

circle from 0° to 360°. Hour angles, generally, are angles

included at the pole between different hour circles.

(108.) Def. 25. The right ascension of a heavenly body

is the arc of the equinoctial included between a certain point

in that circle called the Vernal Equinox, and the point in the

same circle to which it is referred by the circle of declination

passing through it. Or it is the anglo included between two

hour circles, one of which paases through the veriial equinox

(and is called the equinoctial colurc), the other tlirough tho
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body. How the place of this initial point on the equinoctial

is determined, will be explained further on.

(109.) The right ascensions of celestial objects are always

reckoned eastwards from the equinox, and are estimated

either in degrees, minutes, and seconds, as in the case of

terrestrial longitudes, from 0° to 360% which completes the

circle ; or, in time, in hours, minutes, and seconds, from Oh.

to 24h. The apparent diurnal motion of the heavens being

contrary to the real motion of the earth, this is in conformity

with the westward reckoning of longitudes. (Art. 91.)

(no.) Sidereal time is reckoned by the diurnal motion of

the btars, or rather of that point in the equinoctial from

which right ascensions are reckoned. This point may be

on^Idced as a star, though no star is, in fact, there; and,

lureover, the point itself is liable to a certain slow variation,

—60 w however, as not to affect, perceptibly, the interval,

of any two of its successive returns to the meridian. This

interval is called a sidereal day, and is divided into 24 sidereal

hours, and these again into minutes and seconds. A clock

which marks sidereal time, i. e. which goes at such a rate as

always to show Oh. Om. Os. when the equinox comes on the

meridian, lo called a sidereal clock, and is an indispensable

piece of furniture in every observatory. Hence the hour

angle of an object reduced to time at the rate of 15** per

hour, expresses the interval of sidereal tinye by which (if

its reckoning be positive) it has past the meridian ^ or, if

negative, the time it wants of arriving at the meridian of the

place of observat'nn. So also the right ascension of an ob-

ject, if converted into time at the same rate (since 360° being

described uniformly in 24 hours, 15° must be so described

in 1 hour), will express the interval of sidereal time whiel.

elapses from the passage of the vernal equinox across tixe

meridian to that of the object next subsequent.

(111.) As a globe or maps may be made of the whole or

particular regions of the surface .^f the earth, so also a globe,

or general map of the heavens, as well as charts of particu-

''>,r parts, may be constructed, and the stars laid down in

fcueir proper situations relative to eacit other, und. to the jjoles

sp-.^
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of the heavens and the celestial equator. Such a representa-

tion, once made, will exhibit a true appearance of the stars

as they present themdelves in succession to every spectator

on the surface, or as they may be conceived to be seen at

once by one at the centre of tl 3 globe. It is, therefore, in-

dependent of all geographical localities. There will occur in

such a representation neither zenith, nadir, nor horizon—
neither east nor west points ; and although great circles may

be drawn on it from pole to pole, corresponding to terrestrial

meridians, they can no longer, in this point of view, be re-

garded as the celestial meridians of fixed points on the earth's

surface, since, in the course of one diurnal revolution, every

point in it passes beneath each of them. It is on account of

this change of conception, and with a view to establish a

complete distinction between the two branches of Geography

and Uranography*y that astronomers have adopted different

terms, (viz. declination and right ascension) to represent those

arcs in the heavens which correspond to latitudes and longi-

tudes on the earth. It is for this reason that they term the

equator of the neavens the equinoctial; that what are me-

ridians on the earth are called hour circles in the heavens,

and the angles they include between them at the poles are

called hour angles. All this is convenient and intelligible

;

and had they been content with this nomenclature, no con-

fudon could ever have arisen. Unluckily, the early astro-

nomers have employed also the words latitude and longitude

in their uranography., in speaking of arcs of circles not cor-

responding to those meant by the same words on the earth,

but having reference to the motion of the sun and planets

among the stars. It is now too late to remedy this confusion,

which is ingrafted into every existing work on astronomy

:

we can only regret, and warn the reader of it, that he may
be on his guard when, at a more advanced period of our work,

we shall have occasion to define and use the terms in their

celestial sense, at the eame time urgently recommending to

future writers the adoption of others in their places.
^

* Til, the Mith ; yfmptif, to deitcrlbe or reprment ; ouptmtt, tlii> lienveiu

**^^ «.
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(112.) It renuuns to illustrate these descript'ons- by re-

ference to a figure. Let C be the centre of the earth, N C S

) ^^ - -yi. '%^ - ^

' 7i

."
"

'\. \ ^c=^

^kA/7

*—

„

/ y\ \

...

YyAA^
y
y

its axis ; then are N and S its poles ; E Q its equator ; A B
the parallel of latitude of the station A on its surface ; A P
parallel to S C N, the direction in which an observer at A will

see the elevated pole of the heavens ; and A Z, the prolonga-

tion of the terrestrial radius C A, that of his zenith. N A E S
will be his meridian ; N G S that of some fixed station, as

Greenwich ; and G E, or the spherical angle G N E, his lon-

gitude, and E A his latitude. Moreover, if 72 « be a plane

touching the surface in A, this will be his sensible horizon

;

n As marked on that plane by its intersection with his me-

ridian will be his meridian line, and n and s the north and

south points of his horizon. '
' '

(1 13.J Again, neglecting the site of the earth, or conceiving

him stationed at its centre, and referring every thing to his

rational horizon ; let the annexed figure represent the sphere

of the heavens ; C the spectator ; Z his zenith ; and N his

nadir : then will H A O a great circle of the sphere, whose

poles are Z N, be his celestial horizon ; Tp the elevated and

depressed POLES of the heavens ; H P the altitude of the pole,

and H P Z E O his meridian ; E T Q, a great circle perpen-

dicular to V p, will be the equinoctial ; and if T represent the

equinox, T T will be the right ascension, T S the declination.
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and P S the polar distance of any star or c'lij^sct S, referred

to the equinoctial by the hour r-'^cle P STp; and BSD
B z

^".fAl 'i'^'-- i'U'f^

.•r..,.T;

,vvi.!/-. .'.: -e.

'*<;

will be the diurnal circle it. will appear to describe about the

pole. Again, if we refer it to the horizon by the vertical

circle Z S M, OM will be its azimuth, M S its altitude, and

Z S its zenith distance. H and O are the north and south,

e to the east and west points of his horizon, or of the heavens.

Moreover, if H A, O o, be small circles, or parallels of dccli-

nation, touching the horizon in its north and south points,

H h will be the circle of perpetual apparition, between which

and the elevated pole the stars never set ; O o tha., f F per-

petual occupation, between which and the depressed pole they

never rise. In all the zone of the heavens between H h and

O 0, they rise and set ; any one of them, as S, remaining

above the horizon in that part of its diurnal circle repre-

sented by a B A, and below it throughout all the part repre-

sented by AD a. It will exercise the reader to construct

this figure for several different elevations of the pole, aud for a

variety of positions of the star S in each.

(1 14.) Celestial perspective is that branch of the general

science of perspective which teaches us to conclude, ^'om a

knowledge of the real situation and forms of objects, lines,

angles, motions, &c. with respect to the spectator, their ap-

parent aspects, as seen by him projected on the imaginary

concave of the heavens ; and, vice versd, from ihe apparent

configurations and movements of objects so B^:f . 'Projected*

F 2
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to conclude, 80 far as the/ can be thence concluded, their

real geometrical relations to each other and to the spectator.

It agrees with ordinary perspective when only a small visual

area is contemplated, because the concave ground of the

celestial sphere, for a small extent, may be regarded as a

plane surface, on which objects are seen projected or depicted

,

as in common perspective. But when large amplitudes of the

visual area are considered, or when the whole contents of

space are regarded as projected on the whole interior surface

of the sphere, it becomes necessary to use a different phra-

seology, and to resort to a different form of conception. In

common perspective there is a single "point of sight," or

** centre of the picture," the visual line from the eye to

which is perpendicular to the " plane of the picture," and all

straight lines are represented by straight lines. In celestial

perspective, every point to which the view is for the moment

directed, is equally entitled to be considered as the " centre

of the picture," every portion of the surface of the sphere being

similarly related to the eye. Moreover, every straight line

(supposed to be indeikntely prolongai) is projected into a

semicircle of the sph* < , thai, namely, in which a plane passing

through the Ime and the eye cuts its surface. And every

system of parallel straight lines, in whatever direction, is pro-

jected into a system of semicircles of the sphere, meeting in

two common apexes, or vanishing points, diametrically oj)-

posite to each other, one of which corresponds to the vanishing

point of parallels in ordinary perspective ; the other in such

perspective has no existence. In other words, every point in

the sphere to which the eye is directed may be regarded as one

of the vanishing points, or one apex of a system of straight

lines parallel to that .radius of the sphere which passes through

it or to the direction of the line of sight, seen in perspective

from the earth, and the point diametrically opposite, or that

from which he is looking, as the other. And any great circle

of the sphere may similarly be regarded as the vanishing circle

of a system of planes, parallel to its own.

(115.) A familiar illustration of this is often to be had by
attending to the linos of light seen in the air, when the sun's
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nvys are darted enough apertures in clouds, the sun itself

being at the time obscured behind them. These lines which,

marking the course of rays emanating from a point almost

infinitely distent, are to be considered as parallel straig t lines,

are thrown inio great circles of the sphere, having two u^jexes

whc-

di-

-«^

Buu

oun.

or points of common intersection— one m
the sun itself (if not obscured) would be see i, tUe

ametrically opposite. The first only is most C( m
gested when the spectator's view is towards tin

in mountainous countries, the phenomenon ui

converging towards a point diametrically opposite to

and as much depressed below the horizon as the sun is elevated

above it, is not unfrequently noticed, the back of the spectator

being turned to the sun's place. Occasionally, but much
n\ore rarely, the whole course of such a system of sunbeams,

stretching in semicircles across the hemisphere from horizon

to horizon (the sun being near setting), may be seen.* Thus

again, the streamers of the Aurora Borealis, which are doubt-

less electrical rays, parallel, or nearly parallel to each other,

and to the dipping needle, usually appear to diverge from the

point towards which the needle, freely suspended, would dip

northwards (i. e. about 70** below the horizon and 23° west of

north from London), and in their upward progress pursue

the course of great circles till they again converge (in ap-

pearance) towards the point diametrically opposite (2. e. 70**

above the horizon, and 23** to the eastward of south),

forming a sort of canopy over head, having that point for its

centre. So also in the phenomenon of shooting stars, the

lines of direction which they appear to take on certain re-

markable occasions of periodical recurrence, are observed, if

* It is in such cases only that we conceive them as circles, the ordinary conven-
tions of plane perspective becoming untenable. The author had the good fortune
to witness on one occasion the phenomenon described in the text under circum-
stances of more than usual grandeur. Approaching Lyons firom the south on
Sept. 30. IS'26, about 5\h, p.m., the sun was seen nearly setting behind broken
masses of stormy cloud, from whose apertures streamed forth beams of rose-
coloured light, traceable all across the hemisphere almost to their opposite point
oj" convergoncc behind the snowy precipices of Mont Blanc, conspicuously
visible at nearly 100 miles to the eastward. The impression produced was that
of another but feebler sun about to rise from behind the mountain, and darting
forth precursory buums to meet those of the real one opposite.

F 3
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prolonged backwards, apparently to meet nearly in one point

of the sphere ; a certain indication of a general near approach

to parallelism in the real directions of their motions on those

occasions. On Whidi subject more hereafter.

(116.) In relation to this idea of celestial perspective^ we
may conceive the north and south poles of the sphere as the

two vanishing points of a system of lines parallel to the axis

of the earth ; and the zenith and nadir of those of a system

of perpendiculars to its surface at the place of observation,

&0. It will be shown that the direction of a plumb-line at

every place is perpendicular to the surface of still water at

that place, which is the true horizon; and though mathe-

matioolly epeaking no two plumb-lines are exactly parallel

(since they converge to the earth's centre), yet over very

small tracts, such as the area of a building—in one and the

same town, &c., the difierence from exact parallelism is so

small that it may be practically disregarded.* To a spec-

tator looking upwards sudh a system of plumb-lines will ap-

pear to converge to his zenith ; downwards, to his nadir.

(117.) So also the celestial equator, or the equinoctial, must

be conceived as the vanishing circle of a system of planes pa-

rallel to the earth's equator, or perpendicular to its axis. The
celestial horizon of any spectator is in like manner the

vanishing circle of all planes parallel to his true horizon, of

which planes his rational horizon (passing through the earth's

centre) ie one, and his »ejuibU horizon (the tangent plane of

bis station) another.

(118.) Owing, however, to the absence of aU the ordinary

indications of distance which influence our judgment in re-

spect of terrestrial objects; owing to the want of determinate

figure and magnitude in the stars and planets as commonly

seen— the projection of the celestial bodies on tiie ground of

the heavenly concave is not usually regarded in this its true

light of a perspective representation or picture, and it even re-

quires an effort of imagination to conceive them in their true

relations, as at vastly different distances, one behind the other,

* An interval of mila eorrcapondi to a oonTergwiM of plumb-Hnet Mtwninl*
ing (o winicwhat leu spuce than « iiiinutc.
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and forming with one another lines ofjunction violently fbre-

ehortened, and including angles altogether differing from

those which their projected representations appear to make.

To do so at all with effect presupposes a knowledge of their

actual situations in space, which it is the business of astro-

nomy to arrive at by appropriate considerations. But the

connections which subsist among the several parts of 0te pic-

ture, the purely geometrical relations among the angles and

sides of the spherical triangles of which it consists, constitute,

under the name of Uranometry*, a preliminary and sub-

ordinate branch of the general science, with which it is

necessary to be familiar before any further progress can be

made. Some of the most elementary and frequently oc-

curring of these relations we proceed to explain. And first,

as immediate consequences of the above definitions, the fol-

lowing propositions will be borne in mind.

(119.) The altitude of the elevated pole it equal to the lati-

tude of the spectator's geographical station.

For it appears, see fig. art 1 1 2., that the angle PAZ be-

tween the pole and the zenith is equal to N C A, and the angles

Z A R and N C E being right angles, we have PA n=A CK
Now the former of these is the elevation of the pole as seen

from %f the latter is the angle at the earth's centre subtended

by the arc £ A, or the latitude of the place.

(120.) Hence to a spectator at the north pole of the earth,

the north pole of the heavens b in his zenith. As he travels

southward it becomes less and less elevated till he reaches

the equator, when both poles are in his horizon—south of

the equator the north pole becomes depressed below, while

the south rises above his horizon, and continues to do so till

the south pole of the globe is reached, when that of the

heavens will be in the zenith.

(121.) The same stars, in their diurnal revolution, come to

the meridian, auccessivefyf of every place on the globe once

m twenty-four sidereal hours. And, since the diurnal ro-

tation is uniform, the interval, in sii'.ereal time, which elapses

* OvfHtrof, thi hcAvtiu ; iMrpttv, to meanurc
hvavGiM.

r 4

the tntuurciiM^tt of tlit
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between the (same star coining upon the meridians of two

different places is measured by the difference of longitudes

of the places. ,

(122.) Vice vergd— the interval elapsing between two dif.

ferent stars o(nning on the meridian of one and the same place,

expressed in (ddereal time, is the measure of the difference of

right ascendions of the stars. ^

(123.) The equinoctial intersects the horizon in the east

and west points, and the meridian in a point whose altitude

is equij to the co-latitude of the place. Thus, at Greenwich,

of which the ktitude is 51° 28' 4(K', the altitude of the in-

tersection of the equinoctial and meridian is 38° 31' 20''.

The north and south poles of the heavens are the poles of

the equinoctiaL The east and west points of the horizon of a

spectator are the poles of his celestial meridian. The north

and south points of his horizon are the poles of his prime ver-

tical, and his zenith and nadir are the poles of his horizon.

(124.) All the heavenly bodies culminate {u e. come to their

greatest altitudes) on the meridian ; which is, therefore, the

best situation to observe them, being least confused by the

inequalities and vapours of che atmosphere, as well as least

displaced by refraction.

(125.) All celestial objects within the circle of perpetual

apparition come twice on the meridian, above the horizon, in

every diurnal revolution ; once above and once below the pole.

These are called their upper and lower culminations,

(126.) The problems of uranometry, as we have described

it, consist in the solution of a variety of spherical triangles,

both right and oblique angled, according to the rules, and

by the formuls of qtherica! trigonometry, which we su|^)08e

known to the reader, or for which he will consult appropriate

treatises. We shall only here observe generally, that in all

problems in which spherical geometry is concerned, the student

will find it a useful practical maxim rather to consider the

poles of the great circles which the question before him refers

to than the circles themselves. To use, for example, in the

relations he has to consider, polar distances rather than de-

clinntiona, zenith distances rather than altitudes, &o. Bear-
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ing this in mind, there are few problems in uranometry which

will offer any difficulty. The following are the combinations

which most commonly occur for solution wlien tlie place qf
one celestial obfect only on the sphere is concerned.

(127.) In the triangle Z P S, Z is the zenith, P the

elevated pole, and S the stai^ sun, or other celestial object.

In this triangle occur, 1st, P Z, which being the comple-

ment of P H (the altitude of the pole), is obviously the com-

plement of the latitude (or the co-latitude^ as it is called) of

the place ; 2d, P S, the polar distance^ or the complement of

the declination (co-declination) of the star; 3d, Z S, the

zenith distance or co-altitude of the star. If P S be greater

than 90°, the object is situated on the side of the equinoctial

opposite to that of the elevated pole. If Z S be so, the ob-

ject is below the horizon.

In the same triangle the angles are, Ist, Z P S the hour

angle ; 2d, P Z S (the supplement of S Z O, which latter

is the azimuth of the star or other heavenly body), 3d, P S Z,

an angle which, from the infrequency of any practical re-

ference to it, has not acquired a name.*

The following five astronomical mar^oitudes, then, occur

among the sides and angles of this most useful triangle : viz.

Ist, The co-latitude of the place of observation ; 2d, the

polar distance ; 3d, the zenith distance ; 4th, the hour angle

;

and 5th, the sub-azimuth (supplement of azimuth) of a given

celestial object ; and by its solution therefore may all pro-

blems be resolved, in which three of these magnitudes are

directly or indirectly given, and the other two required to be

found.

(128.) For example, suppose the time of rising or setting

of the sun or of a star were required, having given its right

ascension and polar distance. The star rises when apparently

on the horizon, or really about 34' below it (owing to refrac-

tion), so that, at the moment of its apparent rising, its zenith

* In the praotiMl diaouMion of the meaaurei uf double it&rt end other ol)i*c^

by the aid 'dT the position mioromvtcr, this angle is sometimes required to be
known ; and, when lo required, it will be not inconveniently referred to as 'the

angle of positiou of the lenith."
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distance is 90** 34'=sZS. Its polar distance PS being also

given, and the co-latitude ZP of the place, we have ^ven

B z
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the three sides of the triangle, to find the hour angle Z P S,

which, being known, is to, ,be added to or subtracted from the

star's right ascension, to give the sidereal time of setting or

rising, which, if we please, may be converted into solar time

bj the proper rules and tables.

(129.) As another example of the use of the same triangle,

we may propose to find the local sidereal time, and the latitude

of the place of observation, by observing equal altitudes of the

same star east and west of the meridian, and noting the interval

of the observations in sidereal time.

The hour angles corresponding to equal altitudes of a fixed

star being equal, the hour angle east or west will be measured

by half the observed interval of the observations. In our

triangle, then, we have given this hour angle Z P S, the polar

distance P S of the star, and Z S, its co-altitude at the moment
of observation. Hence we may find P Z, the co-latitude of

the place. Moreover, the hour angle of the star lK;]ng known,

and also its right ascension, the point of the equinoctial is

known, which is on the meridian at the moment of observa-

ation ; and, therefore, the local sidereal time at that moment.

This is a very useful observation for determining the latitude

and time at an unknown station.
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CHAPTER III.'

or THE NATURE OV ABTBONOiaOAL INSTBiniENTS AlO) OB8EBTA-

TIONS m OENEBAI*-— OF SmSREAL AND 80LAB TWE.— OF THE
MEASUBBMENTS OF TIME.— CLOCKS, 0HBONOKBTEB8.— OF AS-

TBONOHICAI. MEASUBBMENTS.—PBINGIPLE OF TEL2SC0FI0 SIGHTS

TO INCREASE THE ACCURAOT OF POINTINO.— SIMPLEST APPLICA-

TION OF THIS PRINCIPLE.— THE TRANSIT INSTRUMENT.—OF THE
MEASUREMENT OF ANGULAR INTERVALS.—METHODS OF INCREAS-

ING THE ACCURACT OF READING..— THE VERNIER.— THE MICRO-

SCOPE.— OF THE MURAL CIRCLE.— THE MERIDIAN CIRCLE.

—

FIXATION OF POLAR AND HORIZONTAL POINTS.— THE LEVEL,

PLUMB-LINE, ARTIFICIAL HORIZON ^PRINCIPLE OF COLLIMATION.

—COLLIMATORS OF RITTENHOUSB, KATER, AND BOHNENBERGER.

—

OF COMPOUND INSTRUMENTS "WITH CO-ORDINATE CIRCLES.— THE
EQUATORIAL, ALTITUDE, AND AZIMUTH INSTRUMENT.— THEO-
DOLITE.— OF THE SEXTANT AND BEFLECTING CIRCLE. — PRIN-

CIPLE OF REPETITION.— OF laOROMETERS. -~ PARALLEL TTIRB

MICROMETER.— PRINOIPLE OF THE DUPLICATION OF IMAGES.—
THE HELIOMETER.—DOUBLE REFRACTINd~ ETE-PIECE.— VARIA-

" BLE PBISM MICROMETER.—OF THE POSITION MICROMETER.

—

ILLUMINATION OF WIRES.— SOLAR TELESCOPE AND ETE-PIECE
.^ HELIOSCOFT.— COLLIMATION OF LARGE REFLECTORS.

(1 30.) OuB first chapters have been devoted to the acquisition

chiefly of preliminary notions respecting the globe we inhabit,

its relation to the celestial objects which surround it, and the

physical circumstances under which all astronomical observa-

tions must be made, as well as to provide ourselves with a

stock of technical word* and elementary ideas of most frequent

and familiar use in the sequel We might now proceed to a

more exact and detailed statement of tiie facts and theories

of astronomy ; but, in order to do this with full effect, it will

be desirable that the reader be made acqufunted with the

* Th« student who ii anxious to bceotne aoquainted with the chief ufaject

matter uf this work, majr defer the reading of that part of thb chapter which is

devoted to the deseription of particular instruments, or content himself with a

cursory perusal of it, until farther advanced, when it will be necessary to return

to it.
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principal means which astronomers possess, of determining,

with the d^ree of nicety their theories require, the data on

which they ground their conclusions ; in other words, of as-

certaining by measurement the apparent and real magnitudes

with which they are conversant It is only when m pos-

sesdon of this knowledge that he can fully appretiate either

the truth of the theories themselves, or the degree of reliance

to be placed on any of thdr condunons antecedent to trial

:

since it is only by knowing what amount of error can cer-

tainly be perceived and distinctly measured, that he con

satisfy himself whether any theory offers so close an approx-

imation, in its numerical results, to actual phenomena, as will

justify him in receiviog it as a true representation of nature.

(131.) Astronomical instrument-making may be justly

regarded as the most refined of the mechanical arts, and that

in which the nearest approach to geometrical precision is re-

quired, and has been attfuned. It may be thought an easy

thing, by one unacquainted with the niceties required, to turn

a circle in metal, to divide its circumference into 360 equal

parts, and these again into smaller subdivisions,— to place it

accurately on its centre, and to adjust it in a ^ven position

;

but practically it is found to be one of the most difficult.

Nor will this appear extraordinary, when it is considered that,

owirg to the application of telescopes to the purposes of an-

gular measurement, every imperfection of stniicture or divi-

sion becomes magnified by the whole optical power of ^hat

instrument ; and that thus, not only direct errors of work-

manship, arising from unsteadiness of hand or imperfection of

tools, but those inaccuracies which originate in far more

uncontrollable causes, such as the unequal expansion and

contraction of metallic masses by a change of temperature,

and their unavoidable flexure or bending by their own weight,

become perceptible and measurable. An angle of one minute

occupies, on the circumference of a circle of 10 inches in

radius, only about ^loth part of an inch, a quantity too small

to be certainly defdt with without the use of magnifying

glasses; yet one minute is a gross quantity in the astro-

nomical measurement of an angle. With the insthunents
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now employed in observatories, a single second, or the 60th

part of a minute, is rendered a distinctly visible and appreti-

able quantity. Now, the arc of a drcle, subtended by one

second, is less than the 200,000th part ofthe radius, so that on

a circle of 6 feet in diameter it would occupy no greater linear

extent than yj^t^i part of an inch ; a quantity requiring a

powerful microscope to be discerned at alL Let any one

figure to himself, therefore, the difficulty of placing on the

circumference of a. metallic circle of such dimensions (sup^

posing the difficulty of its construction surmounted), 360

marks, dots, or cognizable divisions, which shall all be true to

their places within such narrow limits ; to say nothing of the

subdivision of the degrees so marked off into minutes, and of

these again into seconds. Such a work has probably baffled,

and will probably for ever continue to baffle, the utmost

stretch of human skill and industry ; nor, if executed, could

it endure. The ever varying fluctuations of heat and cold

have a tendency to produce not merely temporary and

transient, but permanent, uncompensated changes of form in

all considerable masses of those metals which alone are applic-

able to such uses ; and their own weight, however symmetri-

cally formed, must always be unequally sustained, since it is

impossible to apply the sustaining power to every pari sepa-

rately : even could this be done, at all events force must be

used to move and to fix them ; which can never be done with-

out producing temporary and risking permanent change of

form. It is true, by dividing them on their centres, and in

the identical places they are destined to occupy, and by a

thousand ingenious and delicate contrivances, wonders have

been accomplished in this department of art, and a degree of

perfection has been given, not merely to chtfs tPceuvret but to

instruments of moderate prices and dimenrions, and in ordi-

nary use, which, on due consideration, must appear very

surprising. But though we are entitled to look for wonders

at the hands of sdentific artists, we are not to expect miracles.

The demands of the astronomer will always surpass the power
of the artist ; and it must, therefore, be constantly the aim

of the former to make himself, as far as possible, independent
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of the imperfections incident to every work the latter can

pUce in his hands. He must, therefore, endeavour so to

combine his observations, so to choose his opportunities, and

so to fifuniliarize himself with all the causes which may pro-

duce instrumental derangement, and with all the peculiarities

of structure and material of each instrument he possesses, as

not to allow himself to be misled by their errors, but to ex-

tract from their indications, as far as possible, all that is true,

and reject all that is erroneous. It is in this that the art of

the practical astronomer consists,— an art of itself of a curious

and intricate nature, and of which we can here only notice

some of the leading and general features.

(132.) The great aim of the practical astronomer being

numerical correctness in the results of instrumental measure-

ment, his constant care and vigilance must be directed to the

detection and compensation of errors, either by annihilating,

or by taking account of, ttnd allowmg for them. Now, if we
examine the sources from which errors may arise in any in-

strumental determination. We shall find them chiefly reducible

to three prindpal heads : —
(133.) 1st, External or incidental causes of error; com-

prehen^g those which depend on external, uncontrollable

circumstances: such as, fluctuations of weather, which disturb

the amount of refraction from its tabulated value, and, being

reducible to no fixed law, induce uncertainty to the extent

of their own possible magnitude ; such as, by varying the

temperature of the air, vary also the form and position of the

instruments used, by altering the relative magnitudes and the

tension of their parts ; and others of the like nature.

(134.) 2fly, Errors of observation: such as arise, for ex-

ample, from inexpertness, defective vision, slo^ ness in seizing

the exact instant of occurrence of a phenomenon, or preci-

pitancy in anticipating it, &c. ; from atmospheric indistinct-

ness ; insufficient optical power in the instrument, and the

like. Under this head may also be classed all errors arising

from momentary instrumental derangement,— slips in clamp-

ing, looseness of screws, &c.

(135.) 3(Uy, The third, and by far the most numerous class
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of errors to which astronomical measurements are liable, arise

from causes which may be deemed instrumental, and which

may be subdivided into two principal classes. The^r«^ com-

prehends those which arise from an instrument not being what

it professes to be, which is error of toorkmanship. Thus, if

a pivot or axis, instead of being, as it ought, exactly cylin-

drical, be slightly flattened, or elliptical,— if it be not exactly

(as it is intended it should be) concentric with the circle it

carries ;— if this circle (so called) be in reality not exactly

circular, or not in one plane ;— if its divisions, intended to

be precisely equidistant, should be placed in reality at un-

equal intervals,— and a hundred other things of the same

sort. These are not mere speculative sources of error, but

practical annoyances, which every observer has to contend

with.

(136.) The other subdivision of instrumental errors com-

prehends such as arise from an instrument not being placed

in the position it ought to have ; and from those of its parts,

which are made purposely moveable, not being properly dis-

posed it^er se. These are errors of adjustment. Some are

unavoidable, as they arise from a general unsteadiness of the

soil or building in which the instruments are placed ; which,

though too minute to be noticed in any other way, become
appretiable in delicate astronomical observations: others,

ag^n, are consequences of imperfect workmanship, as where

an instrument once well adjusted will not remain so, but

keeps deviating and shifting. But the most important of this

class of errors arise from the non-existence of natural indica-

tions, other than those afforded by astronomical observations

themselves, whether an instrument has or has not the exact

position, with respect to the horizon and its cardinal points,

the axis of the earth, or to other principal astronomical lines

and circles, which it ought to have to fulfil properly its objects.

(137.) Now, with respect to the first two classes of error,

it must be observed, that, in so far as they cannot be reduced

to known laws, and thereby become subjects of calculation

and due allowance, they actually vitiate, to their full extent,

the results of any observations in which they subsist. Being,
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however, in their nature casual and accidental, their effects

necessarily lie sometimes one vray, sometimes the other;

sometimes diminishing, sometimes tending to increase the re-

sults. Hence, by greatly multiplying observations, under

varied circumstances, by avoiding unfavourable, and taking

advantage of favourable circumstances of weather, or other-

wise using opportunity to advantage— and finally, by taking

the mean or average of the results obtuned, this class of

errors may be so far suMued, by setting them to destroy one

another, as no longer sensibly to vitiate any theoretical or

practical conclusion. This is the great and indeed only

resource against such errors, not merely to the astronomer,

but to the investigator of numerical results in every depart-

ment of physical research.
.

(138.) With regard to errors of adjustment and work-

manship, not only the possibilityy but the certainty of their ex-

istence, in every imaginable form, in all instruments, must be

contemplated. Human hands or nuchines never formed a

circle, drew a straight line, or erected a perpendicular, nor

ever placed an instrument in perfect adjustment, unless acci-

dentally; and then only during an instant of time. This

does not prevent, however, that a great approximation to all

these desiderata should be attained. But it is the peculiarity

of astronomical observation to be the ultimate means of de-

tection of all mechanical defects which elude by their mi-

nuteness every other mode of detection. What the eye

cannot discern nor the touch perceive, a course of astronomical

observations will nuke distinctly evident. The imperfect

products of man's hands are here tested by being brought into

comparisonunder verygreat magnifying powers(corre8ponding

in effect to a great increase in acuteness of perception) with

the perfect workmanship of nature ; and there is none which

will bear the trial Now, it may seem like arguing in a

licious circle, to deduce theoretical conclusions and laws from

observation, and then to turn round upon the instruments

with which those observations were made, accuse them of im-

perfection, and attempt to detect and rectify their errors by

means of the very laws and theories which they have helped
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us to a knowledge of. A little consideration, however, will

suffice to show that such a course of proceeding is perfectly

legitimate.

(139.) The steps by which we arrive at the laws of natural
^

phenomena, and especially those which depend for their veri-

fication on numerical determinations, are necessarily suc-

cessive. Gross results and palpable laws are arrived at by

rude observation with coarse instruments, or without any in-

struments at all, and are expressed in language which is not

to be considered as absolute, but is to be interpreted with a

degree of latitude commensurate to the imperfection of the

observations themselves. These results are corrected and re-

fined by nicer scrutiny, and with more delicate means. The
first rude expressions of the laws which embody them are

perceived to be inexact. The language used in their ex-

pression is corrected, its terms more rigidly defined, or fresh

terms introduced, until the new state of language and termi-

nology is brought to fit the improved state of knowledge

of facts. In the progress of this scrutiny subordinate laws

are brought into view which still further modify both the

verbal statement and numerical results of those which first

offered themselves to our notice ; and when these are traced

out and reduced to certainty, others, again, subordinate to

them, make their appearance, and become subjects of further

inquiry. Now, it invariably happens (and the reason is

evident) that the first glimpse we catch of such subordinate

laws— the first form in which they are dimly shadowed out

to our minds— is that of errors. We perceive a discordance

between what we expect, and what we ^nd. The first oc-

currence of such a discordance we attribute to accident. It

happens agun and agtun ; and we begin to suspect our in-

struments. We then inquire, to what amount of error their

determinations can, by possibility, be liable. If their limit of
possible error exceed the observed deviation, we at once con-

< demn the instrument, and set about improving its construc-

tion or adjustments. Still the same deviations occur, and,

so far from being palliated, are more marked and better dew

fined than before. We are now sure that we are on th«

a
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tnoei of a law of nature, and we punue it till we have

reduced it to a definite statement, and verified it by repeated

observation, under eyexy variety of circumstances.

(140.) Now, in the course of this inquiry, it will not fail

to happen that other discordances will strike us. Taught by

experience, we suspect the existence of some natural law,

before unknown ; we tabulate (t. e. draw out in order) the

results of our observations ; and we perceive, in this synoptic

statement of them, distinct indications of a regular progres-

sion. Agun we improve or vary our instruments, and we
now lose sight of this supposed new law of nature altogether,

or find it replaced by some other, of a totally different cha-

racter. Thus we are led to suspect an instrumental cause

for what we have noticed. We examine, therefore, the theory

of our instrument ; we suppose defects in its structure, and,

by the aid of geometry, we trace their influence in intro-

ducing actual errors into its indications. These errors have

their laws, which, so long as we have no knowledge of causes

to guide us, may be confounded with laws of nature, as they

are mixed up with them in their effects. They are not for-

tuitous, like errors of observation, but, as they arise from

sources inherent in the instrument, and unchangeable while

it and its adjustments remun unchanged, they are reducible

to fixed and ascertainable forms; each particular defect,

whether of structure or adjustment, producing its own ap-

propriate form of error. When these are thoroughly inves-

tigated, we recognize among them one which coincides in its

nature and progression with that of our observed discord-

ances. The mystery is at once solved. We have detected,

by direct observation, an instrumental defect.

(141.) It is, therefore, a chief requisite for the practical

astronomer to make himself completely familiar with the

theory of his instruments. By this alone is he enabled at once

to decide what effect on his observations any given imperfec-

tion of structure or adjustment will produce in any given

circumstances under which an observation can be made. This

alone also can place him in a condition to derive avulable

and practical means of destroying and eliminating altogether
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the influence of such imperfections, by so arranging his ob-

servations, that it shall affect their results in opposite ways,

and that its influence shall thus disappear from their mean,

which is one of the chief modes by which precision is attuned

in practical astronomy. Suppose, for example, the principle

of an instrument required that a circle should be concentric

with the axis on which it is made to turn. As this is a con-

dition which no workmanship can exactly fulfil, it becomes

necessary to inquire what errors will be produced in observa-

tions made and registered on the faith of such an instrument,

by any assigned deviation in this respect ; that is to say, what

would be the disagreement between observations made with

it and with one absolutely perfect, could such Kc obtained.

Now, simple geometricul considerations suffice to show— 1st.

that if the axis be excentric by a given fraction (say one

thousandth part) of the radius of the circle, all angles read off

on that part of the circle toward* which the excentricity lies,

will appear by that fractional amount too small, and all on

the opposite side too large. And, 2dly, that whatever be the

amount of the excentricity, and on whatever part of the circle

any proposed angle is measured, the effect of the error in

question on the result of observations depending on the

graduation of its circumference (or limb, as it b technically

called) will be completely annihilated by the very easy method

of always reading off the divisions on two diametrically op-

posite points of the circle, and taking a mean ; for the effect

of excentricity is always to increase the arc representing the

angle in question on one side of the circle, by just the same

quantity by which it diminishes that on the other. Again,

suppose that the proper use of the instrument required that

this axis should be exactly parallel to that of the earth. As
it never can be placed or remun so, it becomes a question,

what amount of error will arise, in its use, from any assigned

deviation, whether in a horizontal or vertical plane, from this

precise position. Such inquiries constitute the theory of in-

strumental errors; a theory of the utmost importance to

practice, and one of which a complete knowledge will enable

an observer, with moderate instrumental means, often to

a 8
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nttun a degree of precision which might seem to belong only

to the most refined and costly. This theory, as will r«adily

be apprehended, turns almost entirely on considerations of

pure geometry, and those for the most part not difficult. In

the present work, however, we have no further concern with

it. The astronomical instruments we propose briefly to de-

scribe in this chapter will be considered as perfect both in

construction and adjustment.*

(142.) As the above remarks are very essential to a right

understanding of the philosophy of our subject and the cipirit

of astronomical methods, we shall elucidate them by taking

one or two special cases. Observant persons, before the in-

vention of astronomical instruments, had already concluded

the apparent diurnal motions of the stars to be performed in

circles about fixed poles in the heavens, as shown in the

foregoing chapter. In drawing this conclusion, however,

refraction was entirely overlooked, or, if forced on their notice

by its great magnitude in the immediate neighbourhood

of the horizon, was regarded as a local irregularity, and, as

such, neglected, or slurred over. As soon, however, as the

diunud paths of the stars were attempted to be traced by in-

struments, even of the coarsest kind, it became evident that

the notion of exact circles described about one and the

same pole would not represent the phenomena correctly,

but that, owing to some cause or other, the apparent diurnal

orbit of every star is distorted from a circular into an oval

form, its lower segment hemg^atter than its upper ; and the

deviation being greater the nearer the star approached the

horizon, the effect being the same as if the circle had been

squeezed upwards from below, and the lower parts more than

the higher. For such an effect, as it was soon found to arise

from no casual or instrumental cause, it became necessary to

seek a natural one ; and refraction readily occurred, to solve

the difficulty. In fact, it is a case predsely analc^us to

* The principle on which the chief a4ju*t">Bntt of two or three of the nuMt
iiicnil and common initrumenti, luch m the transit, the equatorial, and the
eitant, are petibrmed, are, however, noticed, for the convenience of readers who
may lua woii iostrumenta without going foriher into the arcana of practical

aMronomy
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what we have already noticed (art 47.), of the appareut dis-

tortion of the sun near the horizon, only oh a larger scaloi

and traced up to greater altitudes. This new law once

established, it became necessary to modify the expression of

that anciently received, by inserting in it a salvo for the

effect of refraction, or by making a distinction between the

apparent diurnal orbits, as affected by refraction, and the true

ones cleared of that effect. This distinction between the ap~

parent and the true—between the uncorrected and corrected—
between the rouph and obvious, and the refined and ultimate—
is of perpetual occurrence in every part of astronomy.

(143.) Again. The first impression produced by a view

of the diurnal movement of the heavens is that all the

heavenly bodies perform this revolution in one common
period, viz. a day, or 24 hours. But no sooner do we come

to examine the matter instrumentally, i. e. by noting, by time-

keepers, their successive arrivals on the meridian, than we find

differences which cannot be accounted for by any error of ob-

servation. All the stars, it is true, occupy the same interval

of time between their successive appulse" to the meridian, or

to any vertical circle ; but this is a very different one from

that occupied by the sun. It is palpably shorter ; being, in

fact, only 23** 56' 4*09'', instead of 24 hours, such hours as

our common clocks mark. Here, then, we have already two

different days, a sidereal and a solar; and if, instead of the

sun, we observe the moon, we find a third, much longer than

either,— Vk lunar day, whose average duration is 24** 54*^ of

our ordinary time, which last is solar time, being of necessity

conformable to the «un's successive re-appearances, on which

all the business of life depends.

(144.) Now, all the stars are found to be unanimous in

giving the same exact duration of 23** 66' 4*09'', for the

sidereal day ; which, therefore, we cannot hetjitate to receive

as the period in which the earth makes one revolution on its

axis. We are, therefore, compelled to look on the sun and

moon as exceptions to the general law ; as having a different

nature, or at least a different relation to us, from the stars

:

and as having motions, real or apparent, of their own, inde-

U J
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pendent of the rotation of the earth en its axis. Thus a

great and most important distinction is disclosed to us.

(145.) To establish these ^MSts, ahnost no apparatus is

required. An observer need only station himself to the

north of some well-defined vertical object, as the angle of a

building, and, placing his eye exactly at a certain fixed point

(such as a small hole in a plate ai metal nailed to some

immoveable support), notice the successive disappearances of

any star behind the building, by a watch.* When he ob-

serves the sun, he must shade his eye with a dark-coloured

or smoked glass, and notice the moments when its western

and eastern edges successively come up to the wall, from

which, by taking half the interval, he will ascertain (what he

cannot directly observe) the moment of disappearance of its

centre.

(146.) When, in pursuing and establishing this general

fact, we are led to attend more nicely to the times of the

daily arrival of the sun on the meridian, irregularities (such

they first seem to be) begin to make their appearance. The
intervals between two successive arrivals are not the seme at

all times of the year. They are sometimes greater, sometimes

less, than 24 hours, as shown by the dock ; that is to say,

the solar day is not always of the same length. About the

SI St of December, for example, it is half a minute longer, and

about the same day of September nearly as much shorter,

than its average duration. And thus a distinction is again

pressed upon our notice betwen the actual solar day, which is

never two days in suooesnon alike, and the mean solar day

of 24 hours, which is an average of all the solar days

throughout the year. Here, then, a new source of inquiry

^ns to us. The sun's apparent motion is not only not the

* Thii b an ezeellant pn«tioal method of uocrtaining the rate of olook or
watch, being exoeedindy aeeurale if a fcw preoautioni an attended to ( th«
ehief of which is, to take care that that part of the edge behind which the etar

(a bright one, not a planet) diMppean shall be quite smooth i as otherwise vari*

able refraetion may transfer the point of disappearance from a protuberance to •

notch, and thus Tary the moment of observation unduly. Tliis u easily secured,

by nailing up a smooth-edged board. The vcrticality of ita edge should IM
nsuMd bv Iha ustt nf « ulumlwISna;
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Bame with that of the stars, but it is not (as the latter is)

unifonn. It is subject to fluctuatioos, whose laws become

matter of investigation. But to pursue these laws, we re-

quire nicer means of observation than what we have de-

scribed, and are obliged to call in to our aid an instrument

called the transit instrument, especially destined for such

observations, and to attend minutely to all the causes of

irregularity in the going of clocks and watches wluoh may
affect our reckoning of time. Thus we become involved by

degrees in more and more delicate instrumental inquiries;

and we speedily find that, in proportion as we ascertain the

amount and law of one great or leading fluctuation, or in-

equality, as it is called, of the sun*s diurnal motion, we bring

into view others continually smaller and smaller, which weji.'e

before obscured, or mixed up with errors of observation and

instrumental imperfections. In short, we may not inaptly

compare the mean length of the solar day to the mean or

average height of water in a harbour, or the general level

of the sea unagitated by tide or waves. The great annual

fluctuation above noticed may be compared to the daily vari-

ations of level produced by the tides, which are nothing but

enormous waves extending over the whole ocean, while the

smaller subordinate inequalities may be assimilated to waves

ordinarily so called, on which, when large, we perceive lesser

undulations to ride, and on these, again, minuter ripplings,

to the series of whose subordination we can perceive no end.

(147.) With the causes of these irregularities in the solar

motion we have no concern at present ; their explanation be-

longs to a more advanced part of our subject : but the dis-

tinction between the solar and sidereal days, as it pervades

every part of astronomy, requires to be early introduced, and

never lost sight of. It is, as already observed, the mean or

average length of the solar day, which is used in the civil

reckoning of time. It commences at midnight, but astro-

nomers, even when they use mean solar time, depart from

the civil reckoning, commencing their day at noon, and

reckoning the hours from round to 24. Thus, 1 1 o'clock

in the forenoon of the seoond of January, in the civil reckon-
a4
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ing of time, corresponds to January 1 day 23 hours in thd

iistronomical reckoning; and 1 o'clock in the afternoon of

the former, to January 2 days 1 hour of the latter reckoning.

This usage has its advantages and disadvantages, but the

latter seem to preponderate ; and it would be well if, in con-

sequence, it could be broken through, and the civil reckoning

substituted. Uniformity in nomenclature and modes of

reckoning in all matters relating to time, space, weight, mea-

sure, ^c, is of such vast and paramount importance in every

relation of life as to outweigh every consideration of technical

convenience or custom. *

(148.) Both astronomers and civilians, however, who in-

habit different points of the earth's surface, differ from each

other in their reckoning of time ; as it is obvious they must,

if we consider that, when it is noon at one place, it is mid-

night at a place diametrically opposite ; sunrise at another

;

and sunset, again, at a fourth. Hence arises considerable in*

convenience, especially as respects places differing very widely

in situation, and which may even in some critical cases in-

volve the mistake of a whole day. To obviate this incon-

venience, there has lately been introduced a system of

reckoning time by mean solar days and parts of a day counted

from a fixed instant, common to all the world, and determined

by no local circumstance, such as noon or midnight, but by

the motion of the sun among the stars. Time, so reckoned,

is called equinoctial time ; and is numerically the same, at

the same instant, in every part of the globe. Its origin will

be explained more fully at a more advanced stage of our

Work.

(149.) Time is an essential element in astronomical obser*

vation, in a twofold point of view : — Ist, As the represen-

* The only diaadvuita^e to antronomtn of using the civil reckoning u this—
thet their obeerrations being chiefly carried on during the night, the day of their

date will, tn this reckoning, always have to be changed at midnight, and the

former and latter portion of erery night's obacrrations will belong to two differ-

ently numbered civil days of the month. There is no denying this to be an
inconvenience. Habit, however, would alleviate it; and torn* inconveniences

must be cheerfully submitted to by all who reaolve to act on general prineiples.

AH other classes of men, whow occupation extends to the night as well as day,
gijkmli to iti snd find their sdrsntsgs in doing sc
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tative of angular motion. The earth's diurnal motion being

uniform, every star describes its diurnal cirde uniformly

;

and the time elapsing between the passage of the stars vu

succession across the meridian of any observer becomes,

therefore, a direct measure of their differences of right as-

cension. 2dly, As the fundamental element (or natural in-

dependent variable, to use the language of geometers) in all

dynamical theories. The great object of astronomy is the

determination of the laws of the celestial motions, and their

reference to their proximate or remote causes. Now, the

statement of the law of any observed motion in a celestial

object can be no other than a proposition declaring what has

been, is, and will be, the real or apparent situation of that

object at any time, past, present, or future. To compare

such laws, therefore, with observation, we must possess a

register of the observed situations of the object in question,

and of the times token they were observed.

(150.) The measurement of time is performed by clocks,

chronometers, clepsydras, and hour-glasses. The two former

are alone used in modem astronomy. The hour-glass is a

coarse and rude contrivance for measuring, or rather counting

out, fixed portions of time, and is entirely disused. The
clepsydra, which measured time by the gradual emptying of

a large vessel of water through a determinate orifice, is sus*

ceptible of considerable exactness, and was the only depen-

dence of astronomers before the invention of clocks and

watches. At present it is abandoned, owing to the greater

convenience and exactness of the latter instruments. In one

case only has the revival of its use been proposed ; viz. for

the accurate measurement of very small portions of time, by

the flowing out of mercury from a small orifice in the bottom

of a vessel, kept constantly full to a fixed height. The stream

is intercepted at the moment of noting any event, and

directed aside into a receiver, into which it continues to run,

till the moment of noting any other event, when the inter>

cepting cause is suddenly removed, the stream flows in its

original course, and ceases to run into the receiver. The
weight of mercury recoived, compared with the weight re-
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Ottved in an interval of time observed by the dlook, i^vesthe

interval between the events observed. This ingenious and

simple method of resolving, with all posnble precision, a pro*

blem of much importance in many physical inquiries, is due

to the late Captain Kater.

(151.) The pendulum dock, however, and the balance

watch, with those improvements and refinements in its struc-

ture which constitute it emphatically a chrcnome^ *, are the

instruments on which the astronomer depends for his know-
ledge of the lapse of time. These instruments are now
brought to such perfection, that an habitual irregularity in

the rate of going, to the extent of a single second in twenty-

four hours in two consecutive days, is not tolerated in one of

good character ; so that any interval of time less than twenty-

four hours may be certainly ascertuned within a few tenths

of a second, by their use. In proportion as intervals are

longer, the risk of error, as well as the amount of error

risked, becomes greater, biscause the acddental errors of many
days may accumulate ; and causes producing a slow progres-

sive change in the rate of going may subsist unperceived. It

is not safe, therefore, to trust the determination of time to

clocks, or watches, for many days in succession, without

checking them, and ascertuning their errors by reference to

natural events which we know to happen, day after day, at

equal intervals. But if this be done, the longest intervals

may be fixed with the same precision as the shortest ; since,

in fact, it is then only the times intervening between the first

and the last moments of such long intervals, and such of those

periodically recurring events adopted for our points of reckon-

ing, as occur within twenty-four hours respectively of either,

which we measure by artificial means. The whole days are

counted out for us by nature ; the fractional parts only, at

either end, are measured by our clocks. To keep the reckon-

ing of the integer days correct, so that none shall be lost or

counted twice, is the object of the calendar. Chronology

marks out the order of succession of events, and refers them

* X^MW, tioM { imrpWt to mwuntrt.
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to their proper years and days ; while chron(nnetry, ground-

ing its determinations on the predse obserration of sudi

regnkrly periodical events as can be conveniently and exactly

subdivided, enables us to fix the moments in whidi phenomena

occur, with the last degree of precision. i

(152.) In the admination or transit (t. e, the passage across

the meridian of an observer,) of every star in the heavens, he

is furnished with such a regularly periodical natural event as

we allude to. Accordingly, it is to the transits of the

brightest and most conveniently situated fixed stars that

astronomers resort to ascertun their exact time, or, which

comes to the same thing, to determine the exact amount of

error of their clocks.

(153.) Before we describe the instrument destined for the

purpose of observing such culminations, however, or those in-

tended for the measurement of angular intervals in the sphere,

it is requisite to place clearly before the reader the prindple

on which the telescope is applied in astronomy to the precise

determination of a direction in space,— that, namely of the

visual ray by which we see a star or any other distant object.

(154.) The telescope most commonly used in astronomy

for these purposes is the refracting telescope, which consists

of an object-glass (either single, or as is now ahnost universal,

double, forming what is called in optics, an achromatic com-

bination) A ; a tube AB, into which the brass cell of the

H

ffi f

object-glass is firmly screwed, and an eye-lens C, for whidi is

often substituted a combination of glasses designed to increase

the magnifying power of the telescope, or otherwise give

more distinctness of vision according to optical principles

which we have no occasion hew to refer to. This also is

fitted into a cell, which is screwed firmly into the end B of

the tube, so that object-glass, tube, and eye-glass may be

considered as forming one piece, invariable in the relative

position of its parts.
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(155.) The line PQ joining the centres of the object and

eye-glasses and produced, is called the axis or line ofcoUima-

Hon of the telescope. And it is evident, that the situation of

this line holds a fixed relation to the tube and its appendages,-

so long as the object and eye-glasses maintain their fixity in

this respect.

(156.) Whatever distant object E, this line is Erected t6,

an inverted picture or inuige of that object F is formed (ac-

cording to the principles of optics), in the focus of the object-

glass, and may there be viewed as if it were a real object,

through the eye-lens C, which (if of short focus) enables us

to nuynxfy it just as such a lens would magnify a material

object in the same place.

(157.) Now as this image is formed and viewed in the

air, being itself immaterial and impalpable— nothing prevents

our placing in that very place F in the axis of the telescope, a

real, substantial object of very definite form and delicate

make, such as a fine metallic point, as of a needle— or bet>-

ter still, a cross formed by two very fine threads (spider-lines),

thin metallic wires, or lines drawn on glass intersecting each

other at right angles — and whose intersection is all but a

mathematical point. If such a point, wire, or cross be care-

fully placed and firmly fixed in the exact focus F, both ofthe

object and eye-glass, it will be seen through the latter at the

same time, and occupying the same precise place as the image

of the distant star E. The magnifying power of the lens

renders perceptible the smallest deviation from perfect coinci-

dence, which, should it exist, is a proof, that the axis QP is

not directed rigorously toward<) E. In that case, a fine mo-

tion (by means of a screw duly applied), communicated to

the telescope, will be necessary to vary the direction of the

axis till the coincidence is rendered perfect. So precise is

this mode of pointing found in practice, that the axis of a

telescope may be directed towards a star or other definite ce-

lestial object without an error of more than a few tenths of a
second of angular measure.

(158.) This application of the telescope may be considered

as completely annihilating that part of the error of observa-
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,tion which might otherwise arise from an erroneous estimation

of the direction in which an object lies from the observer's

eye, or from the centre of the instrundent. It is, in fact, the

grand source of all the precision of modern astronomy, with-

out which all other refinements in instrumental workmanship

would be thrown away; the errors capable of being com-t

mitted in pointing to an object, without such assistance, being

far greater than what could arise from any but the very

coarsest graduation. * In fact, the telescope thus applied

becomes, with respect to angular, what the microscope is with

respect to linear dimension. By concentrating attention on

its smallest parts, and magnifying into palpable intervals the

minutest differences, it enables us not only to scrutinize the

form and structure of the objects to which it is pointed, but

to refer their apparent places, with all but geometrical pre-

cision, to the parts of any scale with which we propose to

compare them.

(159.) We now return to our subject, the determination of

time by the transits or culminations of celestial objects. The

instrument with which such culminations are observed is

called a transit instrument. It consists of a telescope firmly

fastened on a horizontal axis directed to the east and west

points of the horizon, or at righf angles to the plane of the

* The honour of this capital improvement has been successfully vindicated

by Oerham (Phil. Trans, xzx. 603.) to our young, talented, and unfortunate

countryman Gasooigne, from his correspondence with Crabtree and Horrockes,

in his ( Derham's) possession. The passages cited by Derham from these letters

leave no doubt that, so early as 1640, Gascoigne had applied telescopes to his

quadrants and sextants, with threads in the common focu* of the gla*te$ ; and had
even carried the invention so far as to illuminate the field of view by artificial

light, which he found " very helpful when the moon appeareth not, or it it not other-

wise light enough." These inventions were freely communicated by him to

Crabtree, and through him to his friend Horrockes, the pride and boast of

British astronomy ; both of whom expressed their unbounded admiration of this

and many other of his delicate and admirable improvements in the art of obser-

vation. Gascoigne, however, perished, at the age of twenty.thrce, at the battle

of Marston Moor ; and the premature and sudden death of Horrockes, at a yet

earlier age, will account for the temporary oblivion of the invention. It was
revived, or re-invented, in 1667, by Ficard and Auzout (Lalaiide, Astron.

2310.), after which its use became universal. Morin, ev6n earlier than Gas-
coigne (in 1635), had proposed to substitute the telescope for plain sights ; but
it is the thread or wire stretched in the focus with which the image of a star

can be brought to exact coincidence, which gives the telescope its advantage in

practice ; ana the idea of this does not seem to have occurred to Morin. Sea
Lalande, ubi $uprd.

)
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meridiaii ol \m place of uudiervfttlon. The extremities of the

axil are fotved into cylindrical pivots of ezaotlj equal di-

ametenii wfairfi rest in notches formed in metallic supports,

bedded (^U H^ caso of large instruments) on strong pieces of

stone, and mn^^ptihh of nice adjustment by rwews, both in

a yertical and hon«>iilal direction. By the former adyust-

ment, the axis can be rendered precisely horizontal, by level-

ling it with a level made to rest on the

pivots. By the latter ac^ustment the

axis is brought precisely into the east

and west direction, the criterion of

which is furnished by the observations

themselves made with the instrument,

in a manner presently to be explained,

or by a well-defined object, called a meridian mark, originally

determined by such observations, and then, for convenience

of ready reference, permainently established, at a great dis-

tance, exactly in a meridian line passing through the central

point of the whole instrument. It is evident, from this de-

scription, that, if the axis, or line of collimntron of the

telescope be once well adjusted at right angles to the axis of

the transit, it will never quit the plane of the meridian, when
the instrument is turned round on its axis of rotation.

(160.) In the focus of the eye-piece, and at right angles to

the length of the telescope, is placed, not a single cross, as in

our general explanation in art. 157., but a system of one

horizontal and several equidistant vertical

lii.eads or wires, (five or seven are mo'-e

usually employed,) as represented in the an-

nexed figure, which always apj^ar in the

field of viewy when properly illuminated, by

day by the light of the sky, by night by that

of a lamp introduced by a contrivance not necessary here

to expkun. The
;[
-^ e of this system of wires may be

altered by adjusting 4 iTa. giving it a lateral (horizontal)

motion; and it is by 'Mih i^iiis ^*.ought to such a position,

that the middle one of i\x' re 'i:;ai wires 3hall intersect the

line of collimation of ilie tei iflcope, whera it is arrested and
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permanently fastened.* In this situation it in ovident that

the middle thread will be a visible reprencntation of that

portion of the celestial meridian to whicii the telescope

is pointed ; and when a star is seen to cross this wire in the

telescope, it is in the act of culminating, or passing the

celestifd meridian. The instant of this event is noted by the

dock or chronometer, which forms an indispensable accom-

paniment of tho tr^'xaic: instrument. For greater precision,

the moment? of iU -x/ .ing all the vertical threads is noted,

and a mcun taken, which (since the threads are equidistant)

would <^ive exacu> the same result, were all the observations

perfr^ % -^xA will, of course, tend to subdivide and destroy their

errors in an average of the whole in the contrary case.

(161.) For the mode of executing the adjustments, and

allowing for the errors unavoidable in the use of this simple

and elegant instrument, the reader must consult works

especinlly devoted to this department of practical astronomy.f

We shall here only mention one important verification of its

correctness, which consists in reversing the ends of the axis,

or turning it east ibr west. If this be done, and it continue

to give the same results, and intersect the same point on the

meridian mark, we may be sure that the line of coUimation of

the telescope is truly at right angles to the axis, and describes

strictly a plane, t. e. marks out in the heavens a great circle.

In good transit observations, an error of one or two tenths.'

of a second of time in the moment of a star's culmination is

the utmost which need be apprehended, exclusive of the error

of the clock : in other words, a clock may .be compared with

the earth^s diurnal motion by a single observation, without

risk of greater error. By multiplying observations, of course,

a yet ^r^ter degree of precision may be obtained,

r (162.) The plane described by the line of collimation of

* There is no way of bringing the tnu optic axU of the object glass to co-

incide txaetily with the line of collimation, but, so long as the object glass does
not shift or sbake in its cell, any line hMing an invariaWe pofttton with respect to

that axU, may be taken for the eonvtntiomU or astronomical axis with equal
effect

f See Dr. Pearson's Treatise ou Practical Astronomy. Alw Bianohi Soprs
lo iStromento de' Passagi. Ephem. di Milano, 1824,
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ft traneit ought to be tliat of the meridiAn of the pkce of o\h

servation. To ascertain whether it ia so or not, celestial

observation must be resorted to. Now, as the meridian is a

great circle passing through the pole, it necessarily bisects

the diurnal circles described by all the stars, all which describe

the two semicircles so arising in equal intervab of 12 sidereal

hours oach. Hence, if we choose a star whose whole diurnal

circle is above the horizon, or which never sets, and observe

the moments of its upper and lower transits across the

middle wire of the telescope, if we find the two semidiurnal

portions east and west of the plane described by the telescope

to be described in precisely equal times, we may be sure that

plane is the meridian.

(163.) The angular intervals measured by means of the

transit instrument and clock are arcs of the equinoctial, inter-

cepted between circles of declination passing through the

objects observed ; and their measurement, in this case, is per-

formed by no artificial graduation of circles, but by the help

of the earth's diurnal motion, which carries equal arcs of the

equinoctial across the meridian, in equal times, at the rate of

16* per sidereal hour. In all other cases, when we would

measure angular intervals, it is necessary to have recourse to

circles, or portions of circles, constructed of metal or other

firm and durable material, and mechanically subdivided into

equal parts, such as degrees, minutes, &c. The simplest and

most obvioup mode in which the measurement of the angular

interval between two directions in space can be performed

is as follows. Let A B C D be a circle, divided into 360

degrees, (numbered in order from any point 0° in the circum-

ference, round to the same point again,) and connected with

its centre by spokes or rajs, x, y, x, firmly united to its circum-

ference or limb. At the centre let a circular hole be pierced,

in which shall move a pivot exactly fitting it, carrying a tube,

whose axis, a b, is exactly parallel to the plane of the circle,

or perpendicular to the pivot ; aii^ also two arms, m, n, at

right angles to it, and forming one piece with the tube and

the axis : so that the motion of the axis on the centre dlial!

carry the tube and arms smoothly round the circle, to bo
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arrested and £xed at any point we please, by a contrivance

/ (idled a clamp. Suppose, now, we would measure the angu-

/ jkr interval Iietween two fixed objects, S, T. The plane of

the circle must first be ad-

justed so as to pass through

^ g them both, and immoveably

fixed and maintained in that

position. This done, let the

axis a b o£ the tube be

T directed to one of them, S,

and clamped. Then will a

mark on the arm m point

either exactly to some one of the divisions on the limb,

or between two of them adjacent. In the former case,

the division must be noted as the reading of the arm m. In

the latter, the fractional part of one whole interval between

the consecutive divisions by which the mark on m surpasses

the last inferior division must be estimated or measured by

some mechanical or optical means. (See art. 165.) The
division and fractional part thus noted, and reduced into

degrees, minutes, and seconds, is to be set down as the read-

ing of the limb corresponding to that position of the tube a by

where it points to the object S. The same must then be

done for the object T ; the tube pointed to it, and the limb

" read q/f,'' the position of the circle remaining meanwhile

unaltered. It is manifest, then, that, if the lesser of these

readings be subtracted from the greater, their difference will

be the angular interval between S and T, as seen from the

centre of the circle, at whatever point of the limb the com-

mencement of the graduations or the point 0" be situated.

(164.) The very same result will be obtained, if instead

of making the tube moveable upon the circle, we connect it

invariably with the latter, and make both revolve together

on an axis concentric with the circle, and forming one piece

with it, working in a hollow formed to receive and fit it in

Bume fixed support. Such a combination is represented in

section in the annexed sketch. T is the tube or sightf

fastened, at p p, on the circle A B, whose axis, D, works in
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tbe solid metallio centring £, from which originates an arm,

F, carrying at its extremity an index, or other proper mark.

to point out and read off the exact division of the circle at B,

the point close to it. It is evident that, as the telescope and

circle revolve through any angle, the part of the limb of the

latter, which by such revolution is carried past the index F,

will measure the angle described. This is the most usual

mode of applying divided circles in astronomy.

(165.) The index F may either be a simple pointer, like a

dock hand {Jig. a) ; or a vernier {Jig. b) ; or, lastly, a com-

._,,,..

•"tmmiif^

c

pound microscope {fig. c\ represented in section in fig. d,

and furnished with a cross in the common focus of its object

and eye-glass, moveable by a fine-threaded screw, by which

the intersection of the cross may be brought to exact coinci-

dence with the image of the nearest of the divisions of the

circle formed in the focus of the object lens upon the very

same principle with that explained, art. 157. for the point-

ing of the telescope, only that here the fiducial cross is made

mQvesble ; and by the turns and parte of a turn of the screw
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required for this purpose the distance of that division from

the original or zero point of the microscope may be estimated*

This simple but delicate contrivance gives to the reading off

of a circle a degree of accuracy only limited by the power of

the microscope, and the perfection with which a screw can

be executed, and places the subdivision of angles on the same

footing of optical certiunty wluch b introduced into their

measurement by the use of the telescope.

(166.) The exactness of the result thus obtained must

depend, Ist, on the precision with which the tube a b can be

pointed to the objects ; 2dly, on the accuracy of graduation

of the limb ; 3dly, on the accuracy with which the subdi-

vision of the intervals between any two consecutive gradua-

tionr :An be performed. The mode of accomplishing the

lattOL iDJect with any required exactness has been expUdned

in the last article. With regard to the graduation of the

limb, being merely of a mechanical nature, we shall pass it

without remark, further than this, that, in the present state

of instrument-making, the amount of error from this source

of inaccuracy is reduced within very narrow limiis indeed.*

With regard to the first, it must be obvious that, if the sights

a 6 be nothing more than simple crosses, or pin-holes at the

ends ofa hollow tube, or an eye-hole at one end, and a cross at

the other, no greater nicety in pointing can be expected than

what simple vision with the naked eye can command. But
if, in place of these simple but coarse contrivances, the tube

itself be converted into a telescope^ having an object-glass at

6, an eye-piece at a, and a fiducial cross in their common
focus, f>s explained in art. 157. ; and if the motion of the

tube on the limb of the circle be arrested when the object is

brought just into coincidence with the intersectional point of

that cross, it is evident that a greater degree of exactness

may be attuned in the pointing of the tube than by the un-

assisted eye, in proportion to the magnifying power and

distinctness of the telescope used.

* Tn lh« crtat Ertel oirole «t Pulkova, the probable amount of (

ror of dWiiion b ttalw! by M. Strure r.ct ts sss9«d O" SS4. Dt

ntrale de Pulknva. p. 1 47.

error

ccntrale de Pulknva« p

the neeMmlni
Vtm. de rOita.

H 8
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(167.) The simplest mode in which the measurement of

an angular interval can be executed, is what we have just

described ; but, in strictness, this mode is applicable only to

terrestrial angles, such aa those occupied on the sensible

horizon by the objects which surround our station,—because

these only remain stationary during the interval while the

telescope is shifted on the limb from one object to the other.

But the diurnal motion of the heavens, by destroying this

essential condition, renders the direct measurement of an<

gular distance from object to object by this means impossible.

The same objection, however, does not apply if we seek only

to determine the interval between the diurnal circles de-

scribed by any two celestial objects. Suppose every star, in

its diurnal revolution, were to leave behind it a visible trace

in the heavens,—a fine line of light, for instance,—then a

telescope once pointed to a star, so as to have its image

brought to coincidence with the intersection of the wires,

would constantly remain pointed to some portion or other of

this line, which would therefore continue to appear in its

field as a luminous line, permanently inteitiecting the same

point, till the star came round again. From one such line

to another the telescope might be shifted, at leisure, without

error ; and then the angular interval between the two diurnal

circles, in the plane of the telescope's rotation, raight be mea-

sured. Now, though we cannot see the path of a star in the

heavens, we can wait till the star itself crosses the field of

view, and seize the moment of its passage to place the inter-

section of its wires so that the star shall traverse it; by

which, when the telescope is well clamped, we equally well

secure the position of its diurnal circle as if we continued to

see it ever so long. The reading off of the limb may then be

performed at leisure; and when another star comes round

into the plane of the circle, we may unclamp the telescope,

and a similar observation will enable us to assign the place of

its diurnal circle on the limb : and the observations may 1)0

repeated alternately, every day, as the ntars pass, till we are

satisfied with their result. , .., .,

1

1
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(168.) This is the principle of the mural circle, which is

nothing more than such a circle as we have described in art.

163.} firmly supported, in the plane of the meridian, on a

long and powerful horizontal axis. This axis is let into i^

massive pier, or wall, of stone (whence the name of the in-

strument), and so secured by screws as to be capable of ad-

justment both in a vertical and horizontal direction ; so that,

like the axis of the transit, it can be maintained in the exact

direction of the east and west points of the horizon, the plane

of the circle being consequently truly meridional.

(169.) The meridian, being at right angles to all the di-

urnal circles described by the stars, its arc intercepted be-

tween any two of them will measure the least distance

between these circles, and will be equal to the difference of

the declinations, as also to the difference of the meridian alti-

tudes of the objects— at least when corrected for refraction.

These differences, then, are the angular intervals directly

measured by the mural circle. But from these, supposing

the law and amount of refraction known, it is easy to con-

clude, not their differences only, but the quantities them-

selves, as we shall now explain.

(170.) The declination of a heavenly body is the comple-

ment of its distance from the pole. The pole, being a point

in the meridian, might be directly observed on the limb of the

circle, if any star stood exactly therein ; and thence the polar

distances, and, of course, the declinations of all the rest,

might be at once determined. But this not being the case,

a bright star as near the pole as can be found is selected, and

observed in its upper and lower culminations ; that is, when
it passes the meridian above and below the pole. Now, as its

distance from the pole remains the same, the difference of

reading off the circle in the two cases is, of course (when
corrected for refraction), equal to twice the polar distance of

the star ; the arc intercepted on the limb of the circle being,

in this case, equal to the angular diameter of the star's diurnal

circle. In the annexed diagram, H P O represents the celestial

meridian. P the pole, B E, A Q, C D the diurnai oiroles of^f
R 3
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stars wluch arrive on the meridian at B, A, and C in their

upper and at B>Q,Din their lower culminations, of which D
and Q happen above the horizon

HO. Pis the pole; and if we

suppose A /> to be the mural

drde, having S for its centre, b a

e p d will be the points on its

circumference corresponding to B
A C P D in the heavens. Now
the arcs b a,b c,bd, and c d Bxe

^ven immediately by observation

;

and since C Ps=P D, we have also epssp d, and each of them

ss^ cd, consequently the place of the polar point, as it is

called, upon the limb of the circle becomes known, and the

arcs pb,pa,pCf which represent on the circle the polar

distances required, become also known. "^ ••»^;, '
*'«,.

(171.) The situation 6f the pole star, which is a very bril-

liant one, is eminently favourable for this purpose, being only

about a degree and half from the pole; it is, therefore, the

star usually and almost solely chosen for this important pur-

pose; the more especially because, both its culminations

taking place at great and not very different altitudes, the re-

fractions by which they are affected are of small amount, and

differ but slightly from each other, so that their correction is

easily and safely applied. The brightness of the pole star,

too, allows it to be easily observed in the daytime. In con-

sequence of these peculiarities, this star is one of constant

resort with astronomers for the adjustment and verification of

instruments of almost every description. In the case of the

transit, for instance, it furnishes an excellent object for the

application of the method of testing the meridional situation

of the instrument described in art. 162., in fact, the most

advantageous of any for that purpose, owing to its beibg

the most remote from the zenith, at its upper culmination,

of all bright stars observable both above and below the

pole.
-Mv,.. Mvv .--v'.t ,'«.,,- .. .;-,

(172.) The place of the polarpoint on the limb of the mural
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circle once determined, becomes an oiigm, or zero point, from

which the polar distances of all objects, referred to other

points on the same limb, reckon. It matters not whether the

actual commencement 0** of the graduations stand there, or

not ; since it is only by the difference* of the readings that

the arcs on the limb are determined ; and hence a great ad-

vantage is obtained in the power of commendng anew a fresh

series of observations, in which a different part of the cir-

cumference of the circle shall be employed, and different

graduations brought into use, by which inequalities of divi-

sion may be detected and neutralized. This is accomplished

practically by detaching the telescope from its old bearings

on the circle, and fixing it afresh, by screws or clamps, on a

different part of the circumference.

(173.) A point on the limb of the mural circle, not less im-

portant than the polar point, is the horizontal point, which,

being once known, becomes in like manner an origin, or zero

point, from which altitudes are reckoned. The principle of

its determination is ultimately nearly the same with that of

the polar point. As no star exists in the celestial horizon,

the observer must seek to determine two points on the limb,

the one of which shall be precisely as far behw the horizon-

tal point as the other is above it. For this purpose, a star

is observed at its culmination on one night, by pointing the

telescope directly to it, and the next, by pointing to the image

of the same star reflected in the still, unruffled surface of a

fluid at perfect rest Mercury, as the most reflective fluid

known, is generally chosen for that use. As the surface of a

fluid at rest is necessarily horizontal, and as the angle of

reflection, by the laws of optics, is equal to that of incidence,

this image will be just as much depressed below the horizon

as the star itself is above it (allowing for the difference of

refraction at the moments of observation). The arc inter-

cepted on the limb of the circle between the star and its re-

flected image thus consecutively observed, when corrected for

refraction, is the double altitude of the star, and its point of

bisection the horizontal point. The reflecting surface of a
H 4
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nnid so used for the determination of the altitudes of objects

is called an art{^nal horizon.*

(174.) The mural circle is, in fact, at the same time, a

transit instrument ; and, if furnished with a proper system

of vertical wires in the focus of its telescope, may be used as

such. As the axis, however, is only supported at one end,

it has not the strength and permanence necessary for the

more delicate purposes of a transit ; nor can it be verified, as

a transit may, by the reversal of the two ends of its axis,

east for west. Nothing, however, prevents a divided circle

being permanently fastened on the axis of a transit instru-

ment, either near to one of its extremities, or close to the

telescope, so as to revolve with it, the reading off being per-

formed by one or more microscopes fixed on one of its pier&

Such an instrument is called a transit circle, or a meri-

dian CIRCLE, and serves for the simultaneous determination

of the right ascensions and polar distances of objects observed

with it ; the time of transit being noted by the clock, "and

the circle being read off by the lateral microscopes. There is

much advantage, when extensive catalogues of small stars

have to be formed, in this simultaneous determination of both

their celestial co-ordinates : to which may be added the fa-

cility of applying to the meridian circle a telescope of any

length and optical power. The construction of the mural

circle renders this highly inconvenient, and indeed impracti-

cable beyond very moderate limits.

(175.) The determination of the horizontal point on the

limb of an instrument is of such essential importance in

astronomy, that the student should be made acquainted with

every means employed for this purpose. These are, the arti-

ficial horizon, the plumb-line, the level, and the collimator.

The artificial horizon has been already explfuned. The plumb-
!

* By a peculiar and delicate manipulation and management of the setting,

bisection, and reading off of the circle, aided by the use of a moveable horison-

lal tnicrometio wire in the focus of the object-glass, it is found practicable to

observe a slow moving star (as the pole star) <m on» and the lanu night, both by
reflection and direct vision, sufficiently near to either culmination to give the

horizontal point, without risking the change of refraction in twenty-four hours {

c that tliis source of error is thus CGmpivtviy eliminated.

< t
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Ibe is a fine t&read or wire, to which is suspended a weight,

whose oscillations are impeded and quickly reduced to rest by

plunging it in water. The direction ultimately assumed by

such a line, admitting its perfectflexibilityy is that of gravity,

or perpendicular to the surface of still water. Its application

to the purposes of astronomy is, however, so delicate, and

difficult, and liable to error, unless extraordinary precautions

are taken in its use, that it is at present almost universally

abandoned, for the more convenient, and equally exact in-

strument the level.

(176.) The level is a glass tube nearly filled with a liquid,

(sulphuric ether, or chloroform, being those now generally

fc'ft4 i^^ :Vh^fW

' .^jpri^'"--
-

D

used, on account of their extreme mobility, and not being

liable to freeze,) the bubble in which, when the tube is placed

horizontally, would rest indifferently in any part if the tube

could be mathematically straight. But that being impossible

to execute, and every tube having some slight curvature ; if

the convex side be placed upwards the bubble will occupy

the higher part, as in the figure (where the curvature is pur-

posely exaggerated). Suppose such a tube, as A B, firmly

fastened on a straight bar, C D, and marked at a b, two

points distant by the length o" the bubble ; then, if the in-

strument be so placed that the bubble shall occupy this inter-

val, it is clear that C D can have no other than one definite

inclination to the horizon ; because, were it ever so little

moved one way or other, the bubble would shift its place,

and run towards the elevated side. Suppose, now, that we
would ascertain whether any given line P Q be horizontal

;

let the base of the level C D be set upon it, and note the

points a b, between which the bubble is exactly contained

;

then turn the level end for end, so that G shall rest on Q,
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and D on P. If then the bubble continue to occupy the

same place between a and b, it is evident that P Q can be

no otherwise than horizontaL If not, the side towards which

the bubble runs is highest, and must be lowered. Astrono-

mical levels are furnished with a divided scale, by which the

places of the ends of the bubble can be nicely marked ; and

it is said that they can be executed with such delicacy, as to

indicate a single second of angular deviation from exact hori-

zontality. In such levels accident is not trusted to to give

the requisite curvature. They are ground and polished in-

ternally by peculiar mechanical processes of great delicacy.

(177.) The mode in which a level may be applied to find

the horizontal point on the limb of a ver^cal divided circle

may be thus explained : Let A B be a telescope firmly fixed

to such a circle, DBF, and moveable in one with it on a

horizontal axis C, which must

be like that of a transit, sus-

ceptible of reversal (see art.

161.), and with which the

circle is inseparably connected.

Direct the telescope on some

distant well-defined object S,

and bisect it by its horizontal

wire, and in this position clamp

it fast. Let L be a level fas-

tened at right angles to an arm,

L E F, furnished with a micro-

scope, or vernier at F, and, if we please, another at E. Let
this arm be fitted by grinding on the axis C, but capable of

moving smoothly on it without carrying it round, and abo of

being clamped fast on it, so as to prevent it from moving

until required. While the telescope is kept fixed on the ob-

ject S, let the level be set so as to bring its bubble to the

marks a b, and clamp it there. Then will the arm L C F
have some certun determinate inclination (no matter what)

to the horizon. In this position let the circle be read off at

F, and then let the whole apparatus be reversed by turning

its horizontal axis end for end, without unclamping the level
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arm from the axis. This done, by the motion of the whole

instrument (level and all) on its axis, restore the Unel to its

horizontal position with the babble at a h. Then we are sure

that the telescope has now the same inclination to the horizon

the other wayy that it had when pointed to S> and the reading

offat F will not have been changed. Now unclamp the level,

and, keeping it nearly horizontal, turn round the circle on

the axis, so as to carry back the telescope throt^h the zenith

to S, and in that position clamp the circle and telescope fast.

Then it is evident that an angle equal to twice the zenith

distance of S has been moved over by the axis of the tele-

scope from its last position. Lastly, without unclamping the

telescope and circle, let the level be once more rectified. Then
will the arm L E F once more assume the same definite po-

sition with respect to the horizon ; and, consequently, if the

circle be again read off, the difference between this and the

previous reading must measure the arc of its circumference

which has passed under the point F, which may be considered

as having all the while retiuned an invariable position. This

difference, then, will be the double zenith distance of S, and

its half will be the zenith distance simply, the complement of

which is its altitude. Thus the altitude corresponding to a

given reading of the limb becomes known, or, in other words,

the horizontal point on the limb is ascertained. Circuitous

as this process may appear, there is no other mode of em-

ploying the level for this purpose which does not in the end

come to the same thing. Most commonl/, however; the level

is used as a mere fiducial reference, to preserve a horizontal

point once well determined by other means, which is done by

adjusting it so as to stand level when the telescope is truly

horizontal, and thus leaving it, depending on the permanence

of its adjustment.

(178.) The last, but probably not the least exact, as it

certainly is, in innumerable cases, the most convenient means

of ascertaining the horizontal pointy is that afforded by the

floating collimator, an invention of Captain Kater, but of

which the optical principle was first employed by Bitten-

house, in 1785, for the purpose of fixing a definite direction

in space by the emergence of parallel rays from a material
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object placed in the focus of a fixed lena. This el^ant in-

strument is nothing more than a small telescope furnished

with a cross-wire in its focus, and fastened horizontally, or

as nearly so as may be, on a fiat iron floaty which is made to

swim on mercury, and which, of course, will, when left to

itself, assume always one and the same invariable inclination

to the horizon. If the cross-wires of the collimator be illu-

«C^i^
^

T t^;%:j..;

^^7
^ --^- -j^-Da.

minated by a lamp, being in the focus of its object-glass, the

rays from them will issue parallel, and will therefore be in a

fit state to be brought to a focus by the object-glass of any

other telescope, in which they will form an image m if they

came from a celestial object in their direction, i. e. at an alti-

tude equal to their inclination. Thus the intersection of the

cross of the collimator may be observed as if it were a star,

and that, however near the two telescopes are to each other.

By transferring then, the collimator still floating on a vessel

of mercury from the one side to the other of a circle, we are

furnished with two quasi-celestial objects, at precisely equal

altitudes, on opposite sides of the centre ; and if these be

observed in succession with the telescope of the circle, bring-

ing its cross to bisect the image of the cross of the collimator

(for which end the wires of the latter cross are purposely set

45** inclined to the horizon), the difierence of the readings on

its limb will be twice the zenith distance of either ; whence,

as in the last article, the horizontal or zenith point is imme-

diately determined. Another, and, in many respects, prefer-

able form of the floating collimator, in which the telescope is

vertical, and whereby the zenith point is directly ascertained,

is described in the Phil. Trans. 1828, p. 257., by the same

author.

. (179.) By far the neatest and most delicate application of
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the principle of colUmation of Rittenhouse, however, is sug-

gested by Bohnenberger, which affords at once, and by a single

obaervalion, an exact knowledge of the nadir point of an

astronomical circle. In this combination, the telescope of the

circle is its own collimator. The

object observed is the central inter-

sectional cross of the wires in its

own focus reflected in mercury.

A strong illumination being thrown

upon the system of wires (art. 160.)

by a lateral lamp, the telescope of

the instrument is directed vertically

downwards towards the surface of

the mercury, as in the figure an-

nexed. The rays diverging from

the wires issue in parallel pencils

from the object-glass, are incident

on the mercury, and are thence re-

flected back (without losing their

parallel character) to the object-

glass, which is therefore enabled to collect them again in its

focus. Thus is formed a reflected image of the system of

cross-wires, which, when brought by the slow motion of

the telescope to exact coincidence (intersection upon intersec-

tion) with the real system as seen in the eye-piece of the

instrument, indicates the precise and rigorous verticality of

the optical axis of the telescope when directed to the nadir

point.

(180.) The transit and mural circle are essentially meridian

instruments, being used only to observe the stars at the mo-

ment of their meridian passage. Independent of this being

the most favourable moment for seeing them, it is that in

which their diurnal motion is parallel to the horizon. It is

therefore easier at this time than it could be at any other, to

place the telescope exactly in their true direction ; since their

apparent course in the field of view being parallel to the

horizontal thread of the system of wires therein, they va&j,

by giving a fine motion to the telescope, be brought to exact
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ooinoidence with it, and time may be allowed to examine and

correct this coincidence, if not at first accurately hit, which

is the case in no other situation. Generally speaking, all

angular magnitudes which it is of importance to ascertain

exactly, should, if possible, be observed at their maxima or

minima of increase or diminution ; because at these points

they remain not perceptibly changed during a time long

enough to complete, and even, in many cases, to repeat and

verify, our observations in a careful and leisurely manner.

The angle which, in the case before us, is in this predicament,

is the altitude of the star, which attuns its maximum or

minimum on the meridian, and which is measured on the limb

of the mural circle. -st «?vr(ir/»0j t\r'-^"-;'-,7i :>

(181.) The purposes of astronomy, however, require that

an observer should possess the means of observing any object

not directly on the meridian, but at any point of its diurnal

course, or wherever it may present itself in the heavens.

Now, a point in the sphere is determined by reference to two

great circles at right angles to each other ; or of two circles,

one of which passes through the pole of the other. These,

in the language of geometry, are co-ordinatet by which its

situation is ascertained : for instance,— on the earth, a place

is known if we know its longitude and latitude;— in the

starry heavens, if we know its right ascension and declina-

tion ;— in the visible hemisphere, if we know its azimuth

and altitude, &c.

(182.) To observe an object at any point of its diurnal

course, we must possess the means of directing a telescope to

it ; which, therefore, must be capable of motion in two planes

at right angles to each other ; and the amount of its angular

motion in each must be measured on two circles co-ordinate

to each other, whose planes must be parallel to those in which

the telescope moves. The practical accomplishment of this

condition is effected by making the axis of one of the circles

penetrate that of the other at right angles. The pierced axis

turns on fixed supports, while the other has no connection

with any external support, but is sustained entirely by that

which it penetrates, which is strengthened and enlarged at
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the point of penetration to receive it. The annexed figure

exhibits the simplest form of such a combination, though

ver^ far indeed from the best in point of mechanism. The
two circles are read off by verniers, or microscopes ; the one

attached to the fixed support which carries the principal axis,

the other to an arm projecting from that axis. Both circles

also are susceptible of being clamped, the clamps being at-

tached to the same ultimate bearing with which the apparatus

for reading off is connected.

(183.) It is manifest that such a combination, however its

principal axis be pointed (provided that its direction be inva-

riable), will enable us to ascertain the situation of any object

with respect to the observer's r ; ^'^-r .v at v

station, by angles reckoned upon

two great circles in the visible

hemisphere, one of which has for

its poles the prolongations of

the principal axis or the vanish-

ing points of a system of lines

parallel to it, and the other

passes always through these

poles : for the former great cir-

cle is the vanishing line of all

planes parallel to the circle

AB, while the latter, in any

position of the instrument, is

the vanishing line of all the

planes parallel to the circle G H ; and these two planes being,

by the construction of the instrument, at right angles, the

great circles, which are their vanishing lines, must be so too.

Now, if two great circles of a sphere be at right angles to

each other, the one will always pass through the other's poles.

(184.) There are, however, but two positions in which
such an apparatus can be mounted so as to be of any prac-

tical utility in astronomy. The first is, when the principal

axis C D is parallel to the earth's axis, and therefore points

to the poles of the heavens which are the vanishinff nointa of

all lineu in this system of parallels ; and when, of course, the

plane of the circle A B is parallel to the earth's equator, and
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therefore has the equinoctial for its vanishing circle, an<l

measures, by its arcs read off, hour angles, or differences of

right ascension. In this case, the great circles in the heayens,

corresponding to the various positions, which the circle G H
can be made to assume, by the rotation of the instmment

round its axis C D, are all hour-circles ; and the arcs read off

on this circle will be declinations, or polar distances, or their

differences.

(185.) In this position the apparatus assumes the name of

an equatorial, or, as it was formerly called, a parallactic in-

strument. It is a most convenient instrument for all such

observations as require an object to be kept long in view,

because, being once set upon the object, it can be followed as

long as we please by a single motion^ i. e. by merely turning

the whole apparatus round on its polar axis. For since,

when the telescope is set on a star, the angle between its

direction and that of the polar axis is equal to the polar

dbtance of the star, it follows, that when turned about

its axis, without altering the position of the telescope on the

circle G H, the point to which it is directed will fdways lie

in the small circle of the heavens «oiucident with the star's

diurnal path. In many observations this is an inestimable

advantage, and one which belongs to no other instrument.

The equatorial is also used for determining the place of an

unknown by comparison with that of a known object, in a

manner to be described in the fifth chapter. The adjust-

ments of the equatorial are somewhat complicated and diffi-

cult. They are best performed in this manner :— 1st, Follow

the prle star round its whole diurnal course, by which it will

l>ecome evident whether the polar axln is directed above or

below, to the right or to the left, of the true pole,— and correct

it accordingly (without any attempt, during this process, to

correct the errors, if any, in the position of the declination

axis). 2dly, after the polar axis is thus brought into adjust-

ment, place the plane of the declination circle in or near the

meridian ; and, having there secured it, observe the transits

of several known stars of widely different declinations. If

Uie intervals between these transits correspond to the known
'i
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differences of right ascensions of the stars, we may be sure

that the telescope describes a true meridian, and that, there-

fore, the declination axis is truly perpendicular to the polar

one ; — if not, the deviation of the intervals from this law

will indicate the direction and amount of the deviation of the

axis in question, and enable us to correct it.*

(186.) A very great improvement has, within a few years

from the present time, been introduced into the construction

of the equatorial instrument. It consists in applying a clock-

work movement to turn the whole instrument round upon its

polar axis, and so to follow the diurnal motion of any celestial

object, without the necessity of the observer's manual inter-

vention. The driving power is the descent of a weight which

communicates motion to a train of wheelwork, and thus,

ultimately, to the polar axis, while, at the same time, its *oo

swift descent is controlled and regulated to the exact and

uniform rate required to give that axis one turn in 24 hours,

by connecting it with a regulating clock, or (which is found

preferable in practice) by exhausting all the superfluous

energy of the driving power, by causing it to overcome

a regulated friction. Artists have thus succeeded in obtain-

ing a perfectly smooth, uniform, and regulable motion, which,

when so applied, serves to retain any object on which the

telescope may be set, commodiously, in the centre of the field

of view for whole hours in succession, leaving the attention

of the observer undistracted by having a mechanical move-

ment to direct; and with both his hands at liberty.

(187.) The other position in which such a compound

apparatus as we have described in art. 182. may be ad-

vantageously mounted, is that in which the principal axis

occupies a vertical position, and the one circle, AB, con-

sequently corresponds to the celestial horizon, and the other,

G H, to a vertical circle of the heavens. The angles mea-

sured on the former are therefore (uimuths, or differences

* 8m Littrow on the AcUuttniont of tho Equatorial (Mem. Art. Soc. vol. II.

p. 45.), where formula are given for aaocrtainmg the amount and direction of

all the miiadJuRtmenti umuTtaneoudy. But the practical obttcrver, who withei

to avoid bewildering himielf by doing two tbingi at onpu. had bolter proceed ss

rvdunitocnded in the tvxt.
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of azimuth, and those of the latter zenith distanceB, or alti-

tudes, according as the graduation commences from the upper

point of its limb, or from one 90** distant from it. It is

therefore known by the name of an azimuth and altitude in-

strument. The vertical position of its principal axis is se-

cured either by a plumb-line suspended from the upper end,

which, however it be turned round, should continue always

to intersect one and the same fiducial mark near its lower

extremity, or by a level fixed directly across it, whose bubble

ought not to shift its place, on moving the instrument in

azimuth. The north or south point on the horizontal circle

is ascertained by bringing the vertical circle to coincide with

the plane of the meridian, by the same criterion by which

the azimuthal adjustment of the transit is performed (art.

162.), and noting, in this position, the reading off of the

lower circle ; or by the following process.

(188.) Let a bright star be observed at a considerable

distance to the east of the meridian, by bringing it on the

cross wires of the telescope. In this position let the horizon-

tal circle be read off, and the telescope securely clamped on

the vertical one. When the star has passed the meridian,

and is in the descending point of its daily course, let it be

followed by moving the whole instrument round to the west,

without, however, unclamping the telescope, until it comes

into the field of view ; and until, by continuing the horizon-

tal motion, the star and the cross of the wires come once

more to coincide. In this position it is evident the star must

have the same precise altitude above the western horizon, that

it had at the moment of the first observation above the

eastern. At this point let the motion be arrested, and the

horizontal circle be again read off. The difference of the

readings will be the azimuthal arc described in the interval.

Now, it is evident that when the altitudes of any star are

equal on either side of the meridian, its azimuths, whether

reckoned both from the north or both from the south point of

the horizon, must also be equal,— consequently the north or

south point of the horizon must bisect the azimuthal arc thus

determined, and will therefore become known.

t» ,t
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(189.) This method of determining the north and south

points of a horizontal circle is called the ** method of eqtud

altitudes," and is of great and constant use in practical astro-

nomy. If we note, at the moments of the two observations, the

time, by a clock or chronometer, the instant halfway between

them will be the moment of the star's meridian passage, which

may thus be determined without a transit; and, vice versA,

the error of a clock or chronometer may by this process be

discovered. For this lap^ purpose, it is not necessary that our

instrument should be provided with a horizontal circle at all.

Any means by which altitudes can be measured will enable

us to determine the moments when the same star arrives at

equal altitudes in the eastern and western halves of its diurnal

course; and, these once known, the instant of meridian

passage and the error of the dock become also known.

(190.) Thus also a meridian line may bedrawn and a meridian

mark erected. For the readings of the north and south points

on the limb of the horizontal circle being known, the vertical

circle may be brought exactly into the plane of the meridian,

by setting it to that precise reading. This done, let the

telescope be depressed to the north horizon, and let the point

intersected there by its cross-wires be noted, and a mark

erected there, and let the same be done for the south horizon.

The line joining these points is a meridian line, passing

through the centre of the horizontal circle. The marks may
bd made secure and permanent if required.

(191.) One of the chief purposes to which the altitude and

azimuth circle is applicable is the investigation of the amount

and laws of refraction. For, by following with it a circum-

polar star which passes the zenith, and another which grazes

the horizon, through their whole diurnal course, the exact

apparent form of their diurnal orbits, or the ovals into which

their circles are distorted by refraction, can be traced ; and

their deviation from circles, being at every moment given by

the nature of th** observat'on in the direction in which the

refraction itself takes place (i. e. in altitude), is made a matter

of direct observation.

(192.) The ieniih secior and the iheodotite ure peculiar
X 2
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modifications of the altitude and azimuth instrument The

former is adapted for the very exact observation of stars in

or near the zenith, by ^ving a great length to the vertical

axis, and suppressing all the drcumferenoe of the vertical

circle, except a few degrees of its lower part, by which a

great length of radius, and a consequent proportional enlai^e-

pient of the divisions of its arc, is obtained. The latter i»

especially devoted to the measures of horizontal angles be-

tween terrestrial objects, in which the telescope never requires

to i)Q elevated more than a few degrees, and in which, there-

fore, the vertical circle is either dispensed with, or executed

on a smaller scale, and with less delicacy ; while, on the other

hand, great care is bestowed on securing the exact perpendi

cularity of the plane of the telescope's motion, by resting its

horizontal axis on two supports like the piers oi a transit-

instrument, which themselves are firmly bedded on the spokes

of the horizontal circle, and turn with it. *?* "^

(193.) The next instrument we shall describe is one by

whose aid the angular distance of any two objects may be

measured, or the altitude of a single one determined, either

by measuring its distance from the visible horizon (such as

the sea-offing, allowing for its dip), or from its own reflection

on the surface of mercury. It is the sextant, or quadrant,

commonly called Hadky\ from its reputed' inventor, though

the priority of invention belongs undoubtedly to Newton,

whose claims to the gratitude of the navigator are thus

doubled, by his having furnished at once the only theory by

which his vessel can be securely guided, and the only instru-

ment which has ever been found to avail, in applying that

theory to its nautical uses.*

(194.) The principle of this instrument is the optical pro-

perty of reflected rays, thus announced : — " The angle be-

* Newton nominuiiicated it to Dr. Halley, who suppressed it. The descrip-

tion of the instrument was found, after the death of Halley, among his papers,

in Newton's own handwriting, by his executor, who communicated the papers

to the Royal Society, twenty-five years after Newton's death, and eleven after

the publication of Hadley's invention, whicl. might be, and probably was,

independent of any knowledge of Newton's, though Hutton insinuates the

oontrarjr.
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tween the first and last directions of a ray which has suffered

two reflections in one plane is equal to twice the inclination

of the reflecting surfaces to each other." Let A B be the

limb, or graduated arc, of a por-

tion of a .circle 60** in extent,

but divided into 120 equal parts.

On the radius C B let a sil-

vered plane glass D be fixed, at

right angles to the plane of the

circle, and on the moveable ra-

dius C E let another such sil-

vered glass, C, be fixed. The
glass D is permanently fixed

parallel to A C, and only one half of it is silvered, the other

half allovring objects to be seen through it. The glass C is

wholly silvered, and its plane is parallel to the length of the

moveable radius C E.. at the extremity E of whii i a vernier

is placed to read ofi^ the divisions of the limb. On the radius

A C is set a telescope F, through which any object, Q, may
be seeu by direct rays which pass through the unsilvered por-

tion of the glass D, while another object, P, is seen through

the same telescope by rays, which, after reflection at C, have

been thrown upon the silvered part of D, and are thence

directed by a second reflection into the telescope. The two

images so formed will both be seen in the field of view at

once, and by moving the radius C E will (if the reflectors be

truly perpendicular to the plane of the circle) meet and pass

over, without obliterating each other. The motion, however,

is arrested when they meet, and at this point the angle in-

cluded between the direction C P of one object, and F Q of

the other, is twice the angk; EGA included between the

fixed and moveable radii C A, C E. Now, the graduations

of the limb being purposely made only half as distant as would

correspond to degi-ees, the arc A E, when read off", as if the

graduations wore whole degrees, will, in fact, read double its

real amount, and therefore the numbers so read off will ex-

press not the angle EGA, but its double, the angle sub-

tenucu by the objects.

ta
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(195.) To determine the exact dietances between the stars

by direct observation is comparatively of little service ; but

in nautical astronomy the measurement of their distances

from the moon, and of their altitudes, is of essential import-

ance; and as the sextant requires no fixed support, but

can be held in the hand, and used on ship-board, the utiHty

.

of the instrument becomes at once obvious. For altitudes

at sea, as no level, plumb-line, or artificial horizon can be

used, the sea-offing affords the only resource ; and the image

of the star observed, seen by reflection, is brought to coin-

cide with the boundary of the sea seen by direct rays. Thus

the altitude above the sea-line is found ; and this corrected

for the dip of the horizon (art. 23.) gives the true altitude of

the star. On land, an artificial horizon may be used (art. 1 73.),

and the consideration of dip is rendered unnecessary.

(196.) The adjustments of the sextant are simple. They
consist in fixing the two reflectors, the one on the revolving

radius C E, the other on the fixed one C B, so as to have their

planes perpendicular to the plane of the circle, and parallel to

each other, when the reading of the instrument is zero. This

adjustment in the latter respect is of little moment, as its

effect is to produce a constant error, whose amount is readily

ascertuned by bringing the two images of one and the same

star or other distant object to coincidence ; when the instru-

ment ouffht to read zero^ and if it does not, the angle which

it does read is the zero correction and must be subtracted

from all angles measured with the sextant. The former ad-

justments are essential to bo maintained, and are performed

by small screws, by whose ud either or both the glasses may
be tilted a Uttie one way or another until the direct and re-

flected images of a vertical line (a plumb-line) can be brought

to coincidence over their *ohoU extent^ so as to form a single

unbroken straight line, whatever be the position of this move-

able arm, in the middle of the field of view of the telescope,

whose axis is carefully adjusted by the optician to parallelism

with the plane of the limb. In practice it b usual to leave

only the reflector D on the fixed radius adjustable, that on
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the moveable being set to great nicety by tiie maker. In

this case the best way of making the adjustment is to view

a pair of lines crossing each other at right angles (one

being horizontal the other vertical) through the telescope of

the instrument, holding the plane of its limb vertical,— then

having brought the horizontal line and its reflected image to

coincidence by the motion of the radius, the two images of

the vertical arm must be brought to coincidence by tilting

one way or other the fixed reflector D by means of an

adjusting screw, with which every sextant is provided for that

purpose. When both lines coincide in the centre of thefield

the adjustment is correct.

(197.) The reflecting circle is an instrument destined for

the same uses as the sextant, but more complete, the circle

being entire, and the divisions carried all round. It is usually

furnished with three verniers, so as to admit of three distinct

readings ofi^, by the average of which the error of graduation

and of reading is reduced. This is altogether a very refined

and elegant instrument.

(198.) We must not conclude this part of our subject

without mention of the "principle

of repetition;** an invention of

Borda, by which the error of gra-

duation may be diminished to any

degree, and, practically speaking,

annihilated. Let P Q be two ob-

jects which we may suppose fixed,

for purposes of mere explanation,

and let K I< be a telescope moveable

on O, the common axis of two

circles, AML and ahc^ of which

the former, AM L, is absolutely fixed in the plane of the

objects; and carries the graduations, and the latter is freely

moveable on the axis. The telescope is attached per-

manently to the latter circle, and moves with it. An arm

O a A carries the index, or vernier, which reads off the gra-

duated limb of the fixed circle. This arm is provided with

two olamnfl. bv which it can be
1 4

ho temporarily connected
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with either circle, and detached at pleasure. Sappose, now,

the telescope directed to F. Clamp the index arm OA to

the inner circle, and unclamp it from the outer, and read off.

Then carry the telescope round to the other object Q. In so

doing, the inner circle, and the index-arm which is clamped

to it, will abc be carried round, over an arc A B, on the

graduated Msob of the outer, equal to the angle P O Q. Now
clamp the im*ex to the outer circle, and unclamp the inner,

and read off: the difference of readings will of course measure

the angle P O Q ; but the result will be liable to two sources

of error— that of graduation and that of observation, both

which it is our object to get rid of. To this end transfer the

telescope back to P, toithout unclamping the arm from the

outer circle ; then, having made the bisection of P, clamp the

arm to 6, and unclamp it from B, and again transfer the

telescope to Q, by which the arm will now be carried with

it to C, over a second arc, B C, equal to the angle P O Q.

Now again read off; then will the difference between this

reading and the original one measure twice the angle P O Q,
affected with both errors of observation, but only with the

same error of graduation as before. Let this process be re-

peated as often as we please (suppose ten times) ; then will

the final arc AB C D read off on the circle be ten times the

required angle, affected by the joint errors of all the ten ob-

servations, but only by the same constant error of graduation,

which depends on the initial and final readings off alone.

Now the errors of observation, when numerous, tend to

balance and destroy one another ; so that, if sufficiently mul-

tiplied, their influence will disappear from the result. There

remuns, then, only the constant error of graduation, which

comes to be divided in thb final result by the number of ob-

servations, and is therefore diminished in its influence to one

tenth of its possible amount, or to less if need be. The

abstract beauty and advantage of this principle seem to be

counterbalanced in practice by some unknown cause, which,

probably, must be sought for in imperfect clamping.

(199.) Micrometers are instruments (as the name im-

^th
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ports*) for measuring, with great precision, small argles, not

exceeding a few minutes, or at most a whole degree. They
are very various in construction and principle, nearly all,

however, depending on the exceeding delicacy with which

space can be subdivided by the turns and parts of a turn of

fine screws. Thus— in the parallel wire micrometer, two

parallel threads (spider's lines are generally used) stretched

on sliding frames, one or both moveable by screws in a di-

rection perpendicular to

that of the threads, are

placed in the common
focus of th ""I object and

eye-glasses of a tele-

scope, and brought by
the motion ofthe screws

exactly to cover the two extremities of the image of any small

object seen in the telescope, as the diameter ofa planet, &c., the

angular distance between wLich it is required to measure. This

done, the threads are closed up by turning one of the screws till

they exactly cover each other, and the number of turns and

parts of a turn required gives the interval of the threads,

which must be converted into angular measure, either by ac-

tual calculation from the linear measure of the threads of the

screw and the focal length of the object-glass, or experiment-

ally, by measuring the image of a known object placed at a

known distance (as a foot-rule at a hundred yards, &c.) and

therefore subtending a known angle.

(200.) The duplication of the image of an object by optical

means furnishes a valuable and fertile resource in micrometry.

Suppose by any optical contrivance the single image A of

any object can be converted into two, exactly equal and

similar, A B, at a distance from one another, dependent (by

* Minpui, Suiau J jiripiiVt tO llicasttfc.
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soma mechanical movement) on the will of the observer, and

in any required direction from one another. As these can,

therefore, be made to approach to or recede from each other

at pleasure, they may be brought in the first place to ap-

proach till they touch one another on one side, as at A C, and

then being made by continuing the motion to cross and touch

on the oppocdte side, as A D, it is evident that the quantity

of movement required to produce the change from one con-

tact to the other, if uniform, wUl measure the double diameter

of the object A.

(201.) Innumerable optical combinationsmay be devised to

operate such duplication. The chief and most important

(from its recent applications), is the heliometer, in which the

image is divided by bisecting the object-glass of the telescope,

&nd making its two halves, set in separate brass frames, slide

laterally on each other, as A B, the motion being produced

and measured by a screw.

Each half, by the laws of

optics, forms its own image

(somewhat blurred, it is true,

by diffiraction*), in its own
axis ; and thus two equal and

similar images are formed side

by side in the focus of the

eye-piece, which may be made
to approach imd recede by the

motion of the screw, and thus afford the means of measure-

ment as above described.

(202.) Double refraction through crystallized media affords

another means of accomplishing the same end. Without
going into the intricades of this difficult branch of optics, it

will suffice to state that objects viewed through certain crys-

tals (as Iceland spar, or quartz) appear double, two images

equally distinct being formed, whose angular distance from

each other varies from nothing (or perfect coincidence), up to

* This might be eured, though «t an expense of light, by limiting each half

to a eircular spaea by diaphragmt, a* reprwtnted bj the dotted lioaa.
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to

alf

a certfun limit, according to the direction with retpeet to a

certain fixed line in the cryitalt called its optioal axis. Sup-

pose, then, to take the simplest case, that the eye-lens of a

telescope, instead of glass, were formed of such a crystal (say

of quartz, which may be worked as well or better than glass),

and of a spherical fornix so as to offer no ^fference when
turned about on its centre, other than the inclination of its

optical axis to the visual ray. Then when that axis coincides

with the line of collimation of the object-^lass, one image

only will be seen, but wheu made to revolve on an axis

perpendicular to that line, two will arise, openii^ gradually

out from each other, and thus originating the desired dupli-

cation. In this contrivance, the angular amount of the

rotation of the sphere affords the necessary datum lor

determining the separation of the images.

(203.) Of all methods which have been proposed, however,

the simplest and most unobjectionable would appear to be

the following. It is well known to every optical student,

that two prisms of glass, a flint and a crown, may be opposed

to each other, so as to produce a colourless defection of paral-

lel rays. An object seen through such a compoimd or

achromatic prism, will be seen siir^ ^ deviated in direction,

but in no way otherwise altered or distorted. Let such a

prism be constructed with its surfaces so nearly parallel that

the total deviation produced in traversing them shall not ex-

ceed a small amount (say 5'\ Let this be cut in half, and

from each half let a circular disc

be formed, and cemented on a

circular plate of parallel glass, or

otherw'se sustained, close to and

concentric with the other by a

framework of metal so light as to

intercept but a small portion of the

light which passes on the outside

(as in the annexed figure), where

the dotted lines represent the

radii sustaining ono, ai^d the un-

>^Hz :i'
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dotted those carrying the other disc The whole must be

so mounted as to allow one disc to revolve in its own plane

behind the other, fixed, and to allow the amount of rotation

to be read off. It is evident, then, that when the deviations

produced hj the two discs conspire, a total deviation of ICK

will be effected on all the light which has passed through

them; that when they oppose each other, the rays will

emerge undeviated, and that in intermediate positions a de-

viation varying from to 10', and calculable from the angu-

lar rotation of the one disc on the other, will arise. Now,
let this combination be applied at such a point of the cone

of rays, between the object-glass and its tocus, that the discs

shall occupy exactly hiJf the area of its section. Then will

half the light of the object lens pass undeviated— the other

half deviated, as above described ; and thus a duplication of

image, variable and measureable (as required for micrometrio

measurement) will occur. If the object-glass be not very

large, the most convenient point of its application will be ex-

ternally before it, in which case the diameter of the discs

will be to that of the object-glass as 707 : 1000 ; or (aUow-

iDg for the spokes) about as 7 to 10. >- /i

. (204.) The Position Micrometer is simply a straight thread

or wire, which is carried round by a smooth revolving motion,

in the common focus of the object and eye-glasses, in a plane

perpendicular to the axis of the telescope. It serves to de-

termine the situation with respect to some fixed line in the

field of view, of the line joining any two objects or points of

an object seen in that field— as two stars, for instance, near

enough to be seen at once. For this purpose the moveable

thread is placed so as to cover both of them, or stand, as may
best be judged, parallel to their line of junction. And its

angle, with the fixed one, is then read off upon a small

divided circle exterior to the instrument. When such a

micrometer is applied (as it most commonly is) to an equa-

torially mounted tele .:ope, the zero of its position corresponds

to a direction of the wire, such as, prolonged, will represent

a circle of declination in the heavens— and the "angles

of position" so read off arc reckoned invariably from one
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point, and in one direction, viz., northtfollowingt south, pre-

ceding ; BO that 0° position corresponds to the situation of an

object exactly north of that assumed as a centre of reference,

— 90° to a situation exactly easiwardy or following ; 180**

exactly south ; and 270° exactly west, or preceding in the

order of diurnal movement. When the relative position of

two stars, very near to each other, so as to be seen at once

in the same field of view, is to be determined in this way,

especially if they be of unequal magnitudes, the best form of

the instrument consists, not in a single thin wire to be placed

centrally across both the stars, but in two thick parallel

wires, between which both stars are brought under inspection

in a symmetrical situation, by which arrangement the paral-

lelism of the line joining their centers with the direction of

the wires can be very much more accurately judged of. It

gives great advantage, moreover, to the precision of such a

judgment, if the position of the observer be such as to bring

the principal section of his eye (that which in his upright

[josition b vertical) into parallelism with the wires.

(204 a.) To see the fiducial threads or wires of an eye-

piece or micrometer in a dark night is impossible without

introducing some artificial ligjit into the telescope, so ns

cither to illuminate the field of view, leaving the threads

dark, or vice versd. To illuminate the field, the light of a

lamp is introduced by a lateral opening into the tube of the

telescope, and dispersed by reiicxion on a white unpolished

surface, so arranged as not to intercept any part of the cone

of ray going to form the image. For illuminating the wires,

direct lamp light is thrown on them from the side towards

the eye ; the superfluous rays being stifled by failing on a

black internal coating, or suffered to pass out to the tube

through an oj^site aperture opening into a dark chamber.

(204 b,) When the wires are seen dark on an illuminated

field, the colour of the illuminating light is of great import-

ance. As a matter of experience, it is certain that a red illu-

mination affords a far sharper mid clearer view of the wires

than any other.

(204 c.) For observing the sun, darkening glasses arc ncccs-

Ai-^J^^ Ak .
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fsaxj. In this case red glasses are inappropriate, because

they transmit the solar heat freely, by which the eye would

be seriously injured, and*even when very deep tinted, render

prolonged inspection intolerably painful. Green glasses are

free from this objection. Both the light and heat of the sun,

however, may be subdued by reflexion at glass surfaces, the

light returned by regular reflexion on glass being only about

2ji per cent, of that incident on it. A reflecting telescope

specifically adapted for viewing the sun may be constructed

by making the specula of glass, the object mirror having the

form of a double concave lens, whose anteri<»r surface (that

producing the image) is worked into a paraboloid of the

proper focal length, and the posterior to a sphere of consi-

derably greater curvature to transmit and disperse out-

wards the refracted rays into the open air behind (for which

purpose the telescope should be open at both ends) and to so

weaken those reflected by dispersing them as not to in-

terfere with the distinctness of the image. Neither the

quality of the glass, nor accuracy of figure in the posterior

surface is of any importance to the good performance of such

a reflector.* Should the light be not sufficiently enfeebled

by the first reflexion, it m^y be still further reduced (to

about 1— 900*'* part of its original intensity) by making the

small speculum of glass also in the form of a prism ; the re-

flection being performed on one of its exterior surfaces, and

the refracted portion Wng turned away and thrown out at

the other.

(204</.) Advantage may be also taken (as in Sir D.
Brewster's polarizing eye-piece) of the properties of polarized

light, which may be diminished in any required degree

by partial reflexion in a plane at right angles to that of its

first oblique reflexion. Or without polarization, the light

may be enfeebled by successive reflexions between parallel

surfaces to any extent.

(204 e.) When the object in view is to soruUnize, under

* I would Ukt tbU opportunity earneitiv to recommend th^conUruetion of •
htHoaeopt on thU principle, first propounded and more fully described in my
Ca)w obeervntioni (p. 436) to the Attention of the DraetiMi optl«Un, ( AuUk».)
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high magnifying powers, minute portions of the soUur disc

;

the light and heat of the general surface may be intercepted

by a metallic scraen placed in the focus where the image is

formed, and pierced with a very small hole, allowing that

minute portion only to pass through and be examined with

the eye-piece ; the observer being thus defended from the

glare. By this arrangement, Mr. Dawes, to whom the

idea is due, has been enabled to observe some very extras

ordinary peculiarities in the constitution of the sun's sur-

face, discernible in no other way, an account of w^hich will

be found in their proper place.

(204/.) Since the use of large reflectors has become

common among astronomers, the necessity of supporting

the ponderous masses of their specula without constraint or

undue pressure in any direction (which would distort the

figure of their polished surfaces), renders the use of some

ready method of V'^r
* ',

<;, from instant to instant, the ad-

justment of their lir ollimation (or the optical axis of

the reflectors), and ot' readjusting it, when shifted, indis-

pensable. For this purpose, a small coUimating telescope

(Art. 178.), illuminated by reflexion from a lamp outside, is

fixed within the tube of the reflector, its object-end being

turned towards the speculum. Upon the image of the cross-

wires of this telescope formed in the focus of the reflector,

and seen through its eye-piece as a real object, the transits

and altitudes of celestial objects may be observed as if it

consisted of actual wires ; for these, it is manifest, if once

])laced so as to bisect a star, will continue to do so, whatever

amount of tilting the reflector might be subjected to, either

in a lateral or vertical plane. The rays from the star and the

axis of the collimator remaining parallel, the latter axis,

and not that of the reflector, becomes in fact the real line of

oollimation or optic axis of the instrument, when objeotL are

thus directly referred to it Should convenience of micro-

metric measurement, or the observation of faint objects in a

very feebly illuminated fleld, preclude such direct reference,

the position of the speculum must from time to time be ex-

umined, and if fnuiiy, reaqjusted by bringing the micrometer
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wires to coincidence with the image of those of the collima-

tor by an appropriate mechanism communicating the requisite

snuJl amount of movement to the speculum iu its cell.*

* See Phil. Trans. 183.1, pp. 448»9, where this appliot Ion of the collimatirs

principle used by the author sin 1 833, Is first describe 3ee also " Results

of astronomical observation at thr Cape of Good Hope," preface, p. xi.. It is

to be presumed that Mr. Stoney in bringing before the British Association in

1856, this application of the.collimating principle as a noveUy has been unaware
of this its prior use since he has not alluded to it. The direct reference of
objecta to the collimating cross, described in the text, would seem to have been

overlooked by him. These remarks k^ply to the report of the contents of his

pa])er published in the " Athenaeum" of August 30th, 1856.
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CHAPTER IV.

OF GEOGRAPHY.

OF THE naimiS of THK BARTH.— its exact I>I1IEN8I0NS.->-ITS

FORK THAT OF BQUILIBBIUIC MODIFIED BT OBNTRIFUOAL FOB<».

— YABIATION OF OBAYITT ON ITS SURFACE.— STATICAL AMD
DYNAMICAL MEASURES OF OBAVITr.—THE FENDULUM.—ORAV1TT

TO A SPHEROID.—OTHER EFFECTS OF THE EARTH's ROTATION.

—TRADE WINDS.—DETERMINATION OF OEi~>ORAPHICAL POSITIONS.

— OF LATITUDES.—OF LONOrnTDBS.— CONDUCT OF A TRIGO-

NOMETRICAL SURVET.—OF MAPS.—PROJECTIONS OF THE SPHERE.

—MBASUR'iiiJXNT OF HEIGHTS BT THE BAROMETER.

(205.) Geogbapht is not only the most important of the

practical branches of knowledge to which astronomy w
applied, but it is also, theoretically speaking, an essential

part of the latter science. The earth being the general ntation

from which we view the heavens, a knowledge of the local

situation of particular stations on its surface :a of great con-

sequence, when we come to inquire the distances of the nearer

heavenly bodies from us, as concluded from observations of

their parallax as well as on all other occasions, where a

difference of locality can be supposed to influence astronomical

results. We propose, therefore, in this chapter, to explain

the principles, by which astronomical observation is applied

to geographical determinations, and to give at the same time

an outlme of geography so far as it u to be considered a part

of astronomy.

(206.) Q«ogn^hy, as the word imports, is a delineation or

description of the earth. In its widest sense, this compre-

hends not only tho delineation of the form of its continents

and seas, its rivers and mountains, but their physical condition,

climates, and products, and their appropriation by communis

ties of men. With physical r id political geography, however,

we have no concern hero. Astronomical geography has for

K
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its objects the exact knowledge of the form and dl. nsions

of the earth, the parts of its surface occupied by sea and land,

and the configuration of the surface of the latter, regarded as

protuberaut above the ocean, and broken into the various

forms of mountain, table land, and valley ; neither should the

form of the bed of the ocean, regarded as a continuation of

the surface of the land beneath the water, be left out of con-

cdderation : we know, it is true, very little of it ; but this is

an ignorance rather to be lamented, and, if possible, remedied,

than acquiesced in, inasmuch as there are mu^y very im-

portant branches of inquiry which would be greatly advanced

by a better acquuntance with it.

(207.) With regard to the figure of the earth eu a whole,

we have already shown that, speaking loosely, it may be

regarded as q>herical ; but the reader who has duly appreciated

the remarks in art. 22. will not be at a loss to perceive that

this result, concluded from observations not susceptible, of

much exactness, and embnUsing very small portions of the

surface at once, can only be regarded as a first approximation,

and may require to be materially modified by entering into

minutiaa before neglected, or by increasing the delicacy of our

observations, or by including in their extent larger areas of

its surface. For instance, if it should turn out (as it will),

on minuter inqwry, that the true figure is somewhat ellip-

tical, or flattened, in the manner of an orange, having the

diameter which coincides with tho axis about ^ht^ part shorter

than the diameter of its equatori^d circle ;— this is so trifling

a deviation from the spherical form that, if a model of such

proportions were turned in wood, and laid before us on a

table, the nicest eye or hand would not detect the flattening,

since the difference of diameters, in a glebe of fifteen inches,

would amount only to ^th of an inch. In all common
parlance, and for all ordinary purposes, then, it would still be

called a globe ; while, nevertheless, by careful measurement,

the diflferenoe would not f&il to be noticed ; and, speaking

strictly, it would be termed, not a globe, but an oblate

ellipsoid, or spheroid, which is the name appropriat<>d by
geometers to the form above described.
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(208.) The eeotions of such a figure by a plane are not

(nrcles, but ellipsea; so that, on Buch a shsped earth, the

horizon of a spectator would nowhere (except at the poles)

be exactly circular, but somewhat ellipticaL It is easy to

demonstrate, however, that its deviation ^ am the circuiair

form, arising from so very slight an "ellipticih^" as above

supposed, would be quite imperceptible, not only to our eye-

sight, but to the test of the dip-sector ; so tha^ by that mode
of observation we should never be led to notice so sm&U a

deviation from perfect sphericity. How we are led to this

conclusion, as a practical result, will appear, when we have

explained the means of determining with accuracy the di-

mensions of the whole, or any part of the earth.

(209.) As we cannot grasp the earth, nor recede from it

far enough to view it at once as a whole, and compare it with

a known standard of measure in any degree commensurate

to its own size, but can only creep about upon it, and apply

our diminutive measures to comparatively small parts of its

vast surface in succession, it becomes necessary to supply, by

geometrical reasoning, the defect of our physical powers, and

from a delicate and careful measurement of such small parts

to conclude the form and dimensions o^ the whole mass.

This would present little difficulty, if we were sure the earth

were strictly a sphere, for the proportion of the circumferf

ence of a circle to its diameter being known (viz. that of

3*1415926 to 1*0000000), we have only to ascertain the

length of the entire circumference of any great circle, such

as a meridian, in miles, feet, or any other standard units, to

know the diameter in units of the same kind. Now, the cir-

cumference of the whole circle is known as soon as we know
the exact length of any aliquot part of it, such as 1° or T^^yth

part ; and this, being not more than about seventy miles in

length, is not beycmd the limits of very (>xaot measurement,

and could, in fact, be measured (if we knew its exact termi-

nation at each extremity) within a very few feet, or, indeed,

inches, by methods presently to be particularized.

(210.) Supposing, then, wo were to begin measuring with

ail due nicety from any station, in the exact direction of a
X S
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meridian, and go measuring on, till by some indication we
were informed that we had aocomplished an exact degree from

the point we set out from, our problem would then be at onco

resolved. It tikily remuns, therefore, to inquire by what

indications we can bo sure, Ist, that we have advanced an

exact degree ; and, 2dly, that we have been measuring in the

exact direction of a great circle.

(211.) Now, the earth has no landmarks on it to indicate

d^prees, nor traces inscribed on its surface to guide us in such

a course. The compass, though it affords a tolerable guide

to tiie mariner or the traveller, is far too uncertain in its

indications, and too little known in its laws, to be of .*ny use

in such an operation. We must, therefore, look outwards,

and refer our situation on the surface of our globe to natural

marks, external to it, and which are of equal permanence and

stability with the earth itself. Such marks are afforded by

the stars. By observations of their meridian altitudes, per-

formed at any station, and from their known polar distances,

we conclude the height of the pole ; and since the altitude of

the pole is equal to the latitude of the place (art. 119.), the

same observations give the latitudes of any stations where we
may establish the requisite instruments. When our latitude,

then, is found to have diminished a degree, we know that,

provided toe have kept to the meridian, we have described one

three hundred and sixtieth part of the earth's circumference.

(212.) The direction of the meridian may be secured at

every instant by the observations described in art. 162. 188.

;

and although local difficulties may oblige us to deviate in our

measurement from this exact direction, yet if we keep a strict

account of the amount of this deviation, a very simple calcu-

lation will enable us to reduce our observed measure to its

meridional value.

(213.) Such is the principle of that most important geo-

graphies^ ' ration, the measurement of an arc of the meri-

dian. I - detail, however, a somewhat modified course

mu» V '' rTfd. An observatory cannot be mounted and

dismoiai. ;' a:; tvery step ; so that we cannot identify and

measure an exact degree neither more nor less. But this is
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to.

of no consequence, provided we know with equal precision

kow much, more or less, we have measured. In place, then,

of measuring this precise aliquot part, we take the more
convenient method of measuring from one good observing

station to another, about 9, degree^ or two or three degrees^

as the case may be^ or indeed any determinate angular

interval apart, and determining by astaronomical observation

the precise difference of latitudes between the stations.

(214.) Again, it is of great consequence to avoid in this

operation every source of uncertainty, because an error com-

mitted in the length of a single degree will be multiplied

360 times in the circumference, and nearly 115 times in the

diameter of the earth concluded from it. Any error which

may affect the abi^ronomical determination of a star's altitude'

will be especially influential. Now, there is still too much
uncertainty and fluctuation in the amount of refraction at,

moderate altitudes, not to make it especially desirable to

avoid this source of error. To effect this, we take care

to select for observation, at the extreme stations, some star

which passes through or near the zeniths of both. The
amount of refraction, within u few degrees of the zenith, is

very small, and its fluctuations and uncertainty, in point of

quantity, so excessively minute as to be utterly inappretiable.

Now, it is the same thing whether we observe the pole to be

raised or depressed a degree, or the zenith distance of a star

when on the meridian to have changed by the same quantity

(fig. art. 128.). If at one ntation we observe any star to pass

through the zenith, and at the other to pass one degreo

south or north of the zenith, we are sure that the geographical

latitudes, or the altitudes of the pole at the two static*""

must differ by the same amount.

(215.) Granting iliat the terminal points of one degree

can be ascertained, its length may be measured by the

methods which will be presently described, as we have before

remarked, to within a very few feet. Now, the error which

may be committed in fixing each of these terminal points

cannot exceed that which may be committed in the observa-

tion of the zenith distance of a star properly situated for the
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pnrpoee in question. This error, with proper caret can

barcUy exceed half a second. Supposing we grant the possi-

bility of ten feet of error in the length of each degree in a

measured arc of-five degrees, and of half a second in each

of the zenith distances of one star, observed at the northern

and southern stations, and, lastly, suppose all these errors to

conspire, so as to tend all of them to give a result greater, or

all less, than the truth, it will appear, by a very easy pro-

portion, that the whole amount of error which would be thus

entaUed on an estimate of the earth's diameter, as concluded

from such a measure, would not exceed 1147 yards, or about

two thirds of a mile, and this h ample allowance.

(216.) This, however, supposes that the form of the earth

b tiiat of a perfect sphere, and, in consequence, the lengths

of its degrees in all parts precisely equal. But, when we
come to compare the measures of meridional arcs made in

various parts of the globe, the results obtaiaed, although

they agree sufficiently to 'show that the supposition of a

spherical figure is not very remote from the truth, yet exhibit

discordances far greater than what we have shown to be

attributable to error of observation, and which render it

evident that the hypothesis, in strictness of its wording, is

untenable. The following table exhibits the lengths of arcs

of the meridian (astronomically determined as above de-

scribed), expressed in British standard feet, as resulting from

actual measurement made with all possible care and precision,

by commissioners of various nations, men of the first emi-

nence, supplied by their respective governments with the best

instruments, and furnished with every facility wMch could

tend to ensure a successful result'of their important labours.

The lengths ot the degrees in the last column are derived

from the numbers set down in the two preceding ones by

simple proportion, a method not quite exact when the arcs

are laige, but sufficiently so for our purpose.
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or

Men (

Coontry. Lirtltade of
Middle of Arc. '

Arc
Mtfuied.

MoMored the D«nM
Lejwthin stUieWd.

fSet. die Latl.
tudelB
Feet.

Sweden*, A B . +66° aof Ky'O 1® 37' 19" -6 593277 365744
Sweden, A . . + 66 19 87 57 30-4 351 83S 367086
RuMis, A . . + 58 17 37 3 35 5'2 1309748 365868
Runia, B . . + 56 3 55-5 8 2 28-9 2937439 365291
Prussia, B - - + 54 58 26-0 1 SO 29<0 551073 365480
Denmark, B • > + 54 8 13-7 1 SI 53-3 559121 365087
Hanover, A B - + 52 32 16-6 2 57-4 736425 365300
England, A . • + 52 35 45 3 57 13-1 1442953 3649*; 1

England, B . . + 52 2 19-4 2 50 23 '5 1036409 364951
France, A - - + 46 52 2 8 20 0-3 3040605 364872
France, A B + 44 51 2-5 IS 32 12-7 4509832 364578
Rome, A - . + 42 59 — 2 9 47 787919 364262
America, A • • + 39 12 — 1 28 450 538100 36S786
India, A B + 16 8 21-5 15 57 40-7 5794598 863044
India, A B + 12 32 20-8 1 34 56-4 574318 362956
Peru, A B - 1 31 0-4 S 7 3-5 1131050 363626
Cape of Good Hope, A -33 18 SO 1 IS 17-5 445506 364713
Cape of Good Hope, B -35 43 20-0 3 34 34-7 1301993 364060

wt

It is evident from a mere inspection of the second and fifth

columns of this table, that the measured length of a degree in-

creases with the latitude, being greatest near the poles, and

least near the equator. Let us now consider what inter-

pretation is to be put upon this conclusion, as regards the

form of the earth.

(217.) Suppose we held in our hands a model of the earth

smoothly turned in wood, it would be, as already observed, so

nearly spherical, that neither by the eye nor the touch, un-

assbted by instruments, could we detect any deviation from

that form. Suppose, too, we were debarred from measuring

directly across from surface to surface in different directions

* The astronomers by whom these measurements were executed were

follows:—.

Sweden, A B— Svanberg.

Sweden, A— Maupertuis.

Russia, A— Stnive.

Russia, B— Struve, Tenner.

Prussia— Bessel, Bayer.

Denmark— Scbumaeher.

HanoTer— Gauss.

England— Roy, Kater.

Franecb. A-^LjMaille; CsssinU

France, A B— Delambre, Meehain.
Rome— Boscovich.

America— Mason and Dixon,
India, lat— Lambton.
India, 2d—'Lambton, Everest
Peru— Lacondamine, Bouguer.
Cape of Good Hope, A— Laeaille.

Cape of Good Hope, B— Maclear.— /iw. iYocMr. 01%
K 4
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with any instrument, by which we might at once ascerj^un

whether one diameter were longer than another ; how, then,

we may ask, are we to ascertun whether it is a true sphereor

not ? It is cleat that we have no resource, but to endeavour

to discover, by some nicer means than simple inspection or

feeling, whether the convexity of its surface is the same in

every part; and f not, where it is greatest, and where least.

Suppose, then, a thin plate of

metal to be cut into a con-

cavity at its edge, so as ex-

actly to fit the surface at A

:

let this now be removed from

A, and applied successively

to several other parts of the

surface, taking care to keep its

plane always on a great circle

of the globe, as here represented. If, then, we find any

position, B, in which the light can enter in the middle be-

tween the globe and plate, or any other, C, Vhere the latter

tilts by pressure, or admits the light under its edges, we
are sure that the curvature of the surface at B is less, and

at C greater, than at A.

(218.) What we here do by the application ofa metal plate

of determinate length and curvature, we do on the earth by

the measurement of a degree of variation in the altitude of

the pole. Curvature of a surface is nothing but the continual

deflection of its tangent from one fixed direction as we ad-

vance along it. When, in the same measured distance of
advance we find the tangent (which answers to our horizon)

to have shifted its position with respect to a fixed direction

in space, (such as the axis of the heavens, or the line joining

tiie earth's centre and some given star,) more in one part of

the earth's meridian than in another, we conclude, of necessity,

that the curvature of the surface at the former spot is greater

than at the latter ; and vice versdy when, in order to produce

the same change of horizon with respect to the pole (sup-

pose 1") we require to travel over a longer measured space at

one point than at another, we assign to that point a less cut"
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vature. Henoe we conclude that the curvature ofa meridional

section of the earth is sensibly greater at the equator than to-

wards the poles; or, in other words, that the earth is not

sj^erical, \i\xtflattened at the poles, or, whidi comes to the

same, protuberant at the equator.

(219.) LetNABDE Frepresent a meridional section of the

earth, C its centre, and N A, B D, G E, arcs of a meridian.

'-n -7',V

each corresponding to one degree of difference of latitude, or

to one degree of variation in the meridian altitude of a star,

as referred to the horizon of a spectator travelling along the

meridian. Let n N, a A, & B, tfD, ^ Gr, e E, be the respective

directions of the plumb-line at the stations N, A, 6, D, G, E,

of which we will suppose N to be at the pole and E at the

equator ; then will the tangents to the surface at these points

respectively be perpendicular to these directions ; and, con-

sequently, if each pair, viz. n N and a A, & B and <f D, ^G
and e E, be prolonged till they intersect each other (at the

points X, y, 2), the angles N x A, B y D, G 2: E, will each be

one degree, and, therefore, all equal ; so that the small cur-

vilinear arcs N A, B D, G E, may be regarded as arcs of

circles ofone degree each, described about x, y, z, as centres.

These are what in geometry are called centres of curvature,

and the radii xN or x A, y B or y D, 2 G' or 2 E, represent

radii of curvaturvf by which the curvatures at tiiose points
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are determined and measured. Now, as the arcs of difierent

ciroles, which subtend equal angles at their respective cen-

tres, are in the direct proportion of their radii, and as the are

N A is greater than B D, and that agilh than G £, it follows

that the radius N« muat be greater than By, and By than

£ X. Thus it appears that the mutual intersections of the

plumb-lines will not, as in the sphere, all coincide in one

point C, the center, but will be arranged along a certun

C!irye, x y z (which will be rendered more evident by con-

sidering a number of intermediate stations). To this curve

geometers have given the name of the evolute of the curve

N A B D G £, from whose centers of curvature it is con-

structed.

(290). In the flattening of a round figure at two opposite

points, and its protuberance at points rectangularly situated

to the former, we recognize the distinguishing feature of the

elliptic form. Accordingly, the next and simplest supposition

that we con make rospeoting the nature of the meridian,

since it id proved not to be a circle, is, that it is an ellipse, or

nearly so, having N S, the axis of the earth, for its shorter,

and EF, the equatorial diameter, for its longer axis; and

that the form of the earth's surface is that which would arise

from making such a curve revolve about its shorter axis N S.

Tlus agrees well with the general course of the increase of

the degrne in going from the equator to the pole. In the

ellipse, the radius of curvature at E, the extremity of the

longer axis is the least, and at that of the shorter axis, the

greatest it admits, and the form of its evolute agrees with that

here represented.* Assuming, then, that it is an elUpse, the

geometrical properties of that curve enable us to assign the

proportion between the lengths of its axes which shall cor-

respond to any propofed rate of variation in its curvature, as

well as to fix upon their absolute lengths, corresponding to

any assigned length of the degree in a given latitude. With-

out troubling the reader with the investigation, (which may

be found in any work on the conic sections,) it will be suf-

** Tlia dotted Udm art Um portioM of the svoluto twSongiiig to th« oUivr

quadnuitik
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fioient to state the results which have been arrived at bj the

most systematic combinations of the measured arcs which

haye hitherto been made by geometers. The most recent ia

that of Bessel% who by a combination of the ten arcs, marked

B in our table, has concluded the dimensions of the terrestrial

spheroid to be as follows :—
Grnter or Muatorwl diMneter ... « 41,847»1 99 ~ 7985*604
LeMer or polar diftCMtar .... * 41,707,SS4 » 7899-114
Diflbrcnoe of dUmeten, or polar oompreMion m, 139,768 • 36*471
Proportion of diameters as 399*15 to 898-15.

The other combination whose results we shall state, Is that

of Mr. Airy f, who concludes as follows :—
Equatorial diameter .....
Polar diameter......
Polar eompreaiion .....
Proportion of diameters as 899-33 to 298-33.

FsM. Mllei.

- 41,847.486 - 79VJ -648

- 41,707,620 « 7899170
- 139,806 m 36478

These conclusions are based on the consideration of those

13 arcs, to which the letter A is annexed |, and of one other

arc of 1° 1' dV'l, measured in Piedmont by Plana and

Carlini, whose discordance with the rest, owmg to local

causes hereafter to be explained, arising from the exceedingly

mountainous nature of the country, render the propriety of so

employing it very doubtful. Be that as it may, the strikingly

near accordance of the two setb of dimensions is such as to

inspire the greatest confidence in both. The measurement at

the Cape of Good Hope by Lacaille, also used in this deter-

mination, has always been regarded as unsatisfactory, and

has recently been demonstrated by Mr. Madear to be erro-

neous to a considerable extent. The omission of the former,

and the substitution for the latter, of the far preferable result

of Mr. Maclear's second measurement would induce, however,

hut a trifling change in the final result.

(831.) Thus we see that the rough diameter of 8000 miles

we have hitherto used, is rather too great, the excess being

* Sohumaohor's Astrnnomtscbe Naohriohten, Nos. 833, 334, 335. 488.(1841).

t Encyelop»(iia Metrorolitana. " Figure of the Earth " (1 SSI ).

I In those which h r>%c both A and B, the numbers used by Mr. Airy diflr

slightly I'rom Uesscl's, which are tluMu we have preferred.
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about 100' miles, or ^th part. As convenient numbers td

remember, the reader may bear in mind, that in our latitude

there are just as many thousands of feet in a degree of the

meridian as there are days in the year (365) : that, speaking

loosely, a degree is about 70 British statute miles, and a

second about 100 feet ; that the equatorial droutnference of

the earth is a little less than 25,000 miles (24,899), and the

ellipticity or polar flattening amounts to one 300th part of

the diameter.

(222.) The two sets of results above stated are placed in

juxtaposition, and the particulars given more in detwl than

may at first sight appear consonant, cither with the general

plan of this work, or the state of the reader's presumed ac-

quaintance with the subject. But it is of importance that he

should early be made to see how, in astronomy, results in ad-

mirable concordance emerge from data accumulated from

totally different quarters, and how local and accidental ir-

regularities in the data themselves become neutralized and

obliterated by their impartial geometrical treatment. In the

oases before us, the modes of calculation followed are widely

different, and in each the mass of figures to be gone through

to arrive at the result, enormous.

(223.) The supposition of an elliptic form of the earth's

section through the axis is recommended by its simplicity,

and confirmed by comparing the numerical results we have

just set down with those of actual measurement When this

comparison is executed, discordances, it is true, are observed,

which, although still too great to be referred to error of mea-

surement, are yet so small, compared to' the errors which

would result from the spherical hypothesis, as completely to

justify our regarding the earth as nn ellipsoid, and referring

the observed deviations to either local or, if general, to com-

paratively small causes.

(224.) Now, it is highly satisfactory to find that the gene-

ral elliptical figure ihuB practicalljf proved to exist, is precisely

wliut ought theoretically to result fron; the rotation of tho

earth on its axis. For, let us suppose the earth a sphere, at

rest, of uniform materials throughout, and oxternaliy /w^y*!ftvsrcd
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with an ocean of equal depth in every part. Under such

oircumstancea it would obviously be in a state of equilibrium

;

and the water on its surface would have no tendency to run

one way or the other. Suppose, now, a quantity of its ma-

terials were taken from the polar regions, and piled up all

around the equator, so as to produce that difference of the

polar and equatorial diameters of 26 miles which we know to

exist. It is not less evident that a mountain ridge or equa-

torial continent, only, would be thus formed, down which the

water would run into the excavated part at the poles.

However solid matter might rest where it was placed, the

liquid part, at least, would not remain there, any more than

if it were thrown on the side of a hilL The consequence

therefore, would be the formation of two great polar seas,

hemmed in all round by equatorial land. Now, this is by no

means the case in nature. The ocean occupies, indifferently,

oil latitudes, with no more partiality to the polar than to the

equatorial. Since, then, as we see, the water occupies an

elevation above the centre no less than 13 miles greater at

the equator than at the poles, and yet manifests no tendency

to leave the former and run towards the latter, it is evident

that it must bo retained in that situation by some adequate

power. No such power, however, would exist in the case we
have supposed, which is therefore not conformable to nature.

In other words, the spherical form is not theJiffure of equi-

librium ; and therefore the earth is either not at rest, or is so

internally constituted as to attract the water to its equatorial

regions, and retain it there. For the latter supposition there

is no primd facie probability, nor any analogy to lead us to

such an idea. The former is in accordance with all the phe-

nomena of the apparent diurnal motion of the heavens ; and

therefore, if it will furnish us with the power in question, we
can have no hesitation in adopting it as the true one.

(225.) Now, every body knows that when a weight is

whirled round, it acquires thereby a tendency to recede from

the centre of its motion ; which is called the centrifugal force.

A stone wliirled round in a sling is a common illustration;

but a better, for our present purpose, will be a pail of water,

-%.
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jsjB=ssa

•uspended by a oord, and made tc tpin round, while the cord

hangs perpendicularly. The surface of the water, instead of

remainbg horizontal, wUl become concave,

as in the figure. The centrifugal force ge-

nerates a tendency in all the water to leave

the ana, and press towards the circum-

ference ; it is, therefore, urged against the

pail, and forced up its sides, till the excess

of height, and conpcquent increase of pre-

Bure downwards, just countorbdlances its

centrifugal force, and a state of equilibrium

is attained. The experiment is a very easy

and instructive one, and is admirably cal-

oalculated to show how the form of equili-

brium aooonunodates itself to varying cir-

cumstances. If, for example, we allow the

rotation to cease by degrees, as it becomes

•lower we shall see the concavity of the

water r^ularly diminisli ; the elevated out-

ward portion will descend, and the depressed central rise,

while all the time a perfectly smooth surface is maintained,

till the rotation is exhausted, when the water resumes its

horicontal state.

(226.) Suppose, then, a globe, of the sixe of the earth, at

rest, and covered with a uniform ocean, were to be set in ro-

tation about M certun axis, at first very slowly, but by degrees

more rapidly, till it turned round once in twenty-four hours

;

a centrifugal force would be thus generated, whose general

tendency would be to urge the water at e-'^ery point of the

iurfooe to rrcede from the atis. A rotation might, indeed,

be conceived so swit^ as to j'^rt the whole ocean from the

surface, like water from a mop. But this would require a

far gre}i»ur velocity titan what ve now speak of. In the case

uppcwd, the weight of the water would still keep it on the

earth ; and the tendency to recede from the axis could only

be satisfied, therefore, by the water leaving the poles, and

flowing towards the oquator; there heaping itself up in a

ricbe, jnat ai the wnter in cur pail accumulates against the
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of

."')•

M

ide ; andb^g retained in opposition to ita weight, or natural

tendency towards the centre^ by the pressure thus caused.

This, however, could not take place without laying dry the

polar portions of the land in the form of immensely protube-

rant continents; and the diflference of our supposed cases,

therefore, is this:— in the former, a great equatorial conti-

nent and polar seas would be formed ; in the latter, protube»

rant land would appear at the poles, and a zone of ocean be

disposed around the equator. Thb would be the first or

immediate effect. Let us now see what would afterwards

happen, in the two cases, if things were allowed to take their

natural course.

(227.) The sea is constantly beating on thi land, grinding

it down, and scp^tering its worn off po'-ticles and fragments,

in the state of mud and pebbles, over its bed. Geological

facts afford abundant proof that the existing continents have

all of them undergone this process, even more than once, and

been entirely torn in fragments, or reduced to powder, and

submerged and reconstructed. Land, in this view of the

subject, loses its attribute of fixity. As a mass it might hold

together in opposition to forces which the water freely obeys

;

but in its state of successive or simultaneous degradation,

when disseminated through thu water, in the state of sand or

mud, it is subject to all the impulses of that fluid. Li the

lapse of time, then, the protuberant land in both cases would

be destroyed, and e^read over the bottom of the ocean, filling

up the lower parts, and tending continually to remodel the

tnirface of the solid nucleus, in correspondence with the form

of equilibrium in both cases. . Thus, after a sufficient lapse

of time, in the case of an eanU at rest, :lie equaterial con-

tinent, thus forcibly constructed, would again be levelled and

transferred to the polar excavations, and the spherical figure

be BO at length restored. In that of an earth in ii ..tion, the

polar protuberances would grad^ially be cut down and dis^

appear, being transferred to the t^|uator (as being then the

deepest sea), till the e«"^h would assume by degrees the form

wc Dbserve it to have—that of a flattened or oblate ellipsoid.

ijima,) tt6 nTo iiu' intiu iiiuuiiiiig iicru lO (mco ino pro-
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0088 by which the 3<»Hh raally assumed its Actuftl form ; all

we intend is, to sho.^ \k'it this is the form to which, under

the conditions of a icUtion on its axis, it must tend; and

which it would attain, evei if originallj and (so to speak)

perversely constituted otherwise.

(229.) But, further, the dimensions of the earth and the

time of its rotation being known, i: is easy thence to calculate

the exaot amount of the centrifugal forte*, which, is'i the

equator, appears to be ^-^th part of the f^rce or wei;;bt by

which all bodies, whether solid or liquid, tend to fall tov urds

the earth, 'hy this fraction of its weight, then, the sea at the

equator is /»|y/if«?n^ f, and thereby rendered suscep.ible of bcuig

supported on u .i'^^her levil, or mon remote from the centre

than at the pv-las, i^^h.^re lo such ccuuteractiu*;^ force exists

;

and where, in cotisequeatjt the % »;tov mn.j le considered as

speci/lcaUi/ heavier. Taking thiw p!">iclpis as a guide, and

combining it with fkn lavvs <a gravi';}; (as developed by

Newton, an«J as hei-*. iFt*. r to be moie fully explained), mathe-

Tnatioians have been 'inabled to investigate, ^ priori, what

wtnild be the figure of equilibrium of such a body, constituted

jiniit;naaUy as we hrve reason to believe the earth to be;

cover;^ A wholly or part:iiUy with a fluid ; and revolving uni-

formly \i.i twenty-four hours ; and the result of this inquiry

is found to agAio very satisfactorily with what experience

Biiows to be V>^ case. From their investigations it appears that

the form of equilibrium is, in fact, no other than an oblate

ellipsoid, of a deipprce of elliptioity very nearly identical with

what is observed, and which would be no doubt accurately so,

did we krow, with precision, the internal constitution and

material of the earth.

(2S0.) The conflrmation thus incidentally furnished, of the

hypothesis of the earth's rotation on its axis, cannot fail to

strike the retider. A deviation of its figure from that of a

sphere was i^l contemplated among the original reasons for

adopting thai, hypothesis, which was assumed solely on ac-

count of the cosy explanation it offers of the apparent diurnal

motion of the heavens. Yet we see that, cnce admitted,

• Ni'wton'k Principia, iii ' p, 10.

I

I
1
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It draws with it, as a necessary consequence this other re-

markable phenomenon, of which no other sat'sfaetory account

could be rendered. Indeed, so direct is their connection, that

tho eUipdcity of the earth*8 figure was discovered and demon-

strated I y Newton to be a consequence of its rotation, and its
|

s'^ioitu; <i bualJy calculated by him, long before any measure-

ment kiM suggested such a conclusion. As we advance with

our subject, we shall find the same simple principle branch-

ing out into a whole tnun of singular and important oon-

e((=>qT<<3inc(:. , some obvious enough, others which at first seem

enthsly unconnected with it, and which, until traced by

Newfou up to this their origin, had ranked among the most

inscrutable arcana of astronomy, as well as among its grandest

phenomena.

(231.) Of its more obvious consequences, we may here

mention one which falls naturally within our present sub-

ject. If the earth really revolve on its axis, this rotation

must generate a centrifugal force (see art. 225.), the effect of

which must of course be to counteract a certain portion of

the weight of every body situated at the equator, as compared

with its weight at the poles, or in any intermediate latitudes.

Now, this is fully confirmed by experience. There is ac-

tually observed to exist a difference in the gravity^ or down-

ward tendency, of one and the same body, when conveyed

successively to stations in different latitudes. Experiments

made with the greatest care, and in every accessible part of

the globe, have fully demonstratec' the fact of a regular and

progressive increase in the weights of bodies corresponding to

the increase of latitude, and fixed its amount and the law of

its progi'ession. From these it appears, that the extreme

amount of this variation of gravity, or the difference between

the equatorial and polar weights of one Jiiid the same mass of

matter, is 1 part in 194 c-f it^*^ whole ?tght, the rate of in-

crease in travelling from V;c equaior to the p:;!e being <u the

equate of the iuue of'- latitude.

(232.) The reader nil here nuturally inquire, wh> is meanf

by speaking of the same body as having different weights *it

uinerent st«''ons ; and, how such a fact, if true, can be on>

L
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oertuned. When we wdgh a body by c balance or a steel-

yard we do but counteract its weight by the equal weight of

another body under the very same circumstances ; and if both

the body weighed and ita ooicinterpoise be removed to another

station, their gravity, if changed at all, will be changed

equally, so t!i%t they will still continue to counterbalance

each other. A difference in the intensity of gravity could,

therefore, never be detected by these means ; nor is it in this

sense that we assert that a body weighing 194 pounds at the

equator will weigh 195 at the pole. If counterbalanced in a

scale or steelyard at the former staticp, an additional pound

placed in one or other scale at the latter would inevitaUy

unk the beam.

(233.) The meaning of the proposition may be thus ex-

phdned :— Conceive a weight x suspended at the equator by

a string without weight passing over a

pulley. A, and conducted (supposmg

such a thing possible) over other pul*

leys, such as B, round the earth's con-

vexity, till the other end hung down
at the pole, and there sustained the

weight y. If, then, the weights x and

y were such as, at any one station,

equatorial or polar, would exactly counterpoise each other on
a balance, or when suspended side by si'^o over a ungle
pulley, they would not counterbalance each other in this

supposed situation, but the polar weight y would prepon-

derate ; and to restore the equipoise the weight x must be
increased by rv^^^ P*^ ^^ i^ quantity.

(234.) The means by which this variation of gravity may
be shown to exist, and its amount measured, are twofold (like

all estimations of mechanical power), statical and dynamical.

The former consists in putting the gravity of a weight in.

equilibrium, not with that of anovher weight, but with a
natural power of a different kind not liable to be affected by
local situation. Such a power is the elastic force of a spring.

Let AB C be a strong support of brass standing on the foot

A £ D cast in one piece with it, into which is let a smooth
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plate of agate, D, wliich can be ad^istod to perfect hcnizon-

tality by a level At C let a Bpind sprmg G be attached,

which carries at its lower end a weight F,

polished and convex below. Hie length

and strength &£ the spring most be so

adjusted that the wei^t F shall be sus-

tained by it just to swing clear of contact

with the agate plate in the highest lati-

tade at which it is intended to use the

instrument Then, if small wei^^ts be

added cautiously, it may be made to de-

scend till it just grazes the agate, a con-

tact which can be made with the utmost

imaginable delicacy. Let these weights

be noted; the weight F detached; the

spring G carefully lifted off its hook, and

secured, for travelling, from rust, strain, <x disturbance, and

the whole apparatus conveyed to a station in a lower latitude."^

It will then be found, on remounting it, that, although loaded

with the seme additional weights as before,the weight F will not

longer have power enough to stretoh the i^ring to the extent

required for producing a similar contact More weights will

require to be added ; and the additional quantity necessiuy

will, it is evident, measure the difference of gravity between

the two stations, as exerted on the whole quantify of pendent

matter, ue, the sum of the weight of F and Aaj^that of the

spiral spring itself. Granting that a spiral spring can be con-

structed of such strength and dimensions that a weight of

10,000 grains, including its own, shall produce an elongation'

of 10 inches without permanently straining it*, one additional

grain will produce a further extension of
tttvttit^'^ ^^ ^"^ \w\\,

a quantity which cannot posmbly be mistaken in such a con-

tact as that in question. Thus we should be provided with

* Whether the procesi above deacribcd could ever be so far per&cted and re-

fined as to become a substitute for the use of the pendulum must depend on the

degree of permanence and unkfbrmity of action of springs, on the constancy or va-

riability of the effect oftemperature on )>' elastic force, on the possibility of trans-

porting them, absolutely unaltered, I ace to place, & c. The great advantages,

however, which such an apparntus ana noda of obse'vatit;^ ^nuld possess, in poin.

of convenience c^ ipness,*poruSilit), and expedition, over the present laborious,

tedious, and bipc^ive process, rtnder the attempt well worth making.

''..m
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the means of measuring the power of gravity at any station

to within tv^vv^ ^^ ^^ whole quantity.

(235.) The other, or dynamical process, by which the force

urging any given w^ht to the earth r< .i/ he determined,

consists in ascertaining the velocity/ u i^; >7 \ 1 by it to the

weight when suffered to fall freei/ in ^ given time, as one

second. This velocity cannot, iiv^eed, be directly measured

;

but indirectly, the principles of mechanics furnish an easy

and certun means of deducing it, and, consequently, the in-

tensity of gravity, by observing the oscillations of a "rx> .. , ;.^,

It is proved from mechanical principles*, that, if one and the

same pendulum be made to oscillate at different stations, or

imder the influence of c?'^erent forces, and the numbers ofoscil-

lationsmade in the same i me in each case be counted,the inten-

sities of the forces will be to each other as the squares of the

numbersof oscillatioirii made, and thus their proportion becomes

known. For instance, it is found that, under t^ie equator, a

pendulum of a certidnform and length makes 86,400 vibrations

in a mean solar day ; and that, when transported to London,

the same pendulum makes 86,£ 35 vibrations in the same time.

Hence we conclude, that the intensity of the force urging the

pendulum downwards at the equator is w that at London as

(86,400)' to (86,535 )«, or as 1 to 1-00315 ; or, in other

words, that a mass of matter weighing in London 100,000

pounds, exerts the same pressure on the ground, or the same

effort to crush a body placed below it, that 100,315 of the

tame pounds transported to the equator would exert there.

(236.) Experiments of this kind k>' e bee: made, above

stated, with the utmost care and minutest precaution to en-

sure exactness in all accessible latitude? r and their general

and final result has br^en, to give y^^ for the fraction r xpress-

ing the difference of gravity at the equator and poles. New,

it will not fail to be noticed by the reader, and Wll, ^ jba-

bly, occur to him as an objection against the expl tior here

given of the fact by the earth's rotation, that .us liffert

materially from the fraction ^^ expressing tJ^e centrifugal

force at the equ/ or. The difference by which the former

fraction exceeds the latter is j^^j, a small quantity in itself,

• Newton's Princip'm, ii. Prop. '24. Cor. 3. '*" '»'-***'"''
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the

but. still far too large, oompr sd with the others in question,

not to be distinctly accounted for, and not to prove fatal to

this explanation if it will not render a strict account of it.

(237.) The mode in which this difference arises affords a

curious and instructive example of the indirect influence

which mechanical causes often exercise, and of which astro-

nomy furnishes innumerable instances. The rotation of the

earth gives rise to the centrifugal force ; the centrifugal force

produces an ellipticity in the form of the earth itself; and

this very ellipticity of form modifies its power of attraction

on bodies placed at its surface, and thus gives rise to the dif-

ference in question. Here, then, we have the same cause

exercisicrr at once a direct anij an indirect influence. The
amount of ihe former is easily calculated, t' t of the latter

with far more difficulty, by an intricate and profound appli-

cation of geom try, whose steps we cannot pretend to trace

in a work like the present, and can only state its nature and

result.

(238.) The weight of a body (considered as undiminished

by a centnfu^ 1 force) is the effect of the earth's attraction on

it. This atti. rion, as ^ ewton has demonstrated, consists,

not in a tendency of all matter to any one particular centre,

but in a disposi'*^ )f every particle of matter in the universe

to press towards, and if not opposed to approach to, every

other. The attraction the earth, then, on a body placed

on its surface, is not a siaiple but a complex force, resulting

from the separate attractions of all its parts. Now, it ia

evident, that if the earth were a perfect sphere, the attraction

exerted by it on a body any where placed on its surface,

whether at its equator or pole, must be exactly alike,— for

the simple reason of the exact symmetry of the sphere in

every direction. It is not less evident that, the earth being

elliptical, and this symmetry or similitude of all its parts not

existing, the same result cannot be expec -d. A body placed

at the equator, and a similar one at the pole of a flattened

ellipsoid, stand in a different geometrical relation to the mass

as a whole. This difference, without entering further into

particulars, may be expectou to draw with it a difference in

L 3
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its forces of attnMtion on the two bodies. Calculation con-

firms this idea. It is a question of purely matheniatical in-

vestigation, and has been treated with perfect clearness and

precision hj Newton, Madaurin, Clairaut, and many other

eminent geomdters ; and the result of their investigations is

to show that, owing to the elliptic form of the earth alone,

and independent of the centrifugal force, its attraction ought

to increase the weight of a Itody in going from the equator to

the pole by almost exactly j^^th part ; which, together with

y^th due to the centrifugal force, make up the whole

quantity, ttt*'^* observed.

(239.) Another great geographical phenomenon, which

owes its existence to the earth's rotation, is that of the trade"

winds. These mighty currents in our atmosphere, on which

so important a part of navigation depends, arise from, Ist,

the unequal exposure of the earth's surface to the sun's rays,

by which it is unequally heated in different latitudes ; and,

2dly, from that general law in the constitution of all fluids, in

virtue of which they occupy a larger bulk, and become spe-

cifically lighter when hot than when cold. These causes,

combined with the earth's rotation from west to east, afford an

easy and satisfactory explanation of the magnificent pheno-

mena in question.

(240.) It is a matter of observed fact, of which we shall

give the explanation farther on, that the sun is constantly

vertical over some one or other part of t^e earth between

two parallels of latitude, called the tropics, respectively 23^*

north, and as much south of the equator ; and that the whole

of that zone or belt of the earth's surface included between

the tropics, and equally divided by the equator, is, in con-

sequence of the great altitude attained by the sun in its

diurnal course, maintained at a much higher temperature than

those regions to the north and south which lie nearer the

poles.* Now, the heat thus acquired by the earth's surface

* First distinctly delivered by Hadley, though oflen erroneously attributed

in Edmund H:illey, whose theory of the trade winds is altogether erroneous.

(See Dove, Mctcorol. Untcrsuchungen, p. 337.)
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16 oommunioated to the incumbent t&t, which is thereby

expanded, and rendered epecifioally lighter than the tat in-

cumbent on the rest of the globe. It is therefore) in obedience

to the general laws of hydrostatics, displaced and buoyed up

from the surface, and its place occupied by colder, and there-'

fore heavier air, which glides in, on both sides, along the

surface, from the regions beyond the tropics ; while the dis-

placed air, thus raised above its due level, and unsustained by

any lateral pressure, flows over, as it were, and forms an upper

current in the contrary direction, or towards the poles; which,

being cooled in its course, and also sucked down to supply the

deficiency in the extra-tropical regions, keeps up thus a

continual circulation. That this is a real cause (vera causa)

is placed in complete evidence by the general fact that the

atmospheric pressure at the surface of the sea diminishes

regularly from either tropic to the equator, where the baro-

meter iitands habitually about 0'°.2 lower than in the tem-

perate zones.

(241.) Since the earth revolves about an axis passing

through the poles, the equatorial portion of its surface has

the greatest velocity of rotation, and all other parts less in

the proportion of the radii of the circles of latitude to which

they correspond. But as the air, when relatively and ap-

parently at rest on any part of the earth's surface, is only so

because in reality it participates in the motion of rotation

proper to that part, it follows that when a mass of fur near

the poles is transferred to the region near the equator by any

impulse urging it directly towards that circle, in every point

of its prioress towards its new situation it must be found

deficient in rotatory velocity, and therefore unable to keep

up with the speed of the new surface over which it is brought

Hence, the currents of air which set in towards the equator

from the north and south must, as they glide along the sur-

face, at the same time lag, or hang back, and drag upon it in

the direction opporite to the earth's rotation, t. e. from east to

west Thus these currents, which but for the rotation would

be simply northerly and southerly winds, acquire, from this

caufle, a relative direction tcwarus the west, and assume the

l4
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character of permanent north'^asterly and eouth-eaeterly

winds.

(242.) Were any considerable mass of lur to be suddenly

transferred froni beyond the tropics to the equator, the dif*

ference of the rotatory velocities proper to the two situations

would be so great as to produce not merely a wind, but a

tempest of the most destructive violence. But this is not

the case : the advance of the air from the north and south is

gradual, and all the while the earth is continually acting on,

and by the friction of its surface accelerating its rotatory

velocity. Supposmg its progress towards the equator to cease

at any point, this cause would almost immediately commu-
nicate to it the deficient motion of rotation, after which it

would revolve quietly with the earth, and be at relative rest.

We have only to call to mind the comparative thinne$$ of the

coating which the atmosphere forms around the globe (art.

35.). and the immense mass of the latter, compared with the

former (which it exceeds at least 1,100,000 times), to ap-

pretiate fully the influence of any extensive territory of the

earth over the atmosphere immediately incumbent on it, in

destroying any impulse once given to it, and which is not

continually renewed. ;,•.'; >:?je:)it

(243.) It follows from this, then, that as the winds on

both sides approach the equator, their easterly tendency must

diminish.* The lengths of the diurnal circles increase very

slowly in the immediiite vicinity of the equator, and for

several degrees on either side of it hardly change at all.

Thus the friction of the surface has more time to act in ac-

celerating the velocity of the air, bringing it towards a state

of relative rest, and diminishing thereby the relative set of

the currents from east to west, which, on the other hand, is

feebly, and, at length, not at all, reinforced by the cause which

originally produced it. Arrived, then, at the equator, the

trades must be expected to lose their easterly chrracter alto-

gether. But not only this, but the northern and southern

* Sm CapUin Hall's " Frwinento of Vnvagu and Travels," gndterlw, vol. i.,

p. 169.1 vhere tliii is very distinctly, ani, sn far as I am aware, tot the first

time, reasoned out .,, . ,.,.,»,„.,.--
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currents here meeting and opposing, will nratually destroy

each other, leaving only such preponderancy as may be due

to a difference of local causes acting in the two hemispheres

—which in some regions around ihe equator may lie one

way, in some another.

(244.) The result, then, must be the production of two

great tropicfd belts, in the northern of which a constant

north-easterly, and in the southern a south-easterly, wind

must prevail, while the winds in the equatorial belt, which

separates the two former, should be comparatively calm and

free from any steady prevalence of easterly character. All

these consequences arc agreeable to observed fact, and the

system of aerial currents above described constitutes in

reality what is understood by the regular trade toindf.

(245.) The constant friction thus produced between the

earth and atmosphere in the regions near the equator must

(it may be objected) by degrees reduce and at length destroy

the rotation of the whole mass. The laws of dynamics, how-

ever, render such a consequence, generally, impossible ; and

it is easy to see, in the present case, where and how the com-

pensation takes place. The heated equatorial air, while it

rises and flows over towards the poles, carries with it the

rotatory velocity due to its equatorial situation into a higher

latitude, where the earth's surface has less motion. Hence,

as it travels northward or southward, it will gain continually

more and more on the surface of the earth in its diuriial

motion, and assume constantly more and more a westerly

relative direction; and when at length it returns to the

surface, in its circulation, which it must do more or less in

all the interval between the tropics and the poles, it will act

on it by its friction as a powerful south-west wind in the

northern hemisphere, and a north-west in the southern, and

restore to it the impulse taken up from it at the equator.

We have here the origin of the south-west and westerly

gales so prevalent in our latitudes, and of the almost uni-

versal westerly winds in the North Atlantic, which are, in

fact, nothing else than a part of the general system of the

re-action of the trades, and of the process by which the equili-

brium of the earth's motion is maintained under their acti :)n.
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(245 o.) If in yaj region of the earth's surface, where the

latitude is considerable, and where, in consequence the cir-

cumferences of tibe diurnal circles described by points on the

same meridian a few degrees asunder differ considerably, an

impulse (from whatever cause arising) from the pole towards

the equatoi" be communicated to a portion of the atmosphere

covering several square d^prees; an obsorver situated on the

equs^orial limit of the area so disturbed will, in the first in-

stant of the disturbance, experience a wind blowing directly

from the poh, i. «., a north wind in the northern hemisphere

and a south in the southern. To fix our ideas, suppose him

situate in north latitude and beyond the tropic. The air

which reaches him in the first in&tant, arising from a place

in his immediate vicinity, has the same diurnal rotatory

velocity with himself, and will therefore have no relative

movement westward. But the southward movement of the

whole mass of air continuing, the wind which subsequently

reaches his station arriving from latitudes continually more

and more north, and therefore setting out with a rotatory

velocity continually more and more inferior to that of the

observer, will lag more and more behind the easterly motion

of the earth's surface at his station, and will therefore become,

relatively to him, more and more of an east wind. In other

words, a wind commencing to blow from the north will not

continue long to do so, but will ** draw towards the east,"

veering gradually round to N.N.E. and N.E. ; vice versd if

the impulse of the mass of air be from south to north. The
first impression on tlie observer will be that of a south wind,

which in the progress of time will veer round through S.S.W.
to S.W., and so mutatis mutandi* in the other hemisphere

;

and thus arises a general tendency of the wind in extra-tropi-

cal latitudes to veer in a fixed direction, or " to follow the

sun," which meteorological observation very decisively con-

firms as a matter of fact, and is therefore pro tanto a proof of

the reality of the assigned cause.*

(245 4.) It is, however, in these tremendous visitations

T »t;w4

Sm Arllcl* Mtltoruhpy, Eiicyc. Urlt j 70.
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ealled " hurricanes," wliioh sweep across land aad sea with a

devastating power exceeded only by the earthquake, that we
find the most striking verification of the prindple above

stated. Suppose that in any locality in t'le northern hemi-

sphere some considerable portion of the surface, whether of

sea or land, should become so much more heated by the sun's

rays than that surrounding it, as to determine an upward

movement in the air above it in the nature of an ascending

column, thereby giving rise to a diminished barometric pres-

sure, and as a necessary consequence to an indraught of air

from ail quarters towards the heated area. Those portions

which arrive from the east and west, participating in the

entire diurnal movement corresponding to the latitude, will

simply meet and be hurried upwards, without any tendency

to gyrate round a center. But the poi'tions which arrive

from the northward will all reach the heated region or its

immediate confines with a modified power. Those which

come from the north-easterly quadrant will have their wes-

terly ibrce increased, and those from the north-west quadrant,

their (jasterly-force diminished, so that in arriving from the

northward, the general current setting to the heated region

will L^.ve assumed a tendency from east to weist, and in arriv-

ing from the southward from west to east, and these portions

beiug drawn up together into the ascending column, vill

necessarily assume a rotiUion round its general axis ir the

direction N.W.S.E.*, whereas^ were the earth at rest, tL:> air

coming in from all quarters wi^h equal force, each particle

would make direct for the center, and simply be throw r up

vertically without any gyration.

(245 c.) The rotation thus g^ven to the ascending column

in the northern hemisphere is in a direction contrary to that

of the hands of a watch face upwards, which we may term

•retrograde. And by a similar reasoning, in the southern it

will be seen that a contrary, or direct rotation ought to arise

from the operation of the same causes. It is, moreover,

obvious, that the energy of the vortex so produced nmst be,

cateris paribus^ proportional to that of its efiicicnt causes. In

' * Sea Encjrvlo|). Urit., Muhwrutogif, ^ 7U., furthacomitlvlc rcnttuniiif out cf thii

process.

\.
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high latitudes there is a deficiency of solar heat to produce a

powerful ascensional current. On and about the equator, on

the other hand, though heat be abundant, the other efficient

cause, viz. a cc?)«dorcble difference of diurnal rotatory velo-

city, is absent. Such movements, therefore, cannot exist on

the equator, and tkeir intensity will chiefly be confined to

regions in moderate latitudes.

{245 d.) Now every one of these particulars is in exact

conformity with thf^ history of those hurricanes, or cycloneH,

as they have been called, from their revolving character,

which infest the Atlantic along the west coasts of the United

States and the West Indies, the Indian Ocean, and (under

the name of typhoons) the China seas. Their extent and

violence are frightful ; their rotation in the same hemisphere

is invariably the 9ame, and in each, that which theory in-

dicates ; and they are utterly wanting on the equator. This

grand result, the establishment of which we owe to the

labours of Mr. Kedficld, Colonel Reid, and Mr. Fiddington,

forms a capital f«)ature in the array of evidence by which

the rotation if the earth, as a phy'ucal fact, is demonstrated.

(246 e.) Another doss of phsenomena, inexplicable except

on the hypothesb of the earth's rotation on its axis, but

flowing easily and naturally from the admission of that

principle, has, within a few years from the present time,

been brouf v t under our inspection by M. Foucault. If a

heavy mass of metal (a globe of lead, for example) be sus-

{>ended by a long wire from a solid and perfectly fixed sup-

port, over the center of a plane table of a circular form,

and, being drawn aside from the perpendicular (suppose

in the direction of the meridian), be then allowed to os-

cillate, taking extreme care to avoid giving it any lateral

motion (which may be accomplished by drawing it aside by

a fine thread, and, when quite at rest, burning off' the

thread), it will of course commence its oscillations in the

plane of the meridian. But when watched attentively,

marking on the table the points of its circumference, from

iime to time, opposite to its points of extreme excursion,

it will in a few minutc-a be seen to have (apparently) shifted
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its plane of motion ; the corthem extremity of its excturions

to and fro having invariably gone round in azimuth towards

the eattf and the southern towards the west (supposing the

experiment made in the northern hemisphere—nice versd in

the southern). Although in a few oscillations the deviation

is too small to be readily perceived, it at length becomes

apparent that the path traced on the tsol? by the projection

of the center of the globe, instead of being a rigorous straight

line, as it must be according to the laws of dynamics, were

the table at rest, is, in reality, a looped curve of the form

here shown (^, a.) (the intervals of the loops being much

\ i

exaggerated) ; all of them passing through the center of the

table.

'': (245/.) It is evident that such a motion is quite diiferent

from that which a small lateral 'notion accidentally com-

municated to the pendulous body would produce. The

effect of such an impulse would be to make the central

mass describe a series of elongated ovals, a kind of elliptic

spiral, the convolutions of which would pass, not through,

but round the center, as here represented {^g. b.); and tliat

indifferently in one direction or the other, according to the
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aooident of the lateral impulse. On the other hand, the

observed effect is precisely such as would take place, sup-

posing the plane of oscillation to remain invariable, and the

table to revolve beneath it in its own plane in a contrary

direction (from north to west), with an angular motion duly

ad;iisted. Supposing the oscillating ball to leave a trace on

the table so turning, that trace would evidently be such a

one as described in che preceding article ; and if we admit

the rotation of the earth, it is a fact that the table, though

vnperceived by us, does so turn. It is not transferred by

the earth's rotation bodily to the eastward by a parallel

movement of all its parts. The southern extremity of its

meridional diameter S is carried in a given time (suppose one

minute) more to the eastward than the northern; so that

it has virtually rotated in its own plane through an angle

corresponding to the difference of these two movements of

transference.

(245 y.) This difference is a maximum at the p(Je (where

it is obvious that the table turns entirely in itt own plane, oa

the earth's surface there does) ; and it is nil at the equator,

where, in consequence, the experiment ^vould be made in

vain (the entire rotation of the table there being in a plane

pcrpend''^' lar to its own); and generally the effect will bo
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of

more strikingly developed in high than in low latitudes. To
show this more clearly, suppose F the north pole, C the center

of the earth, CPQ its axis pro-

longed, AB two suocessive posi-

tions of the table at an interval of

one minute of time, during which

the meridian AP has rotated

through an angle of 0° 15' round

P to the position B P. The plane

of the table, being a tangent to the

earth's surface, will, if produced

(whether it be at A or B), meet the

axis at Q, the vertex of a cone hav-

ing for its base the diurnal circle of.

the place of oBiservation. During
the small interval in question, the

portion AQB of this conical surface may be regarded as

plane, and the motion of the table will be the same as if it

formed a part of that plane, and revolved round a pivot at

Q, the meridional diameter aa being transferred into the

position hbt making with aa an angle equal to AQB. Now
this angle at the equator is nz7, the summit of the cone being

there infinitely remote ; whereas, on the pole it is identical

with the spherical angle APB, the table there rotating about

its own center. >iH I,

(245 h.) The gyroscope is on instrument devised by M*
Foucault to exhibit the same sort of effect in another man-

ner. It depends on the very obvious principle that a body

revolving round one of its axes of permanent rotation,

and free from any disturbing attachment to surrounding

objects, will preserve its plane ofrotation unaltered. Imagine

a metallic disc, thin in the center but very thick at the cir-

cumference so as to present in section the figure A B, to be

fixed on an axis C D, perpendicular to its plane which turns

in pivot-holes C D, on opposite ends of the diameter of a

ring ofmetal, which is itself provided with exterior pivots on

the extyemitjijgs of a diameter at right angles to the former.
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and let these rest in pivoc holes E F, at the lower ends of a

semicircular metallic arc E G F, supported from its middle

G by a torsionless suspension, such as may be formed by
attaching a thread to a hook at the lower end of a steel arm,

terminating in an inverted conical point resting in a polished

agate cup as at H. The whole of this apparatus is to be

executed with extreme delicacy, and with every precaution

to secure perfect equilibrium and freedom from friction in

the pivots. Suppose now that by some sufficient mechanical

means an exceedingly rapid rotation is communicated to the

disc which is then abandoned to itself. It is evident then,

1 St, that it may be set in rotation or^xnally in anygiven plane,

and 2ndly, that however that initial plane be situated, it will

thenceforward continue to rotate in that plane, since the

mode of suspension is such as to exercise no control over it,

in that respect If the disc be heavy, the initial rotation
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very rapid (and especially if suspended in Vacuo) the motion

will be kept up for a considerable time— quite lor;, «!Qough

to exhibit the phsenomena due to the earth's rotation.

(245 i.) There being no action exerte.: cy either the pivots

or the suspension which can affect the plane of rotation, this

will necessarily continue unchanged, so that the axis C D
about which it spins will remain parallel to itself, however

the point of suspension may be varied in place by bodily

transfer of the whole apparatus, or in relative position by

change in the absolute direction of gravity consequent on

the earth's diurnal rotation. Suppose then the axis C D to

point at any instant to a given fixed star, then if the earth

were at rest and the diurnal movement of the starry heavens

real, it could not continue so to point, since the star would

move away out of its line of direction, and would appear to

leave it behind. The contrary however is the case. The
axis of the disc continues to point to the star so long as the

d'sc itself continues to revolve, and, could its rotation be kept

up for twenty-four hours, would doubtless continue to follow

it through its whole diurnal circle both above and below the

horizon, affording tlus a clear ocular demonstration of the

eartJi's rotation, since if a line, of whose fixity of direction

we iire d priori sure, appear to vary in position with respect

to the visible horizon and surrounding objects it cannot be

but that that horizon and those terrestrial points of referet -:ji

have, themselves, shifted in position by a corresponding oppo-

site movement.

(2^5J.) If the conditions of suspension be such as to limit

the axis of rotation of the disc to a plane holding a deter-

minate position with respect to the horizon, as, for instance,

that of the horizon itself, or of the meridian of the place, its

movements are in conformity with what the principle of dy-

namics indicate as the result of a composition of the free

rotation of the disc and that of the earth so partially com-

municated to it. We shall not however pursue the subject

into these details. The student will find them lucidly ex-

plained by Professor Powell, in the monthly notices of the
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Astronomical Society for April, 1855. The mechanical fact

on which the whole theory tui-ns y'}\*i powerful resistance

opposed by a rapidly revolving heavy body to a change of

position in its axis of rotr^iion) may be brought under the

evidence of the senses by the following simple and elegant

experiment. Let any one detach an 18-inch terrestrial

globe from its wooden frame, and, holding it by the brass

meridian with the plane of that circle horizontal, let a rapid

rotation be gfven to the globe by an assistant. So long as

no attempt is made to alter the position of the axis, the only

sensation experienced by the holder will be the effort of sus-

taining the weight of the globe, just as if it were at rest,

fiuv so soon as he attempts to shift the direction of the axis,

whetlier in a horizontal, a vertical, or any other plane, he

will at once become aware of a resistance in the revolving

globe to such a change, quite different from the simple in-

ertia of a globe at rest— a kind of internal struggle— an

effort to twist the globe in his hands, as if some animal were

inclosed within its hollow, or as if it were no longer equally

balanced on its center. If he endeavour to roll the globe on

its brass meridian in a right lir^e txlong the floor (which with

a non-rotating globe would b'^ ra»\ ) he will find it impracti-

cable without perpetually au xbrcihly interfering, not merely

to keep the meridian upright bi^t to prevent its running out

of the right line. Suppose, for instance, the brass meridian

to be vertical and its plane coincident with that of the true

raeridiak., the axis horizontal, and the globe to rotate in the

direction in which the heavens appear to revolve, i. e.from the

east upwards ; to the west downwards, and let him attempt to

roll it (lightiy held by the finger and thumb by the highest

point of the circle) in a northerly direction. He will find it

run round to the westward, causing the plane of the brass

meridian to shift in azimuth in a direction similar to that

of the hands of a watch, and vice versa if he try to make it

roll southwards. That end of the axis which rises appears

to be swept along with the revolving motion of the globe as

seen from above.
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(246.) In order to oor f^^ruct a map or model of the earth,

and obtain a knowledg J the distribution of sea and land

over its surface, the forms of the outlines of its continents

and islands, the couroes of its rivers and mountain chains,

and the relative sitaations, with respect to each other, of

those points which chiefly interest us, as centres of human

habitation, or from other causes, it is necessary to possen ^hc

means of determining correctly the situation of an; pn
^

station on its surface. For this two elements requi* '. tr

known, the latitude and lon^tude, the former assig

distance from the poles or the equator, the latter, ti v

ridian on which that distance is to be reckoned. To tht^

in strictness, should be added, its height above the sea level

;

but the consideration of this had better be deferred, to avoid

complicating the subject.

(247.) The latitude of a station on a sphere would be

merely the length of an arc of the meridian, intercepted

between the station and the nearest point of the equator,

reduced into degrees. (See art. 88.) But as the earth is

elliptic, this mode of conceiving latitudes becomes inapplicable,

and we are compelled to resort for our definition of latitude

to a generalization of that property (art. 119.), which afibrds

the readiest means of determining it by observation, and

which has the advantage of being independent of the figure

of the earth, which, after all, is not exactly an ellipsoid, or

any known geometrical solid. The latitude of a station, then,

is the altitude of the elevated pole, and is, therefore, astro-

nomically determined by those methods already explained for

ascertaining that important element. In consequence, it will

be remembered that, to make a perfectly correct map of the

whole, or any part of the earth's surface, equal differences of

latitude are not represented by exactly equal intervals of

surfiEuse.
. ;,.

',^.

(248.) For the purposes of geodesical* measurements and

trigonometrical surveys, an exceedingly correct determination

of the latitudes of the most important stations is required.

" |S|, the earth ; itais (firom itv, to hind), a joining or connexion (of parts).

M 2
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For this purpose, therefore, the zenith sector (an instrument

capable of great precision) is most commonly used to observe

stars passing the meridian near the zenith, whose declinations

haye become known by previous long series of observations at

fixed observatories, and which are therefore called standard or

fundamental stars. Recently a method* has been employed

m/rm'M

V X&i'- •iK>'> .<i?V"',V >^Tft

with great success, which consists in the use of an instrument

sinular in every respect to the transit instrument, but having

the plane of motion of the telescope not coincident with the

meridian, but with the prime vertical, so that its axis of

rotation prolonged passes through the north and south points

of the horizon. Let AB C D be the celestial hemisphere

projected on the horizon, P the pole, Z the zenith, A B the

meridian, CD the prime vertical, QB S part of the diurnal

circle of a star passing near the zenith, whose polar distance

FR is but little greater than the co-latitude of the place, or

the arc P Z, between the zenith and pole (art 1 12.). Then
the moments of this star's arrival on the prime vertical at Q
and S will, if the instrument be correcf^y acyusted, be those

of its crossing the middle wire in the field of view of the

* Deviaed origioalljr by Kbmn.
Naehr. No. 40.

lUvivcd or r»>invantwi bj DiMwi,— A$tr,
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telescope (art. 160.). Coneequently the interval betwedn

these moments will be the time of the star passing from Q
to S, or the measure of the diurnal arc QB S, which oorre*

sponds to the angle QP S at the pole. This angle, there-

fore, becomes known by the mere observation of an interval of
time, in which it is not even necessary to know the error of

the clock, and in which, when the star passes near the zenith,

so that the interval in question is small, even the rate of the

clock, or its gain or loss on true sidereal time, may be

neglected. Now the angle Q P S, or its half QP B, and

P Q the polar distance of the star, being known, P Z the

zenith distance of the pole can be calculated by the resolution

of the right-angled spherical triangle P Z Q, and thus the

co-latitude (and of course the latitude) of the place of obser-

vation becomes known. The advantages gained by this mode
of observation are, 1st, that no readings of a divided arc are

needed, so that errors of graduation and reading are avoided

:

2dly, that the arc QB S is very much greater than its versed

sine B Z, so that the di£ference B Z between the latitude of

the place and the declination of the star is given by the

observation of a magnitude very much greater than itself, or

b, as it were, observed on a greatly enlarged scale. In con-

sequence, a very minute error is entailed on BZ by the

commission of even a considerable one in QB S : 3dly, that

in this mode of observation all the merely instrumental errors

which affect the ordinary use of the transit instrument are

either umnfluential or eliminated by cdmply re\ersing the

axis.

(249.) To determine the latitude of a station, then, is easy.

It is otherwise with its longitude, whose exact determination

is a matter of more difficulty. The reason is this :— as there

are no meridians marked upon the earth, any more than

parallels of latitude, we are obliged in this case, as in the

case of the latitude, to resort to marks external to the earth,

t. e. to the heavenly bodies, for the objects of our measure-

ment ; but with this difference in the two oases—to observers

situated at stations on the same meridian (t. «. differing in

latitude) the heavens present different aspects at all moments.
M 9
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The portions of them which become visible in a complete

diurnal rotation are not the same, and stars which are common
to both describe circles differently inclined to their horizons,

and differently divided by them, and attain different altitudes.

On the other hand, to observers situated on the same parallel

{i, e. differing only in lon^tude) the heavens present the same

aspects. Their visible portions are the same ; and the same

stars describe circles equally inclined, and similarly divided

by their horizons, and attain the same altitudes. In the

former case there t«, in the latter there is not, any thing in

the appearance of the heavens, watched through a whole

diurnal rotation, which indicates a difference of locality in the

observer.

(250.) But no two observers, at different points of the

earth's Burfb<;e, can have at the same instant the same celestial

hemisphere visible. Suppose, to fix our ideas, an observer

stationed at a given point of the equator, and that at the

moment when he noticed some bright star to be in his zenith,

and therefore on his meridian, he should be suddenly trans-

ported, in an instant of time, round one quarter of the globe

in a westerly direction, it is evident that he will no longer

have the same star vertical!/ above him : it will now appear

to him to be just rising, an-^ ^ill have to wait six hours

before it again comes to K ^nith, t. e. before the earth's

rotation from west to east carries him btick again to the line

joining the star and the earth's centre from which he set out.

(251.) Tlie difference of the cases, then, may be thus

stated, so as to alTord a key to the astronomical solution of

the problem of the longitude. In the case of stations differing

only in latitude, the same star comes to the meridian at the

same timt, but at difierent altitudes. In that of stations

differing only in longitude, it comes to the meridian at the

same altitude, but at difierent times. Supposing, then, that

an observer is in possession of any means by which he can

certainly ascertun the time of a known star's transit across

his meridian, he knows his longitude; or if he knows the

difference between its time of transit across his meridian and

aorofls that of any other station, he knows their difference of
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longitudes. For instance, if the same star pass the meriduui

of a place A at a oertiun moment, and that of B exactly one

hour of sidereal time, or one twenty-fourth part of the earth's

diurnal period, later, then the difference of longitude between

A and B is one hour of time or 15** of arc, and B is so'

much west of A,

(252.) In order to a perfectly clear understanding of the

principle on which the problem of finding the longitude by
astronomical observations is resolved, the reader must learn

to distinguish between time, in the abstract, as common to

the whole universe, and therefore reckoned from an epoch in''

dependent of local situation, and local time, which reckons, at

each particular place, from an epoch, or initial instant, deter-

mined by local convenience. Of time reckoned in the former,

or abstract manner, we have an example in what we have

before defined as equinoctial time, which dates from an epoch

determined by the sun's motion among the stars. Of the

latter, or local reckoning, we have instances in every ndereal

clock in an observatory, and in every town clock for common
use. Every astronomer regulates, or aims at regulating, his

sidereal clock, so that it shall indicate 0^ 0" C*, when a cer-

tain point in the heavens, called the equinox, is on the me*

ridian of his station. This is the epoch of his sidereal time

;

which is, therefore, entirely a local reckoning. It gives no

information to say that an event happened at such and such

an hour of sidereal time, unless we particularize the station to

which the sidereal time meant appertains. Just so it is with

mean or common time. This is also a local reckoning, having

for its epoch mean noon, or the average of all the times

throughout the year, when the sun is on the meridian qf thai

particular place to tohich it belongs s and, therefore, in like

manner, when we date any event by mean time, it is nece»*

sary to name the place, or particularize what mean time we
intend. On the other hand, a date by equinoctial time is

absolute, and requires no such explanatory addition.

(253.) The astronomer sets and regulates his sidereal dock

by observing the meridian passages of the more conspicuous

and well-known stars. Each of these holds in the heavens a
M 4
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iDertain determinate and known place with respect to thai

imaginary point called the equinox, and by noting the times

of their passage in succession by his clock he knows when the

equinox passed. At that moment his clock ought to have

marked O'' 0™ 0'; and if it did not, he knows and can correct

its error, and by the agreement or disagreement of the errors

assigned by each star he <^n ascertain whether his clock is

correctly regulated to go twenty-four hours in one diurnal

period, and if not, can ascertain and allow for its rate. Thus,

although his clock may not, and indeed cannot, either be set

correctly, or go truly, yet by applying its errw and rate (ai

they are technically termed), he can correct its indications,

and ascertain the exact sidereal times corresponding to them,

and proper to his locality. This indispensable operation is

called getting his local time. For simplicity of explanation,

however, we shall suppose the dock a perfect instrument ; or,

which comes to the same thing, its error and rate applied at

every moment it is consulted, and included in its indications.

(254.) Suppose, now, of two observers, at distant stations,

A and B, each, independently of the other, to set and regulate

his dock to the true sidereal time of hb station. It is evident

that if one of these clocks could be taken up without derang-

mg its going, and set down by the side of the other, they

would be found, on comparison, to dififer by the exact differ^

ence of their local epochs ; that is, by the time occupied by

the equinox, or by any star, in passing from the meridian of

A to that of B ; in other words, by their di£ference of longi-

tude, expressed in sidereal hours, minutes, and seconds.

(265.) A pendulum clock cannot be thus taken up and

transported from place to place without derangement, but a

chronometer may. Suppose, then, the observer at B to use

a chronometer instead of a clock, he may, by bodily transfer

of the instrument to the other station, procure a direct com-

parison of sidereal times, and thus obtain, his longitude from

A. And even if he employ a clock, yet by comparing it first

with a good chronometer, and then transferring the latter

instrument for comparison with the other clock, the same

end will be accomplished, provided the going of the ohro-

numetor can be de^xindcd on.

i',
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w'^256.) Were chronometers perfect, nothing more complete

and convenient than this mode of aacertuning differences of

lon^tude could be desired. An observer, provided with such

an instrument, and with a portable transit, or some equivalent

method of determining the local time at any given station,.

Inight, by journeying from place to place, and observing the

meridian passages of stars at each, (taking care not to alter

his chronometer, or let it run down,) ascertain their dif-

ferences of longitude with any required precision. In this

ease, the same time-keeper being used at every station, if, at

one of them. A, it mark true sidereal time, at any other, B,

it will be just so much sidereal time in error as the difference

of longitudes of A and B is equivalent to : in other words,

the longitude of B from A will appear as the error of the

time-keeper on the local time of B. If he travel westward,

then his chronometer will appear continually to gain, although

it really goes correctly. Suppose, for instance, he tet put

from A, when the equinox was on the meridian, or his chro-

nometer at O**, and in twenty-four hours (sid. time) had

travelled 15^ westward to B. At the moment of arrival there,

his chronometer will again point to 0^ ; but the equinox will

be, not on his new meridian, but on that of A, and he must

wait one hour more for its arrival at that of B. When it

does arrive there, then his watch will point not to 0** but to

I**, and will therefore be l** fast on the local time of B. If

he travel eastward, the reverse will happen.

(257.) Suppose an observer now to set out from any

station as above described, and constantly travelling westward

to make the tour of the globe, and return to the point he set

out from. A singular consequence will happen: he will

have lost a day in his reckoning of '\rm. He will enter the

day of his arrival in his diary, as Monday, for instance, when,

in fact, it is Tuesday. The reason is obvious. Days and

nights are caused by the alternate appearance of the sun and

stars, as the rotation of the earth carries the spectator round

to view them in succession. So many turns as he makes ab-

solutely round the centre, so often will he pass through the

earth's shadow, and emerge into light, and so many nights
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and days will he experience. But if he travel once round the

globe in the direction of ita motion, he will, on his arrival,

have really made one turn more round ita centre; and if in the

opposite direction, one turn Uss than if he had remained upon

one point of its surface : in the former case, then, he will have

witnessed one alternation ofday and night more, in the latter

one less, than if he had trusted to the rotation of the earth

alone to carry him round. As the earth revolves from west to

east, it follows that a westward direction of his journey, by

which he counteracts its rotation, will cause him to lose a day,

and an eastward direction, by which he conspires with it, to

gain one. In the former case, all his days will be longer ; in

the latter, shorter than those of a stationary observer. This

contingency has actually happened to circumnavigators.

Hence, also, it must necessarily happen that distant settle-

ments, on the tame meridian, will differ a day in their usual

reckoning of time, according as they have been colonized by

settlers arriving in an eastward or in a westward direction,

— a circumstance which may produce strange confusion when

they come to communicate with each other. The only mode
of correcting the ambiguity, and settling the disputes which

such a difference may give rise to, consists in having recourse

to the equinoctial date, which can never be ambiguous.

(258.) Unfortunately for geography and navigation, the

chronometer, though greatly and indeed wonderfully im-

proved by the skill of modem artists, is yet far too imperfect

an instrument to be relied on implicitly. However such an in-

strument may preserve its uniformity of rate for a few hours,

or even days, yet in long absences from home the chances of

error and accident beccnne so multij^ed, as to destroy all

security of reliance on even the best To a certain extent

this may, indeed, be remedied by carrying out several, andusing

them as checks on each other ; but, besides the expense and

trouble, this is only a palliation of the evil— the great and

fundamental,— as it is the only one to which the determina-

tion of longitudes hy time-keepere is liable. It becomes ne-

cessary, therefore, to resort to other means of communicating

from one station to another a knowledge of its local time, or
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of propagating from some principal station, as a centre, its

local time as a uniyeraal standard with which the local time

at any other, however situated, may be at once compared,

and thus the longitudes of all places be referred to the me-

ridian of such central point.

(259.) The simplest and most accurate method hj which

this object can be accomplished, when circumstances admit of

its adoption, is that by telegraphic signal. Let A and B be

two observatories, or other stations, provided with accurate

means of determining their respective local times, and let us

first suppose them visible from each other. Their docks

being regulated, and their errors and rates ascertained and

applied, let a signal be made at A, of some sudden and de-

finite kind, such as the flash of gunpowder, the explosion of a

rocket, the sudden extinction of a bright light, or any other

which admits of no mistake, and can be seen at great dis-

tances. The moment of the signal being made must be noted

by each observer at hb respective dock or watch, as if it were

the tranedt of a star, or any astronomical phenomenon, and the

error and rate of the dock at each station being applied, the

local time of the signal at each is determined. Consequently,

when the observers communicate their observations of the

signal to each other, since (owing to the almost instantaneous

transmission of light) it must have been seen at the same

absolute instant by both, the d/ Terence of their local times,

and therefore of their longituaet becomes known. For

example, at A the signal is observed to happen at d** 0™ 0*

sid. time at A, as obtained by applying the error and rate to

the time shown by the dock at A, when the signal was seen

there. At B the same signal was seen at 5''^ 4"* 0*, ud. time

at B, similarly deduced from the time noted by the clock at

B, by applying its error and rate. Consequently, the difier-

ence of their local epochs is 4™ 0*, which is also their differ^

ence of longitudes in time, or 1** (y 0" in hour angle.

(260.) The accuracy of the final determination may be

increased by making and observing several signals at stated

intervals, each of which affords a comparison of times, and

the mean of all which is, of course, more to be depended
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on than the result of nny single comparison. By this means,

the error introduced by the comparison of clocks may be

regarded as altogether destroyed. *-

(261.) The distances at which signals can be rendered

visible must of course depend on the nature of the interposed

country. Over sea the explosion of rockets may easily be

seen at fifty or sixty miles ; and in mountunous countries the

flash of gunpowder in an open spoon may be seen, if a proper

station be chosen for its exhibition, at much greater distances.

(262.) When the direct light of the flash can no longer be

perceived, either owing to the convexity of the interposed

s^ment of the earth, or to intervening obstacles, the sudden

illumination cast on the under surface of the clouds by the

explosion of considerable quantities of powder may often be

observed with success; and in this way signals have been

made at very much greater distances. Whatever means can

be devised of exciting in two distant observers the same sen-

sation, whether of sound, light, or visible motion, at precisely

the same instant of time, may be employed as a lon^tude

signaL Wherever, for instance, an unbroken line of electro*

telegraphic connection has been, or hereafter may be, estab-

lished, the means exist of making as complete a comparison

of clocks or watches as if they stood side by side, so that no

method more complete for the determination of differences of

longitude can be desired. Thus, the difference of longitude

between the observatories of Greenwich and Paris was ascer-

tained in 1854. The extreme deviation of the most discor-

dant result from the mean of 29 single determinations (0 h.

9 m. 20'64 sec), amounted barely to a quarter of a second.

(263.) Where no such electric communication exists,

howeve}', the interval between observing stations may be

increased by causing the signak to be made not at one

of them, but at aq intermediate point ; for, provided they are

seen by both parties, it is a matter of indifference where they

are exhibited. Still the interval which could be thus em-

braced would be very limited, and the method in consequence

of little use, but for the following ingenious contrivance, by

which it can be extended to any distance, and carried over

any tract. of country, however difficult.
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(264.) This contrivance consists in establishing, between

the extreme stations, whose difference of longitude is to be as-

certained, and at which the local times are observed, a chain of

intermediate stations, alternately destined for signals and for

observers. Thus, let A and Z be the extreme stations. At B
let a signal station be established, at which rockets, &c are

fired at stated intervals. At C let an observer be placed,

provided with a chronometer; at D, another signal station;

at E, another observer and chronometer ; till the whole

line is occupied by stations so arranged, that the signal at

B can be seen from A and C ; those at D, from C and E

;

and so on. Matters being thus arranged, and the errors and

rates of the clocks at A and Z ascertained by astronomical

observation, let a signal be made at B, and observed at A and

C, and the times noted. Thus the difference between A's

clock and C's chronometer becomes known. After a short

interval (five minutes for instance) let a signal be made at D,

and observed by C and E. Then will the difference between

their respective chronometers be determined ; and the differ-

ence between the former and the clock at A being already

ascertuned, the difference between the clock A and chrono-

meter E b therefore known. This, however, supposes that

the intermediate chronometer C has kept true sidereal time,

or at least a known rate, in the interval between the signals.

P
-4 I
L «

Now this interval is purposely made so very short, that no

instrument of any pretensions to character can possibly

produce an appretiable amount of error in its lapse by

deviations from its usual rate. Thus the time propagated

from A to C may be considered as handed over, without

gain or loss (save from error of observation), to E. Simi-

larly, by the signal made at F, and obser\'ed at E and Z,

the time so transmitted toE is forwarded on to Z ; and thus

at length the clocks at A and Z are compared. The process
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may be repeated as often as is necessary to destroy error by a

mean of results ; and when the line of stations is numerous,

by keeping up a succession of signals, so as to allow each ob-

server to note alternately those on either side, which is easily

pre-arranged, many comparisons may be kept running along

the line at once, by which time is saved, and other advantages

obtained.* In important cases the process is usually re-

peated on several nights in succession.

(265.) In place of artificial signals, natural ones,when they

occur sufficiently definite for observation, may be equally em-
ployed. In a dear night the number of those singular me-

teors, called shooting stars, which may be observed, is often

very great, especially on the 9th and 10th of August, and

some other days, as November 12 and 13 ; and as they are

sudden in their appearance and disappearance, and from the

great height at which they have been ascertained to take

place are visible over extensive r^ions of the earth's surface,

there is no doubt that they may be resorted to with advan-

tage, by previous concert and agreement between distant

observers to watch and note them, f Those sudden disturb-

ances of the magnetic needle, to which the name of magnetic

shocks has been given, have been satisfactorily ascertained to

be, very often at least, simultaneous over whole continents,

and in some, perhaps, over the whole globe. These, if ob-

served at magnetic observatories with precise attention to

astronomical time, may become the means of determining

their differences of longitude with more precision, possibly,

than by any other method, if a sufficient number of remark-

able shocks be observed to ascertain their identity, about

which the intervals of time between their occurrence (exactly

alike at both stations) wiU leave no doubt.

* For a complete account of this mediod, and the mode of deducing the most
advantageous result from a eombimttion of all the observations, see a paper on
the diffbrence of longitudes of Greenwich and Paris, Phil. Trans. 1826 ; by the

Author of this vdumc.

t This idea was first suggested by the late Dr. Maskelyn^ to whom, how.
ever, the practically useful fact of their periodic recurrence was unknown. Mr.
Cooper has thus employed the meteors of the lOth and ISth August, 1847, to

determine the diiference of Icmgitudes of Markree and Mount Eagle, in Ireland.

Those of the same epoch have also been used in Germany for ascertaining the
longitudes of several stations, and with very satisfiiotory results. ., r^- ..-
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).) AnothOT species of natural signal, visible at once

over a whole terrestrial hemisphere, is afforded by the eclipses

of Jupiter's satellites, of which we shall speak more at large

when we come to treat of those bodies. Every such eclipse

is an event which possesses one great advantage in its appli-

cability to the purpose in question, viz. that the time of its

happening, at any fixed station, such as Greenwich, can be

predicted from a long course of previous recorded observation

and calculation thereon founded, and that this prediction is

sufficiently precise and certain, to stand in the place of a cor-

responding observation. So that an observer at any other

station wherever, who shall have observed one or more of

these eclipses, and ascertained his local time, instead of wait-

ing for a communication with Greenwich, to inform him at

what moment the eclipse took place there, may use the pre-

dieted Greenwich time instead, and thence, at once, and on

the spot, determine his longitude. This mode of ascertain-

ing longitudes is, however, as will hereafter appear, not sus-

ceptible of great exactness, and should only be resorted to

when others cannot be had. The nature of the observation

also is such that it cannot be made at sea*; so that, however

useful to the geographer, it is of no advantage to navigation.

(267.) But such phenomena as these are of only occasional

occurrence ; and in their intervals, and when cut off from all

communication with any fixed station, it is indispensable to

possess some means of determining longitudes, on which not

only the geographer may rely for a knowledge of the exact

position of important stations on land in remote regions, but

on which the navigator can securely stake, at every instant of

his adventurous course, the lives of himself and comrades, the

interests of his country, and the fortunes of his employers.

Such a method is afforded by Lunab ObsebvatioiTs. Though

* To aeeomplish this is still a desideratum. Observing chairsi suspended

with studious precaution for ensuring freedom of motion, have been resorted to,

under the vain hope of mitigating the effect of the ship's oscUlation. The
opposite course seems more promising, vii. to merely deaden the motion by a

somewhat stiflT suspension (as by a coarse and rough cable), and by friction

strings attached to weights running through loops (not pulleys) fixed in the

wood-work of the vessel. At least, such means have been found by the author

of singular effioaoy in increasing personal comfort in the suspension of a cot.
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we have not yet introduced the reader to the phenomena of

the moon's motion, this will not prevent us from giving here

the exposition of the principle of the lunar method ; on the

contrary, it will be highly ieidvantageous to do so, since by

this course we shall have to deal with the naked principle,

apart from all the peculiar sources of difficulty with which the

lunar theory is encumbered, but which are, in fact, completely

extraneous to the principle of its application to the problem

of the longitudes, which is quite elementary.

(268.) If there were in the heavens a clock furnished with

a dial-plate and hands, which always marked Greenwich time,

the longitude of any station would be at once determined, so

soon as the local time was known, by comparing it with this

clock. Now, the offices of the dial-plate and hands of a

clock are these:— the former carries a set of marks upon it,

whose position is known; the latter, by passing over and

among these marks, informs us, by the place it holds with

respect to them, what it is o'clock, or what time has elapsed

since a certain moment when it stood at one particular spot.

(269.) In a clock the marks on the dial-plate are uniformly

dbtributed all around the curcumference of a circle, whose

centre is that on which the hands revolve with a uniform

motion. But it is clear that we should, with equal certainty,

though with much more trouble, tell what o'clock it were, if

the marks on the dial-plate were unequally distributed,— if

the hands were ezcentric, and their motion not uniform,

—

provided we knew, 1st, the exact intervals round the circle at

which the hour and minute marks were placed ; which would

be the case if we had them all registered in a table, from the

results of previous careful measurement:— 2dly, if we knew
the exact amount and direction of excentricity of the centre

of motion of the hands;— and, 3dly, if we were fully ac-

quainted with all the mechanism which put the hands in

motion, so as to be able to say at every instant what were

their velocity of movement, and so as to be able to calculate,

without fear of error, how much time should correspond to

80 MUCH angular movement.

(270.) The visible surface of the starry heavens is the
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jdial-plale of our clock, the stars are the fixed marks distributed

around its circuit, the moon is the moveable hand, which,

with a motion that, superficially considered, seems uniform,

hut which, when carefully examined, is found to be far others

wise, and which, regulated by mechanical laws of astonishing

complexity and intricacy in result, though beautifully sample

in principle and design, performs a monthly circuit among
them, passing visibly over and hiding, or, as it is called, oc-^

culting some, and gliding beside and between others ; and

whose position among them can, at any moment when it is

visible, be exactly measured by the help of a sextant, just as

we might measure the place of our clock-hand among the

marks on its dial-plate with a pair of compasses, and thence,

from the !<..uown and calculated laws of its motion, deduce the

time. That the moon does so move among the starSf while the

latter hold constantly, with respect to each other, the same

relative position, the notice of a few nights, or even hours,

will satisfy the commencing student, and this is all that at

present we require.

(271.) There is only one circumstance wanting to make
our analogy complete. Suppose the hands of oui clock, in«

stead of moving quite close to the dial-plate, were considerably

elevated above, or distant in front of it. Unless, then, in

viewing it, we kept our eye just in the Une of their centre,

we should not see them exactly thrown or projected upon their

proper places on the dial And if we were either unaware

of thif cause of optical change of place, this parallax— or

negligent in not taking it into account—we might make

great mistakes in reading the time, by referring the hand to

the wrong mark, or incorrectly appreciating its distance from

the right. On the other hand, if we took care to note, in

every case when we had occasion to observe the time, the

exact position of the eye, there would be no difficulty in

ascertaining and allowing for the precise influence of this

cause of apparent displacement. Now, this is just what

obtains with' the apparent motion of the moon among the

stars. The former (as will appear) is comparatively near to

the earth— the latter immensely distant ; and in consequence

N
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of our not ooenpyiog the centre of the earth, but being carried

about on its surface, and constantly chan^ng place, there

arises a parallaXf which duplaoes the moon apparently among

the stars, and must be allowed for before we can tell the true

place she would occupy if seen from the centre.

(272.) Such a dock as we have described might, no doubt,

be considered a very bad one ; but if it were our only one,

and if incalculable interests were at stake on a perfect know-

ledge of time, we should justly regard it as most precious,

and think no pains ill bestowed in studying the laws of its

movements, or in facilitating the means of reading it correctly.

Such, in the parallel we are drawing, is the lunar theory,

whose object is to reduce to regularity, the indications of this

strangely irregular-going dock, to enable us to predict, long

beforehand, and with absolute certainty, tohereabovti among
the stars, at every hour, minute, and second, in every day of

every year, in Greenwich local time, the moon would be seen

from the earth*s centre, and toill be seen from every accesuble

point of its surface ; and such is the lunar method of longi-

tudes. The moon's apparent angular distance from all those

prindpal and conspicuous stars which lie in its course, as seen

from the earth's centre, are computed and tabulated with the

utmost care and precuion in almanacks published under

national control. No sooner does an observer, in any part

of the globe, at sea or on land, measure its actual distance

from any one of those ttaudard start (whose places in the

heavens have been ascertained for the purpose with the most

anxious solicitude), than he has, in fact, performed that com-

parison of his local time with the local times of every ob-

servatory in the world, which enables him to ascertain his

difference of longitude from one or all of them.

(273.) The latitudes and longitudes of any number of points

on the earth's surface may be ascertained by the methods above

described ; and by thus laying down a sufficient number of

principal points, and filling in the intermediate spaces by local

surveys, might maps of countries be constructed. In prac-

tice, however, it is foun^ simpler and easier to divide each

particular nation into a series of great trumgle^ the angles of
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which are stations conspicuously visible from eac^ other. Of
these triangles, the anklet only are measured by means of the

theodolite, with the exception of one side only of one triangle,

which is called a base, and which is measured with every

refinement which ingenuity can devise or expense command.,

This base is of moderate extent, rarely surpassing six or seven

miles, and purposely selected in a perfectly horizontal plane,

otherwise conveniently adapted to the purposes of measure-

ment. Its length between its two extreme points (which are

dots on plates of gold or platina let into massive blocks of

stone, and which are, or at least ought to be, in all cases

preserved with almost reli^ous care, as monumental records

of the highest importance), is then measured, with every pre-

caution to ensure precision*, and its position with respect to

the meridian, as well as the geographical positions of its

extremities, carefully ascertained.

(274.) The annexed figure represents such a chain of

triangles. A B is the base, O, C, stAtions visible from both

its extremities (one of which, O, we will suppose to be a

national observatory, with which it is a principiJ object that

the base should be as closely and immediately connected as

possible) ; and D, E, F, G, H, K, other stations, remarkable

points in the country, by whose connection its whole surface

may be covered, as it were, with a network of triangles.

Now, it is evident that the angles of the triangle A, B, C
being observed, and one of its sides, A B, measured, the

other two sides, A C, B C, may be calculated by the rules of

trigonometry ; and thus each of the sides A C and B C

* The greatest ponnihU error in the Irish Imm of between seven and eight

miles, ni'ur Londonderry, is supposed not to exoccd two inohst.

.

K A
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becomes in its turn a base capable of being employed as

known ndes of other triangles. For instance, the angles of

the triangles ACQ and B C F being known by observation,

and their sides A C and B C, we can thence calculate the

lengths AG, C G, and B F, C F. Agam, C G and C F
being known, and the included angle G C F, G F may be

calculated, and bo on. Thus may all the stations be accu-

rately determined and lud down, and as this process may be

carried on to any extent, a map of the whole country may
be thus constructed, and filled in to any degree of detail we

please.

(275.) Now, on this process there are two important

remarks to be made. The first is, that it is necessary to be

careful in the selection of stations, so as to form triangles

free from any very great inequality in their angles. For in-

stance, the triangle K B F would be a very improper one to

determine the situation of F from observations at B and K,

because the angle F being very acute, a small error in the

angle K would produce a great one in the place of F upon

the line B F. Such ill-conditioned triangles, therefore, must

be avoided. But if this be attended to, the accuracy of the

determination of the calculated sides will not be much short

of that which would be obtained by actual measurement

(were it practicable) ; and, therefore, as we recede from the

base on all sides as a centre, it will speedily become practi-

cable to use as bases, the sides of much larger triangles, such

as G F, G H, H K, &c ; by which means the next step of

the operation will come to be carried on on a much larger

scale, and embrace far greater intervals, than it would have

been safe to do (for the above reason) in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the base. Thus it becomes easy to divide the

whole face of a country into great triangles of from 30 to 100

miles in their sides (according to the nature of the ground),

which, being once well determined, may be afterwards, by a

second series of subordinate operations, broken up into smaller

ones, and these again into others of a still minuter order, till

the final filling in is brought within the limits of personal

survey and draftsmanship, and till a map is ooastructed, with

any required degree of detail.
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(276.) The next veiuark we have to make is, that all the

triangles in question are not, rigorously speaking, plane, but

spherical— existing on the surface of a sphere, or rather, to

speak correctly, of an ellipsoid. In very small triangles, of

six or seven miles in the side, this may be neglected, as the

difference is imperceptible ; but in the larger ones it must be

taken into consideration. It is evident that, as every object

used for pointing the telescope of a theodolite has somd cer-

tain elevation, not only above the soil, but above the level of

the sea, and as, moreover, these elevations differ in every in-

stance, a reduction to the horizon of all the measured angles

would appear to be required. But, in fact, by the construc-

tion of the theodolite (art. 192.), which is nothing more than

an altitude and azimuth instrument,

this reduction is made in the very

act of reading off the horizontal

angles. Let E be the centre of the

earth; A, B, C, the places on its

spherical surface, to which three sta-

tions, A, P, Q, in a country are re-

ferred by radii E A, E B P, E C Q.
If a theodolite be stationed at A, the

axis of its horizontal circle will

point to E when truly adjusted,

and its plane will be a tangent to the

sphere at A, intersecting the radii EBP, E C Q, at M and

N, above the spherical surface. The telescope of the theodo-

lite, it is true, is pointed in succession to P, and Q ; but the

readings off of its azimuth circle give— not the angle PA Q
between the directions of the telescope, or between the ob-

jects P, Q, as seen from A ; but the azimuthal angle MAN,
which is the measure of the angle A of the spherical triangle

BAG. Hence arises this remarkable circumstance, — that

the sum of the three observed angles of any of the great tri-

angles in geodesical operations is always found to be rather

more than 180^ Were the earth's surface a plane, it ought

to be exactly \%(f\ and this excess, which is called the sphe-

rical excess, is so far from being a proof of incorrectness in

the work, that it is essential to its accufacy, and offers at tiie

same time another palpable proof of the earth's sphericity.
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(277.) The true way, then, of conceiving the subject of a

trig<nioinetrical survey, when the spherical form of the earth

is taken into consideration, is to regard the network of tri-

angles with which the country is covered, as the basen of an

assemblage of pyramids converging to the centre of the earth.

The theodolite gives tu the true meamree of the angles in-

cluded by the planes of these pyramids ; and Uie surface of an

imaginary sphere on the level of the sea intersects them in an

assemblage of spherical triangles, above whose angles, in the

radii prolonged, the real stations of observation are raised, by

the superficial inequalities of mountain and valley. The

operose calculations of spherical trigonometry which this con-

sideration would seem to render necessary for the reductions

of a survey, are dispensed with in practice by a very simple

and easy rule, called the rule for the spherical excess, which

is to be found in most works on trigonometry. If we would

take into account the ellipticity of the earth, it may also be

done by appropriate processes of calculation, which, however,

are too abstruse to dwell upon in a work like the present.

(278.) Whatever process of calculation we adopt, the re-

sult will be a reduction to the level of the sea, of all the

triangles, and the consequent determination of the geogra-

phical latitude and longitude ofevery station observed. Thus

we are at length enabled to construct maps of countries ; to

lay down the outlines of continents and blands ; the courses

of rivers ; the places of cities, towns and villages ; the direc-

tion of mountain ridges, and the places of their principal

summits ; and all those details which, as they belong to phy-

sical and statistical, rather than to astronomical geography,

we need not here dilate on. A few words, however, will be

necessary respecting maps, which are used as well in astro-

nomy as in geography.

(279.) A map is nothing more than a representation, upon a
plane, of some portion of the surfece of a sphere, on which are

traced the particulars intended to be expressed, whether they

be continuous outlines or points. Now, as a spherical surface *

* Wc hero nrglpct the ellipticity of the earth, which, for such a purpow at
map-inakin;;, ih tuo trifling to have mut materU! influence.
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can by no contrivance be extended or projected into a

plane, without undue enlargement or contraction of lome

parts in proportion to others ; and as the system adopted in

so extending or projecting it will decide tohai parts shall be

enlarged or relatively contracted, and in irhat proportions

;

it follows, that when large portions of the sphere are to be

mapped down, a great difference in their repreaentadons may
subsist,, according to the system of projection adopted.

(280.) The projections chiefly used in maps, are the ortko-

graphic, stereographic, and Mercator's. In the arthographie

projection, every {wint of the hemi-

sphere is referred to its diametral

plane or base, by a perpendicular let

foil on it, so that the representation

of the hemisphere thus mapped on

its base, is such as would actually

appear to an eye placed at an infinite

distance from it. It is obvious, fromtlie annexed figure,

that in this projection only the central portions are repre-

sented of their true forms, while all the exterior is more

and more dbtorted and crowded together as we approach the

edges of the map. Owing to this cause, the orthographic

projection, though very good for small portions of the globe,

is of little service for large ones.

(281.) The itereographic

projection is in great mea •

sure free from this defect.

To understand this projec-

tion, we must conceive an

eye to be placed at E, one

extremity of a diameter,

E C B, of the sphere, and

to view the concave surface

of the sphere, every point

of which, as P, is referred to

the diametral plane A D F,

perpendicular to £ B by the visual line P M E. The
•terecgraphic projection of a sphere, then.

M 4
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tive lepresentation of its ooncayity on a diametral plane ; and,

as such, it possesses some singularly elegant geometrical pro-

perties, of which we shall state one or two of the principsd.

(282.) And finrty then, all circles on the sphere are re-

presented by cirdes in the jprojection. Thus the circle X is

projected into x. Only great circles passing through the

Tertex B are projected into straight lines traversing the

centre C : thus, B P A is projected into C A.

2ndly. Every very smtdl triangle, G H K, on the sphere, is

represented by a «tmt7ar triangle, ghk/ia the projection. This

is a very valuable property, as it insures a general similarity

of appearance in the nulp to the reality in all its smaller

parts, and enables us to project at least a hemisphere in

a single map, without any violent distortion of the configura-

tions on the surface from their real forms. As in the ortho-

graphic projection, the borders of the hemisphere are unduly

crowded together; in the stereographic, their projected di-

mensions are, on the contrary, somewhat enlarged in receding

from the centre.

(283.) Both these projections may be considered natural

ones, inasmuch as they are really perspective representations

of the surface on a plane. Mercator's is entirely an artificial

one, representing the sphere as it cannot be seen from any

one point, but as it might be seen by an eye carried succes-

sively over every part of it. In it, the degrees of longitude.

>
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and those of latitude, bear always to each other their dije

proportion : the equator is conceived to be extended out into

a straight line, and the meridians are straight lines at right

angles to it, as iu the figure. Altogether, the general clia-
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and,
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X is
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raoter of maps on this projection is not very dissimilar to

what would be produced by referring every point in the globe

to a circumscribing cylinder, by lines drawn from the centre,

and then unrolling the cylinder into a plane. Like the

Btereographic projection, it gives a true representation) as to

fomif of every particular small part, but varies greatly in

point of scale in its different regions ; the polar portions in

particular being extravagantly enlarged ; and the whole map,^

even of a single hemisphere, not being comprizable within

any finite limits.

(283 a.) A very convenient projection, at once simple in

principle, and remarkable for the facility with which places

on the earth's surface may be laid down from a knowledge of

their latitudes and longitudes, or stars from that of their

right ascensions and polar distances ; or read off from the

chart when projected, is one in which (the radius of a circle

being divided into ninety equal parts, representing degrees

of polar distance,) parallels of latitude or of declination are

expressed by concentric circles, described through each of

the points of division, and circles of longitude or of declina-

tion are represented by the radii. In a planisphere con-

structed on this principle, the proportions of the spaces

occupied on the chart by equal areas differently situated, are

better preserved than in any of those already described, and

with an amount of distortion of shape, on the whole, as

little offensive as the nature of a planispheoB chart allows.

This projection (as does also one recent)^, proposed by
Colonel James, which takes in two-thirds of the sphere)

admits of being extended considerably beyond a hemisphere,

without producing a very intolerable distortion.

(283 b.) The following projection, in which equal areas

on the projection correspond precisely to equal areas on the

spherical surface projected, is also occasionally employed.*

Take out, upon any scale, from a table of natural sines, the

sines of 30', 1°, 1** SC, ... up to 46°, and firom CkUy center

* See " Results of Astronomical Obiervations at the Cape of Good Hope,"

by the Author, Plate XL, where this projection is used to eihibit the law of

= distribution of the Nebuln.
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with these as radii describe drcles. These will represent

the projections of small circles of the sphere abont a polcj

where projection is their common center, having the re-

spective polar distances 1", 2% 3% . . . 90\

(284.) We shall not, of course, enter here into any geo-

grapMcal details ; but one result of maritime discovery on

tiie great scale is, so to speak, massive enough to call for

mention as an astronomical feature. When the continents

and seas are laid down on a globe (and since the discovery of

Australia and the recent addition to our antarctic knowledge

of Victoria Land by Sir J. C. Ross, we are sure that no

very extensive tracts of land remain unknown), we find that

it is possible so to divide the globe into two hemispheres, that

one shall contain nearly all the land; the other being almost

entirely sea. It is a fact, not a little interesting to English-

men, and, combined with our insular station in that great

highway of nations, the Atlantic, not a little explanatory of

our commercial eminence, that London* occupies nearly the

center ofthe terrestrial hemisphere. Astronomically speaking,

the fact of this divisibility of the globe into an oceanic and a

terrestrial hemisphere is important, as demonstrative of a

want of absolute equality in the density of the solid material

of the two hemispheres. Considering the whole mass of land

and water as in a state of equilibrium, it is evident that the

half which protrudes must of necessity be buoyant ; not, of

course, that we mean to assert it to be lighter than toater,

but, as compared with the whole globe, in a less degree heavier

than that fluid. We leave to geologists to draw from these

premises their own conclusions (and we think them obvious

enough) as to the internal constitution of the globe, and the

immediate nature of the forces which sustain its continents at

their actual elevation ; but in any future investigations which

* More exactly, Falmouth. The central point of the hemisphere which
contains the maximum of land falls very nearly indeed upon this port. The
land in the opposite hemiiiphere, with exception of the tapering extremity of
South America and the slender peninsula of Malacca, is wholly insular, and
were it not for New Holland, would b« quite insignificant in amount. Tliis

interesting feature of geography was first noticed by Colson (Phil. Tr. xxxii.

p. 210.). A pair of planispheres for the horixon of liondon has been published
by Hughes (London, I8S9).
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may have for their object to explain the local deviations of

the intensity of gravity, ttom what the hypothesis of an exact

elliptic figure would require, this, as a general fact, ought not

to be lost sight of.

(285.) Our knowledge of the surface of our globe is in-

complete, unless it include the heights above the sea level of

every part of the land, and the depression of the bed of the

ocean below the surface over all its extent. The latter object

is attainable (with whatever difficulty and howsoever slowly)

by direct sounding ; tho former by two distinct methods : the

one consisting in trigonometrical measurement of the differ-

ences of level of all the stations of a survey ; the other, by

the use of the barometer, the principle of which is, in fact,

identical with that of the sounding line. In both cases we
measure the distance of the point whose level we would know
from the surface of an eqidlibrated ocean ; only in the one

case it is an ocean of water ; in the other, of air. In the

one case our sounding line is real and tangible ; in the other,

an imaginary one, measured by the length of the column of

quicksilver the superincumbent air is capable of counter-

balancing. - ^". ;^" -

(286.) Suppose that instead of air, the earth and ocean

were covered with oil, and that human life could subsist

under such circumstances. Let ABCDE be a continent, of

which the portion ABC projects above the water, but is

covered by the oil, which also floats at an uniform depth on

the whole ocean. Then if we would know the depth of any

point D below the sea level, we let down a plummet from F.

But, ifwe would know the height of B above the same level,

we have only to send up a float from B to the surface of the

oil ; and having done the same at C, a point at the sea level, the

difference of the tioofloat lines gives the height in question.

".—
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(16?). Now, though the atmosphere diiTers from oil in not

having a pntiitive mrfaee equally definite, and in not being

capable of carrying up any float adequate to such an use, yet

it possesses all the properties of a fluid really essential to the

purpose in view, and this in particular,—that, over the whole

surface c/ the globe, its strata of equal density supposed in a

state of equilibrium, are parallel to the surface ofequilibrium,

or to what would be the surface of the sea, \iprolonged unasf

the continents, and therefore each or any of them hay all ^li:

characters of a definite surface to measure from, prcvidcd it

can be ascertained and identified. Now, the hoi^jht ai w L ;< ii,

at any station B, the mercury in a barometer i^^ upported,

informs us at once how much of the atmosphere is incumbent

on B, or, in other words, in what stratum of the general

atmosphere (indicated by its density) B is situated : whence

we are enabled finally to conclude, by mechanical reasoning*,

at what height above the sea-level that degree of density is to

be found over the whole surface of the globe. Such is the

principle of the application of the barometer to the measure-

ment of heights. For detiuls, the reader is referred to other

works.t

(288.) We will content ourselves here with a general cau-

tion against an implicit dependence on barometric measure-

ments, except as a differential process, at stations not too

remote from each other. They rely in their application on

the assumption of a state of equilibrium in the atmospheric

strata over the whole globe— which is very far from being

their actual state (art. 37.). Winds, especially steady and

general currents sweeping over extensive continents undoubt-

edly tend to produce some ^'^ifc of conformity iu the cur-

vature of u.ese strata to the 7« '•w ' -u of ths r^^ad-surface,

and therefore to give an i^.auu elevation to the mercurial

column at some points. On the other hand, the existence of

localities on the earth's surface, where a permanent depres-

• Newton's Princip. ii. Prop. 22.

t fiiot, Astronomie Physique, vol. iii. For tables, see the work of Biot
cited. Also those of Oltmann, annually published by the French board of
longitudes in thuir Annuaire; and Mr. Rally's Collection of Astronomical
l^llr;. ^nd Formula?. See also Encyo. Brit., <* Meteorology," § 34.
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sion of ^Tie barometer prevails to the astonishing extent of

nearly an inch, has been clearly proved by the observations of

Ermari ' in Siberia and of Ross in the Antarctic Seas, and is

probably a result of the same canse, and may be conceived

as complementary to an undue habitual elevation in other

regions. The mode in which both elevations and depressions

of a permanent character may be maintained in the surface

of a fluid in motion, will not be enigmatical to any one who
contemplates the ripple caused by a pebble in a brook.

(289.) Possessed of a knowledge of the heights of stationi*

above the sea, we may connect all stations at the same

altitude by level lines, the lowest of which will be the outline

of the sea-coast; and the rest will mark out the succ ssive

coast-lines which would take place were the sea to rise by

regular and equal accessions of level over the whole world,

till the highest mountains were submerged. The bottoms of

valleys and the ridge-lines of hills are determined by their

property of intersecting all these level lines at right angles,

and being, subject to that condition, the shortest and longest,

that is to say, the steepest, and the most gently sloping

courses respectively which can be pursued from the suBunit

to the sea. The former constitute " the water courses" of a

country ; the latter its lines of " water-shed" by which it is

divided into distinct basins of drainag '. Thus originate

natural districts of the most ineffaceable character, on which

the distribution, limits, and peculiarities of human com-

munities are in great measure dependent. The mean height

of the continent of Europe, or that height which its surface

would have were all inequalities levelled ai d the mountains

spread equally over the plains, is according to Humboldt4^"/?-^ 2.

English feet; that of Aa»»-lW; of North America, 44»-, /i^C
and of South America, -IMl; TJo 2

-Ai 'is,? 'y

f '^u.l" .A- -i -^-W* •'*«- KU
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t^jA'.- .^:._.u.. .:-,. CHAPTER V. ' «-^--^H..-'

i,. OP CRANOGRAPHT.

CONSTRUCTION OF CELESTIAL HAPS AND GLOBES BT OBSERVATIONS

OF RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION CELESTIAL OBJECTS

DISTINGUISHED INTO FIXED AND ERRATIC.— OF THE CONSTEL-

LATIONS.— NATURAL REGIONS IN THE HEAVENS.— THE HILKT

WAT.—THE ZODIAC— OF THE ECLIPTIC.—CELESTIAL I^TITUDES

AND LONGITUDES.—PRECESSION OF THE EQUINOXES.—NUTATION.

—ABERRATION.—BBFRACTION.—PARALLAX.—SUUUARY VIEW OF

THE URANOGRAPHICAL CORRECTIONS.

(290.) The determination of the relative situations of objects

in the heavens, and the construction of maps and globes

which shall truly represent their mutual configurations as

well as of catalogues which shall preserve a more precise

numerical record of the position of each, is a task at once

simpler and less laborious than that by which the siurface of

the earth is mapped and measured. Every star in the great

constellation which appears to revolve above us, constitutes,

so to speak, a celestial station ; and among these stations we
may, as upon the earth, triangulate, by measuring with

proper instruments their angular distances from each other,

which, cleared of the effect of refraction, are then in a state

for laying down on charts, as we would the towns and villages

of a country : and this without moving from our pl&cc, at

least for all the stars which rise above our horizon.

(291.) Great exactness might, no doubt, be attained by

this means, and excellent celestial charts constructed; but

there is a far simpler and easier, and at the same time, infi-

nitely more accurate course laid open to us if we take advan-

tage of the earth's rotation on its axis, and by observing each

celestial object as it passes our meridian, refer it separately

and indcpenucntly to the celestial equator, and thus ascertain
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its place on the surface of an imaginary sphere, which may
be conceived to revolve with it, and on which it may be con-

sidered as projected.

(292.) The right ascension and declination of a point in

the heavens correspond to the longitude and latitude of a

station on the earth ; and the place of a star on a celestial

sphere is determined, when the former elements are known,

just as that of a town on a map, by knowing the latter. The
great advantages which the method of meridian observation

possesses over that of triangulaticn from star to star, are,

then, 1st, That in it every star is observed in that point of

its diurnal course, when it is best seen and least displaced

by refraction. 2dly, That the instruments required (the

transit and meridian circle) are the simplest and least liable

to error or derangement of any used by astronomers. 3dly,

That all the observations can be made systematically, in

regular succession, and with equal advantages ; there being

here no question about advantageous or disadvantageous

triangles, &c. And, lastly. That, by adopting this course,

the very quantities which we should otherwise have to calcu-

late by long and tedious operations of spherical trigonometry,

and which are essential to the formation of a catalogue, are

made the objects of immediate measurement. It is almost

needless to state, then, that this is the course adopted by

astronomers.

(293.) To determine the right ascension of a celestial ob-

ject, all that is ncceasary is to observe the moment of its

meridian passage with a transit instrument, by a clock regu-

lated to exact sidereal time, or reduced to such by applying

its known error and rate. The rate may be obtained by

repeated observations of the same star at its successive meri-

dian passages. The erroVf however, requires a knowledge of

the equinox, or initial point from which all right ascensions in

the heavens reckon, as longitudes do on the earth from » first

meridian. '«

(294.) The nature of this point will he explained pre-

sently ; but for the purposes of uranography, in so far aa

they concern only the actual configurations of the stars inter
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»e, a knowledge of the equinox is not neoeseaiy. The choice

of the equinox, as a zero point of right ascensions, is purely

artificial, and a matter of convenience. As on the earth,

any station (as a national observatory) may be chosen for an

origin of longitudes; so in uranography, any conspicuous

star might be selected as an initial point from which hour

angles might be reckoned, and from which, by merely ob-

serving differences or intervals of time, the situation of all

others might be deduced. In practice, these intervals are

affected by certain minute causes of inequality, which must

be allowed for, and which will be explained in their proper

places. tain'-^.- iii -i'i •,v-iV4t»;<-.*J'S"JHU.ii*ii

(295.) The declinations of celestial objects are obtained,

Ist, By observation of their meridian altiU 1 ^ with the

mural or meridian circle, or other proper instruments. This

requires a knowledge of the geographical latitude of the

station of observation, which itself is only to be obtained

by celestial observation. 2dly, And more directly, by ob*

servation of their polar distances on the mural circle, as

explained in art. 170., which is independent of any previous

determination of the latitude of the station ; neither, how-

ever, in this case, does observation give directly and imme-

diately the exact declinations. The observations require to

1)0 corrected, first for refraction, and moreover for those

minute causes of inequality which have been just alluded to

in the case of right ascensions. t«iui ii,*fc>*^t/ 1 s

(296.) In this manner, then, may the places, one among

the other, of all celestial objects be ascertained, and maps

and globes constructed. Now here arises a very important

question. How far are these places permanent? Do these

stars and the greater luminaries of heaven preserve for ever

one invariable connection and relation of place inter *e, as if

they foimed part of a solid though invisible firmament ; and,

like the great natural land-marks on the earth, preserve

immutably the some distances and bearings each from the

other ? If so, the most rational idea we could form of the

universe would be that of an earth at absolute rest in the

center, and a hollow cr}'stalHne sphere circulating round it,
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and carrying sun, moon, and stars along in its diurnal motion.

If not, we must dismiss all such notions, and inquire in-

dividually into the distinct history of each object, with a view

to discovering the laws of its peculiar motions, and whether

any and what other connection subsists between them.

(297.) So far is this, however, from being the case, that

observations, even of the most cursory nature, are sufficient

to show that some, at least, of the celestial bodies, and those

the most conspicuous, are in a state of continual change of

place among the rest. In the case of the moon, indeed, the

change is so rapid and remarkable, that its alteration of

situation with respect to such bright stars as may happen

to be near it may be noticed any fine night in a few hours

;

and if noticed on two successive nights, cannot fail to strike

the most careless observer. With the sun, too, the change

of place among the stars is constant and rapid ; though, from

the invisibility of stars to the naked eye in the day-time, it

is not so readily recognized, and requires either the use of

telescopes and angular instruments to measure it, or a longer

continuance of obser\'ation to be struck with it. Neverthe-

less, it is only necessary to call to mind its greater meridian

altitude in summer than in winter, and the fact that the

stars which come into view at night (and which are therefore

situated in an hemisphere opposite to that occupied by the

sun, and having that luminary for its centre) vary with the

season of the year, to perceive that a great change must have

taken place in that interval in its relative situation with

respect to all the stars. Besides the sun and moon, too,

there are several other bodies, called planets, which, for the

most part, appear to the naked eye only as the largest and

most brilliant stars, and which ofier the same phenomenon of

a constant change of place among the stars ; now approaching,

and now receding from, such of them as we may refer them to

as marks; and, some in longer, some in shorter periods,

making, like the sun and moon, the complete tour of the

heavens.

(298.) These, however, are exceptions to the general rule.

The innumerable multitude of the stars whicli are distributed

o
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over the vault of the heavens form a constellation, which

preserves, not only to the eye of the casual observer, but to

the nice examination of the astronomer, a uniformity of

aspect which, when contrasted with the perpetual change in

the configurations of the sun, moon, and planets, may well

be termed invariable. It is true, indeed, that, by the

refinement of exact measurements prosecuted from age to

age, some small changes of apparent place, attributable to

no illuraon and to no terrestrial cause, have been detected in

many of them. Such are called, in astronomy, the proper

motions of the stars. But these are so excessively slow, that

their accumulated amount (even in those stars for which

they are greatest) has been insufficient, in the whole duration

of astronomical history, to produce any obvious or material

alteration in the appearance of the starry heavens.

(299.) This circumstance, then, establishes a broad dis-

tinction of the heavenly bodies into two great classes ;— the

fixed, among which (unless in a course of observations

continued for many years) no change of mutual situation can

be detected; and the erratic, or wandering—(which is

implied in the word planet*)— including the sun, moon, and

planets, as well as the singular class of bodies termed comets,

in whose apparent places among the stars, and among each

other, the observation of a few days, or even hours, is

sufficient to exhibit an indisputable alteration.

(300.) Uranography, then, as it concerns the fixed ce-

lestial bodies (or, as they are usually called, the ^xed stars),

is reduced to a simple marking down of their relative places

on a globe or on maps ; to the insertion on that globe, in its

due place in the great constellation of the stars, of the pole

of the heavens, or the vanishing point of parallels to the

earth's axis ; and of the equator and place of the equinox

:

points and circles these, which, though artificial, and having

reference entirely to our earth, and therefore subject to all

changes (if any) to which the earth's axis may be liable, are

yet so convenient in practice, that they have obttuned an

• TlKavrrnit, a wanderer. - .;, .

. irihlii.tf--- *^if'±
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13

adnuBsion (with some other circles and lines), sanctioned by
usage, in all globes and planispheres. The reader, however,

will take care to keep them separate in his mind, and to

familiarize himself with the idea rather of two or more

celestial globes, superposed and fitting on each other, on one

of which— a real one—are inscribed the stars ; on the others

those imaginary points, lines, and circles, which astronomers

have devised for their own uses, and to aid their calculations;

and to accustom himself to conceive in the latter or artificial

spheres a capability of being shifted in any manner upon the

surface of the other; so that, should experience demonstrate

(as it does) that these artificial points and lines are brought,

by a slow motion of the earth's axis, or by other secular

variations (as they are called), to coincide, at very distant

intervals of time, with difierent stars, he may not be un-

prepared for the change, and may have no confusion to

correct in his notions.

(301.) Of course we do not here speak of those uncouth

figures and outlines of men and monsters, which are usually

scribbled over celestial globes and maps, and serve, in a rude

and barbarous way, to enable us to talk of groups of stars, or

districts in the heavens, by names which, though absurd or

puerile in their origin, have obtained a currency from which

it would be difiicult to dislodge them. In so fiur as they

have really (as some have) any slight resemblance to the

figures called up in imagination by a view of the more

splendid *' constellations," they have a certain convenience

;

but as they are otherwise entirely arbitrary, and correspond

to no natural subdivisions or groupings of the stars, astro-

nomers treat them lightly, or altogether disregard them*,

except for briefly naming remarkable stars, as a Leonis,

/9 Soorpii, &o. &c., by letters of the Greek alphabet attached

* This disregard is neither supercilious nor csuscless. The oonstellations

seem to have been almost purposely named and delineated to cause as much
conftision and inconvenience as possible. Innumerable snakes twine through
long and contorted areas of the heavens, where no memory can follow them t

bears, lions, and fishes, large and small, northern and southern, confuse all

nomenclature, 6C0. A iwtter sysiem of consiviiaiioni might hata livta m Bm»
terial help as an artificial memory.

i> 8
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to them. The reader will find them on any celestial charts

or globes, and may compare them with the heavens, and

there learn for himself their position.

(302.) There are not wanting, however, natural districts

in the heavens, which offer great peculiarities of character,

and strike every observer : such is the mitki/ tcay, that great

luminous band, which stretches, every evening, all across the

sky, from horizon to horizon, and which, when traced with

diligence, and mapped down, is found to form a zone com-

pletely encircling the whole sphere, almost in a great circle,

which is neither an hour circle, nor coincident with any other

of our astronomical grammata. It is divided in one part of

its course, sending off a kind of branch, which unites again

with the main body, after remaining distinct for about 150

degrees, within which it suffers an Interruption in its con-

tinuity. This remarkable belt has maintained, from the

earliest ages, the same relative situation among the stars;

and, when examined through powerful telescopes, is found

(wonderful to relate 1) to consist entirely of stars scattered hy

millions, like glittering dust, on the black ground of the

general heavens. It will be described more particularly in

the subsequent portion of this work. >; -

(303.) Another remarkable region in the heavens is the

zodiac, not from any thing peculiar in its own constitution,

but from its being the area within which the apparent

motions of the sun, moon, and all the greater planets are con-

fined. To trace the path of any one of these, it is only

necessary to ascertain, by continued observation, its places

at successive epochs, and entering these upon our map or

sphere in sufficient number to form a series, not too far

disjoined,, to connect them by lines from point to point, as we
mark out the course of a vessel at sea by mapping down its

place from day to day. Now when this is done, it is found,

first, that the apparent path, or track, of the sun on the sur-

face of the heavcna, is no other than an exact great circle of

the sphere which is called the ecliptic, and which is inclined

to the equinoctial at an angle of about 23° 28', intersecting

it at two opposite points, cidled the equinoctial points, or
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equinoxes, and which are distinguished from each other bj
the epithets vernal and autumnal ; the vernal being that at

which the sun crosses the equinoctial from south to north

;

the autumnal, when it quits the northern and enters the

southern hemisphere. Secondly, that the moon and all the
'

planets pursue paths wluch, in like manner, encircle the whole

heavens, but are not, like that of the sun, great circles exactly

returning into themselves and bisecting the sphere, but rather

spiral curves of much complexity, and described with very

unequal velocities in their different parts. They have all,

however, this in common, that the general direction of their

motions is the same with that of the sun, viz. from west to east,

that is to say, the contrary to that in which both they and

the stars appear to be carried by the diurnal motion of the

heavens ; and, moreover, that they never deviate far from the

ecliptic on either side, crossing and recrossing it at regular

and equal intervals of time, and confining themselves within

a zone, or belt (the zodiac already spoken of), extending (with

certain exceptions among the smaller planets) not further

than 8" or 9** on either side of the ecliptic.

(304.) It would manifestly be useless to map down on

globes or charts the apparent paths of any of those bodies

which never retrace the same course, and which, therefore,

demonstrably, must occupy at some one moment or other of

their history, every point in the area of that zone of the hea-

vens within which they are circumscribed. The apparent

complication of their movements arises (that of the moon ex-

cepted) from our viewing them from a station which is itself

in motion, and would disappear, could we shift our point of

view and observe them from the sun. On the other hand the

apparent motion of the sun is presented to us under its least

involved form, and is studied, from the station we occupy, to

the greatest advantage. So that, independent of the impor-

tance of that luminary to us in other respects, it is by the

investigation of the laws of its motions in the first instance

that we must rise to a knowledge of those of all the other

bodies of our system. -'i^ifit . .,

(305.) The ecliptic, which is its apparent path among the

o 3
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tars, is traversed by it in the period called the sidereal year,

which consists of 365<^ 6^ 9™ 9*6% reckoned in mean solar

time or 366^ 6^ 9"' 9'6* reckoned in sidereal time. The reason

of this difference (and it is this which constitutes the origin

of the difference between solar and sidereal time) is, that as

the sun's apparent annual motion amor^ the stars is performed

hi a contrary direction to the apparent diurnal motion of both

sun and stars, it comes to the same thing as if the diurnal

motion of the sun were so much slower than that of the stars,

or as if the sun lagged behind them in its daily course.

When this has gone on for a whole year, the sun will have

fallen behind the stars by a whole circumference of the

heavens— or, in other words— in a year the sun will have

made fewer diurnal revolutions, by one, than the stars. So
that the same interval of time which is measured by 366** 6**,

&0. of sidereal time, will be called 365 days, 6 hours, &c., if

reckoned in mean solar time. Thus, then, is the proportion

between the mean solar and sidereal day established, which,

reduced into a decimal fraction, is that of r0027379l to 1.

The measurement of time by these different standards may
be compared to that of space by the standard feet, or ells of

two different nations ; the proportion of which, once settled

and borne in mind, can never become a source of error.

(306.) The position of the ecliptic among the stars may,

for our present purpose, be regarded as invariable. It is

true that this is not strictly the case; and on comparing

together its position at present with that which it held at the

most distant epoch at which we possess observations, we find

evidences of a small change, which theory accounts for, and

whose nature will be hereafter explained ; but that change is

so excessively slow, that for a great many successive years,

or even for whole centuries, this circle may be regarded, for

most ordinary piurposes, as holding the same position in the

sidereal heavens.

(307.) The poles of the ecliptic^ like those of any other

great circle of the sphere, are opposite points on its surface,

equidistant from the ecliptic in every dhreotion. They are

of course not coincident with those of the equinoctial, but
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removed from it by an angular interval ^qual to the inclina-

tion of the ecliptic to the equinoctial (23° 28'), which b called

the obliquity of the ecliptic. In the next figure, if P /? repre-

sent the north and south poles (by which when used without

qualification we always mean the poles of the equinoctial),

and E AQy the equinoctial, Y SAW the ecliptic, and K A,

its poles— the spherical angle QV S is the obliquity of the

ecliptic, and is equal in angular measure to P K or S Q.
If we suppose the sun's apparent motion to be in the direction

y S A W, y will be the vernal and A the autumnal equinox,

S and W, the two points at which the ecliptic is most distant

from the equinoctial, are termed solstices, because, when
arrived there, the sun ceases to recede from the equator, and

(in that sense, so far as its motion in declination is concerned)

to stand still in the heavens. S, the point where the sun

has the greatest northern declination, is called the summer,

and W, that where it is farthest south, the unnter solstice.

These epithets obviously have their origin in the dependence

of the seasons on the sun's declination, which will be explained

in the next chapter. The circle E K P Q A /), which passes

through the poles of the ecliptic and equinoctial, is called the

solstitial colure ; and a meridian drawn through the equinoxes,

IPY p A, the equinoctial colure.

(308.) Since the ecliptic holds a determinate situation in

the starry heavens, it may be employed, like the equinoctial,

to refer the positions of the stars to, by circles drawn through

them from its poles, and therefore perpendicular to it. Such

circles are termed, inastronomy,

circles oflatitude—the distance

of a star from the ecliptic, reck-

oned on the circle of latitude

passing through it, is c lied the

latitude of the stars— and the eJ:

arc of the ecliptic intercepted

between the vernal equinox and

this circle, its longitude. In the

figure, X is a star, F X B a

circle oi aecunauun dntwu
o 4
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through it, by which it is referred to the equinoctial, and

KX T a circle of latitude referring it to the ecliptic—
then, as yR is the right ascension, and R X the declination,

of X, so also is y T its longitude, and T X its latitude. The

use of the terms longitude and latitude, in this sense, seems

to have originated in considering the ecliptic as forming a

kind of natural equator to the heavens, as the terrestrial

equator does to the earth — the former holding an invariable

position with respect to the stars, as the latter does with

respect to stations on the eaith's surface. The force of this

observation will presently become apparent.

(309.) Knowing the right ascension and declination of an

object, we may find its longitude and l^'itude, and vice versd

This is a problem of great use in pliytisal astronomy— the

following is its solution:— In our last ^gure, E K P Q, the

solstitial colure is of course 90** distant from y, the vernal

equinox, which is one of its poles— so that y R (the right

ascension) being given, and also y E, the arc E R, and its

measure, the spherical angle E P R, or K P X, is known.

In the spherical triangle K P X, then, we have given, 1st,

The side P K, which, being the distance of the poles of the

ecliptic and equinoctial, is equal to the obliquity of the

ecliptic ; 2d, The side P X, the polar di:tanoe, or the com-

plement of the declination R X ; and, 3d, the included angle

K P X ; and therefore, by spherical trigonometry, it is easy

to find the other side K X, and the remaining angles. Now
K X is the complement of the required latitude X T, and the

angle P KX being known, and P K y being a right angle

(because Sy is 90°), the angle XKy becomes known.

Now this is no other than the measure of the longitude y T
of the object. The inverse problem is resolved by the same

triangle, and by a process exactly similar.

(310.) It is often of use to know the situation of the

ecliptic in the visible heavens at any instant ; that is to say,

the points where it cuts the horizon, and the altitude of its

highest point, or, as it is sometimes called, the nonagesimal

point of the ecliptic, as well as the longitude of this point on

the ecliptic itself from the equinox. These, and all questions
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referable to the same data and quaesita, are resolved by ihe

spherical triangle Z P E, formed by the zenith Z (considered

as the pole of the horizon), the pole of the equinoctial P, and

the pole of the ecliptic E. The
sidereal time being given, and

also the right ascension of the

pole of the ecliptic (which ia

always the same, viz. IS'' 0" 0*),

the hour angle Z PE of that

point is known. Then, in this

triangle we have given P Z, the

colatitude ; PE, the polar dis-

tance of the pole of the ecliptic,

23° 28', and the angle Z P E
from which we may find, Ist, the side Z E, which is easily

seen to be equal to the altitude of the nonagesimal point

sought ; and 2dly, the angle P Z E, which is the azimuth of

the pole of the ecliptic, and which, therefore, being added

to and subtracted from 90**, gives the azimuth of the eastern

and western intersections of the ecliptic with the horizon.

Lastly, the longitude of the nonagesimal point may be had,

by calculating in the same tnangle the angle P E Z, which

is its complement.

(311.) The angle of situation of a star is the angle included

between circles of latitude and of declination passing through

it. To determine it in any proposed case, we must resolve

tho triangle P S E, in which are given P S, P E, and the

an^'5le S P E, which is the difference between the star's right

ascbnsion and 18 hours ; from which it is easy to find the

angle P S E required. This angle is of use in many in-

quiries in physical astronomy. It is called in most books

on astronomy, the angle of position, but this expression

has become otherwise and more conveniently appropriated.

(See Art. 204.)

(312.) The same course of observations by which the path

of the sun among the fixed stars is traced, and the ecliptic

marked out among them, determines, of course, the place of

at««* va ««xr308.) upon Vie stArrv snhere.
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that time—a point of great importance in practical astro-

nomy, as it is the origin or zero point of right ascension.

Now, when this process is repeated at considerably distant

intervals of time, a very remarkable phenomenon is observed

;

viz. that the equinox does not preserve a constant place among

the stars, but shifts its position, travelling continually and

regularly, although with extreme slowness, backwards, along

the ecliptic, in the direction VW from east to west, or the

contrary to that in which the sun appears to move in that

circle. As the ecliptic and equinoctial are not very much
inclined, this motion of the equinox from east to west along

the former, conspires (speaking generally) with the diurnal

motion, and carries it, with reference to that motion, con-

tinually in advance upon the stars : hence it has acquired the

name of the precession of the equinoxes, because the place of

the equinox among the stars, at every subsequent moment,

precedes (with reference to the diurnal motion) that which it

held the moment before. The amount of this motion by
which the equinox travels backward, or retrogrades (as it is

called), on the ecliptic, is 0° 0' 50*10'' per annum, an ex-

tremely minute quantity, but which, by its continual accu-

mulation from year to year, at last makes itself very palpable,

and that in a way highly inconvenient to practical astronomers,

by destroying, in the lapse of a moderate number of years,

the arrangement of their catalogues of stars, and making it

necessary to reconstruct them. Since the formation of the

earliest catalogue on record, the place of the equinox has re-

trograded already about 30°. The period in which it performs

a complete tour of the ecliptic, is 25,868 years. *

(313.) The immediate uranographical effect of the pre-

cession of the equinoxes is to produce a uniform increase of
longitude in all the heavenly bodies, whether fixed or erratic.

For the vernal equinox being the initial point of longitudes,

as well as of right ascension, a retreat of this point on the

ecliptic tells upon the longitudes of all alike, whether at rest

or in motion, and produces, so far as its amount extends, the

* Incipiunt magni prooedere menses. — Virgil, PoUio.

^-
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appearance of a motion in lon^tude common to all, a» if the

whole heavens had a slow rotation round the poles of the

ecliptic in the long period above jnentioned^ similar to what

they have in twenty-four hours round those of the equinoctiaL

This increase of longitude, the reader will of course obser«'e

and bear in mind, is, properly speaking, neither a real nor an

apparent movement of the stars. It is a purely technical

result, arising from the gradual shifting of the zero point

from which longitudes are reckoned. Had a fixed star been

chosen as the origin of longitudes, they would have been

invariable.

(314.) To form a just idea of this curious astronomical

phenomenon, however we must abandon, for a time, the

consideration of the ecliptic, as tending to produce confusion

in our ideas ; for this reason, that the stability of the ecliptic

itself among the stars is (as already hinted, art. 306.) only

approximate, and that in consequence its intersection with the

equinoctial is liable to a certain amount of change, arising

from its fluctuation, which mixes itself with what is due to

the principal uranographical cause of the phenomenon. This

cause will become at once apparent, if, instead of regarding

the equinox, we fix our attention on the pole of the equinoc-

tial, or the vanishing point of the earth's axis.

(315.) The place of this point among the stars is easily

determined at any epoch, by the most direct of all astrono-

mical observations,— those with the meridian or mural circle.

By this instrument we are enabled to ascertain at every

moment the exact distance of the polar poiht from any three

or more stars, and therefore to lay it down, by triangulating

from these stars, with unerring precision, on a chart or globe,

without the least reference to the position of the ecliptic, or

to any other circle not naturally connected with it. Now,
when this is done with proper diligence and exactness, it

results that, although for short intervals of time, such as a

few days, the place of the pole may be regarded as not sen-

sibly variable, yet in reality it is in a state of constant,

although extremely slow motion ; and, what is still more re-

markable, this motion is not uniform, but comijoanded of
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one principal, uniform, or nearly uniform, part, and other

smaller and subordinate periodical fluctuations : the former

giving rise to the phenomena of precession ; the latter to

another distinct phenomenon called nutation. These two

phenomena, it is true, belong, theoretically speaking, to one

and the same general head, and are intimately connected

together, forming part of a great and complicated chain of

consequences flowing from the earth's rotation on its axis

:

but it will be conducive to clearness at present to consider

them separately

(316.) It is found, then, that in virtue of the uniform part

of the motion of the pole, it describes a circle in the heavens

around the pole of the ecliptic as a centre, keeping constantly

at the same distance of 23** 28' from it in a direction from

east to west, and with such a velocity, that the annual angle

described by it, in this its imaginary orbit, is 50*10''; so that

the wholo circle would be described by it in the above-men-

tioned period of 25,868 years. It is easy to perceive how
such a motion of the pole will give rise to the retrograde

motion of the equinoxes ; for in the figure, art. 308, suppose

the pole P in the progress of its motion in the small circle

PO Z round K to come to O, then, as the situation of the

equinoctial E VQ is determined by that of the pole, this, it is

evident, must cause a displacement of the equinoctial, which

will take a new situation, EU Q, 90° distant in every part

fiom the new position O of the pole. The point U, there-

fore, in which the displaced equinoctial will intersect the

ecliptic, t. e. the displaced equinox, will lie on that side of V,

its original position, towards which the motion of the pole is

directed, or to the westward.

(317.) The precession of the equinoxes thus conceived,

consists, then, in a real but very slow motion of the pole of

the heavens among the stars, in a small circle round the polo

of the ecliptic. Kow this cannot happen without producing

corresponding changes in the apparent diurnal motion of the

sphere, and the aspect which the heavens must present at very

remote periods of history. The pole is nothing more than

the vanishing point of the earth's axis. As this point, then,
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has such a motion as we have described, it necessarily follows

that the earth's axis must have a conical motion, in virtue of

which it points successively to every part of the small circle

in question. We may form the best idea of such a motion

by noticing a child's peg-top, when it spins not upright, or

that amusing toy the te-to-tum, which, when delicately ex-

ecuted, and nicely balanced, becomes an elegant philosophical

instrument, and exhibits, in the most beautiful manner, the

whole phenomenon. The reader will take care not to con-

found the variation of the position of the earth's axis in space

with a mere shifting of the imaginary line about which it

revolves, in its interior. The whole earth participates in the

motion, and goes along with the axis as if it were really a

bar of iron driven through it. That such is the case is proved

by the two great facts : 1st, that the latitudes of places on

the earth, or their geographical situation with respect to the

poles, have undergone no perceptible change from the earliest

ages. 2dly, that the sea maintains its level, which could not

be the case if the motion of the axis were not accompanied

with a motion of the whole mass of the earth.*

(318.) The visible effect of precession on the aspect of the

heavens consists in the apparent approach of some stars and

constellations to the pole and recess of others. The bright

star of the Lesser Bear, which we call the pole star, has not

always been, nor will always continue to be, our cynosure

:

at the time of the construction of the earliest catalogues it

was 12° from the pole— it is now only V 24', and will

approach yet nearer, to within half a degree, after which it

will again recede, and slowly give place to others, which will

succeed in its companionship to the pole. After a lapse of

about 1 2,000 years, the star a Lyreo, the brightest in the

northern hemisphere, will occupy the remarkable situation of

a pole star approaching within about 5° of the pole.

(319.) At the date of the erection of the Great Pyramid

of Gizeh, which precedes by 3970 years (say 4000) the pre-

* Looal changes of the lea level, arising from purely geological causes, are

easily distinguished from that general and lystematio alteration which a shifting

of the asis of rotation would give rise ta
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f.

Bont epoch, the longitudes of all the stars were less hy 65*

45' than at present. Calculating from this datum* the place

of the pole of the heavens among the stars, it will be found

to fall near a Draconis; its distance from that star being
3** 44' 25". This being the most conspicuous starf in the im-

mediate neighbourhood was therefore the pole star at that

epoch. And the latitude of Gizeh being just 30** north, and

consequently the altitude of the north pole there also 30°, it

follows that the star in question must have had at its lower

culmination, at Gizeh, an altitude of 'AG" 15' 35'\ Now it is a

remarkable fact, ascertained by the late researches of GoL
Vyse, that of the nine pyramids still existing at Gizeh, six

(including all the largest) have the narrow passages by which

alone they can be entered, (all which open out on the northern

faces of their respective pyramids) inclined to the horizon

downwards at angles as follows.

Ist, or Pyramid of Cheops . 26° 41'

2d, or Pyramid of Cephren • 25 5S

3d, or Pyramid of Myoerinus - - 26 2

4th, - . - - - 27

5tb, .... - 27 12

9th, . . - . . 28

Mean 26 47

Of the two pyramids at Abousseir also, which alone exist

in a state of sufficient preservation to admit of the inclina-

tions of their entrance passages being determined, one has

the angle 27" 5', the other 26*.

(320.) At the bottom of every one of these passages there-

fore, the then pole star must have been visible at its lower

culmination, a circumstance which can hardly be supposed to

have been unintentional, and was doubtless connected (per-

haps superstitiously) with the astronomical observation of that

star, of whose proximity to the pole at the epoch of the erec-

* On this oalcnlation the diminution of the obliquity of the ecliptie in the

4000 year* elapaed has no influenee. That diminution arises ft-om a change in

the plane of the earth's orbit, and has nothing to do with the change in the

position of iu axi$, as referred to the starry sphere.

t a Draconis is now an laoonspicuoue star of tlie 4th magnitude, but there is

dittinet Midena* to shsw tbst it was fonnsriy urigntaf.
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tion of these wonderful Btructures, we are thus furnished with

a monumental record of the most imperishable nature.

(321.) The nutation of the earth's axis is a small and slow

subordinate gyratory movement, by which, if subsisting

alone, the pole would describe among the stars, in a period of

about nineteen years, a minute ellipsis, having its longer axis

equal to 18"*5, and its shorter to 13"'74 ; the longer being

directed towards the pole of the ecliptic, and the shorter, of

course, at right angles to it. The consequence of this real

motion of the pole is an apparent approach and recess of all

the stars in the heavens to the pole in the same period.

Since, aluo, the place of the equinox on the ecliptic is deter-

mined by the place of the pole in the heavens, the same cause

will give rise to a small alternate advance and recess of the

equinoctial points by which, in the same period, both

the longitudes and the right ascensions of the stars will be

also alternately increased and diminished.

(322.) Both these motions, however, although here con-

sidered separately, subsist jointly ; and since, while in virtue

of the nutation, the pole is describing its little ellipse of 18"*5

in diameter, it is carried by the greater and regularly pro-

gressive motion of precession over so much of its circle round

the pole of the ecliptic as corresponds to nineteen years,—
that is to say, over an angle of nineteen times 50" '1 round

the centre (which, in a small circle of 23° 28' in diameter,

corresponds to 6' 20'^ as seen from the centre of the sphere)

:

the path which it will pursue in virtue of the two motions,

subsisting jointly, will be neither an ellipse nor an exact

circle, but a gently undulated ring like that in the figure

(where, however, the undulati^ms are much exaggerated).

(See^^. to art. 325.)

(323.) These movements of precession and nutation are

common to all the celestial bodies, both fixed and erratic

;

and this circumstance makes it impossible to attribute them

to any other cause than a real motion of the earth's axis

such as we have described. Did they only affect the stars,

they might, with equal plausibility, be urged to arise from

a real rotation of the starry heavens, as a solid shell, round
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an axis passing through the poles of the ecliptio in 25,868

years, and a real elliptic gyration of that axis in nineteen

years : but since they also affect the sun, moon, and planets,

which, having motions independent of the general body of

the stars, cannot without extravagance be supposed attached

to the celestial concave*, this idea falls to the ground; and

there only remains, then, a real motion in the earth by which

they can be accounted for. It will be shown in a subsequent

chapter that they are necessary consequences of the rotation

of the earth, combined with its elliptical figure, and the

unequal attraction of the sun and moon on its polar and

equatorial regions. 'j i

> . (

(324.) Uranographically considered, as affecting the ap-

parent places of the star^, they are of the utmost importance

in practical astronomy. When we speak of the right as-

cension and declination of a celestial object, it becomes

necessary to state what epoch we intend, and whether we
mean the mean right ascension— cleared, that is, of the

periodical fluctuation in its amount, which arises from nutation,

or the apparent right ascension, which, being reckoned from

the actual place of the vernal equinox, is affected by the

periodical advance and recess of the equinoctial point pro-

duced by nutation—and so of the other elements. It is

the practice of astronomers to reduce, as it is termed, all

their observations, both of right ascension and declination, to

some common and convenient epoch— such as the beginning

of the year for temporary purposes, or of the decade, or the

century for more permanent uses, by subtracting from them

the whole effect of precession in the intervtd ; and, moreover,

to divest them of the influence of nutation by investigating

and subducting the amount of change, both in right ascension

and declination, due to the displacement of the pole from

the centre to the circumference of the little ellipse above

mentioned. This last process is technically termed correcting

* Ttiu argument, cogent an it ii, acquires additional and decisive foroo from
the law of nutation, which is dependent on the position, for the time, of the

lunar orbit. If we attribute it to a real motion of the celestial sphere, wi> must
then maintain that sphere to l>e kept in a constant state of tremor bv the motion
Oi lii« mooii i

tht
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Or equating the observation for nutation; by which latter

word is always understood, in astronomy, the getting rid of

a periodical cause of fluctuation, and presenting a result, not

as it weu observed, but as it would have been observed, had

that cause of fluctuation had no existence.

(325.) For these purposes, in the present case, very con-

venient formulae have been derived, and tables constructed.

They are, however, of too technical a character for this

work; we shall, however, point out the manner in which

the investigation is conducted. It has been shown in art

309. by what means the right ascension and declination of an

object are derived from its longitude and latitude. Beferring

to the figure of that article, and supposing the triangle

KPX orthographically projected on the plane of the ecliptic

as in the annexed figure: in the triangle KPX, KP is the

obliquity of the ecliptic, KX the co-latitude (or complement

of latitude), and the angle PKX the co-longitude of the

object X. These are the data of our question, of which the

second is constant, and the other two are varied by the effect

of precession and nutation : and their variations (considering

the minuteness of the latter effect generally, and the small

number of years in comparison of the whole period of 25,868,

for which we ever require to estimate the effect of the

former,) are of that order

which may be regarded as

infinitesimal in geometry,

and treated as such without

fear of error. The whole

question, then, is reduced

to this :— In a spherical

triangle KPX, in which

one side KX is constant,

and an angle K, and ad-

jacent side KP vary by

given infinitesimal changes

of the position of P : re-

quired the changes thence arising in the other side PX, and

the angle KPX. This is a very simple and cosy problem of
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spherical geometry, and being resolved, it gives at once the

reductions we are seeking; for PX being the polar distance

of the object, and the angle K PX its right ascension plm
90% their variations are the very quantities we seek. It only

remains, then, to express in proper form the amount of the

precession and nutation in longitude and latitude, when their

amount in right ascension and declination will immediately

be obtained.

(326.) The precession in latitude is zero, since the latitudes

of objects are not changed by it : that in longitude is a quan-

tity proportional to the time at the rate of 50''*10 per annum.

With regard to the nutation in lorufitude and latitude, these

are no other than the abscissa and ordinate of the little

ellipse in which the pole moves. The law of its motion,

however, therein, cannot be understood till the reader has

been made acquainted with the principal features of the

moon's motion on which it depends.

(327.) Another consequence of what has been shown

respecting precession and nutation is, that sidereal time, as

astronomers use it, t. e. as reckoned from the transit of the

equinoctial point, is not a mean or uniformlyRowing quantity,

being affected by nutation ; and, moreover, that so reckoned,

even when cleared of the periodical fluctuation of nutation,

it does not strictly correspond to the earth's diurnal rotation.

As the sun loses one day in the year on the stars, by its

direct motion in longitude ; so the equinox gains one day in

25,868 years on them by its retrogradation. We ought,

therefore, as carefully to distinguish between mean and

apparent sidereal as between mean and apparent solar time.

(328.) Neither precession nor nutation change the apparent

plrces of celestial objects inter se. We see them, so far as

these causes go, as they are, though from a station more or

less unstable, as we see distant land objects correctly formed,

though appearing to rise and fall when viewed from the

heaving deck of a ship in the act of pitching and rolling.

But there is an optical cause, independent of refraction or of

perspective, which displaces them one among the other, and

Cuubob ub to view the heavons under an aspect always to a
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certain slight extent taise; and whose influence must be

estimated and allowed for before we can obtain a precise

knowledge of the place of any object This cause is what

is called the aberration of light ; a singular and surprising

effect arising from this, that we occupy a station not at rest

but in rapid motion ; and that the apparent directions of the

rays of light are not the same to a spectator in motion as to

one at rest. As the estimation of its effect belongs to

uranography, we must explain it here, though, in so doing,

M'- must anticipate some of the results to be detailed in

subsequent chapters.

(329.) Suppose a shower of rain to fall perpendicularly in a

dead calm ; a person exposed to the shower, who should stand

quite still and upright, would receive the drops on his hat,

which would thus shelter him, but if he ran forward in any

direction they would strike him in the face. The effect

would I 3 the same as if he remained still, and a wind should

arise of the same velocity, and drift them against him.

Suppose a ball let fall from a point A above a horizontal line

£ F, and that at B were placed to receive it the open mouth

of an inclined hollow tube F Q ; if the tube were held im-

moveable the ball would strike on its lower side, but if the

tube were carried forward in the direction EF, with a

velocity properly adjusted at every uistant to that of the ball,

while preserving its inclination to the horizon, so that when

the ball in its natural descent reached C, the tube should

have been carried into the position R S, it is evident that the

r 2
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ball would, throughout its whole descent, be found In the

axis of the tube ; and a spectator referring to the tube the

motion of the ball, and carried along with the former, uncon-

scious of its motion, would fancy that the ball had been

moving in the inclined direction R S of the tube's axis.

(330.) Our eyes and telescopes are such tubes. In what-

ever manner we consider light, whether as an advancing

wave in a motionless ether, or a shower of atoms traversing

space, (provided that in both cases we regard it as absolutely

incapable of sufieiing resistance or corporeal obstruction from

the particles of transparent media traversed by it*,) if in the

interval between the rays traversing the object glass of the

one or the cornea of the other (at which moment they acquire

that convergence which directs them to a certain point injixed

space), and their arrival at their focus, the cross wires of the

one or the retina of the other be slipped aside, the point of

convergence (which remains unchanged) will no longer cor-

respond to the intersection of the wires or the central point

of our visual area. The object then will appear displaced ; and

the amount of this displacement is aberration.

. (331.) The earth is moving through space with a velocity

of about 19 miles per second, in an elliptic path round the

sun, and is therefore changing the direction of its motion at

every instant. Light travels with a velocity of 192,000

miles per second, which, although much greater than that of

the earth, is yet not infinitely so. Time is occupied by it in

traversing any space, and in that time the earth describes a

space which is to the former as 19 to 192,000, or as the

tangent of 20'''5 to radius. Suppose now A P S to represent

a ray of light from a star at A, and let the tube P Q be that

of a telescope so inclined forward that the focus formed by

- * This condition is indispensable. Without it we fall into all those diffi-

culties which M. Doppler has so weH pointed out in his paper on Aberration
(Abhandlungen der k. bocmischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaflcn. Folge V.
vol. iii.). Iflight itself, or the luminiferous ether, be corporeal, the condition

insisted on amounts to a formal surrender of the dogma, either of the extension

or of the impenetrubtlity of matter ; at least in the sense in which those terms
have been hitherto used by metaphysicians. At the point to which science is

arrived, proliably few will be found disposed to maintain either the one or the

otlii-r.
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of

its object glass shall be received upon its cross wire^ it is

evident 1»in what has been said, that the inclination of the

tube miist be such as to make PS: S Q : : velocity of light

:

velocity of the earth : : 1 : tan. 20"'5 ; and, therefore, the

angle S P Q, or P S R, by which the axis of the telescope

must deviate from the true direction of the star, must be

20"-5.

(332.) A similar reasoning will hold good when the direc-

tion of the earth's motion is not perpendicular to the visual

ray. If S B be the true direction of the visual ray, and A C
the position in which the telescope

requires to be held in the apparent

direction, we must still have the pro-

portion B C : B A : : velocity of

light : velocity of the earth : : rad. :

sine of 20"'5 (for in such small angles d"

it matters not whether we use the

sines or tangents). But we have, also, by trigonometry,

BC : B A: : sincofB A C: sine ofA C B or C B P, which last

is the apparent displacement caused by aberration. Thus it

appears that the sine of the aberration, or (since the angle is

extremely small) the aberration itself, is proportional to the

sine of the angle made by the earth's motion in space with

the visual ray, and is therefore a maximum when the line of

sight is perpendicular to the direction of the earth's motion.

(333.) The uranographical effect of aberration, then, is to

distort the aspect of the heavens, causing all the stars to

crowd as it were directly towards that point -i the heavens

which is the vanishing point of all lines parallel to that in

which the earth is for the moment moving. As the earth

moves round the sun in the plane of the ecliptic, this point

must lie in that plane, 90" in advance of the earth's longitude,

or 90** behind the sun's, and shifts of course continually, de-

scribing the circumference of the ecliptic in a year. It is easy

to demonstrate that the effect on each particular star will be

to make it apparently describe a small ellipse in the heavens,

having for its centre the point in which the star would be

Bccp. if the earth were at rest.

i> a
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(334.) Aberration then affects the apparent right ascen-

sions and declinations of all the stars^ and that by quantities

easily calculable. The formulas most convenient for that

purpose, and which, systematically embracing at the same

time the corrections for precession and nutation, enable the

observer, with the utmost readiaess, to disencumber his

observations of right ascension and declination of their in-

fluence, have been constructed by Prof. Bessel, and tabulated

in the appendix to the fir'st volume of the Transactions of the

Astronomical Society, where they will be found accompanied

with an extensive catalogue of the places, for 1830, of the

principal fixed stars, one of the most useful and best .uranged

works of the kind which has ever appeared.

(335.) When the body from which the visual ray emanates is

itself in motion, an effect arises which is not properly speaking

aberration, though it is usually treated under that head

in astronomical books, and indeed confounded with it, to the

production of some confusion in the mind of the student.

The effect in question (which is independent of any theoretical

views respecting the nature of light*) may be explained as

follows. The ray by which we see any object is not that

which it emits at the moment we look at it, but that which it

did emit some time before, viz. the time occupied by light in

traversing the interval which separates it from us. The
aberration of such a body then arising from the earth's

velocity must be applied as a correction, not to the line join-

ing the earth's place at the moment of observation with that

occupied by the body at the same moment, but at that ante-

cedent instant when the ray quitted it. Hence it is easy

to derive the rule given by astronomical writers for the case

* The results of the undulatory and corpuscular theories of light, in the
matter of aberration are, in the main, the same. We say in the tnain. There
is, however, a minute difference even of numerical results. In the undulatory
doctrine, the propagation of light takes place with equal velocity in all direc-

tions, whether the luminary be at rest or in motion. In the corpuscular, with
an excess of velocity in the direction of the motion over that in the contrary

equal to twice the velocity of the body's motion. In the cases, then, of a body
moving with equal velocity directly to and directly from the earth, the aberra-

tions will be alike on the undulatory, but diilerent on the corpuscular hypothesis.

The utmost 'liiTerence which can arise from this cause in our sj/$lem cannot
ainouiii io buuvu iiiii iiiuusanuiiis ui a second.
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of a moving object. From the known laws of its motion and

the eartk\ calculate its apparent or relative angular motion in

the time taken by light to traverse its distance from the earth.

This is the total amount of its apparent misplacement, Its

effect is to displace the bodj observed in a direction contrary

to its apparent motion in the heavens. And it is a compound
or aggregate effect consisting of two parts, one of which is

the aberration, properly so called, resulting from the composi-

tion of the earth's motion with that of light, the other being

what is not inaptly termed the Equation of light, being the

allowance to be made for the time occupied by the light in

traversing a variable space.

(336.) The complete Reduction, as it is called, of an astro-

nomical observation consists in applying to the place of the

observed heavenly body as read off on the instruments (sup-

posed perfect and in perfect adjustment) five distinct and

independent corrections, viz. those for refraction, parallax,

aberration, precession, and nutation. Of these the correc-

tion for refraction enables us to declare whf t would have

been the observed place, were there no atmosphere to

displace it. That for parallax enables us to say from its

place observed at the surface of the earth, where it would

have been seen if observed from the centre. That for aberra-

tion, where it would have been observed from a motionless,

instead of a moving station : while the corrections for pre-

cession and nutation refer it to fixed and determinate instead

of constantly varying celestial circles. The great importance

of these coricctions, which pervade all astronomy, and have

to be Implied to every observation before it can be employed

for any practical or theoreticpl purpose, renders this recapitu-

lation far from superfluous.

(337.) Refraction has been already suflSciently explained.

Art. 40. and it h only, therefore, necessary here to add that

in its use as an astronomical correction its amoimt must be

applied in a contrary sense to that in which it affects the

observation ; a remark equi Uy applicable to all other cor-

rections.

(338.) The general nature of parallax or rather of paral-
I' 4
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lactic motion has also been explained in Art. 80. But

parallax in the uranographical sense of the word has a more

technical meaning. It is understood to express that optical

displacement of a body observed which is due to its being

observed, not from that point which we have fixed upon as a

conventional central station (from which we conceive the

apparent motion would be more simple in its laws), but from

some other station remote from such conventional centre : not

from the centre of the earth, for instance, but from its sur-

face : not from the centre of the sun (which, as we shall

hereafter see, is for some purposes a preferable conventional

station), but from that of the earth. In the former case

this optical displacement is called the diurnal or geocentric

parallax ; in the latter the annual or heliocentric. In either

case parallax is the correction to be applied to the apparent

place of tlie heavenly body, as actually seen from the station

of observation, to reduce it to its place as it would have been

seen at that instant from the conventional station.

(339.) The diurnal or geocentric parallax at any place of

the earth's surface is easily calculated if we know the distance

of the body, and, vice versd, if we know the diurnal parallax

that distance may be calculated. For supposing S the object,

C the centre of the earth,

A the station of observation

at its surface, and C A Z
the direction of a perpen-

dicular to the surface at A,

then will the object be seen

irom A in the direction A S,

and its apparent zenith dis*

tanco will be Z A S

;

whereas, if seen from the

centre, it will appear in the

direction C S, with an ac-

gular distance from the

zenith of A equal to Z C S

;

80 that ZAS—ZCS or

since by trigonometry C S : C A :: sin G A S = sia

A S C is the parallax. Now
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Z A S : sin A S G, it follows that the sine of the parallax

__ Badius of earth -vac >

—-rv-i FT—j~ X sin Z A S.
Distance of body

(340.) The diurnal or geocentric parallax, therefore, at a

given place, and for a given dist .nee of the body observed,

is proportional to the sine of its apparent zenith distance, and

is, therefore, the greatest when the body is observed in the

act of rising or setting, in which case its parallax is called

its horizontal parallax, so that at any other zenith distance,

parallax = horizontal parallax x sine of apparent zenith

distance, and since A C S is always less than Z A S it appears

that the application of the reduction or correction for parallax

always acts in diminution of the apparent zenith distance or

increase of the apparent altitude or distance from the Nadir,

I. e. in a contrary sense to that for refraction.

(341.) In precisely the same manner as the geocentric or

diurnal parallax refers itself to the zenith of the observer

for its direction and quantitative rule, so the heliocentric or

annual parallax refers itself for its law to the point in the

heavens diametrically opposite to the place of the sun as seen

from the earth. A.pplied as a correction, its effect takes place in

a plane passing through the sun, the curth, and the observed

body. Its effect is always to decrease its observed distance

from that point or to increase its angular distance from the

sun. And its sine is given by the relation. Distance of the

observed body from the sun : distance of the earth from the

sun:: sine of apparent angular distance of the body from

the sun (or its apparent elongation): sine of heliocentric

parallax. *

(342.) On a summary view of the whole of the urano-

graphicaJ corrections, they divide themselves into two classes,

those which do, and those which do not, alter the apparent

configurations of the heavenly bodies inter se. The former

are real, the latter technical corrections. The real corrections

are refraction, aberration and parallax. The technical are

* This account of the law of heliocentric parallax is in anticipation of what
follows M) a subsequent chapter, and will be better understood by the student
when iQincwhat farther advanctid.
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preoeesion and nutation, unless, indeed, we choose to consider

parallax as a technical correction introduced with a view to

simplification by a better choice of our point of eight.

(343.) The corrections of the first of these classes have

one peculiarity in respect of their law, common to them all,

which the student of practical astronomy will do well to fix

in his memory. They all refer themselves to definite apexes

or points of convergence in the sphere. Thus, refraction in its

apparent effect causes all celestial objects to draw together or

converge towards the zenith of the observer : geoftentric pa-

rallax, towards his Nadir : heliocentric, towards the place of

the sun in the heavens : aberration towards that point in the

celestial sphere which is the vanishing point of all lines pa-

rallel to the direction of the earth's motion at the moment, or

(as will be hereafter explained) towards a point in the great

circle called the ecliptic, 90° behind the sun's place in that

circle. When applied as corrections to an observation, these

directions are of course to be reversed.

(344.) In the quantitative law, too, which this class of cor-

rections follow, a like agreement takes place, at least as

regards the geocentric and heliocentric parallax and aberra-

tion, in all three of which the amount of the correction (or

more strictly its sine) increases in the direct proportion of the

sine of the apparent distance ofthe observed body from the apex

appropriate to the particular correction in question. In the

case of refraction the law is less simple, agreeing more nearly

with the tangent than the sine of that distance, but agreeing

with the others in placing the maximum at 90** from its apex.

(345.) As respects the order in which these corrections are

to be applied to any observation, it is as follows: 1. Refraction

;

2. Aberration ; 3. Qeocentrio Parallax ; 4. Heliocentric Pa-

rallax ; ff. Nutation ; 6. Precession. Such, at least, is the

order in theoretical strictness. But as the amount of aberra-

tion and nutation is in all cases a very minute quantity, it

matters not in what order they are applied ; so that for prac-

tical convenience they are always thrown together with the

precession, and applied aflter the others.
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CHAPTER VI.

OP THE sun's motion.
i '

. . -

APPARENT MOTION OP THE SUN NOT UNIFORM.—ITS APPARENT

DIAHRTER ALSO VARIABLE.—VARIATION OP ITS DISTANCE CON-

CLUDED.—ITS APPARENT ORBIT AN ELLIPSE ABOUT THE FOCUS.

—LAW OP THE ANGULAR VELOCITY.—EQUABLE DESCRIPTION

OP AREAS.—PARALLAX OP THE SUN.—ITS DISTANCE AND MAG-

NITUDE.—COPERNICAN EXPLANATION OF THE SUn's APPARENT
MOTION.—PARALLELISM OP THE EARTH's AXIS.— THE SEASONS.

— HEAT RECEIVED PROM THE SUN IN DIFFERENT PARTS OP THE
ORBIT.—EFFECT OF EXCENTRICITY OP THE ORBIT AND POSITION

OP ITS AXIS ON CLIMATE. —MEAN AND TRUE LONGITUDES OP THE

SUN. EQUATION OP THE CENTRE.— SIDEREAL, TROPICAL, AND
ANOMALISTIC YEARS.—PHYSICAL CONSTITUTION OF THE SUN.

—

IVS SPOTS.— FACULiE.—PROBABLE NATURE AND CAUSE OF THE

SPOTS.—RECENT DISCOVERIES OP MR. DAWES.—ROTATION OP

THE SUN ON ITS AXIS.— ITS ATMOSPHERE.— SUPPOSED CLOUDS.

— PERIODICAL RECURRENCE OP A MORE AND LESS SPOTTED STATE

or ITS SURFACE.

(346.) In the foregoing chapters, it has been shown that the

apparent path of the sun is a great circle of the sphere, whicli

it performs in a period of one sidereal year. From this it

follows, that the line joining the earth and sun lies constantly

in one plane ; and that, therefore, whatever be the real motion

from which this apparent motion arises, it must be confined

to one plane, which is called the plane of the ecliptic.

(347.) We have already seen (art. 146.) that the sun's

motion in right ascension among the stars is not uniform.

This is partly accounted for by the obliquity of the ecliptic,

in consequence of which equal variations in longitude do not

correspond to equal changes of right ascension. But if wo

observe the place of the sun doily throughout the year, by

the transit and circle, and from these calculate the longitude

for each day, it will still bo found that, even in its own proper
ii. Ji i. 1 -„_i.: !_ r r :r „ m,_

puiii, iia uppuruiib uu^uiui luuuuii is itu iiviu uuuuiui* xuv
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change of longitude in twenty-four mean solar hours averages

(f 59' 8'''33
; but about the 31st of December it amounts to

V V 9''-9, and about the Ist of July is only 0° 61' l\" 5.

Such are the extreme limits, and such the mean value of the

sun's apparent angular velocity in its annual orbit.

(348.) This variation of its angular velocity is accompanied

with a corresponding change of its distance from us. The

change of distance is recognized by a variation observed to

take place in its apparent diameter, when measured at diflfer-

cnt seasons of the year, with an instrument adapted for thnt

purpose, called the heliometer*, or, by calculating from the

time which its disc takes to traverse the meridian in the

transit instrument. The greatest apparent diameter corre-

sponds to the 1st of January, or to the greatest angular

velocity, and measures 32' 36 "-2, the least is 31' 32"-0
; and

corresponds to the 1st of July ; at which epochs, as we have

seen, the angular motion is also at its extreme limit cither

way. Now, as we cannot suppose the sun to alter its real

size periodically, the observed change, of its apparent size can

only arise from an actual change of distance. And the

sines or tangents of such small arcs being proportional to

the arcs themselves, its distances from us, at the above-named

epoch, must be in the inverse proportion of the apparent

diameters. It appears, therefore, that the greatest, the

mean, and the least distances of the sun from us are in the

respective proportions of the numbers I '01679, 1 00000, and

0'98321; and that its apparent angular velocity diminishes

as the distance increases, and vice versd.

(349.) It follows from this, that the real orbit of the sun,

as referred to the earth supposed at rest, is not a circle with

the earth in the centre. The situation of the earth within it

is excentricy the excentridty amounting to 0*0 1679 of the

mean distance, which may be regarded as our unit of measure

in this inquiry. But besides this, the form of the orbit is

not circular, but elliptic. If from any point O, taken to

represent the earth, we draw a liuo, O A, in some fixed

'nniat ihv iiiiit and )i*tp*it> to tnoutuiv.
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direction, from which we then set off a series of angles,

A O B, A O C, &c. equal to the observed longitudes oi the

sun throughout the year, and in

these respective directions mea-

sure off from O the distances

O A, O B, O C, &c. representing ml
the distances deduced from the

observed diameter, and then con-

nect all the extremities A, B, C,

&c. of these lines by a continuous curve, it is evident this will

be a correct representation of the relative orbit of the sun about

the earth. Now, when this is done, a deviation from the cir-

cular figure in the resulting curve becomes apparent ; it is found

to be evidently longer than it is broad— that is to say, ellip-

tic, and the point O to occupy, not the centre^ but one of the

foci of the ellipse. The graphical process here described is

sufficient to point out the general figure of the curve in ques-

tion ; but for the purposes of exact verification, it is necessary

to recur to the properties of the ellipse *, and to express the

distance of any one of its points in tehns of the angular situ-

ation of that point with respect to the longer axis, or diameter

of the ellipse. This, however, is readily done; and when nu-

merically calculated, on the supposition of the excentricity

being such as above stated, a perfect coincidence is found to

subsist between the distances thus computed, and those de-

rived from the measurement of the apparent diameter.

(350.) The mean distance of the earth and sun being taken

for unity, the extremes are 1*01679 and 0"98321. But if wo
compare, in like manner, the mean or average angular velocity

with the extremes, greatest and least, we shall find these to

bo in the proportions of 1-03386, 1-00000, and 0-96670.

The variation of the sun's angular velocity, then, is much
greater in proportion than that of its distance— fully twice

as great ; and if we examine its numerical expressions at dif-

ferent periods, comparing them with the mean value, and also

with the corresponding distances, it will be found, that, by

• e^ Conic Sevticns, by tha KeV. n. P. Hainiiion, or any other of the vtry

numerous works on thU sultjcct.
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whatever fraction of its mean value the distance exceeds the

mean, the angular velocity will fall shoit of its mean or average

quantity by very nearly twice as great a fraction of the latter,

and vi 'e versa. Hence we are led to conclude that the angular

velocity is in the Inverse proportion, not of the distance simply,

but of its square; so that, to compare the daily motion in

longitude of the sun, at one point. A, of its path, with that

at B, we must state the proportion thus :
—

O B" : O A' :: daily motion at A : dwly motion at B.

And this is found to be exactly verified in every part of the

orbit.

^ (351.) Hence we deduce another remarkable conclusion—
viz. that if the sun be supposed really to move around the

circumference of this ellipse, its actual speed cannot-be uni-

form, but must be greatest at its least distance and less at its

greatest. For, were it uniform, the apparent angular velocity

would be, of course, inversely proportional to the distance

;

simply because the same linear change of place, being produced

in the same time at different distances from the eye, muE,:;,

by the laws of perspective, correspond to apparent angular

displacements inversely as those distances. Since, then,

observation indicates a more rapid law of variation in the

angular velocities, it is evident that mere change of distance,

unaccompanied with a change of actual speed, is insufHoient

to account for it ; and that iue increased proximity of the sun

to the earth must be accompanied with an actual increase of

its real velocity of motion along its path.

• (352.) This elliptic form of the sun's p««.th, the excentric

position of the earth within it, and the unequal speed with

which it is actually traversed by the sun itself, all tend to

render the calculation of its longitude from theory (i. e. from

a knowledge of the causes and nature of its motion) difficult

;

and indeed impossible, so long as the law of its actual velocity

continues unknown. This /ato, however, is not immediately

apparent. It does not come forward, as it were, and present

itsolf at once, like the elliptic form of the orbit, by a direct

cum])an8on of angles and distances, but requires an attentive

consideration of the whole scries of observations registered
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during an entire period. It was not, therefore, without much
painful and laborious calculation, that it was discovered hj
Kepler (who was also the first to ascertain the elliptic form
of the orbit), and announced in the following terms :—Let a
line be always supposed to connect the sun, supposed in

motion, with the earth, supposed at rest; then, as the sun

moves along its ellipse, this line (which is called in astronomy

the radius vector) will describe or sweep over that portion of

the whole area or surface of the ellipse which is included

between its consecutive positions : and the motion of the sun
will be such that equal areas are thus swept over by the re-

volving radius vector in equal times, in whatever part of the

circumference of the ellipse the sun may be moving.

(353.) From this it necessarily follows, that in unequal

times, the areas described must be proportional to the times.

Thus, in the figure of art. 349. the time in which the sun

moves from A to B, is to the time in which it moves from C
to D, as the area of the elliptic sector A O B is to the area

of the sector DOC.
(354.) The circumstances of the sun's apparent annual

motion may, therefore, be summed up as follows:— It is

performed in an orb't lying in one plane passing through the

earth's .-entre, called the plane of the ecliptic, and whose pro-

jection on the heavens in the great circle so called. In this

plane its motion ia from west to east, or to a spectator look-

ing down on the plane of the elliptic from the northern side,

in a direction the reverse of that of the hands of a watch

laid face uppermost. In this plane, however, the actual

path is not circular, but elliptical ; haviing the earth, not in

its center, but in one focus. The excentricity of this ellipse

is 0*01679, in parts of a unit equal to the mean distance, or

half the longer diameter of the ellipse ; i. e. about one sixtieth

part of that semi-diameter ; and the motion of the sun in its

circumference is so regulated, that eciual areas of the ellipse

are passed over by the radius vector in equal times.

(355.) Whi t we have here stated supposes no knowledge

of the sun's actual distance from the earth, nor, consequently,

of the actual dimensions of its orbit, nor of the body of the
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6un itself. To come to any conclusions on these points, we
must first consider by what means we can airive at any

knowledge of the distance of ac object to which we have no

access. Now, it is obvious, that its parallax alone can afford

us any information on this subject. Suppose P A B Q to

represent the earth, C its centre, and S tlie sun, and A, B

two situations of a spectator, or, which comes to the same

thing, the stations of two spectators, both observing the sun

S at the same instant. The spectator A will see it in the

direction A Sa, and will refer it to a point a in the infinitely

distant sphere of the fixed stars, while the spectator B will

see it in the direction B S &, and refer it to b. The angle

included between these directions, or the measure of the

celestial arc a b, by which it is displaced, is equal to the angle

A S B ; and if this angle be known, and the local situations

of A and B, with the port of the earth's surface A B included

between them, it is evident that the distance C S may be

calculated. Now, since A S C (art. 339 ) is the parallax of

the sun as seen from A, and B S C as seen from B, the angle

A S B, or the total apparent displacement is the sum of the

two parallaxes. Suppose, then, two observers— one in the

northern, the other in the southern hemisphere— at stations

on the same reridian, to observe on the same day the meridian

altitudes of the sun's centre. Having thence derived the

apparent zenith distances, and cleared them of the effects of

rcfmction, if the distance of the sun were equal to that of the

fixed stars, the sum of the zenith distances thus found would

be precisely equal to tk^ sum of the latitudes north and south

of the places of observation. For the sum in question would

then be equal to the angle Z C X, which is the meridional

distance of the stations across tiie equator. But the effect

of parallax being in both cases to increase the apparent zenitli
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distances, their obs&nred sum will be greater than the sum
of the latitudes, by the sum of the two p&Tallaxes, or by the

angle A S B. This angle, then, is obtained by subducting

the sum of the north and south latitudes from that of the

zenith jistances; and this once determined, the horizontal

parallax is easily found, by dividing the angle so determined

by the sum of the sines of the two latitudes.

(356.) If the two stations be not exactly on the sam:.

meridian (a condition very difficult to fulfil), the same process

will apply, if we take care to allow for the change of the sun's

actual zenith distance in the interval of time elapsing between

its arrival on the meridians of the stations. This change is

readily ascertained, either from tables of the sun's motion,

grounded on the experience of a long course of observations,

or by actual observation of its meridional altitude on several

days before and after that on which the observations for

parallax are taken. Of course, the nearer the stations are to

each other in longitude, the less is this interval of time, and,

consequently, the smaller the amount of this correction ; and,

therefore, the less injurious to the accuracy of the final result

is any uncertunty in the daily change of zenith distance

which may arise from imperfection in the solar tables, or in

the observations made to determine it. y v ^r:^ tsjs

(357.) The horizontal parallax of the sun has been con-

cluded from observations of the nature above described, per-

formed in stations the most remote from each other in latitude,

at which observatories have been instituted. It has also been

deduced from other methods of a more refined nature, and

susceptible of much greater exactness, to be hereafter de-

scribed. Its amoimt so obtained, is about 8'''6. Minute as

this quantity is, there can be no doubt that it is a. tolerably

conact approximation to the truth; and in conformity with itj

we 'jmet admit the sun to be situated at a mean distance

from us, of no less than 23984 times the length of th9

earth's radius, or about 95000000 miles. 1. .' ..

(358.) That at so vast a distance the sun should appear to

as of the size it docs, and should so powerfully tnfiuence our

condition by its heat and light, requires us to form a very
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grand conception of its actual magnitude, and of the scale on

which those important processes are carried on within it, by

which it is enabled to keep up its liberal and unceasing supply

of these elements. As to its actual magnitude we can be at

no loss, knowing its distance, and the angles under which its

diameter appears to us. An object, placed at the distance of

95000000 miles, and subtending an angle of 32' 1", must have

a real diameter of882000 miles. Such, then, b the diameter of

this stn Dendous globe. If we compare it with what we have

already ascertained of the dimensions of our own, we shall

find that in linear magnitude it exceeds the earth in the pro<

portion 111^ to 1, and in bulk in that of 138447? to 1.

(359.) It is hardly possible to avoid associating our con-

ception of an object of definite globular figure, and of such

enormous dimensions, with some corresponding attribute of

massiveness and material solidity. That the sun is not a

mere phantom, but a body having its own peculiar structure

and economy, our telescopes distinctly inform us. They show

us dark spots on its surface, which slowly change their places

and forms, and by attending to whose situation, at different

times, astronomers have ascertained that the sun involves

about an axis nearly perpendicular to the plane of the

ecliptic, performing one rotation in a period of about 25 days,

and in the same direction with the diurnal rotation of

the earth, t. e. from west to east. Here, then, we have an

analogy with our own globe; the slower and more majestic

movement only corresponding with the greater dimensions of

the machinery, and impressing us with the prevalence of

similar mechanical laws, and of, at least, such a community

of nature as the existence of inertia and obedience to force

may argue. Now, in the exact proportion in which we invest

our idea of this immense bulk with the attribute of inertia, or

weight, it becomes difficult to conceive its circulation round

so comparatively small a body as the earth, without, on the

one hand, dn^ging it along, and displacing it, if bound to it

by. some invisible tie ; or, on the other hand, if not so held to

it, pursuing its course alone in space, and leaving the earth

UClllUVt.
Tf »>. ..„„„.>^ X i:j I - _-J --A It'
At Tvc uv/uiicui bwu Buiiu luttoacB uy a ruu, uuu ning

them aloft, we see them circulate about a point between them,
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which is their common centre of gravity ; but if one of them

be greatly more ponderous than the other, this common centre

will be proportionally nearer to that one, and even within its

surface ; so that the smaller one will circulate, in fact, about

the larger, which will be comparatively but little disturbed

from its place.

(360.) Whether the earth move round the sun, the sun

round the earth, or both round their common centre of

gravity, will make no difference, so far as appearances are

concerned, provided the stars be supposed sufficiently distant

to undei^ no sensible apparent parallactic displacement by
the motion so attributed to the earth. Whether they are so

or not must still be a matter of enquiry; ind from the absence

of any measureable amount of such displacement, we can con-

clude nothing but this, that the scale of the sidereal universe

is so great, that the mutual orbit of the earth and sun may
be regarded as an imperceptible point in comparison with the

distance of its nearest members. Admitting, then, in con-

formity with the laws of dynamics, that two bodies connected

with and reTolving about each other in free space do, in fact,

revolve about their common centre of gravity, which remains

immoveable by their mutual action, it becomes a matter of

further enquiry, whereabouts between them this centre is

situated. Mechanics teach us that its place will divide their

mutual distance in the inverse ratio of their weights or

masses* ; and calculations grounded on phenomena, of which

an account will be given further on, inform us that this ratio,

in the case of the sun and earth, is actually that of 354936

to 1,— the sun being, in that proportion, more ponderous

than the earth. Ft^ai this it will follow that the common
point about which they both circulate is only 267 miles from

the sun's centre, or about ^yVu^^ P^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^° diameter. .

(361.) Henceforward, then, in conformity with the above

statements, and with the Gopernican view of our system, we

must learn to look upon the sun as the comparatively motion-

less centre about which the earth performs an annual elliptic

orbit of the dimensions and excentricity, and with a velocity,

* Principia, lib. i. lex. iii. aor. 14.

U 2
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regolated aooording to the law above assigned; the sun

occupying one of the foci of the ellipse, and from that station

quietly disseminating on all sides its light and heat ; while

the earth travelling round it, and presentbg itself differently

to it at different times of the year and day, passes through

the varieties of day and night, summer and winter, which we

enjoy ; its motion (art. 354.) being from west to east.

(362.) In this annual motl a of the earth, its axis pre-

serves, at all times, the same direction as if the orbitual

movement had no existence ; and is carried round parallel to

itself, and pointing always to the same vanishing point in

the sphere of the fixed stars. This it is which gives rise to

the variety of seasons, as we shall now explain. In so doing,

we shall neglect (for a reason which will be presently ex-

plained) the ellipticity of the orbit, and suppose it a circle,

with the sun in the center and the four quadrants of its orbit

to be described in equal times, the motion in a circle being

uniform. ,

(363.) Let, then, S represent the sun, and A, B, C, D,
four positions of the earth in its orbit 90° apart, viz. A that

which it has at the moment when the sun is opposite to the

intersection of the plane of the ecliptic S//G, with that of

the equator F E, B that which it has a quarter of a year

subsequently or 90° of longitude in advance of A; C, 180"

and D, 270° in advance of A.* In each of these positions

* The figure by a mistake of the engraver is inverted right and left, so that
the earth ii made to move the wrong way round the sun— a point of no con-
equenee to the reasoning, and which the reader will rectify in imagination. < , .

M
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let P Q represent the axis of the earth, about which its

diurnal rotation is performed without interfering with its

annual motion in its orbit. Then, since the sun can only

enlighten one half of the surface at once, viz. that turned

towards it, the shaded portions of the globe in its several

positions will represent the dark, and the bright, the en-

lightened halves of the earth's surface in these positions.

Now, 1st, in the position A, the sun is vertically over the

intersection of tiie equinoctial F E and tiie ecliptic H G. It

is, therefore, in the vernal equinox ; and in this position the

poles P, Q, both fall on the extreme confines of tiie en-

lightened side. In this position^ therefore, it is day over

half the northern and half the southern hemisphere at once

;

and as the earth revolves on its axis, every point of its sur-

face describes half its diurnal course in light, and half in

darkness ; in other words, the duration of day and night is

here equal over the whole globe : hence the term equinox.

The same holds good at the autumnal equinox on t);^ posi-

tion C.

(364.) B is the position of tiie earth at tiie time of the

northern summer solstice. (See art. 389.) Here the north

pole P, and a considerable portion of the eartii's surface in

its neighbourhood, as far as B, are situated within tiie en-

lightened half. As the earth turns on its axis in tiiis position,

therefore, the whole of that part remuns constantly en-

lightened ; therefore, at this point of its orbit, or at this

season of the year, it is continual day at the north pole, and

in all that region of the earth which encircles this pole as far

as B— that is, to tiie distance of 23° 27' 30'' from the pole,

or within what is called in geography the arctic circle. On
the other hand, the opposite or south pole Q, witii all the

region comprised within the antarctic circle, as far as 23° 27'

30" from the south pole, are immersed at this season in dark-

ness during the entire diurnal rotation, so that it is here con-

tinual night.

(365.) With regard to that portion of the sur^itice compre-

hended between the arctic and antarctic circles, it is no less

evident that the nearer any point is to the north pole, the

Q3
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larger will be the portion of its diurnal course comprised

within the bright, and the smaller within the dark hemi-

sphere ; that is to say, the longer will be its day, and the

shorter its night. Every station north of the equator will

have a day of more and a night of less than twelve hours*

duration, and vice versd. All these phasnomena are exactly

inverted when the earth comes to the opposite point D of its

orbit. n4i.^ii.a^ ^fij, viia ,f-i. iun:^''i):,..\ ' 'U /.u ,r-;t •,--«,;.) f.

(366.) Now, the temperature of any part of the earth's

surface depends mainly on its exposure to the sun's rays.

Whenever the sun is above the horizon of any place, that

place is receiving heat ; when below, parting with it, by the

process called radiation; and the whole quantities received and

parted with in the year (secondary causes apart) must balance

each other at every station, or the equilibrium of temperature

(that is to say, the constancy which is observed to prevail in

the annual averages of temperature as indicated by the

thermometer) would not be supported. Whenever, then,

the sun remains more than twelve hours above the horizon of

any place, and less beneath, the general temperature of that

place will be above the average ; when the reverse, below.

As the earth, then, moves from A to B, the days growing

longer, and the nights shorter in the northern hemisphere,

the' temperature of every part of that hemisphere increases,

and we pass from spring to summer; while, at the same

time, the reverse obtains in the southern hemisphere. As the

earth passes from B to C, the days and nights again approach

to equality— the excess of temperature in the northern

hemisphere above the mean state grows less, as well as its

defect in the southern ; and at the autumnal equinox C, the

mean state is once more attained. From thence to D, and,

finally, round again to A, all the same phsenomena, it is

obvious, must again occur, but reversed,— it being now
winter in the northern and summer in the southern hemi-

sphere. .'Autn u« :

(367.) All this is consonant to observed fact. The con-

tinual day within the polar circles in summer, and night in

winter, the treneral increftRe of t^emperature and lensth of
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day OB the sun approaches the elevated pole, and the reversal

of the seasons in the northern and southern hemispheres, are

all facts too well known to require further comment. The
positions A, C of the earth correspond, as we have sud, to

the equinoxes ; those at B, D to the solstices. This term

must be explained. If, at any point, X, of the orbit, we
draw X P the earth's axis, and X S to the sun, it is evident

that the angle P X S will be the sun's polar distance. Now,
this angle is at its maximum in the position D, and at its mi-

nimum at B: being in the former case= 90"+ 23° 28'= 113*

28', and in the latter 90' -23** 28'= 66° 32'. At these

points the sun ceases to approach to ov to recede from the

pole, and hence the name solstice.

(368 a.) Let us next consider how these ; 'heenomena are

modified by the ellipticity of the earth's c^J.ifc and the posi-

tion of its longer axis with respect to the line of the solstices.

This ellipticity (art. 350.) is about one sixtieth of the mean
distance, so that the sun, at its greatest proximity is about

one thirtieth of its mean distance nearer us than when most

remote. Since light and heat are equally dispersed from the

sun in all directions, and are spread, in diverging, over the

surface of a sphere enlarging as they recede from the center,

they must diminish in intensity according to the inverse pro-

portion of the surfaces over which they are spread, t. e. in

the inverse ratio of the squares of the distances. Hence the

hemisphere opposed to the sun will receive in a given time,

when nearest, two thiri,.*« iha or one fifteenth more heat and

light than when most rc.Uiote, as may be shown by an easy

calculation.* Now, the sun's longitude when at its least dis-

tance from the earth (at which time it is said to be in perigee

and the earth in its perihelion f) is at present 280° 28' in

which position it is on the 1st of January, or eleven days

after the time of the winter solstice of the northern hemi-

sphere ; or, which is the same thing, the summer solstice of

the southern (art. 364.), while on the other hand the sun is

most remote (in apogee or the earth in its aphelion ^), when

• (!4)'=(«8)' 'ery nearly. =(?i)»=8Jtt-8« very nearly.=«.

f %*pi, about or in the neighbourhood of; yih the earth ; 1S\iOf, the sun.

\ iit6, away from.
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in longitude 100'' 28' or on the 2nd of July, t. e. eleven

days after the epoch of the northern summer or southern

winter solstice. We shall suppose, however, for simplicity of

explanation, the perigee and apogee to be coincident with

the solstice. At and about the southern summer solstice

then, the whole earth is receiving per diem the greatest

amount of heat that it can receive, and of this the southern

hemisphere receives the larger share, because its pole and the

whole region within the antarctic circle is in perpetual sun-

shine, while the corresponding northern regions lie in shadow.

On the other hand, at and about the northern summer solstice,

although it is true that the reverse conditions as to the

regions illuminated prevail, yet the whole earth is then re-

ceiving per diem less heat owing to the sun's remoteness : so

that on the whole if the seasons were of equal duration^ or in

other words, if the angular movement of the earth in its

elliptic orbit were uniform, the southern hemisphere would

receive more heat per annum than the northern, and would

consequently have a warmer mean temperature.

(.368 d.) Such, however, is not the case. The angular ve-

locity cf tbe earth in its orbit, as we have seen (art. 350.), is

not uniform, but varies in the inverse ratio of the square of

the sun's distance, that is, in the same precise ratio as his

heating power. The momentary supply of heat then re-

ceived by the earth in every point of its orbit varies exactly

as tlie momentary increase of its longitude, from which it

obviously follows, that equal amounts of heat are received

from the sun in passing over equal angles round it, in what-

ever part of the ellipse those angles may be situated. Sup-

posing the orbit, then, to be divided into two segments by any

straight line drawn through the sun, since equal angles in lon-

gitude (180°) are described on either side of this line, the

amount of heat received will be equal. In passing then from

either equinox to the other, the whole earth receives equal

amount of heat, the inequality in the intensities of aolar ra-

diation in the two intervals being precisely compensated by

the opposite inequality in the duration of the intervals them-
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selves; which amounts to about 7^ days, by which the

northern spring and summer are together longer than the

southern. For these intervals are to each other in the pro*

portion of the two unequal segments of the whole ellipse into

which the line of the equinoxes divides it. (See art 353.) .1

(368 c.) In what regards the comfort ci a climate and the

character of its vegetation, the intensity of a summer is

more naturally estimated by the temperature of its hottest

day, and that of a winter by its sharpest frosts, than by the

mere durations of those seasons and their total amount of heat.

Supposing the excentricity of the earth's orbit were very

much greater than it actually is ; the position of its perihe-

lion remaining the same ; it is evident that the characters of

the seasons in the two hemispheres would be strongly con-

trasted. In the northern, we should have a bhort but very

mild winter with a long but very cool summer — t. e. an ap-

proach to perpetual spring ; while the southern hemisphere

would be inconvenienced and might be rendered uninhabitable

by the fierce extremes caused by concentrating half the annual

supply of heat into a summer of very short duration and

spreading the other half over a long and dreary winter,

sharpened to an intolerable intensity of frost when at its cli-

max by the much greater remoteness of the sun.

(369.) As it is, the difference, except under peculiar cir-

cumstances, is not very striking, being masked to a certain

extent by the action of another very influential cause to be

explained in (art. 370.). This does not prevent, however,

the direct impression of the solar hent in the height of sum-

mer,— the glow and ardour of his rays, under a perfectly

clear sky, at noon, in equal latitudes and under equal circum-

stances of exposure,— from being materially greater in the

southern hemisphere than in the northern. One fifteenth is

too considerable a fraction of the whole intensity of sunshine

not to aggravate in a serious degree the sufferings of those

for instance who are exposed to it in thirsty deserts, without

shelter. The accounts of these sufferings in the interior of

Aiiafralia artk nf fJin mant frlrrhtful kind- and would seem far
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to exceed what have ever.been undergone by travellers in

the nortihern deserts of Africa.* rrsvi hnn i-nht^ /'Vj.r^*i «

V (369 a.) It must be observed moreover, that in estimating

the effect of any additional fraction (as one fifteenth) of solar

radiation on temperature, we have to consider as our unit,

not the number of degrees above a purely arbitrary zero

point (such as the freezing point of water or the zero of

Fahrenheit's scale) on which a thermometer stands in a hot

summer day, as compared with a cold winter one, but the

thermometric interval is between the temperatures it indi-

cates in the two cases, and that which it would indicate did

the sun not exist, which there is good reason to believe f

would be at least as low as 239° beloio zero of Fahrenheit.

And as a temperature of 100° Fahrenheit above zero is no

unconmion one iu a fair shade exposure under a sun nearly

vertical, we have to take one fifteenth of the sum of these

intervals (339°), or 23° Fahrenheit, as the least variation of

temperature under such circumstances which can reasonably

be attributed to the actual variation of the sun's distance.

(369 b.) In what has been premised we have supposed the

situation of the axis of the earth's orbit to coincide with

the line of the solstices, neglecting the difference of about

eleven days' motion at present existing between them. But
this near coincidence has not always been the state of things,

and will not always continue to be so. By the effect of pre-

cession (art. 312.), both the line of equinoxes and those of

solstices retreat on the ecliptic by an annual angular move-

ment of 50"' 1, which cause alone would carry them round,

with respect to the axis of the earth's ellipse through a com-

plete revolution, in 25868 years. And in this period, sup-

posing the axis to retain a fixed position, the perihelion would

come to coincide successively in longitude with both the sol-

* See the account of Captnin Sturt's ciploration in Athenvum, No. 1019.
" The ground was klnHMt a molten aurfaot. and if a match accidentally full upon
it, it immediately ignited " The author hax obterved the temperature of the
lurface soil in South Africa as high as 159° Fahrenheit. An ordinary luci.

fer match doe* not ignite when simply pressed upon a smooth surface at 91 9°,

but in thtaelof withdrawing it, it takes fire, and the slightest friction upon such
a surface of course ignitcsHt.

t 8m SIsTsoiioLCsr, £.-:cjv!. Urit. (nsw •diiion) Art. S6.

I.;

direi
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stices and with both the equinoxes Bat, besides this, owing

to the operation of causes hereafter to be explained, the axis

does not remain so fixed, but shifts its position, with a much
slower angular movement, of 11 ''*8 per annum in the opposite

direction to that in which precession carries the line of equi-

noxes, and by which movement alone, if uniformly continued,

the direction of the axis itself would be carried entirely round

the whole circumference of the ecliptic in an immensely long

period (no less than 109830 years). Thus then we see that the

vernal equinox and the perihelion recede from each other by

the joint annusd amount of 61'''9 or a degree in 58 '16 yeara,

which is, in effect, the same as if the perihelion made a com-

plete revolution with reference to a fixed equinox in 20984

years. In consequence of this joint variation then, the place

of the perihelion must have coincided with the vernal equi-

nox (or have been situated in longitude 0") about 4000 years

before the Christian era, and in longitude 90° about a.d.

1250, and will be situated in longitudes 180° and 270° respec-

tively about the year a.d. 6500 and 11700. At the latter of

these epochs, the case we have considered in the foregoing

articles (368 a. et seq.) will be reversed, and the extreme sum-

mer and winter of the southern hemisphere will be trans-

ferred to the northern.

(369 c.) In the immense periods which geologists contem-

plate in tho past history of the earth, this alternation of cli-

mates must have happened, not once only, but tho'jbauds of

times, and it is not impossible that some of the Lfidicnuons

which they have discovered of the prevalence at soma for^

mer epoch or epochs of widely different climates from the

present in the northern hemisphere, may be referable, in part

at least, to this cause, though we are very far from supposing

it competent (even taken in conjunction with other variations

to be explained further on, which will sometimes go to ex-

aggerate ai^d sometimes to palliate its influence,) to account

for the whole of the changes which appear to have taken

place.*

* M. Kcynaud (Extrait At Philotophle religieuie. .Paris: Imprimerie Du-
vergnr), from whom we have borrowed the latter part of this interetlinj[ specu-

lation, attributes more influence to this cause, in historical times, than we should
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; (370.) A conclusion of a very remarkable kind, recently-

drawn by Professor Dove from the comparison of thermome-

trie observations at different seasons in very remote regions

of the globe, may appear on first sight at variance with much
that is above stated. That eminent meteorologist has shown,

by taking at all seasons the mean ofthe temperatures ofpoints

diamelrically opposite to each otiier, that liie mean tempera-

ture of the whole earth*s surface in June considerably exceeds

that in December. This result, which is at variance with

tlio greater proximity of the sun in December, is, however,

due to a totally different and very powerful cause,— the greater

amount oi laud in that hemisphere which has its summer

solstice in June (t. e. the northern, see art. 3G2.); and the

fact is so explained by him. The effect of land under sun-

shine is to throw heat into the general atmosphere, and so

distribute it by the carrying power of the latter over the

whole earth. Water is much less effective in this respect,

the heat penetrating its depths, and being there absorbed

;

so that the surface never acquires a very elevated tempera-

ture even under the equator.

(371.) The great key to simplicity of conception in astro-

nomy, and, indeed, in all sciences where motion is concerned,

consists in contemplating every movement as referred to points

which are either permanently fixed, or so nearly so as that

their motions shall be too small to interfere materially with

and confuse our notions. In the choice of these primary

points of reference, too, we must endeavour, as far as possible,

to select such as have eimple and symmetrical geometrical

relations of situation witli respect to the curves described by

the moving parts of the system, and which are thereby fitted

to perform the office of natural centers— advantageous sta-

bs dUiKwed to allow it when, for intUnoe, ha would explain by it the almoat

totul liiMppvarance of tiic date paltn from Judna siticu tliu time uf Pliny, at

which it appears to have fluurished in perfection. At that epoch, however,

the perihelion occupied a situation only 90° fVora the December tohiice ; which

impliei a diffcronoe between the sun's perihulial and solstioial diktanees not ex>

ceeding a thousandth part of its mean distance, corresponding to a difTerenee of a

five-hundredth part in the solar radiation. The aflTeot of 'his, reckoned on t>k«

principles explained in the text, would not exceed two-thirds of a degrca

Fahr. in the miJaummcr temperature of Judasa at noon. See also hia ** Dii-

cours sur la Cuustitutiun phyuiiuo d? U Terre" 'yMttcjfcisp&iii Numvatif.)

tio:

att

by

imi
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tions for the eye of reason and theory. Having learned to

attribute an orbital motion to the earth, it oses this advan-

tage, which is transferred to the sun, as the fixed center about

which its orbit is performed. Precisely as, when embarrassed

by the earth's diurnal motion, we have learned to transfer, in ^

imagination, our station of observation from its surface to its

center, by the application of the diurnal parallax ; so, when
we come to inquire into the movements of the planets, we
shall find ourselves continually embarrassed by the orbital

motion of our point of view, unless, by the consideration of

the annual or heliocentric parallax, we consent to refer all our

observations on them to the center of the sun, or rather to the

-common center of gravity of the sun, and the other bodies

which are connected with it in our system.

(372.) Hence arises the distinction between the geocentric

and heliocentric place of an object. The former refers its

situation in space to an imaginary sphere of infinite radius,

having the center of the earth for its center— the latter to

one concentric with the sun. Thus, when we speak of the

heliocentric longitudes and latitudes of objects, we suppose the

spectator situated in the sun, and referring them by circles

perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic, to the great circle

markea out in the heavens by the infinite prolongation of

that plane. 'v rhwiv'-

(373.) The point in the imaginary concave of an infinite

heaven, to which a spectator in the. sun refers the earth, must,

of course, be diametrically opposite to that to which a spec-

tator on the earth refers the b^. 's center ; consequently the

Leiiocentric latitude of the earth is always nothing, and its

heliocentric longitude always equal to the sun*s geocentric

longitude + 180°. The heliocentric equinoxes and solstices

are, the: < vjre, the same as the geocentric reversely named

;

and to conceive them, w ''vzve only to imagin<> " plane passing

through the sun's center, parallel to the ea • i equator., nnd

prolonged infinitely on all sides. The line ot intersectiua of

this plane and the plane of the ecliptic is the line of ' ,
inoxes,

and the solstices are 90° distant from it.

(374.) Were the earth's orbit n circle, described with a

uniform velocity about the sun placed in its center, nothing
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could le easier than to calculate its position at any time with

respect to the line of equinoxes, or 'ts loiigitude, for we should

onlT have to reduce to numbers the proportion fclijwing; viz.

One year : the time elapsed ; ? J?CO' : tho an; of longitude

pai'ssed over. The longitude fjo caiowlated is callvu in •astro-

nomy the mean longitii a 3 of ti <> cartu. Bui. sii (> i;he earth's

orbil. is neither cIrcuUu.. nor vruiformly desoribod, this rule

will iiot give u» i:he true pL.^e in the orbit at any proposed

moroeni. Nevenioless, as the excentricity anfl deviation

£ro!n a circle are small. tl\e trv.': place wiil niiw.r deviate very

far from t^at so deLermiaed (which, for distinction's sake^ is

called the mean jp/ace), nci j;he former i^-.^yat tJl times be

calculated from the lattor, by applying to it a correction or

etfuo^tax'. (as it is termed), whose amount is never very great,

»nd whose computation is a question of pure geometry,

dt pending on the equable description of areas by the earth

about the sun. For since, In elliptic motion according to

Kepler's law above stated, eireas not angles are described

uniformly, the proportion urust now be stated thus;—One
year : the time elapsed : : the whole area of the ellipse : the

area of the sector swept over by the radius vector in that time.

This area, therefore, becomes known, and it is then, as above

observed, a problem of pure geometry to ascertain the angle

about the sun (X S Z, ^g. art. 362.), which corresponds to any

proposed fractional area of the whole ellipse supposed to be

oonuu^ied in tiie sector X Z S. Suppose we set out from X,
the perihelion, then will the angle X S Z at first increase more

rapidly than the mean longitude^ «l . Ul, therefore, during

the whole semi-revolution from A to M, exceed *it m amount

;

or, in other words, the true place will be iu advance of the

mean : at M, one half the year will have elapsed, and one

half the orbit have been described, whether it be circular or

elliptic. Here, then, the mean and true places coincide ; but

in all the other half of the or^v; Trom M to A, the true T)lace

will fidl short of the mean, i^v ut M the angular motion is

slowest, and the true plac - u this point begins to lag

behind the mean—to v < up with it, however, as it

anproachog A, where i' • ;vc movQ overtakes it. ....
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: (37 J.) The quantity by which the true longitude of the

eartl* differs from the mean longitude is called the equation

of the center, and is additive during all the half-year in which

the earth pasres from A to M, beginning at 0° (/ 0", increasing

to a maximum, and again diminishing to zero at M ; after

which it becomes subtractive, attains a maximum of sub-

tractive magnitude between M and A, and again diminishes

to at A. Its maximum, both additive and subtractive, is

(376.) By applying, then, to ihe earth's mean longitude

the equation of the center corresponding to any given time

at which we would ascertain its plaxse, the true longitude

becomes known ; and since the sun is always seen from the

earth in 180° more longitude than the earth from the sun, in

this way also the sun's true place in the ecliptic becomes

known. The calculation of the equation of the center is

performed by a table constructed for that purpose, to be

found in all « Solar Tables." .. ,.

(377.) The maximum value of the equation of the center

depends only on the ellipticity of the orbit, and may be ex-

pressed in terms of the excentricity. Vice versd, therefore,

if the former quantity can be ascertained by observation, the

latter may be derived from it ; because, whenever the law,

or numerical connection, between two quantities is known,

the one can always be determined from the other. Now, by

assiduous observation of the sun's transits over the meridian,

we can ascertain, for every day, its exact right ascension, and

thence conclude its longitude (art. 309.). After this, it is

easy to assign the angle by which this observed longitude ex-

ceeds or falls short of the mean ; and the greatest amount of

this excess or defect which occurs in the whole year is the

muximum equation of the center. This, as a means of ascer-

tainiiig the eccentricity of the orbit, is a far more easy and

'accurate method than that of concluding the sun's distance by

measuring its apparent diameter. The results of the two

methods > ^mcid**, h&w^eve:
,
perfectly. '-*

' < •••• - «

(378.) If the ecliptic coincided with the equinoctial, the

enect of the equation of the center, by disturbing the unifor-
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mity of the sun's apparent motion in longitude, would cause

an inequality in its time of coming on the meridian on suc-

cessive days. When the sun's center comes to the meridian,

it is apparent noon, and if its motion in longitude were uni-

form, and the ecliptic coincident with the equinoctial, this

would always coincide with the mean noon, or the stroke of

12 on a well-regulated solar clock. But, independent of the

want of uniformity in its motion, the obliquity of the ecliptic

gives rise to another inequality in this respect; in conse-

quence of which, the sun, even supposing its motion in the

ecliptic uniform, would yet alternately, in its time of attain-

ing the meridian, anticipate and fall short of the mean noon

as shown by the clock. For the right asceneion of a celestial

object forming a side of .. right-angled spherical triangle, of

which its longitude is the hypothenuse, it is clear that the

uniform increase of the latter must necessitate a deviation

from uniformity in the increase of the former.

(31 9.) These two causes, then, acting conjointly, produce,

in fact, a very considerable fluctuation in the time as shown

per clock, when the sun really attains the meridian. It

amounts, in fact, to upwards of half an hour ; apparent noon

sometimes taking place as much as 16^ miu. before mean
noon, and at others as much as 14^ min. after. This differ-

ence I'^ween apparent and mean noon is called the equation

of time, and is calculated and iiiserted in ephemerides for

every day of the year, under that title : or else, which comes

to the same thing, the moment, in mean time, of the sun's

culmination for each day, is set down as an astronomical

phenomenon to be observed. v « ; ^^^n n

(380.) As the sun, in its apparent annual course, is carried

along the ecliptic, its declination is continually varying be-

tween the extreme limits of 23° 27' 30'' north, and as much
south, which it attains at the solstices. It is consequently

always vertical over some part or other of that zone or belt

of the earth's surface which lies between the north and south

parallels of 23° 2V 30''. These parallels are called in geo-

graphy the tropica ; the northern one that of Cancer, and the

southern, of Capricorn ; because the sun, at the r*^ pective

«,

j.i»..jeik
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solstices, is situated in the diyisions, or signs of the ecliptic

so denominated. Of these signs there are twelve, each oc-

cupying 30° of its circumference. They commence at the

vernal equinox, and are named in order— Aries, Taurus,

Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius,

Capricornus, Aquarius, Pisces.* They are denoted also by

the following symbols : — Tj 8, n, o, A> >>Rj <£^, rn.) tt

Vf, :::, K. Longitude itself is also divided into signs,

degrees, and minutes, &c. Thus 5' 27° 0' corresponds to

177° 0'.

(381.) These Signs are purely technical subdivisions of

the ecliptic, commencing from the actual equinox, and are

not to be confounded with the constellations so called (and

sometimes so symbolized). The constellations of the zodiac,

as they now stand arranged on the ecliptic, are all a full

''sign" in advance or anticipation of their symbolic cog-

nomens thereon marked. Thus the constellation Aries

actually occupies the sign Taurus b, the constellation

Taurus, the sign Gemini n , and so on, the signs having re-

treated f among the stars (together ^Ith. the equinox their

origin), by the e^iect of precession. The briffht star Spica in

the constellation Virgo (a Virginis), by ti;^ bservations of

Hipparchus, 128 years B.C., preceded, or was westward of the

autumnal equinox in longitude by 6°. In 1750 it followed

or stood eastward of the same equinox by 20° 21'. Its place

then, as referred to the ecliptic at the former epoch, would be

in longitude 5* 24° O', or in the 24th degree of the sign Si,

whereas in the latter epoch it stood in the 21st degree of nfi,

the equinox having retreated by 26° 21' in the interval, 1878

years, elapsed. To avoid this source of "^'.snnderstanding, the

use of " signs" and their symbols in tLu .xcij^oning of celestial

longitudes is now almost entirely abandoned, and the ordi-

nary reckoning (by degrees, &c. from to 360) adopted in

!$

• Tliey may be remembered by the following memorial hexameters :

—

Sunt Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo,
''

^
Libraque, Scorpius, Arcitcnens, Caper, Amphora, Pisces.

f Retreated is here used with reference to hngitude, not to the apparent

diurnal motion.

B
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its place, and the names Aries, Virgo, &c. are becoming re

stricted to the constellations so called.* >"' -

('^82.) When the sun is in either tropic, it enlightens, as

7c ive seen, the pole on that side the equator, and shines

'ovei' or beyond it to the extent of 23"* 27' 30". The parallels

of latitude, at this distance from either pole, are called the

polar circles, and are distinguished from each other by the

names arctic and antarctic. ^The regions within these circles

are someti"i^ i:.uk'idfri<jfidzo7ies, while the belt between

the tropics is called the torrid zone, and the intermediate

belts temperaie zones. These last, however, are mei oly names

given for the sake of naming ; as, in fact, owing to the

different distribution of land and sea in the two hemispheres,

zones of climate are not co-terminal with zones of latitude.

(383.) Our seasons are determined by the appa-'er^t pas-

sages of the axzn across the equinoctial, and its alternate ai rival

in the northern and southern hemisphere. Were the equinox

invariable, this would happen ac intervals precisely equal to

the duration of the sidereal year; ^ Jt, in fact, o\\ t to the

slow conical motion of the earth's axis described in a*^ 317 ,

the equinox retreats on the ecliptic, and meets the advw icing

sun somewhat before the whole sidereal circuit is complr' d.

The annual retreat of the equinox is 50''' 1, and this arc i»

described by the sun in the ecliptic in 20" 19" '9. By so

much stiorter, then, is the periodical return of our seasons

than the true sidereal revolution of the earth round the sun.

As 'he lattei 'criod, or sidereal year, is equal to 365* 6** 9°*

9'*6, it follows, then, that the former must be only 365* 5''

4gm 4«y».7 . amj thjg ig what is meant by the tropical year.

(384.) W' aave already meuiioncd that the longer axis of

the ellipse described by the eai a\ has a slow motion of 11 "'8

per annum in vance. From thib it results, that when the

earth, Sc 'ng o.it from the perihelion, has completed one

sidereal iod he perihelion will have moved forward by

* When, however, the place of the sun is spoken of, the old usage prevails.

Thus, if we say "the sun is in Aries," it would be interpreted to mean l)etwcen
0° and 30° of longitude. So, also, " the first point of Aries" is still understood
to mean the vernal, and •• the first point of Libra," the autumnal equinox j and
so in a few other cases.

nga
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1 1"*8, which arc must he descrihed by the earth bcifore it can

ngain reach the perihelion. In so doing, it occupies 4"" 39*'7,

and this must therefore be added to the sidereal period, to

give the interval between two consecutive returns to the

perihelion. This interval, then, is 365"* 6^ 13'»49»-3*, and is

whatiscalled the anomalistic year. All these periods have their

uses in astronomy ; but that in which mankind in general are

most interested is the tropical T/ear, on which the return of the

seasons depends, and whichwe thus perceive to be a compound

phtenomenon, depending chiefly and directly on the annual

revolution of the earth round the sun, but subordinately also,

and indirectly, on its rotation round its own axis, which is

wliaf >cca8ion8 the precession of the equinoxes ; thus afford-

ing an instructive example of the way in which a motion,

once admitted in any part of our system, may be traced in

its influence on others with which at first sight it could not

possibly be supposed to have any thing to do.

(385.) As a rough consideration of the appearance of the

earth points out the general roundness of its form, and more

exact inquiry has led us first to the discovery of its elliptic

figure, and, in the further progress of refinement, to the per-

ception of minuter local deviations from that figure ; so, in

investigating the solar motions, the first notion we obtain

is that of an orbit, generally speaking, round, and not far from

a circle, which, on more careful and exact examination, proves

to be an ellipse of small excentricity, and described in con-

formity with certain laws, as above stated. Still minuter

enquiry, however, detects yet smaller deviations again from

this form and from these laws, of ivliich we have a specimen

in the slow motion of the axia of t)ie orbit spoken of in art.

372. ; and which are generally comprehended under the name

of perturbations and secular inequalities. Of these deviations,

and their causes, we shall speak hereafter at length. It is the

triumph of physical astronomy to have rendered a complete

account of them all, and to have left nothing unexplained,

* Those numl)ers, as well as most of the other numerical data of our system,

are taken from Mr, Bully's Astronomical Tables and Formulae.

b2 .i--i',h . '^.l
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either in the motions of the sun or in those of sny other

of the bodies of our system. But the nature of this explana-

tion cannot be understood till we have developed the law of

gravitation, and carried it into its more direct consequences.

This will be the object of our three following chapters ; in

which we shall take advantage of the proximity of the moon,

and its immediate connection with and dependence on the

earth, to render it, as it were, a stepping-stone to the general

explanation of the planetary movements. We shall conclude

this by describing what is known of the physical constitution

of the sun.

(386.) When viewed through powerful telescopes, provided

with coloured glasses, to take off the heat, which would

otherwise injure our eyes, the sun is observed to have fre-

quently large and perfectly black spots upon it, surrounded

with a kind of border, less completely dark, called a pe-

numbra. Some of these are represented at a, ft, c, </, in

Plate I. fig. 2., at the end of this volume. They are, how-

ever, not permanent. When watched from day to day, or

even from hour to hour, they appear to enlarge or contract,

to change their forms, and at length to disappear altogether,

or to break out anew in parts of the surface where none

were before. In such cases of disappearance, the central

dark spot always contracts into a point, and vanishes before

the border. Occasionally they break up, or divide into two

or more, and in those cases offer every evidence of that

extreme mobility which belongs only to the fluid state, and

of that excessively violent agitation which seems only com-

patible with the atmospheric or gaseous state of matter.

The scale on which their movements take place is immense.

A single second of angular measure, as seen from the earth,

corresponds on the sun's disc to 461 miles; and a circle of

this diameter (containing therefore nearly 167000 square

miles) is the least space which can be distinctly discerned on

the sun as a visible area. Spots have been observed, however,

whose linear diameter has been upwards of 45000 miles*;

• Mayer, Obs. Mar. 15. 1758.

ci\Jus diameter=
2I,

diam. solis."

" Ingens macula in sole conspicicI>atur,
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and even, if some records ore to be trusted, of very much
greater extent.* That such a spot should close up in six

weeks' time (for they seldom last much longer), its borders

must approach at the rate of more than 1000 miles a day.

(387.) Many other circumstances tend to corroborate this

view of the subject. The part of the sun's disc not occupied

by spots is far from uniformly bright. Its ground is finely

mottled with an appearance of minute, dark dots, or poreSf

which, when attentively watched, are found to be in a con-

stant state of change. There is nothing which represents so

faithfuUy this appearance as the slow subsidence of some

fiocculent chemical precipitates in a transparent fluid, when
viewed perpendicularly from above: so faithfully, indeed,

that it is hardly possible not to be impressed with the idea of

a luminous medium intermixed, but not confounded, with a

transparent and non-luminous atmosphere, either floating as

clouds in our air, or pervading it in vast sheets and columns

like flame, or the streamers of our northern lights, directed

in lines perpendicular to the surface.! - y

* Half the sun's disc is said in certain ancient annals to have been obscured
by spots. This is monstrous— but on at least two occasions before the inven-

tion of telescopes spots have been seen with the naked eye. M. Gautier (Bibl.

Univ. de Geneve, July and Aug. 1852) mentions as one of the largest spots on
record, that observed by Sir W. Herschel, in 1779, which he there states to have
been 470" in diameter, or 15*7 times that ofthe earth. I have not been able to

verify the citation. The great spot of 1779 mentioned by Sir W. H. (Phil.

Tr. 1795) as having been seen with the naked eye, consisted, he says, of two

1
tarts, the largest of which " measured 1' 8"-06 in diameter, which is equal in

engtli to more than 31000 miles." " Both together," he adds, " must certainly

have extended above 50000." This corresponds to 11 S" which is not a fourth

part of M. Gautier's quantity ; moreover, 470" on the sun's disc corresponds, not

to 15-7, but to 27 '3 diameters of the earth.

—

(Note added m 1858.)

t llie light emanating immediately from the sun shows no sign of polariza-

tion whether radiating from the central or circumferential portions of its disc.

This has been adduced as affording a direct experimental proof of the gaseous

nature of the surface from which its light proceeds. It is argued that the light

emitted by incandescent solid or fluid terrestrial bodies at great obliquities to

their surfaces, is always found to be partially polarized in a plane perpendicular

to that in which the angle of emanation lies, and that consequently such cannot

be the nature of the solar surface. In former editions of this work, I have
passed this argument sub silentio, and should not have thought it necessary now
to enter a protest against its validity (resting as it does on authority of one of the

greatest names in optical science), but that I find it prominently put forward and
repeated and strongly insisted on in recent works of conspicuous merit. (Kos-
mos, paii$im, especially vol. iii. pp. 47., 284., and notes ^^9., 483. transl.; Gautier

on the Sun, Bibl. Univ. 1852; Vaughan, Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1857; Athensum,
No. 1560, &C.&C.) The fallacy consists in the assumption that the surface

r3
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(388.) Lastly, in the ueighbourhood of great spots, or ex-

tensive groups of them, large spaces of the surface are often

observed to be covered with strongly marked curved or

branching streaks, more luminous than the rest, called facitlcB,

and among these, if not already existing, spots frequently

break out. They may, perhaps, be regarded with most pro-

bability as the ridges of immense waves in the luminous

regions of the sun's atmosphere^ indicative of violent agitation

in their neighbourhood. They are most commonly, and best

seen, towards the borders of the visible disc, and their

appearance is as represented in Plate I. fig. 1.

(389.) But what are the spots? Many fanciful notions

have been broached on this subject, but only one seems to

have any degree of physical probability, viz. that they are

the dark, or at least comparatively dark, solid body of th'^

sun itself, laid bare to our view by those immense fluctuations

in the luminous regions of Its atmosphere, to which it appears

to be subject. Respecting the manner in which this dis-

closure takes place, different ideas again have been advocated.

Lalandti (art. 3240.) suggests, that eminences in the nature

of mountains are actually laid bare, and project above the

luminous ocean, appearing black above it, while their shoal-

ing declivities produce the pen umbrae, where the luminous

fluid is less deep. A fatal objection to this theory is the

uniform shade of the penumbra and its sharp termination,

both inwards, where it joins the spot, and outwards, where

from which the light entanatus a*, the borders of the Kun t« necessarily very

ob1i(|Uc to the visual ray by which we see it ; which, though true of the general

surface regarded as a portion of a sphere 88(XX)0 miles in diameter, is not so of

ouch particular square foot or square inch which, not being obscured from sight

by intervening protuberances, may send out ravd to reach the eye of a terres-

trial spectator. Supposing the sun to be an incandescent solid not more rough

tliuH tite earth or !h^ moon, it is obvious that whether from the centre or from the

borders, the light by -vhich we see it must consist of a mixture of rays emer-
gent from the local surface at every possible angle of obliquity and in every

possible plane without the sinailest preference. A luminous porti(m of the sun's

surface occu, ying the ten thousandtli part of a square second, would correspond

to a sectional area of the visual beam upwatds of twenty square miles In extent,

admitting every variety of plain, precipice, slope, or rugged ground. The
general surface of a forest seen on the horizon is parallel to the miithematienl

horizon, but who would assert that the ray by which its extreme visible leaf is

seen, necessarily emanates from that leaf at any one obli(|uity or in any one
plan" of emergence rather than any other?

—

{^Nole ad*led in inis.)
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it borders on the bright surface. A more probable view has

been taken by Sir William Herschel*, who considers the

luminous strata of the atmosphere to be sustained far above

the level of the solid body by a transparent elastic medium,

carrying on its upper surface (or rather, to avoid the former

objection, at some considerable/ lower level within its depth) a

cloudy stratum which, being strongly illuminated from above,

reflects a considerable portion of the light to our eyes, and

forms a penumbra, while the

solid body shaded by the clouds

reflects none. (See Jiff.) The

temporary removal of both the

strata, but more of the upper

than the lower, he supposes

eflected by powerful upward

currents of the atmosphere,

arising, perhaps, from spiracles

in the body, or from local

agitations.

(389 a.) Such was the state of our knowledge of the ap-

pearance and constitution of the solar spots at the time when

this work first issued from the press. But in 1851, a further

step towards penetrating the mystery of the'r nature was

made by that excellent and indefatigable observer Mr.

Dawes, who availing himself of the ingenious contrivance

described in (art. 204 e.) has been enabled to scrutinize the

interior of the pcnunbras of the spots, under high magnifying

powers, in perfect security and with all the advantage

which the absence of extraneous glare confers on the exami-

nation of feebly illuminated objects. So viewed, he has

found the blacker portions occupying the middle of the pe-

numbra, and which to former observers appeared so dark

and so uniform as to leiul them to believe it to be the sun's

actual surface seen through an aperture in an exterior en-

velope—to be, itself, only an additional and inferior stratum

of very fetbly luminous (or illuminated) matter, which he

has called " the cloudy stratum," which again in its turn is

* Phil. Trnns. I8UI.

r4
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frequently seen to be pierced with a smaller and usually

much more rounded aperture, which would seem at length

to afford a view of the real solar surface of most intense

blackneso. Figs. 4. 5. PL 1., represent spots so seen on

23rd December, 1851, and 17th January, 1852. In tracing

the changes in the spots, from day to day, Mr. Dawes has

also been led to conclude, that, in many instances, they have

a movement of rotation about their own centers. This was

particularly remarkable in the spot of 17th January, which

between that date and 23rd January had mvolred in its

own plane through an angle of more than 90*^; the " cloudy

stratum,*' with its central aperture, presenting itself under

the aspect represented at b fig. 5., instead of that at a,

which it originally had, its general form remaining all the

while unchanged.

(390.) Wlien the spots are attentively watched, their

situation on the disc of the sun is observed to change. They
advance regularly towards its western limb or border, where

they disappear, and are replaced by others which enter at the

eastern limb, and which, pursuing their respective courses,

in their turn disappear at the western. The apparent

rapidity of this movement is not uniform, as it would be were

the spots dark bodies passing, by an independent motion of

their own, between the earth and the sun ; but is swiftest in

the middle of their paths across the disc, and very slow at its

borders. This is precisely what would be the case supposing

them to Appertain to and make part of the visible surface of

the sun's globe, and to be carried round by a uniform rota-

tion of that globe on its axis, so that each spot should de-

scribe a circle parallel to the sun's equator, rendered elliptic

by the effect of perspective. Their apparent paths also

across the disc conform to this view of their nature, being,

generally speaking, ellipses, much elongated, concentric with

the sun's disc, each having one of its chords for its longer

axis, and all these axes parallel to each other. At two
periods of the year only do the spots appear to describe

straight lines, viz. on and near to the 11th of June and 12th

of December, on which days, therefore, the pUne of tlio
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circle, which a spot situated on the sun's equator describes

(and consequently, the plane of that equator itself), passes

through the earth. Hence it is obvious, that the plane of

the sun's equator is inclined to that of the ecliptic, and

intersects it in a line which passes through the place of the

earth on these days. The situation of this line, or the line

of the nodes of the sutCs equator as it is called, is, therefore,

defined by the longitudes of the earth as seen from the sun

at those epochs, which are respectively 80° 2V and 260° 21'

(= 80° 21' + 180°) being, of course, diametrically opposite

in direction.

(391.) The inclination of the sun's axis (that of the plane

of its equator) to the ecliptic is determined by ascertaining

the proportion of the longer and the shorter diameter of the

apparent ellipse described by any remarkable, well-defined

spot; in order to do which, its apparent place on the sun's disc

must be very precisely ascertained by micrometric measures,

repeated from day to day as long as it continues visible,

(usually about 12 or 13 days, according to the magnitude of

the spots, which always vanish by the effect of foreshortening

before they attain the actual border of the disc— but the

larger spots being traceabi? closer to the limb than the

smaller.*) The reduction of such observations, or the con-

clusion from them )f the element in question, is complicated

with the effect of the earth'i motion in the interval of the

observations, and with its situation in the ecliptic, with respect

to the line of nodes. For simplicity, we will suppose the

earth situated us it is on th 3 10th of March, in a line at

right angles to that of the nodes, i. e. in the heliocentric

longitude 170° 21', and to remain there stationary during the

whole passage of a spot across the disc. In this case the axis

of rotation of the sun will be situated in a plane passing

througli the earth and at right angles to the plane of the

ecliptic. Suppose C to represent the sun's centre, P C /> its

axis, EC the Hue of sigiit, PNQA/?S a section of the sun

passing through the earth, and Q a spot situated on its

* Tlie grvnt iipot tif Deccmbcr, 1 7 1 9, is atatcd to have bvcii sctiu as u nutch
in thu liinli uf the sup.
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equator; and in that plane, and consequently in the middle of

its apparent path across the disc If the axis of rotation
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were perpendicular to the ecliptic, as N S, this spot would be

at A, and would be seen projected on C, the centre of the sun.

It is actually &t Q, projected upon D, at an apparent distance

CD to the north of the centre, which is the apparent smaller

semi-axis of the ellipse described by the spot, which being

C D
known by micrometric measurement, the value of »^jrp or the

cosine of QC N, the inclination of the sun's equator becomes

known, C N being the apparent semi-diameter of the sun at

that time. At this epoch, moreover, the northern half of the

circle described by the spot is visible (the southern passing

behind the body of the sun), and the south pole p of the sun is

within the visible hemisphere. This is the case in the whole

interval from December ilthto July 12th, during which the

visual ray falls upon the southern side of the sun's equator.

The contrary happeus in the other half year, from July 12th

to December 1 1 th, and this is what is understood when we say

that the ascending node (denoted Q ) of the sun'8 equator lies

in 80° 21' longitude — a spot on the equator passing that

node being then in the act of ascending from the southern to

the northern side of the plane of the ecliptic— such being

the convontional language of astronomers in speaking of

these matters, „
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(302.) If the obeervations are made at other geaeons (which,

however, are the less favourable for this purpose the more

remote they are^from the epochs here assigned); when,

moreover, aa in strictness is necessary, the motion of the

earth in the interval of the measures is allowed for (as for a<

change of the point of sight) ; the calculations requisite to

deduce the situation of the axis in space, and the duration of

the revolution around it, become much more intricate, and it

would be beyond the scope of this work to enter into them.*

According to the best determinations we possess, the inclina-

tion of ihe sun's equator to the ecliptic is about 7" 20' (its

nodes being as above stated), and the period of rotation 25

days 7 hours 48 minutes.t

(393.) The region of the spots is confined, generally speak-

ing, within about 25° on either side of the sun's equator;

beyond 30° they are very rarely seen ; in the polar regions,

never. The actual equator of the sun is also less frequently

visited by spots than the adjacent zones on either side, and a

very material difference in their frequency and magnitude

subsists in its northern^nd southern hemisphere, those on the

northern preponderating in both rejpects. The zone com-

prised between the 11th and 15th degree to the northward of

the equator is particularly fertile in large and durable spots^

These circumstances, as well as the frequent occurrence of

a more or less regular arrangement of the spots, when nu-

merous, in the manner of belts parallel to the equator, point

evidently to physical peculiarities in certain parts of the

sun's body more favourable than in others to the production

of the spots, on the one hand ; and on the other, to a general

influence of its rotation on its axis as a determining cause of

their distribution and arrangement, and would appear indi-

cative of a system of movements in the fluids which con-

* See the theory in Lalande's Astronomy, art. 3'25fi., and the formula of
cuinputatiun in a paper by Petersen, Schumacher's Nachrichten, No. 419.

t Bianchi (Schumacher's Nach., 483.), agreeing with Laugier. Delambre
makes it 2.5" 0" 17"; rettrsen, 25«4'' 30"; Schwabe, 25* 12" IC ( Poggcndorff,

vol. 85- 1852.) The inclination of the axis is uncertain to half a degree, and
the node to several degrees. The coutiauul changes in the B|iota thvmaelvvs

cause this u'lcertuinty. j -
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stitute its luminous surface bearing no remote analogy to

our trade winds — from whatever cause arising. (See art.

239. et seq,)

(394.) The duration of individual spots is commonly not

great ; some are formed and disappear within the limit of a

single transit across the disc— but such are for the most

part small and insignificant. Frequently they make one or

two revolutions, being recognized at their reappearance by

their situation with respect to the equator, their configurations

inter se, their size, or other peculiarities, as well as by the in-

terval elapsing between their disappearance at one limb and

reappearance on the other. In a few rare cases, however,

they have been watched round many revolutions. The great

spot of 1779 appeared during sb months, and one and the

aamegroupe was observed in 1840 by Schwabe to return

eight times.* It has been surmised, with considerable appa-

rent probability, that some spots, at least, are generated again

and again, at distant intervals of time, over the same identical

points ofthe sun's body (as hurricanes, for example, are known
to affect given localities on the earth's surface, and to pursue

definite tracks). The uncertainty which still prevails with

respect to the exact duration of its rotation renders it very

difficult to obtain convincing evidence of this ; nor, indeed,

can it be expected, until by bringing together into one con-

nected view the recorded state of-the sun's surface during a

very long period of time, and comparing together remarkable

spots which have appeared on the same parallel, some precise

periodic time shall be found which shall exactly conciliate

numerous and well-characterized appearances. The inquiry

is one of singular interest, as there can be no reasonable

doubt that the supply of light and heat afforded to our gbbe
stands in intimate connexion with those processes which are

taking place on the solar surface^ and to which the spots in

some yay or other owe cheir origin. "
(394 a.) Meanwhile M. Schwabe, of Dessau, by compar-

* Schum. Nach. No. 418. p. 150. 'Hie recent paperi of Bielo, Capocci,
Schwabe, PattortT and Schmidt, in that collection, will be found highly
iutcrt^ting.

u
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ing together the records of the general state of the sun's

surface in respect of the abundance and paucity of spots

exhibited by it from 1826 to 1850, has been led to a highly

remarkable conclusion, viz. that their degree of copiousness

is subject to a law of periodicity; alternate minima and

maxima recurring at nearly equal intervals. The interval

from minimum to minimum, as well as could be ascertained

from the moderate interval embraced by the observations

compared was provisionally estimated by M. Schwabe at

about ten years. More recently, M. Wolf, of Berne*, from a

careful assemblage and discussion of all the recorded obser-

vations of spots which could be collected from their first

telescopic discovery (by Fabricius and Harriot, in 1610) to

the present time, while fully confirming their periodicity,

has fixed upon the somewhat longer period, from minimum
to minimum, of ll'-Il, being exactly at the rate of nine

periods per century, the last year of each century (1700,

1800. &c.) being a year of minimum. In the minima there

is for the most part an extreme paucity, and sometimes an

entire absence of spots.! ^^^ maxima (in which they are

often so copious that 50 or 100 have been counted at once

on the disc) do not appear to fall exactly in the middle year

between the minima, but rather earlier, about the fifth year

of the period. What is extremely remarkable, and must

certainly be received as strongly corroborative, both of the

general fact of periodicity and of the correctness of M.
Woirs period, is, that we find recorded in history by chroni-

clers and annalists on several occasions before the invention

of telescopes, the appearance of spots, or groups of spots, so

considerable as to have become matter of vulgar observation,

as for instance in the years a.d. 807, 840, 1096, and 1607 $,

and several others in which, though no spots are recorded, a

great deficiency in the sun's light has been remarked. ThuvS

in the annals of the year a.d. 536, the sun is said to have

suffered a great diminution of light, which continued fourteen

•Rudolf Wolf. IVansactions of Society 01 Nat. Phil. Berne. 1862.

t As in 1856.

{ Those Bpots were tiTken for planets scon on the sun ; that of S40 for

VenuF
J

tluMJc of 8(>7 and l S07 for Mercury.
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months. From Oc :»ber, a.d. 626, to the following June, a

defalcation of light to the extent of one-half is recorded ; and

in A.D. 1547, during three days, the sun is said to have been

80 darkened that stars were seen in the day-time. Now of

all these instances, supposing them all to have been owing to

spots, either unusually large or numerous, there are only ;

two, those of A.D. 807 and 1607, which deviate so much as

two years from the epochs of maximum fixed as above.

(394 b.) Sir W. Herachel (Ph. Tr. 1801), considering the

appearance of abundant spots on t^-* sun's disc as evidence

of an agitated state of its gaseous envelope, and regarding

the extrication of light and heat as the results of chemical

processes likely to be promoted by the more intimate mix-

ture of heterogeneous materials having mutual affinities, has

attempted to show, though from very imperfect records (such

as alone could be procured by him at that date) that years

of remarkably abundant or deficient spota have been also

remarkable respectively for their high or low general tempe-

rature, and especially fcr abundant and deficient harvests.

The point has been inquired into by M. Gautier*, who from

an assemblage of meteorological averages obtfined in thirty-

three stations in Europe, and twenty-nine in ^Lmerica during

eleven years of observation, finds a trifling preponderance

(0°*11 Fahr.) in the opposite direction. On the other hand

M. Wolf, in the memoir above cited, from au examination of

the Chronicles of Zurich from the year a.d. 1000 to a.d. 1800,

is led to a conclusion in accordance with this speculation,

and considers them as affording decisive evidence ** that years

rich in solar spots are in general drier and more fruitful

than tho°.e of an opposite character, while the latter are

wetter and more stormy than the former."

(394 c.) Although more properly belonging to thfe domain

of general physics than of astronomy, it is impossible to

omit mentioning here the singular coincidence of this period

of the recurrence of the solar spots with that of those great

disturbances in the magnetic system of the earth to which
the epithet of " magnetic storms" has been affixed. These

* DibI, Uni». de Geneve. 184'!.
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disturbance**, auring which the magnetic needle is greatly

and universally agitated (not in a particular limited locality^

'..'(at one and the same instant of time over whole conti-

nents, or even over the whole earth), are found, so far as

observation has hitherto extended, to maintain a parallel both

in respect of their frequency of occurrence and intensity in

successive years with the abundance and magnitude of the

spots in the same years, too close to be regarded as fortuit-

ous. The coincidence of the epochs of maxima and minima

in the two series of phenomena amounts indeed to identity,

a fact evidently of most important significance, but which

neither astronomical nor magnetic science is yet sufficiently

advanced to interpret. ^i^mti '^

(395.) Above the luminous surface of the sun, And the

region in wUch the spots reside, thure are strong indications

of the existence of a gaseous atmosphere having a somewhat

imperfect transparency. When the whole disc of the sun is

seen at once through a telcecope magnifyiog moderately

enough to allow it, and w\th a darkening glass such as to

suffer it to be contemplated with perfect comfort, it is very

evident that the borders of the disc are much less luminous

than the center. That this is no illusion is shown by project-

ing the sun's im,"je undarkened and moderately magnified,

so as to occupy a ; rcle two or three inches in diameter, on a

sheet of white paper, taking care to have it well in focus,

when the same appearance will be observed.* This can only

arise from the circumferential rays having undergone the

absorptive action of a much greater thickness of some imper-

fectly transparent envelope (due to greater obliquity of their

passage through it) than the central.—But a still more con-

vincing and indeed decisive evidence is oifered by the phseno-

* This has been denied by Arago on the evidence of certain phaenomena ob-

served with his " polarisr pe
;

" but the fact is so palpable, that it is matter of

some astonishment that it v juld ever fail to strike the most superHoial observer.

The matter has been placed beyond a doubtt however, )>y direct experiments

both photometric and thermic. The details of the latter by Sig. Secchi will be

found in Astron. Nashr. Nos. 806. 833, and go to prove that the calorific radia-

tion of the center of the sun's disc is nearly double of that from its borders, and
that the equato lal regions arc somewhat bolter than tlie polar (Comptes Ren-
dus Aug. 36th, 1"' J)

—

iXott addtd 18.58.)
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inena attending a total eclipse of the sun. Such eclipses

(as will bu shown hereafter) a^ t produced by the interposition

of the dark body of the moon between the earth and sun,

the moon being large enough to cover and surpass, by a

very small breadth, the whole disc of the sun. Now when

this takes place, were there no vaporous atmosphere capable

of reflecting any light about the sun, the sky ought to appear

totally dark, since (as will hereafter abundantly appear) there

is not the smallest reason for believing the moon to have any

atmosphere capable of doing so. So far, however, is this

from being the case, that a bright ring or corona of light is

seen, fading gradually away, as represented in PI. I. fig. 3.,

which (in cases where the moon is not centrally superposed

on the sun) is observed to be concentric with the latter, not

the former body. This corona was beautifully seen in the

eclipse of July 7. 1842, and with this most remarkable

addition— witnessed by every spectator in Pavia, Milan,

Vienna, and elsewhere : three distinct and very conspicuous

rose-coloured protuberances (as represented in the figure cited)

were seen to project beyond the dark limb of the moon,

likened by some to flames, by others to mountains, but wliich

their enormous magnitude (for to have been seen at all by

the naked eye their height must have exceeded 40,000 miles),

and their faint degree of illumination, clearly prove to have

been cloudy masses of the most excessive tenuity, and which

doubtless owed their support, and probably their existence, to

such an atmosphere as we are now speaking of. In the

total eclipse of July 28. 1851, similar rose-coloured protu-

beranceiii were observed, one in particular of a form quite

decisive as to their cloudy nature, rising straight up verti-

cally from the edge of the disc, and then suddenly turning

off^ at a right angle (as in the annexed figure) which repre-
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rrovv red band or streak D.

« J of such an atmosphere superior to

planation of th^

tosphere (art 388.^

sents the appearance as seen by Prof. Schmidt, at Baaten*

burg, just as a column of smoke rising in calm air is often

seen to be drifted ofi' horizontally when it has attained

such a height as to bring it into an upper current of wind.

To complete the re mblauce, a detached and perfectly in-

sulated mass B of the ime rosy colour was observed at some

distance froi tl ifted in A, which was connected with

another ma. C, u

(395 a.) Th e»

the luminous be ; admitted, affords an easy ex-

onsidered as vast waves in the pho-

ai an atmosphere consisting of strata

gradually decreasing in density, any cause of undulation

acting on the inferior strata will throw them up to a vastly

greater height, and therefore produce far greater waves in

them than would arise from the same cause acting on the

surface of a definite ocean of liquid matter, by reason of

their being partially sustained against gravity, leaving their

inertia free to carry them up to a higher level. The experi-

ment is easily tried in oil floating on water, or in saliue

solutions increasing in density downwards, and is at once

amrsing and instructive.

(396.) That the temperature at the visible surface of the

sun cannot be otherwise than very elevated, much more so

than any artificial heat produced in our furnaces, or by che-

mical or galvanic processes, we have indications of several

distinct kinds : Ist, From the law of decrease of radiant heat

and light,which,being inversely as the squares of the distances,

it follows, that the heat received on a given area exposed at

the distance of the earth, and on an equal area at the visible

surface of the sun, must be in the proportion of the area of

the sky occupied by the sun's apparent disc to the whole

hemisphere, or as 1 to about 300000. A far less intensity of

solar radiation, collected in the focus of a burning glass, suf-

fices to dissipate gold and platina in vapour. 2dly, From the

facility with which the calorific rays of the sun traverse glass,

a properly which is found to belong to the heat of artificial
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fires in the direct proportion of their intensity.* 3dly, From
the fact, that the most vivid flames disappear, and the most

intensely ignited solids appear only as black spots on the disc

of the sun when held between it and the eycf From the

last remark it follows, that the body of the sun, however dark

it may appear when seen through its spots, may, nevertheless,

be in a state of most intense ignition. It does not, however,

follow of necessity that it must be so. The contrary is at

least physically possible. A perfectly reflective canopy would

effectually defend it from the radiation of the luminous regions

above its atmosphere, and no heat would be conducted down-

wards through a gaseous medium increasing rapidly in density.

That the penumbral clouds are highly reflective, the fact of

their visibility in such a situation can leave no doubt

(397.) As the magnitude of the sun has been measured,

and (as we shall hereafter see) its weight, or quantity of pon-

derable matter, asccrtiiined, so also attempts have been made,

and not wholly without success, from the heat actually com-

municnted by its rays to given surfaces of material bodietj

exposed to their vertical action on thb earth's surface, to esti-

mate the total expenditure of heat by that luminary in a given

time. The result of such experiments has been thus an-

nounced. Supposing a cylinder of ice 45 miles in diameter, to

be continually darted into the sun with the velocity of light, and

that the water [>roduced by its fusion were continually carried

off^, the heat now given off" constantly by radiation would then

be wholly expended in its liquefaction, on the one hand, so as

to leave no radiant surplus ; while on the other, the actual

temperature at its surface would undergo no diminution.{

* By direct measurement with the aettMometer, I find that out of 1000
ealoriAc lolar rays, 816 penetrate a sheet of plate glass 0-13 inch thick; and
that of 1000 rays which have passed through one such plate, 859 are capable

of passing through another. H. 1827.

f The ball of ignited quicklime, in Lieutenant Drummond's oxy-hydrogen
Ismp, gives the nearest imitation of the solar splendour which has yet been

produced. The appearance of this against the sun was, however, as describvd

in an imperfect trini at which I was present. The eiperiment ought to bo
repeated under favourable circumstances. — Not» to ihttd. of I83S. According
to the more recent experiments of Messrs. Fiscau and Foucault, the intensity

of the light at the surface of Drummond's limi>>ball is only one-HCth part of

thiit at the surface of the sun I

—

{Note added 18.58.)

t
" Ilesults uf Aitronumical Ubsorvnfions at the Cape of Goo<l llopi*," p. 444.
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(397 a.) Another mode of expressing the heat generated

and radiated oiF from the sun's surface, well calculated to im-

press us with an overwhelming idea of the tremendous ener-

gies there constantly m action, is that employed by Pro-

fessor Thomson, who estimates the dynamical effect which

would be produced in our manufactories by a consumption of

fuel competent to evolve the heat given out by each individual

square yard of that surface, at 63000 horse-power, to main-

tain which would require the combustion of 13500 pounds

of coal per hour.*

(398.) This immense escape of heat by radiation, we may
remark, will fully explain the constant state of tumultuous

agitation in which the fluids composing the visible surface are

maintained, and the coritinual generation and filling in of the

pores, without having recourse to internal causes. The mode
of action here alluded to is perfectly represented to the eye

in the disturbed subsidence of a precipitate, as described in

art. 387., when the fluid from which it subsides is warm, and

losing heat from its surface.

(399.) The sun's rays are the ultimate source of almost

every motion which takes place on the surface of the earth.

By its heat are produced all winds, and those disturbances in

the electric equilibrium of the atmosphere which give rise to

the phsenomena of lightning, and probably also to those of

terrestrialmagnetism and the aurora. By their vivifying action

vegetiibles are enabled to draw support from inorganic matter.

* See Trans. R. S. Edin. xxi. p. 69. " On the Mechanical Energies of the

Solar System," by W. Thomson, Est]., Prof. Nat. Phil., Glasgow. The Pro<

feasor grounds this estimate on M. Fouillet's determination of the amount of

aolar radiation and Mr. Joule's estimate of the meclianicnl equivalent of a cen-

tigrade thermal unit. The autlior of this work found at the Cape of Good
Hope, by eiperiments made on six summer days, from December 23rd, 1836,

to January 9th, 1837, the sun being nearly vertical in each experiment, that

in that latitude at midsummer, at noon, and at 140 feet above the sea level,

the solar radiation is competent to melt an inch in thickness fiom a sheet of

ice exposed perpendicularly to its rays (if wholly so employed) in '2*. IS".

4V*. Estimating the heat absorbed in traversing our atmosphere at one-third of

the total quantity incident on it, this gives, all reductions mode, 43 39 feet in

thickness of ice prr minute melted at the sun's surface. M. Pouillet's experi-

ments (made in Juno, lH37),give I1-8C metres or .SB-7 feet per minute. Forty

fuet mny therefore l>e taken as a probable mean, and from this the result in (art.

397. ) is oaloulaled.

J
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*

I m

iind become, in their turn, the support of animals and of man,

and the sources of those great deposits of dynamical efficiency

which are laid up forhuman use in our coal strata.* By them

the waters of the sea are made to circulate in vapour through

the air,and irrigate the land, producing springs and rivers. By
them are produced all disturbances of thechemical equilibrium

of the elements of nature, which, by a series of compositions

and decompositions, give rise to new products, and originate

a transfer of materials. Even the slow degradation of the

solid constituents of the surface, in which its chief geological

changes consist, is almost entirely due, on the one hand, to the

abrasion of wind and rain, and the alternation of heat and

frost ; on the other, to the continual beating of the sea waves,

agitated by winds, the results of solar radiation. Tidal action

(itself partly due to the sun's agency) exercises here a com-

paratively slight influence. The effect of oceanic currents

(mainly originating in that influence),thoughslight in abrasion,

is powerful in diffusing and transporting the matter abraded;

and when we consider the immense transfer of matter so pro-

duced, the increase of pressure over large spaces in the bed

of the ocean, and diminution over corresponding portions of

the land, we are not at a loss to perceive how the elujtic

power of subterranean fires, thus repressed on the one hr

and relieved on the other, may break forth in points where .

.

resistance is barely adequate to their retention, and thus bring

the phsenomena of even volcanic activity under the general

law of solar influence, f

(100.) The great mystery, however, is to coucsive how so

enormous a conflagration (if such it be) can be kept up.

Every discovery in chemical science here leaves us completely

at a loss, or rather, seems to remove farther the prospect of

probable explanation. If conjecture might be hazarded, we
should look rather to the known possibility of an indefinite

generation of heat by friction, or to its excitement by the

electricdischarge, than to any actual combustion ofponderable

* So in the edition of 1833. f So in the edition of 1833.
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fuel, wh-^ther solid or gaseous, for the origin of the solar

radiation.* .'

---.--.- f-v-

* Electricity traversing excessively rarefied air or vapours gives out light,

and, doubtless, also heat. May not s continual current of electric matter be
constantly circulating in the sun's immediate neighbourhood, or traversing the

planetary spaces, and exciting, in the upper regions of its atmosphere, those

phaeiiomena of which, on however diminutive a scale, we have yet an unequivocal

manifestation in our aurora borealis. The possible analogy of the solar light

to that of the aurora has been distinctly insisted on by the late Sir W. Herschel,

in his paper already cited. It would be a highly curious subject of experi-

mental enquiry, how fat a mere reduplication of sheets of flame, at a distance

one behind the other (by which their light might be brought to any required

intensity), would communicate to the heat of the resulting compound ray the

penetrating ohiiracter which distinguishes the solar calorific rays. We may also

observe that the tranquillity of the sun's polar, as compared with its equatorial

regions (if its spots be really atmospheric), cannot be accounted for by its ro-

tation on its axis only, but must arise from some cause external to the Iwninout

turfaee of the sun, as we see the belts of Jupiter and Saturn, and our trade-

winds, arise from a cause external to tliese planets, combining itself with their

rotation which alone can produce no motions when once the form of equilibrium

is attained.

The prismatic analysis of the solar beam exhibits in the spectrum a series of
" fixed lines," totally unlike those which belong to the light of any known ter-

restrial flame. This may hereafter lead us to a clearer insight into its ori^n.

But, before we can draw any conclusions from such an indication, we must
recollect, that previous to reaching us it has undergone the whole absorptive

action of our atmosphere, as well as of the sun's. Of the latter we know no-

thing, and may conjecture every thing ; but of the blue colour of the former we
are sure ; and if this be an inherent (i . an absorptive) colour, the air must be
expected to act on the spectrum after the analogy of other coloured media, which
often (and e»peeiaUy light blue media) leave unabsorbed portions separated by
dark intervals. It deserves enquiry, therefore, whether some or all the fixed

lines observed by Wollaston and Fraunhofer may not have their origin in our
own atmosphere. Experiments made on lofty mountains, or the cars of bal-

loons, on the one hand, and on the other with reflected beams which have been
made to travcr<;e several miles of additional air near the surface, would decide

thin point 'i'he absorptive effect of the sun's atmosphere, and possibly also of

the medium surrounding it (whatever it be) which resists the motions of comets,

cannot be thus eliminated.— Note to the edition of 18S3. The idea of referring

the origin of the solar heat to firiction has been worked out into an elaborate

theory by Prof. Thomson, in his paper already cited, of which some account will

bo given in a more advanced portion of this work. ( 1 858.

)

NoTK ON Art. (394 a.)— The year 1856 wrr remarkable for the absence of

spots in the sun (in exact accordan.te with V/olfs period); during 1857 the
phase of increased activity came on; and the present year (I85S) is ushered in

with a magnificent display of spots in the sun's southern hemisphere. — ( Note
adtkdjan. 4. 1858.)

3
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CHAPTER VII.

OF THE MOON.— ITS SIDEREAL PERIOD.—ITS APPARENT DIAMETER.

—ITS PARALLAX DISTANCE, AND REAL DIAMETER— FIRST

APPROXIMATION TO ITS ORBIT.— AN ELLIPSE ABOUT THE EARTH

IN THE FOCUS. — ITS EXCENTRICITT AND INCLINATION.—MOTION

OF ITS NODES AND APSIDES. — OF OCOULTATIONS AND SOLAR

ECLIPSES GENERALLY. — LIMITS WITHIN WHICH THET ARE POS-

SIBLE. — THET PROVE THE MOON TO BE AN OPAQUE SOLID ITS

LIGHT DERIVED FROM THE SUN. •— ITS PHASES.— STNODIC RE-

VOLUTION OR LUNAR MONTH.— HARVEST MOON.— OF ECLIPSES

MORE PARTICULARLY.—THEIR PHENOMENA.—THEIR PERIODICAL

RECURRENCE.—PHYSICAL CONSTITUTION OF THE MOON. — ITS

MOUNTAINS AND OTHER SUPERFICIAL FEATURES.— INDICATIONS

OF FORMER VOLCANIC ACTIVITY.— ITS ATMOSPHERE.— CLIMATE.

— RADIATION OF HEAT FROM ITS SURFACE.— ROTATION ON ITS

OWN AXIS. — LIBRATION. — APPEARANCE OF THE EARTH FROM

IT.— PROBABLE ELONGATION OF THE MOON'S FIGURE IN THE
DIRECTION OF THE EARTH. — ITS HABITABILITY NOT IMPOSSIBLE.

(401.) The moon, like the sun, appears to advance among

the stars with a movement contrary to the general diurnal

motion of the heavens, but much more rapid, so as to be

very readily perceived (as we have before observed) by a

few hours' cursory attention on any moonlight night. By
this continual advance, which, though sometimes quicker,

sometimes slower, is never intermitted or reversed, it makes

the tour of the heavens in a mean or average period of 27**

7** 43*^ 1 1**5, returning, in that time, to a position among

the stars nearly coincident with that it had before, and which

would be exactly so, but for reasons presently to be stated.

(402.) The moon, then, like the sun, apparently describes

an orbit round the earth, and this orbit cannot be very

different from a circle, because the apparent angultir diameter

of the full moon is not liable to any great extent of variation.

(403.) The distance of the moon from the earth is con-
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eluded from its horizontal parallax, whicli may be found

either directly, by observations at remote geographical sta-

tions, exactly similar to those described in art 355., in the

case of the sun, or by means of the phsenomena called occul-

tations, from which also its apparent diameter is most rea-i

dily and correctly found. From such observations it re-

sults that the mean or average value of the moon's horizon-

tal parallax is 5T2"'Z25 *, and the mean distance of the center

of the moon from that of the earth is 60*255 of the earth's

equatorial radii, or about 238793 miles, taking with Mr.

Adams ST 2''*325 for the mean horizontal parallax. This

distance, great as it is, is little more than one-fourth of the

diameter of the sun's body, so that the globe of the sun

would nearly twice include the whole orbit of the moon

;

a consideration wonderfully calculated to raise our ideas of

that stupendous luminary I

(404.) The distance of the moon's center from an observer

at any station on the earth's surface, compared with its

apparent angular diameter as measured from that station, will

give its real or linear diameter. Now, the former distance

is easily calculated when the distance from the earth's center

is known, and the apparent zenith distance of the moon also

determined by observation ; for if we turn to the figure of

art. 339., and suppose S the moon, A the station, and C the

earth's center, the distance S C, and the earth's radius C A,

two sides of the triangle ACS are given, and the angle

CAS, which is the supplement of Z A S, the observed

zenith distance, whence it is easy to find A S, the moon's

distance from A. From such observations and calculations

it results, that the real diameter of the moon is 2160 miles,

or about 0'2729 of that of the ea; th, whence it follows that,

the bulk of the latter being considered as I, that of the

former will be 0*0204, or about ^. The diiference of the

apparent diameter of the moon, as seen from the earth's cen-

ter and from any point of its surface, is technically called the

augmentation of the apparent diameter, and its maximum

* TliU result, recently arrived at by Mr. Adams, coinoidci almost precisely

with that assigned by Henderson, vis. ST 3" -SI.

s 4
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occurs when the moon is in the zenith of the spectator. Her
mean angular diameter, as seen from the center, is 31' 7^',

and is alway8=0*545 x her horizontal parallax. ii:;? .;*...

(405.) By a series of observations, such as described in

art 403., if continued during one or more revolutions of the

moon, its real distance may be ascertained at every point of

its orbit ; and if at the same time its apparent places in the

heavens be observed, and reduced by means of its parallax

to the earth's center, their angular intervals will become

known, so that the path of the moon may then be laid down
on a chart supposed to represent the plane in which its orbit

lies, just as was explained in the case of the solar ellipse

(art 349.). Now, when this is done, it is found that, neg-

lecting certain small, though very perceptible deviations of

which a satisfactory account will hereafter be rendered, the

form of the apparent orbit, like that of the sun, is elliptic,

but considerably more eccentric, the eccentricity amounting

to 0'05484 of the mean distance, or the major semi-axis of the

ellipse, and the earth's center being situated in its focus.

(406.) The plane in which this orbit lies is not the ecliptic,

however, but is inclined to it at an angle of 5° 8' 48^', which

is called the inclination of the lunar orbit, and intersects it in

two opposite points, which are called its nodes— the ascend-

ing node being that in which the moon passes from the

southern side of the ecliptic to the northern, and the descend-

ing the reverse. The points of the orbit at which the moon
is nearest to, and farthest from, the earth, are called respec-

tively its perigee and apogee, and the line joining them and

the earth the line of apsides.

(407.) There are, however, several remarkable circum-

stances which interrupt the closeness of the analogy, which

cannot fail to strike the reader, between the motion of the

moon around the earth, and of the earth around the sun. In

the latter case, the ellipse described remains, during a great

many revolutions, unaltered in its position and dimensions

;

or, at least, the changes which it undergoes are not percep-

tible but in a course of very nice observations, which have

disclosed, it is true, the existence of " perturbations," but of
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SO minute an order, that, in ordinary parlance, and for

common purposes, we may leave them unconsidered. But
this cannot be done in the case of the moon. Even in a

single revolution, its deviation from a perfect ellipse is very

sensible. It does not return to the same exact position

among the stars from which it set out, thereby indicating a

continual change in the plane of its orbit And, in effect,

if we trace by observation, from month to month, the point

where it traverses the ecliptic, we shall find that the nodes

of its orbit are in a continual state of re^ea^ upon the ecliptic.

Suppose O to be the earth, and Ab a d that portion of the

plane of the ecliptic which is intersected by the moon, in its

alternate passages through it, from south to north, and vice

versa ; and let A B C D E F be a portion of the moon's

orbit, embracing a complete sidereal revolution. Suppose it

to set out from the ascending node,

A; then, if the orbit lay all in

one plane, passing through O, it

would have a, the opposite point

in the ecliptic, for its descending

node ; after passing which, it would

again ascend at A. But, in fact,

its real path carries it not to a, but along a certain curve,

A B C, to C, a point in the ecliptic less than 180" distant

from A; so that the angle A O C, or the arc of longi-

tude described between the ascending and the descending

node, is somewhat less than 180°. It then pursues its

course below the ecliptic, along the curve C D E, and

rises again above it, not at the point c, diametrically opposite

to C, but at a point E, less advanced in longitude. On the

whole, then, the arc described in longitude between tro

consecutive passages from south to north, through the plane

of the ecliptic, falls short of 360" by the angle A O E ; or,

in other words, the ascending node appears to have retreated

in one lunation on the plane of the ecliptic by that amount.

To complete a sidereal revolution, then, it must still go on to

describe an arc, E F, on its orbit, which will no longer.
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however, bring it exactly back to A, but to a point some-

what above it, or having north latitude.

(408.) The actual amount of this retreat of the moon's

node is about 3' 10''*64 per dieniy on an average, and in a

period of 6793*39 mean solar days, or about 18*6 years, the

ascending node is carried round in a dii^ection contrary to the

moon's motion in its orbit (or from east to west) over a whole

circumference of the ecliptic. Of course, in the middle of

this period the position of the orbit must have been precisely

reversed from what it was at the beginning. Its apparent

path, then, will lie among totally different stars and con-

stellations at different parts of this period ; and this kind of

spiral revolution being continually kept up, it will, at one

time or other, cover with its disc every point of the heavens

within that limit of latitude or distance from the ecliptic

which its inclination permits ; that is to say, a belt or zone

of the heavens, of 10° 18' in breadth, having the ecliptic for

its middle line. Nevertheless, it still remains true that the

actual place of the moon, in consequence of this motion,

deviates in a single revolution very little from what it would

be were the nodes at rest. Supposing the moon to set out

from its node A, its latitude, when it comes to F, having

completed a revolution in longitude, will not exceed 8';

which, though small in a single revolution, accumulates in its

effect in a succession of many : it is to account for, and re-

present geometrically, this deviation, that the motion of the

nodes is devised.

(409.) The moon's orbit, then, is not, strickly speaking, an

ellipse returning into itself, by reason of the variation of

the plane in which it lies, and the motion of its nodes. But

even laying aside this consideration, the axis of the ellipse

is itself constantly changing its direction in space, as has

been already stated of the solar ellipse, but much more

rapidly ; making a complete revolution, in the same direction

with the moon's own motion, in 3232'5753 mean solar days,

or about nine years, being about 3° of angular motion in a

whole revolution of the moon. This is the pheenomenon known
by the name of the revolution i)f the moon's apsides. Its
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Ciiuse will be hereafter explained. Its immediate effect is

to produce a variation in the moon's distance from the earth,

which is not included in the laws of exact elliptic motion.

In a single revolution of the moon, this variation ofdistance is

trifling ; but in the course of many it becomes considerable, as

is easily seen, if we consider that in four years and a half the

position of the axis will be completely reversed, and the vpo'

gee of the moon will occur where the perigee occurred before.

(410.) The best way to form a distinct conception of the

moon's motion is to regard it as describing an ellipse about

the earth in the focus, and, at the same time, to regard this

ellipse itself to be in a twofold state of revolution ; 1st, in its

own plane, by a continual advance of its axis in that plane

;

and 2dly, by a continual tiltinff motion of the plane itself,

exactly similar to, but much more rapid than, that of the

earth's equator produced by the conical motion of its axis,

described in art 317.

(411.) As the moon is at a very moderate distance from

us (astronomically speaking), and is in fact our nearest

neighbour, while the sun and stars are in comparison immensely

beyond it, it must of necessity happen, that at one time or

other it must pass over and occult or eclipse every star and

planet within the zone above described (and, as seen from the

surface of earth, even somewhat beyond it, by reason of

parallax, which may throw it apparently nearly a degree

either way from its place as seen from the centre, according

to the observer's station). Nor ts the sun itself exempt

from being thus hidden, whenever any part of the moon's

disc, in this her tortuous course, comes to overlap any part

of the space occupied in the heavens by that luminary. On
these occasions is exhibited the most striking and impressive

of all the occasional phenomena of astronomy, an eclipse of the

sutif in which a greater or less portion, or even in some rare

conjunctures the whole, of its disc is obscured, and, as it

were, obliterated, by the superposition of that of the moon,

which appears upon it as a circularly-terminated black spot,

producing a temporary diminution of daylight, or even

nocturnal darkness, so that the stars appear as if at midnight
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In other cases, when, at the moment that the moon is centrally

superposed on the sun, it so happens that her distance from tho

earth is such as to render her angular diameter less than the

sun's, the very singular phenomenon ofan annular solar eclipse

takes place, when the edge of the sun appears for a few

minutes as a narrow ring of light projecting on all sides

beyond the dark circle occupied by the moon in its centre.

(4)12.) A solar eclipse can only happen when the sun and

moon are in conjunction, that is to say, have the same, or

nearly the same, position in the heavens, or the same lon-

gitude. It appears by art. 409. that this condition can only

be fulfilled at the time of a new moon, though it by no means

follows, that at every conjunction there must be an eclipse of

the sun. If the lunar orbit coincided with the ecliptic, this

would be the case, but as it is inclined to it at an angle of

upwards of 5°, it is evident that the conjunction, or equality

of longitudes, may take place when the moon is in the part

of her orbit too remote from the ecliptic to permit the discs

to meet and overlap. It is easy, however, to assign the

limits within which an eclipse is possible. To this end we
must consider, that, by the effect of parallax, the moon's

apparent edge may be thrown in any direction, according to

a spectator's geographical station, by any amount not exceed-

ing her horizontal parallax, and the same holds good ofthe sun,

so that there is a displacement to the extent of the difference

of the two parallaxes. Now, this comes to the same (so fur

as the possibility of an eclipse is concerned) as if the apparent

diameter of the moon, seen from the earth's centre, were

dilated by twice the difference of their horizontal parallaxes

;

for if, when so dilated, it can touch or overlap the sun, there

must be an eclipse at some part or other of the earth's surface.

If, then, at the moment of the nearest conjunction, the geo-

centric distance of the centres of the two luminaries do not

exceed the sum of their semidiameters and of the last men-
tioned difference, there will be an eclipse. The sum is, at its

maximum, about 1° 34" 26'. In the spherical triangle SNM,
then, in which S is the sun's centre, M the moon's, SNtho
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elliptic, MN the moon's orbit, and N the node, we may
suppose the angle N SM a right

angle, SM=r34'26", and the

angle M N S = 5' 8' 48", the in-
-*~-^^ ^ -^'^^

clination of the orbit Hence we
calculate SN, which comes out

16° 58'. If, then, at the moment
~^

of the new moon, the moon's node is farther from the sun

in longitude than this limit, there can be no eclipse; if

within, there may, and probably will, at some part or other

of the earth. To ascertain precisely whether there will or

not, and, if there be, how great will be the pnrt eclipsed,

the solar and lunar tables must be consulted, the place of

the node and the semidiameters exactly ascertained, and the

local parallax, and apparent augmentation of the moon's

diameter due to the difference of her distance from the

observer and from the center of the earth (which may
amount to a sixtieth part of her horizontal diameter), de-

termined; after which it is easy, from the above considerations^

to calculate the amount overlapped of the two discs, and

their moment of contact.

(413.) The calculation of the occultation of a star depends

on similar considerations. An occultation is possible, when

the moon's course, as seen from the earth's centre, carries her

within a distance from the star equal to the sum of her

semidiameter and horizontal parallax ; and it mil happen at

any particular spot, when her apparent path, as seen from

that spot, carries her center within a distance equal to the

sum of her augmented semidiameter and actual parallax. The
detuls of these calculations, which are somewhat troublesome,

must be sought elsewhere.*

(414.) The phaenomenon of a solar eclipse and of an occul-

tation are highly interesting and instructive in a physical

point of view. They teach us that the moon is an opaque

body, terminated by a real and sharply defined surface in-

* Woodhouse's Astronomy, vol. i. See also Trans. Ast. Sue. vol. i. p. 325.

See also Prof. Loomu's Introduction to Practical Astronomy, in which every

detail of the calculation will be found illustrated by numerical examples.
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tercepting light like a solid. They prove to us, also, that at

those times when we cannot see the moon, she really exists, and

pursues her course, and that when we see her only as a

crescent, however narrow, the whole globular body is there,

filling up the deficient outline, though unseen. For occulta-

tions take place indifferently at the dark and bright, the

visible and invisible outline, whichever happens to be towards

the direction in which the moon is moving ; with this only

difTerence, that a star occulted by the bright limb, if the

phtenomenon be watched with a telescope, gives notice, by

itH grac^ual approach to the visible edge, when to expect its

disappearance, while, if occulted at the dark limb, if the

moon, at least, be more than a few days old, it is, as it were,

extinguished in mid-air, without notice or visible cause for

its disappearance, which, as it happens instantaneously/, and

without the slightest previous diminution of its light, is

always surprising ; and, if the star be a large and bright one,

even startling from its suddenness. The re-appearance of

the star, too, when the moon has passed over it, takes place

in those cases when the bright side of the moon is foremosi,

not at the concave outline of the crescent, but at the

invisible outline of the complete circle, and is scarcely less

surprising, from its suddenness, than its disappearance in

the other case.*

(415.) The existence of the complete circle of the disc,

even when the moon is not full, does not, however, rest only

on the evidence of occultations and eclipses. It may be

* There is an optical illusion of k very strange and unaccountable nature

which has often bcvii remarked in occultations. The star appears to advance
actually upon and wUkU the edge of the disc before it disappears, and thut

sometimes to a considerable depth. I have never myself witnessed this singular

eflTvct, but It rests on must unequivocal testimony. I have called it un optical

illusion : but it is barely poitible that a star may shine on such occasions through
deep fissures in the sul.stanoe of the moon. The occultations of close double
stars ought to be narrowly watelied, to see whetlier both individuals are thus
projected, as well as fur other purposes connected with their theory. I will only
hint at one, vii. timt a double star, too cloee to be seen divided with any telescope,

may yet be detected to be double by the mode of its disappearance. Should n
considerable star, for instance, instead of undergoing instantaneous and complete
extinction, go out by two distinct steps, following close upon each other; first

losing a portion, then the whole remainder of its light, we may be sure it is a
double sur, though \\a cannot see the individuals separately . — Nutt (a tks
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seen, when the moon is crescent or wnining, a few days before

and after the new moon, with the naked eye, as a pale round

body, to which the crescent seems attached, and somewhat

projecting beyond its outline (which is an optical illusion

arising from the greater intensity of its light). The cause

of this appearance will presently be explained. Meanwhile

the fact is sufficient to show that the moon is not inherently

luminous like the sun, but that her light is of an adventitious

nature. And ita crescent form, increasing regularly from

a narrow semicirculiu* line to a complete circular disc, cor-

responds to the a|)pearance a globe would present, one

hemisphere of which was black, the other white, when
differently turned towards the eye, so as to present a greater

or less portion of each. The obvious c^r^elusion from this i?,

that the moon is such a globe, one half of which is brightened

by the rays of some luminary sufficiently distant to enlighten

the complete hemisphere, and sufficiently intense to give it

the degree of splendour we see. Now, the sun alone is

competent to such an effect. Its distance and light suffice

;

and, moreover, it is invariably observed that, when a crescent,

the bright edge is towards the sun, and that in proportion as

the moon in her monthly course becomes more and more

distant from the sun, the breadth of the crescent increases,

and vice versd.

(416.) The sun's distance being 23984 radii of the earth,

and the moon's only 60, the former is nearly 400 times the

latter. Lines, therefore, drawn from the sun to every i)art

of the moon's orbit may be regarded as very nearly parallel.*

Suppose, now, O to be the earth, ABCD, &c. various

positions of the moon in its orbit, and S the sun, at the vast

distance above stated; as is shown, then, in the figure, the

hemisphere of the lunar globe turned towards it (on tho

right) will be bright, the opposite dark, wherever it may
stand in its orbit. Now, in the position A, when in con-

junction with the sun, the dark part is entirely turned

towards O, and the bright from it. In this case, then, the

* The angle lubtended bjr the moon'a orbit, as seen from the sun (in th« mean
state of things), is onijr 17' 12''.
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moon is not seen, it is new moon. When the moon has come
to C, half the bright and half the dark hemisphere are pre-

sented to O, and the same in the opposite situation G : these

are the first and third quarters of the moon. Lastly, when
at E, the whole bright face is towards the earth, the whole

dark side from it, and it is then seen wholly bright or full

moon. In the intermediate positions B DF H, the portions

of the bright face presented to O will be at first less than

half the visible surface, then greater, and finally less again,

till it vanishes altogether, as it comes round again to A.

(417.) These monthly changes of appearance, or phases,

as they are called, arise, then, from the moon, an opaque

body, being illuminated on one side by the sun, and reflecting

from it, in nil directions, a portion of the light so received.

Nor let it be thought surprising that a solid substance thus

illuminated should appear to shine and again illuminate the

earth. It is no more than a white cloud does standing off

upon the clear blue sky. By day, the moon can hardly be

distinguished in brightness from such a cloud ; and, in the

dusk of the evening, clouds catching the last rays of the sun

appear with a dazzling splendour, not Inferior to the seeming

brightness of the muon at night.* That the earth sends also

Buch a light to the moon, only probably more powerful by

* The actual illumiiialion of tlic lunar surface is not much lupcrlor to tlmt of

weathered sandsiune rock in full Riinshiiie. I have frequently conipureil the

moun stittInK heliind tlie grey porpendiculnr fa9ii<ie of the Table Mountain,
illuminated by the sun just risen in the opposite i|uurt r of the horizon, when it

hiis sciircely been dii tinguishablu in hrifrhtneriN from the rock in eontuct with it.

I'he sun and moon being nearly at equal altitudes and the atmosphere perfectly

ffiu from ijjuud <>r vniMjufj its e!!t"-'t is idike an both lumlntsrl'^ / II 1 %i^U \
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reason of its greater appavent size*, is agreeable to optical

principles, and explains the appearance of the dark portion

of the young or waning moon completing its crescent (art.

413). For, when the moon is nearly new to the earth, the

latter (so to speak) is nearly full to the former; it then

illuminates its dark half by strong earth-light; and it is a

portion of this, reflected back again, which makes it visible

to us in the twilight sky. As the moon gains age, the earth

offers it a less portion of its bright side, and the phasnomenon

in question dies away. The light of the full moon is esti-

mated by Bouguer on the result of photometric comparisons,

as only one 300000th part of that of the sun. .i » i , > ; J:»

(418.) The lunar month is determined by the recurrence

of its phases : it reckons from new moon to new moon ; that

is, from leaving its conjunction with the sun to its return to

conjunction. If the sun stood still, like a fixed star, the

interval between two conjunctions would be the same ns the

period of the moon's sidereal revolution (art. 401.); but, as

the sun apparently advances in the heavens in the same

direction with the moon, only slower, the latter has more

than a complete sidereal period to perforin to come up with

the sun agiiin, and will require for it a longer time, which is

the lunar month, or, as it is generally termed in astronomy, a

synodical period. The difference is easily calculated by con-

sidering that the superfluous arc (whatever it be) is described

by the sun with the velocity of 0°*98565 per diem, in the same

time that the moon describes that arc plus a complete revolu-

tion, with her velocity of 13*''17640 per diem ; and, the times

of description being identical, the spaces are to each other in

the proportion of the velocities. Let V and t; be the mean

angular dtuly motions of the sun and moon as above, x the

superfluous arc; then V : t> : : 360°+ x : x\ and V

—

v : t> :

:

X
360° : X, whence x is found ; and - = the time in days in which

360°
the sun describes the arc x, that is, thesynodical periods -^

* Tlic apparent diameter of the moon it 39' from the earth ; that of th« parih

KMn from the nioun is twirs: Rvr hcriionioj paraiiai, or 1° 54'. The apparent

aurfacva, therclbre, areas (114)'. (3S)*. or as 13 : 1 nearly.

T
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which reduced to numbers, gives, 29<*'530589=29' 12>' 44">

2»-87. .
. i.; _ ..-^.r: ;,;r-,a'j.i

(419.) Supposing the position of the nodes of the moon's

orbit to permit it, when the moon stands at A (or at the new
moon), it will intercept a part or the whole of the sun's rays,

and cause a solar eclipse. On the other hand, when at E
(or at the full moon), the earth O will intercept the rays of

the sun, and cast a shadow on the moon, thereby causing a

lunar eclipse. And this is consonant to fact, such eclipses

never happening but at the time of the full moon. But,

what is still more remarkable, as confirmatory of the position

of the earth's sphericity, this shadow, which we plainly see

to enter upon and, as it were, eat away the disc of the moon,

is always terminated by a circular outline, though, from the

greater size of the circle, it is only partially seen at any one

time. Now, a body which always casts a circular shadow

must itself be spherical.

(420.) Eclipses of the sun are best understood by re-

garding the sun and moon as two independent luminaries,

each moving according to known laws, and viewed from the

earth ; but it is also instructive to consider eclipses generally

as arising from the shadow of one body thrown on another by

a luminary much larger than either. Suppose, then, A B to

represent the sun, and C D a spherical body, whether earth

or moon, illuminated by it. Ifwejoin and prolong A C, B D

;

since A B is greater than C D, those lines will meet in a point

E, more or less distant from the body C D, according to its

size, and within the space C E D (which represents a cone,
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since C D and A B are spheres), there will be a total shadow^

This shadow is called the umbra, and a spectator situated

within it can see no part of the sun's disc. Beyond the

umbra are two diverging spaces (or rather, a portion of a

single conical space, having K for its vertex), where if A

spectator be situated, as at M, he wiU. see a portion only

(A O N P) of the sun's surface, the rest (B O N F) being

obscured by the earth. He will, therefore, receive only

partial sunshine; and the more, the nearer he is to the

exterior borders of that cone which is called the penumbra.

Beyond this he will see the whole sun, and be in full illu-

mination. All these circumstances may be perfectly well

shown by holding a small globe up in the sun> and receiving

its shadow at different distances on a sheet of paper.

(421.) In a lunar eclipse (represented in the upper figure),

the moon is seen to enter* the penumbra first, and by
degrees, get involved in the umbra, the former bordering

the latter like a smoky haze. At this period of the eclipse,

and while yet a considerable part of the moon remains un-

obscured, the portion involved in the umbra is invisible to

the naked eye, though still perceptible in a telescope, and of

a dark grey hue. But as the eclipse advances, and the

enlightened part diminishes in extent, and grows gradually

more and more obscured by the advance of the penumbra,

the eye, relieved from its glare, becomes more sensible to

feeble impressions of light and colour ; and pheenomena of a

remarkable and instructive character begin to be developed.

The umbra is seen to be very far from totally dark ; and in

its faint illumination it exhibits a gradation of colour, being

bluish, or even (by contrast) somewhat greenish, towards

the borders for a space of about 4' or 5' of apparent angular

breadth inwards, thence passing, by delicate but rapid gra-

dation, through rose red to a fiery or copper>coloured glow,

like that of dull red-hot iron. As the eclipse proceeds this

glow spreads over the whole surface of the moon, which then

* The actual contact with the penumbra is never seen ; the defalcation of

light cumes on to very gradually that it is not till when already ilaepiy imnsersed,

that it IB perceived to b« sensibly darkened.

ff •
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becomes on some occauons so strongly illuminated, as to cast

a very sensible shadow, and allow the spots on its surface to

be perfectly well distinguished through a telescope.

(422.) The cause of these singular, and sometimes very

beautiful appearances, is the refraction of the sun's light in

passing through mir atmosphere, which at the same time

becomes coloured with the hues of sunset by the absorption

of more or less of the violet and blue rays, as it passes

through strata nearer or more remote from the earth's surface,

and therefore, more or less loaded with yapour. To show this,

let A D a be a section of the cone of the umbrae and F B A/

of the penumbra, through their common axis D E S, passing

through the centers E S of the earth and sun, and let K M A

be a section of these cones at a distance E M from E, equal

to the radius of the moon's orbit, or 60 radii of the earth.*

Taking this radius for unity, since E S, the distance of the

sun, is 23984, and the semidiameter of the sun 111 such

units, we readily calcubte D E= 218, D M=158, for the

* The figure is umvoidably drawn out of all proportion, and the angled

jriolentlr exaggerated. The rnder should fry to draw the figure in its true
'nraanrlinnm. ...... -j-.;-/ , .• .-i^- .. j.. .^ ...-... .,-^. . _-. _-._•
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"d

distances at which the apex of the geometrical umbra lies

behind the earth and the moon respectively. We also find

for the measure of the angle E D B, 15' 46", and therefore

D B E=89° 44' U", whence also we get M C (die linear

semidiameter of the ttiiiira)ss0*725 (or in miles 2868), and

the angle OEM, its apparent angular semidiameter as seen

from Ess41' 32". And instituting similar calculations for

the geometrical j7enum&ra we get M Es: 1*280(5064 miles),

and E E M 1" 13' 20" ; and it may be well to remember

that the doubles of these angles, or the mean angular diame-

ters of the umbra and penumbra, are described by the moon
with its mean velocity in 2*' 46"', and 4'' 56" respectively,

which are therefore the respective durations of the total and

partial obscuration of any one point of the moon's disc in

traversing centrally the geometrical shadow* tivrt4if/ M-^ m
(423.) Were the earth devoid of atmosphere, the whole of

the phenomena of a lunar eclipse would consist in these

partial or total obscurations. Within the space C c the

whole of the light, and within E C and c A a greater or less

portion of it would be intercepted by the solid body B b

of the earth. The refracting atmosphere, however, extends

from B 6, to a certain unknown, but very small distance

B H, 6 A, which, acting as a convex lens, of gradually (and

very rapidly) decreasing density, disperses all that com-

paratively small portion of light which falls upon it over a

space bounded externally by H p, parallel and very nearly

coincident with B F, and internally by a line B z, the former

representing the extreme exterior ray from the limb a of the

sun, the latter, the extreme interior ray from the limb A.

To avoid complication, however, we will trace only the

courses of rays which just graze the surface at B, viz. : B z

from the upper border. A, and B v from the lower, a, of the

sun. Each of these rays is bent inwards from its original

course by double the amount of the horizontal refraction

(33') t. e. by 1° 6', because, in passing from B out of the

atmosphere, it undergoes a deviation equal to that at entering,

and in the same direction. Instead, therefore, of pursuing

the courses B D, B F, these rays respectively will occupy
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the positions B 2y, B v, making, with the aforesud lines, the

angles D B y, F B v, each 1** 6^ Now we have found

D B E=89* 44' 14" and therefore FBE(=DBE +
angular diam. of 0)s=9O° 16' 11"; consequently the angles

E B ^ and E B V will be respectively 88° 38' W and
89** 10' 17", from which we conclude E z=:4204 and E vs
69*14 ; the former falling short of the moon's orbit by 17*96,

and the latter surpassing it by 9*14 radii of the eartii.

(424.) The penumbra, tiierefore, of rays refracted at B,

will be spread over the space vBy, that at H over ffHd,
and at the intermediate points, over similar intermediate

spaces, and through this compound of superposed penumbrea

the moon passes during the whole of its path through the

geometrical shadow, never attaining the absolute umbra Bzb
at alL Without going into detail as to the intensity of

the refracted rays, it is evident that the totality of light so

thrown into the shadow is to that which the earth intercepts,

as the area of a circular section of the atmosphere to that of

a diametrical section of the earth itself, and, therefore, at all

events but feeble. And it is still further enfeebled by actual

clouds suspended in that portion of the air which forms the

visible border of the earth's disc as seen from the moon, as

well as by the general want of transparency caused by in-

visible vapour, which is especially effective in the lowermost

strata, within three or four miles of the surface, and which

will impart to all the rays they transmit the ruddy hue of

sunset, only of double the depth of tint which we admire in

our glowing sunsets, by reason of the rays having to traverse

twice as great a thickness of atmosphere. This redness will

be most intense at the points or, y, of the moon's path through

the umbra, and will thence degrade very rapidly outwardly,

over the spaces x Cye, less so inwardly, over xy. And at

C, e, its hue will be mingled with the bluish or greenish

light which the atmosphere scatters by irregular dispersion,

or in other words by our twilight (art 44.). Nor will the

phenomenon be uniformly conspicuous at all times. Sup-

posing a generally and deeply clouded state of the atmosphere

around the edge of the earth's disc visible from the moon
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(i. e. around that great oirole of the earth, in which, at the

moment the sun is in the horizon,) little or no refracted light

may reach the moon.* Supposing that circle partly clouded

and partly clear, patches of red light corresponding to the

clear portions will be thrown into the umbra, and may give

rise to various and changeable distributions of light on the

eclipsed discf; while, if entirely clear, the eclipse will be

remarkable for the conspicuousness of the moon during the

whole or a part of its immersion in the umbra. {
(425.) Owing to the great size of the earth, the cone of its

umbra always projects far beyond the moon ; so that, if, at

the time of a lunar eclipse, the moon's path be properly

directed, it is sure to pass through the umbra. This is not,

however, the case in solar eclipses. It so happens, from the

adjustment of the size and distance of the moon, that the

extremity of her umbra always falls near the earth, but some-

times attains and sometimes falls short of its surface. In the

former case (represented in the lower figure, art. 420.) a black

spot, surrounded by a fainter shadow, is formed, beyond

which there is no eclipse on any part of the earth, but within

which there may be either a total or partial one, as the

spectator is within the umbra or penumbra. When the apex

of the umbra falls on the surface, the moon at that point will

appear, for an instant, to just cover the sun ; but, when it

falls short, there will be no total eclipse on any part of the

earth ; but a spectator, situated in or near the prolongation

of the axis of the cone, will see the whole of the moon on

the BUD, although not large enough to cover it, t. e. he will

witness an annular eclipse, a phenomenon to which much
interest is attached by reason of some curicus optical pheno-

mena first observed by Mr. Baily at the moments of the

forming and breaking of the annulus, like beads of light

* As in the eclipsea of June 5. 16S0, April 85. 164S. Lalande, Act 1769.

Also December 9. 601, and June lOi 1816, on which oocauons the moon was
totally inTinble even in telescopes.

t As in the eclipse of Oct 13. 1837, observed by the author.

t As in that of March 19. 1848, when the moon is described as giving '<good

lif(nt " during mors than an hour after its total immeruon, and some peiwna
e«cn doubted its beisg eclipsed. (NGticvs of n. Ast Soo. viU. p. 13S.)

T 4
^«,5»* --
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alternating with black thready elongations of the moon's

limb, known by the name of " Baily's beads."
'

(426.) Owing to a remarkable enough adjustment of the

periods in which the moon's gynodical revolution, and that of

her nodes, are performed, eclipses return after a certain

period, very nearly in the same order and of the same

magnitude. For 223 of the moon's mean synodical revolu-

tions, or lunations, as they are called, will be found to occupy

6585*32 days, and nineteen complete synodical revolutions

of the node to occupy 6585 '7A. The diiference in the mean
position of the node, then, at the beginning and end of 223

lunaUons, is nearly insensible; so that a recurrence of all

eclipses within that interval must take place. Accordingly,

this period of 223 lunations, or eighteen years and ten days,

is a very important one in the calculation of eclipses. It is

supposed to have been known to the Chaldeans, the earliest

astronomers, the regular return of eclipses having been

known as a physical fact for ages before their exact theory

was understood. In this period there occur ordinarily 70

eclipses, 29 of the moon, and 41 of the sun, visible in some

part of the earth. Seven eclipses of either sun or moon at

most, and two at least (both of the sun), may occur in a

year.

(427.) The commencement, duration, and magnitude of a

lunar eclipse are much more easily calculated than those of a

solar, being independent of the position of the spectator on

the earth's surface, and the same as if viewed from its centre.

The common center of the umbra and penumbra lies always

in the ecliptic, at a point, opposite to the sun, and the path

described by the moon in passing through it is its true orbit

as it stands at the moment of the full moon. In this orbit,

its position, at every instant, is known from the lunar tables

and ephemeris ; and all we have, therefore, to ascerttiin, is,

the moment when the distance between the moon's center and

the center of the shadow is exactly equal to the sum of the

semidiameters of the moon and penumbra, or of the moon and

nmbra, to know when it enters upon and leaves them re-

spectively. No lunar eclipse can take place, if, at the moment
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of the full moon, the sun be at a greater angular distance

from the node of the moon's orbit than 11** 21% meaning by
an eclipse the immersion of any part of the moon in the

umbra, as its contact with the penumbra cannot be observed

(see note to art. 421.).

(428.) The dimensions of the shadowj at the place where

it crosses the moon's path, require us to know the distances

of the sun and moon at the time. These are variable ; but

are calculated and set down, as well as their semidiameters,

for every day, in the ephemeris, so that none of the data are

wanting. The sun's distance is easily calculated from its

elliptic orbit ; but the moon's is a matter of more difHculty,

by reason of the progressive motion of the axis of the lunar

orbit. (Art. 409.) Both, however, are readily obtained

from the ephemeris for every day ; the sun's distance being

given explicitly and the moon's implicitly, from her tabu-

lated apparent diameter..'* •"'«•'» *-^< i M.'C*'*.*5! •i;8il>i5JW«^

(428 a.) It deserves to bd mentioned that the moon may
be seen eclipsed while the sun is yet above the horizon by a

spectator properly situated, so that both luminaries being

on his mathematical horizon shall be raised above it by

refraction, which (art. 43.) exceeds the apparent diameter

of either. This singular conjuncture of circumstances is

said to have been observed from Montmartre, near Paris,

by the assembled academicians of that city in a.d. 1668.

(428 6.) The full moon which happens on or nearest to the

21st of September is called the harvest moon, because it

rises from night to night, after the full, more nearly after

sunset than any other full moon in the year, and is therefore

favourable for evening work in carrying in the late crops.

Suppose the full moon to happen on that day (the time of

the autumnal equinox) the sun is then entering Libra, and

the moon Aries, the former setting due west, the latter

rising due east; the southern half of the ecliptic is then

entirely above and the northern below the horizon, and the

ecliptic itself makes then the least possible angle with the

horizon. In advancing then 12°, or one day's motion, along

the eclintic (ov alonsr its own orbit, which is net much in«
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olined i^ *ii) it will i. ''^me leM depr«wed helow the horizon,

and har% therefore, a less hour angle tu travel over by the

diumAi notion after sunset the next night to bring it into

vUw t^^^ at any other time. The most favourable harvest

moon « ifhen the full moon, falling on the 21 at of September,

happens at 1^ «fime time to be in the asor^ng node of her

orbit, which theu coincides with the vernal equinox.

(429.) The physical constitution of the moon is better

known to us than that of any other heavenly body. By the

aid of telescopes, we discern inequalities in its surface which

can be no other than mountains and valleys,—for this plain

reason, that we see the shadows cast by the former in the

exact proportion as to length which they ought to have, when
we take into account the inclination of the sun's rays to that

part of the moon's surface on which they stand. The convex

outline of the limb turned towards the sun is always circular,

and very nearly smooth ; but the opposite border of the en-

lightened part, which (were the moon a perfect sphere)

ought to be an exact and sharply defined ellipse, is always

observed to be extremely ragged, and indented with deep

recesses and prominent points. The mounts 'd ^ near this edge

cast long black shadows, as they should evidently do, when
we consider that the sun is in the act of rising or setting to

the parts of the moon so circumstanced. But as the en-

lightened edge advances beyond them, t. e. as the sun to them

gains altitude, their shadows shorten ; and at the full moon,

when all the light falls in our line of sight, no shadows are

seen on any ^art of her surface. From micrometrical mea-

sures of the iengths of the shadows of the more conspicuous

mountains, taken under the most favourable circumstances,

the heights of many of them have been calculated. Messrs.

Beer and Maedler, in their elaborate work, entitled " Der
Mond," have given a list of heights resulting from such

measurements, for no less than 1095 lunar mountains, among
which occur & de^nrees of elevation up to 3569 toisea

(22,823 British i^. - f- about 1400 feet higher than Chim-
borazo in the ./>x'(].>: Tho existence of such mountains is

further corroborite'l v tiieir appear 4ace, as small points or

islands of light ueyouu the extreinti edge of the enlightened
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part, which are their tops catching the sun-beams before the

intermediate plain, and which, as the light advances, at length

connect themselves with it, and ap^ oar as prouiinences from

the general edge.

(430.) The generality of the lunar mountains present a

striking uniformity and singularity of aspect. They are

wonderfully numerous, especially towards the southern portion

of the di\ , o«''oupying by far the larger portion of the surface,

and tf^mc'i' tiuiversdly of an exactly circular or cup-shaped

fonii, foieshortened, however, into ellipses towards the limb;

but il^i larger have for the most part flat bottoms within,

^om which rises centrally a small, steep, conical hill. They

offer, in short, in its highest perfection, the true volcanic

character, as it may be seen in the crater of Vesuvius, and in

a map of the volcanic districts of the Campi Phlegrsei* or

the Puy de D6me, but with this remarkable peculiarity,

viz. : that the bottoms of many of the craters are very deeply

depressed below the general surface of the moon, the internal

depth being often twice or three times the external height

In some of the principal ones, decisive marks of volcanic

stratification, arising from successive depodts ofejected matter,

and evident indications of lava currents streaming outwards

in all directions, may be clearly traced with powerful tele-

scopes. (See PI. V. fig. 2.)f In Lord Rosse's magnificent

reflector, the flat bottom of the crater called Albategnius is

seen to be strewed with blocks not visible in inferior tele-

scopes, while the exterior of another (Aristillus) is all hatched

over with deep gullies radiating towards its center. What
is, moreover, extremely singular in the geology of the moon
is, that, although nothing having the character of seas can

be traced, (for the dusky spots, which are commonly called

seas, when closely examined, present appearances incom-

patible with the supposition of deep water,) yet there are

large regions perfectly level, and apparently of a decided

alluvial character ; as there are also here and there, chains

of mountains whose appearance suggests no suspicion of

volcanic origin. .- . „„ ,. ^» ™ „;-.,^ .,...

* See Breislak's map of the environs of Naples, and Desinarest's of Auvergnc.

t From a drawing taken with a rcdector of twenty feet focal length (A)<
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(131.) We perceive on the moon no clouds, nor any other

decisive indications of an atmosphere. Were there any, it

could not fail to be perceived in the occultations of stars and

the phsenomena of solar eclipses, as well as in a great variety

of other phsanomena. The moon's diameter, for example, as

measured micrometrically, and as estimated by the interval

between the disappearance and reappearance of a star in an

occultation, ought to differ by twice the horizontal refraction

at the moon's surface. Xo appretiable difference being per»

ceived, we are entitled to conclude the non-existence of any

atmosphere at its edge dense enough to cause a refraction of

1''
t. €. having one 1980th part of the density of the earth's

atmosphere. In a solar eclipse, the existence of any sensible

refracting atmosphere in the moon, would enable us to trace

the limb of the latter beyond the cusps, externally to the

sun's dbc, by a narrow, but brilliant line of light, extending

to some distance along its edge. No such phasnomenon is

seen. Very faint stars ought to be extinguished before

occultation, were any appretiable amount of vapour suspended

near the surface of the moon. But such is not the case

;

when occulted at the bright edge, indeed, the light of the

moon extinguishes small stars, and even at the dark limb, the

glare in the sky caused by the near presence of the moon,

renders the occultation of very minute stars unobservable. But
during the continuance of a total lunar eclipse, stars of the

tenth and eleventh magnitude are seen to come up to the

limb, and undergo sudden extinction as well as those of greater

brightness.* Hence, the climate of the moon must be very

extraordinary ; the alternation being that of unmitigated and

burning sunshine fiercer than an equatorial noon, continued

for a whole fortnight, and the keenest severity of frost, far

exceeding that of our polar winters, for an equal time. Such

a disposition of things must produce a constant transfer of

whatever moisture may exist on its surface, from the point

beneath the sun to that opposite, by distillation in vacuo after

the manner of the little instrument culled a cryophorua. The

consequence must be absolute aridity below the vertical sun,

* As ubscrved by iryuir in the eclipse of Oct l:i. 18H7.
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constant accretion of hoar frost in the opposite region, and,

perhaps, a narrow zone of running water at the borders of

the enlightened hemisphere.* It is possible, then, that evapo-

ration on the one hand, and condensation on the other, maj
to a certain extent preserve an equilibrium of temperature,

and mitigate the extreme severity of both climates ; but this

process, which would imply the continual generation and

destruction of an atmosphere of aqueous vapour, must, in con-

formity with what has been said above of a lunar atmosphere,

be confined within very narrow limits.

(432.) Though the surface of the full moon exposed to us

must necessarily be very much heated,

—

possibly to a degree

much exceeding that of boiling water,— yet we feel no heat

^rom it, and even in the focus of large reflectors, it fails to

affect the thermometer. No doubt, therefore, its heat, (con-

formably to what is observed of that of bodies heated below

the point of luminosity,) is much more readily absorbed in

traversing transparent media than direct solar heat, and is

extinguished in the upper regions of our atmosphere, never

reaching the surface of the earth at all. Some probability

is given to this by the tendency to disappearance of clouds

under the full moon, a meteorological fact, (for as such we

think it fully entitled to rank f,) for which it is necessary to

seek a cause, and for which no other rational explanation

seems to offer. As for any other influence of the moon on

the weather, we have no decisive evidence in its favour.

(433.) A circle of one second in diameter, as seen from the

earth, on the surface of the moon, contains about a square

mile. Telescopes, therefore, must yet be greatly improved,

before we could expect to see signs of inhabitants, as manifested

by edifices or by changes on the surface of the soil. It should,

however, be observed, that, owing to the small density of the

* So in ed. of 1 833.

\ From my own observations, made quite independently of any know-
ledge of tuch a tendency having l>een observed by others. Humboldt, however,

in his Personal Narrative, speaks of it as well known to the pilots and seamen

uf Spanish America.

M. Arago has shown, ttom a comparison of rain, registered as having fallen

during a long period, that a siif^ht preponderance in respect ef quantity falls

near the new moon over that wliich falla near the full, litis would Im a natural

and necessary consequence of u preponderance of a cloudless wky alwut the fUll,

and forms, thcrcfurc, |)urt and parcel of the wune meteorological fact.
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materials ofthe moon, and the comparatively feeble gravitation

of bodies on her surface, muscular force would there go six

times as far in overcoming the weight of materials as on the

earth. Owing to the want of air, however, it seems im-

possible that any form of life, analogous to those on earth, can

subsist there. No appearance indicating vegetation, or the

slightest variation of surface, which can, in our opinion, fairly

be ascribed to change of season, can any where be discerned.

(434.) The lunar summer and winter arise, in fact, from

the rotation of the moon on its own axis, the period of which

rotation is exactly equal to its sidereal revolution about the

earth, and is performed in a plane 1" 30' 1 \" inclined to the

ecliptic, whose ascendinff node is always precisely coincident

with the descending node of the lunar orbit. So that the axis

of rotation describes a conical surface about the pole of the

ecliptic in one revolution of the node. The remarkable

coincidence of the two rotations, that about the axis and

that about the earth, which at first sight would seem per-

fectly distinct, has been asserted (but we think somewhat

too hastily*) to be a consequence of the general laws to be

explained hereafter. Be that how it may, it is the cause

why we always see the same face of the moon, and have no

knowledge of the other sidcf

(435.) Tbe moon's rotation on her axis is uniform ; but

once her motion in her orbit (like that of the sun) is not so,

we are enabled to look a few degrees round the equatorial

parts of her visible border, on the eastern or western side,

according to circumstances; or, in other words, the line

joining the centers of the earth and moon fluctuates a little

in its position, from its mean or average intersection with her

surface, to the east or westward. And, moreover, since the

* See Edinburgh Review, No. 1 T5. p. 1 93.

f Strange to say, there are peraoni who find it difficult to regard as a rotation

on its own aiis, that peculiarity of the moon's motion which consists in its

keeping the same face always towards the earth. Should anv of our readers be

in this predicament, we recommend him to plant a stafT upright in the ground,
and, grasping it with both hands, walk round it, keeping as close to it as possible,

with his face always turned towards it ; when the unmistakeable sensation of
giddiness will effectually satisfy him of the fact of his rotation on his own axis.

Of he niay waik found a tree, always racing ii, and carrying a compass in his

hand, and while watching the needle during a few circuits endeavour to per-

suade himself that he dues mtt turn upon his own center.
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axis about which she revolves is neither exactly perpendicukr

to her orbit, nor holds an invariable direction in space, her

poles come alternately into view for a small space at the edges

of her disc. These phasnomena are known by the name of

librations. In consequence of these two distinct kinds of

libration, the same identical point of the moon's surface is not

always the center of her disc, and we therefore get sight of a

zone of a few degrees in breadth on all sides of the border,

beyond an exact hemisphere.

(436.) If there be inhabitants in the side of the moon
turned towards us, the earth must present to them the extra-

ordinary appearance of a moon of nearly 2° in diameter,

exhibiting phases complementary to those which we see the

moon to do, but immovablyJixed in their sky, (or, at least,

changing its apparent place only by the small amount of the

libration,) while the stars must seem to pass slowly beside

and behind it. It will appear clouded with variable spots,

and belted with equatorial and tropical zones corresponding

to our trade-winds ; and it may be doubted whether, in their

perpetual change, the outlines of our continents and seas can

ever be clearly discerned. During a solar eclipse, the earth's

atmosphere will become visible as a narrow, but bright,

luminous ring of a ruddy colour, where it rests on the earth,

gradually passing into faint blue, encircling the whole or part

of the dark disc of the earth, the remainder being dark and

ragged with clouds.

(436 a.) On the subject of the moon's habitability, the

complete absence of air noticed in art (431.), if general over

her whole surface, would of course be decisive. Some con-

siderations of a contrary nature, however, suggest them-

selves in consequence of a remark lately made by Prof.

Hansen, viz., that the fact of the moon turning always the

some face towards the earth is in all probability the result of

an elongation of its figure in the direction of a line joining

the centers of both the bodies acting conjointly with a non-

coincidence of its center ofgravity with its center of symmetry.

To the middle of the length of a stick, loaded with a heavy

weight at one end and a light one at the other, attach a

string, and swing it round. The heavy weight will assume and
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mamtun a position in the circulation of the joint mass farther

from the hand than the lighter. This is not improbably

what takes place in the moon. Anticipating to a certain

extent what he will find more fully detailed in the next

chapter, the reader may consider the moon as retained in her

orbit about the earth by some coercing power analogous to

that which the hand exerts on the compound mass above

described through the string. Suppose, then, its globe made

up of materials not homogeneous, and so disposed in its

interior that some considerable preponderance of weight

should exist excentrically situated : then it will be easily

apprehended that the portion of its surface nearer to that

heavier portion of its solid content, under all the circum-

stances of a rotation so adjusted, will permanently occupy

the situation most remote from the earth. Let us now con-

sider what may be expected to be the distribution of air,

water, or other fluid on the surface of such a globe, suppos-

ing its quantity not sufficient to cover and drown the whole

mass. It will run towaixls the lowest place, that is to say,

not the nearest to the center of figure or to the central point

of the mere space occupied by the moon, but to the center of

the masSf or what is called in mechanics the center of gravity.

There will be formed there an ocean, of more or less extent

according to the quantity of fluid, directly over the heavier

nucleus, while the lighter portion of the solid material will

stand out as a continent on the opposite side. And the

height above the level of such ocean to which it will project

will be greater, the greater the excentricity of the center of

gravity. Suppose then that in the case of the moon this

excentricity should amount to some thirty or forty miles,

such would be the general elevation of the lunar land (or the

portion turned earthwards) above its ocean, so that the whole

of that portion of the moon we see would in fact come to be

regarded as a mountainous elevation above the sea level.

(436 b.) In what regards its assumption of a definite level,

air obeys precisely the same hydrostatical laws as water. The
lunar atmosphere would rest upon the lunar ocean, and form

in its basin a lake of air^ whose upper portions at an altitude

such as we are now contemplating, would be of excessive
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tenuity, especially should the lunar provision of air be less

abundant in proportion than our own. It by no means

follows, then, from the absence of visible indications of water

or air on this side of the moon, that the other is equally

destitute of them, and equally unfitted for maintaining

animal or vegetable life. Some slight approach to such a

state of things actually obtains on the earth itself. Nearly

all the land is collected in one of its hemispheres, and much
the larger portion of the sea in the opposite (art. 284.). There

is evidently an excess of heavy material vertically beneath

the middle of the Pacific ; while not very remote from the

point of the globe diametrically opposite rises the great

table-land of India, and the Himalaya chain, on the summits

of which the air has not more than a third of the density it

has on the sea-level, and from which animated existence is

for ever excluded.

(437.) The best charts of the lunar surface are those of

Cassini, of Bussel (engraved from drawings, made by the ud
of a seven feet reflecting telescope,) the seleno-topographical

charts of Lohrmann, and the very elaborate projection of Beer

and Maedler accompanying their work already cited. Madame
Witte, a Hanoverian lady, has recently succeeded in pro-

ducing from her own observations, aided by Maedler's charts,

more than one complete model of the whole visible lunar

hemisphere, of the most perfect kind, the result of incredible

diligence and assiduity. Single craters have also been

modelled on a large scale, both by her and Mr. Nasmyth.

Still more recently (1851—1857), photography has been

applied with some (though hitherto not very great) success

to the exact delineation of the lunar surface, by Mr. Whipple,

using for this purpose the great Fraunhofer equatorial of

the Observatory at Cambridge, U.S.; by Mr. Hartnup,
with the equatorial of the Liverpool Observatory ; and by

Mr. Dolarue, with an cquatorlally mounted Newtonian re-

flector of 13 inches aperture and 10 feet focal length *

* Sonic giKniitcs()iio roprcsciitatioiiRof paiticiilar lunar mountains which have
lately claimed attention are not intundcd to hu included in this category. They
have evidently been aided by the eye and hand ; still less can phofogrnphs of artt^

f'ciu! models wrougnt by hand be admitted uh records of lunar realities,

U
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CHAPTER VIII.

OF TERRESTRIAL QRAVITT.— OF THE LAW OF UNIVERSAL ORA<

VITATION. — PATHS OF PROJECTILES ; APPARENT — REAL—
THE MOON RETAINED IN HER ORBIT BT GRAVITY. — ITS LAW
OP DIMINUTION. — LAWS OF ELLIPTIC MOTION.— OUBIT OP THE
EARTH ROUND THE SUN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THESE LAWS.

—

MASSES OF THE EARTH AND SUN COMPARED.— DENSITY OF THE
SUN.— FORCE OF GRAVITY AT ITS SURFACE. — DISTURBING

EFFECT OF THE SUN ON THE MOOn's MOTION.

(438.) The reader has now been made OpCquainted with the

chief phenomena of the motions of the earth in its orbit

round the sun, and of the moon about the earth.—We come

next to speak of the physical cause which maintains and

perpetuates these motions, and causes the massive bodies so

revolving to deviate continually from the directions they

would naturally seek to follow, in pursuance of the first law

of motion*, and bend their courses into curves concave to

their centers.

(439.) Whatever attempts may have been made by meta-

physical writers to reason away the connection of cause and

effect, and fritter it down into the unsatisfactory relation of

habitual sequence f, it is certain that the conception of some

more real and intimate connection is quite as strongly im-

pressed upon the human mind as that of the existence of an

external world,— the vindication of whose reality has (strange

* Princip. Lei. i.

f See Drown " On Cauraand Eflect,"—a work of great acutenen and subtlety

of reasoning on lome points, but in tvhich the whole train of argument is

vitiated by one enormous oversight ; the omission, namely, of a distinct and im-

mediate perianal consciouantBt of causation in his enumeration of that sequence qf
events, by which the volition of the mind is made to terminate in the motion of
moturial objects. I mean the consciousness of effort, accompanied with intehtion

thereby to accomplish an end, as a thing entirely distinct from mere desire or

volition oil the one hand, and from mere spasmodic contraction of muscles on
the other, Urgwti- 3d edit Edin IHI.S. n, 47, C Note to (jdition of 1 R.'in.

^
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to say) been regarded as an achievement of no common merit

in the annals of this branch of philosophy. It is our own
immediate consciousness of effort^ when we exert force to put

matter in motion, or to oppose and neutralize force, which

gives us this internal conviction of power and causation so far

as it refers to the material world, and compels us to believe

that whenever we see material objects put in motion from

a state of rest, or deflected from their rectilinear paths and
changed in their velocities if already in motion, it is in conse-

quence of such an effort somehow exerted, though not accom-

panied with our consciousness. That such an effort should be

exerted with success through an interposed space, is no doubt

difficult to conceive. But the difficulty is no way alleviated

by the interposition of any kind of material communication.

The action of mind on matter admits of no explanation in

words or elucidation by parallels. We know it as a fact, but

are utterly incapable of analysing it as a process.

(440.) All bodies with which we are acquamted, when
raised into the air and quietly abandoned, descend to the

earth's surface in lines perpendicular to it. They are there-

fore urged thereto by a force or effort, which it is but reason-

able to regard as the direct or indirect result of a consciousness

and a will existing somewJiere, though beyond our power to

trace, which force we term gravity, and whose tendency or

direction, as universal experience teaches, is towards the

earth's center ; or rather, to speak strictly, with reference to

its spheroidal figure, perpendicular to the surface of still water.

But if we cast a body obliquely into the air, this tendency,

though not extinguished or diminished, is materially modified

in its ultimate effect. The upward impetus we give the stone

18, it is true, after a time destroyed, and a downward one

communicated to it, which ultimately brings it to the surface,

where it b opposed in its further progress, and brought to

rest. But all the while it has been continually deflected or

bent aside from its rectilinear progress, and made to describe

a curved line concave to the earth's center ; and having a

highest point, vertex, or apogee,'yx%i as the moon bus in its orbit,

where the direction of its motion is perpendicular to the radius.

(441.) When the stone which we fling obliquely upwards
u a
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meets and is stopped in its descent by the earth's surface, its

motion is not towards the center, but inclined to the earth's

radius at the same angle as when it quitted our hand. As
we are sure that, if not stopped by the resistance of the earth,

it would continue to descend, and that obliquely^ what pre-

sumption, we may ask, is there that it would ever reach the

center towards which its motion, in no part of its visible

course, was ever directed ? What reason have we to believe

that it might not rather circulate round it, as the moon does

round the earth, returning again to the point it set out from,

after completing an elliptic orbit of which the earth's center

occupies the lower focus ? And if so, is it not reasonable to

ima^ne that the same force of gravity may (since we know

that it is exerted at all accessible heights above the surface,

and even in the lughest regions of the atmosphere) extend as

far as GO radii of the earth, or to the moon ? and may not this

be the power,—for «owe power there must be,—which de-

flects her at every instant from the tangent of her orbit, and

keeps her in the elliptic path which experience teaches us she

actually pursues ?

(442.) If a stone be whirled round at the end of a string

it will stretch the string by a centrifugal force, which, if the

speed of rotation he sufficiently increased, will at length break

the string, and let the stone escape. However strong the

string, it may, by a sufficient rotary velofiity of the stone, be

brought to the utmost tension it will bear without breaking

;

and if we know what weight it is capable of carrying, the

velocity necessary for this purpose is easily calculated. Sup-

pose, now, a string to connect the earth's center with a weight

at its surface, whose strength should be just sufficient to

sustain that weight suspended from it. Let us, however,

for a moment imagine gravity to have no existence, and that

the weight is made to revolve with the limiting velocity which

that string can barely counteract : then will its tension be

just equal to the weight of the revolving body ; and any

power which should continually urge the body towards the

center with a force equal to its weight would perform the

office, and misrht suddIv the nlace of the strinfir. if divided.
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Divide it then, and in its place let gravity act, and the bodj
will circulate as before ; its tendency to the center, or its

weighty being just balanced by its centrifugal force. Know-
ing the radius of the earth, we can calculate by the principles

of mechanics the periodical time in which a body so balanced

must circulate to keep it up ; and this appears to be 1^ 23™

22«.

(443.) If we make the same calculation for a body at the

distance of the moon, supposing its weight or gravity the same

as at the earth's surface, we shall find the period required to

be 10'* 45™ 30*. The actual period of the moon's revolution,

however, is 27* T'' 43™ ; and hence it is clear that the moon's

velocity is not nearly sufficient to sustain it against such a

power, supposing it to revolve in a circle, or neglecting (for

the present) the slight ellipticity of its orbit. In order that

a body at the distance of the moon (or the moon itself) should

be capable of keeping its distance from the earth by the out-

ward effort of its centrifugal force, while yet its time of

revolution should be what the moon's actually is, it will

appear* that gravity, instead of being as intense as at the

surface, would require to be very nearly 3600 times less

energetic ; or, in other words, that its intensity is so enfeebled

by the remoteness of the body on which it acts, as to be ca-

pable of producing in it, in the same time, only 77j\yuth part

of the motion which it would impart to the same mass of

matter at the earth's surface.

(444.) The distance of the moon from the earth's center

is very nearly sixtr times the distance from the center

to the surfac^e, and 3600 : 1 : : 60« : 1"; so that the pro-

portion in which we must admit the earth's gravity to be

enfeebled at the moon's distance, if it be really the force

which retains the moon in her orbit, must be (at least in this

particular instance) that of the squares of the distances at

which it is compared. Now, in such a diminution of energy

with increase of distance, there is nothing prima facie inad-

missible. Emanations from a center, such as light and heat.

• Newton, Princip. b. i., Prop. 4., Cor. 2.

u 3
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do really diminish in intensity by increase of distance, and

in this identical proportion ; and though we cannot certainly

argue much from this analogy, yet we do see that the power

of magnetic and electric attractions and repulsions is actually

enfeebled by distance, and much more rapidly than in the

simple proportion of the increased distances. The argument

therefore, stands thus :— On the one hand. Gravity is a real

power, of whose agency we have daily experience. We
know that it extends to the greatest accessible heights, and

far beyond ; and we see no reason for drawing a line at any

particular height, and there asserting that it must cease

entirely ; though we have analogies to lead us to suppose its

energy may diminish as we ascend to great heights from the

surface, such as that of the moon. On the other hand we
are sure the moon is urged towards the earth by some power

which retains her in her orbit, and that the intensity of this

power is such as would correspond to a gravity, diminished in

the proportion— otherwise not improbable—of the squares

of the distances. If gravity be not that power, there must

exist some other; and, besides this, gravity must ce&^e at

some inferior level, or the nature of the moon must be different

from that of ponderable matter ;— for if not, it would be

urged by both powers, and therefore too much urged and forced

inwards from her patL

(445.) It is on such an argument that Newton is under-

stood to have rested, in the first instance, and provisionally,

his law of universal gravitation, which may be thus abstractly

stated :— " Every particle of matter in the universe attracts

every other particle, with a force directly proportioned to

the mass of the attracting particle, and inversely to the square

of the distance between them." In this abstract and genaral

form, however, the proposition is not applicable to the case

before us. The earth and moon are not mere particles, but

great spherical bodies, and to such the general law docs not

immediately apply; and, before we can make it applicable, it

becomes necessary to enquire what will be the force with

which a congeries of particles, constituting a solid mass of

any ussigned figure, will attract anotlier sucli collection of
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material atoms. This problem is one purely dynamical, and,

in this its general form, is of extreme difficulty. Fortunately

however, for human knowledge when the attracting and at-

tracted bodies are spheres, it admits of an easy and direct

solution. Newton himself has shown {Princip. b. i. prop. 75.)

that, in that case, the attraction is precisely the same as ijf

the whole matter of each sphere were collected into its center,

and the spheres were single particles there placed ; so that,

in this case, the general law applies in its strict wording.

The effect of the trifling deviation of the earth from a spherical

form is of too minute an order to need attention at present.

It is, however, perceptible, and may be hereafter noticed.

(446.) The next step in the Newtonian argument is one

which divests the law of gravitation of its provisional character,

as derived from a loose and superficial consideration of the

lunar orbiv. as a circle described with an average or mean
velocity, and elevates it to the rank of a general and pri-

mordial relation by proving its applicability to the state of

existing nature in all its circumstances. This step consists

in demonstrating, as he has done* {Prindp. i. 17. i. 7o.),

that, under the influence of such an attractive force mutually

urging two spherical gravitating bodies towards each other,

they will each, when moving in each other's neighboiu'hood,

be deflected into an orbit concave towards the other, and

describe, one about the other regarded as fixed, or both

round their common centre of gravity, curves whose formH

are limited to those figures known in geometry by the

general name of conic sectiom^ It will depend, he shows,

in any assigned case, upon the particular circumstances of

velocity, distance, and direction, which of these curves shall

be described,— whether an ellipse, a circle, a parabola, or

* We refer for these fundamental propositions, as a point of duty, to the im-
moriul work in which they were first propounded. It is impossible for us, in

this volume, to go into these investigations: even did our limits permit, it would
be utterly inconsistent with our plan ; a general idea, however, of their conduct
will be given in the next chapter. We trust that the careful and attentive study

of the I'rincipia in its originalform will never be laid aside, whatever be the
improvements of the modern analysis as respects facility of calculation and ex-
pression. From no otiier quarter can a thorough and complete comprehension
of the mechanism of our system, (so far as the immediate scope of that work
extends,) be anything like so well, and wc may add, so easily obtained.

u 4

ijl^. Jl .R-'I^Jb;...
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an hyperbola ; but one or other it must be ; and any one of

any degree of ecceutricity it may he, according to the cir-

cumstances of the case ; and, in all cases, the point to which

the motion is referred, whether it be the centre of one of the

spheres, or their common centre of gravity, wiU of necessity

be the focus of the conic section described. He shows,

furthermore {Princip. i. 1.), that, in every case, the angular

velocity with which the line joining their centres moves, must

be inversely proportional to the square of their mutual

distance, and that equal areas of the curves described will be

swept over by their line ofjunction in equal times.

(447.) All this is in conformity with what we have stated

of the solar and lunar movements. Their orbits are ellipses,

but of different degrees of eccentricity ; and this circumstance

already indicates the general applicability of the principles

in question.

(448.) But here we have already, by a natural and ready

implication (such is always the progress of generalization),

taken a further and most important step, almost unperceived.

We have extended the action of gravity to the case of the

earth and sun, to a distance immensely greater than that of

the moon, and to a body apparently quite of a different

nature than either. Are we justified in this ? or, at all events,

are there no modifications introduced by the change of data,

if not into the general expression, at least into the particular

interpretation, of the law of gravitation ? Now, the moment

we come to numbers, an obvious incongruity strikes us.

When we calculate, as above, from the known distance of

the sun (art. 357.), and from the period in which the earth

circulates about it (art. 305.), what must be the centrifugal

force of the latter by which the sun's attraction is balanced,

(and which, therefore, becomes an exact measure of the sun's

attractive energy as exerted on the earth,) we find it to be

immensely greater than would suffice to counteract the eartli's

attraction on an equal body at that distance—greater in the

high proportion of 354936 to 1. It is clear, then, that if

the earth be retained in its orbit about the sun by solar

attraction^ conformable in its rate of diminution with the
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general law^ this force must be no less than 354936 times

more intense than what the earth would be capable of exerting,

ceBterts paribus^ at an equal distance.

(449.) What, then, are we to understand from this result ?

Simply this,—that the sim attracts as a collection of 354936

earths occupying its place would do, or, in other words,

that the sun contains 354936 times the mass or quantity of

ponderable matter that the earth consists of. Nor let this

conclusion startle us. We have only to recall what has

been already shown in (art. 358.) of the ^gantic dimen-

sions of tliis magnificent body, to perceive that, in assigning

to it so vast a mass, we are not outstepping a reasonable

proportion. In fact, when we come to compare its mass

with its bulk, we find its density* to be less than that of the

earth, being no more than 0*2543. So that it must consist,

in reality, of far lighter materials, especially when we consider

the force under which its central parts must be condensed.

This consideration renders it highly probable that an intense

heat prevails in its interior by which its elasticity is reinforced,

and rendered capable of resisting this almost inconceivable

pressure without collapsing into smaller dimensions.

(450.) This will be more distinctly appretiated, if we
estimate, as we are now prepared to do, the intensity of

gravity at the sun's surface.

The attraction of a sphere being the same (art. 445.) as if

its whole mass were collected in its centre, will, of course,

be proportional to the mass directly, and the square of the

distance inversely; and, in this case, the distance is the

radius of the sphere. Hence we concludef, that the in-

tensities of solar and terrestrial gravity at the surfaces of the

two globes are in the proportions of 27*9 to 1. A pound of

terrestrial matter at the sun's surface, then, would exert a

pressure equal to what 27*9 such pounds would do at the

* The density of a material body is as the mats directly, and the volume in-

versely; hence density of©: density of® ••1304475
'

^ • 0*2543 : 1.

t Solar gravity : tcirestrial :

:
^|~-^2 : (j^jja *• : 27 -9 : 1; the respective radii

of the
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earth's. The efficacy of muscular power to overcome weight
is therefore proportionally nearly 28 times less on the sun
than on the earth. An ordinary man, for example, would
not only be unable to sustain his own weight on the sun,

but would literally be crushed to atoms under the load.*

(451.) Henceforward, then, we must consent to dismiss

all idea of the earth's immobility, and transfer that attribute

to the sun, whose ponderous mass is calculated to exhaust

the feeble attractions of such comparative atoms as the cartli

and moon, without being perceptibly dragged from its place.

Tlieir centre of gravity lies, as we have already hinted,

ahnost close to the centre of the solar globe, at an interval

quite imperceptible from our distance; and whether we
regard the earth's orbit as being performed about the one or

the other center makes no appretiable difference in any one

phenomenon of astronomy.

(452.) It is in consequence of the mutual gravitation of

all the several parts of matter, which the Newtonian law

supjMses, that the earth and moon, while in the act of

revolving, monthly, in their mutual orbits about their common
center of gravity, yet continue to circulate, without parting

company, in a greater annual orbit round the sun. We may
conceive this motion by connecting two unequal balls by a

short stick, which, at their common center of gravity is sus-

pended by a long string and made to gyrate conlcally round

a i)olnt vertically below that of suspension. Their joint system

will circulate as one pendulous mass about this imaginary

center, while yet they may go on circulating round each

other in subordinate gyrations, as if the stick were quite free

from any such tie, and merely hurled through the air. If

the earth alone, and not the moon, gravitiited to the sun, it

would be dragged away, and leave the moon behind— and

vice versd ; but, acting on both, they continue together under

its attraction, just as the loose parts of the earth's surface

continue to rest upon it It is, then, in strictness, not the

carih or the moon wh'ch describes an elll[)se around the sun,

but tl:a\f ni^mmnn nanton' nr (vrnvifv.

* A mass wrigliing li tione or 168 lbs. on the earth would produce «

prcssurv or 'SfiH7 lbs. on the sun.
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a Bmall) but very perceptible, monthly equation in the sun's

apparent motion as seen from the earth, which is always

taken into account in calculating the sun's place. The
moon's actual path in its compound orbit round the earth

and sun is an epicycloidal curve intersecting the orbit of the

earth twice in every lunar month, and alternately within and

without it. But as there are not more than twelve such

months in the year, and as the total departure of the moon
from it either way does not exceed one 400th part of the

radius, this amounts only to a slight undulation upon the

earth's ellipse, so slight, indeed, that if drawn in true propor~

tion on a large sheet of paper, no eye unaided by measurement

with compasses would detect it. The real orbit of the moon
is everywhere concave towards the sun.

(453.) Here moreover, i. e. in the attraction of the sun, we
have the key to all those differences from an exact elliptic

movement of the moon in her monthly orbit, which we have

already noticed (arts. 407. 409.), viz. to the retrograde revo-

lution of her nodes ; to the direct circulation of the axis of

her ellipse ; and to all the other deviations from the laws of

elliptic motion at which we have further hinted. If the moon
simply revolved about the earth under the influence of its

gravity, none of these phenomena would take place. Its

orbit would be a perfect ellipse, returning into itself, and

always lying in one and the same plane. That it is not to, is

a proof that some cause disturbs it, and interferes with ihe

earth's attraction ; and this cause is no other than the sun's

attraction— or rather, that part of it which is not equally

exerted on the earth.

(454.) Suppose two stones, side by side, or otherwise

situated with respect to each other, to bo let fall together

;

then, m gravity accelerates them equally, they will retain

their relative positions, and fall together as if they formed

one mass. But suppose gravity to be rather more intensely

exerted on one than the other ; then would that one be rather

more accelerated in its fall, and would gradually leave the

Othp** - an<1 tliiia n rolaf ivr> tn<tfS<>n Itnfi *kom ivfMi 1.1 n.

from the difference of action, however slight.
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(455.) The sun is about 400 times more remote than the

moon; and, in consequflnce, while the moon describes her

monthly orbit round the earth, her distance from the sun is

alternately ^^^^^ P*^ greater and as much less than the

earth's. Small as tlus is, it is yet sufficient to produce a per-

ceptible excess of attractive tendency of the moon towards

Ve^
s

the sun, above that of the earth when in the nearer point of

her orbit, M, and a corresponding defect on the opposite part,

N ; and, in the intermediate positions, not only will a differ-

ence offorces subsist, but a difference of directions also ; since

however small the lunar orbit M N, it is not a point, and,

therefore, the lines drawn from the sun S to its several parts

cannot be regarded as strictly parallel. If, as we have al-

ready seen, the force of the sun were equally exerted, and in

parallel directions on both, no disturbance of their relative

situations would take place ; but from the non-verification of

these conditions arises a disturbing force, oblique to the line

joining the moon and earth, which in some situations acts to

accelerate, in others to retard, her elliptic orbitual motion ; in

some to draw the earth from the moon, in others the moon
from the eartL Agun, the lunar orbit, though very nearly,

is yet not quite coincident with the plane of the ecliptic ; and

hence the action of the sun, which is very nearly parallel to

the last-mentioned plane, tends to draw her somewhat out of

the plane of her orbit, and does actually do so—producing

the revolution ofher nodes, and other phenomena less striking.

We are not yet prepared to go into the subject of these pcr-

turbativns, as they are called ; but they are introduced to the

reader's notice as early as i)ossiblc, for the purpose of re-

assuring his mind, should doubts have arisen as to the logical

correctness of our argument, in consequence of our temporary

neglect of them while working our way upward to the law

of gravity from a general consideration of the moon's orbit.
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CHAPTER IX. ,: - ,

OP THE SOLAR SYSTEM. ' ' ''

APPARENT MOTIONS OP THE PIJLNETS.— THE STATIONS AND KE-

TEOGRADATIONS THE SUN THEIR NATURAL CENTER OP MOTION.

—INFERIOR PLANETS*—THEIR PHASES, PERIODS, ETC. —DIMEN-
SIONS AND FORM OP THEIR ORBITS.—'.'RANSITS ACROSS THE SUN.

—SUPERIOR PLANETS.— THEIR DISTANCES, PERIODS, ETC.—KEP-

LER's laws and THEIR INTERPRETATION. ELLIPTIC ELEMENTS

OF A planet's orbit.— ITS HELIOCENTRIC AND QEOCENTRIC

PLACE.—EMPIRICAL LAW OF PLANETARY DISTANCES;—VIOLATED

IN THE CASE OP NEPTUNE.—THE ASTEROIDS.—PHYSICAL PE-

CULIARITIFS OBSERVABLE IN EACH OP THE PLANETS.

(456.) The sun and moon nre not tho only celestial objects

which appear to have a motion independent of that by which

tho great constellation of the heavens is daily carried round

the earth. Among the stars there are several,— and those

among the brightest and most conspicuous, — which, when
attentively watched from night to night, are found to

change their relative situations among the rest ; some rapidly,

others much more slowly. These are called planets. Four

of them— Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn— are remark-

ably large and brilliant ; another, Mercury, is also visible to

the naked eye as a large star, but, for a reason which will

presently appear, is seldom conspicuous : a sixth, Uranus, is

barely so discernible, while the rest of which about fifty aro

already known, and probably many more remain to be dis-

covered, are visil>le only through telescopes*, and with one

exception (that of Neptune) can only be known among the

multitude of minute stars those instruments reveal to us by

watching them from night to night and attending to their

naked ey«.

\y, Veiifi, It Mid (0 iiava ba«n One* Men by Schroter with the
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changes of place. All these have been discovered since the

commuQcoment of the current century, and forty-five of them
since 1844. A list of their names, discovcrcirs, and the dates

of their respective discovery will be found in the Appendix.

All of them but Neptune belong to a pcculinr and very re-

markable class or family of planets to which the name of

Asteroids has been assigned,

(457.) The apparent motions of the planets are much more
irregular than those of the sun or moon. Generally speaking,

and comparing their places at distant times, they all advance,

though with very different average or heart velocities, in the

same direction as those luminaries, i. c. in opposition to the

apparent diurna^ motion, or from west to cast : all of them

make the entire tour of the heavens, though under very dif-

ferent circumstances : and all of them, with the exception of

certain among the telescopic planets, are confined in their

visible paths witliin very narrow limits on either side the

ecliptic, and perform their movements within that zone of

the heavens we have called, above, the Zodiac (art. 303.).

(458.) The obvious conclusion from this is, that whatever

be, otherwise, the nature and law of their motions, they are

performed nearly in the plane ofthe ecliptic—that plane, namely,

in which our own motion about the sun is performed. Hence

it follows, that we see their evolutions, not in plan^ but in sec-

tion ; their real angular movements and linear distances being

all foreshortened and confounded undistinguishably, while

only their deviations from the ecliptic appear of their natural

magnitude, undiminished by the effect of perspective.

(459.) The apparent motions of the sun and moon, though

not uniform, do not deviate very greatly from uniformity ; a

moderate acceleration and retardation, accountable for by the

ellipticity of their orbits, being all that is remarked. But

the case is widely diiferent with the planets : sometimes they

advance rapidly ; then relax in their apparent speed— come

to a momentary stop ; and then actually reverdc their motion,

and run back upon their former course, with a rapidity at

first increasing, then diminishing, till the reversed or retro-

grade motion ceases altogether. Another station, or moment
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of apparent rest or indccbion, now takes place; after wliicli

the movement is again reversed, aud resumes its original di-

rect character. On the whole, however, the amount of direct

motion more than compensates the retrograde ; and by the ex-

cess of the former over the latter, the gradual advance of the

planet from west to east is maintained . Thus, supposing

the Zodiac to be unfolded into a plane surface, (or rcpre-

Bonted as in Mercator's projection, art. 283. taking the ecliptic

EC for iti groimd line,) the track of a planet when

mapped down by observation from day to day, will offer the

'V

appearance FQRS, &o. ; the motion from P to Q being

direct, at Q stationary, frum Q to K retrograde, at li ugain

stationary, from K to S direct, and so on.

(460.) In the midst of the irregularity and fluctuation of

this motion, one remarkable feature of uniformity is observed.

Whenever the planet crosses the ecliptic, as at N in the

figure, it is said (like the moon) to be in its node ; and as

the earth necessarily lies in the plane of the jcliptic, the

planet cannot be apparently ot uranographically situated in

the celestial circle so called, without being really and locally

situated in that plane. The visible passage of a planet

through its node, then, is a phenomenon indicative of a cir-

cumstance in its real motion quite independent of the station

from which we view it. Now, it is easy to ascertun, by
observation, when a planet passes from the north to the south

side of the ecliptic : we have only to convert its right ascen-

sions and declinations into longitudes and latitudes, and the

change from north to south latitude on two successive days

will advertise us on what day the transition took place;

while a simple proportion, grounded on the observed state of

its ii.otion in latitude in the interval, will suffice to fix the

precise hour ond minute of its arrival on the ecli[)tic. Now,
this being done for several transitions from side to side of the

ecliptic, and their dates thereby fixed, we find, universally.
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that the interval of time elapsing between the successivo

passages of each planet through the same node (whether it la

the ascending or the descending) is always alike, whether the

planet at the moment of such passage be direct or retrograde,

swift or slow, in its apparent movement. ^
(461.) Here, then, we have a circumstance which, while

it shows that the motions of the planets are in fact subject to

certain laws and fixed periods, may lead us very naturally to

suspect that the apparent irregularities and complexities of

their movements may be owing to our not seeing them from

their natural center (art 338. 371.), and ftam our mixing up
with their own proper motions movements ofa parallactickind,

due to our own change of place, in virtue of the orbital

motion of the earth about the sun.

(462.) If we abandon the earth as a center of the planetary

motions, it cannot admit of a moment's hesitation where we
should place that center with the greatest probability of truth.

It must surely be the sim which is entitled to the first trial,

as a station to which to refer to them. If it be not connected

with them by any physical relation, it at least possesses the

advantage, which the earth does not, of comparative immo>

bility. But after what has been shown in art 449., of the

immense mass of that luminary, and of the office it performs

to us as a quiescent center of our orbitual motion, nothing

can be more natural than, to suppose it may perform the same

to other globes which, like the earth, may be revolving round

it ; and these globes may be visible to us by its light reflected

from them, as the moon is. Now there many factd which

give a strong support to the idea that the planets are in thia

predicament

(463.) In the first place, the planets really are great

globes, of a size commensurate with the earth, and several

of them much greater. When examined through powerful

telescopes, they are seen to be round bodies, of sensible and

even of considerable appareut diameter, and offering distinct

and characteristic peculiarities, which show them to be ma-

terial masses, each possessing its individual structure and

mechanism ; and that, in one instance at least, an exceedingly

M
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airtificial and complex one. (See the representations of Mars,

Jupiter, and Saturn, in Plate III.) That their distances from

us are great, much greater than that of the moon, and some

of them even greater than that of the sun, we infer, Ist,

from their being occulted by the moon, and 2dly, from the

smallness of their diurnal parallax, which, even for the

nearest of them, when most favourably situated, does not

exceed a few secc^nds, and for the remote ones is almost

imperceptible. From the co'^parison of the diurnal parallax

of a celestial body, with its a^^arent semidiameter, we can at

once estimate its real size. For the parallax is, in fact,

nothing else than the apparent semidiameter of the earth as

seen from the body in question (art. 339. et seq.); and, the

intervening distance being the same, the real diameters must

be to each other in the proportion of the apparent ones.

Without going into particulars, it will suffice to state it as a

general result of that comparison, that the planets are all of

them incomparably smaller than the sun, but some of them
as large as the earth, and others much greater.

(464.) The next fact respecting them is, that their dis-

tances fi(X>m us, as estimated from the measurement of their

angular diameters, are in a continual state of change, period-

iciJly increasing and decreasing within certain limits, but by

no means corresponding with the supposition of regular

circular or elliptic orbits described by them about the earth

OS a center or focus, but maintaining a constant and obvious

relation to their apparent angular distances or elnngations

from the sun. For example ; the apparent diameter of Mars

is greatest when in opposition (as it is called) to the sun, i. e.

when in the opposite part of the ecliptic, or when it comes on

the meridian at midnight,— being then about 18",— but

diminishes rapidly from that amount to about 4", which is its

apparent diameter when in conjunction^ or when seen in

nearly the same direction as that luminary. This, and facts

of a similar character, observed with respect to the apparent

<^iameters of the other planets, clearly point out the sun as

having more than an accidental Fetation to tneir movements.

(465.) Lastly, certiun of the planets, (Mercury, Venus,

X
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and Mors,) when viewed through telescopes, cxliibit the

appearance of phases like those of the moon. This proves

that they are opaque bodies, shining only by reflected light,

which can be no other than that of the sun's; not only because

there is no other source of light external to them sufficiently

powerful, but because the appearance and succession of the

phases themselves are (like their visible diameters) intimately

connected with their elongations from the sun, as will pre-

sently be shown.

(466.) Accordingly it is found, that, when we refer the

pUmetary movements to the sun as a center, all that apparent

irregularity which they offer when viewed from the earth

disappears at once, and resolves itself into one simple and

general law, of which the earth's motion, as explained in a

former chapter, is only a particular case. In order to show

how this happens, let us take the case of a single planet,

which we will suppose to revolve round the sun, in a plane

nearly, but not quite, coincident with the ecliptic, but

passing through the sun, and of course intersecting the eclip-

tic in a fixed line, which is the line of the planet's nodes.

Thb line must of course divide its orbit into two segments

;

and it is evident that, so long as the circumstances of the

planet's motion remain otherwise unchanged, the times of

describing these segments must remain the same. The in-

terval, then, between the planet's quitting either node, and

returning to the tame aode again, must be that in whicJi it

describes one complete revolution round the sun, or its

periodic time ; and thus we are furnished with a direct method

of ascertfuning the periodic time of each planet.

(46V.) We have said (art. 457.) that the planets make the

entire tour of the heavens under very different circumstances.

This must be explained. Two of them—Mercury and Venus
— perform this circuit evidently as attendants upon the sun,

from whose vicinity they never depart beyond a certain limit.

They are seen sometimes to the east, sometimes io the west

of it. In the former case they appear conspicuous over the

weatem horizon, iuat after sunset, and are called eveninor

•tars : Venus, especially, appears occasionally in this situation
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with a dazzling lustre ; and in favor rable circumstances may
be obsarved to cast a pretty strong shadow.* When they

happen to be to the west of the sun, they rise before that

luminary in the morning, and appear over the eastern horizon

as morning stars: they do not, however, attain the same

elongation from the sun. Mercury never attains a greater

angular distance from it than about 29°, while Venus extends

her excursions on either side to about 47**. When they have

receded from the sun, eastward, to their respective distances,

they remain for a time, as it were, immovable with respect

to it, and are carried along with it in the ecliptic with a

motion equal to its own ; but presently they begin to approach

it, or, which comes to the same, their motion in longitude

diminishes, and the sun gains upon them. As this approach

goes on, their continuance above the horizon after sunset

becomes daily shorter, till at length they set before the

darkness has become sufficient to allow of their being seen.

For a time, then, they are not seen at all, unless on very

rare occasions, when they are to be observed passing across

the sun^s disc as small, round, well-d^ned black spots, totally

different in appearance from the solar spots (art. 386. ). Thebe

phenomena are emphatically called transits of the respective

planets across the sun, and take place when the earth

happens to be passing the line of their nodes while they are

in that part of their orbits, just as in the account we have

given (art. 412.) of a solar eclipse. After having thus

continued invisible for a time, however, they begin to appear

on the other side of the sun, at first showing themselves only

for a few minutes before simrise, and gradually longer and

longer as they recede from him. At this time their motion

in longitude is rapidly retrograde. Before they attain their

gxeatest elongation, however, they become stationary in the

heavens ; but their recess from the sun is still maintained by

the advance of that luminary along the ecliptic, which

continues to leave them behind, until, having reversed their

* It must be thrown upon a white ground. An open window in a white-
waahad roQTR !s the best czpcsure. In this siiuaiion I have oboerved not only
tlie shadow, but the difftaoted fVinges edging its outline.

—

H. Nott to tht

tditim of 1833. Venus may often bo seen with the naked eye in the daytime.

X 8
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motion, and become again direct, they acquire sufficient speed

to commence overtaking him— at which moment they have

their greatest western elongation ; and thus is a kind of oscil>

latory movement kept up, while the general advance along

the ecliptic goes on.

(468.) Suppose PQ to be the ecliptic, and ABCDthe
orbit of one of these planets, (for instance, Mercury,) seen

almost edgewise by an eye situated very nearly in its plane

;

S, the sun, its centre ; and A, 6, C,D successive positions of

the planet, of which B and D are in the nodes. If, then, the

Bun S stood apparently still in the ecliptic, the planets would

simply appear to oscillate backwards and forwards from A to

C, alternately passing before and behind the sun ; and, if the

eye happened to lie exactly in the plane of the orbit, transit-

ing his disc in the former case, and being covered by it in the

latter. But as the sun is not so stationary, but apparently

carried along the ecliptic P Q, let it be supposed to move

over the spaces ST, TU, UY, while the planet in each case

executes one quarter of its period. Then will its orbit be

apparently carried along with the sun, into the successive

positions represented in the figure ; and while its real motion

round the sun brings it into the respective points, B,C,D,A,
its apparent movement in the heavens will seem to have been

along the wavy or zigzag line AN HK. In this, its motion

in lon^tude will have been direct in the parts A N, N H, and

retrograde in the parts H n K ; while at the turns of the zig-

zag, as at H, it will have been stationary.

(469.) The only two planets — Mercury and Venus—
whose evolutions are such as above described, are called

inferior planets ; their points of farthest recess from the sun

are called (as above) their greatest eastern and western elon-

gntinng • an^ their poittts of neaTCSt approach to it, their

inferior and superior conjunctions,— the former when the
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planet passes between the earth and the sun, the latter when
behind the sun. .^^tv^^;:^. ^r-_., . vik-c ;5^_,,

(470.) In art. 467. we have traced the apparent path of an

inferior planet, by considering its orbit in section, or as

viewed firom a point in the plane of the ecliptic. Let us

now contemplate it in plan, or as viewed from a station above

that plane, and projected on it. Suppose then, S to represent

the sun, abed the orbit of Mercury, and A B C D a part of

that of the earth—the direction of the circulation being the

same in both, viz. that of the arrow.

When the planet stands at a, let the

earth be situated at A, in the direction

of a tangent, a A, to its orbit ; then

it is evident that it will appear at its

greatest elongation from the sun,— the

angle a A S, which measures their ap-

parent interval as seen from A, being

then greater t !ian in any other situation of a upon its own
circle.

(471.) Now, this angle being known by observation, we
are hereby furnished with a ready means of ascertaining, at

least approximately, the distance of the planet from the sun,

or the radius of its orbit, supposed a circle. For the triangle

S A a is right-angled at a, and consequently we have S a :

S A : : sin. S A a : radius, by which proportion the radii S a,

S A of the two orbits are directly compared. If the orbila

were both exact circles, this would of course be a perfectly

rigorous mode ofproceeding : but (as is proved by the inequality

of the resulting values of S a obtained at different times) tHls

is not the case ; and it becomes necessary to admit an p:<^cen-

tricity of position, and a deviation from the exact circular

form in both orbits, to account for this difference. Neglecting,

however, at present this inequality, a mean or average value

of S a may, at least, be obtiuned from the frequent repetition

of this process in all varieties of situation of the two bodies.

The calculations being performed, it is concluded that the

mean distance of Mercury from the sun is about 36000000

miles ; and that of Venus, similarly derived, about 68000000

;

the radius of the earth's orbit being 95000000.
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(472.) The sidereal periods of the planets may be obtained

(as before observed), with a considerable approach to accuracy,

by observing their passages through the nodes of their orbits

;

and indeed, when a certain very minute motion of these nodes

and the apsides of their orbits (similar to that of the moon's

nodes and apsides, but incomparably slower) is allowed for,

with a precision only limited by the imperfection of the ap-

propriate observations. By such observation, so corrected, it

appears that the sidereal period of Mercury is S?** 23^ 15"*

43 •9' ; and that of Venus, 224«» 16" 49"' 8 0». These periods,

however, are widely different from the intervals at which the

successive appearances of the two planets at their eastern and

western elongations from the sun are observed to happen.

Mercury is seen at its greatest splendour as an evening star,

at average intervals of about 116, and Venus at intervals of

about 584 days. The difference between the sidereal and syno'

dical revolutions (art. 418.) accounts for this. Referring again

to the figure of art. 470., if the earth stood still at A, while

the planet advanced in its orbit, the lapse of a sidereal period,

which should bring it round agiun to a, would also produce a

umilar elongation from the sun. But, meanwhile, the earth

has advanced in its orbit in the same direction towards E, and

therefore the next greatest elongation on the same side of the

sun will happen—not in the position a A of the two bodies,

but in some more advanced position, e E. The determination

of this position depends on a calculation exactly similar to

what has been explained in the article referred to ; and

we need, therefore, only here state the resulting synodical

revolutions of the two planets, which come out respectively

115•877^ and 583-920*.

(473.) In this interval, the planet will have described a

whole revolution plus the arc ace, and the onrth only the arc

A C E of its orbit. During its lapse, the inferior conjunction

will happen when the earth has a certain intermediate situt;.-

tion, B, and the planet has reached b, a point between the

sun and earth. The greatest elongation on the opposite side

of the sun will happen when the earth has come to C, and

the planet to c, where the line of junction C c is a tangent
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to iho interior circlo on the opposite side from M. Lastly,

the superior conjunction will happen when the earth arrives

at D, and the planet at d in the same line prolonged on the

other side of the sun. The intervals at which these plueno-

mena happen may easily be computed from a knowledge of

the synodical periods and the radii of the orbits.

(474.) The circmnferences of circles are in the proportion

of their radii. If, then, we calculate the circumferences of

the orbits of Mercury and Venus, and the earth, and com*

pare them with the times in which their revolutions are

pe;formed, we shall find that the actual velocities with which

they move in their orbits diflfer greatly; that of Mercury

being about 109360 miles per hour, of Venus 80000, and of

the earth 68040. From this it follows, that at tho inferior

conjunction, or at b, either planet is moving in the same direc-

tion as the earth, but with a greater velocity ; it will, there-

fore, leave tho earth behind it ; and the apparent motion of

the planet viewed from the earth, will be as if the planet

stood still, and the earth moved in a contrary direction from

what it really does. In this situation, then, the apparent

motion of the planet must be contrary to the apparent

motion of the sun ; and, tho> ore, retrogiude. On the other

hand, at the superior conjunction, the real motion of the

planet being in the opix>«ite direction to that of the earth, the

relative motion will He the same as if the planet stood still,

and the earth advano^l with their united velocities in its own
proper direction. In this situation, then, the apparent motion

will be direct. Both these results are in accordance with

observed fact.

(475.) The stationary points may be determined by the

following consideration. At a or c, the points of greatest

elongation, the motion of the planet is directly to or from

the earth, or alonff their line of jimction, while that of the

earth is nearly perpendicular to it. Here, then, the apparent

motion must be direct. At A, tho inferior conjimction, we
have seen tV.at it must be retrograde, owing to the planet's

motion (whicL is there, as well as the earth's, perpendicular

to the lino of junction) surpassing the earth's. Hence, the

x4
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stationary points ought to lie, as it is found by observation

they do, between a and b, or c and b^ viz. in such a position

that the obliquity of the planet's motion with respect to the

line of junction shall just compensate for the excess of its

velocity, and cause an equal advance of each extremity of

that line, by the motion of the planet at one end, and of the

earth at the other : so that, for an instant of time, the whole

line shall move parallel to itself. The question thus proposed

is purely geometrical, and i\;s solution on the supposition of

circular orbits is easy. Let E e and P p represent small

i"^

arcs of the orbits of the earth and planet described contem-

poraneously, at the moment when the latter appears stationary,

about S, the sun. Produce p P and e E, tangents at P
and E, to meet at B, and prolong E P backwards to Q, join

ep. Then since P E, /) e are parallel we have by similar

triangles P;7:£e::PR:RE, and since, putting v and V
for the respective velocities of the planet and the earth*

P /) : E r •
: w : V ; therefore

r: V::PR:RE sin. P E R
cos. SEP
COB. S E P

sin. E P R
COS. S P Q
cos.(SEP +ESP)

beoiuse the angles S E R and S P R are right angles. More-
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over, if r and R be the radii of the respective orbits, we have

also --: '
:

---}- -',-
- -^ _ ,

-.. •-. /,,_:• - -•>;-. f.^. 3

r : Rrrsin. SEP : sin. (SEP +ESP) •'

from which two relations it is easy to deduce the values of

the two angles SEP and ESP; the former of which is the

apparent elongation of the planet &om the sun*, the latter

the difference of heliocentric lon^tudes of the earth and

planet.

(476.) When we regard the orbits as other than circles

(wliich they really are), the problem becomes somewhat com-

plex—too much so to be here entered upon. It will suffice

to state the results which experience verifies, and which

assigns the stationary points of Mercury at from 15° to 20°

of elongation from the sun, according to circumstances ; and

of Venus, at an elongatioT) never varying much from 29°.

The former continues to retrograde during about 22 days

;

the latter, about 42.

(477.) We have said that some of the planets exhibit phages

like the moon. This is the case with both Mercury and

Venus ; and is readily explained by a consideration of their

orbits, such as we have above supposed them. In fact, it

requires little more than mere inspection of the figure annexed,

to show, that to a spectator

situated on the arth E, an

inferior planet, illuminated

by the sun, and therefore

bright on the side next to

him, uud dark on that turn-

ed from him, will appear

full at the superior con-

junction A ; gibbous (t. e. more than half full, like the moon
between the first and second quarter) betw oen that point and

the points B C of its greatest elongation ; half-mooned tit

these points ; and crescent-shaped, or horned, between these

n y
* If —-m and - «n, SEP— ^, ESP— ^, the equations to be resolved ue

•iH. (^•t-if)— m (ii/i. ^ and eoi. (^+4')""> cos. ^,which give co«. if

1 +mn
m + n
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and the inferior conjunction D. As it approaches this point,

the crescent ought to tliin off till it vanishes altogether, ren-

dering the planet invisible, unless in those cases where it

transits the sun's disc, and appears on it as a black spot. All

these phenomena are exactly conformable to observation.

(478.) The variation in brightness of Venus in different

parts of its apparent orbit is very remarkable. This arises

from two causes : 1st, the varying proportion of its visible

illuminated area to its whole disc ; and, 2dly, the varying

angular diameter, or whole apparent magnitude of the disc

itself. As it approaches its inferior conjunction from its

greater elongation, the half-moon becomes a crescent, which

thins off; but this is more than compensated, for some time,

by the increasing apparent magnitude, in consequence of its

diminishing distance. Thus the total light received from it

goes on increasing, till at length it attains a maximum, which

takes place when the planet's elongation is about 40°.

(479.) The transits of Venus are of very rare occurrence,

taking place alternately at the very unequal but regularly

recurring intervals of 8, 122, 8, 105, 8, 122, &c., years in

succession, and always in June or December. As astronomical

phaenomena, they are extremely important ; since they afford

the best and most exact means we possess of ascertaining the

sun's distance, or its parallax. Without going into the niceties

of calculation of this problem, which, owing to the great mul-

titude of circumstances to be attended to, ore extremely

intricate, we shall here explain its principle, which, in the

abstract, is very simple and obvious. Let E be the earth,

V Venus, and S the sun, and C D the portion of Venus's

relative orbit which she describes while in the act of transiting

the sun's disc. Suppose A B two spectators at opposite ex-

tremities of that diameter of the earth which is perpendicular

to the ecliptic, and, to avoid complicating the case, let us lay

out of coiitfidoration the earth's rotation, and suppose A, B, to

retain that situation auring the whole time of the transit.

Then, at any moment when the spectator at A sees the center

of Venus projected at a on the sun's disc, he at B will see it

proji^tcd sib. If then one or other spectator could suddenly
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transport himself from A to B, he would see Venus suddenly

diaplaued on the disc from a to b', and if he had any means of

noting accurately the place of the points on the disc, either

by micrometrical measures from its edge, or by other means,

he might ascertain the angular measure of a 6 as seen from

the earth. Now, since A V a, B V i, are straight lines, and

therefore make equal angles on each side Y, a b will be to A
B as the distance of Venus from the sun is to its distance from

the earth, or as 68 to 27, or nearly as 2^ to 1 ; ab therefore

occupl. the sun's disc a space 2^ times as great as the

earth'i • '>eter; and its angular measure is therefore equal

to about 2^ times the earth's apparent diameter at the distance

of the sun, or (which is the same thing) to five times the sun's

horizontal parallax (art. 298.). Any error, therefore, which

may be committed in measuring a b, will entail only onefifth

of that error on the horizontal parallax concluded from it.

(480.) The thing to be ascertained, therefore, is, in fact,

neither more nor less than the breadth of the zone P QR S,

pqrsy included between the extreme apparent paths of the

center of Venus across the sun's disc, from its entry on one

side to its quitting it on the other. The whole business of

the observers at A, B, therefore, resolves itself into this ;— to

ascertain, with all possible care and precision, each at his own
station, this path,—where it enters, where it quits, and what

segment of the sun's disc it cuts off. Now, one of the most

exact ways in which (conjoined with Cu,reful micrometric

measures) this can be done, is by noting the time occupied in

the whole transit : for the relative angular motion of Venus

being, in fact, very precisely known from the tables of her

motion, and the apparent path being very nearly a straight

line, these times crivo us a meaauro (on a very enlarged scale)

of the lengths of the chords of the segments cut off; and the
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Bun*8 diameter being known also with great precision, their

versed sines, and theretbro their difference* or the Wadth of

the zone requu-ed, becomes known. To obtiun these times

correctly, each observer must ascertai i the instants of ingress

.. and egress of the o; ^::er. To do this, he must note, Ist, the

instant when the first visible impression or notch on the edge

of the disc at P is produced, or the ^rst external contact

;

2dly, when the planot is just wholly immersed, and the

broken edge of the disc just closes again at Q, or the first

interna/ contact ; and, lastly, he must make the same observa-

tions at the egress at B, S. The mca . of tiic internal and

i? ' external contacts, corrected for the curvature of the sun's

limb in the intervals of the respective points of contact, in-

ternal and external, gives the entry and egress of the planet's

center.

(481.) The modifications introduced into this process by the

earth's rotation on its axis, and by other geographical stations

of the observers thereon than here supposed, arc similar in

their principles to those which enter into the calculation of u

solar eclipse, or the occultation of a star by the moon, only

more * -fined. Any consideration of them, however, here,

would lea*, us too far ; but in the view wo have taken of the

subject. It. affords an admirable example of the way in which

minute elements in astronomy may become magnified in their

effects, and, by be* ig made subject to measurement on a

greatly enlarged s .. e, or by substituting the measure of time

for space, may !je asccrttuned with a degree of precision

adequate to every purpose, by oi^y watching favourable

opportunities, and taking advantage of nicely adjusted com-

binations of circuniBtance. So important has this observation

api)eared to astronomers, that at the last transit of Venus, in

1769, expeditions were fitted out, on the most efficient scale,

by the British, French, Russian, and other governments, to

the remotest corners of the globe, for the express purpose of

performing it. The celebrated rxj>edition of Captain Cook
to Otaheite was one of them. The general result of all the

observations made on this most memorable occasion gives

8"5776 for the sun's horizontal parallax. The two next

-j^'i-Vi^K-i-Ji^
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occurrences of this pheenomenon will happen on Dec. 8. 1874

and Dec. 6. 1882.

(482.) The orbit of Mercury is very elliptical, the ex-

centricity being nearly one fourth of the mean distance.

This appears from the inequality of the greatest elongations

from the sun, as observed at different times, and which vary

between the limits 16° 12' and 28° 48', and;, from exact

measures of such elongations, it is not difficult to show

that the orbit of Venus also is slightly excentric, and that

both these planets, in fact, describe ellipses, having the

sun in their commom focus.

(483.) Transits of Mercury over the sun's disc occasionally

occur, OB in the case of Venus, but more frequently; those

at the ascending node in November, at the descending in

May. The intervals (considering each node separately) are

usually either 13 or 7 years, and in the order 13, 13, 13, 7,

&c. ; but owing to the considerable inclination of the orbit

of Mercury to the ecliptic, this cannot be taken as an

exact expression of the said recurrence, and it requires a

period of at least 217 years to bring round the transits in

regular order. One will occur in the present year (1848),

the next in 1861. They are of much less astronomical

importance than that ofVenua, on account of the proximity of

Mercury to the sun, which affords a much less favourable

combination for the deteimination of the sun's parallax.

(484.) Let us now consider the superior planets, or those

wliose orbits enclose on all sides that of the earth. That

they do so is proved by several circumstances : — 1st, They

are not, like the inferior planets, confined to certain limits

of elongation from the sun, but appear at all distances from

it, even in the opposite quarter of the heavens, or, as it is

called, in opposition; which could not happen, did not tho

earth at such times place itself between them and the sun

:

2dly, They never appear horned, like Venus or Mercury,

nor even semilunar. Those, on the contrary, which, from

the minuteness of their parallax, we conclude to bo the most

dist^n* A*'^*" la vi«. -Tiinitor. Sniiirn. TTraniw. iind Nentune.

never appear otherwise than round; a sufficient proof^ of
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itself, that we see them always in a direction not very

remote from that in which the sun's rays illuminate them

;

and that, therefore, we occupy a station which is never very

widely removed from the centre of their orbits, or, in other

words, that the earth's orbit is entirely enclosed within theirs,

and of comparatively small diameter. One only of them.

Mars, exhibits any perceptible phase, and in its deficiency

from a circular outline, never surpasses a moderately gibbous

appearance,— the enlightened portion of the disc being

never less than seven-iighths of the whole. To understand

this, we need only cast our eyes on the annexed figure, in

which E is the earth, at its apparent greatest elongation

from the sun S, as seen from Mars, M. In thio position,

the angle SM E, included between the lines

S M and E M, is at its maximum ; and there-

fore, in this state of things, a <>pectator on the

earth is enabled to see a greater portion of

the dark hemisphere of Mars than in any other

situation. The extent of the phase, then, or

greatest observable degree of gibbosity, affords

a measure—a sure, although a coarse and rude

one— of the angle SM E, and therefore of the

proportion of the distance S M, of Mars, to

S E, that of the earth from the sun, by which

it appears that the diameter of the orbit of

Mars cannot be less than 1^ times that of the

earth's. The phases of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Nep-

tune, being imperceptible, it follows that their orbits must

include not only that of the earth, but of Mars also.

(485.) All the superior planets are retrograde in their

apparent motions when in opposition, and for some time

before and after ; but they differ greatly from each other,

both in the extent of their arc of retrogradation, in the

duration of th«>5r retrograde movement, and in its rapidity

when swiftest. It is more extensive and rapid in the cose

of Mars than of Jupiter, of Jupiter than of Saturn, of that

planet than of Uranus, and of Uranus again than Neptune.

The aiigular velocity with whicli a planet appoars to re-
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trograde is eapsily ascertained by observing its apparent

place in the heavens from day to day; and from such

observations, made about the time of opposition, it is easy

to conclude the relative maffnitudes of their orbits, as

compared with the earth's, supposing their periodical times

known. For, from these, tlieir mean angular velocities are

known also, being inversely as the times. Suppose, then,

E e to be a very small por-

tion of the earth's orbit,

and Mm a corresponding

portion of that of a superior planet, described on the day

of opposition, about the sun S, on which day the three

bodies lie in one straight line S EM X. Then the angles

E S e and M S m are given. Now, if e m be joined and

prolonged to meet SM continued in X, the angle eXE,
which is equal to the alternate angle X e Y, is evidently

the retrogradation of Mars on that day, and is, therefore,

also given. E e, therefore, and the angle E X e, being given

in the right-angled triangle E « X, the side E X is easily

calculated, and thus S X becomes known. Consequently,

in the triangle S w» X, we have given the side S X and the

two angles m S X, and m X S, whence the other bides, S m,

m X, are easily determined. Now, S m is no other than the

radius of the orbit of the superior planet required, which in

this calculation is supposed circular, as well na tliat of the

earth ; a supposition not exact, but sufficiently so to afford a

satisfactory approximation to the dimensions of its orbit, and

which, if the process be often repeated, in every variety of

situation at which the opposition can occur, will ultimately

afford an average or mean value of its diameter fully to be

depended upon.

(486.) To apply this priiiciple, however, lo practice, it

is necessary to know the periodic times of the several planets.

These may be obtained directly, as has been already stated,

by observing the intervals of their passages through the

ecliptic; but, owing to the very small inclination of the

orbits of some of them to its plarc, they cross it so obliquely

that the precise moment of their airival on it is not asccr-
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tainable, unless by very nice observations. A better method

consists in determining, from the observations of several

successive days, the exact moments of their arriving in oppo-

sition with the sun, the criterion of which is a difference of

longitudes between the sun and planet of exactly 180°.

The interval between successive oppositions thus obtained

is nearly one synodical period; and would be exactly so,

were the planet's orbit and that of ihe earth both circles,

and uniformly described ; but as that is foimd not to be the

case (and the criterion is, the inequality of successive syno-

dical revolutions so observed), the averjge of a great

number, taken in all varieties of situation in which the

oppositions occur, will be freed from the elliptic inequality,

and may be taken as a mean synodical period. From this,

by the considerations and by the process of calculation, in-

dicated (art. 418.) the sidereal periods are readily obtained.

The accuracy of this determination will, of course, be greatly

increased by embracing a long interval between the ex-

treme observations employed. In point of fact, that interval

extends to nearly 2000 years in the cases of the planets

known to the ancients, who have recorded their observations

of them in a manner sufficiently careful to be made use of.

Their periods may, therefore, be regarded as ascertained

with the utmost exactness. Their numerical values will

be found stated, as well as the mean distances, and all the

other elements of the planetary orbits, in the synoptic table at

the end of the volume, to which (to avoid repetition) the

reader is once for all referred.

(487.) In casting our eyes down the list of the planetary

distances, and comparing them with the periodic times, we can-

not but be struck with a certain correspondence. The greater

ihe distance, or the larger the orbit, evidently the longer the

; 'od. The order of the planets, beginning from the sun, is

f same, whether we arrange them according to their dis-

•.'"n., or to the time they occupy in completing their revolu-

tions ; and is as follows :— Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars,

the recently discovered family of Asteroids, Jupiter, Saturn.

n
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Uranus, and Neptune. Nevertheless, when we come ta

examine the numbers expressmg them, we find that the re-

lation between the two series is not that of simple />ro-

portional increase. The periods increase more than in pro-

portion to the distances. Thus, the period of Mercury

is about 88 days, and that of the Earth 365 — being in

proportion as 1 to 4*15, while their distances are in the

less proportion of 1 to 2*56 ; and a similar remark holds

good in every instance. Still, the ratio of increase of the

times is not so rapid as that of the squares of the distances.

The square of 2*56 is 6*5536, which is considerably greater

than 4*15. An intermediate rate of increase, between the

simple proportion of the distances and that of their squares

is therefore clearly pointed out by the sequence of the

numbers ; but it required no ordinary penetration in the

illustrious Kepler, backed by uncommon perseverance and

industry, at a period when the data themselves were in-

volved in obscurity, and when the processes of trigonometry

and ofnumerical calculation were encumbered with difficulties,

of which the more recent invention of logarithmic tables

has happily left us no conception, to perceive and demonstrate

the real law of their connection. This connection is ex-

pressed in the following proposition:— "The squares of

the periodic times of any two planets are to each other, in

the same proportion as the cubes of their mean distances

from the sun." Take, for example, the Earth and Mars *,

whose periods are in the proportion of 3652564 to 6869796»

and whose distance from the sun is that of 100000 to 152369

;

and it will be found, by any one <who will take the trouble

to go through the calculation, that

—

;

(Su52564)'» : (6869796)" :: (100000)' : (152369)'.

(488.) Of aU the laws to which induction from pure

observation has ever conducted man, this third law (as it is

called) of Kapler may justly be regarded as the most remark-

* The expression of this law of Kepler requires a slight modification when
we come to the extreme nicety of numerical calculation, ror the greater planets,

due to the influence of their masses. This correction is imperceptible fur ths
jMirih and Mars. . . .. , ....
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able, and the most pregnant with important consequences.

When we contemplate the constituents of the planetary

system frdm the point of view which this relation affords us,

it is no longer mere analogy which strikes us— no longer

a general resemblance among them, as individuals independent

of each other, and circulating about the sun, each according

to its own peculiar nature, and connected with it by its own
peculiar tie. The resemblance is now perceived to be a

true family likeness; they are bound up in one chain—

interwoven in one web of mutual relullon and harmonious

agreement— subjected to one pervading influence, which

extends from the centre to the farthest limits of that great

system, of which all of them, the earth included, must hence-

forth be regarded as members.

(489.) The laws of elliptic motion about the sun as a

focus, and of the equable description of areas by lines

joining the sun and planets, were originally established by

Kepler, from a consideration of the observed motions of

Mars; and were by him extended, analogically, to all the

other planets. However precarious such an extension might

then have appeared, modem astronomy has completely verified

it as a matter of fact, by the general coincidence of its results

with entire series of observations of the apparent places of

the planets. These are found to accord satisfactorily with

the assumption of a particular ellipse for each planet, whose

magnitude, degree of excentricity, and situation in space,

are numerically assigned in the synoptic tabic before referred

to. It is true, that when observatluns are carried to a high

degree of precision, and when each planet is traced through

many successive revolutions, and its history carried back, by

the aid of calculations founded on these data, for many
centuries, we learn to regard the laws of Kepler as only

first approximations to the much more complicated ones

which actually prevail ; and that to bring remote observations

into rigorous and mathematical accordance with each other,

and at the same time to retain the extremely convenient

nomenclature and relations of the elliptic system, it

becomes necessarv to modifv, to a certain extent, our verbal
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expression of the laws, and to regard the numerical data or

elliptic elements of t>ie planetary orbits as not absolutely-

permanent, but subject to a series of extremely slow

and almost imperceptible changes. These changes may be

neglected when we consider only a few revolutions; but

going on from century to century, and continually accumu-

lating, they at length produce material departures in the

orbits from their original state. Their explanation will form

the subject of a subsequent chapter ; but for the present we
must lay them out of consideration, as of an order too

minute to affect the general conclusions with which we arc

now concerned. By what means astronomers are enabled t^

compare the results of the elliptic theory with observation,

and thus satbfy themselves of its accordance with nature,

will be explained presently.

(490.) It will first, however, be proper to point out what

particular theoretical conclusion is involved in each of the

three laws of Kepler, considered as satisfactorily established,

— what indication each of them, separately, affords of the

mechanical forces prevalent in our system, and the mode in

which its parts are connected,— and how, when thus con-

sidered, they constitute the basis on which the Newtonian

explanation of the mechanism of the heavens is mainly

supported. To begin with the first law, that of the equable

description of areas.— Since the planets move in curvilinear

paths, they must (if they be bodies obeying the laws of

dynamics) be deflected from their otherwise natural recti-

linear progress bi/ force. And from tins law, taken as a

matter of observed fact, it follows, that the direction of such

force, at every point of the orbit of each planet, always

passes through the sun. No matter from what ultimate cause

the power which is called gravitation originates,— be it a

virtue lodged in the sun as its receptacle, or be it pressure

from without, or the resultant of many pressures or

solicitations of unknown fluids, magnetic or electric ethers,

or impulses,— still, when finally brought under our con-

templation, and summed up into a single resultant energy—
point on all sides, toioards ilte

Y 2
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$un*3 center. As an abstract dynamical proposition^ the

reader will find it demonstrated by Newton, in the first

proposition of the Principia, with an elementary simplicity

to which we really could add nothing but obscurity by
amplification, that any body, iirged towards a certain central

point by a force continually directed thereto, and thereby

deflected into a curvilinear path, will describe about that

center equal areas in equal times : and vice versd, that such

equable description of areas is itself the essential cr rion of

a continual direction of the acting force towards the center

to which this character belongs. The first law of Kepler,

then, gives us no information as to the nature or intensity of

the force urging the planets to the sun ; the only conclusion

it involves is, that it does so uige them. It is a property

of orbital rotation under the influence of central forces

generally, and, as such, we daily see it exemplified in a

thousand familiar instances. A simple experimental illus-

tration of it is to tie a bullet to a thin string, and, having

whirled it round with a moderate velocity in a vertical plane,

to draw the end of the string through a small ring, or allow

it to coil itself round the finger, or round a cylindrical rod

held very firmly in a horizontal position. The bullet will

then approach the center of motion in a spiral line ; and the

increase not only of its angular but of its linear velocity, and

the rapid diminution of its periodic time when near the

center, will express, more clearly than any words, the compen-

sation by which its uniform description of areas is maintained

under a constantly diminishing distance. If the motion be

reversed, and the thread allowed to uncoil, beginning with a

rapid impulse, the velocity will diminish by the same degrees

as it before increased. The increasing rapidity of a dancer's

pirouette, as he draws in his limbs and straightens his whole

person, so as to bring every part of his frame as near as

possible to the axis of his motion, is another instance where

the connection of the observed effect with the central force

exerted, though equally real, is much less obvious.

(491.) The second law of Kepler, or that which asserts

planets describe ellipses about the sun as their focus-
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involves, aa a consequence, the law of solar gravitation (so be

it allowed to call the force, whatever it be, which urges them

towards the sun) as exerted on each individual planet, apart

from all connection with the rest. A straight line, dynamic-

ally speaking, is the only path which can be pursued by a

body absolutelyfree, and imder the action of no external force.

All deflection into a curve is evidence of the exertion of a

force ; and the greater the deflection in equal times, the

more intense the force. Deflection from a strmght line

is only another word for curvature of path ; and as a circle

is characterized by the uniformity of its curvatures in all its

parts— so is every other curve (as an ellipse) characterized

by the particular law which regulates the increase and

diminution of its curvature as we advance along its circum-

ference. The deflecting force, then, which continually bends

a moving body into a curve, may be ascertained, provide'",

its direction, in the first place, and, secondly, the law of cui

vature of the curve itself, be known. Both these enter as

elements into the expression of the force. A body may
describe, for instance, an ellipse, under a great variety of

dispositions of the acting forces : it may glide along it, for

example, as a bead upon a polished wire, bent into an elliptic

form ; in which case the acting force is always perpendicular

to the wire, and the velocity is uniform. In this case the

force is directed to no fixed center, and there is no equable

description of areas at all. Or it may describe it as we
may see done, if we suspend a ball by a very .org string,

and, drawing it a little aside from the perpendicular, throw

it round with a gentle impulse. In tins case the acting force

is directed to the center of the ellipse, about which areas are

described equably, and to which a force proportional to the

distance (the decomposed result of terrestrial gravity) per-

petually urges it. * This is at once a very easy experiment,

and a very instructive one, and we shall again refer to it.

In the case before us, of an ellipse described by the action of

* If the suspended body be a vessel full of fine sand, having a small hole at

its bottom, the elliptic trace of its orbit will be left in a sand streak on a table

This neat illustration is due, to the best of my knowledge, to

Mr. Babbage.
y 3
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a force directed to the focus, the steps of the investigation

of the law of force are these : Ist* The law of the areas

determines the actual velocity of the revolving body at every

point, or the space really run over by it in a given minute

portion of time ; 2dly, The law of curvature of the ellipse

determines tlie linear amount of deflection from the tangent

in the direction of thefocus, which corresponds to that space

80 run over ; 3dly, and lastly. The laws of accelerated motion

declare that the intensity of the acting force causing such

deflection in its own direction, is measured by or proportional

to the amount of that deflection, and may therefore be cal-

culated in any particular position, or generally expressed by

geometrical or algebraic symbols^ as a law independent of

particular positions, when that deflection is so calculated or

expressed. We have hero the spirit of the process by which

Newton has resolved this interesting problem. For its

geometrical detail, we must refer to the 3d section of his

Principia. We know of no artificial mode of imitating this

species of elliptic motion ; though a rude approximation to it

— enough, however, to give a conception of the alternate ap-

proach and recess of the revolving body to and from the focus,

and the variation of its velocity—may be iisd by suspending

a small steel bead to a fine and very long silk fibre, and

setting it to revolve in a small orbit round the pole of a

powerful cylindrical magnet, held upright, and vertically

under the point of suspension.

(492.) The third law of Kepler, which connects the dis-

tances and periods of the planets by a general rule, bears

with it, as its theoretical interpretation, this important con-

sequence, viz. that it is one and the same force, modified only

by distance from the sun, which retains all the planets \\

their orbits about it. That the attraction of the sun (if such

it be) is exerted upon all the bodies of our system indiffer-

ently, without regard to the peculiar materials of which

they may consist, in the exact proportion of their inertin, or

quantities of matter ; that it is not, therefore, of the nature

of the elective attractions of chemlstiy or of magnetic scdcn^

which is powerless on other substances than iron and somo
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one or two more, but is of a more universal character, and

extends equally to all the material constituents of our system,

and (as we shall hereafter see abundant reason to admit) to

those of other systems than our own. This law, important

and general as it is, results, as the simplest of corollaries, from

the relations established by Newton in the section of the

Principia referred to (Prop, xv.), from which proposition it

results, that if the earth were taken from its actual orbit, and

launched anew in space at the place, in the db'ection, and

with the velocity of any of the other planets, it would de-

scribe the very same orbit, and in the same period, which

that planet actually does, a minute correction of the period

only excepted, arising from the difference between the

mass of the earth and that of the planet. Small as the

planets are compared to the sun, some of them are not, as

the earth is, mere atoms in the comparison. The strict

wording of Kepler's law, as Newton has proved in his fifty-

ninth proposition, is applicable only to the case of planets

whose proportion to the central body is absolutely inappre-

tiable. When this is not the case, the periodic time is

shortened in the proportion of the square root of the number

expressing the sun's mass or inertia, to that of the smn of

the numbers expressing the masses of the sun and planet

;

and in general, whatever be the masses of two bodies revolv-

ing round each other under the influence of the Newtonian law

of gravity, the square of their periodic time will be expressed

by a fraction whose numerator is the cube of their mean

distance, i. e. the greater semi-axis of their elliptic orbit,

and whose denominator is the sum of their masses. When
one of the masses is incomparably greater than the other,

this resolves into Ilcpler's law ; but when this id not the

cose, the proposition thus generalized stands in lieu of that

law. In the system of the svm and planets, however, the

numerical correction thus introduced into the results of

Kepler's law is too small to be of any importance, the mass

of the largest of the planets (Jupiter) being much less than

a tliouBandtli part of that of the sun. We Buall presently,

however, perceive all the importance of tins generalization,

when wc come to speak of the satellites.

Y 4
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(493.) It will first, however, be proper to explain by wliut

process of calculation the expression of a planet's elliptic

orbit by its elements can be compared with observation, and

how we can satisfy ourselves that the numerical data con-

tained in a table of such elements for the whole system does

really exhibit a true picture of it, and afford the means of

determining its state at every instant of time, by the mere

application of Kepler's laws. Now, for each planet, it is

necessary for this purpose to know, 1st, the magnitude and

form of its ellipse ; 2dly, the situation of this ellipse in space,

with respect to the ecliptic, and to a fixed line drawn therein

;

3dly, the local situation of the planet in its ellipse at some

known epoch, and its periodic time or mean angular velocity,

or, as it is called, its mean motion.

(494.) The magnitude and form of an ellipse are deter-

mined by its greatest length and least breadth, or its two

principal axes ; but for astronomical uses it is preferable to

use the semi-axis major (or half the greatest length), and

the excentricity or distance of the focus from the center,

which last is usually estimated in parts of the former. Thus,

an ellipse, whose length is 10 and breadth 8 parts of any -cale,

has for its major semi-axis 5, and for its excentricity 3 such

pnrts ; but when estimated in parts of the semi-axis, regarded

as a unit, the excentricity is expressed by the fraction f

.

(495.) The ecliptic is the plane to which an inhabitant of

the earth most naturally refers the rest of the solar system,

as a sort of ground-plane ; and the axis of its orbit might be

taken for a line of departure in that plane or origin of angular

reckoning. Were the axis Jixed, this would be the best

possible origin of longitudes ; but as it has a motion (though

an excessively slow one), there is, in fact, no advantage in

reckoning from the axis more than from the line of the

equinoxes, and astronomers therefore prefer the latter, taking

account of its variation by the effect of precession, and re-

storing it, by calculation at every instant, to a fixed position.

Now, to determine the situation of the ellipse described by

a planet with respect to this plane, three element* require to

l)C known:— 1st, the inclination of the plane of the planet's

orbit to the plane of the ecliptic ; 2dly, the lino in which
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these two planes intersect each other, which of necessity

passes through the sun, and whose position with respect to

the line of the equinoxes is therefore given by stating its

longitude. This line is called the line of the nodes. When
the planet is in this line, in the act of passing from the south

to the north side of the ecliptic, it is in its ascending node,

and its longitude at that moment is the element called the

longitude of the node. These two data determine the situation

of the plane of the orbit ; and there only remains for the

complete determination of the situation of the planet's ellipse,

to know how it is placed in that plane, which (since its focus is

necessarily in the sun) is ascertained by stating the longitude of

its perihelion, or the place which the extremity of the axis

nearest the sun occupies, when orthographically projected on

the ecliptic*

(496.) The dimensions and situation of the planet's orbit

thus determined, it only remains, for a complete acquaintance

with its history, to determine the circumstances of its motion

in the orbit so precisely fixed. Now, for this purpose, all

that is needed is to know the moment of time when it is either

at the perihelion, or at any other precisely determined point

of its orbit, and its whole period ; for these being known, the

law of the areas determines the place at every other instant.

This moment is called (when the pnrihelion is the point chosen)

the perihelion passage, or, when some point of the orbit is fixed

upon, without special reference to the perihelion, the epoch,

(497.) Thus, then, we have seven particulars or elements,

which must be numerically stated, before we can reduce to

calculation the state of the system at any given moment.

But, these known, it is easy to ascertain the ap[)arent posi-

tions of each planet, as it would be seen from the sun, or is

seen from the earth at any time. The former is called the

heliocentric ; the latter the geocentric, place of the planet

(498.) To commence with the heliocentric places. Let 8
represent the sun ; P A N the orbit of the planet, being an

* Whut in most improperly called in some books the " lonf^itiide of the peri-

hciicn on the orhii " ill a lifokeii jirc Of nil Biiglo itiadc up of two in niiil'rent

pliines, viz. from the equinox to the node on the ecliptic and thence to the pvri*

livliun oil the orbit.
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ellipse, having the S in its focus, and A for its perihelion

;

and let ;? a N T represent the projection of the orbit on the

plane of the ecliptic, intersecting the

line of equinoxes S T in T, which,

therefore, is the origin of longitudes.

Then will S N be the line of nodes

;

and if we suppose B to lie on the

south, and A on the north side of the ecliptic, and the di-

rection of the planet's motion to be from B to A, N will bo

the ascending node, and the angle T S N the longitude of

the node. In like manner, if P be the pi'ace of the planet at

any time, and if it and the perihelion A be projected on the

ecliptic, upon the points p, a, the angles y S p, T S a, will

be the respective heliocentric longitudes of the planet and of

the perihelion, the former of which is to be determined, and

the latter is one of the given elements. Lastly, the angle

/) S F is the hcLoceutric latitude of the planet, which is also

required to be known.

(499.) Now, the time being given, and also the moment of

the planet's passing the perihelion, the interval, or the time

of describing the portion A P of the orbit, is given, and the

periodical time, and the whole area of the ellipse being

known, thi; law of proportionality of areas to the times of

their description gives the magnitude of the area ASP.
From this it is a problem of pure geometry to determine the

corresponding atigle ASP, which ib called the planet's true

ano^iali/. This problem is cf the kind called transcendental,

and has been resolved by a great variety of processes, some

moro, some loss intricate. It offors, however, no peculiar

difficulty, wul is prtictically resolved with great facility by

;he help of tables constructed for the purpose, adapted to

the case of each particjlar planet. *

* It will rcndily bo understood, that, except in tlic cane of uniform circular

mutiuii, an equahie description of area$ about any center i« incompatible with

an v(iuablu duscr ption of anylvs. The object of tlio problem in the text is to

pam from ti^e arra, nuppoted known, to the angle, Ruppowd unknown : in otiicr

words to derive the true amount of angular motion fVom the perihelion, or the

true anomuhj iVom what is technically called the mean anomaly, that \%, the meai'
..i-:„,, I i»-_

lUiKiiiaf iMuiiOii wiiici) wuUiu iiiitc uwii pvnufiiicu iinii me motion in angiu

uniform instead uf the motion in area. It happens fortunately, that this is tht
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- (dOO.) The true anomaly thus obtained, the planet's

angular distance from the node, or the angle N S P, is to be

found. Now, the longitudes of the perihelion and node being

respectively T a and T N, which are ^ven, their difference

a N is also given, and the angle N of the spherical right-

angled triangle A N a, being the inclination of the plane

of the orbit to the ecliptic, is known. Hence we calculate

the arc N A, or the angle N S A, which, added to A S P,

gives the angle N S P required. And from this, regarded

as the measure of the arc N P, forming the hypothenuse

of the right-angled spherical triangle P N /), whose angle N,

as before, h known, it is easy to obtain the other two sides,

Is p and P p. The latter, being the measure of the angle

p S P, expresses the planet's heliocentric latitude ; the former

measures the angle N S /?, or the planet's distance in lon-

gitude from \fs node, which, added to the known angle

T S N, the longitude of the node, gives the heliocentric lon-

gitude. This process, however circuitous it may appear,

when once well understood may be gone through numerically

by the aid of the usual logarithmic and trigonometrical

tables, in little more time than it will have taken the reader

to peruse its description. <

(501.) The geocentric differs from the heliocentric place

of a planet by reason of that parallactic change of apparent

situation which arises from the earth's motior in its orbit.

Were the planets' distances as vast as those of the stars, the

earth's orbital motion would be insensible when vi'wed

from them, and they would always appear to us to hoK; the

same relative eituations among the fixed stars as if viewed

from the sun, i. e. they would then be seen in their heliocentric

places. The difference, their, between the heliocentric and

geocentric places of a planet is, iu fact, the sam*? thing with

its parallax, arising from the earth's removal fro,. 'l>e centre

simpV"' ..f all problems of the tranwendcntal kind, and can be resolved, in thu

m^ac difficult case, by the rule of V fulse position," or trial and error, in a very

few minutes. Nay, it may even be resolved approximately on inspection by a

simple and easily constructed piece of mfchanis'n, of which the reader may see a

tirscripiiuri in tiii: Camuiiugs a iiiiOiCpiiivui * rSiiSSvtav!iS| Vc!< .V. p. 425>, by
the author of this work.

A
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of the systOEu <»ud its annual motion. It follows from this,

that the fir^t step tovirarda a knowledge of its amount, and

the consequent determination of the apparent place of each

planet, as I'efcR'ed firom the eartit to the sphere of the fixed

stars, must bo to ascertoiri the pt-oportion of its lint ar dis-

tances from the earth and from tbe sun, i compatod with

the earth's distance from the sun, ?nd the angular positions

of all three with respect to each other.

(5(i..) Suppose, therefore, S to represent the s'l'n, E the

earib, an«l P the planet ; S T the line of equipoxcj, T E
the oanr.'i orbit, and 1' p a [perpendicular let fall fr<.im ihc

plaiicL on ibe cclii>*.ie. Theii will the angle SPE (accordisig

to the general nc ''»;i fii parallax conveyed in art. 69) re-

prci-oTit the parallax of the planet

ai oliig IVcm the change of station

'roiix S to E ; E P will be the appa-

rent direction ')f the planet seen from

E ; and if S C^ be drawn parallel to

E u, the angle T S Q will be the geocentric longitude of the

planet, wliile T S E represents the heliocentric longitude of

ihe earth, T S^; that of the planet The former of these,

T S E, ia given by the solar tables ; the latter, T S /?, is

t'oimA by the process abo\o described (art. 500). Moreover,

S P it: the radius vector of the planet's orbit, and S E that

of the earth's, both of which are defennined from the known
dimensions of tlieir respective ellipses, and the places of the

b«>.<lics in them at the assigned time. Lastly, the angle

P S ;» is the planet's heliocentric latitude.

(503.) Our object, then, is, from all these data, to de-

termine the angle T S Q, and P E/7, which is the geocentric

latitude. The process, then, will stand as follows:— 1st,

In 4.Le triangle S P />, right-angled at p, given S P, and the

anglu P S ^ (the planet's radius vector and heliocentrir

latitude), find S p and V p; 2dly, In the triangle S E
given S p (just found), S E (the earth's radius vector), a k

the angle E S /> (the diffe ce of heliocentric long*. .^'^ ;

the earth and planet), f- we angle S /? E, and ih-i ! is

E p. The former being equal to the alternate anglo p ' Q,
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SB the parallactic removal of thi planet in lon^tude, which,

added to T S p, gives its geo'jentric longitude. The latter,

E p (which is called the curtate distance of the planet from

the earth), gives at once the geocentric latitude, by means of

lihe right-angled triangle P E ;?, of which E p and P p are

known sides, and the angle P E /? is the geocentric latitude

sought.

(504.) The calculations required for these purposes are

nothing but the most ordinary processes of plane trigo-

nometry ; and, though somewhat tedious, are neither intricate

nor difficult. When executed, however, they afford us the

means of comparing the places of the planets actually

observed with the elliptic theory, with the utmost exactness,

and thus putting it to the severest trial ; and it is upon the

testimony of such computations, so brought into comparison

with observed facts, that we declare that theory to be a true

representation of nature.

(505.) The planets Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and

Saturn, have been known from the earliest ages in which

astronomy has been cultivated. Uranus was diccovered by

Sir W. Hcrschel in 1781, March 13th, in the course of a

review of the heavens, in which every star visible in a

telescope of a certain power was brought under close ex.

amination, when the new planet was immediately detected

by its disc, under a high magnifying power. It has since

been ascertained to have been observed on many previous

occaf>loii3, Vf'ith telescopes of insufficient power to show its

disc, and even entered In catalogues as a star ; and some of

the observations which have been so recorded have been

used to improve and extend our knowledge of its orbit.

The discovery of the Jisteroids dates from the first day of

1801, when Cevos wus dkoovered by Piazzi, at Palermo;

a discove*'. pctviiiy foliowed by those of Juno by pro-

fessor li.ading, of Gotia.i^en, in 1804 ; and of Pallas and

Ve8tn, by Dr. Olbers, ot Bremen, in 1802 and 1807 re-

spectively. It is extremely remarkable tlidt this 3. porlant

addition to our bystem had been in some sort surmised ns a

thing not unlikely, on the ground that the iutervals between
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the orbit of Mercury and the other planetary orbiiB, go on

doubling as we recede from the sun, or nearly so. Thus,

the interval between the orbits of the Earth and Mercury is

nepiiy twice that between those of Venus and Mercury i

that between the orbits of Mars and Mercury nearly twice

that between the Earth and Mercury; and so on. The
interval between the orbits of Jupiter and Mercury, how-

ever, is much too great, and would form an exception to this

law, which is, however, again resumed in the case of

the three planets next in order of remoteness, Jupiter,

Saturn, and Uranus. It was therefore thrown out, by the

late professor Bode, of Berlin,* as a possible surmise, that

a planet not then yet discovered might exist betwee . Mars
and Jupiter ; and it may easily be imagined what was the

astonishment of astronomers on finding not one only, but

four planets, differing greatly in all the other elements of then*

orbits, but agreeing very nearly, joth inter se, and with the

above stated empirical law, in I'espect of their mean distances

from the sun. No account, d priori or from theory, was to

be ^ven of this singular progression, which is not, like

Kepler's laws, strictly exact in numerical verification: but

the circumstances we have just mentioned tended to create

a strong belief that it was something beyond a mere ac-

cidental coincidence, and bore reference to the essential

structure of the planetary system. It was even conjectured

that the asteroids are fragments of some greater planet which

formerly circulated in that interval, but which has been blown

to atoms by an explosion ; an idea countenanced by the ex-

ceeding minuteness of these bodies which present discs ; and

it was argued that in that case innumerable more such frag-

ments must exist and might come to be hereafter discovered.

Whatever may be thought of such a speculation as a physical

hypothesis, this conclusion has been verified to a considerable

extent as a matter of fact by subsequent discovery, the result

* Tlie progression is (rather rudely) that of the numbers 4,4 + 3, 4 + 6,

4+12, &c. The empirical law itself, as we have above stated it, is ascribed by
Voiron, not to Bode (who would appear, however, at all events, to have first

of Wittembvrg. (Voiron, Supplement to Biiilly.)
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of a careful and minute examination and mapping down of

the smaller stars in and near the zodiac, undertaken with that

express object. Zodiacal charts of this kind, the product of

the zeal and industry of many astronomers, have been con-

structed, in which every star down to the ninth, tenth, or

even lower magnitudes, is inserted, and these stars being

compared with the actual stars of the heavens, the intrusion

of any stranger within their limits cannot fail to be noticed

when the comparison is systematically conducted. The dis-

covery of Astreea and Hebe by profesfor Hencke in 1845 and

1847 revived the flagging spirit of enquiry in this direction;

with what success, the list in the Appendix to this volume

will best show. The labours of our indefatigable countryman,

Mr. Hind, have been rewarded by the discovery of no less

than eight of them. -i

(506.) The discovery of Neptune marks in a signal manner

the maturity of Astronomical science. The proof, or at least

the urgent presumption of the existence of such a planet, as

a means of accounting (by its attraction) for certain small

irregularities observed in the motions of Uranus, was afibrded

almost simultaneously by the independent researches of two

geometers, Messrs. Adams of Cambridge and Leven*ier of

Paris, who were enabled, from theory alone, to calculate

whereabouts it ought to appear in the heavens, if visible,

the places thus independently calculated agreeing surpris-

ingly. Within a single degree of the place assigned by

M. Leverrier's calculations, and by him communicated to

Dr. Galle of the Royal Observatory at Berlin, and within

two and a half from that indicated by Mr. Adams, it was

actually found by Dr. Galle on the very first night (Sept. 23.

1846) after the receipt of M. Leverrier's communication, on

turning a telescope on the spot, and comparing the stars in

its immediate neighbourhood with those previously laid down

in one of the zodiacal charts alreadv alluded to.*

* Construct* . • Or. Bremlicer, of Berlin. On reading the history of this

noble discover;, , - v. >re ready to exclaim with Schiller—
« Mit dent Genius steht die Natur in ewicrem Bunde,

\Vas der Eine verspricht leistet dio Andre gewiss."
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(507.) The mean distance of Neptune from the sun, how-

ever, so fer from falling in wx*h th*^ supposed law of planetary

distances above mentioneo, i,'i « ..ccided case of discord-

ance. The interval uo; wee ha orbit and that of Mercury,

instead of being nearly double the interval between those of

Uranus and Mercmy, does not, in fact, exceed the latter

interval by much more than half its amount. This remark-

able exception may serve to make ua ca-T*'";. In the too

ready admission of empirical laws of this nature ^o the rank

of fundamental truths, though, as in the present instance,

they may prove useful auxiliaries, and serve as stepping

stones, affo ing a temporary footing in the path to great

discoveries. The force of this remark will be more apparent

when W.3 come to explain more particularly the nature of

the theoretical views which led to the discovery of Neptune

itself.

(508.) We shall devote the rest of this chapter to an

account of the phy ucal peculiarities and probable condition of

the several planets, so far as the former are known by ob-

servation, or the latter rest on probable grounds of conjecture.

In this, three features principally strike us as necessarily

productive of extraordinary diversity in the provisions by

which, if they be, like our earth, inhabited, animal life must

be supported. These are, first, tho difference in their re-

spective supplies of light and heat from the suu; secondly,

the diflference in the intensities of the gm \ itating forces which

must subsist at their smioces, or the ditt'erent ratios which,

on their several globes, the iner.ice of bodies must bear to

their weights; and, third^ , tiie difference in the if ture of

the materials of which, from what we know of their mean
density, we have every reason to believe *h -j consist. Tlie

intensity of solar radiation is near!; <evep times greater on

Mercury than on the Earth, and o ^pt ae 900 times less;

berland telescopei of that Institution to the ; lace a igned by Mr. Adams's
calrtOntions and its vicinity, on the 4th and !2th of August 1846, saw tie

pla.:.\. on both those days, and noted its place (among those of other stars) for

re-observation. He, however, postponed the compariton of the places observed,

Htui, not possessing Dr. Brcmiker's chart (which would have at once indicated

the presence of an unmapped star), remained in ignorance of the planet's

eiuience as a visible object till its announcement as such by Dr. Oalle.
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the proportion between the two extremes being that of up-

wards of 6600 to 1. Let any one figure to himself the

condition of our globe, were the sun to be septupled, to say

nothing of the great ratio! or were it diminished to a

seventh, or to a 900th of its actual power I It is true that

owing to the remarkable difference between the properties

of radiant heat as emitted from bodies of very exalted tem-

perature, as the sun, and as from such as we commonly term

warm, it is very possible that a dense atmosphere surrounding

a planet, while allowing the access of solar heat to its surface,

may oppose a powerful obstacle to its escape, and that thus

the feeble sunshine on a remote planet may be retained and

accumulated on its surface in lie same way (and for the same

reason) that a very slight amount of sunshine, or even the

dispersed heat of a bright though clouded day, suffices to

maintain the interior of a closed greenhouse at a high tem-

perature. We cannot then absolutely conclude the preva-

lence of that excessive cold on the surface of a distant planet

which its mere remoteness from the sun might lead us, primd

facie, t< xpect.

(508. L) Again, the intensity of gravity, or its efficacy

in counteracting muscular power and repressing animal

activity, on Jupiter, is nearly two and a half times that on

the £ui on Mars not more than one-half, on the Moon
one-sixtli, and on the smaller planets probably not more than

one-twentieth ;
giving a scale of which the extremes are in

the proportion of sixty to one. Lastly, the density of Saturn

hardly exceeds one-eighth of the Earth's, so that it mutit con-

sist of materials not heavier on the average than dry fir wood.

Now, under the various combinations of elements so iujpor-

tant to life as these, what immense diversity must we not

admit in the conditions of that great problem, the mainten-

ance of animal and Intel • ctual existence and happiness, which

seems, so far as we can judge by what we see around us in

our own planet, and by the way in which every corner of it

is crowded with living beings, to form an unceasing and

worthy object for the exercise of the Benevolence and Wis-

dom which preside over ;ill I

z
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- (509.) Quitting, however, the region of mere speculation,

we will now show what information the telescope affords us

of the actual condition of the several planets within its reach.

Of Mercury we can see little more than that it is round, and

exhibits phases. It is too small, and too much lost in the

constant neighbourhood of the Sun, to allow us to make
out more of its nature. The real diameter of Mercury is

about 3200 miles: its apparent diameter varies from 6" to

\2". Nor does Venus offer any remarkable peculiarities:

although its real diameter is 7800 miles, and although it oc-

casionally attains the considerable apparent diameter of 61'',

which is larger than that of any other planet, it is yet the

most difficult of them all to define with telescopes. The
intense lustre of its illuminated part dazzles the sight, and

exaggerates every imperfection of the telescope ; yet we see

clearly that its surface is not mottled over with permanent

spots like the Moon ; we notice in it neither mountains nor

shadows, but a uniform brightness, in which sometimes w^e

may indeed fancy, or perhaps more than fancy, brighter or

obscurer portions, but can seldom or never rest fully satisfied

of the fact. It is from some observations of this kind that both

Venus and Mercury have been concluded to revolve on their

axes in about the same time as the Earth, though in the

case of Venus, Bianchini and other more recent observers

have contended for a period of twenty-four times that length.

The most natural conclusion, from the very rare appearance

and want of permanence in the spots, is, that we do not see,

as in the Moon, the real surface of these planets, but only

their atmospheres, much loaded with clouds, and which may
serve to mitigate the otherwise intense glare of their sun-

shine.

(510.) The case is very different with Mars. In this

planet we frequently discern, with perfect distinctness, the

outlines of what may be continents and seas. (See Plate III.

fig. 1., which represents Mars in its gibbous state, as seen

on the 16th of August, 1830, in the 20-feet reflector at

Slough.) Of these, the former are distinguished by that

ruddy colour which characterizes the light of this planet
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(which always appears red and fiery), and indicates, no

doubt, an ochrey tinge in the general soil, like what the red

sandstone districts on the Earth may possibly offer to the

inhabitants of Mars, only more decided. Contrasted with

this (by a general law in optics), the seas, as we may call

them, appear greenish.* These spots, however, are not

always to be seen equally distinct, but, when seen, they offer

the appearance of forms considerably definite and highly

characteristicf, brought successively into view by the rotation

of the planet, from the assiduous observation of which it has

even been found practicable to construct a rude chart of the

surface of the planet. The variety in the spots may arise

from the planet not being destitute of atmosphere and clouds

;

and what adds greatly to the probability of this is the ap-

pearance of brilliant white spots at its poles,—one of which

appears in our figure, — which have been conjectured, with

some probability, to be snow ; as they disappear when they

have been long exposed to the sun, and are greatest when
just emerging from the long night of their polar winter, the

snow line then extending to about six degrees (reckoned on

a meridian of the planet) from the pole. By watching the

spots during a whole night, and on successive nights, it is

found that Mars has a rotation on an axis inclined about

30' 18' to the ecliptic, and in a period of 24" 37"* 23" J in the

same direction as the Earth's, or from west to east. The
greatest and least apparent diameters of Mars are ^" and

18'', and its real diameter about 4100 miles.

(511.) We now come to a much more magnificent planet,

Jupiter, the largest of them all, being in diameter no less

than 87,000 miles, and in bulk exceeding that of the Earth

nearly 1300 times. It is, moreover, dignified by the atten-

dance of four moons, satellites, or secondary planets, as they are

* I have noticed the phaenomena described in the text on many occasions, but
never more distinct than on the occasion when the drawing was made from
which the figure in Plate I. is engraved.— Author.

f The reader will find many of those forms represented in Shumacher's As-
tronomiiche Nackrichten, No. 191> 434, and in the chart in No. 349. by Messrs.

Beer and Madler^

X Beer and Miidler, A»tr. Nachr. 349.

z 2
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I

called, which constantly accompany and rovolve about it, as

the Moon does round the Earth, and in the same direction,

forming with their principal, or primary, a beautiful miniature

system, entirely analogous to that greater one of which their

central body is itself a member, obeying the same laws, and

exemplifying, in the most striking and instructive manner,

the prevalence of the gravitating power as the ruling prin-

ciple of their motions : of these, however, we shall speak more

at large in the next chapter.

(512.) The disc of Jupiter is always observed to bo

crossed in one certain direction by dark bends or belts pre-

senting the appearance, in Plate III. fig. 2., which represents

this planet as seen on the 23rd of September, 1832, in the

20-feet reflector at Slough. These belts are, however, by no

means alike at all times ; they vary in breadth and in situa-

tion on the disc (though never in their general direction).

They have even been seen broken up and distributed over

the whole face of the planet ; but this phronomenon is ex-

tremely rare. Branches running out from them, and subdi-

visions, as represented in the figure, as well as evident darker

spots, are by no means uncommon. But the most singular

pliffinomenon presented by the belts of Jupiter is the occasional

appearance upon them of perfectly round, well defined, bright

spots (not unlike the discs of the satellites (see art. 540.), as

they are occasionally seen projected on the planet when

passing between it and the Earth, only smaller. They vary

in situation and number, as many as ten having, on one oc-

casion (Oct. 28, 1857), been seen at once, but, so far as

hitherto observed, only on the southern hemisphere of Jupiter.

They were first noticed by Mr. Dawes in the spring of 1849,

but first described and figured by Mr. Lassell, March 27, 1850.

They have been more recently again and more distinctly and

consecutively observed by the former of these observers, who
has given figures of them in Ast Soc. Not. xviii. pp. 8. 40.

(512. a.) From the appearances and configurations of tho

belts, attentively wuiched, it is concluded that this planet

revolves in the surprisingly short period of O** 55™ 50' (sirl

I
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time), on an axis perpendicular to the direction of the belts.

Now, it is very remarkable, and forms a most satisfactory

comment on the reasoning by which the spheroidal figure of

the Earth has been deduced from ite diurnal rotation, that the

outline of Jupiter's disc is evidently not circular, but elliptic,

being considerably flattened in the direction of its axis of ro-

tation. This appearance is no optical illusion, but is authen-

ticated by micrometrical measures, which assign 106 to 100

fur the proportion of the equatorial and polar diameters.

And to confirm, in the strongest manner, the truth of those

principles on which our former conclusions have been founded,

and fully to authorize their exoension to this remote system,

it appears, on calculation, that this is really the degree of

oblatencss wliich corresponds, on those principles, to the

dimeiioions of J upitcr, and to the time of his rotation.

(513.) The parallelism of the belts to the equator of Jupiter,

their occasional variations, and these appearances of spots seen

upon thcni, render it extremely probable that they subsist

in the atmosphere of the planet, forming tracts of compa-

ratively clear sky, determined by currents analogous to our

trade-winds, but of a much more steady and decided charac-

ter, as might indeed be expected from the immense velocity

of its rotation. That it is the comparatively darker body of

the planet which appears in the belts is evident from this, —
that tliey do not come up in all their strength to the edge of

the disc, but fade away gradually before they reach it. The

round bright spots described above may thdefore not impos-

sibly be insulated masses of cluud, of local origin, analogous

tu the cumuli which sometimes cap ascending columns of

vaj)our in our atmosphere. The apparent diameter of Jupiter

varies from 30" to 46".*

(514.) A still more wonderful, and, as it may be termed,

elaborately artificial mechanism, is displayed in Saturn, the

next in order of remoteness to Jupiter, to which it is not

much inferior in magnitude, being about 79,000 miles in dia-

* i'luf V, Smyth and Mr. Di'larue Imvc piiblJMlicd fine nprcscntationH of

Jiipilvr, tliv forinL-r a<i svvn from the Peak uf Teiieriflu (alt. 10.700 ft.), the

l.tttci ill his obHcrvatory at Cranfoni.

as a
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meter, nearly 1000 times exceeding the earth in bulk, and

subtending an apparent angular diameter at the earth, of

about 18^' at its roean distance. This stupendous globe,

besides being attended by no lees than eight satellites, or

moons, is surrounded with three broad, flat, and extremely

thin rings, concentric with the planet and with each other, the

inner being very faint and semi-transparent ; all lying in one

plane, and separated by a very narrow interval from each

other throughout their whole circumference, as they are from

the planet by a much wider. The dimensions of this extra-

ordinary appendage are as follows *
:
—

" Mlle».

Exterior diameter of cxteiior bright ring ... 40*095 = 1 76,4 1

8

Interior ditto 35-289 = 155.272
Exterior diameter of interior bright ring - . . 34'4 75 = 151,690

26-668=117,339
17-991= 79,160
4-339= 19,090

Interval <>r tla> rings • .-.--. 0-408= 1,791

ThiclcneBs of tl)c ring nut exceeding -....= 250

Interior ditto -

Equatorial diameter of the bitdf ....
Interval l>etween tlie plaiibt anJ interior bright ring

The figure (PI. III. Jig. 3.) represents Saturn surrounded

by its rings, and having its body striped with dark belts,

somewhat similar, but broader and less strongly marked than

those of Jupiter, and owing, doubtless, to a similar cause.f

Whatever be the materials of which the ring consists (and

there are strong reasons, Art. 522., for believing it not to

consist of solid matter) it is at least substantial enough to

cast a shadow, which, when the Earth is properly situated,

may be seen on the body of the planet on the side next the

Sun ; as also to receive one when thrown on it by the body

on the opposite side. The form of this latter shadow, minutely

scrutinized with powerful telescopes, has led some observers

to conclude that the edge of the outer ring is in some degree

rounded, and that the two rings do not lie precisely in one

These dimensions are calculated from Prof Struve's micrometric measures
Mem. Ast Soc. iii. 301., with the exception of the thickness of the ring, which
ia concluded from its total disappearance in 1 833, in a telescope which would
eeriainlv have shown, as a visible object, a line of light one-twentieth of a

aecond m breadth. The interval of the rings here stated is possibly somewhat
too small.

t The equatorial bright belt is generally well seen. The subdivision of the

dark one by two narrow bright bands is seldom so distinct as represented in the

|tlatc.
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plane.* From the parallelism of the belts with the plane of

the ring, it may be conjectured that the axis of rotation of the

planet is perpendicular to tl .at plane; and this conjecture is

confirmed by the occasional appearance of extensive dusky

spots on its surface, which, when watched, like the spots on

Mars or Jupiter, indicate a rotation in 9'' 57" 1 'Ql* (according

to the observations of Mr. Airy) about an axis so situated.

(515.) The axis of rotation, like that of the earth, preserves

its parallelism to itself during the motion of the planet in its

orbit ; and the same is also the case with the ring, whose

plane is constantly inclined at the same, or very nearly the

same, angle to that of the orbit, and, therefore, to the

ecliptic, viz. 28° 11'; and intersects the latter plane in a

line, which makes at present f an angle with the line of

equinoxes of 167° 31'. So that the nodes of the ring lie in

167° 31' and 347° 31' of longitude. Whenever, then, the

planet happens to be situated in one or other of these longi-

tudes, as at C, the plane of the ring passes through the sun,

which then illuminates only the edge of it. And if the

earth at that moment be in F, it will see the ring edgeways,

the planet being in opposition, and therefore most favour-

ably situated (cceteris paribus) for observation. Undtr these

circumstances the ring, if seen at all, can cnly appear as a

very narrow straight line of light projecting on either side

of the body as a prolongation of its diameter. J\ fact, it is

quite invisible in uny but telescopes of extraordinary power. J

This remarkable phosnomenon takes place r.t intervals of fif-

teen years nearly (being a semi-period of Saturn in its jrbit).

One disappearance at least must take place whenever Saturn

passes cither node of its orbit ; but three must frequently

Iiappen, and two are possible. To show this, suppose 8 to

be the eun, ABCD part of Saturn's orbit situated so as to

* Tlie excessive thinneu of the rings leads us to demur to the former of thess

conclusions a$ a retult of oburvdtion, though fiilly adm'Uing it a:; thcorotically

probable.

t According to Bcssci, the longitude of the node of the ring increases by
4«"-46a per annum. In IfiOO it was 166° 53' 8''9.

^ Its disapponranco was nmpkte when observed with a reflector cightet:n

ihi'hc!* in aperture and twenty feet in fucai length on the 29th of April, I8B3,

by the author.

s 4
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include the node of the ring (at C); EFQH the Earth's

oibiit; SC the line of the node; EB, GD parallel to SC
touching the earth's orbit in E G ; and let the direction of

motion of both bodies be that indicated by the arrow. Then
Bince the ring preserves its parallelism, its plane can nowhere

intersect the earth's orbit, and therefore no disappearance

can tak^ place, unless the planet be between B and D : and,

on the other hand, a disappearance is possible (if the earth

be rightly situated) during tlie whole time of the description

of the arc B D. Now, since S B or S D, the distance of

Saturn from the Sun, is to S E or S G, that of the Earth, as

9-54 to 1, the angle C S D or C S B=6° 1', and the whole

angle B S D= I2** 2', which is described by Saturn (on an

average) in 359*46 days, wanting only 6*8 days of a complete

year. The Earth then describes very nearly an entire revo-

lution within the limits of time when a disappearance is pos>

eible ; and since, in either half of its orbit E F G or G H F,

it may equally encounter the plane of the ring, one srwU

encounter at least is unavoidable within the time specified.

(516.) Let G a be the arc of the Earth's orbit described

from G in 5*8 days. Then if, at the moment of Saturn's

arrival at B, the Earth be at a, it will encounter the plane

of the ring advancing parallel to itself and to B E to meet

it, somewhere in the (juadrant II E, as at M, after which

it will bo behind that phino (with rct'erence to the direction
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of Saturn's motion) through all the arc M E F G up to Q,
where it will again overtake it at the very moment cf the

planet quitting the arc B D. In this state of things there

will be two disappearances. If, when Saturn is at B, the

Earth be anywhere in the arc a H E, it is equally evident

that it will meet and pass through the advancing plane of the

ring somewhere in the quadrant H E, that it will again

overtake and passthrough itsomewhere inthe semicircle EFG,
and again meet it in some point of the quadrant G H, so that

three disappearances will take place. So, also, if the Earth

be at E when Saturn is at B, the motion of the Earth being at

that instant directly towards B, the plane of the ring will

for a short time leave it behind ; but the ground so lost being

rapidly regained, as the earth's motion becomes oblique to

the line of junction, it will soon overtake and pass through

the plane in the early part of the quadrant E F, and passing

on through G before Saturn arrives at D, will meet the plane

again in the quadrant G H. The same will continue up to

a certain point b, at which, if the earth be initially situated,

there will be but two disappearances— the plane of the ring

there overtaking the earth for an instant, and being imme-

diately again left behind by it, to be again encountered by

it in G H. Finally, if the initial place of the earth (when

Saturn is at B) be in the arc b ¥ a, there will be but one

passage through the plane of the ring, viz., in the semicircle

G H E, tlic earth being in advance of that plane throughout

the whole of b G.

(517.) The appearances will moreover be varied according

as the earth passes from the enlightened to the unenlight-

ened side of the ring, or vice versd. If C be the ascending

node of the ring, and if the under side of the paper be sup-

posed south and the ui)per north of the ecliptic, then, when

the Earth meets the plane of the ring in the quadrant H E,

it passes from the bright to the dark side : where it overtakes

it in the quadrant E F, the contrary. Vice versd, when it

overtakes it in F G, the transition is from the bright to the

dnvk side, and the contrary where it meets it in G H. On
the other hand ivIkmi the earth is overtaken by the ring-plane
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in the interval E b, the change is from the bright to the dark

side. When the dark side is exposed to sight, the aspect of

the planet is very singular. It appears as a bright round

disc, with its belts, &c., but crossed equatorially by a narrow

and perfectly black line. This can never of course happen

when the planet is more than 6° 1' from the node of the ring.

Generally, the northern side is enlightened and visible when

the heliocentric longitude of Saturn is between 173° 32' and

341" 30', and the southern when between 353° 32' and 161°

30'. The greatest opening of the ring occurs when the

planst is situated at 90° distance from the node of the ring,

or ju longitudes 77° 31' and 257° 31', and at these points

iho ledger diameter of it3 apparent ellipse is almost exactly

double the shorter.

('^^.) It will naturally be asked how so stupendous an

arch, if composed of solid and ponderous material, can be

sustained without collapsing and falling in upon the planet?

The answer to this is to be found in a swift rotation of the

ring in its own plane, which observation has detected, owing to

some portion of the ring being a little less bright than others,

and assigned its period at lO'' 32™ 15% which, from what we
know of its dimensions, and of the force of gravity in the

Saturnian system, is very nearly the periodic time of a satel-

lite revolving at the same distance as the middle of its

breadth. It is the centrifugal force, then, arising from this

rotation, which sustains it ; and although no observation nice

enough 'bOexhiMt adifference of periods between the outer and

inner rings have hitherto been made, it is more than probable

that such a difference does subsist as to place each independ-

ently of the other in a similar state of equilibrium. Still, it

might be urged, such is the thinness of the rings that it may
very well be doubted, whether the strain brought upon either

of them by the difference of its interior and exterior centri-

fugal forces, if solid, would not suffice to tear it in pieces.

A fluid constitution would obviate this difficulty ; and indeed

it is very possible that the rings may be gaseous, or rather

such a mixture of gas and vapour as consists with our idea

of a cloud.
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(519.) Although the rings are, as we have said, very

nearly concentric with the body of Saturn, yet micrometri-

cal measurements of extreme delicacy* have demonstrated

that the coincidence is not mathematically exact, but that

the center of gravity . f the rings oscillates round that of the

body, describing a very minute orbit, probably under laws

of much complexity. Trifling as this remark may appear,

it is of the utmost importance to the stability of the system

of the rings, if solid and coherent. Supposing them mathe-

matically perfect in their circular form, and exactly concen-

tric with the planet, it is demonstrable that they would form

a system in a state of unstable equilibrium, which the slightest

external power would subvert—not by causing a rupture in

the substance of the rings—but by precipitating them ufi'

broken on the surface of the planet. For the attraction of

such a ring or rings on a point or sphere excentrically within

them, is not the same in all directions, but tends to draw the

point or sphere towards the nearest part of the ring, or away
from the center. Hence, supposing the body to become, from

any cause, ever so little cxcentric to the ring, the tendency

of their mutual gravity is not to correct but to increase this

excentricity, and to bring the nearest parts of them together.

Now, external powers, capable of producing such excentricity,

exist in the attractions of the satellites, as will be shown in

Chap. XII. ; and in order that the system may be stable,

and possess within itself a power of resisting the first inroads

of such a tendency, while yet nascent and feeble, and oppos-

ing them by an opposite or maintaining power, it has been

shown that it is sufficient to admit the rings, if solid, to be

loaded in some part of their circuinference, either by some

minute inequality of thickness, or ly some portions being

denser than others. Such a load wouid give to the whole

ring to which it was attached somewhat of the character of

a heavy and sluggish sai^Uite maintaining itself in an orbit

with a certain energy sufijcient to overcome minute causes

of disturbance, and establish an average bearing on its center.

* X\y Struvc, confirming a suspicion suggested by the eye-observations of

M. Schwabi*.
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But even without supposing the existence of an) such load,

— of which, after all, we have no proof,— and granting, in

its full extent, the general instability of the equilibrium, we
think we perceive, in the rapid periodicity of all the causes

of disturbance, a sufficient guarantee of its preservation.

However homely be the illustration, we can conceive nothing

more apt, in every way, to give a general conception of this

maintenance of equilibrium under a constant tendency to

subversion, than the mode in which a practised hand will

sustain a long pole in a perpendicular position resting on the

finger, by a continual and almost imperceptible variation of

the point of support. Be that, however, as it may, the ob-

served oscillation of the centers of the rings about that of

the planet is in itself the evidence of a perpetual contest

between conservative and destructive powers — both ex-

tremely feeble, but so antagonizing one another as to prevent

the latter from ever acquiring an uncontrollable ascendancy,

and rushing to a catastrophe.

(520.) This is also the place to observe, that as the smallest

difference of ' ?locity between the body and the rings must

infallibly precipitate the latter on the former, never more to

separate (for they would, once in contact, have attained a

position of stable equilibrium, and be held together ever after

by an immense force) ; it follows, either that their motions

in their common orbit round the sun must have been adjusted

to each other by an external power, with the minutest pre-

cision, or that the rings must have been formed about the

planet while subject to their common orbital motion, and

under the full and free influence of all the acting forces.

(521.) [The exterior ring of Saturi is described by many
observers as rather less lutninous than the interior, and the

inner portion of this latter than its outer. On the night of

Nov. 11, 1850, however, Mr. G. B. Bond, of the Harvard

Observatory (Cambridge, U. S.), using the great Fraunhofer

cquatoiial of that institution, became aware of a line of de-

marcation between these two portions so definite, and an

extension in^^ irds of the dusky border to such an extent

(one fifth, bi/ measurement, of the joint breadth of the two old
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rings), as to justify him in consider'wisj; it as a newly-discovered

ring. On the nights o^ the 25th and 29th of the same

month, and without ku^^i ledge of Mr. Bond's observations,

Mr. Duwes, at his observatory at Wateringbury, by the aid

of an exquisite achromatic by Merz, of 6^ inches aperture,

observed the very same fact, and even more distinctly, so as

to be sure of a decidedly darker interval between the old and

new rings, and even to subdivide the latter into two of une-

qual degrees of obscurity, separated by a line more obscure

than either.

(522.) Dr. Galle of Berlin, however, would appear to

have been the first to notice (June 10. 1838) a faint ex-

tension of the inner ring towards the body of the planet, to

about half the interval between the then recognized inner ring

and the body, as shown by micrometrical measures. But this

result remained unpublished (or at least not generally

known) until after the observations of Messrs. Bond and

Dawes. The most remarkable feature of this singular dis-

covery is, that subsequent observations, from many quarters,

have, concurred in showing the new ring to consist of semi-

transparent materials through which the limb of the planet may
be seen up to the edge of the interior bright ring. Dark lines

(apparently of a transitory nature) have I .i-<^n observed on the

bright rings parallel to the permanent da L interval dividing

them. All these indications taken in copjunction with what

is said in art. 518. decidedly point to a vaporous constitu-

tion of these wonderful appendages.*]

(522 a.) Still it has been thought remarkable that this new
ring, or appendage to the rings, should not have been dis-

covered earlier ; and it has even been ''onjectured that the

breadth of the ring has been gradually increasing inwards

since the time of Huyghens, its first discoverer: and this

conjecture for a while appeared to be supported by micro-

metrical measures obtained by M. Otto buuve (with whom
the conjecture originated), which seemed to show a still

* The passage of Saturn across any considerable star would afford an admir-
able opportunity of testing the existence of iiss'-,'OS in the rings, as it would flash in

fiuccpssiun through them. The opportunity of wi'.-'hing for such occultations—
whon Saturn traverses the Milky-Wny, for 'o- - — should not Ihj neglected.
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furthev diminution of the interval between the rings and the

ball. The question, however, appears to be definitively settled

in the negative by the elaborate micrometrical measures of

M. Main, at the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, and by

the discussions entered into by M. Kaiser.

(522 b.) The rings of Saturn must present a magnificent

spectacle from those regions of the planet which lie above

their enlightened sides, being seen as vast luminous arches,

spanning the sky from horizon to horizon, and holding an

almost invariable situation among the stars. To a spectator

situated any where in the axis of the planet, it is evident

that their interior and exterior outlines must both appear as

circles corresponding to parallels of declination, and must

occasion a permanent eclipse of every heavenly body lying

between these parallels. It is otherwise to a spectator situ-

ated on the planet's surface. To such a one the interior and

exterior outline of each ring would, by the effect of per-

spective, be thrown into nonconcentric ellipses, so that (sup-

posing he could see tLrt Lt<;h the whole planet and obtain a

view of the whole rivgf) k ^rould appear broader on the side

nearest to him tlu^i oa thai most remote. These ellipses,

moreover, when traced along the heavens, would not coincide

with parallels of declination X ; but would deviate from such

parallels towards the elevated pole, as is evident, if we con-

sider that a perpendicular ST from any point S on the planet's

surface to the plane of the ring AB is parallel to the axis of

rotation ; so that the right cone ASD, generated by the revo-

lution of AS round ST, traces on the heavens a circle of decli-

• Mem. Ast. Soc. xxv.

t Ast. Soc. Notice, xvi. 66.

I The circumstances have been traced in minute detail by Dr. Lardner, who
first, I believe, drew attention to the eflTect of situation on the surface of the
planet in modifying the phaenomcna presented by the ring«.
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nation, having the edge A of the ring for its upper culminating

point: whereas the oblique cone A SB, tracing the visible

course of the ring in the heavens, though coincident with the

former at its upper culmination A, lies < ewhere wholly

exterior to it, and has its inferior culmination . nearer to the

elevated pole by the angle B SD, tb di'' nee o 'le angles

of the two cones. The apparent course ui eci<i;e of the

ring, then, is a curve touching the d
which that edge culminates, but reced

elevated pole, so as to aUow stars or the ^

certain seasons under the ring at their risin^

wholly or partially by it at its under edge, and again to

emerge before setting. This will not prevent, however,

some considerable regions of Saturn from suffering very long

total interception of the Solar beams, affording, to our ideas,

but an inhospitable asylum to animated beings, ill compen-

sated by the feeble light of the satellites. But we shall do

wrong to judge of the fitness or unfitness of their condition

from what we see around us, when perhaps the very combi-

nations which convey to our minds only images of horror,

may be, in reality, theatres of the most striking and glorious

displays of beneficent contrivance.

(523.) Of Uranus we see nothing but a small round

uniformly illuminated disc, without rings, belts, or discernible

spots. Its apparent diameter is about 4'^ from which it

never varies much, owing to the smallness of our orbit in com-

parison of its own. Its real diameter is about 35,000 miles,

and its bulk 82 times that of the earth. It is attended by

four satellif.es, whose existence may be considered as con-

clusively es';ablished (and more have been suspected).

(524.) Tie discovery of Neptune is so recent, and its

situation in the ecliptic at present so little favourable for

seeing it with perfect distinctness, that nothing very positive

can be stated as to its physical appearance. It was at first sus-

pected to have a ring, but the suspicion has not been verified.

It is attended by at least one satellite, the existence of which

has been demonstrated by the observations of Mr. Lassell,

M. Otto Struve, and Mr. Bond.
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(525.) If the immense Stance of Neptune predudea all

hope of coming at much knowledge of its physical state, the

minuteness of the Asteroids is no less a bar to any enquiry

into theirs. One of them, Pallas, has been said to have

somewhat of a nebulous or hazy appearance, indicative of an

extensive and vaporous atmosphere, little repressed and con-

deused by the inadequate gravity of so small a mass. It is

probable, however, that the appearance in question has origin-

nated in some imperfection in the telescope employed, or

other temporary oapses of illusion. In Vesta and Pallas

only have sensible discs been hitherto observed, and those

only with very high magnifying powers. Vesta was once

seen by Schroeter with the naked eye. No doubt the most

remarkable of their peculiarities must lie in this condition

of their state. A man placed on one of them would spring

with ease 60 feet high, and sustain no greater shock in his

descent than he does pn the earth from leaping a yard. On
such planets giants might exbt ; and those enormous animals,

which on earth require the buoyant power of water to

counteract their weight, might there t/d denizens of thtj land.

From some recent researches of M. Leverrier, it appears that

we shall be warranted in attributing to the totality of the

Asteroids a quantity of matter quite insignificant.

(525 a.) There is a remarkable division of the planetary

system into two families or classes of planets, the large, and

the small. To the latter family belong those interior to the

orbits of Jupiter, viz.. Mercury, Venus, the Earth, and Mars,

with the Asteroids. To the former, all exterior to the orbits

of the first class—Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.

The Asteroids themselves, however, may be considered as

forming a family apart, their magnitudes being as much
inferior to those of the interior planets as these are to the

exterior, or in a still lower ratio. Not less remarkable is the

circumstance that while all the interior planets revolve on

their axes (bo far as is known) in about the same time (24**),

the exterior (as is certain in the case of Jupiter and Saturn

at least) have periods of rotation less than half that length.

In point of density, too, as we shall see further on, an

1

1
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equally marked distinction of speoifio character is preserved,

all the interior ones havmg about the same density as the

Earth, while that of all the exterior is very much less,

not exceeding a quarter of the Earth, and agreeing (in the

cases of Jupiter and Uranus) very closely with that of the

Sun.

(526.) We shall dose thb chapter with an illustration cal-

culated to convey to the minds ofour readers a general impres-

sion of the relative magnitudes and distances of the ports of

our system. Choose any well levelled field or bowling-green.

On it place a globe, two feet in diameter ; this will represent

the Sun ; Mercury will be represented by a grain of mustard

seed, on the circumference of a circle 164 feet in diameter

for its orbit ; Venus a pea, on a drcle of 284 feet in diameter

;

the Earth also a pea, on a circle of 430 feet ; Mars a rather

large pin's head, on a drcle of 654 feet ; the Asteroids, grains

of sand, in orbits of from 1000 to 1 200 feet ; Jupiter a

moderate-sized orange, in a circle nearly half a mile across;

Saturn a small orange, on a circle of four-fifths of a mile

;

Uranuo a full- ^ized cherry, or small plum, upon the circum-

ference of a circle more than a mile and a half; and Neptune

a good-sized plum, on a circle about two miles and a half in

diameter. As to getting correct notions on this subject by

drawing circles on paper, or, still worse, firom thooe very

ohilditfh toys called orreries, it is out of the question. To
imitate the motions of the planets, in the above-mentione i

orbits. Mercury must describe its own diameter in 41 seconds;

Venus in 4"* 14* ; the Earth, in 7 minutes ; Mars, in 4" 48'

;

Jupiter, 2" 56"; Saturn, in S* 13"; Uranus, in 2" 16";

and Neptune, in 3" 30".»

* loth* " Penny Eneyolopadia," vol. 88. p. 197. tbedUoMtenorth* orbits of

Um planoU iMure Nt down, art quoted m th«r dttlaneu from the ecntor, and the

•Im c>f Uwtun b 0nlarf«d.to four ftet, while thcaiiai of the planets are unaltered.
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CHAPTER X.

OF THE SATELLITES. m
OF THE MOON, AS A aATELLITB OF THE EABTH.—OENBBAL FBOX-

UQTT OF SATELLITES TO THBIB PBIMARIES, AKD CONSEQUENT

SUBORDINATION OF THBIB MOTIONS.—MASSES OF THE PBIMABIBS

CONCLUDED FBOM THE PEBIODS OF THBIB SATELLITES.—MAIN-

TENANCE OF KEFLEB'S laws in THE SECONDABT SYSTEMS.—OF

JUPH^EB's satellites.—THEIR ECLIPSES, ETa—TELOCITY OF

Liarr discotebed by theib means.— satellites of saturn

—OF UBANUS—OF NEPTUNE.

(527.) In the anntial circuit of the earth about the sun, it is

constantly attended by its satellite, the tnoon, which revolves

round it, or rather both round their common center of

gravity ; while this center, strictly speaking, and not either of

the two bodies thus connected, moves in an elliptic orbit, un-

disturbed by their mutual action, just as the center of gra^

of a large and small stone tied together and iSung into th^i

describes a parabola as if it were a real material substauce

under the earth's attraction, while the stones circulate round

it or round each other, as we choose to conceive the matter.

(528.) If we trace, therefore, the recU cur-vd actually de-

scribed by either the moon's or the earth's centers, in virtue

of this compound motion, it will appear to be, not an exact

ellipse, but an undulated curve, like that represented in the

figure to article 324., only that the number of undulations in

a whole revolution is but 13, and their actual deviation from

the general ellipse, which serves them as a central line, is

comparatively very much smaller— so much so, indeed, that

every part of the curve described by either the earth or moon

is concave towards the sun. The excursions of the earth on

either side the ellipse, indeed, are so very small as to be

hardly appretiable. In fact, the center of gravity of the

earth and moon lies always within the surface of the earth, so
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that the monthly orbit described by the earth's center about

the common center of gravity is comprehended within a space

less than the size of the earth itself. The effect is, never-

thelesS) sensible, in producing an apparent monthly displace-

ment of the sun in longitude, (^ a parallactic kind, which ia

called the menstrual equation ; whose greatest amount is, how-

ever, less than the sun's horizontal parallax, or than 8 6".

(529.) The moon, as we have seen, is about 60 radii of the

earth distant from the center of the latter. Its proximity,

therefore, to its center of attraction, thus estimated, is much
greater than that of the planets to the sun ; of which Mercury,

the nearest, is 84, and Uranus 2026 solar radii from its

center. It is owing to this proximity that the moon remains

attached to the earth as a satellite. Were it much farther,

the feebleness of its gravity towards the earth would be in-

adequate to produce that alternate acceleration and re-

tardation in its motion about the sun, which divests it of the

character of an independent planet, and keeps its movements

subordinate to those of the arth. The one would outrun,

or be left behind the other, in their revolutions round the

sun (by reason of Kepler's third law), according to the re-

lative dimensions of their heliocentric orbits, after which the

whole influence of the earth woidd be confined to producing

some considerable periodical disturbance in the moon's motion,

as it passed or was passed by it in each synodical revolution.

(530.) At the distance at which the moon really is from us,

its gravity towards the earth is actually less than towards the

sun. That this is the case appears sufficiently from what

we have already stated, that the moon'a real path, even when

between the earth and sun, is concave tmoards the latter.

But it will appear still more clearly if, from the known
periodic times * in which the earth completes its annual and

* R and r radii of two orblto (8uppor«d circular), P and p the ptriodic

times ; then the arcs in question (A and a) are to each other as ^ to ->; and

since the versed sines arc as the squares of the arcs directly and the radii in>

versely, thne are to each other as f^to p; and in this ratio are the forces acting

on the revolving bodies in eitiicr case.

K Ki
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the moon its monthly orbit, and from the dimensions of those

orbits, we calculate the amount of deflection in either, from

their tangents, in equal very minute portions of time, as one

second. These are the versed sines of the arcs described in that

time in the two orbits, and these are the measures of the acting

forces which produce those deflections. If we execute the

numerical calculation in the case before us, we shall find 2*233;

1 for the proportion in which the intensity of the force which

retains the earth in its orbit round the sun actually exceeds that

by which the moon is retained in its orbit about the earth.

(531.) Now the sun is about 400 times more remote from

the earth than the moon is. And, as gravity increases as the

squares of the distances decrease, it must follow that at equal

distances, the intensity of solar would exceed that of terres-

trial gravity in the above proportion, augmented in the further

ratio of the square of 400 to 1 ; that is, in the proportion of

355,000 to 1 ; and therefore, if we grant that the intensity of

the gravitating energy is commensurate with the mass or in-

ertia of the attracting body, we are compelled to admit the mass

of the earth to be no more than 33-3^7$ ^ of that of the sun.*

(532.) The argument is, in fact, nothing more than a re-

capitulation of what has been adduced in Chap. VIII. (art.

448.) But it is here re-introduced, in order to show how
the mass of a planet which is attended by one or more satel"

lites can be as it were weighed against the sun, provided we
have learned, from observation, the dimensions of the orbits

described by the planet about the sun, and by the satellites

about the planet, and also the periods in which these orbits

are respectively described. It is by this method that the

masses of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune have been

ascertained, and from which their densities are concluded.

See art (561.).

(533.) Jupiter, as already stated, is attended by four

satellites ; Saturn by eight ; Uranus certainly by four ; and

* In tht lynoptio tiible at the end of thU volume, the masi of th« tun it taken

BoiDcwhat higher, according to the moit recent determination. It haa not been

thought worth while to alter all the figures of the text in conformity with that

tttimate.
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Neptune by one, or possibly more. These, with their re-

spective primaries (as the central planets are called) form in

each case miniature systems entirely analogous, in the

general laws by which their motions are governed, to the

great system in which the sun acts the part of the primary,

and the planets of its satellites. In each of these systems

the laws of Kepler are obeyed, in the sense, that is to say, in

which they are obeyed in the planetary system—approxim-

ately, and without prejudice to the effects of mutual pertur-

bation, of extraneous interference, if any, and of that small

but not imperceptible correction which arises from the elliptic

form of the central body. Their orbits are circles or ellipses

of very moderate excentricity, the primary occupying one

focus. About this they describe areas very nearly propor-

tional to the times ; and the squares of the periodical times

of all the satellites belonging to each planet are in proportion

to each other as the cubes of their distances. The tables at

the end of the volume exhibit a synoptic view of the distances

and periods in these several systems, so far as they are at

present known ; and to all of them it will be observed that

the same remark respecting their proximity to their primaries

holds good, as in the case of the moon^ with a similar reason

for such close connection.

(534.) Of these systems, however, the only one which has

been studied with attention to all its details, is that of Jupiter;

partly on account of the conspicuous brilliancy of its four

attendants, which are large enough to offer visible and

measurable discs in telescopes of great power ; but more for

the sake of their eclipses, which, as they happen very fre-

quently, and are easily observed, afford signals of considerable

use for the determination of terrestrial longitudes (art. 286.).

This method, indeed, until thrown into the background by

the greater facility and exactness now attainable by lunar

obeervations (art. 287.)> was the best, or rather the only

one which could be relied on for great distances and long

intervals.

(535.) The satellites of Jupiter revolve from west to east

(following the analogy of the planets and moon), in planes

A A 3
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very nearly, although not exactly, coincident with that uf

the equator of the planet, or parallel to its belts. This latter

plane is Inclined 3° 5' Si/' to the orbit of the planet, and is

therefore but little different from the plane of the ecliptic

Accordingly, we see their orbits projected very nearly into

straight lines, in which they appear to oscillate to and fro,

sometimes passing before Jupiter, and casting shadows on

his disc (which are very visible in good telescopes, like small

round ink spots, the circular form of which is very evident),

and sometimes disappearing behind the body, or being
,

eclipsed in its shadow at a distance from it It is by these

eclipses that we are furnished with accurate data for the

construction of tables of the satellites* motions, as well as

with signals for determining differences of longitude.

(536.) The eclipses of the satellites, in their general con-

ception, are perfectly analogous to those of the moon, but in

their detail they differ in several particulars. Owing to the

much greater distance of Jupiter from the sun, and its

greater magnitude, the cone of its shadow or umbra (art. 420.)

is greatly more elongated, and of far greater dimension, than

that of the earth. The satellites are, moreover, much less in

proportion to their primary, their orbits less inclined to its

ecliptic, and (comparatively to the diameter of the planet) of

smaller dimensions, than is the case with the moon. Owing

to these causes, the three interior satellites of Jupiter pass

through the shadow, and are totally eclipsed, every revolution;

and tlie fourth, though, fr(»a the greater inclination of its

orbit, it sometimes escapes eclipse, and nuiy occasionally graze

as it were the border of the shadow, and suffer partial eclipse,

yet does so comparatively seldom, and, ordinarily speaking,

its eclipses happen, like those of the rest, each revolution.

(537.) These eclipses, moreover, are not seen, as is the

case with those of the moon, from the center of their motion,

but from a remote station, and one whose situation with

respect to the line of shadow is variable. This, of course,

makes no difference in the timet of the eclipses, but a very

great one in their visibility, and in their apparent situations

•

»
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with respect to the planet at the moments of their entering

aud quitting tlie shadow. i (tw.M''.

(538.) Suppose S to be the sun, E the enj'th in its orbit

£FGK> J Jupiter, and a b the orbit of one of its satellites.

The cone of the shadow, then, will have its vertex at X, a

point far beyond the orbits of all the satellites; and the

i ?fvl*

/.'em .•?('«

,

penumbra, owing to the great distance of the sun, and the

consequent smallness of the angle (about 6' only) its diso

subtends at Jupiter, will hardly extend, within the limits of

the satellites* orbits, to any perceptible distance beyond the

shadow,— for which reason it is not represented in the figure.

A satellite revolving from west to east (in the direction of

the arrows) will be eclipsed when it enters the shadow at a,

but not suddenly, because, like the moon, it has a considerable

diameter seen from the planet ; so that the time elapsing

from the first perceptible loss of light to its total extinction

will be that which it occupies in describing about Jupiter

an angle equal to its apparent diameter as seen from the

center of the planet, or rather somewh&t more, by reason of

the penumbra ; and the same remark applies to its emergence

at b. Now, owing to the difference of telescopes and of eyes,

it is not possible to assign the precise moment of incipient

obscuration, or of total extinction at a, nor that of the first

glimpse of light falling on the satellite at b, or the complete

recovery of its light. The observation of an eclipse, then,

in which only the immersion, or only the emersion, is seen,

is incomplete, and inadequate to afford any precise informa-

tion, theoretical or practical. But, if both the immersion

and emersion can bo observed with the same telescope and by

the same person, the interval of the times will give the duration,

A A 4
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F-i

and their mean the exaot middle of the edipse, when the

satellite is in the line S J X, t. «. the true moment of its

opposition to the sun. Such observations, and such only, are

of use for determining the periods and other particulars of

the motions of the satellites, and for affording data of any-

material use for the calculation of terrestial longitudes.

The intervals of che eclipses, it will be observed, give the

gynodic periods of the satellites' revolutions ; from which their

sidereal periods must be concluded by the method in art. 418.

(539.) It is evident, from a mere inspection of our figure,

that the eclipses take place to the west of the planet, when

the earth is situated to the west of the line S J, t. e. before

the opposition of Jupiter ; and to the east, when in the other

half of its orbit, or after the opposition. When the earth

approaches the opposition, the visual line becomes more and

more nearly coincident with the direction of the shadow, and

the apparent place ivhere the eclipses happen will be con-

tinually nearer and nearer to the body of the planet When
the earth comes to F, a point determined by drawing 6 F to

touch the body of the planet, the emersions will cease to be

visible, and will thenceforth, up to the time of the opposition,

happen behind the disc of the planet Similarly, from the

opposition till the time when the earth arrives at I, a point

determined by drawing a I tangent to the eastern limb

of Jupiter, the emersions will be concealed from our view.

When the earth arrives at G (or H) the immersion (or emer-

sion) will happen at the very edge of the visible disc, and

when between G and H (a very small space), the satellites

will pass uneclipsed behind the limb of the planet

(540.) Both the satellites and their :>hadows are frequently

observed to transit or pass across the disc of the planet.

When a satellite comes to m, its shadow will be thrown on

Jupiter, and will appear to move across it as a black spot till

the satellite comes to n. But the satellite itself will not

appear to enter on the disc till it comes up to the line drawn

from E to the eastern edge of the disc, and will not leave it

till it attains a similar line drawn to the western edge. It

ai)pcar8 then that the shadow will precede the satellite in its

"\i
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the progress over the disc befn'e the opposition of Jupiter, and

vice versd. In these transits of the satellites, which, with

very powerful telescopes, may be observed with gpreat

precision, it frequently happens that the satellite itself is

discernible on the disc as a bright spot if projected on a dark

belt ; but occasionally also as a dark spot of smaller dimensions

than the shadow. This curious fact (observed by Schroeter

and Harding) has led to a conclusion that certain of the

satellites have occasionally on their oum hodies, or in their

atmospheres, obscure spots of great extent We say of great

extent ; for the satellites of Jupiter, small as they appear to

us, are really bodies of considerable size, as the following

comparative table will show:*

—

;- M':^ %

Menn apparent
diameter a* leen
from the earth.

Mean apparent
diameteru leen rrom

Jupiter's center.

Diameter In

inUee.

•

Uaii.t

Jupiter

1st satellite

2d
3d
4th

39" -9

1

1-105

0-911
1-488

1-273

33' 1 1"

17 35
18

8 46

91128
2508
2068
3377
2890

1-0000000
0-0000173
0-0000232
0-0000885
0-0000427

From which it follows, that the first satellite appears, when
on Jupiter's horizon, as large as our moon to us ; the second

and third nearly equal to each other, and of somewhat more

than half the apparent diameter of the first, and the fourth

about one quarter of that diameter. So seen, they will

frequently, of course, eclipse one another, and cause eclipses

of the sun (the latter visible, however, only over a very small

portion of the planet), and their motions and aspects with

respect to each other must ofier a perpetual variety and

singular and pleasing interest to the inhabitants of their

primary.

(541.) Besides the eclipses and the transits of the satellites

across the disc, they may also disappear to us when not

eclipsed, by passing behind the body of the planet. Thus,

when the earth is at E, the immersion of the satellite will be

seen at a, and its emersion at b, both to the west of the

* Struvc, Mein. Art. Soc. iii. 301. Main. Do. xxv. p. 51. i:'^
j- Luplace, Mec. Cel. liv. viii. § 27. _, -,..•
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planet, after which the satellite, still continuing its course in

the (Erection b, will pass behind the body, and again emerge

on the opposite side, after an interval of occultation greater

or less according to the distance of the satellite. Thb interval

(on account of the great distance of the earth compared with

the radii of the orbits of the satellites) varies but little in

the case of each satellite, being nearly equal to the time

which the satellite requires to describe an arc of its orbit,

equal to the angular diameter of Jupiter as seen from its

center, which time, for the several satellites, is as follows

:

viz., for the first, 2" 2(P; for the second, 2* 56"; for the

third, S** 43" j and for the fourth, 4'» 56"; the correspondmg

diameters ofthe planets as seen from these respective satellites

being, 19** 49' ; 12° 25' ; 7" 47' ; and 4° 25'.» Before the op-

position of Jupiter, these occultatioos of the satellites happen

after the eclipses : after the opposition (when, for instance,

the earth is in the situation K), the occultations take place

before the eclipses. It is to be observed, that, owing to the

proximity of the orbits of the first and second satellites to

the planet, both the immersion and emersion of either of

them can never be observed in any single eclipse, the im-

mersion being concealed by the body, ifthe planet be past its

opposition, the emersion if not yet arrived at it. So also of

the occultation. The commencement of the occultation, or

the passage of the satellite behind the disc, takes place while

obscured by the shadow, before opposition, and its re-emer-

gence after. All these particulars will be easily apparent on

mere inspection of the figure (art. 536.). It is only during

the short time that the earth is in the arc G H (i.e. between

the sun and Jupiter, that the cone of the shadow converging

(while that of the visual rays diverges) behind the planet,

permits their occultations to be completely observed both

at ingress and egress, unobscured, the eclipses being then

invisible. s i,

(542.) An extremely singular relation subsists between the

mean angular velocities or mean motions (as they are termed)

* These data are taken approximately from Mr. Woolhouse's paper in the
supplement to the Nautical Almanack for 1835.

1

1
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the

of the three first satellitea of Jupiter. If the mean angular

velocity of the first satellite be added to twice that of the

third, the sum will equal three times that of the second.

From this relation it follows, that if from the mean; longitude

of the first, added to twice that of the third, be subducted

three times that of the second, the remainder will always be

the same, or constant, and observation informs us that this

constant is 180°, or two right angles ; so that the situations

of any two of them being given, that of the third may be

found. It has been attempted to account for this remarkable

fact, on the theory of gravity by their mutual action ; and

Laplace has demonstrated, that if this relation were at any

one epoch approximately true, the mutual attractions of the

satellites would, in process of time, render it exactly so.

One curious consequence is, that these three satellites cannot

be all eclipsed at once ; for, in consequence of the last-men-

tioned relation, when the second and third lie in the same

direction from the center, the first must lie on the opposite

;

and therefore., when at such a conjuncture the first is eclipsed,

the other two must lie between the sun and planet, throwing

their shadows on the disc, and vice versd. : Sir.

: (543.) Although, however, for the above mentioned reason,

the satellites cannot be all eclipsed at once, yet it may happen,

and occasionally does so, that all are either eclipsed, occulted,

or projected on the body, in which case they are, generally

speaking, equally invisible, since it requires an excellent tele-

scope to discern a satellite on the body, except in peculiar

circumstances. Instances of the actual observations ofJupiter

thus denuded of its usual attendance and ofiering the appear-

ance of a solitary disc, though rare, have been more than

once recorded. The first occasion in which this was noticed

was by Molyneux, on November 2d (old style), 1681.* A
similar observation is recorded by Sir W. Herschel as made

by him on May 23d, 1802. The phaenomenon has also been

observed by Mr. Wallis, on April 15th, 1826 (in which case

the deprivation continued two whole hours) ; and lastly by
Mr. H. Griesbach, on September 27th, 1843.

> D.c^'i-. i
* Molyneux, Optics, p. 271. ': .

~..
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(544.) The discovery of Jupiter's satellites, one of the

first fruits of the invention of the telescope, and of Galileo's

early and happy idea of directing its new-found powers to

the examination of the heavens, forms one of the most

memorable epochs in the history of astronomy. The first

astronomical solution of the great problem of " the lonffitude"

—practically the most important for the interests of mankind

which has ever been brought under the dominion of strict

scientific principles, dates immediately from their discovery.

The tinal and conclusive establishment of the Gopernican

system of astronomy may also be considered as referable to

the discovery and study of this exquisite miniature system,

in which the laws of the planetary motions, as ascertained by
Kepler, and especially that which connectB their periods and

distances, were speedily traced, and found to be satisfactorily

maintained. And (as if to accumulate historical interest on

this point) it is to the observation of their eclipses that we
owe the grand discovery of the successive propagation of

light, and the determination of the enormous velocity of that

wonderful element. This we must explain now at large.

(545.) The earth's orbit being concentric with that of

Jupiter and interior to it (see ^ff. art 536.), their nmtual

distance is continually varying, the variation extending from

the >.am to the difference of the radii of the two orbits ; and

the difierence of the greater and least distances being equal

to a diameter of the earth's orbit. Now, it was observed by

Koemcr (a Danish astronomer, in 1675), on comparing to-

gether observations of eclipses of the satellites during

many successive years, that the eclipses at and about the

opposition of Jupiter (or its nearest point to the earth) took

place too soon— sooner, that is, than, by calculation from an

average, he expected them ; whereas those which happened

when the earth was in the part of its orbit most remote from

Jupiter were always too late. Connecting the observed error

in their computed times with the variation of distance, he

concluded, that, to make the calculation on an average period

correspond with fact, an allowance in respect of time behoved

iu bo made proportional to the excess or defect of Jupiter's
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distance from the earth '^bove or below its average amount,

and such that a difference of distance of one diameter of the

earth's orbit should correspond to IG"* 26**6 of time allowed.

Speculating on the probable physical cause, he was naturally

led to think of a gradual instead of an instantaneous pro-

pagation of light. This explained every particular of the

observed phaenomenon, but the velocity required (192,000

miles per second) was so great as to startle many, and, at all

events, to require confirmation. This has been afforded since,

and of the most unequivocal kind, by Bradley's diecovery of

the aberration of light (art. 329.). The velocity of light

deduced from this last phsenomenon differs by less than one

eightieth of its amount from that calculated from the eclipses,

and even this difference will no doubt be destroyed by nicer

and more rigorously reduced observations. The velocity has

also been determined by M. Fizeau (by direct experiments

with a reflecting apparatus on a most ingenious principle,

suggested by Mr. Wheatstone for measuring the velocity of

the electric current) at 70,000 geographical leagues, 25 to

the degree = 194,600 Statute miles per second.

(546.) The orbits of Jupiter's satellites are but little ex-

centric, those of the two interior, indeed, have no perceptible

excentricity. Their mutual action produces in them per-

turbations analogous to those of the planets about the sun,

and which have been diligently investigated by Laplace and

others. By assiduous observitlon it has been ascertained

that they are subject to marked fluctuations in respect of

brightness, aud that these fluctuations happen periodically,

according to their position with respect to the sun. From
this it has been concluded, apparently with reason, that they

turn on their axes, like our moon, in periods equal to their

respective sidereal revolutions about their primary.

(547.) The satellites of Saturn have been much less

studied than those of Jupiter, being far more difficult to ob-

serve. The most distant has its orbit materially inclined

(no leas than 12° 14')* to the plane of the ring, with which

the orbits of all the rest nearly coincide. Nor is this the only

* Lalande, Astron., Art. ;)07J
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circumstance whinh separates it by a marked difference of

character from the system of the seven inferior ones, and

renders it in some sort an anomalous member of the Satumian

system. Its distance from the planet's center is no less than

64 times the radius of the globe of Saturn, a distance from

the primary to which our own moon (at 60 radii) offers the

only parallel. Its variation of light also in different parts of

its orbit is very much greater than in the case of any other

secondary planet Dominic Cassini indeed (its first dis-

coverer, A.D. 1671) found it to disappear for nearly half its

revolution when to the east of Saturn, and though the more

powerful telescopes now in use enable us to follow it round

the whole of its circuit, its diminution of light is so great in

the eastern half of its orbit as to render it somewhat difficult

to perceive. From this circumstance (viz. from the defalca-

tion of light occurring constantly on the same side of Saturn

as seen from the earthy the visual ray from which is never

very oblique to the direction in which the sun's light falls on

it) it is presumed, with much certainty, that this satellite

revolves on its axis in the exact time of rotation about the

primary ; as we know to be the case with the moon, and as

there is considerable ground for believing to be so with all

secondaries.

(548.) The next satellite in order, proceeding inwards, (as

it used to be considered until the recent discovery of an in-

termediate one,) was the first to be detected.* It is by far

the largest and most conspicuous of all, and is probably not

much inferior to Mercury in size. It is the only one of

the number whose theory and perturbations have been at all

enquired intof further than to verify Kepler's law of the

periodic times, which holds good, mutatis mutandis, and under

the requidite reservations, in this, as in the system of Jupiter.

The three next satellites, still proceeding inwards {, are very

minute, and require pretty powerful telescopes to see them

;

while the two interior satellites, which just skirt the edge of

• By Huyghent, March 25, 1655.

By Bestel. Aitr. Naehr. Son. 193. SI 4.
t DiscoTcreii by Ddttiihlc CoBiini in iGTSt and 1684.
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the ring*, can only be seen with telescopes of extraordinary

power and perfection, and under the most favourable atmo-

spheric circumstances. At the epoch of their discovery they

were seen to thread, like beads, the almost infinitely thin

fibre of light to which the ring, then seen edgeways, was

reduced, and for a short time to advance off it at either end,

speedily to return, and hastening to their habitual conceal-

ment behind or on the body. An eighth very faint satellite

has been recently detected (between the two outermost of

the old satellites) simultaneously {perhaps at the same moment

of absolute time) by Mr. Dawes and Professor Bond.t It is

extremely minute, which accounts for its previous non-ob-

servance.

(549.) Owing to the obliquity of the ring and of the orbits

of the satellites to Saturn's ecliptic, there are no eclipses, oc-

cultations, or transits of these bodies or their shadows across

the disc of their primary (the interior ones excepted), until

near the time when the ring is seen edgewise, and when they

do take place their observation is attended with too much
difficulty to be of any practical use, like the eclipses of

Jupiter's satellites for the determination of longitudes, for

* Discovered by Sir William Herschel in 1739.

f On the night of the 19th of Sept. 1848. Considerable confusion used

already to prevail, before the discovery of this satellite, in tlie nomenclature of

the Saturnian system, owing to the order of discovery not coinciding with that

of distances. Astronomers were not agreed whether to call the two interior

satellites the 6th and 7th (reckoning inward) and the older ones the 1st, 2d, Sd,

4th, and 5th, reckoning outward ; or to commence with the innermost and reckon

outwards, from I to 7. This confusion, which the introduction of an eighth

would have rendered intolerable, has l)een obviated by a mythological nomen-
clature, suggested in a former edition of this work, and which has been generally

accepted, in consonance with that at length completely estHblished for the primary

planets. Taking the names of the Titanian divinities, the following verses (par-

doning false quantities) afford an easy artificial memory.

lapetus cunotos supra rotat, hunccc sequuntur
Hyperion, Titan, RhSa, Dionfi, Tithys,

Enceladus, Mimas-

It is worth remarking that Simon Marius, who disputed the priority of the

dirouvery of Jupiter's satellites with Galileo, proposed for them mythological

names, vis: — lo, Europa, Oanymede,and Callisto, The revival of these names
would savour of a preference of Marius's cluim, which, even if an absolute

priority were concede J (which it is not), would still leave Galileo's general

claim to the use of tlie telescope as a means of astronomical discovery intact.

But in the C3^^ cf Jupiter's inieilites theri- exists no confusion to rectify. Thvy
are constantly referred to by their numerical designiitions in every almanack.
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which reason tliey have been hitherto little attended to by

astronomers.

(550.) A remarkable relation subsista between the periodic

times of the two interior satellites of Saturn and those of the

two next in order of distance ; viz. that the period of the

third (Tethys) is double that of the first (Mimas), and that

of the fourth (Dione) double that of the second (Enceladus).

The coincidence is exact in either case to about one 800th

part of the larger period.

(551.) The satellites of Uranus require very powerful and

perfect telescopes for their observation. Four are certainly

known to exist, to which (proceeding from without, inwards

in succession) the names Oberon, Titania, Umbriel, and

Ariel, of the fairies, sylphs, and gnomes of Shakspere and

Pope, have been assigned respectively. Of these Oberon

and Titania are tolerably conspicuous in a reflecting telescope

of 18 or 20 inches in aperture. They were discovered by

Sir W. Herschel in 1787, and have since been reobserved

by the author of this work, and subsequently by Messrs. Las-

sell, Otto Struve, and Lament. Umbriel (a much fainter

object) was also very probably seen by Sir W. Herschel,

and described by him as " an interior satellite,*' but his ob-

servations of it were not sufficiently numerous and precise to

place its existence, at that time, beyond question. It was

rediscovered, however, by M. Otto Struve*, and observed

subsequently, on numerous occasions, by Mr. Lassell, to whom
we also owe the first discovery of Ariel f, as well as a fine

series of observations and micrometrical measures of all four,

obtained at his observatory at Liverpool and during his re-

sidence in Malta in 1852-3, which forms a remarkable epoch

in the history of astronomical observation. Three other

satellites, intermediate between Oberon and Titania, the

others exterior to both, were suspected by Sir W. Herschel,

but their existence has not been confirmed. The periods

and distances of the four known satellites will be found in

the synoptic table at the end of the volume.

* October 8. 1847. t Septemlwr 14. 1847.
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(552.) The orbits of these satellites offer remarkable, and,

indeed, quite unexpected and unexampled peculiarities. Con-

trary to the unbroken analogy of the whole planetary system

— whether of primaries or secondaries—the planes of their

orbits are nearly perpendicular to the ecliptic, being inclined

no less than 78" 58' to that plane, and in these orbits their

motions are retrograde ; that is to say, their positions, when
projected on the ecliptic, instead of advancing from west to

east round the centre of their primary, as is the case with

every other planet and Hatellite, move in the opposite direc-

tion. Their orbits are nearly or quite circular, and they

do not appear to have any sensible, or, at least, any rapid

motion of nodes, or to have undergone any material change of

inclination, in the course, at least, of half a revolution of

their primary roucd the sun. When the earth ib in the

plane of their orbits, or nearly so, their apparent paths are

straight lines or very elongated ellipses, in which case they

become invisible, their feeble light being effaced by the

superior light of the planet, long before they come up to its

disc, so that the observations of any eclipses or occultations

they may undergo is quite out of the question with our

present telescopes.

(553.) If the observation of the satellites of Uranus be

difficult, those of Neptune, owing to the immense distance of

that planet, may be readily imagined to offer still greater

difficulties. Of the existence of one, discovered by Mr. Las-

sell*, there can remain no doubt, it having also been ob-

served by other astronomers, both in Europe and America.

According to M. Otto Struve f its orbit is inclined to the

ecliptic at the considerable angle of 35" ; but whether, as in

the case of the satellites of Uranus, the direction of its

motion be retrograde it is not possible to say until it shall

have been longer observed.

* On July 8th, 1847.

t Aitron. Nwhr. No. 689., from his own obMrvation, 8«pteinber I Ith to

Deceinbrr SiOth, 1 84 7.

B B
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OF COMBTS.

GBB^T NUMBBR OV BBOOKDBD OOMKTS.—THB NUMBER OF THOSE

UMBEOOBDEO PBOBABLT MUOH GREATER.— QENERAI. DESCRIP-

TION OF A. COMET.— COMETS WITHOUT TAILS, OR WITH MORE
THAN ONE. — THEIR EXTREME TENUITY. — THEIR PROBABLE
STRUCTURE.—MOTIONS CONFORMABLE TO THE LAW OF ORAVITT.

— ACTUAL DIMENSIONS OF COMETS.— PERIODICAL RETURN OF

SEVERAL.—ballet's COMET.—OTHER ANCIENT COMETS PROBABLY

PERIODIC.

—

ENCKE's COMET.

—

BIELA's.— FAYE'S.—LEZELL'S.—DE

TICO'S.

—

BRORSBN's.— PETERS'S.— GREAT COMET OF 1848.—ITS

PROBABLE IDENTITY WITH SEVERAL OLDER COMETS.— GREAT

INTEREST AT PRESENT ATTACHED TO COMETART ASTBONOBiY,

AND ITS REASONS.—REMARKS ON COMETARY ORBITS IN GENERAL.

(564.) The extraordinary aspect of comets, their rapid and

seemingly irregular motions, the unexpected maimer in which

they often hurst upon us, and the imposing magnitudes which

they occasionally assume, have in all ages rendered them

objects of astonidiment, not unmixed with superstitious dread

to the uninstruotedf and an enigma to those most conversant

with the wonders of creation and the operations of natural

causes. Even now, that we have ceased to regard their

movements as irregular, or as governed by other laws than

those which retain the planets in their orbits, their intimate

nature, and the offices they perform in the economy of our

system, are as much unknown as ever. No distinct and

satisfactory account has yet been rendered of those immensely

voluminous appendages which they bear about with them, and

which are known by the name of their tfuls, (though impro-

perly, since they often precede them in their motions,) any

more than of several other singularities which they present.

(555.) The number of comets which have been astro-

nomically observed, or of which notices have been recorded
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in history, is very great, amounting to several hundreds*

;

and when we consider that in the earlier ages of astronomy,

and indeed in more recent times, before the invention of the

telescope, only large and conspicuous ones were noticed ; and

that, since due attention' has been paid to the sulgeot,

scarcely a year has passed without the observation of one or

two of these bodies, and that sometimes two and even three

have appeared at once ; it will be easily supposed that their

actual number must be at least many thousands. Multitudes,

indeed, must escape all observation, by reason of their paths

traversing only that part of the heavens which is above the

horizon in the daytime. Comets so circumstanced can only

become visible by the rare coincidence of a total eclipse of the

sun,— a coincidence which happened, as related by Seneca,

sixty-two years before Christ, when a large comet was ac-

tually observed very near the sun. Several, however, stand

on record as having been bright enough to be seen with the

naked eye in the daytime, even at noon and in bright sun-

shine. Such were the comets of 1402, 1532, and 1843, and

that of 43 B. c. which appeared during the games celebrated

by Augustus in honour of Venus shortly after the death of

Caesar, and which the flattery of poets declared to be the

soul of that hero taking its place among the divinities.

(556.) That feelings of awe and astonishment should be

excited by the sudden and unexpected appearance of a great

comet, is no way surprising ; being, in fact, according to the

accounts we have of such events, one of the most imposing

of all natural phaanomena. Comets consist for the most part

of a large and more or less splendid, but ill defined nebulous

mass of light, called the head, which is usually much brighter

towards its center, and offers the appearance of a vivid nucleus,

* See eateloguea in the Alin«(](e8t of Rioeioli) Pingrt'a Cometographie

;

Deltmbra's Astron. to), iii. ; Astronotnisohe Abhandlungen, No. I. (which
contains the elements of all the orbiu of comets which have been computed to

the time ^ iu publication, 1883); also a catalogue, by the Rev. T. J. Huasey.

Lond. & Ed. Phil. Mag. vol. ii. No. 9. «t i«q. In a list cited by Lalande from
tbq 1st vol. of the Tables de Berlin, 700 comets are enumerated. See also

notices of the Astronomical Society and Astron. Nachr. passim. A great many
of the more ancient comets are recorded in the Chinese Annals, and in some
cases with suiRcient precision to allow of the calculation of rudely approximate
orbits from their motions an described.

a u a
'
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like a star or planet. From the head, and in a direction

oppotite to that in which the sun is situated firom the comet

appear to diverge two streams of light, which grow hroader

and more difiused at a distance from the head, and which

moet commonly dose in and unite at a little distance be-

hind it, but sometimes continue distinct for a great part of

their course ; produdng an effect like that of the trains left

by some bright meteors, or like the diverging fire of a sky-

rocket (only without sparks or perceptible motion). This is

the taiL This magnificent appendage attains occasionally

an immense apparent length. Aristotle relates of the tail

of the comet of 371 b. g., that it occupied a third of the

hemisphere, or 60° ; that of a. d. 1618 is stated to have been

attended by a train no less than 104** in length. The
comet of 1680, the most celebrated of modem times, and

on many accounts the most remarkable of all, with a

head not exceeding in brightness a star of the second mag-

nitude, covered with its tail an extent of more than 70" of

the heavens, or, as some accounts state, 90° ; that of the

comet of 1769 extended 97°, and that of the last ffreat comet

(1843) was estimated at about 65° when longest. The
figure (^. 2., Plate II.) is a representation of the comet of

1819—by no means one of the most considerable, but which

was, however, very conspicuous to the naked eye.

(557.) The tail ia, however, by no means an invariable

appendage of comets. Many of the brightest have been

observed to have short and feeble tails, and a few great

comets have been entirely without them. Those of 1585

and 1763 offered no vestige of a tail; and Cassini describes

the comets of 1665 and 1682 as being as round* and as well

defined as Jupiter. On the other hand, instances are not

wanting of comets furnished with many tails or streams of

diverging light That of 1744 had no less than six, spread

out like an immense fan, extending to a distance of nearly

* Thii dnoription, howcTer, applies to the " disc " of the liead of these comets

as seen in a telescope. Cassini's expressions are, " aussi rond, aussi net, vt aumi
olair que Jupiter," (where it is to be observed that the latter epithet must by

no means be translated bright). To understand this passage fully, the reader

must refer to the description given further oni of the " disc " of Hulley's comet,

after its perihelion passage in 1835-6.
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30** in length. The small comet of 1823 had two, making
an angle of about 160% the brighter turned as usual from

the sun, the fainter towards it, or nearly so. The tails of

comets, too, are often somewhat curved, bending, in general,

towards the region which the comet has left, as if moving

somewhat more slowly, or as if resisted in their course.

(558.) The smaller comets, such as are visible only in

telescopes, or with difficulty by the naked eye, and which

are by far the most numerous, offer very frequently no

appearance of a tail, and appear only as round or somewhat

oval vaporous masses, more dense towards the center,

where, however, they appear to have no distinct nucleus, or

anything which seems entitled to be considered as a solid

body. This was shown in a very remarkable manner in the

case of the comet discovered by Miss Mitchell in 1847, which

on the 5th of October in that year passed centrally over a star

of the fifth magnitude : so centrally that with a magnifying

power of 100" it was impossible to determine in which direc-

tion the extent of the nebulosity was greatest. The star's

light seemed in no degree enfeebled ; yet such a star would

be completely obliterated by a moderate fog, extending only

a few yards from the surface of the earth. And since it is

an observed fact, that even those larger comets which have

presented the appearance of a nucleus have yet exhibited

no phases, though we cannot doubt that they shine by the

reflected solar light, it follows that even these can only be

regarded as great masses of thin vapour, susceptible of being

penetrated through their whole substance by the sunbeams,

and reflecting them alike from their interior parts and from

their surfaces. Nor will any one regard this explanation as

forced, or feel disposed to resort to a phosphorescent quality

in the comet itself, to account for the phaenomena in question,

when we consider (what will be hereafter shown) the enor-

mous magnitude of the space thus illuminated, and the ex-

tremely small mass which there is ground to attribute to

these bodies. It will then be evident thnt the most un-

substantial clouds which float in the highest regions of our

atmonphere, and seem at sunset to be drenched in light, and

B B »
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to glow throughout their whole depth ns ifm actual ignition,

without any shadow or dark side, must be looked upon as

dense and massive bodies compared with the filmy and all

but spiritual texture of a comet. Accordingly, whenever

powerful telescopes have been turned on these bodies, they

have not failed to dispel the illusion which attributes solidity

to that more condensed part of the head, which appears to the

naked eye as a nucleus ; though it is true that in some, a very

minute stellar point has been seen, indicating the existence

of something more substantial.

(559.) It is in all probability to the feeble coercion of the

elastic power of their gaseous parts, by the gravitation of so

small a central mass, that we must attribute this extra-

ordinary developement of the atmospheres of comets. If the

earth, retaining its present size, were reduced, by any

internal change (as by hollowing out its central parts) to one

thousandth part of its actual mass, its coercive power over

the atmosphere would be diminished in the same proportion,

and in consequence the latter would expand to a thousand

times its actual bulk ; and indeed much more, owing to the

still farther diminution of gravity, by the recess of the upper

parts from the center.* An atmosphere, however, free to

expand equally in all directions, would envelope the nucleus

spherically, so that it becomes necessary to admit the action

of other causes to account for its enormous extension in the

direction of the tail,— a subject to which we shall presently

take occasion to recur.

(560.) That the luminous part of a comet is something in

the nature of a smoke, fog, or cloud, suspended in a trans-

parent atmosphere, is evident from a fact which has been

often noticed, viz. — that the portion of the tul where it

comes closest to, and surrounds the head, is yet separated

from it by an interval less luminous, as if sustained and kept

off from contact by a transparent stratum, as we often see one

layer of clouds over another with a considerable clear space

* Newton has calculated (Prino. III. p. 512.) that a globe of air of ordi>

nary density at the earth's surface, of one inch in dianneter, if reduced to the

density due to the aldtude above the surface of one radius of the earth, would
occupy a sphere exceeding in radius the orbit of Saturn. The tail of a great
comet then, for aught we can tell, may consist of only a very few pounds or even
ounces of matter.
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between. These, and most of the other facts observed in

the history of comets, appear to indicate that the structure

of a comet, as seen in section in the direction of its length,

must be that of a hollow enrelope, of a paraboUc form,

enclosing near its vertex the nucleus and head, something as

represented in the annexed figure. This would account for

the apparent division of the tail into two principal lateral

branches, the envelope being oblique to the line of sight at

its borders, and therefore a greater depth of illuminated

matter being there exposed to the eye. In all probability,

however, they admit great varieties of structure, and among
them may very possibly be bodies of widely different physical

constitution, and there is no doubt that one and the same

comet at different epochs undergoes great changes, both in

the disposition of its materials and in their physical state.

(561.) We come now to speak of the motions of comets.

These are apparently most irregular and capricious. Some-

times they remain in sight only for a few days, at others for

many months; some move with extreme slowness, others

with extraordinary velocity; while not imfrequently, the

two extremes of apparent speed are exhibited by the same

comet in different parts of its course. The comet of 1472

described an arc of the heavens of 40" of a great circle* in

a single day. Some pursue a direct, some a retrograde, and

others a tortuous and very irregular course; nor do they

confine themselves, like the planets, within any certfun re^on
of the heavens, but traverse indifferently every part. Their

variations in apparent size, during the time they continue

visible, are no less remarkable than those of their velocity

;

sometimes they make their first appearance as faint and slow

moving objects, with little or no tul ; but by degrees ac'

* 1 20° in extent in the former editions. But this was the are described in

longiiude, and the comet at the time referred to had great north latitude.

B B 4
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celormte, enlarge, and throw out from thorn this appendage,

whidt increases in length and hrightness till (as always

\uk^f^f^aB ui such cases) the/ approach the sun, and are lost

in !««» beams. After a time they again emerge, on the

other sitU; i7»reding from the sun wif?t a velocity at first

rapid, but gradaally decaying. It is for "the most part after

thus passing the sun, that they shine forth in all their

splendour, and that their taib acquire their greatest length

and developement ; thus indicating plainly the action of the

sun's rays as the exciting cause of that extraordinary emana-

tion. As they continue to recede fix)m the sun, their motion

diminishes and the tail dies away, or is absorbed into the

head, which itself grows continually feebler, and is at length

altogether lost sight of, in by far the greater number of cases

never to be seen more.

(562.) Without the clue furnished by the theory of gravi-

tation, the enigma of these seemingly irregular and capricious

movements might have remained for ever unresolved. But

Newton, having demonstrated the possibility of any conic

section whatever being described about die sun, by a body

revolving under the dominion of that law, immediately per-

ceived the applicability of the general proposition to the case

of cometaiy orbits; and the great comet of 1680, one of the

most remarkable on record, both for the immense length of

its tail and for the excessive closeness of its approach to the

sun (within one sixth of the diameter of that luminary),

afforded '^im an excellent opportunity for the trial of his

theory. The success of the attempt was complete. He
nscertained that this comet described about the sun as !•'»

focus an elliptic orbit of so great an eccentricity as to bo

uudistinguishable from a parabola, (which is the extremt, >)'

limiting form of the ellipse when the axis becomes infinite,)

and that iu this orbit the areas described about the sun were,

as in the pi; -'tarv ellipses, proportional to the times. The
representatiou ^ ih' apparent motions of this comet by such

an orbit, th.r;i'.<i; ^t \ft-> whole observed course, was found

to be as satis Pi*/^!: y u-^ those of tbe motions of the planets

in their nearly circ!.)lar paths. From that time it became

a received truth, that the motions of comets are regulated
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by the same general laws as those of the planets—the

^fference of the cases consbting only in tlio extravagant

elongation of their ellipses, and in the absence of any limit

to the inclinations of their planes to that of the ecliptic— or

any general coincidence in the direction of their motions

from west to east, rather than from east to west, like what it

observ u) among the planets.

(<>o;> ) It U a problem of pure geometry, from the general

laws of elliptic or parabolic motion, to find the situation and

UimcitJrilons of the ellipse or parabola which shall represent

the motion of any given comet. In general, three complete

observations of its right ascension and declination, with the

times at which they were made, suffice for the solution of

this problem, (which is, however, by no means an easy one,)

and for the determination of the elements of the orbit.

These consist, mutatis mutandis, of the same data as are re-

quired for the computation of the motion of a planet ; (that

is to say, i^e longitude of the perihelion, that of the ascend-*

ing nodi;, the inclination to the ecliptic, the semiaxis, excen-

tricity, and time of periheUon passage, as also whether the

motion is direct or retrograde;) and, once determined, it

becomes very easy to compare them with the whole observed

course of the comet, by a process exactly similar to that of

art. 502., and thus at once to ascertain their correctness,

and to put to the severest trial the truth of those general

laws on which all such calculations are founded.

(564.) For the most part, it is found that the motions of

comets may be sufficiently well represented by parabolic

orbits,—that is to say, ellipses whose axes are of infinite

length, or, at least, so very long that no appretiable error

in the calculation of their motions, during all the time they

continue visible, would be incurred by supposing them actually

infinite. The parabola is that conic section which is the

limit between the ellipse on the one hand, which returns

into itself, and the hyperbola on the other, which runs out

to infinity. A comet, therefore, which should describe an

elliptic path, however long its axis, must have visited the

sun before, and must again return (unless disturbed) in some
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determinate period,—but should its orbit be of the hyperbolic

character, when once it had passed its perihelion, it could

never more return within the sphere of our observation, but

must run off to visit other systems, or be lost in the immensity

of space. There is no instance of a comet whose orbit has

been very carefully calculated by more than one computist

being proved to have described a hyperbola, though several

have been suspected of doing so.* Many have been well

ascertained to move in ellipses. These latter, in so far as

their orbits can remain unaltered by the attractions of the

planets, must be regarded as permanent members of our

system.

(565.) We must now say a few words on the actual di-

mensions of comets. The calculation of the diameters of

their heads, and the lengths and breadths of their tails, offers

not the slightest difficulty when once the elements of their

orbits are known, for by these we know their real distances

from the earth at any time, and the true direction^f the tail,

which we see only foreshortened. Now calculations instituted

on these principles lead to the surprising fact, that the comets

are by far the most voluminous bodies in oiur system. The
following are the dimensions of some of those which have

been made the subjects of such enquiry.

(566.) The tail of the great comet of 1680, immediately

after its perihelion passage, was found by Newton to have

been no less than 20000000 of leagues in length, and to have

occupied only two days in its emission from the comet's body I

a decisive proof this of its being darted forth by some active

force, the origin of which, to judge from the direction of the

tail, must be sought in the sim itself. Its greatest length

amounted to 41000000 leagues, a length much exceeding the

whole interval between the sun and earth. The tail of the

comet of 1769 extended 16000000 leagues, and that of the

great comet of 1811, 360o0000. The portion of the head of

this last, comprised within the transparent atmospheric en-

velope which separated it from the tail, was 180000 leagues

* For eiampU, that of 1739, calculated by Durckhardt ; that of 1771, by both

Burckhardt and Encku; and the second comet of 1818, by Roscnbtrg and

SchwalHv
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in diameter. It is hardly conceivable, that matter once pro'*

jected to such enormous distances should ever be collected

again by the feeble attraction of such a body as a comet—

a

consideration which accounts for the surmised progresnve

diminution of the tails of such as have been frequently

observed.

(567.) The most remarkable of those comets which have

been ascertained to move in elliptic orbits is that of Halley,

so called from the celebrated Edmund Halley, who, on cal-

culating its elements from its perihelion passage in 1682,

when it appeared in great splendour, with a tail 30** in

length, was led to conclude its identity with the great

comets of 1531 and 1607, whose elements he had also

ascertained. The intervals of these successive apparitions

being 75 and 76 years, HaUey was encouraged to predict

its reappearance about the year 1759. So remarkable a

prediction could not fail to attract the attention of all as-

tronomers, and, as the time approached, it became extremely

interesting to know whether the attractions of the larger pla-

nets might not materially interfere with its orbitual motion.

The computation of their influence from the Newtonian law

of gravity, a most difficult and intricate piece of calculation,

was undertaken and accomplished by Clairaut, who found

that the action of Saturn would retard its return by 100

days, and that of Jupiter by no less than 518, making in all

618 days, by which the expected return would happen later

than on the supposition of its retaining an unaltered period,

—

and that, in short, the time of the expected perihelion passage

would take place within a month, one way or other, of the

middle of April, 1759.— It actually happened on the 12th

of March in that year. Its next return was calculated by

several eminent geometers*, and fixed successively for he
4th, the 7th, the 1 1th, and the 26th of November, 1835;

the two latter determinations appearing entitled to the

higher degree of confidence, owing partly to the more com-

plete discussion bestowed on the observations of 1682 and

* Diiniuisvau, Pontccoulant, Uosenburger, and Lt^limHiiii.

4^ I
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1759, and partly to the continually improving state of our

knowledge of the methods of estimating the disturbing effect

of the several planets. The last of these predictions, that of

M. Lehmann, was published on the 25th of July. On the

5th of August the comet first became visible in the clear

atmosphere of Bome as an exceedingly faint telescopic

nebula, within a degree of itr place as predicted by M.
Rosenberger for that day. On or about the 20th of Au-
gust it became generally visible, and, piirsuing very nearly

its calculated path among the stars, passed its perihelion on

the 16th of November; after which, its course carrying

it south, it ceased to be visible in Europe, though it continued

to be conspicuously so in the southern hemisphere throughout

February, March, and April, 1836, disappearing finally on

the 5th of May.

(568.) Although the appearance of this celebrated comet

at its last apparition was not such as might be reasonably

considered likely to excite lively sensations of terror, even in

superstitious ages, yet, having been an object of the most

diligent attention in all parts of the world to astronomers,

furnished with telescopes very far surpassing in power those

which had been applied to it at its former appearance in 1759,

and indeed to any of the greater comets on record, the

opportunity thus afforded of studying its physical structure,

and the extraordinary phasnomena which it presented when

so examined have rendered this a memorable epoch in cometic

history. Its first appearance, while yet very remote from the

sun, was that of a small round or somewhat oval nebula,

quite destitute of tail, and having a minute point of more

concentrated light excentrically situated within it. It

was not before the 2d of October that the tail began to be

developed, and thenceforward increased pretty rapidly, being

already 4° or 5° long on the dth. It attained its greatest

apparent length (about 20") on the 15th of October. Froni

that time, though not yet arrived at its perihelion, it decreased

with such rapidity, that already on the 29th it was only 3%
and on November the 5th 2^° in length. There is every
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reason to believe that before the perihelion, the tul had
altogether disappeared, as, though it continued to be observed

at Pulkowa up to the very day of its perihelion passage, no
mention whatever is made of any tail being then seen.

(569.) By far the most striking phaenomena, however, ob-

served in this part of its career, were those which, commencing

simultaneously with the growth of the tul, connected them-

selves evidently with the production of that appendage and

its projection from the head. On the 2d of October (th6

very day of the first observed commencement of the tail)

the nucleus, which had been fcunt and small, was observed

suddenly to have become much brighter, and to be in the act

of throwing out a jet or stream of light from its anterior part,

or that turned towards the sun. This ejection after ceasing

awhile was resumed, and with much greater apparent violence,

on the 8th, and continued, with occasional intermittences, so

long as the tiul itself continued visible. Both the form of

this luminous ejection, and the direction in which it issued

from the nucleus, meanwhile underwent singular and capri-

cious alterations, the different phases succeeding each other

with such rapidity that on no two successive nights were the

appearances alike. At one time the emitted jet was single,

and confined within narrow limits of divergence from the

nucleus. At others it presented a fan-shaped or swallow-

tailed form, analogous to that of a gas-flame issuing from a

flattened orifice : while at others again two, three, or even

more jets were darted forth in different directions.* (See

figures a, b, c, d, plate I. fig 4., which represent, highly mag-

nified, the appearances of the nucleus with its jets of light,

on the 8th, 9th, 10th, and 12th of October, and in which the

direction of the anterior portion of the head, or that fronting

the sun, is supposed alike in all, viz. towards the upper part

of the engraving. In these representations the head itself

is omitted, the scale of the figures not permitting its intro-

duction: e represents the nucleus and head as seen October

* See the eiquiiUe lithograpliio represenUtioni of these phenomena by Itcewl.

Aitron. NHchr. N» 308., and the fineteriet by 8chwab« in Mq, 007, j^ •Uj^j

ooiieotion, at alio the magniflccnt drawing* of Struve, flrom which our flguret a,

b, e, d, are oopied.
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9th on » less scale.) The direction of the principal jet was

observed meanwhile to oscillate to and fro on eidier side of

a line directed to the sun in the manner of a compass-needle

when thrown into vibration and oscillating about a mean
position, the change of direction being conspicuous even from

hour to hour. These jets, though very bright at their point

of emanation fix>m the nucleus, faded rapidly away, and

became difiiised as they expanded into the coma, at the same

time curving backwards as streams of steam or smoke would

do, if thrown out from narrow orifices, more or less obliquely

in opposition to a powerful wind, against which they were

unable to make way, and, ultimately yielding to its force, so

as to be drifted back and confounded in a vaporous train,

following the general direction of the current. *

(570.) Reflecting on these phenomena, and carefully con-

sidering the evidence afforded by the numerous and elabo-

rately executed drawings which have been placed on record

by observers, it seems impossible to avoid the following con<

elusions. Ist. That the matter of the nucleus of a comet is

powerfully excited and dilated into a vaporous state by the

action of the sun's rays, escaping in streams and jets at those

points of its surface which oppose the least resistance, and in

all probability throwing that surface or the nucleus itself into

irregular motions by its reaction in the act of so escaping,

and thus altering its direction.

2dly. That this process chiefly takes place in that portion

of the nucleus which is turned towards the sun ; the vapour

escaping chiefly in that direction.

3dly. That when so emitted, it is prevented from proceeding

in the direction originally impressed upon it, by some force

directed from the sun, drifting it back and carrying it out to

vast distances behind the nucleus, forming the tail or so much
of the tail as can be considered as consisting of material

substance.

4thly. That this force, whatever its nature, acts unequally

* On thii point Schwab*'* and B«m«I*i drawing!* are vrr/ expreu and un-
tquivocal. Struvc'n attention auouin to havo been niore Mpccinlly directtK! \x> inc
acrutinr of tha nucleus.
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on the materials of the comet, the greater portion remaining

unvaporized, and a considerable part of the vapour actually

produced, remaining in its neighbourhood^ forming the head

and coma. ..^1.^ 'I' ''r'^

5thly. That the force thus acting on the materials of the

taSl cannot possibly be identical with the ordinary gravitation

of matter, being centrifugal or repulsive, as respects the sun,

and of an energy very far exceeding the gravitating force

towards that luminary. This will be evident if we consider

the enormous velocity with which the matter of the toil is

carried backwards, in opposition both to the motion which it

had as part of the nucleus, and to that which it acquired in

the act of its emission, both which motions have to be

destroyed in the first instance, before any movement in the

contrary direction can be impressed.

6thly. That unless the matter of the tail thus repelled

from the sun be retained by a peculiar and highly energetic

attraction to the nucleus, differing from and exceptional to

the ordinary power of gravitation, it must leave the nucleus

altogether ; being in effect carried far beyond the coercive

power of so feeble a gravitating force as would correspond to

the minute mass of the nucleus ; and it is therefore very

conceivable that a comet may lose, at every approach to the

sun, a portion of that peculiar matter, whatever it be, on which

the production of its tail depends, the remainder being of

course less excitable by the solar action, and more impassive

to his rays, and therefore, pro tanto, more nearly approximating

to the nature of the planetary bodies.

7thly. That considering the immense distances to wliicli

at least some portion of the matter of the tail is carried from

the comet, and the way in which it is dispersed through the

system, it is quite inconceivable that the whole of that matter

should be reabsorbed— that therefore it must lose during its

perihelion passage some portion of its matter, and if, as would

seem far from improbable, that matter should be of a nature

to be repelled from, not attracted by, the sun, the remainder

will, by consequence, be, pro quantitate inerties, more energeti-

cally attracted to the sun than the mean of both. If then
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the orbit be elliptic, it will perform each successive revolution

in a shorter time than the preceding, until, at length, the

whole of the repulsive matter is got rid of.— But to return

to the comet of Halley.

(571.) After the perihelion passage, the comet was lost

sight of for upwards of two months, and at its reappearance

(on the 24th of January, 1836) presented itself under quite

a different aspect, having in the interval evidently undergone

some great physical change which had operated an entire

transformation in its appearance. It no longer presented

any vestige of tail, but appeared to the naked eye as a hnzy

star of about the fourth or fifth magnitude, and in powerful

telescopes as a small, round, well defined disc, rather more

than 2' in diameter, surrounded with a nebulous chevelure or

coma ofmuch greater extent Within the disc, and somewhat

excentrically situated, a minute but bright nucleus appeared,

from which extended towards the posterior edge of the disc

(or that remote from the sun) a short vivid luminous ray.

(See fig. I. pi. YI.) As the comet receded from the sun,

the coma speedily disappeared, as if absorbed into the disc,

which, on the other hand, increased continually in dimensions,

and that with such rapidity, that in the week felapsed from

January 2-5th to February Ist (calculating from micrometrical

measures, and from the known distance of the comet from

the earth on those days), the actual volume or real solid con-

tent of the illuminated space had dilated in the ratio of

upwards of 40 to 1.* And so it continued to swell out with

undiminished rapidity, until, from this cause alone, it ceased

to be visible, the illumination becoming fainter as the mag-

nitude increased ; till at length the outline became undistin-

guishable from simple want of light to trace it. While this

* On the night of the 22nd of January the comet was oliaerved by M. Bogu!i»

lawski of BresUu, a» a ttar of the sixth magnitude, a bright concentrated point,

which showed no diw with a magnifying power of 140, and that it actually wa$
the comet he assured himself by turning his telescope the next night on the place

where he saw it (which he had carefully noted and registered). It was gone.

From his observation it appears then that at I?** 50<" M.T. at Breslau, Jan. 82.

the diameter of the nucleus with its envelope was rigorously nil, at which
moment, within an hour one way or the other, the process of formation of the

envelope must havt commenced.
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increase of dimension proceeded, the form of the disc passed,

by gradual and successive additions to its length in the direc-

tion opposite to the sun, to that of a paraboloid, as represented

in jf fig. 1, plate VI., the anterior curved portion preserving its

planetary sharpness, but the base being faint and ill-defined.

It is evident that had this process continued with sufficient

light to render the result visible, a tail would have been

ultimately reproduced ; but the increase of dimension being

accompanied with diminution of brightness, a short, im-

perfect, and as it were rudimentary tail only was formed,

visible as such for a few nights to the naked eye, or in a low

magnifying telescope, and that only when the comet itself

had begun to fade away by reason of its increasing distance.

(572.) While the parabolic envelope was thus continually

dilating and growing fainter, the nucleus underwent little

change, but the ray proceeding from it increased in length

and comparative brightness, preserving all the time its direc-

tion along the axb of the paraboloid, and offering none

of those irregular and capricious phsanomena which charac-

terized the jets of light emitted anteriorly, previous to the

perihelion. If the office of those jets was to feed the tail,

the converse office of conducting back its successively con-

densing matter to the nucleus would seem to be that of

the ray now in question. By degrees this also faded, and

the last appearance presented by the comet was that which

it offered at its first appearance in August ; viz. that of a

small round nebula with a bright point in or near the center.

(573.) Besides the comet of Halley, several other of the

great comets recorded in history have been surmised with

more or less probability to return periodically, and therefore

to move in elongated ellipses around the sun. Such is the

great comet of 1680, whose period is estimated at 575 years,

and which has been considered, with at least a high prim&facit

probability, to be identical with a magnificent comet observed

at Constantinople and in Palestine, and referred by con-

temporary historians, both European and Chinese, to the year

A.D. 1105 ; with that of a.d. 575, which was seen at nooR=

day close to the sun; with the comet of 43 B.C., already

c c
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spoken of as having appeared after the death of Ctesar, and

which was also observed in the day-time ; and finally with

two other comets, mention of which occurs in the Sibylline

Oracles, and in a passage of Homer, and which are referred, as

well as the obscurity of chronology and the indications them-

selves will allow, to the years 618 and 1194 B.C. It is to

the assumed near approach of this comet to the earth about

the time of the Deluge, that Whiston ascribed that over-

whelming tide-wave to whose agency his wild fancy ascribed

that great catastrophe—a speculation, it is needless to remark,

purely visionary. These coincidences of time are certainly

remarkable, especially when it is considered how very rare

are the appearances of comets of this class. Professor Encke,

however, has discussed, with all possible care, the observations

recorded of the comet of 1680, taking into consideration the

perturbations of the planets (which are of trifling importance,

by reason of the great inclination of its orbit to the ecliptic),

and his calculations show that no elliptic orbit, with such a

period as 575 years, is competent to represent them within

any probable or even possible limits of error, the most pro-

bable period assigned by them being 8814 Julian years.

Independent of this consideration, there are circumstances

recorded of the comet of a.d. 1106 incompatible with its

motion in any orbit identical with thtit of the comet of 1680,

so that the idea of referring all these phaenomena to one and

the same comet, however seducing, must be relinquished.

(574.) Another great comet, whose return about the year

1848 had been considered by more than one eminent authority

in this department of astronomy * highly probable, is that

of 1556, to the terror of whose aspect some historians have

attributed the abdication of the Emperor Charles Y. This

comet is supposed to be identical with that of 1264, men-

tioned by many historians as a great comet, and observed

also in China,— the conclusion in this case resting upon

the coincidence of elements calculated on the observations,

such as they are, which have been recorded. On the

* Pingr^, Cumetographie, i, 411 j Lalande, Astr. SI 95.
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subject of this coincidence Mr. Hind has entered into

many elaborate calculations, the result of which is strongly

in favour of the supposed identity. This probability is

farther increased by the fact of a comet, with a tail of 40**

and a head bright enough to be visible after sunrise, having

appeared in a. d. 975 : and of two others having been re*

corded by the Chinese annalists in a. d. 395 and 104. It

is true that if these be the same, the mean period would

be somewhat short of 292 years. But the effect of planetary

perturbation might reconcile even greater differences, and

though up to the time of our writing (1858) no such comet

has yet been observed, two or three years must yet elapse,

in the opinion of those best competent to judge, before its

return must be considered hopeless.

(575.) In 1661, 1532, 1402, 1145, 891, and 243 great

comets appeared—that of 1402 being bright enough to be

seen at noon day. A period of 129 years would conciliate

all these appearances, and should have brought back the

comet in 1789 or 1790 (other circumstances agreeing).

That no such comet was observed about that time is no

proof that it did not return, since, owing to the situation

of its orbit, had the perihelion passage taken place in July

it might have escaped observation. Mechtun, indeed, from an

elaborate discussion of the observations of 1532 and 1661, came

to the conclusion that these comets were not the same ; but

the elements assigned by Olbers to the earlier of them differ

so widely from those of Mechain for the same comet on the

one hand, and agree so well with those of the last named
astronomer for the other *, that we are perhaps; justified in

regarding the question as not yet set at rest

(576.) We come now, however, to a class of ooi ets of

short period, respecting whose return there is no doubt, in>

asmuch as two at least of them have been identified as

having performed successive revolutions round the sun ; have

had their return predicted already several times ; and have

on each occasion scrupulously kept to their appointments.

* See Schumacher's C«tal. Astron. Abhandl. i.

c o 2
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The first of these is the comet of Encke, eo called from

Professor Encke of Berlin, who first ascertained its periodical

return. It revolves in an ellipse of great eccentricity (though

not comparable to that of HaAley's), the plane of which is in-

clined at an angle of about 13° 22' to the plane of the ecliptic,

and in the short period of 12 11 days, or about 3^ years. This

remarkable discovery was made on the occasion of its fourth

recorded appearance, in 1819. From the ellipse then cal-

culated by Encke, its return in 1822 was predicted by him,

and observed %t Paramatta, in New South Wales, by M.
Bttmker, being invisible in Europe : since which it has been

re-predicted and re-observed in all the principal observatories,

both in the northern and southern hemispheres, as a phas-

nomenon of regular occurrence.

(577.) On comparing the intervals between the successive

perihelion passages of this comet, after allowing in the most

careful and exact manner for all the disturbances due to the

actions of the planets, a very singular fact has come to light,

viz. that the periods are continually diminishing, or, m other

words, the mean distance from the sun, or the major -xxla of

the ellipse, dwindling by slow and regular degrees at the

rate of about O^'l 1 per revolution. This b evidently the effect

which would be produced by a resistance experienced by the

comet from a very rare ethereal medium pervading the regions

in which it moves; for such resistance, by diminishing its

actual veloc'ly, would diminish also its centrifugal force, and

thus give the sun more power over it to draw it nearer.

Accordingly this is the solution proposed by Encke, and at

present generally received. Should this be really the case,

it will, therefore, probably fall ultimately into the sun, should

it not first be dissipated altogether,—a thing no way improb-

able, when the lightness of its materials is considered. The

considerations adduced at the end of art. 610. would seem,

however, to open out another possible explanation of the

phffinomenon in question, not necessarily leading to such

a catastrophe. •

,

(578.) By measuring the apparent magnitude of this comet

at different distances from the sun, and thence> from a know-
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ledge of its actual distance from the earth at the time, con-

cluding its real volume, it has been ascertained to contract

in bulk as it approaches to, and to expand as it recedes

from, that luminary. M. Valz, who was the first to notice

this fact, accounts for it by supposing it to undergo a real

compression or condensation of volume arising from the

pressure of an aethereal medium which he conceives to grow

more dense in the sun's neighbourhood. But such an hypo-

thesis is evidently inadmissible, since it would require us to

assume the exterior of the comet to be in the nature of a skin

or bag impervious to the compressing medium. The phte-

nomenon is analogous to the increase of dimension above

described, as observed in the comet of Halley, when in the

act of receding from the sun, and is doubtless referable to a

similar cause, viz. the alternate conversion of evaporable

matter into the states of visible cloud and invisible gas, by

the alternating action of cold and heat. This comet has no

tail, but offers to the view only a small ill-defined nucleus,

excentrically situated within a more or less elongated oval

mass of vapours, being nearest to that vertex which is

towards the sun.

(579.) Another comet of short period is that of Biela, so

called from M. Biela, of Josephstadt, who first arrived at this

interesting conclusion on the occasion of its appearance in

1826. It is considered to be identical with comets which

appeared in 1772, 1805, &c., ami describes its very excentric

ellipse about the sun in 2410 days, or about 6| years ; and in

a plane inclined 12° 34' to the ecliptic. It appeared again,

according to the prediction, in 1832 and in 1846. Its orbit,

by a remarkable coincidence, very nearly intersects that of the

earth ; and had the latter, at the time of its passage in 1832,

been a month in advance of its actual place, it would have
passed through the comet,— a singular rencontre, perhaps

not unattended with anger.*

* Should calculation establish the fiict of a resistance experienced also by this
comet, the subject of periodical comets will assume an extraordinary degree of
interest. It cannot be doubted that many more will be discovered, and by

o 3
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(680.) This comet is small and hardly visible to the naked

eye, even when brightest. Nevertheless, as if to make up

for its seeming insignificance by the interest attaching to it

in a physical point of view, it exhibited at its appearance

in 1846, a pheenomenon which struck every astronomer with

amazement, as a thing without previous example in the

history of our system.* It was actually seen to separate

itself into two distinct comets, which, after thus parting

company, continued to joumiey along amicably through an arc

of upwards of 70° of thei>; apparent orbit, keeping all the

while within the same field of view of the telescope pointed

towards them. The first indication of something unusual

being about to take place might be, perhaps, referred to the

.19th of December, 1845,when the comet appeared to Mr. Hind

pear-shaped, the nebulosity being unduly elongated in a di-

rection inclining northward. But on the 1 3th of January,

at Washington in America, and on the 15th and subsequently

in every part of Europe, it was distinctly seen to have become

double ; a very small and faint cometic body, having a nucleus

of its own, being observed appended to it, at a distance ofabout

2' (in arc) from its center, and in a direction forming an angle

jof about 328° with the meridian, running northwards from the

principal or original comet (see art. 204). From this time the

separation of the two comets went on progressively, though

slowly. On the 30th of January, the apparent distance of

':••!.) li-'^^-V ;/' ' ' •* ' -'-
'

tlieir resistance questions will come to be decided, such as the following:—What
is the law of density of the resisting medium which surrounds the sun? Is it

at rest or in motion ? If the latter, in what direction does it move ? Circularly

round the sun, or traversing space ? If circularly, in what plane ? It is obvious
that a circular or vorticose motion of the ether would accelerate $ome comets and
retard others, according as their revolution was, relative to such motion, direct

or retrograde. Supposing the neighbourhood of the sun to be filled with a
material fluid, it is not conceivable that the circulation of the planets in it for

ages should not have impressed upon it some degree of rotation in their own
direction. And this may preserve them from the extreme effects of accumulated
resistance.— Note to edition of 1 833.

* Perhaps not quite so. To say nothing of a singular surmise of Kepler,

that two great comets seen at once in 1618, might be a single comet separated into

two, the following passage of Hevelius cited by M. Littrow (Naohr. 564.) docs

really seem to refer to some phagnomenon bearing at least a certain analogy to it.

" In ipso disco," he says (Cometographia, p. .*)26.) " quatuor vel quinqiie corpus-
cula qusdam sive nuoleos reliquo ''orpore aliquanto densiores ostendebat."
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the nucleus had increased to S', on the 7th of February to 4',

and on the 13th to 5', and so on, until on the 5th of March
the two comets were eeparated by an interval of 9' 19 ^ the

apparent direction of the line ofjunction all the while varying

but little with respect to the parallel.*

- (58 1 .)During this separation,very remarkable changes were

observed to be going on, both in the original comet and its

companion. Both had nuclei, both had short tails, parallel in

direction, and nearly perpendicular to the line of junction, but

whereas at its first observation onJanuary 13th, the new comet

was extremely small and faint in comparison with the old, the

difference both in point of light and apparent magnitude di-

minished. On the 10th of February, they were nearly equal,

although the day before the moonlight had effaced the new one,

leaving the other bright enough to be well observed. On the

14th and 16th, however, the new comet had gained a decided

superiority of light over the old, presenting at the same time

a sharp and starlike nucleus, compared by Lieut. Maury to a

diamond spark. But this state of things was not to continue.

Already, on the 18 th, the old comet had regained its supe-

riority, being nearly twice as bright as its companion, and

offering an unusually bright and starlike nucleus. From
this period the new companion began to fade away, but

continued visible up to the 15th of March. On the 24th the

comet appeared again single, and on the 22nd of April both

had disappeared.

(582.) While this singular interchange of light was going

forwards, indications of some sort of communication between

the comets were exhibited. The new or companion comet,

besides its tail, extending in a direction parallel to that ofthe

other, threw out a faint arc of light which extended as a

kind of bridge from the one to the other ; and after the resto-

ration of the original comet to its former preeminence, it, on

its part, threw forth additional rays, so as to present (on the

22nd and 23rd February) the appearance of a comet with

* By far the greater portion of this increase of apparent distance was due to

the comet's increased proximity to the earth. The real increase reduced to a

distance= 1 of the comet was at the rate of about 3" per diem.

c c 4
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three faint ttuls forming angles of about 120" with each other,

one of which extended towards its companion.*

(583.) Professor Plantamour, director of the observatory

of Geneva, having investigated the orbits of both these

comets as separate and independent bodies, from the exten-

sive and careful series of observations made upon them, ar-

rived at the conclusion that the increase of distance between

the two nuclei, at least during the intervalfrom February 1 0th

to March 22n<f, was simply apparent, being due to the va-

nation of distance from the earth, and to the angle under

which their line ofjunction presented itself to the visual ray;

the real distance during all that interval (neglecting small

fractions) having been on an average about thirty-nine times

the semi-diameter of the earth, or less than cwo-thirds the

distance of the moon from its center. From this it would

appear that already, at this distance, the two bodies had

ceased to exercise any perceptible amount of perturbative

gravitation on each other; as, indeed, from the probable

minuteness of cometary masses we might reasonably expect.

It may well be supposed that astronomers would not allow

BO remarkable a duplication to pass unwatched at the next

return of the comet in 1852. lu August and September of

that year both nuclei were observed by Professor Challis at

Cambridge, Secchi at Borne, and M. Struve, presenting, as

regards direction, the same relative situation with regard to

each other, so that we have here the historical proof of a per-

manent addition to the members of our system taking place

at a definite instant under our very eye. (PI. VI., fig. 2.)

(584.) A third comet, of short period, has been added to

our list by M. Faye, of the observatory of Paris, who de-

tected it on the 22d of November, 1843. A very few ob-

servations su^ced to show that no parabola would satisfy

the conditions of its motion, and that to represent them com-

pletely, it was necessary to assign to it an elliptic orbit of

very moderate excentricity. The calculations of M. Nicolai,

* llicse last mentioned particulars rest on the tostimony of Lieutenant

Maury of Washington, who had the advantage of using a ninu-inch objoot-glass

of Munich manufacture. It does not appear that any &rp« telescope waa turned

upon it in £urup« on tha dates in qucation.
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subsequently revised and slightly corrected by M. Leverrier,

have shown that an almost perfect representation of its mo-
tions during the whole period of its visibility would be

afforded by assuming it to revolve in a period of 2717^*68

(or somewhat less than 7^ years) in an ellipse whose excen-

tricity is 0*55596, uid inclination to the ecliptic 11° 22' 31''

;

and taking this for a basis of further calculation, ana by
means of these data and the other elements of the orbit

estimating the effect of planetary perturbation during the

revolution now in progress, he fixed its next return to the

perihelion for the 3d of April, 1851, with a probable error

one way or other not exceeding one or two days. This

prediction has been strikingly verified. It actually passed

its perihelion on the Ist of April, 1851, having been re-

discovered by Professor ChaUis at Cambridge in November,

1850, and followed beyond the perihelion by M. Otto Struve

up to March 4. 1851.

(585.) The effect of planetary perturbation on the motion

of comets has been more than once alluded to in what has

been above said. Without going minutely into this pert of

the subject, which will be better understood after the perusal

of a subsequent chapter, it must be obvious, that as the

orbits of comets are very excentric, and inclined in all sorts

of angles to the ecliptic, they must, in many instances, if not

actually intersect, at least pass very near to the orbits of

some of the planets. We have already seen, for instance,

that the orbit of Biela's comet so nearly intersects that of the

earth, that an actual collision is not impossible, and indeed

(supposing neither orbit variable) must in all likelihood happen

in the lapse of some millions of years. Neither are instances

wanting of comets having actually approached the earth

within comparatively short distances, as that of 1770, which

on the 1st of July of that year was within little more than

seven times the moon's distance. The same comet, in 1767,

passed Jupiter at a distance only one 58th of the radius

of that planet's orbit, and it has been rendered extremely

I)robable that it is to the disturbance its former orbit under-

went during that appulso that we owe its appearanue within
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our own range of vision. This exceedingly remarkable

comet was found by Lexell to describe an elliptic orbit with

an excentricity of 0*7858, with a periodic time of about

five years and a half, and in a plane only l** 34' inclined to

the ecliptic, having passed its perihelion on the 13th of

August, 1770. Its return of course was eagerly expected,

but in vain, for the comet has never been certainly identified

with any comet since seen. Its observation on its first re-

turn in 1776 was rendered impossible by the relative situ-

ations of the perihelion and of the earth at the time, and

before another revolution could be accomplished (as has since

been ascertained), /iz. about the 23d of August, 1779, by

a singular coincidence it again approached Jupiter within

one 491st part of its distance from the sun, being nearer to

that planet by one fifth than its fourth satellite. No wonder,

therefore, that the planet's attraction (which at that distance

would exceed that of the sun in the proportion of at least

200 to 1) should completely alter the orbit and deflect it

into a curve, not one of whose elements would have the least

resemblance to those of the ellipse of Lexell. It is worthy

of notice that by this rencontre with the system of Jupiter's

satellites, none of their motions su£fered any perceptible de-

rangement,— a sufficient proof of the smallness of its mass.

Jupiter, indeed, seems, by some strange fatality, to be con-

stantly in the way of comets, and to serve as a perpetual

stumbling-block to them.

(586.) On the 22nd of August, 1844, Signer de Vico,

director of the observatory of the CoUegio Romano, discovered

a comet, the motions of which, a very few observations

sufficed to show, deviated remarkably from a parabolic orbit.

It passed its perihelion on the 2nd of September, and con-

tinued to be observed until the 7th of December. Elliptic

elements uf this comet, agreeing remarkably well with each

other, were accordingly calculated by several astronomers;

from which it appears that the period of revolution is about

1990 days, or 5^ (5 '4357) years, which (supposing its orbit

undisturbed in the interim) would bring it back to the peri-

helion on or about the 13th of January. 1850, on which
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occasion^ however, by reason of its unfavourable situation

with respect to the sun and earth, it could not be observed.

As the assemblage and comparison of these elements, thus

computed independently, will serve better, perhaps, than any

other example, to afford the student an idea of the degree of

arithmetical certainty capable of being attained in this branch

of astronomy, difficult and complex as the calculations them-

selves are, and liable to error as individual observations of a

body BO ill defined as the smaller comets are for the most

part, we shall present them in a tabular form, as on the next

page : the elements being as usual ; the time of perihelion

passage, longitude of the perihelion, that of the ascending

node, the inclination to the ecliptic, semiaxis and excentricity

of the orbit, and the pariodic time.

This comet, when brightest, was visible to the naked eye,

and had a small tful. It is especially interesting to astrono-

mers from the circumstance of its having been rendered ex-

ceedingly probable by the researches of M. Leverrier, that it

is identical with one which appeared in 1678 with some of its

elements considerably changed by perturbation. This comet

is further remarkable, from having been concluded by

Messrs. Laugier and Mauv^s, to be identical with the comet

of 1685 observed by Tycho Brahe, and possibly also with

those of 1743, 1766, and 1819.

(587.) Elliptic elements have in like manner been assigned

to the comet discovered by M. Brorsen, on the 26th of

February, 1846, which, like that last mentioned, speedily

after its discovery began to show evident symptoms of

deviation from a parabola. These elements, with the names

of their respective calculators, are as follow. The dates are

for February 1846, Greenwich time.

Computed by Brunnow. Hind.
Van Wllllngen
and De Ilaau.

Perihelion pnniM^e

Long, of Perihelion

Long, of SI -

Inclination

Semiaxis

Excentricity

Period (dajm) -

25^' 37794
1160 88' 34"

103 39 36 5
10 5S 6-5

.$•15081

0-79363

3043

85* • 33109
1160 88' 17"'8

108 45 SO- 9
30 49 a- e

3-18898
0-79771

8016

85* • 08287
1160 83'53"-9

103 SI 85- 7

SO SO SO 2
8-870.58

0-77313

1776
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' This comet is fiunt, and presents nothing remarkable in

its appearance. Its chief interest arises from the great

similiarity of its parabolic elements to those of the comet of

1532, the place of the perihelion and node, and the inclination

of the orbit, being alnost identical.

(588.) Elliptic elements have also been calculated by

M. D'Arrest, for a comet discovered by M. Peters, on the

26th of June T846, which go to assign it a place among the

comets of short period, viz. 5804**3, or very nearly 16 years.

The excentricity of the orbit is 0*75672, its semiaxis 6'32066,

and the inclination of its plane to that of the ecliptic

31** 2' 14". This comet passed its perihelion on the 1st of

June 1846.

(589.) By far the most remarkable comet, however, which

has been seen during the present century, is that which

appeared in the spring of 1843, and whose tail became

visible in the twilight of the 17th of March in England as

a great beam of nebulous light, extending from a point

above the western horizon, through the stars of Eridanus and

Lepus, under the belt of Orion. This situation was low and

unfavourable; and it was not till the 19th that thv. head was

seen, and then only as a faint and ill-defined nebula, very

rapidly fading on subsequent nights. In more southern

latitudes, however, not only the tail was seen, as a magnificent

train of Ught extending 50** or 60** in length ; but the head

and nucleus appeared with extraordinary splendour, exciting

in every country where it was seen the greatest astonish-

ment and admiration. Indeed, all descriptions agree in repre-

senting it as a stupendous spectacle, such as in superstitious

ages would not fail to have carried terror into every bosom.

In tropical latitudes in the northern hemisphere, the tail

appeared on the 3d of March, and in Van Diemen's Land, so

early as the Ist, the comet having passed its perihelion on

the 27 «h of February. Already on the 3d the head was so

far disengaged from the immediate vicinity of the sun, as to

appear for a short time above the horizon after sunset. On
this day when viewed through a 46-inch achromatio

telescope it presented a planetary dhc, from which rays
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emerged in the direction of the taiL The tail was dotlBle,

consisting of two principal lateral streamers, making a very

small angle with each other, and divided hy a comparatiyely

dark line, of the estimated length of 25% prolonged however

on the north side hj a diveigent streamer, making an angle

of 5" or 6° with the general direction of the axis, and trace-

able as far as 65° from the head. A similar though fainter

lateral prolongation appeared on the south side. A fine

drawing of it of this date by C. P. Smyth, Esq. of the

Boyal Observatory, C. G. H., represents it as highly sym-

metrical, and gives the idea of a vivid cone of light, with a

dark axis, and nearly rectilinear sides, inclosed in a fainter

cone, the sides of which curve slightly outwards. The light

of the nucleus at this period is compared to that of a star of

the first or second magnitude ; and on the 11th, of the third

;

from which time it degraded in light so rapidly, that on the

19th it was invisible to the naked eye, the tail all the

while continuing brilliantly visible, though much more so at

a distance from the nucleus, with which, indeed, its connexion

was not then obvious to the unassisted sight— a singular

feature in the history of this body. The tail, subsequent to

the 3d, was generally speaking a single straight or slightly

curved broad band of light, but on the 11th it is recorded by

Mr. Clerihew, who observed it at Calcutta, to have shot forth

a lateral tail nearly twice as long as the regular one but

fainter, and making an angle of about 18° with its direction

on the southern side. The projection of this ray (which

was not seen either before or after the day in question) to

so enormous a length, (nearly 100°) in a single day conveys an

impression of the intensity of the forces acting to produce

such a velocity of material transfer through space, such as

no other natural phienomenon is capable of exciting. It is

clear that if toe have to deal here totth matter, such as we

conceive it, viz. possessing inertia— at all, it must be under

the dominion of forces incomparably more energetic than

gravitation, and quite of a different nature.

(590.) There is abundant evidence of the comet in question

having been seen in full daylight, and in the sun's immediate

vicinity. It was so seen on the 28th of February, the day
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after its perihelion passage, by every person on board the

H.E.LG. S. Owen Glendower, then off the Cape, as a short

dagger-like object close to the sun a little before sunset. On
the same day at 3^ 6^ P. M., and consequently in fqll sun-

shine, the distance of the nucleus from the sun was actually

measured with a sextant by Mr. Clarke of Portland, United

States, the distance; center from center being then only
3** 50' 43'^ He deticiibes it in the following terms : " The
nucleus and also every part cr the tail were as well defined

as the moon on a clear day. The nucleus and tail bore the

same appearance, and resembled a perfectly pure white cloud

without any variation, except a slight change near the head,

just sufficient to distinguish the nucleus from the tail at that

point.*' The denseness of the nucleus was so considerable,

that Mr. Clarke had no doubt it might have been visible upon

the sun's disc, had it passed between that and the observer.

The length of the visible tail resulting from these measures

was 59' or not far from double the apparent diameter of the

sun ; and as we shall presently see that on the day in question

the distance from the earth of the sun and comet must have

been very nearly equal, this gives us about 1700000 miles

for the linear dimensions of this the densest portion of that

appendage, making no allowance for the foreshortening,

which at that time was very considerable.

(591.) The elements of this comet are among the most re-

markable of any recorded. They have been calculated by

several eminent astronomers, among whose results we shall

specify only those which agree best ; the earlier attempts to

compute its path having been rendered uncertain by the dif-

ficulty attending .)xact observations of it in the first part of

its visible career. The following are those which seem

entitled to most confidence :
—

Encke. FUntamour. Knorre. KIcoltl. reteri.

PcrihelpMi, IBM
Feb.,mMntiniaat
Orcanwlch. - S7' 40096 87' 48915 ff4 396M 87d43098 I744UI9
Long, or perlbel.
Jjonm of li *

IncllnaUoii •

8790 8' 80" 8780|8'«" tl9>»»'' 8780 sg. 38" 8790WV
4 15 6 51 4-

1 488 1 S7 66 SB5 17
S« 13S8 S6 8 86 SA85 89 85 SA 90 S5 !S48

Prrihal.diit. 0-OOftSS cocsss 0-00079 0'Q0668 0-0049>
Motion RMrogTMie. Rotrognulo. Retrokrodo. Retrograde. Retrograde.
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(592.) What renders these elements so remarkable is the

smallness of the perihelion distance. Of all comets which

have been recorded this has made the nearest approach to the

sun. The sun's radius being the sine of his apparent

semi-diameter (16' 1'^) to a radius equal to the earth's mean
distances 1, is represented on that scale by 0*00466, which

falls short of0*00534, the perihelion distance found by taking

a mean of all the foregoing results, by only 0*00068, or about

one seventh of its whole magnitude. The comet, therefore,

approached the luminous surface of the sun within about a

seventh part of the sun's radius I It is worth while to con-

sider what is implied in such a fact. In the first place, the

intensity both of the light and radiant heat of the sun at

difierent distances from that luminary increase proportionally

to the spherical area of the portion of the visible hemisphere

covered by the sun's disc. This disc, in the case of the earth,

at its mean distancb has an angular diameter of 32' l^'*!. At
our comet in perihelio the apparent angular diameter ofthe sun

was no less than 121° 32^ The ratio of the spherical surfaces

thus occupied (as appears from spherical geometry) is that of

the squares of the sines of the fourth parts of these angles to

each other, or that of 1 : 47042. And in this proportion are

to each other the amounts of light and heat thrown by the sun

on an equal area of exposed surface on our earth and at the

comet in equal instants of time. Let any one imagine the

effect of so fierce a glare as that of 47000 suns such as we
experience the warmth of, on the materials of which the

earth's surface is composed. To form some practical idea of

it we may compare it with what is recorded of Parker's great

lens, whose diameter was 32^ inches, and focal length six feet

eight inches. The effect of this, supposing all the Hght and

heat transmitted, and the focal concentration perfect, (both

conditions very imperfectly satisfied,) would be to enlarge the

sun's effective angular diameter to 23** 26', which, compared

on the same principle with a sun of 32' in diameter, would

give a multiplier of only 1915, and when increased sevenfold

(as was usually the case), by interposing a concentrating lens,

13405 instead of 47000, The heat to which the nnmAfe wns

^
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subjected therefore surpassed that ii' ' ^ focus of the lens in

question, on the lowest calculation, in the proportion of 24^

to 1 without, or 3^ to 1 with the concentrating lens. Yet

that lens, so used, melted carnelian, agate, and rock crystal

!

(593.) To this extremity of heat however the comet was
exposed but for a short time. Its actual velocity in perihelio

was no less than 366 miles per second, and the whole of that

segment of its orbit above {i.e. north of) the plane of the

ecliptic, and in which, as will appear from a consideration of

the elements, the perihelion was situated, was described in

little more than two hours ; such being the whole duration

of the time from the ascending to the descending node, or in

which the comet had north latitude. Arrived at the descend-

ing node, its distance from the sun would be already doubled,

and the radiation reduced to one fourth of its maximum
amount. The comet of 1680, whose perihelion distance was
0*0062, and which therefore approached the sun's surface

within one third part of his radius (more than double the

distance of the comet now in question) was computed by

Newton to have been subjected to an intensity of heat 2000

times that of red-hot iron,—a term of comparison indeed of a

very vague description, and which modem thermotics do not

recognize as affording a legitimate measure of radiant heat.*

(594.) Although some of the observations of this comet

were vague and inaccurate, yet there seem good grounds

for believing that its whole course cannot be reconciled

with a parabolic orbit, and that it really describes an ellipse.

Previous to any calculation, it was remarked that in the

year 1668 the tail of an immense comet was seen in Lisbon,

at Bologna, in Brazil, and elsewhere, occupying nearly the

same situation among the stars, and at the same season of

the year, viz. on the 5th of March and the following days.

* A transit of the comet ot ] 843 over the sun's disc must probably have taken
place shortly after its passage through its descending node. It is greatly to be
regretted that so interesting a phaenomenon should have passed unobserved.
Whether it be possible that some ofTset of its tail, darted off' so late as the 7th
of March, when the comet was already far south of the tcliptic, should have
crossed that plane and been seen near the Pleiades, may be doubted. Certain it

cometic ray was seenday, edlyIS, that on the evenmg ot

immediate neighbourhood of those stars by Mr, Nasmyih. ( Ast. Soc. Notices,
vol. v. p. 270.

)

D D
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Its brightness was such that its reflected trace was easily

distinguished on the sea. The head, when it at length came

in sight, was comparatively faint and scarce discernible. No
precise observations were made of this comet, but the singular

coincidence of situation, season of the year, and physical

resemblance, excited a strong suspicion of the identity of the

two bodies, implying a period of 175 years within a day or

two more or less. This suspicion has been conveited almost

into a certainty by a careful examination of what is recorded

of the older comet. Locating on a celestial chart the situa-

tion of the head, concluded from the direction and appearance

of the tail, when only that was seen, and its visible place,

when mentioned, according to the descriptions given, it has

been found practicable to derive a rough orbit from the

course thus laid down: and this agrees in all its featiu'es

so well with that of the modem comet as nearly to remove

all doubt on the subject. Comets, moreover, are recorded to

have been seen in a.d. 268, 442-3, 791, 968, 1143, 1317,

1494, which may have been returns of this, since the period

above-mentioned would bring round its appearance to the

years 268, 443, 618, 793, 968, 1143, 1318, and 1493, and a

certain latitude must always be allowed for unknown pertur-

bations.

(595.) But this is not the only comet on record whose

identity with the comet of '43 has been maintained. In

1689 a comet bearing a considerable resemblance to it was

observed from the 8th to the 23d of December, and from

the few and rudely observed places recorded, its elements had

been calculated by Pingi'6, one of the most diligent enquirers

into this part of astronomy.* From these it appears that

the perihelion distance of that comet was very remarkably

small, and a sufficient though indeed rough coincidence in the

places of the perihelion and node tended to corroborate the

suspicion. But the inclination (69°) assigned to it by Pingre

appeared conclusive against it. On recomputing the elements,

however, from his data, Professor Pierce has assigned to that

comet an inclination widely differing from Pingr^'s, viz.

* Author nf the '< Comdtographie," a work indispensable to all who would

study this interesting department of the science.
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11 who would

30° 4' *, and quite within reasonable limits of resemblance.

But how does this agree with the longer period of 175 years

before assigned? To reconcile this we must suppose that

these 175 years comprise at least eight returns of the comet,

and that in effect a mean period of 2P*875 must be allowed

for its return. Now it is worth remarking that this period

calculated backwards from 1843*156 will bring us upon a series

of years remarkable for the appearance of great comets, many
of which, as well as the imperfect descriptions we have of

their appearance and situation in the heavens, offer at least

10 obvious contradiction to the supposition of their identity

vith this. Besides those already mentioned as indicated by

the period of 175 years, we may specify as probable or

possible intermediate returns, those of the comets of 1733 ?t,

1689 above-mentioned, 1559?, 1537 $, 1515 §, 1471, 142fi,

1405-6, 1383, 1361, 13401, 1296, 1274, 1230f, 1208,

1098, 1056, 1024, 1012**, 990 ?tt, 925?, 858??, 684 1$, 552,

530§§, 421, 245 or 247 1|||, 180^f, 158. Should this view of

the subject be the true one, we may expect its return about

* United States Gazette, May 29. 1843. Considering that all the obser-

vations lie near the descending node of the orbit, the proximity of the comet at

that time to the sun, and the loose nature of the recorded observations, no
doubt almost any given inclination might be deduced from them. The true

test ill such cases u not to ascend from the old incorrect data to elements, but
to descend from known and certain elements to the older data, and ascertain

whether the recorded phaenomena can be represented by them (perturbations

included) within fair limits of interpretation. Such is the courso pursued by
Clausen.

f P. Passage 1733-781. The great southern comet of May I7th seems too

early in the year.

\ P. P. 1536-906. In January 1537, a comet wiis iccn in Pisces.

§ P. P. 1515-031. A comet predicted the death of Ferdinand the Catholic.

He died Jan. 23. 1515.

II
P. P. 1340^1. Evidently a southern comet, and a very probable apr ^i'-

ance.

f P.P. 1 230-656, was perhaps a return of Hal ley's.

** P. P, 1011-906. Ill 1012, a very great comet in the southern part of tfie

heavens. " Son ^clat blessait les yeux," (Pingre Com^tographie, from whom
all these recorded appearances are taken.)

tt P- P. 990-031. «' Com^te fort ^pouvanteble," eome year between 989 and
908.

^\ P. P. 683*781. In 684, appeared two or three comets. Dates begin t«. be
obscure.

§§ Two distinct comets appeared in 530 and 531, the former observed in

China, the latter in Europe.

nil
P. P. 246-281 ; both southern comets of the Chinese annals. The year of

one or other may be wrong.

Nov. 6. A. D. 180. A southern comet of the Chinese annala.t«[ P. P. ISO oa».

D D 2
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the end of 1864 or beginning of 1865, in which event it will

be observable in the Southern Hemisphere both before and

after its perihelion passage.*

(596.) M. Clausen, from the assemblage of all the obser-

vations of this comet known to him, has calculated elliptic

elements which give the extraordinarily short period of

6*38 years. And in effect it has been suggested that a still

further subdivision of the period of 21*875 into three of

7*292 years would reconcile this with other remarkable

comets. This seems going too far, but at all events the

possibility of representing its motions by so short an ellipse

will easily reconcile us to the admission of a period of 2L

years. That it should only be visible in certain apparitions,

and not in others, is sufficiently explained by the situation

of its orbit.

(597.) We have been somewhat diffuse on the subject of

this comet, for the sake of showing the degree and kind of

interest which attaches to cometic astronomy in the present

state of the science. In fact, there is no branch of astronomy

more replete with interest, and we may add more eagerly

pursued at present, inasmuch as the hold which exact calcu-

lation ^ves us on it may be regarded as completely esta-

blished ; so that whatever may be concluded as to the motions

of any comet which shall henceforward come to be observed,

will be concluded on sure grounds and with numerical pre-

cision ; while the improvements which have been introduced

into the calculation of cometary perturbation, and the daily

increasing familiarity of numerous astronomers with compu-

tations of this nature, enable us to trace their past and future

history with a certainty, which at the commencement of the

present century could hardly have been looked upon as

attainable. Every comet newly discovered is at once sub-

jected to the ordeal of a most rigorous enquiry. Its el*^ments,

roughly calculated within a few days of its appearancv% are

gradually approximated to as observations accumulate, by a

* Clausen, Astron. Nachr. No. 415. Mr. Cooper's remarks on this ccmet in

his Catalogue of Comets (notu». p. xviii.) go to assign by fur the greatest weight
of probability to a period of 33-V for this comet.
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multitude of ardent and expert computists. On the least

indication of a deviation from a parabolic orbit, its elliptic

elements become a subject of universal and lively interest and

discussion. Old records are ransacked, and old observations

reduced, with all the advantage of improved data and

methods, so as to rescue from oblivion the orbits of ancient

comets which present any similarity to that of the new visitor.

The disturbances undergone in the interval by the action of

the planets are investigated, and the past; thus brought into

unbroken connection with the present, is made to afford sub-

stantial ground for prediction of the future. A great impulse

meanwhile has been given of late years to the discovery of

comets by the establishment in 1840*, by his late Majesty

the King of Denmark, of a prize medal to be awarded for

every such discovery, to the first observer, (the influence of

which may be most unequivocally traced in the great number

of these bodies which every successive year sees added to our

list,) and by the circulation of notices, by special letter f, of

every such discovery (accompanied, when possible, by an

ephemeris), to all observers who have shown that they take

an interest in the enquiry, so to ensure the full and com-

plete observation of the new comet so long as it remains

within the reach of our telescopes. Among the observers

who have been most successful in the discovery of comets, we
find no less than 29 discovered by Pons, 14 by Messier,

and 10 by M^chain, 8 by De Vico, 6 by Miss C. Herschel

—

who, however, is not the only female observer of these bodies,

the comet of 1845 having been independently detected by

"wo ladies, Miss Maria Mitchell, of Nantucket, U. S., and

Madame Madler, of Dorpat, the priority lying with the

American astronomess.

(598.) It is by no means merely as a subject of antiquarian

interest, or on account of the brilliant spectacle which comets

occasionally afford, that astronomers attach a high degree of

importance to lU that regards them. Apart even from the

singularity and toystery which appertains to their physical

* See the >!7inounceinent of this institution in Astron. Nachr. No. 400,

t By the late Prof. Schumaeuer, Director of the Royal Observatory of Altona.
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constitution, they have become, through the medium of exact

calculation, unexpected instruments of enquiry into points

connected with the planetary system itself, of no small im-

portance. We have seen that the movements of the comet

Encke, thus minutely and perseveringly traced by the

eminent astronomer whose name is used to distinguish it, has

afforded ground for believing in the presence of a resisting

medium filling the whole of our system. Similar enquiries,

prosecuted in the cases of other periodical comets, will extend,

confirm, or modify our conclusions on this head. The per-

turbations, too, which comets experience in passing near any

of the planets, may afford, and have afforded, information as

lo the magnitude of the disturbing ma^ies, which could not

well be otherwise obtained. Thus the approach of this comet

to the planet Mercury in 1838 afforded an estimation of the

mass of that planet the more precious, by reason of the great

uncertainty under which all previous determinations of that

element laboured. Its approach to the same planet in the

year 1848 was still nearer. On the 22d of November their

mutual distance was only fifteen times the moon's distance

from the earth.

(599.) It is, however, in a physical point of view that these

bodies offer the greatest stimulus to our curiosity. There is,

beyond question, some profound secret and mystery of nature

concerned in the phtenomcnon of their tails. Perhaps it ia

not too much to hope that future observation, borrowing

every aid from rational speculation, grounded on the progress

of physical science generally, (especially those branches of it

which relate to the BBtherial or imponderable elements,) may
ere long enable us to penetrate this mystery, and to declare

whether it is really matter in the ordinary acceptation of the

terra ' liich is projected from their heads with such extra-

vagant velocity, and if not impelled, at least directed in its

course by a reference to the sun, as its point of avoidance.

In no respect is the question as to the materiality of the tail

more forcibly pressed on us for consideration, than in that of

the enormous sweep which it makes round the sun in nerihe-

lio, in the manner of a straight and rigid rod, in defiance of the
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law of gravitation, nay, even of the received laws of motion,

extending (as we have seen in the comets of 1680 and 1843)

from near the sun's surface to the earth's orbit, yet whirled

round unbroken : in the latter case through an angle of 180°

in little more than two houre. It seems utterly incredible

that in such a case it is one and the same material object

which is thus brandished. If there could be conceived such

a thing as a negative shadow, a momentary impression made

upon the luminferous tether behind the comet, this would

represent in some degree the conception such a phsenomenon

irresistibly calls up. But this is not all. Even such an ex-

traordinary excitement of the oether, conceive it as we will,

will afford no account of the projection of lateral streamers

;

of the effusion of light from the nucleus of a comet towards

the sun ; and its subsequent rejection ; of the irregular and

capricious mode in which that effusion has been seen to take

])lace ; none of the clear indications of alternate evaporation

and condensation going on in the immense regions of space

occupied by the tail and coma,—none, in short, of innu-

merable other facts which link themselves with almost equally

irresistible cogency to our ordinary notions of matter and

force.

(600.) The great number of comets which appear to move
in parabolic orbits, or orbits at least undistinguishable from

parabolas during their description of that comparatively small

part within the range of their visibility l3 us, has given rise

to an impression that they are bodies extraneous to our

system, wandering through space, and merely yielding a

local and temporary obedience to its laws during their sojourn.

What truth there may be in this view, we may never have

satisfactory grounds for deciding. On such an hypothesis,

our elliptic comets owe their permanent denizcnship within

the sphere of the sun's predominant attraction to the action

of one or other of the planets near which they may have

passed, in such a manner as to diminish their velocity, and

render it compatible with elliptic motion.* A similar cause

* The vdocity in en ellipw is always ten than in a parabola, at equal dii*

tancei from the lun ; in an hyperbola always greater.

O D 4
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acting the other way, might with equal probability give rise

to a hyperbolic motion. But whereas in the former case the

comet would remain in the system, and might make an inde-

finite number of revolutions, in the latter it would return no

This may possibly be the cause of the exceedinglymore.

rare occurrence of a hyperbolic comet as compared with

elliptic ones. i f^.- > v? ,

(601.) All the planets without exception, and almost

all the satellites, circulate in one direction. Betrograde

comets, however, are of very common occurrence, which

certainly would go to assign them an exterior or at least an

independent origin. Laplace, from a consideration of all the

cometary orbits known in the earlier part of the present cen-

tury, concluded, that the mean or average situation of the

planes of all the cometary orbits, with respect to the ecliptic,

was so nearly that of perpendicularity, as to afford no pre-

sumption of any cause biassing their directions in this respect.

Yet we think it worth noticing that among the comets which

are as yet known to describe elliptic orbits, not one whose

inclination is under 17° is retrograde ; and that out of thirty-

six comets which have had elliptic elements assigned to theji,

whether of great or small excentricities, and without any

limit of inclination, only five are retrograde, and of these,

only two, viz. Halley's and the great comet of 1843, can' be

regarded as satisfactorily made out. Finally, of the 125

comets whose elements are given in the collection of Schu-

macher and Olbers, up to 1823, the number of retrograde

comets under 10° of inclination is only 2 out of 9, and under

20°, 7 out of 23.* A plane of motion, therefore, nearly co-

incident with the ecliptic, and a periodical return, are cir-

cumstances eminently favourable to direct revolution in the

comotary as they are decisive among the planetary orbits.

[Here also we may notice a very curious remark of Mr. Hind,

(Ast. Nachr. No. 724.) respecting periodic comets, viz., that

so far as at present known, they divide themselves for the

most part into two families,—the one having periods of about

* So in •dition of 18JO.

cent vivw of thmu lUtiitical i>«rtioulftra.

S€«-. hQ««rs«er» Appsr.dis, TsLIs IV., fer a inor« rs-
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75 ycarsj corresponding to a mean distance about that of Ura-

nus ; the other corresponding more nearly with those of the

asteroids, and with a mean distance between these small

planets and Jupiter. The former groupe consists of four

members, Halley's comet revolving in 76 years, one dis-

covered by Olbers in 74, De Vico's 4th comet in 73, and

Brorsen's 3d in 75 respectively. Examples of the latter

groupe are to be seen in the table, p. 652., at the end of this

volume.]

We may add too that a marked tendency in the major

axes of periodical comets to groupe themselves about a

certain determinate direction in space, that is to say, a line

pointing to the sphere of the fixed stars northward to

70° long, and 30° N. lat. or nearly towards the star \ Persei

(in the n^t:' > ay), and in the southern to a point (also

in the mi', v ay) diametrically opposite. (Ast. Nachr.

No. 853.)

(601 a.) While this sheet is passing through the press,

we learn the rediscovery (Deo. 4, 1857) by Mr. Maclear,

at the Cape of Qood Hope, from an ephemeris furnished by

M. Villarceaux, of another periodical comet which passed

its perihelion July 8, 1851, with a period of 2353 days and

excentricity = 0*66088, as calculated by its discoverer, M.

d'Arrest (Ast. Nachr. No. 775.).
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PART II.

OF THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY PERTURBATIONS.

'* Magnus ab integru Baclorum nascitur ordo."— Vikq. Pollio.

CHAPTER yil.

SUBJECT PROPOUNDED. — PROBLEM OF THREE BODIES.— SUPER-

POSITION OP SMALL MOTIONS. — ESTIMATION OP THE DISTURBINQ

FORCE.— ITS GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION. — NUMERICAL ES-

TIMATION IN PARTICULAR CASES. — RESOLUTION INTO RECT-

ANGULAR COMPONENTS. — RADIAL, TRANSVERSAL, AND ORTHO-

GONAL DISTURBING FORCES.—NORMAL AND TANGEvTTIAL.—THEIR

CHARACTERISTIC EFFECTS.—EFFECTS OF THE ORTHOGONAL FORCE.

— MOTION OP THE NODES.— CONDITIONS OF THEIR ADVANCE

^ AND RECESS.— CASES OF AN EXTERIOR PLANET DISTURBED BT

N INTERIOR.— THE REVERSE CASE.— IN EVERY CASE THE NODE

Oh -"HE DISTURBED ORBIT RECEDES ON THE PLANE OF THE
' EISTURBING ON AN AVERAGE.—COMBINED EFFECT OF MANY SUCH

DISTURBANCES.— MOTION OF THE MOON'S NODES. — CHANGE OF

INCLINATION.— CONDITIONS OF ITS INCREASE AND DIMINUTION.

— AVERAGE £F GCT IN A TTHOLE REVOLUTION.— COMPENS*TION

IN A OOMPJy I : REVOLUTION OF THE NODES. — LAGRANGE'S

THEOREM 01 THE STABILITY OF THE INCLINATIONS OF THE PLA-

NETARY CRBITS. — CHANGE OF OBLIQUITY OF THE ECLIPTIC.—
PRECESSION OF THE EQUINOXES EXPLAINED.— NUTATION.— PRIN-

CIPLE OF FORCED VIBRATIONS.

(602.) In the progress of this work, we have more than once

called the reader's attention to the existence of inequalities

in the lunar and planetary motions not included in the

expression of Kepler's laws, but in some sort supplementary

to them, and of an order so iar subordinate to those leading

features of the celestial movements, as to require, for their

detection, nicer observations, and longer-continued comparison

between facts and theories, than suffice for the establishment

and verification of the elliptic theory. Thcbc inequalities
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are kno\/n, in physical astronomy, by the name of perturba'

tions. They arise, in the case of the primary planets, from

the mutual gravitations of these planets towards each other,

which derange their elliptic motions round the sun ; and in

that of the secondaries, partly from the mutual gravitation of

the secondaries of the same system similarly deranging their

elliptic motions round their common primary, and partly from

the unequal attraction of the sun and planets on them and on

their primary. These perturbations, although small, and, in

most instances, insensible in short intervals of time, yet,

when accumulated, as some of them may become, in the

lapse of ages, alter very greatly the original elliptic relations,

so as to render the same elements of the planetary orbits,

which at one epoch represented perfectly well their move-

ments, inadequate and unsatisfactory after long intervals of

time.

(603.) When Newton first reasoned his way from the

broad features of the celestial motions, up to the law of

universal gravitation, as affecting all matter, and rendering

every particle in the universe subject to the influence of

every other, he was not unaware of the modifications which

this generalization would induce upon the results of a more

partial and limited application of the same law to tho

revolutions of the planets about the sun, and the satellites

about their primaries, as their onli/ centers of attraction.

So far from it, his extraordinaiy sagacity enabled him to

perceive veiy distinctly how several of the most important

of the lunar inequalities take their origin, in this more

general way of conceiving the agency of the attractiv^c power,

especially the retrograde motion of the nodes, and the direct

revolution of the apsides of her orbit. And if he did not

extend his investigations to the mutual perturbations of the

planets, it was not for want of perceiving that such perturba-

tions must exist, and mipht go the length of producing great

derangements from the actual state of the system, but was
owing to the then u-^developed state of the practical part of

astronomy, which had not yet attained the precision requisite

jto make such an attempt inviting, or indeed feasible. What

it
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Newton left undone, however, his successors have accom-

plished ; and, at this day, it is hardly too much to assert that

tliere is not a single perturbation, great or small, which

observation has become precise enough clearly to detect and

place in evidence which has not been traced up to its origin

in the mutual gravitation of the par^s of our system, and

minutely accounted for, in its numerical amount and value,

by strict calculation on Newton's prmciples.

(604.) CalculatiDns of this nature require a very high

analysis for their successful performance, such as is far beyond

the scope and object of this work to attempt exhibiting.

The reader who would master them must prepare himself for

the undertaking by an extensive course of preparatory study,

and must ^cend by steps which we must not here even

digress to point out. It will be our object, in this chapter,

however, to give some general insight into the nature and

manner of operation of the acting forces, and to point out

what are the circumstances which, in some cases, give them

a high degree of efficiency—a sort oi purchase on the balance

of the system ; while, in others, with no less amount of

intensity) their eflfective agency in producing extensive and

lasting changes is compensated or rendered abortive ; as well

as to explain the nature of those admirable results respecting

the stability of our system, to which the researches of

geometers have conducted them ; and which, under the form

of mathematical theorems of great simplicity and elegance,

involve the history of the past and future state of the planetary

orbits during ages, of which, contemplating the subject in this

point of view, we neither perceive the beginning nor the

end.

(605.) Were there no other bodies in the universe but the

sun and one planet, the latter would describe an exact ellipse

about the former (or both round their common center of

gravity), and continue to perform its revolutions in one and

the same orbit for ever; but the moment we add to our

combination a third body, the attraction of this will draw

both the former bodies out of their mutual orbits, and, by

acting on them unequally, will disturb their relation to each

- if^Micli
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and

other, and put an erd to the rigoi'ous and mathematical

exactness of their elliptic motions, not only about a fixed

point in space, but about one another. From this way of

propounding the subject, we see liat it is not the whole

attraction of the newly-introduced body which produces per-

turbation, but the difference of its attractions on the two

originally present. - «5»

(606.) Compared to the sun, all the planets axQ of extreme

minuteness; the mass of Jupiter, the greatest of them all,

being not more than about one 1100th part that of the sun.

Their attractions on each other, therefore, are all very feeble,

compared with the presiding central power, and the effects of

their disturbing forces are proportionally minute. In the

case of the secondaries, the chief agent by which their motions

are deranged is the sun itself, whose mass is indeed great,

but whose disturbing influence is immensely dicainished by

their near proximity to their primaries, compared to their

distances from the sun, which renders the difference of

attractions on both extremely small, compared to the whole

amount. In this case the greatest part of the sun's attraction,

viz. that which is common to both, is exerted to retain both

primary and secondary in their common orbit about itself,

and prevent their ppJting company. Only the small overplus

of force on one as compared with the other acts as a

disturbing power. The mean value of this overplus, in the

case of the moon disturbed by the 3un, is calculated by

Newton to amount to no higher a fraction than ^rTiruniy ^^

gravity at the earth's surface, or y|^ of the principal force

which retains the moon in its orbit.

(607.) From this extreme minuteness of the intensities

of the disturbing, compared to the principal forcee and the

consequent smallness of their momentary effects, it happens

that v/e can estimate each of these effects separately, aa if

the others did not take place, without fear of inducing error

in our conclusions beyond the limits necessarily incident to a

first approximation. It is a principle in mechanics, im-

mediately flowing from the primary relations between forces

and the motions they produce, that when a number of very
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minute forces act at once on a system, their joint effect is the

smu or aggregate of their separate effects, at least within

such limits, that the original relation of the parts of the

system shall not have been materially changed by their

action. Such effects supervening on the greater movements

due to the action of the primary forces may be compared to

the small riplings caused by a thousand varying breezes on

the broad and regular swell of a deep and rolling ocean,

which run on as if the siuface weve a plane, and cross in all

directions without interfering, each as if the other had no

existence. It is only when their effects bticome accumulated

in lapse of time, so as to alter the primary relations or data

of the system, that it becomes necessary to have especial

regard to the changes correspondingly introduced into the

estimation of their momentary efficiency, by which the rate

of the subsequent changes is affected, and periods or cycles

of immense length take their origin. From this consideration

arise some of the most curious theories of physical astronomy.

(608.) Hence it is evident, that in estimating the distiurb-

ing influence of several bodies forming a system, in which

one has a remarkable preponderance over all the rest, we
need not embarrass ourselves with combinations of the dis-

turbing powers one among another, unless where immensely

long periods are concerned; such as consist of many hundreds

of revolutions of the bodies in question about their common
center. So that, in effect, so far as we propose to go into

its consideration, the problem of the investigation of the

pertmbations of a system, however numerous, constituted as

ours is, reduces itself to that of a system of three bodies : a

predominant central body, a disturbing, and a disturbed ; the

two latter of which may exchange denominations, according

as the motions of the one or the other are the subject of

enquiry.

(609.) Both the intensity and du'ection of the disturbing

<ovje are continually varying, according to the relative situ-

ation of the disturbing and disturbed body mth respect to

the sun. If the attraction of the disturbing body M, on the

central body S, and the disturbed body P, (by which desig-
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nations, for brevity, we shall hereafter indicate them,) were

equal, and acted in parallel lines, whatever might otherwise

be its law of variation, there would be no deviation caused

in the elliptic motion of P about S, or of each about the

other. Thf" case would be strictly that of art. 454. ; the

attraction of M, so circumstanced, being at every moment
exactly analogous in its effects to terrestrial gravity, which

acts in parallel lines, and is equally intense on all bodies,

great and small But this is not the case of nature. What-
ever is stated in the subsequent article to that last cited, of

the disturbing effect of the sun and moon, is, mutatis mu-

tandis, applicable to every case of perturbation ; and it must

be now our business to enter, somewhat more in detail, into

the general heads of the subject there merely hinted at.

(610.) To obtain clear ideas of the manner in which the

disturbing force produces its various effects, we must ascer-

tain at any given moment, and in any relative situations of

the three bodies, its direction and intensity as compared with

the gravitation of P towards S, in virtue of which latter force

fione P would describe an ellipse about S regarded as £xed,

or rather P and S about their common center of gravity in

virtue of their mutual gravitation to each other. In the

treatment of the problem of three bodies, it is convenient,

and tends to clearness of apprehension, to regard one of them

as fixed, and refer the motions of the others to it as to a rela-

tive centek'. In the case of two planets disturbing each

other's motions, the sun is naturally chosen as this fixed

center; but in that of satellites disturbing each other, or

disturbed by the sun, the center of their primar^ *
. taken as

their point of reference, and the sun itself is regarded in the

light of a very distant and massive satellite revolving about

the primary in a relative orbit, equal and similar to that

which the prixnary describes absolutely/ round the sun. Thus

the generality of our language is preserved, and when, re-

ferring to any particular central body, we speak of an exterior

and an interior planet, we include the cases in which the

former is the sun and the latter a satellite ; as, for example,

in the Limar theory. It is a principle in dynamics, that the
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relative motions of a Bystem of bodies inter se are no way
altered by impressing on all of them a common motion or

motions, or a common force or forces accelerating or retard-

ing them all equally in common directions, i. e. in parallel lines.

Suppose, therefore, we apply to all the three bodies, S, P, and

M, alike, forces equal to those with which M and P attract

S, but in opposite directions. Then will the relative motions

both of M and P about S be unaltered ; but S, being n'^w

urged by equal and opposite forces to and from both M ai'd

P, will remain at rest. Let us now consider how either of

the other bodies, as P, stands affected by these newly-intro-

duced forces, in addition to those which before acted on it.

It is clear that now P will be simultaneously acted on by

four forces ; firstly, the attraction o/S in the direction P S;

secondly, an additional force, in the same direction, equal to

its attraction on S ; thirdly, the attraction o/*M in the direc-

tion PM ; and fourthly, a force parallel to M S, and equal

to M's attraction on S. Of these, the two first, following the

same law of the inverse square of the distance S P, may be

regarded as one force, precisely as if the sum of the masses of

S and P were collected in S ; and in virtue of their joint

action, P will describe an ellipse about S, except in so far as

that elliptic motion is disturbed by the other two forces.

Thus we see that in this view of the 3ubject the relative dis-

turbing force acting on P is no longer the mere single

attraction of M, but a force resulting from the composition of

that attraction with M's attraction on S transferred to P in a

contrary direction.

(jll.) Let C P A be part of the relative orbit of the dis-

turbed, and M B of the disturbing body, their planes inter-

secting in the line of nodes SAB, and having to each other

the inclination expressed by the spherical angle P A.a. In

M P, produced if required, take M N : M S :: M S» : M P».

Then, if S M* be taken to represent, in quantity and direction,

the accelerative attraction of M on S, MS will represent

* The reader will be careful to observe the order of the letters, where forces

tire represented by lines. M S represents a force acting from M towards S, S M
from S towards M.

^.'M^^''
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in quantity and direction the new force applied to P, parallel

to that line, and NM will represent on the same scale the

accelerative attraction of M on F. Consequently, the dis-

turbing force acting on P will be the resultant of two forces

applied at P, represented respectively by N M and M S,

' m a

which by the laws of dynamics are equivalent to u single

force represented in quantity and direction by N S, but having

Vfor its point of application.

(612.) The line NS, is easily calculated by trigonometry,

when the relative situations and real distances of the bodies

are known ; and ihe force expressed by that line is directly

comparable with the attractive forces of S on P by the fol-

lowing proportions, in which M, S, represent the masses of

those bodies which are supposed to be known, and to which,

at equal distances, their attractions are proportional :—
Disturbing force : M's attraction on S :; N S : S M

;

M's attraction on S : S's attraction on M :: M : S;

S's attraction on M : S's attraction on P :: S P» : S M»:

by compounding which proportions we collect as follows :
—

Disturbing force : S's attraction on P :: M . N S. S P' :

S.SM»,
A few numerical examples are subjoined, exhibiting the

results of this calculation in particular cases, chosen so as to

exemplify its application under very various circumstances,

E E
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throughout the planetary system. In each case the numbers

set down express the proportion in which the central force

retaining the disturbed body in its elliptic orbit exceeds the

disturbing force, to the nearest whole number. The calculor

tion 's made for three positions of the disturbing body— viz.

at its greatest, its least, and its mean distance from the dis-

turbed.

Ratio at tlie Ratio at tlie Ratio at tlie

Disturbing Body. Diiturbed Body. greatest Dis-
tance : 1.

mean Distance. ast Distance.

The Sun The Moon 90 179 89
Jupiter - Saturn - 354 312 128

Jupiter - The Earth - 95683 147575 53268
Venus . The Earth - 255S08 210245 26833
Neptune Uranus • 57420 56592 5519
Mercury Neptune 845 845 845
Jupiter • Ceres - 6433 6937 1033
Saturn - Jupiter - 20248 21579 3065

(613.) If the orbit of the disturbing body be circular, SM
is invariable. In this case, N S will continue to represent the

disturbing force on the same invariable scaler whatever may
be the configuration of the three bodies with respect to each

other. If the orbit ofM be but little elliptic, the same will

be nearly the case. In what follows throughout this chapter,

except where the contrary is expressly mentioned, we shall

neglect the excentricity of the disturbing orbit.

(614.) If P be nearer toM than S is, M N is greater than

M P, and N lies in M P prolonged, and therefore on the

opposite side of the plane of P's orbit from that on which M
is situated. The force N S therefore urges P towards M's

plane, and towards a point X, situated between S and M, in

the line S M. If the distance M P be equal to M S as when
P is situated, suppose, at D or E, M N is also equal to M P
or M S, so that N coincides with P, and theiefore X with S,

the disturbing forces being in these cases directed towards

the central body. But if M P be greater than M S, MN is

less than M P, and N lies between M and P, or on the same

side of the plane of P's orbit that M is situated on. The
force N S, therefore, applied at P, urges P towards the con-

trary side of that plane towards a point in the line M S pro-
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duced, 80 that X now ehifts to tlie farther side of S. In all

oases, the disturbing force is wholly effective in the plane

M P S} in which the three bodies lie. ; ^ ^ . . -

It is very important for the student to fix distinctly and

bear constantly in his mind these relations of the disturbing

agency considered as a single unresolved force, since their re-

collection will preserve him from many mistakes in con-

ceiving the mutual actions of the planets, &c. on each other.

For example, in the figures here referred to, that of Art. 611.

corresponds to the case of a nearer disturbed by a more

distant body, as the earth by Jupiter, or the moon by the

Sun ; and that of the present article to the converse case

:

as, for instance, of Mars disturbed by the earth. Now, in

this latter class of cases, whenever M P is greater thr ? M S,

or S P greater than 2 S M, N lies on the same side r<i the

plane of P's orbit with M, so that N S, the disturbing force,

contrary to what might at first be supposed, always urges

the disturbed planet out of the plane of its orbit towards the

opposite side to that on which the disturbing planet lies. It

will tend greatly to give clearness and definiteness to his

ideas on the subject, if he will trace out on various sup-

positions as to the relative magnitude of the disturbing and

disturbed orbits (supposed to lie in one plane) the form of

the oval about M considered as a fixed point, in which the

point N lies when P makes a complete revolution round S.

(615.) Although it is necessary for obtaining in the fi

B E 2
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instance a clear conception of the action of the disturbing

force, to consider it in this way as a single force having a

definite direction in space and a determinate intensity, yet as

that direction is continually varying with the position of

N S, both with respect to the radii S P, S M, the distance

P M, and the direction of P's motion, it would be impossible,

by so considering it, to attain clear views of its dynamical

effect after any considerable lapse of time, and it therefore

becomes neceasary to resolve it into other equivalent forces

acting in such directions as shall admit of distinct and sepa-

rate consideration. Now this may be done in several different

modes. First, we may resolve it into three forces acting in

fixed directions in space rectangular to one another, and by

estimating its effect in each of these three directions sepa-

rately, conclude the total or joint effect. This is the mode
of procedure which affords the readiest and most advan-

tageous handle to the problem of perturbations when taken

up in all its generality, and is accordingly that resorted to by
geometers of the modern school in all their profound re-

searches on the subject. Another mode consists in resolving

it also into three rcctangulor components, not, however, in

fixed directions, but in variable ones, vii.. in the directions

of the lines N Q, Q L, and L S, of which L S is in the direc-

tion of the radius vector S P, Q L in a direction perpendicular

to it, and in the plane in which S P and a tangent to P's

o.bit at P both lie ; and lastly, N Q in a direction perpen-

dicular to the plane in which P is at the instant moving

about S. The first of thcf^e resolved portions we may term

the radial component of the disturbing force, or simi)ly the

radial disturbing force; the second the transversal; and the

third the orthogonal* When the disturbed orbit is oae of

small excentricity,the transversal component acts nearly in the

dir-'Ction of the tangent to P's orbit at P, and is therefore

confounded with that resolved component which we shall

presently describe (art. 6 18.) under the name of the tangential

* This is a term coined t:» the oocuion. The w«nt of lome appellation for

this ooinpoiicnt o^ the uiiturbing fu^ce u oiien rait.
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force. This is the mode of resolving the disturbing force

followed by Newton and his immediate successors.

(616.) The immediate actions of these components of the

disturbing force are evidently independent of each other,

being rectangular in their directions; and they affect the

movement of the disturbed body in modes perfectly distinct

and characteristic. Thus, the radial component, being

directed to or from the central body, has no tendency to

disturb either the plane of F's orbit, or the equable descrip-

tion of areas by P about S, since the law of areas propor-

tional to the times is not a character of the force of gravity

only, but holds good equally, whatever be the force which

retains a body in an orbit, provided only its direction is always

towards a fixed center.* Inasmuch, however, as its law of

variation is not conformable to the simple law of gravity, it

alters the elliptic form of P's orbit, by directly affecting both

its curvature and velocity at every point. In virtue, there-

fore, of the actica of this disturbing force, the orbit deviates

from the ellipdc form by the approach or recess of P to or

from S, so that the effect of the perturbations produced by

this part of the disturbing force falls wholly on the radius

vector of the disturbed orbit.

(617.) The transvc^al disturbing force represented by

Q L, on the other hand, has no direct action to draw P to or

from S. Its whole efficiency is directed to accelerate or

retard P's motion in a direction at right angles to S P. Now
the area momentarily described by P about S, is, ceteris

paribus, directly as the velocity ofP in a direction perpendicular

to S P. Whatever force, therefore, increases this transverse

velocity of P, accelerates the description of areas, and vice

versa. With the area ASP is directly connected, by the

nut lire of tlic ellipse, the angle ASP described or to be

described by P from a fixed line in the plane of the orbit, so

that any change in the rate of description of areas ultin)ately

resolves itself into a change in the amount of angulai motion

about S, and gives rise to a departure from the elliptic laws.

Hence arise wluit are called in the pcrturbatioiml theory

Ni'wtoii. i. 1.

L L i
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equations (t.e. changes or fluctuations to and fro about

an average quantity) of the mean motion of the disturbed

body.

(618.) There is yet another mode of resolving the dis-

turbing force into rectangular components, which, though not

so well adapted to the computation of results, in reducing

to numerical calcuiation the motions of the disturbed body,

is fitted to afford a clearer insight into the nature of the

modifications which the form, magnitude, and situation of

its orbit undergo in virtue of its action, and which we shall

therefore employ in preference. It consists in estimating

the components of the disturbing force, which lie in the

plane of the orbit, not in the direction we have termed

radial and transversal, i. e. in that of the radius vector P S
and perpendicular to it, but in the direction of a tangent

to the orbit at P, and in that of a normal to the curve,

and at right angles to the tangent, for which reason these

components may be called the tangential and normal disturbing

forces. When the orbit of the disturbed body is circular, or

neiirly so, this mode of resolution coincides with or differs but

little from the former, but, when the ellipticity is eonsider-

able, these directions may deviate from the radial and trans-

versal directions to any extent. As in the Newtonian mode

of resolution, the effect of the one component falls wholly

upon the approach and recess of the body P to the central

body S, and of the other wholly on the rate of description of

areaa by P round S, so in this which we are now con-

sidering, the direct effect of the one component (the normal)

falls wholly on the cur- ature of the orbit at the point of its

action, increasing that curvature when the normal force acts

inwards, or towards the concavity of the orbit, and diminish-

ing it when in the opposite direction; while, on the other

hand, the tangential component is directly effective on the

velocity of the disturbed body, increasing or diminishing it

according as its direction conspires with or opposes its

motion. It is evident enough that where the object is to

trace simply the changes produced by the disturbing force,

in antjiic and distance from the central body, the former mode
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of resolution must have the advantage in perspicuity of view

and applicability to calculation. It is less obvious, but will

abundantly appear in the sequel that the latter offers pe-

culiar advantages in exhibiting to the eye and the reason

the momentary influence of the disturbing force on the

elements of the orbit itself.

(619.) Neither of the last mentioned pairs of resolved por-

tions of the disturbing force tends to diaw P out of the plane

of its orbit PSA. But the remaining or orthogonal por-

tion N Q acts directly and solely to produc3 that effect. In

consequence, under the influence of this force, P must quit

that plane, and (the same cause continuing in action) must

describe a curve of double curvature as it is called, no two
consecutive portions of which lie in the same plane passing

through S. The effect of ihis is to produce a continual va-

riation in those elements of the orbit of P on which the

situation of its plane in space depends ; i. e. on its inclination

to a fixed plane, and the position in such a plane of the node

or line of its intersection therewith. As this, among all the

various effects of perturbation, is that which is at once the

most simple in its conception, and the easiest to follow

into its remoter consequences, we shall begin with its ex-

planation.

(620.) Suppose that up to P (Art. Oil. 614.) the body

were describing an undisturbed orbit CP. Then at P it

would be moving in the direction of a tangent P R to the

ellipse P A, which prolonged will intersect the plane of M'a

orbit somewhere in the line of nodes, as at R. Now, at P,

let the disturbing force parallel to N Q act momentarily on

P ; then P will be deflected in the direction of that force, and

instead of the arc P p, which it would have depcribcd in the

next instant if undisturbed, will describe the arc P g lying in

llio state of things represented in Art. 611. below, and in Art.

614. above, Pp with reference to the plane PSA. Thiin,

by this action of the disturbing force, the plane of P's orbit

will have shifted its jWition in space from P Sp (an elementary

I)ortion of the old orbit) to P S 0, one of the new. Now the

line of nodes S A B in tbc former is determined by prolonging

K b 4
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P/> into the tangent P R, intersecting the plane M S B in R,

and joining S R. And in like manner, if we prolong P q into

the tangent P r, meeting the same plane in r, and join S r,

this will be tho new line ofnodes. Thus we see that, under the

circumstances expressed in the former figure, the momentary

action of the orthogonal disturbing force will have caused the

line of nodes to retrograde upon the plane of the orbit of the

disturbing body, and under those represented in the latter

to advance. And it is evident that the action of the other

resolved portions of the disturbing fo/ce will not in the least

interfere with this result, for neither of them tends either to

carry P out of its former plane of motion, or to prevent its

quitting it Their influence would merely go to transfer the

points of intersection of the tangents Vp ovV q from R or r

to R' or »•', points nearer to or farther from S than R r, but

in the same lines.

(621.) Supposing, now, M to lie to the left instead of the

right side of the line of nodes in fig. 1., P retaining its situation,

AndM P being less than M S, so thatX shall still lie between

M and S. In this situation of things (or configuration, as it is

termed of the three bodies with respect to each other), N will

lie hel no the plane ASP, and the disturbiing force wiU tend

to raise the body P above the plane, the resolved orthogonal

portion N Q in this case acting upwards. The disturbed arc

P q will tHerefore lie above Vp, and when prolonged to meet

the plane MSB, will int jrsect it in a point in advance of R

;

80 that in this configuration the node will advanc(! iipon tho

plane of the orbit of M, provided always that the latter orbit

remains fixed, <v^, at least, does not itself shift its position

in sucii a direction as to defeat this result.

(622.) Generally speaking, the node of ihe disturbed orbit

will recede upon any plane which we may consider as fixed,

whenever the action of the orthogonal disturbing force tends

to bring the disturbed body nearer to that plane ; and vice

versd. Tliis will be evident on a mere inspection of tho

annexed figure, in which C A represents a semicircle of the

projection of the fixed plane as seen from 8 on tho sphere of

tho heavens, and C P A that of the i)lanc of P*8 undisturbed
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orbit, the motion of P being in the direction of the arrow,

from C the ascending, to A the descending node. It is at

r' i^ r

once seen, by prolon^g Py, ^ q' into arcs of great

circles, P r, P r', (forwards or backwards, as the case may
be) to meet C A, that the node will have retrograded

through the arc A r, or C r, whenever P q lies between

C P A and C A, or when the perturbing force carries P
towards the fixed plane, but will Lave advanced through A r'

or C r' when P q' lies above C P A, or when the disturbing

impulse has lifted P above its old orbit or away from the

fixed plane, and this without any reference to whether the un-

disturbed orhitual motion nf V at the moment is carrying it

towards the plane C A or from it, as in the two cases

represented in the figure.

(623.) Let us now consider the mutual disturbance of two

bodies M and P, in the various configurations in which they

may be presented to each other and to their common central

body. And first, let us take the case, as the simplest, where

the disturbed orbit is exterior to that of the disturbing body

(as in fig. art. 614.), and the distance between the orbits

greater than the semiaxis of the smaller. First, let both

planets lie on the same side of the line of nodes. Then (;:3

in art. 620.) the 'lirection of the whole disturbing force, and

therefore also that of its orthogonal component, will be towards

the opposite side of the plane of P's orbit from that on which

M lies. Its effect therefore will be, i ; U'aw P out of its plane

in a direction/rom the plane of M's orbit, so that in 'Is state

of things the node wiJl advance on the latter plane, iiowevcr

P and M mny bo situr.ted in these semicircumtercnces of their

respective orbits. Suppose, next, M transferred to the

opposite side of the line of nodes, then will the direction of

its action on P, with respect to the plane of P's orbit, bo

reversed, and P in quitting that plane will now approuch to
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instead of rec(;'jing from the plane of M'a orbit, so that its

node will now recedo on that plane.

(624.) Thus, while M and P revolve about S, and in tlio

coui'ae of many revolutions of each are presented to ea«Ji

other and to S in all possible coi)Bgurations> the ncdit of Vti

orbit will always advance on M'a when both ^Dodiet- are on

the same side of the line of node,-, and recc^Jc when on the

opposite. They will therefore, on ar, averagC;, iidvance and

recede during equal times (piipposing the orbits nearly

circular). Ajxd, therefore, if their alvance vjere at lach

iriatttui ;f its duration eqiit<t?y rapid with their recesir at * ach

correbpondmg insiuin during Lhat phato of the movemexit, they

would merely oscillate to and frc about a mean position,

without any permanent motion in either direction, But this

if! not the case. The rapidity of their recess in every position

favourable to recess is greater than that of their advance in

the rorreppondiug opposite position. To show tliis, let us

consider any two configurations in which M*8 phases are

diametrically opposite, so that the triangles P S M, P S M ',

bhiill lie in one plane, having any inclination to P's orbit,

according to the situation of P. Produce P S, and drt'ivf

Mm, M'm' perpendicular to it, which will thereforv \-

equal TakeMN : MS::MS«: MP»,andM'N': >' -

:: M' S' : M'P': then t the orbits be nearly cu " id

therefore M S = M' S, , :.V will be less than I' i, <uid

X X1XJ
T> XT/ I
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in a greater ratio than FN : VM ; and consequently, by
similar triangles, drawing Nn. l^'n' perpen<Hcular to PS,

in a greater ratio than Nn : Mm, and

greater than Nn. Now the piano

N' n':M' m'

therefore N'«' is

P J* f M ' intersects P's orbit in P S, and being inclined to

that orbit at the same angle through its whole extent, if from

N and N'perpendiculars be conceived let faU on that orbit,

these will be to each other in the proportion of N n, N' n'

;

and therefore the perpendicular from N' will be greater than

that from N. Now since by art. 611. N ' S and N S repre-

sent in quantity and direction the total disturbing forces of

M' and M on P respectivjly, therefore these perpendiculars

express (art 615.) the orthogonal disturbing forces, tho

former of which tends (as above shown) to make the nodes

recede, and the latter to advance ; and therefore the prepon-

derance in every such pair of situations of M is in favour of

a retrograde motion.

(625.) Let us next consider the case where the distance

between the orbits is less than the semiaxis of the interior,

or in which the least distance of M from P is less than M S.

Take any situation of P with respect to the line of nodes

A C. Then two points d and «, distant by less than 120°,

can be taken on the orbit of M equidistant from P with S.

Suppose M to occupy succossively every possible situation in

its orbit, )? n ;;uriu>:: its pLA-e ; — then, if it were not for tho

existence o" lia arc de, in •'vhich the rektions of art 624. are

reversec? li; would appear !>/ the remoning of that article

that the motion of the node is direct nen M oocupice any

part of the semiorb'.t F M B, apd retrograde when it is in

ac opposite, but that the retrograde motion on the whole

wGutU i'lCuomuiutc.utU T'li Much more then will it predominate
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when there exists an arc dMe within which if M be placed,

its action will produce a retrograde instead of a direct motion.

(62f>.) This supposes that the arc de lies wholly in the

seruicircle "FdB. But suppose it to lie, as in the annexed

figure, partly within and partly without that circle. The

greater part dH necessarily lies within it, and not only so,

but within that portion, the

point of M's orbit nearest to

P, in which, therefore, tho

retrograding force has its

maximum, is situated. Al-

though, therefore, in the por-

tion B e, it is true, the retrograde tendency otherwise general

over the whple of that semicircle (Art. 624.) will be re-

versed, yet the effect of this will be much more than coun-

terbalanced by the more energetic and more prolonged re-

trograde action over rfB ; and, therefore, in this case also,

on the average of every possiUe situation of M, the motion

of the node will be retrograde.

(627.) Let us lastly consider an interior planet disturbed by

an exterior. Take M D and M E (fig. of art. 611.) each equal

to MS. Then first, when P is between D and the node A,

being nearer than S to M, the disturbing force acts towards

M's orbit on the side on which M lies, and the node recedes. It

also recedes when (M retaining the same situation) P is in

any part of the arc E C from E to the other node, because in

that situation the direction of the disturbing force, it is true,

is reversed, but that portion of P's orbit being also reversely

situated with respect to the plane of M's, P is still urged

towards the latter plane, but on the side opposite to M.

Thus, (M holding its place) whenever P is anywhere in

DA or E C, the node recedes. On the other hand, it

advances whenever P is between A and E or between

C and D, because, in these arcs, only one of the two deter-

mining elements (viz. the direction of the disturbing force

with respect to the plane of P's orbit ; and the situation of

the one plane with respect to the other as to above and below)

hi'.s undergone reversal Now first, whenever M is anywhere
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but in the line of nodes, the Bum of the arcs D A and E C
exceeds a semicircle, and that the more, the nearer M is to

a position at right angles to the line of nodes. Secondly,

the arcs favourable to the recess of the node comprehend those

situations in which the orthogonal disturbing force is most

powerful, and vice versd. This is evident, because as P
approaches D or E, this component decreases, and vanishes

at those points (612.). The movement of the node itself

also vanishes when P comes to the node, for although in this

position the disturbing orthogonal force neither vanishes nor

changes its direction, yet, since at the instant of P's passing

the node (A) the recess of the node is changed into an

advance, it must necessarily at that point be stationary.*

Owing to both these causes, therefore, (that the node recedes

during a longer time than it advances, and that a more

energetic force acting in its recess causes it to recede more

rapidly,) the retrograde motion will preponderate on the

whole in each complete synodic revolution of P. And it is

evident that the reasoning of this and the foregoing articles,

is no way vitiated by a moderate amount of excentricity in

either orbit.

(628.) It is therefore a general proposition, that on the

average of each complete synodic revolution, the node of

every disturbed planet recedes upon the orbit of the disturb-

ing one, or in other words, that in every pair of orbits, the

* It would seem, at first sight, as if a change per ialtum took place here, but
the continuity of the node's motion will be apparent from an inspection of tho

annexed figure, where badisA portion of P'a disturbed path near the node A,

I

concave towartik the plane G A. The momentary place of the moving node is

\ termined by thv^ intersection of the tangent b e with A G, which as b passes

thruugh a tod, recv^des from A to a, rests there for an instant, and then advance*

ugab.

liAi f^ La I**'
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node of each recedes upon the other, and of course upon any

intermediate plane whiclb *< vu^v" regard aa fixed. On a

plane not intermediate bo*wefcii- f i!. ai, however, the node ofone

orbit will advance, and that of the other will recede. Suppose

fur instance, C A C to be a plane intermediate between F P

and M M the two orbits. If p p and w m be the new

positions of the orbits, the node of P on M will have receded

from A to 5, that of M on P from A to 4, that of P and M
on C C respectively from A to 1 and from A to 2. But if

F A F be a plane not intermediate, the node of M on that

plane haa receded from A to 6, but that of P will have

advanced from A to 7. If the fixed plane have not a common
intersection with those of both orbits, it is equally easy to

see that the node of the disturbed orbit m ly either recede on

both that plane and the iisturlmg orbit >r advance on the

one and recede on the other, according to the relative situation

of the planes.

(629.) This is the case with the plai. tary orbits. They

do not all intersect each other in a common node. AlthoUi-ii

perfectly true, therefore, that the rode . any one planet

would recede on the orbit of any eacl oth^r by the in-

dividual action of that other, yet, wL .» all ! t together, recess

on one plane may be equivalent to advance on another, so

thr ihe motion of the node of any one orbit on a given piano,

arising from their joint action, taking into account the different

situations of all the planes, becomes a curiously complicated

ihmnompnnn whf>Hp l.q.\v cannot bc vcry easily cxi)rcssed>'**«^AA&V/**^''A« *T «ai^lk;\y
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words, though reducible to Btrict numerical statement, being,

in fact, a mere geometrical result of what is above shown.

(630.) The nodes of all the planetary orbits on the true

ecliptic, as a matter of fact, are retrograde, though they are

not all so on a fixed plane, such as we may conceive to exist

in the planetary system, and to be a plane of reference

unaffected by their mutual disturbances. It is, however, to

the ecliptic, that we are under the necessity of referring

their movements from our station in the system ; and if we
would transfer our ideas to a fixed plane, it becomes necessary

to take account of the variation of the ecliptic itself, produced

by the joint action of all the planet .

(631.) Owing to the smallness o. the masses of the planets,

and their great distances from each other, the revolutions of

their nodes are excessively slow, being in every case less

than a single degree per century, and in most cases not

amounting to half that quantity. It is otherwise with the

moon, and that owing to two distinct reasons. First, that

tl»'^ disturbing force itself arising from the sun's action, (as

a^; ars front the table given in art 612.) bears a much
larger proportion to the earth's central attraction on the

moon ,'ui in the case of any planet disturbed bj any other.

And secondly because the synodic revolution of the moon,

within which j average is struck, (and always on the side

of recess) is only 29^ days, a period much shorter than that

of any of the planets, and vastly so than that of several

among them. All this is agreeable to what has already been

stated (art. 407, 408.) respecting the motion of the moon's

nodes, and it is hardly necessary to mention that, when cal-

culated, as it has been, d. priori from an exact estimation

of all the acting forces, the result is found to coincide with

perfect precision with that immediately derived from obser-

vation, so that not a doubt caa subsist as to this being the

real process by vfhich so remarkable an effect is produced.

(632.) So far as the physical condition of each plauet is

concerned, it is evident that the position of their nodes can

be of little importance. It is otherwise with the mutual

inclinations of their orbits with respect to each other, and to

:>iri _, ^..'.-.Ti..
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the equator of each. A variation in the position of the

ecliptic, for instance, by which its pole should shift its distance

from the pole of the equator, would disturb our seasons.

Should the plane of the earth's orbit, for instance, ever be so

changed as to bring the ecliptic to coincide with the equator,

we should have perpetual spring over all the world ; and, on

the other hand, should it coincide with a meridian, the

extremes of summer and winter would become intolerable.

The enquiry, then, of the variations of inclination of the

planetary orbits inter se, is one of much higher practical

interest than those of their nodes.

(633.) Referring to the figures of art. 610. et seq., it is

evident that the plane S P y, in which the disturbed body

moves during an instant of time from its quitting P, is

diflPerently inclined to the orbit of M, or to a fixed plane,

from the original or undisturbed plane P S j?. The diflference

of absolute position of these two planes in space is the angle

made between the planes P S R and P S r, and is therefore

calculable by spherical trigonometry, when the angle R S r

or the momentary recess of the node is known, and also

the inclination of the planes of the orbits to each other.

We perceive, then, that between the momentary change of

inclination, and the momentary recess of the node there

exists an intimate relation, and that the research of the one

is in fact bound up in that of the other. This may be,

perhaps, made clearer, by considering the orbit of P to be

not merely an imaginary line, but an actual circle or elliptic

hoop of some rigid material, without inertia, on which, as on

a wire, the body P may slide as a bead. It is evident that

the position of this hoop will be determined at any instant,

by its inclination to the ground plane to which it is referred,

and by the place of its intersection therewith, or node. It

will also be determined by the momentary direction of P's

motion, which (having no inertia) it must obey ; and any

change by which P should, in the next instant, alter its

orbit, would be equivalent to a shifting, bodily, of the whole

hoop, changing at once its inclination and nodes.

C634.^ One immediate conclusion from what has been

.*..ji._ yktL- C.ti*.*!:^ I'-j
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pointed out abovej is that where the orbits, as in the case of
the planetary- system and the moon, are slightly inclined to

one another, the momentary variations of the inclination are

of an order much inferior in magnitude to those in the place

of the node. This is evident on a mere inspection of our

figure, the angle R P r being, by reason of the small in-

clination of the planes S P B and R S r, necessarily much
smaller than the e ji, e R S r. In proportion as the planes

of the orbits ar orought to coincidence, a very trifling

angular movement of P /> about P S as an axis will make a

great variation in the situation of the point r, where its

prolongation intersects the ground plane.

(635.) Referring to the figure of art. 622., we perceive

that although the motion of the node is retrograde whenever
the momentary disturbed arc P Q lies between the planes

C A and C G A of the two orbits, and vice versd, indifferently

whether P be in the act of receding from the plane C A, as

in the quadrant C G, or of approaching to it, as in G A, yet

the same identity as to the character of the change does not

subsist in respect of the inclination. The inclination of the

disturbed orbit (i. e. of its momentary element) T?q or Py',

is measured by the spherical angle P r H or P / H. Now
in the quadrant G G, P r H is less, and P r' H greater than

P C H ; but in G A, the converse. Hence this rule :
—

Ist., If the disturbing force urge P towards the plane of

M's orbit, and the undisturbed motion of P carry it also

towards that plane ; and 2dly, if the disturbing force urge

P from that plane, while P's undisturbed motion also carries

it from it, in either case the inclination momentarily in-

creases ; but if, 3dly, the disturbing force act to, and P's

motion carry it from—or if the force act from, and the

motion carry it to, that plane, the inclination momentarily

diminishes. Or (including all the cases under one alternative)

if the action of the disturbing force and the undisturbed

motion of P with reference to the plane of M's orbit be of

the same character, the inclination increases ; if of contrary

characters, it diminishes.

(636.) To pass from the momentary changes which take

F F
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place in the relations of nature to the accumulated effects

produced in considerable lapses of time by the continued

action of the same causes* imder circumstances varied by

these very effects* is the business of the integral calculus

Without going into any calculations, however, it will be

easy for us to demonstrate from the principles above laid

down, the leading features of this part of the planetary

theory, viz. the periodic nature of the change of the inclina-

tions of two orbits to each other, the re-establishment of

their ori^nal values, and the consequent oscillation of each

plane about a certain mean position. As in explaining the

motion of the nodes, we will commence, as the simplest case,

with that of an exterior planet disturbed by an interior one

at less than half its distance from the central body. Let

A C A' be the great circle of the heavens into which M's

orbit seen from S is projected, extended into a straight line,

and A
ff C h A' the corresponding projection of the orbit

of P so seen. Let M occupy some fixed situation, suppose

in the semicircle A C, and let P describe a complete revolu-

tion from A through ^ C A to A'. Then while it is between

A and g or in its first quadrant, its motion is from the plane

of M's orbit, and at the same time the orthogonal force acts

»• * f/

C M'

fro^m that plane : the inclination, therefore, (art. 635.) in-

creases. In the second quadrant the motion of P is to, but

the force continues to act from, the plane, and the inclination

again decreases. A similar alternation takes place in its

course through the quadrants C h and h A. Thus the plane

of P's orbit oscillates to and fro about its mean position twice

in each revolution of P. During this process if M held ix

fixed pos'tion at G, the forces being symmetrically alike on

either side, the extent of these oscillations would be exic-tly

c(i[ual, and the inclination at the end of one revrlntiou i. V
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would revert precisely to its original value. But if M be

elsewhere, this will not be the case, and in a single revolution

of P, only a partial compensation will be operated, and an

overplus on the side, suppose of diminution, will remain ovU
standing. But when M comes to M', a point equidistant

from G on the other side, this effect will be precisely reversed

(supposing the orbits circular). On the average of both

situations, therefore, the effect will be the same as if M were

divided into two equal portions, one placed at M and the

other at M^ which will annihilate the preponderance in

question and effect a perfect restoration. And on an average

of all possible situations of M, the effect will in like manner

be the same as if its mass were distributed over the whole

circumfereace of its orbit, forming a ring, each portion of

which will exactly destroy the effect of that similarly situated

on the opposite side of the line of nodes.

(637.) The reasoning is precisely similar for the more

complicated cases of arts. (625.) and (627.). Suppose that

owing either to the proximity of the two orbits, (in the case

of an exterior disturbed planet) or to the disturbed orbit

being interior to the disturbing one, there were a larger or

less portion, d e, of P's orbit in which these relations were

reversed. Let M be the position of M' corresponding to

dCf then taking G M'= G M, there will be a siinilar portion

d' e' bearing precisely the same reversed relation to M', and

therefore, the actions of M' M, will equally neutx'alize each

other in this as in the former state of tilings.

(638.) To operate a complete and rigorous compensation,

however, it is necessary that M should be presented to P ir.,

every possible configuration, not only with respect to P itself,

but to the line of nodes, to the position of which line the

whole reasoning bears reference. In the case of the moon for

example, the disturbed body (the moon) revolves in 27'*'322,

the disturbing (the sun) in 365<''256, and the line of nodes

in 6793*^*391, numbers in proportion to each other about an

1 to 13 and 249 respectively. Now in 13 revolutions of P,

and one of M, if the node remained fixed, P would have

been presented to M so nearly in every configuration an to

I- r i
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operate an almost exact compensation. But in 1 revolution

of M, or 1 3 of F, the node itself has shifted ^'/^ or about y'^

of a revolution, in a direction opposite to the revolutions of

M and P, so that although F has been brought back to the

same configuration with respect to M, both are y^ of a

revolution in advance of the same configuration as respects

the node. The compensation, therefore, will not be exact,

and to make it so, this process must be gone through 19

times, at the end of which both the bodies will be restored

to the same relative position, not only with respect to each

other, but to the node. The fractional parts of entire

revolutions, which in this explanation have been neglected,

are evidently no farther influential than as rendering the

compensation thus operated in a revolution of the node

slightly inexact, and thus giving rise to a corapound period

of greater duration, at the end of which a compensation almost

mathematically rigorous, will have been effected.

(639.) It is clear then, that if the orbits be circles, the

lapse of a very moderate number of revolutions of the bodies

will very nearly, and that of a revolution of the node almost

exactly, bring about a perfect restoration of the inclinations.

If, however, we suppose the orbits excentric, it is no less

evident, owing to the want of symmetry in the distribution

of the forces, that a perfect compensation will not be effected

either in one or in any number of revolutions of F and INf,

independent of the motion of the node itself, as there will

always be some configuration more favourable to either an

increase of inclination than its opposite is unfavourable.

Thus will arise a change of inclination which, were the

nodes and apsides of the orbits fixed, would be always pro-

gressive in one direction until the planes were brought to

coincidence. But, 1st, half a revolution of the nodes would of

itself reverse the direction of this progression by making the

position in question favour the opposite movement of in-

clination ; and, 2dly, the planetary apsides are themselves

in motion with unequal velocities, and thus the configuration

whoso influence destroys the balance, is, itself, always

Bliifting its place on the orbits. The variations of iuolination
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depen<lent on the excentricities are therefore, like those

independent of them, periodical, and being, moreover, of an

order more minute (by reason of the smallness of the

excentricities) than the latter, it is evident that the total

variation of the planetary inclinations must fluctuate within

very narrow limits. Geometers have accordingly demon-

strated by an accurate analysis of all the circumstances, and

an exact estimation of the acting forces, that such is the case

;

aad this is what is meant by asserting the stability of the

planetary system as to the mutual inclinations of its orbits.

By the researches of Lagrange (of whose analytical conduct

it is impossible here to give any idea), the following elegant

theorem has been demonstrated :—
"If the mass of every planet be multiplied by the square root

of the major axis of its orbit, and the product by the square

of the tangent of its inclination to afixed plane, the sum of all

these products will be constantly the same under the influence of

their mutual attraction.** If the present situa,tion of the plane

of the ecliptic be taken for that fixed plane (the ecliptic itself

being variable like the other orbits), it is found that this sum is

actually very small: it must, therefore, always remain so. This

remarkable theorem alone, then, would guarantee the stability

of the orbits of the greater planets ; but fvom what 1 as above

been shown of the tendency of each planet to work out a

compensation on every other, it is evident that the minor

ones are not excluded from this beneficial arrangemont.

(640.) Meanwhile, there is no doubt that the plane of the

ecliptic does actually vary by the actions of the planets.

The amount of this variation is about 48" per century, and

has long been recognized by astronomers, by au increase

of the latitudes of all the stars in certain situations, and their

diminution in the opposite regions. Its effect is to bring the

ecliptic by so much per annum nearer to coincidence with

the equator; but from what we have abovr seen, this

diminution of the obliquity of the ecliptic will not go on

beyond certain very moderate limits, afler which (iJthough

in an immense period of ages, being a compound cycle

resulting from the joint action of all the planets,) it will

vr »
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again inorbasej tod thus oecillate backward abd forward about

a meaa position, the extent of its deviation to one side and

the other being less than 1° 21^

(^641.) One effect of this variation of the plane of the

ecliptic,— that which causes its nodes on a fixed plane to

change,— is mixed up with the precessior of the equinoxes,

and undistinguishable from it, except in theory. This last-

mentioned phaenomenon is, however, due to another cause,

analogous, it is true, in a general point of view, to those above

considered, but singularly modified by the circumstances

under which it is produced. "VVe shall endeavour to render

these modifications intelligible, as far as they can be made so

without the intervention of analytical formulae.

(642.) The precession of the equinoxes, as we have shown

in art. 312., consists in a continual rctrogradation of the node

of the earth's equator on the ecliptic ; and is, therefore,

obviously an effect so far analogous to the general phae-

nomenon of the rctrogradation of the nodes of the orbits

on each other. The immense distance of the planets,

however, compared vnth the size of tlie earth, and the

smallness of their masses compared to that of the sun, puts

their action out. of the question in the enquiry of its cause,

and we must, therefore, look to the massive though distant

sun, and to our near though minute neighbour, the moon, for its

explanation. This will, accordingly, be found in their dis-

turbing action on the redundant matter accumulated on the

equator of the earth, by which its figure is rendered spheroidal,

combined with the earth's rotation on its axis. It is to the

sagacity of Newton that we owe the discovery of this singular

mode of action.

(643.) Suppose in our figure (art. 611.) that instead of

one body, P, revolving round S, there were a succession of

particles not coherent, but forming a kind of fluid ring, free

to change its form by any force applied. Then, while this

ring revolved round S in its own plane, under the disturbing

influence of the distant body M, (which now represents the

moon or the sun, as P docs one of the particles of the

earth's equator,) two tilings would happen : Ist, its figure
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would be bent out of a plane into an undulated fonn, those

parts of it within the arcs D A and E C being rendered more
inclined to the plane of M's orbit, and those within the area

A E, CD, less so than they would otheirwise be ; 2dly,

the nodes of this ring, regarded as a whole, without re-

spect to its change of figure, would retreat upon that

plane.

(644.) But suppose this ring, instead ofconsisting ofdiscrete

molecules free to move independently, to be rigid and

incapable of such flexure, like the hoop we have supposed in

art. 633., but having inertia, then it is evident that the effort

of those parts of it which tend to become more inclined will

act through the medium of the ring itself (as a mechanical

engine or lever) to counteract the effort of those which have at

the same instant a contrary tendency. In sc far only, then, as

there exists an excess on the one or the other side will

the inclination change, an average being struck at every

uioment of the ring's motion ; just as was shown to happen

in the view we have taken of the inclinations, in every com-

plete revolution of a single disturbed body, under the influ-

ence of a fixed disturbing one.

(645.) Meanwhile, however, the nodes of the rigid ring

will retrograde, the general or average tendency of the nodes

of every molecule being to do so. Here, as in the other case,

a struggle will take place by the counteracting efforts of the

molecules contrarily disposed, propagated through the solid

substance of the ring ; and thus at every instant of time, an

average will be struck, which being identical in its nature

with that effected in the complete revolution of a singib

disturbed body, will, in every case, be in favour of a recess

of the node, save only vviien the disturbing body, be it sun

or moon, is situated in the plane of the earth's equator.

(646.) This reasoning is evidently independent of any

consideration of the cause which maintains the rotation of tho

ring; whether the particles be small satellites retained in

circular orbits under the equilibrated action of attractive and

ccntrifrugal forces, or whether they bo small masses conceived

utf attached to a &'jt of iniagiuury Bpokes, m of u wheel,

vv 4
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centering in S, and freo only to shiflt their planes by a mo-
tion of those spokes perpendicular to the plane of the wheel.

This makes no difference in the general effect ; though the

different velocities of rotation, which may be impressed on

such a system, may and will have a very great influence both

on the absolute and relative magnitudes of the two effects io

question— the motion of the nodes and change of inclination.

This will be easily understocnl, if we suppose the ring without

u rotatory motion, in which extreme case it is obvious that so

long as M remained fixed there would take place no recess

of nodes at all, but only a tendency of the ring to tilt its plane

lound a diameter perpendicular to the position of M, biinging

it i'^wards the line S ItL

(647.) The motion of such a ring, then, as we have been

< cikiidering, would imitate, so far as the recess of the nodes

goes, the precession of the equinoxes, only that its nodes would

retrograde far more rapidly thanthe observed precession, which

is excessively slow. But now conceive this ring to be loaded

with a spherical mass enormously heavier than itself, placed

concentrically within it, and cohering firmly to it, but in-

different, or very nearly so, to any such cause of motion ; and

suppose, moreover, that instead of one such ring there are a

vast multitude heaped together around the equator of such

a globe, so as to form an elliptical protuberance, enveloping

it like a shell on all sides, but whose mass, taken together,

should form but a very minute fraction of the whole spheroid.

We have now before us a tolerable representation of the case

of nature ^
; and it is evident that the rings, having to drag

round with them in their nodal revolution this great inert

* That a perfect sphere would be so inert and indifferent as to a revolution

of the nodes of its equator under the influence of a distant attracting body appears

from this,— that the direction of the resultant attraction uf such a body, or of

that single force which, opposed, would neutralise and destroy its ^ole action,

is necessarily in a line passing through the center of the sphere, and, therefore,

can have no tendency to turn the sphere oiit. way or other. It may be objected

by the reader, that the whole sphere may be conceived .in consisting of ringn

parallel to its equator, of every posHilile diameter, and that, therefore, its nodes

should retrograde even witliuut a prohiberant equator The inference is incorrect,

but our limits will not allow ui to go into an expositiop of the fallacy. We
should, however, caution nim, generally, that no dynamical subject is open to

more mi^^takes of this kind, which nothing hut the closest attention, in every

varied |iuiiit of view, will detect.
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mass, will have their velocitj of retrogradation proportionally

diminished. Thus, then, it is easy to conceive how a motion

similar to the precession of the equinoxes, and, like it,

characterized by extreme slowness, will aiise from the causes

in action. It may seem a^ first sight paradoxical that the

wJuile effect of the external attraction should terminate in the

production of such a movement, without producing any

change in the inclination of the equator to the ecliptic. But
a due consideration of the reasoning in arts. 636, 637. will

make it evident that for every particle in the revolving ring,

(in every situation of the disturbing body) whose change of

motion would tend to create a change of inclination in one

direction, there exists another, exercising an equal tendency

of an opposite kind.

(648.) Now a recess of the node of the earth's equator,

upon a given plane, corresponds to a conical motion of its axis

round a perpendicular to that plane. But in the case before

us, that plane is not the ecliptic, but the moon's orbit for the

time being ; and it may be asked how we are to reconcile this

with what is stated in art. 317. respecting the nature of the

motion in question. To this we reply, that the nodes of the

lunar orbit, being in a state of continual and rapid retrograda-

tion, while its inclination is preserved

nearly invariable, the point in the sphere

of the heavens round which the pole of

the earth's equator revolves (with that

extreme slowness characteristic of the

precession) is itself in a state of con-

tinual circulation round the pole of the

ecliptic, with that much more rapid mo-

tion which belongs to the lunar node.

A glance at the annexed figure will ex-

plain this better than words. P is the

pole of the ecliptic, A the pole of the moon's orbit, moving

round the small circle A B D in 19 years ; a the pole of

the earth's equator, which at each moment of its progress

has a direction perpendicular to the varying position of the

line A a, and a velocity depending on the varying intensity

»#

^^»/'
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of the acting causes during the period of the aodes. This

velocity however being extremely small, when A comes to

B, C, D, E, the line A a will have taken up the positions

B b,C c,T> d,^ e, and the earth's pole a will thus, in one

tropical revolution of the node, have arrived at e, having

described not an exactly circular arc a e, but a single undu-

lation of a wavenshape or epicycloidal curve, a b c d e, with

a velocity alternately greater and less than ita mean motion,

and this wiU ^ e repeated in every succeeding revolution of

the node.

(649.) Now this is precisely the kind of motion which, as

we have seen in art. 325., the pole of the earth's equator

really has round the pole of the ecliptic, in consequence of the

joint effects of precession and nutation, which are thus

uranographic illy represented. If we superadd to the effect

of lunar precession that of the solar, which alone would cause

the pole to describe a circle uniformly about P, this will

only affect the undulations of our waved curve, by extending

them in length, but will produce no effect on the depth

of the waves, jr the excursions of the earth's axis to and from

the pole of the ecliptic. Thus we see that the two phaenomena

of nutation and precession are intimately connected, or rather

both of them essential constituent parts of one and the same

phaanomenon. It is hardly necessary to state that a rigorous

analysis of this great problem, by an exact estimation of all

the acting forces and summation of their dynamical effects,

leads to the precise value of the coefficients of precession

and nutation, which observation assigns to them. The solar

and lunar portions of the precession of the equinoxes, that is

to say, those portions which are '\aiform, are to each other

in the proportion of about 2 to 5.

(650.) In the nutation of the earth's axis we have an ex-

ample (the first of its kind which has occurred to us) of a

periodical movement in one part of the system, giving rise to

a motion having the same precise period in another. The

motion of the moon's nodes is here, vie see, represented,

though under a very different form, yet in the same exact

periodic time, by a movement of a peculiar oscillatory kind
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impressed on the solid mass of the eaidk We must not let

the opportunity pass of gen<^ lizing the principle involved in

this result, as it is one which ve shall find again and again

exemplified in every part of physical astronomy, nay, in every

department of natural science. It may be stated as " the

principle of forced oscillations, or of forced vibrations,*' and

thus generally announced :
—

If one part of any system connected either by material ties, or

by the mutual attractions of its members, be continually main-

tained by any cause, whether inherent in the constitution of the

system or external to it, in a state of regular periodic motion,

that motion will be propagated throughout the whole system

and will give rise, in every member of it, and in every part of
each member, to periodic movements executed in equal period,

with that to which they owe their origin, though not necessarily

synchronous loith them in their maxima and minima. *

The system may be favourably or unfavourably constituted

for such a transfer of periodic movements, or favourable in

some of its parts and unfavourably in others ; and accordingly

as it is the one or the other, the derivative oscillation (as it

may be termed) will be imperceptible in one case, of appre-

tiable magnitude in another, and even more perceptible in its

visible effects than the original cause ia a tlJ r 1 ; of this last

kind we have an instance in the moon's acce^'iration, to be

hereafter noticed.

(651.) It so happens that our situation on the earth, and

the delicacy which our observations have attained, enable us

to make it as it were an instrument to feel these forced

vibrations,— these derivative motions, communicated from

various quarters, especially from our near neighbour, the

moon, much in the same way as we detect, by the trembling

of a board beneath us, the secret transfer of motion by which

the sound of an organ pipe is dispersed throrirh the air, and

carried down into the earth. Accordingly, the monthly rc-

* Sec a demonstration of this theorem for the forced vibrations of system,

connected by materiul tics of imperfect elasticity, in my trc.itise on Sound,

Encyc. Mctrop. art. 323. The demonstrution iseusily.'xtendcdand generalized

to take in ot!icr systcmti.
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volataon of the moon, and the annual motion of the sut:.

produce, each ox them, small nutations in the earth's aj:iii,

whose periods are respectively half a month and half a year,

each of which, in this view of the subject, is to be regarded

as one portion of a period consisting of two equal and similar

parts. Put the most remarkable instance, by far, of this

propagation of periods, and one of high importance to man-

kind, is that of the tides, which are forced oscillations, excited

by the rotation of the earth in an ocean disturbed from its

figure by the varying attractions of the sun and moon, each

revolving in its own orbit, and propagating its own period

into the joint phaenomenon. The explanation of the tides,

however, belongs more properly to that part of the general

subject of perturbations which treats of the action of the

radial component of the disturbing force, and is therefore

postponed to a subsequent chapter.

vife
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CHAPTER XIII.

THEOBY OF THE AXES^ PEBIHEI A, ...

TBICITIES.

ABIATION OF ELEUBNTS IK OENEBAL.— D. U,

PERIODIC AND SECULAR VARIATIONS. — OEOMEXR.

OF TANGENTIAL AND NORMAL FORCES.—^VABIATIO.,

)- "

ISM-

Bi^rWEEN

PRESSION

.t' THE MAJOR
AXIS PRODUCED ONLY BY THE TANGENTIAL FORCE.

—

LAGRANOe's

THEOREM OF THE CONSERVATION OF THE MEAN DISTANCES AND
PERIODS.— THEORY OF THE PERIHELIA AND EXCBNTRICITIES.

—

— GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF THEIR MOMENTARY VARIA-

TIONS.— ESTIMATION OF THE DISTURBING FORCES IN NEARLY

CIRCULAR ORBITS.— APPLICATION TO THE CASE OF THE MOON.—
THEORY OF THE LUNAR APSIDES AND EXCENTRICITY EXPE-

RIMENTAL ILLUSTRATION.— APPLICATION OF THE FOREGOING

PRINCIPLES TO THE PLANETARY THEORY. — COMPENSATION IN

ORBITS VERY NEARLY CIRCULAR. — EFFECTS OF ELLIPTICITY.—
GENERAL RESULTS.— LAGRANGE'S THEOREM OF THE STABILITY

OF THE EXCENTRICITIES.

(652.) In the foregoing chapter we have suflSciently ex-

plained the action of the orthogonal component of the dis-

turbmg force, and traced it to its results in a continual

displacement of the plane of the disturbed orbit, in virtue of

which the nodea of that plane alternately advance and recede

upon the plane of the disturbing body's orbit, with a general

preponderance on the side of advance, so as after the lapse

of a long pericJ to cause the nodes to make a complete revo-

lution and come round to their former situation. At the

same time the inclination of the plane of the disturbed mo-

tion continually changes, alternately increasing and diminish-

ing ; the increase and diminution however compensating each

other, nearly in single revolutions of the disturbed and dis-

turbing bodies, more exactly in many, and with perfect

accuracy in long periods, such as those of a complete revo-

lution of the nodes and apsides. In the present and follow-
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ing chapters we shall endeavour to trace the effects of the

other components of the disturbing force^— those which act

in the plane (for the time being) of the disturbed orbit, and

which tend to derange the elliptic form of the orbit, and the

laws of elliptic motion in that plane. The small inclination,

generally speaking, of the orbits of the planets and satellites

to each other, pemuts us to separate these effects in theory

one from the other, and thereby greatly to simplify their

connderation. Accordingly, in what follows,we shall through-

out neglect the mutual inclination of the orbits of the dis-

turbed and disturbing bodies, and regard all the forces as

acting and all the motions as performed in one plane.

(653.) In considering the changes induced by the mutual

action of two bodies in different aspects with respect to each

other on the magnitudes and forms of their orbits and in

their positions therein, it will be proper in the first instance

to explain the conventions under which geometers and as-

tronomers have alike agreed to uoe the language and laws of

the elliptic system, and to continue to apply them to disturbed

orbits, although those oilits so disturbed are no longer, in

mathematical strictness, ellipses, or any known curves. This

they do, partly on account of the convenience of conception

and calculation which attaches to this system, but much more

for this reason,—that it is found, and may be demonstrated

from the dynamical relations of the case, that the departure

of each planet from its ellipse, as determined at any epoch, is

capable of being truly represented, by supposing the ellipse

itself to be slowly variable, to change its magnitude and

excentricity, and to shift its position and the plane in which

it lies according to certfun laws, while the planet all the time

continues to move in this ellipse, just as it would do if the

ellipse remained invariable and the disturbing forces had no

existence. By this way of considering the subject, the whole

effect of the disturbing forces is regarded as thrown upon

the orbit, while the relations of the planet to that orbit

remain unchanged. This course of procedure, indeed, is the

most natural, and is in some sort forced upon ns by the

extreme slowneBS with which the variations of the elements.
^ii J-vfr1''-)
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At least where the planets only are concerned, develope

themselves. For instancci the fraction expressing the ex«

centricity of the earth's orbit changes no more than 0*00004

in its amount in a century ; and the place of its perihelion, as

referred to the sphere of the heavens, by only 19' Z9" in the

same time. For several years, therefore, it would be next

to impossible to distinguish between an ellipse so varied and

one that had not varied at all ; and in a single revolution, the

difference between the ori^al ellipse and the curve really

represented by the varying one, is so excessively minute,

that, if accurately drawn on a table, six feet in diameter, the

nicest examination with microscopes, continued along the

whole outlines of the two curves, would hardly detect any

perceptible interval between them. Not to call a motion so

minutely conforming itself to an elliptic curve, elliptic, would

be afiQ^ctation, even granting the existence oftrivial departures

alternately on one side or on the other ; though, on the other

hand, to neglect a variation, which continues to accumulate

from 8ge to age, till it forces itself on our notice, would be

wilfia blindness.

(654.) Geometers, then, have agreed in each single re-

volution, or for any moderate interval of time, to regard tbo

motion of each planet as elliptic, and performed according to

Kepler's laws, with a reserve in favour of those very small

and transient fluctuations which take place within that time,

but at the same time to regard all the elements of c^cii ellipse

as in a continual, though extremely slow, state cf change

;

and, in tracing the effects of peiturbation on the system, they

lake account principally, or entirely, of this change of the

elements, as that upon which any material change in tlie

great features of the system will ultimately depend.

(655.) And here we encounter the t^tinction between

what are termed secular variations, and such as are rapidly

periodic, and are compensated in short intervds. In our

exposition of the variation of the inclination of a disturbed

orbit (art 636.), for instance, we showed that, in each single

revolution of the disturbed body^ the plane of its motion

underwent fluctun ns to and fro in its inclination to that of
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the disturbing body, wluch nearly compensated each other (

leaving, however, a portion outstanding, which again is

nearly oompensated by the revolution of the disturbing body,

yet still leaving outstanding and uncompensated a minute

portion of the change which requires a whole revolution of

the node to compensate and bring it back to an average or

mean value. Now, the two first compensations which are

operated by the planets going through the succession of

configurations with each other, and therefore in comparatively

short periods, are called periodic variations; and the deviations

thus compensated are called inequalities depending on cor^U"

ratiotu ; while the last, which is operated by a period of the

node (one of the elements)^ has nothing to do with the con«

figurations of the individual planets, requires a very long

period of time for its consummation, and ia, therefore, distin-

guished firom the former by the term secular variation. •

(656.) It is true, that, to afford an exact representation of

the motions of a disturbed body, whether planet or satellite,

both periodical and secular variations, with their corresponding

inequalities, require to be expressed ; and, indeed, the former

even more than the latter ; seeing that the secular inequalities

are, in fact, nothing but what remiuns aftr ^e mutual

destruction of a much larger amount (as it >. jften is) of

periodical But these are in their nature transient and

temporary: they disappear in short periods, and leave no

trace. The planet is temporarily drawn from its orbit (its

slowly varying orbit), but forthwiiL returns to it, to deviate

presently as much the other way, while the varied orbit

accommodates and adjusts itself to the average of these

excursions on either side of it ; and thus continues to present,

for a succession of indefinite ages, a kind of medium picture

of all that the planet has been doing in their lapse, in which

the expression and character u preserved ; but the individual

features are merged and lost. These periodic inequalities*

however, are, as we have observed, by no means neglected,

but it is more convenient to take account of them by a separate

process, independent of the secular variations of the elements.

(657.) In order to avoid complication, while endeavouring
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to ^ve the reader an insight into both kinds of variations,

we shall for the present conoeive all the orbits to lie in one

plane, and confine our attention to the case of two only, that

of the disturbed and disturbing body, a view of the

subject which (as we have seen) comprehends the case of the

moon disturbed by the sun, sinoe any one of the bodies may
^ ,-/^:V.' ;. ,;

f- 1

'-:

••r .5a

be regarded as fixed at pleasure, provided we conceive all its

motions transferred in a contrary direction to each of the

others. Let therefore A P B be the undisturbed elliptic

orbit of a planet P ; M a disturbing body, join M P, and

supposing M K=M S take M N : M K :: M K« : M P».

Then if S N be joined, N S will represent the disturbing

force of M or P, on the same scale that SM represents M*s

attraction on S. Suppose Z P Y a tangent at P, S Y per-

pendicular to it, and N T, N L perpendicular respectively to

S Y and P S pnKtuced. Then will N T represent the t^n-

gential, T S the normal, N L the tra^isversal, and L S the

radial components of the disturbing force. In circular orbits

or orbits only slightly elliptic, the directions P S L and S Y
are nearly coincident, and the former pur of forces will difier

but slightly from the latter. We shall here, however, take the

general case, and proceed to investigate in an elliptic orbit

of any degree of excentricity the momentary changes pro-

duced by the action of the disturbing force in those elements

o o
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on which the magnitude, atuation, and foim of the orbit

depends (i.e. the length and position of the major axis and

the exoentricity), in the same way as in the last chapter we
determined the momentary changes of the inclination and

node similarly produced by the orthogonal force.

(658.) We shall begin with the momentary variation in

the length of the axis, an element of the first importance, as

on it depends (art. 487) the periodic time and mean angular

motion of the planet, as well as the average supply of light

and heat it receives in a given time from the sun, any perma-

nent or constantly progressive diange in which would alter

most materially the conditions of existence of living beings

on its surface. Now it is a property of elliptic motion per-

formed under the influence of gravity, and in conformity with

Kepler's laws, that if the velocity with which a planet moves

at any point of its orbit be given, and also the distance of

that point from the sun, the major axis of the orbit is thereby

also given. It is no matter in what direction the planet may
be moving at that moment. This will influence the excen-

tricity and the position of its ellipse, but not its length. This

property of elliptic motion has been demonstrated by Newton,

and is one of the most obvious and elementary conclusions

from his theory. Let us now consider a planet describing an

indefinitely small arc of its orbit about the sun, under the

joint influence of its attraction, and the disturbing power of

another planet. This arc will have some certun curvature

and direction, and, therefore, may be considered as an arc of

a certain ellipse described about the sun as a focus, for this

plain reason,— that whatever be the curvature and direction

of the arc in question, an ellipse may always be assigned,

whose focus shall be in the sun, and which shall coincide

with it throughout the whole interval (supposed indefinitely

small) between its extreme points. This is a matter of pure

geometry. It does not follow, however, that the ellipse thus

instantaneously determined will have the same elements as that

nmilarly determined from the arc described in either the

previous or the subsequent instant. If the disturbing force

did not exist; this would be the case ; but, by its action, a
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Tariation of the element from instant to instant is produced,

and the ellipse so determined is in a continual state of change.

Now when the planet has reached the end of the small arc

under consideration, the question whether it will in the next

instant describe an arc of an elUpse having the same or a

varied axis will depend, not on the new direction impressed

upon it by the acting forces,— for the axis, as we have seen,

is independent ofthat direction,—not on its change of distance

from the sun, while describing the former arc,—for the

elements of that arc are accommodated to it, so that one and

the same axis must belong to its beginning and its end.

The question, in short, whether in the next arc it shall take

up a new miyor axis or go on with the old one will depend

solely on this—whether its velocity Yuta or has not undergone

a change by the action of the disturbinff force. For the

central force residing in the focus can impress on it no such

change of velocity as to be incompatible with the permanence

of its ellipse, seeing that it is by the action of that force that

the velocity is maintained in that due proportion to the

distance which elliptic motion, as such, requires.

(659.) Thus we see that the momentary variation of the

major axis depends on nothing but the momentary deviation

from the law of elliptic velocity produced by the disturbing

force, without the least regard to the direction in which that

extraneous velocity is impressed, or the distance £rom the sun

at which the planet may be situated, at the moment of its

impression. Nay, we may even go farther, for, as this holds

good at every instant of its motion, it will follow, that after

the lapse of any time, however great, the total amount of

change which the axis mi^ have undergone will be determined

only by the total deviation produced by the action of the

disturbing force in the velo<»ty of the disturbed body from

that which it would have had in its undisturbed ellipse, at the

same distance from the center, and that therefore the total

amount of change produced in the axis in any lapse of time

may be estimated, if we know at every instant the efficacy

of the disturbing force to alter the velocity of the body's

motion, and that without any regard to the alterations which
aa 2
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the action of that force may have produced in the other

elements of the motion in the same time.

(660.) Now it is not the wholedisturbing force which is effec-

tive in changingP's velocity, butonly its tangential component.

The normal component tends merely to alter the curvature of

the orbit or to deflect it into conformity with a circle of cur*

vature of greater or lesser radius, as the case may be, and in

no way to alter the velocity. Hence it appears that the

variation of the length of the axis ia due entirely to the tangeu'

tialforce, and is quite independent on the normoL Now it is

easily shown that as the velocity increases, the axis increases

(the distance remaining unaltered *) though not in the same

exact proportion. Hence it follows that if the tangential

disturbing force conspires with the motion of P, its momentary

action increases the axis of the disturbed orbit, whatever be

the situation of P in its orbit, and vice versd,

(661.) Let A S B (fig. art. 657.) be the major axis of the

ellipse A P B, and on the opposite side of A B take two points

P' and M', similarly situated with respect to the axis with P
and M on their side. Then if at P' and M' IxxUes equal to

P and M be placed, the forces exerted by M' on P' and S
will be equal to those exerted by M on P and S, and there-

fore the tangential disturbing force of M' on P' exerted in

the direction P' Z' (suppose) wiU equal that exerted byM on

P in the direction P Z. P' therefore (supposing it to revolve

in the same direction round S as P) will be retarded (or acce-

lerated, as the case may be) by precisely the same force by

winch P is accelerated (or retarded), so that the variation in

the axis of the respective orbits of P and P' will be equal

in amount, but contrary in character. Suppose now M's

orbit to be circular. Then (if the periodic times of M and P
be not commensurate, so that a moderate number of revolutions

may briny them baek to the same precise relative positions) it

wiU necessarily happen, that in the course of a very great

.'.f-^i*
". 'iff^K-|..i^>-^,- »-«=ii5^.; -fn^' i.tf-^M^'^ » ;/ ?

* If d b« th# Midttda, i^ tb« mSkm tMtor, and v (he Telocity of P b any
S 1

point of an ellipte, a ia given by tiie relation «*- ,Uie unitaof Telooity and
r a

foree being properly aisumed.
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number of revolutions of both bodies, P will have been pre-

sented to M on one side of the axis, at some one moment, in

the same mamier as at some other moment on the other.

Whatever variation may have been effected in its axis in the

one (dtuation will have been reversed in that symmetrically

opposite, and the ultimate result, on a general average of an

infinite number of revolutions, will be a complete and exact

compensation of the variations in one direction by those in

the direction opposite. « um;,

(662.) Suppose, next, F's orbit to be circular. If now M's

orbit were so also, it is evident that in one complete synodic

revolution, an exact restoration of the axis to its original

length would take place, because the tangential forces would

be symmetrically equal and opposite during each alternate

quarter revolution. But let M, during a synodic revolution,

have receded somewhat from S, then will its disturbing power

have become gradually weaker, so that, in a synodic revolution

the tangential force in each quadrant, though reversed in

direction being inferior in power, an exact compensation will

not have been effected, but there will be left an outstanding

uncompensated portion, the excess of the stronger over the

feebler effects. But now suppose M to approach by the

same gradations as it before receded. It is clear that this

result will be reversed; since the uncompensated st '^-^er

actions will all lie in the opposite direction. Now supf jse

M's orbit to be elliptic Then during its recess from S or in

the half revolution from ito perihelion to its aphelion, a con-

tinual uncompensated variation will go on accumulating in one

direction. But from what has been said, it is clear that this

will be destroyed, during M's approach to S in the other half

of its orbit, so that here again, on the average of a multitude

of revolutions during which P has been presented to M in

every situationfor every distance ofMfrom S, the restoration

will be effected.

(663.) If neither P's nor M's orbit be circular, and if more-

over the directions of their axes be different, this reasoning,

drawn from the symmetry of their relations to each other, does

not apply, and it becomes necessary to take a more general
GO 3
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view of the matter. Among the fundamental relations of

dynamics, relations wluch presuppose no particular law of

force like that of gravitation, but which express in general

terms the results of the action oi force on matter during time,

to produce or change veheity, is one usually cited as the

" Principle of the ^x>nservation of the vm viva^ which applies

directly to the <soiQ before us. This principle (or rather this

theorem) declares that if a body subjected at every instant of

its motion to the action of forces directed to fixed centers (no

matter how numerous), and having their intensity dependent

only on the distances from their respective centers of action,

travel from one point of space to another, the velocity which

it has on its arrival at the latter point will differ ficom that

which it had on setting out firom the former, by a quantity

depending only on the different relative situations of these two

points in space, without the least reference to the form of the

curve in which it may have moved in passing from one point

to the other, whether that curve have been described freely

under the simple influence of the central forces, or the body

have been compelled to glide upon it, as a bead upon a smooth

wire. Among the forces thus acting may be included any

constant forces, acting in parallel directions, which may be

regarded as directed to fixed centers infinitely distant. It

follows from this theorem, that, if the body return to the point

F from which it set out, its velocity of arrival will be the same

with that of its departure ; a conclusion which (for the purpose

we have in view) sets us free from the necessity of entering

into any consideration of the laws of the disturbing force,

the change which its action may have induced in the form of

the orbit of P, or the sue 3essive steps by winch velocity gene-

rated at one point of its intermediate path is destroyed at

another, by the reversed action of the tangential force. Now
to apply this theorem to the case in question, let M be sup-

posed to retain a fixed position during one whole revolution

of P. P then is acted on, during that revolution, by three

forces : Ist. by the central attraction of S durected always to

S ; 2nd. by that to M, always directed to M ; 3rd. by a force

equal to M's attraction on S ; but in the direction M ^ which
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therefore is a constant force, acting always in parallel direo

tions. On completing its revolution, then, F's velocity, and

therefore the major aads of its orbit, will be found imaltered,

at least neglecting that excessively minute difference which

will result from the non-arrival after a revolution at the exact

point of its departure by reason of the perturbations in the

orbit produced in the interim by the disturbing force, which

for the present we may neglect

(664.) Now suppose M to revolve, and it will appear, by

a reasoning precisely similar to that of art 662., that what-

ever uncompensated variation of the velocity arises in suc-

cessive revolutions of P during M's recess from S will be

destroyed by contrary imcompensated variations arising during

its approach. Or, moreedrnplyandgenerallythus: whateverM's

situation may be, foi. every place which P can have, there must

exist some other place of P (as P'), in which the action of

M shall be precisely reversed. Now if the periods be inconir

mensurable, in an indefinite number of revolutions of both

bodies, for every possible combination of cdtuations (M, P)
there will occur, at some time or other, the combination (M, P')

which neutralizes the effect of the other, when carried to the

general account; so that ultimately, and when very long

periods of time ore embraced, a complete compensation will

be found to be worked out

(665.) This supposes, however, that in such long periods

the orbit of M is not so altered as to render the occurrence

of the compensating ratuatlon (M, P') impossible. This would

be the case if M's orbit were to dilate or contract indefinitely

by a variation in its axis. But the same reasoning whidi

applies to P, applies also to M. F retaining 9,Jixed situation,

M's velocity, and therefore the axis of its orbit, would be

exactly restored at the end of a revolution ofM ; so that for

every position P M there exists a compensating position

P M'. Thus M's orbit is mainttuned of the same magnitude,

and the possibility of the occurrence of the compensating

situation (M, P') is secured.

(666.) To demonstrate as a rigorous mathematical truth

the complete and absolute ultimate compensation of the y»-
OQ 4
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nations in quesiion, it would be requicdte to ahow that the

minute outstanding changes due to the non-arrivals of P and

M at the same exact points at the end of each revolution*

cannot accumulate in the course of infinite ages in one

direction. Now it will appear in the subsequent part of this

chapter, that the effect of perturbation on the excentricities

and apsides of the orbits is to cause the former to undergo

only periodical variations, and the latter to revolve and take

up in succession every possible situation. Hence in the

course of infinite ages, Ihe points of arrival of F and ,M
at fixed lines of direction, S F, S M, in successive revolutions,

though at one time they will approach S, at another will

recede from it, fluctuating to and fro about mean points

from which they never greatly depart And if the arrival

of either of them at F, at a point nearer S, at the end of a

complete revolution, cause an excess of velocity, its arrival

at a more distant point will cause a deficiency, and thus, as

the fluctuations of distance to and ito ultimately balance

each other, so will also the excesses and defects of velocity,

though in periods of enormous length, being no less than

that of a complete revolution of P*s apsides for the one cause

of inequality, and of a complete restoration of its excentricity

for the other, .i^-j -ii '^u .vui^; ^^ J *j'i;ri.!wi'i ;ti.'. hi'a'a ;,i:^f.'.;-;

(667.) The dynamical proposition on which this reasoning

is based is general, and applies equally well to cases wherein

the forces act in one plane, or are directed to centers any-

where situated in space. Hence, if we take into considera-

tion the inclination of P's orbit to that of M, the same

reasoning will apply. Only that in this case, upon a com-

plete revolution of F, the variation of inclination and the

motion of the nodes of F's orbit will prevent its returning

to a point in the exact plane of its original orbit, as that of

the excentricity and perihelion prevent its arrival at the

same exact distance from S. But since it has been shown

that the inclination fluctuates round a mean state from which

it never departs much, and since the node revolves and makes

a complete circuit, it is obvious that in a complete period of

the latter the points of arrival of F at the same longitude
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will deviate as often and by the same quantities above as

below its ori^nal point of departure from exact coinoidence

;

and, therefore, that on the average of an infinite number

of revolutions, the effect of this cause of non-compensation

will also be destroyed. '• *.;?*? ttti.iuTt»^j^yii

M (668.) It is evident, also, that the dynamical proposition

in question being general, and applying equally to any num-

ber of fixed centers, as well as to any distribution of them in

space, the conclusion would be precisely the same whatever

be the number of disturbing bodies, only that the periods of

compensation would become more intricately involved. We
are, therefore, conducted to this most remarkable and im-

portant conclusion, viz. that the major axes of the planetary

(and lunar) orbits, and, consequently, also their mean mo-
tions and periodic times, are subject to none but periodical

changes ; that the length of the year, for example, in the

lapse of infinite ages, has no preponderating tendency either

to increase or diminution,— that the planets will neither re-

cede indefinitely from the sun, nor fall into it, but continue,

80 far as their mutual perturbations at least are concerned,

to revolve for ever in orbits of very nearly the same dimen-

sions as at present.

(669.) This theorem (the Magna Charta of our system),

the discovery of which is due to Lagrange, is justly regarded

as the most important, as a single result, of any which have

hitherto rewarded the researches of mathematicians in this

application of their science ; and it is especially worthy of

remark, and follows evidently from the view here taken of

it, that it would not be true but for the influence of the

perturbing forces on other elements of the orbit, viz. the

periheHon and excentricity, and the inclination and nodes

;

since we have seen that the revolution of the apsides and

nodes, and the periodical increase and diminution of the ex-

centricities and inclinations, are both essential towards ope-

rating that final and complete compensation which gives it a

character of mathematical exactness. We have here an in-

stance of a perturbation of one kind operating on a perturba-

tion of another to annihilate an effect which would otherwise
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Momnulate to the deettraoticai of the syeteuL It must, how-
ever, be borne in mind, that it is the amallness of the excen-

tricities of the more influential pknets, which gives this

thecMrem its practical importance, and distinguishes it firom a

mere barren speculative result. Within the limits of ulti-

mate restoration, it is this alone which keeps the periodical

fluctuations of the axis to and firo about a mean value within

moderate and reasonable limits. Although the earth might

not fall into the sun, or recede from it beyond the present

limits of our system, any considerable increase or diminution

of its mean distance, to the extent, for instance, of a tenth of

its actual amount, would not fail to subvert the conditions on

which the existence of the present race of animated beings

depends. Constituted as our system is, however, changes to

anything like this extent are utterly precluded. The great-

est departure from the mean value of the axis of any pla-

netary orbit yet recognized by theory or observation (that of

the orbit of Saturn disturbed by Jupiter), does not amount

to a thousandth part of its length.* The effects of these

fluctuations, however, are very sensible, and manifest them-

selves in alternate accelerations and retardations in the an-

gular motions of the disturbed about the central body, which

cause it alternately to outrun and to lag behind its elliptic

place in its orbit, giving rise to what are called equations in

its motion, some of the chief instances of which will be here-

after specified T7hen we come to trace more particularly in

detail the effects of the tangential force in various configu-

rations of the disturbed and disturbing bodies, and to explain

the consequences of a near approach to commensurability in

their periodic times. An exact commensurability in this

respect, such, for instance, as would bring both planets round

to the same configuration in two or three revolutions of one

of them, would appear at first sight to destroy one of the

essential elements of our demonstration. But even supposing

such an exact a(^ustment to subsist at any epoch, it could

* Orrater devUtioni will probably be found to exiit in the orbita of the imall

eitra-tropieal planets. But theae are too inrignificant memben of our •ystain

w Bced ipeoiai notioe in a work of thia nature.
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not remain permanent, since hj a remarkable prqperty of

perturbations of tnis class, ^hich geometexa have demon-

strated, but the reasons of which we cannot stop to explain,

any change produced on the axis of the disturbed planet's

orbit is necessarily accompanied by a change in the contrary

direction in that of the disturbing, so that the periods would

recede from commensurability by the mere effect of their

mutual action. Cases are not wanting in the planetary sys-

tem of a certain approach to commensurability, and in one

very remarkable case (that of Uranus and Neptune) of a

considerably near one, not near enough, however, in the

smallest degree to affect the validity of the argument, but

only to ^ve rise to inequalitip«* of very long periods, of which

more presently.*

(670.) The variation of the length of the ans of the

disturbed orbit is due solely to the action of the tangential

disturbing force. It is otherwise with that of its excentricity

and of the position of its axis, or, which is the same thing, the

longitude of its perihelion. Both the normal and tangential

components of the disturbing force affect these elements.

We shall, however, consider separately the influence of eac^

and, commencing, as the simplest case, with that of the tan-

gential force ;— let P be the place of the disturbed planet

in its elliptic orbit A P B, whose axis at the moment is A S B
and focus S. Suppose Y P Z to be a tangent to this orbit at

* 41 revolution* of Neptune are nearly equ^ to 81 of Uraoua, gWing ria*

to an inequality, having 6805 jreara for ita period.
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P. Then, if we suppose A B=2 a, the other focus of the

ellipse, H, will be found by making the angle Z P H=Y F S
or Y P H=180'—Y P %ior S P H= 180'— 2 Y P S, and

taking PH=2a— SP. This is evident from the nature

of the ellipse, in which lines drawn from any point to the two

foci make equal angles with the tangent, and have their sum
equal to the major axis. Suppose, now, the tangential force

to act on P and to increase its velocity. It will therefore

increase the axis, so that the new value assumed by a (viz. a')

will be greater than a. But the tangential force does not

alter the angle of tangency, so that to find the new posi-

tion (H') of the upper focus, we must measure off along

the same line P H, a distance PH'(=2a' — SP) greater

than P H. Do this then, and join S H' and produce it.

Then will A' B' be the new position of the axis, and ^ S H'
the new excentricity. Hence we conclude, 1st, that the

new position of the perihelion A' will deviate itom. the old

on6 A towards the same side of the axis AB on which

P is when the tangential force acts to increase the velocity,

whether P be moving from perihelion to aphelion, or

the contrary. 2dly, That on the same supposition as to

the action of the tangential force, the excentricity increases

when P is between the perihelion and the perpendicular to

the axis F H G drawn through the upper focus, and dimi-

nishes when between the aphelion and the same perpendicular.

3dly, That for a given change of velocity, t. e. for a given

value of the tangential force, the momentary variation in the

place of the perihelion is a maximum when P is at F or G,

from which situation of P to the perihelion or aphelion, it

decree ''es to nothing, the perihelion being stationary when P
is at A or B. 4thly, That the variation of the excentricity

due to this cause is complementary in its law of increase

and decrease to that of the perihelion, being a maximum for

a given tangential force when P is at A or B, and vanishing

when at G or F. And lastly, that where the tangential force

acts to diminish the velocity, all these results are reversed.

If the orbit be very nearly circular* the points F, G, will be

* So nearly that the cube of the excentricity may be neglected.
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BO cntoated that, although not at opposite extremities of a
diameteri the times of describing AF, F B, B G, and G A
will be all equal, and each of course one quarter of the whole
periodic time of P.

(671.) Let us now consider the effects of the normal com-
ponent of the disturbing force upon the same elements. The
direct effect of this force is to increase or diminish the curva-

ture of the orbit at the point F of its action, without pro-

ducing any change on the velocity, so that the length of the

v
z

ll1

'?/»;•:!}

?;:,;,T rA^\h

v;i:J«

axis remains unaltered by its action. Now, an increase of

curvature at F is synonymous with a decrease in the angle

of tangency S F Y when F is approaching towards S, and with

an increase in that angle when receding from S. Suppose

the former case, and while F approaches S (or is moving

from aphelion to perihelion), let the normal force act inwards

or towards the concavity of the ellipse. Then will the tangent

F Y by the action of that force have taken up the position

F Y^ To find the corresponding position H' taken up by

the focus of the orbit so disturbed, we must make the angle

S F H'= 180"— 2 S F Y', or, which comes to the some, draw

F H' on the side of F H opposite to S, making the angle

H F H'= twice the angle of deflection Y F Y' and in F H'

take FH'=F H. Joining, then, SH' and producing it,

A' S H' M' will be the new position of the axis, A' the new
perihelion, and | S H' the now exccntricity. Hence wo

conclude, 1 at, that the normal force acting inwards, and F
moving towurds the pcriheliori, the new direction 3 A' of the

perihelion is in advance (with reference to the direction of F'a

A.
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revolntion) of the old—or the apddes advance— when P ig

anywhere situated between F and A (sinoe when at F the

point H' falla upon HM between H and M). When P ii

at F the apsides are stationary, but when P is anywhere

between M and F the apsides retrograde, H' in this case

lying on the oppoeite side of the axis. 2dly, That the same

directions of the normal force and of P's motion being

supposed, the ezcentricity increases while P moves through

the whole semiellipse from aphelion to perihelion— the rate

of its increase being a maximum when P is at F, and nothing

at the aphelion and perihelion. 3dly, That these effects are

reversed in the opposite half of the orbit, A G M, in

whichP passes from perihelion to aphelion or recedes from S.

4thly, That they are also reversed by a reversal of the

direction of the normal force, outwards, in place of inwards.

Sthly, That here also the variations of the excentrlcity and

perihelion are Complementary to each other; the one vari-

ation being most rapid when the other vanishes, and vice

versd. 6thly, And lastly, that the changes in the situation

of the focus H produced by the actions of the tangential

and normal components of the disturbing force are at right

angles to each other in every situation of P, and therefore

where the tangential force is most efficacious (in proportion

to its intensity) in varying either the one or the other of the

elements in question, the normal is least so, and vice versd.

(672.) To determine the momentary effect of the whole

disturbing force then, we have only to resolve it into its

tangential and normal components, and estimating by these

principles separately the effects of either constituent on both

elements, add or subtract the results according as they con-

spire or oppose each other. Or we may at once make the

angle H P H'' equal to twice the angle of deflection produced

by the normal force, and lay off PH''=:PH + twice the

variation of a produced in the same moment of time by the

tangential force, and H'' will be the new focus. The mo-
mentary velocity generated by the tangential force is cal-

culable from a knowledge of that force by the ordinary prin-

ciples of dynamics ; and from this, the variation of the axis is
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eaoly derived. * The nunneiitarj velocity generated by the

normal force in its own direction is in like manner calcidable

from a knowledge of that force, and dividing this by the

linear velocity of F at that instant, we deduce the angular

velocity of the tangent about F, or the momentary variation

of the angle of tangency S F Y, corresponding.

(673.) The following resume of these several results in a

tabular form includes every variety of case according as P is

approaching to or receding from S ; as it is situated in the

axo F A G of its orbit about the perihelion or in the remoter

arc G M F about the aphelion, as the tangential force accele*

rates or retards the disturbed body, or as the normal acts in-

wards or outwards with reference to the concavity ofthe orbit.

EFFECTS OF THE TANQENTIAL DI8TUr'<»lNG FORCE, gr

DtaceUoD of F'l motion. ;Situation of Pin orbit.
Action of Tangential

Font. Effect on ElemenU.

Approaching S. Anywhere. Accelerating P. Apaidea recede.

Ditto. Ditta Retarding P. adranoe.

Receding firom S. Ditto. Accelerating P. advanoe.

Ditto. Ditto. Retarding P.

Acceleratmg P.

recede.

Indifferent. About Aphelion. Exocntr.decreaMi.

Ditto. Ditto. Retarding P. mcreases.

Ditto. About Perihelion. Accelerating P. increases.

Ditto. Ditto. ReUrding P. decreaaes.

r.i

EFFECTS OF THE NORMAL DISTUEBINO FORCE.

Direction of P'f motion

.

Situation of P in orbit Action of Normal
Force.

SAict on Elements.

Indifferent About Aphelion. Inwards. Apsides recede.

Ditto. Ditto. Outwards. advance.

Ditto. About Perihelion. Inwards. advance.

Ditto. Ditto. Outwards. recede.

Approaching S. Anywhere. Inwards. Excentr. increases.

Ditto. Ditto. Outwards. decreases.

Receding from 8. Ditto. Inwards. decreases.

Ditta. Ditto. Outwards. increases.

•l-?-r«..ndl « ./'

finitesimal rariations only are considered
a' —a

(» + »')(•""•'') °' when in-

Sv (»'— ti) or a'—a bSo'v (t/— i;)

from which it appears that the variation of the ttxin srising from a. given v..

nation of Telocity is independent of r, or is the same at whatever distance horn S
the change Ukes place, and that eattrii paribnB it is greater fbr a given change at

velocity (or fur a given tangential force) in Ihe direct ratio nfike vdoeitjf it$e{f.
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(674.) From the momentary changes in the elements of

the disturbed orbit corresponding to successive situations of

P and M, to conclude the total amount of change produced

in any given time is the bucdness of the integral calculus, and

lies far beyond the scope of the present work. Without its

aid, however, and by general considerations of the periodical

recurrence of configurationB of the same character, we have

been able to demonstrate many of the most interesting con-

elusions to which geometers have been conducted, examples

of which have already been given in the reasoning by which

the permanence of the axes, the periodicity of the inclina*

tions, and the revolutions of the nodes of the planetary orbits

have been demonstrated. We shall now proceed to apply

similar considerations to the motion of the apsides, and the

variations of the excentricities. To this end we must first

trace the changes induced on the disturbing forces themselves,

with the varying positions ofthe bodies, and here as in treating

of the inclinations we shall suppose, unless the contrary is ex-

pressly indicated, both orbits to be very nearly circular,

without which limitation the complication ofthe subject would

become too embarrassing for the reader to follow, and defeat

the end of explanation.

(675.) On this supposition the directions of S P and S Y,
the perpendicular on the tangent at P, may be regarded as

coincident, and the normal and radial disturbing forces become

nearly identical in quantity, also the tangential and transversal,

by the near coincidence of the points T and L (fig. art. 687.).

.A-*i>'

M
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So far then as the intensity of the forces is concerned, it will

make very little difference in which way the forces are re-

solved, nor will it at all materially affect our conclusions as to

the effects of the normal and tangential forces, if in estimating

their quantitative values, we take advantage of the simplifica-

tion introduced into their numerical expression by the neglect

of the angle P S Y, t. e. by the substitution for them of the

radial and transversal components. The character of these

effects depends (art. 670, 671.) on the direction in which the

forces act, which we shall suppose normal and tangential as

before, and it is only on the estimation of their quantitative

effects that the error induced by the neglect of this angle can

fall In the lunar orbit this angle never exceeds 3" 10', and

its influence on the quantitative estimation of the acting forces

may therefore be safely neglected in a first approximation.

Now MN being found by the proportion MP' : MS*::

M S : M N, N P (=M N-M P) is abo known, and there-

fore NL=NP.sinNPS=NP.sin(ASP + SMP) and

LS=PL-PS=NP.co8NPS-PS=NP.cos(ASP
+ SMP)— SP become known, which express respectively

the tangential and normal forces on the same scale that SM
represents M's attraction on S.* Suppose P to revolve in the

direction E A D B. Then, by drawing the figure in various

situations of P throughout the whole circle, the reader will

easily satisfy himself —1st That the tangential force acce-

lerates P, as it moves from E towards A, and from D towards

B, but retards it as it passes from A to D, and from B to E.

2nd. That the tangential force vanishes at the four points

A, D, E, B, and attainsamaximum at some intermediate points.

Srdly. That the normal force is directed outwards- at the

7^ NP• MS-R;SP-rr M P-/; A 8 P-»; AM P-M; MN-

^^lzZ-'-CR-/)/! + ^ + ^,) ; whence we have N L-(R-/).8m (•+M;

./l+^ +^); LS-(R-/). co8(«+M).(l +^ + ^)-r. When R

and /, owing to the great distance of M, are nearly equal, we have R-/«>
B • —._!_ ._j .u- .—I- M .».. 1,0 neglected ; so that we havePV,— n.1 nearly, and the angle M may

NP-3 PV. f.J "Lr Uu)^i : •.iH\l C^ .H'fi rftf"

II 11
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lynxes A, B, and inwards at the points D, E, at which points

respeotirely its outward and inward intensities attain their

mamma. Lastly, that this force vanishes at points interme-

diate between A D, D B, B E, and E A» whidi points, when

M is contdderably remote, are situated nearer to the quadra-

ture than the sjzygies. ^ - ; ; ;;; » i ? ; r ; i<r

u

(676.) In the lunar theory, to which we shall now proceed

to apply these principles, both the geometrical representation

and the algebraic expression of the disturbing forces admit of

great simplification. Owing to the great distance of the sun

M, at whose center the radius of the moon's orbit never

subtends an angle of more than about 8', N P may be re-

garded as parallel toA B. And D S E becomes a stnught line

coincident with the line of quadratures, so that V F becomes

the cosine of ASP to radius S P, and N L=N P . sin

ASP; L P=N P . cos A S P. Moreover, in this case

(see the note on the last article) NP=3PV=3SP . cos

ASP; and consequently NL=3SP. COB ASP. sin ASP
=J SP.8in2ASP,andLS=:SP(3.cosASP'^— 1)

=iSP(l+3. cos 2 ASP) which vanishes when cos

A S P^=s|, or at 64° 14' from the syzygy. Suppose through

every point of P's orbit there be drawn S Q=3 SP . cos

A S P', then will Q trace out a certain looped oval, as in the

figure, cutting the orbit in four points 64° 14' from A and B
respectively, and P Q will always rqtresent in quantity and

direction the normal force acting at P. '-i''m\

'iA--m

X
I

'rH >K
•V"

" » u

^
J,, *.---- /

r ^

^f \ p,^-'^^ >;-.•

\

B s Ia

rrt : m^
*i

sr :,sft*'<j^ ,\, ;^-

(677.) It is important to remark here, because upon t^is

the whole lunar theory and espccialiy that of the motion of

-.r-.^
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the apeddes hinges, that all the acting distuirbing foroea, at

equal angles of elongation A S P of the moon from the sun,

are cateris paribus proportional to S P, the moon's distance

from the earth, and are theroforo greater when the moon is

near its apogee than when near its perigee; the extreme

proportion being that of about 28 : 25. This premised, let

us first consider the effect of the normal force in displacing

the lunar apsides. This we shall best be enabled to do by
examining separately those cases in which the effects are most

strongly contrasted ; viz. when the nuyor axis of the moon^s

orbit is directed towards the sun, and when at ri^t angles

to that direction. First, then, let the line of apsides be

. o

M'TSfvfii;,

4.-

Erected to the sun as in the annexed figuire, where A is the

perigee, and take the arcs A a, Ab,Bc, "Bd each=64** 14'.

Then while P is between a and b the normal force acting out-

wards, and the moon being near its perigee, by art. 671. the

apsides will recede, but when between c and </, the force there

acting outwards, but the moon being near its apogee, they

will advance. The rapidity of these movements will be re-

spectively at its maxima at A and B, not only because the

disturbing foroes are then most intense, but also because

(see art. 671.) they act most advantageously at those points

to displace the axis. Proceeding from A and B towards the

neutral points abed ike rapidity of their recess and advance

diminishes, and is nothing (or the apsides are stationary)

when P is at either of these points. From 6 to D, w rather

to a point some little beyond D (art. 671.) the foroe acts

inwards, and the moon is still near perigee, so that in this are

HB 2
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of the orbit the apeides advance. But the rate of advance

is feeble, because in the early part of that arc the normal

force is small, and as P approaches D and the force gains

power, it acts disadvantageously to move the axis, its effect

vanieliing altogether when it arrives beyond D at the ex-

tremity of the perpendicular to the upper focus of the lunar

ellipse. Thence up to c this feeble advance is reversed and

converted into a recess, the force still acting inwards, but

the moon now being near its apogee. And so also for

the arcs d!E, E a. In the figure these changes are indicated

by + + for rapid advance, for rapid recess, + and—
for feeble advance and recess, and for the stationary points

Now if the forces were equal on the sides of + and — it is

evident that there would be an exact counterbalance of

advanC/C and recess on the average of a whole revolution.

But this is not the case. The force in apogee is greater than

that in perigee in the proportion of 28 : 25, while in the

quadratures about D and E they are equaL Therefore,

while the feeble movements + and— in the neighbourhood of

these points destroy each other almost exactly, there will

necessarily remiun a considerable balance in favour of advance,

in this situation of the line of apsides.

(678.) Next, suppose the apogee to lie at A, and the peri-

gee at B. In this case it is evident that, so far as the di-

rection of the motions of the apsides is concerned, all the

conclusions of the foregoing reasoning will be reversed by the

substitution of the word perigee for apogee, and vice versd

;

and all the signs in the figure referred to will be changed.

Bnt now the most powerful forces act on the side of A, that

is to say, stiU on the side of advance, this condition also being

reversed. In either situation of the orbit, then, the apsides

advance.

(679.) (Case 3.) Suppose, now, the major axis to have the

situation D E, and the perigee to be on the side of D. Here,

in the arc 6 c of P*8 motion the normal force acts inwards,

and the moon is near perigee, consequently the apsides

advance, but with a moderate rapidity, the maximum of the

mward normal force being only half that of the outwaru.
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In the arcs A b and c B the moon li still near perigee, and

the force acts outwards, but though powerfully towards A
and B, yet at a constantly increasing disadvantage (art. 071.)

Therefore in these arcs the apsides recede, but moderately.

In a A and B (/(being towards apogee) they again advance,

still with a moderate velocity. Lastly, throughout the arc

d a, being about apogee with an inward force, they recede.

Here as before, if the perigee and apogee forces were equal,

the- advance and recess would counterbalance; but as in fact

the apogee forces preponderate, there will be a balance on

the entire revolution in favour of recess. The same reasoning

of course holds good if the perigee be towards E. But now,

between these cases and those in the foregoing articles, there

is this difference, viz. that in this the dominant effect results

from the inward action of the normal force in quadratures,

while in the others it results from its outward, and doubly

powerful action in syzygies. The recess of the apsides in

their quadratures arising from the action of the normal force

will therefore be less than their advance in their syzygies

;

and not only on this account, but also because of the much
less extent of the arcs b c and da on which the balance is

mainly struck in this case, than of a & and c d, the correspond-

ing most influential arcs in the other. ''/>•;§*

(680.) In intermediate situations of the line of apsides, the

effect will be intermediate, and there will of course be a situa-

tion of them in which on an average of a whole revolution,

they are stationary. This situation it is easy to see will be

nearer to the line of quadratures than of syzygies, and the

preponderance of advance will be maintained over a much
more considerable arc than that of recess, among the possible

situations which they can hold. On every account, therefore

the action of the normal force causes the lunar apsides to

progress in a complete revolution o/* M or in a synodical year,

during which the motion of the sun round the earth (as we
consider the earth at rest) brings the line of syzygies into all

situations with respect to that of apsides.

(681.) Let us next consider the action of the tangential

And as before (Case 1.), supposing the perigee of the

Ull 3

force.
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moon mi A^ and the direction rrf her revolution to be A D B E,

the tangential force retards her motion through the qua/drant

AD, in which she recedes from S, therefore by art. 670. the

apsides recede. Through D B the force accelerateSf yrhjlo

the moon still recedes, thenfore they advance. Through B E
the force retards, and the moon approaches, therefore they

continue to advance, and finally throughout the quadrant E A
the force accelerates and the moon approaches, therefore they

recede. In virtue therefore of this force, the apsides recede,

during the description of the arc E A D, and advance during

D B E, but the force being in this case as in that of tJi.e

normal force more powerful at apogee, the latter will pre-

ponderate, and the apsides will advance on an average of a

whole revolution. v

(682.) (Case 2.) The perigee being towards B, we have

to substitute in the foregomg reasoning approach to S, for

recess firom it^ and vice versd, the accelerations and retardar

tions remaining as before. Therefore the results, as far as

direction is concerned, will be reversed in each quadrant, the

apsides advance during E AD and recede during D B E.

But the situation of the apogee being also reversed, the pre-

dominance remains on the side of E A D, that is, of advance.

(683.) (Case 3.) Apsides in quadratures, perigee near D.

—

Over quadrant AD, approach and retardation, therefore

advance of apsides. Over D B recess and acceleration, there-

fore again advance; over BE recess and retardation with

recess of apsides, and lastiy over E A approach and accelera-

tion, producing their continued recess. Total result: advance

during the half revolution AD B, and reces': ^uru^g B E A,

the acting forces being tj ire powerful in th? *r r -• . ''hence

of course a preponderant recess. The san :: . h,- :li y.ien the

perigee is at E.

(684.) So far the analogy of reasoning between the action

<f the tangential and normal forces is perfect. But from this

X. "i viey diverge. It is not here as before. The recess of

;.«side';> m quadratures does not now arise from the pre-u">c:

iliymi aucM offeeble over feebler forces, while that in syzygies

results from that oi' powerful over powerful ones. The maxi-
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mum accelerating action uf the tangential force is equal to

ita maximum retarding, while the inward action of the nonnal

at its maximum is only half the maximum of its outward.

Neither is there that diiSerence in the extent of the arcs over

which the balance is struck in this, as in the other case, the

action of the tangential force being inward and outward

alternately over equal arcs, each a complete quadrant.

W ^lereas, therefore, in tracing the action of the normal force,

;vc ibund reason to conclude it much more effective to produce

progress ofthe apsides in their syzygy, than in their quadrature

situations, we can draw no such conclusion in that of the

tangential forces : there being, as regards ^Aa^force, a complete

symmetry in the four quadrants, while in regard of the nonnal

force the symmetry is only a half-symmetry having relation

to two semicircles.

(685.) Taking the average of many revolutions of the sun

about the earth, in which it shall present itself in every pos-

sible variety of situations to the line of apsides, we see that the

effect of the normal force is to produce a rapid advance in the

syzygy of the apsides, and a less rapid recess in their quadra-

ture, and on the whole, therefore, a moderately rapid general

advance, while that of the tangential is to produce an equally

rapid advance in syzygy, and recess in quadrature. Directly,

therefore, the tangential force would appetur to have no ulti-

mate influence in causing either increase or diminution in the

mean motion of the apsides resulting from the action of the

normal force. It does so, however, indirectly, conspiring in

that respect with, and greatly increasing, an indirect action

of the normal force in a manner which we shall now proceed

to explain.

(686.) The sun moving uniformly, or nearly so, in the

same direction as P, the line of apsides when in or near the

syzygy, in advancing follows the sun, and therefore remains

materially longer in the neighbourhood of syzygy than if it

rested. On the other hand, when the apsides are in quadrature

they recede, and moving therefore contrary to the sun's motion,^

remain a shorter time in that neighbourhood, than if they

rested. Thus the advance, already preponderant, is made to

11 11 4
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preponderate more by its longer continuance, and the recess,

already deficient, is rendered still more so by the shortening

of its duration.* Whatever cause, then, increases directly

the rapidity of both advance and recess, though it may do both

equallyy {uds in this indirect process, and it is thus that the

tangential force becomes effective through the medium of

the progress already produced, in doing and aiding the normal

force to do that which alone it would be unable to effect.

Thus we have perturbation exaggerating perturbation, and

thus we see what is meant by geometers, when they declare

tliat a considerable part of the motion of the lunar apsides is

due to the square of the disturbing force, or, in other words,

arises out of a second approximation in which the influence

of the first in altering the data of the problem is taken into

account.

(687.) The curious and complicated effect of perturbation,

described in the last article, has given more trouble to geo-

meters than any other part of the lunar theory. Newton

himself had succeeded in tracing that part of the motion of

the apogee which is due to the direct action of the radial

force ; but finding the amount only half what observation

assigns, he appears to have abandoned the subject in despair.

Nor, when resumed by his successors, did the inquiry, for a

very long period, assume a more promising aspect. On the

contrary, Newton's result appeared to be even minutely

verified, and the elaborate investigations which were lavished

upon the subject without success began to excite strong doubts

whether this feature of the lunar motions could be explained

at all by the Newtonian law of gravitation. The doubt was

removed, however, almost in the instant of its origin, by the

some geometer, Clairaut, who first gave it currency, and who

gloriously repaired the error of his momentary hesitation, by

demonstrating the exact coincidence between theory and ob-

servation, w' m the effect of the tangential force is properly

taken into the account. The lunar apogee circulates, in

3232** -575343, or about 9^ years.

- i^vwinii, I'fiho. i> 00. I. or. H.
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» {6B8.) Let UB now proceed to investigato the influence of

the disturbing forces so resolved on the excentricity of the

lunar orbits and the foregoing articles having sufficiently

familiarized the reader with our mode of following out the

changes In different situations of the orbit, we shall take at

once a more general situation, and suppose the line of apsides

in any position with respect to the sun, such as Z Y, the

perigee being at Z, a point between the lower syzygy and

the quadrature next following it, the direction of P*o motion

as all along supposed bcLug A D B E. Then (commencing

with the normal force) the momentary change of excentricity

will vanish at a, b, c, rf, by the

vanishing of that force, and at

Z and Y by the effect of situa-

tion in the orbit annulling its

action (art. 671.). In the

arcs Z b and Y d therefore the

change of excentricity will be

small, the acting force nowhere

attaining either a great magni-

tude or an advantageous situation within their limits. And
the force within these two arcs having the same character as

to inward and outward, but being oppositely influential by

reason of the approach of P to S in one of them and its recess

in the other, it is evident that, so far as these arcs are con-

cerned, a very near compensation of effects will take place,

and though the apogeol axoY d will be somewhat more in-

fluential, this will tell for little upon the average of a revo-

lution.

(689.) The arcs 6D c and dEa qxq each much less than a

quadrant in extent, and the force acting inwards throughout

them (which at its maximum in D and E is only half the

outward force at A, B) degrades very rapidly in intensity

towards either syzygy (see art. 676.). Hence whether Z bo

between be or 6 A, the effects of the force in these arcs

will not produce very extensive changes on the excentricity,

and the chancres which it doea produce will (for the resson

already given) bo opposed to each other. Although, then,
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the aro ad he farther from perigee than b c, and therefore tlie

force in it is greater, yet the predominance of effect here

will, not be very marked, and will moreover be partially

neutralized by the small predominance of an opposite character

iaY d over Zb, On the other hand, the arcs a Z, cY are

both larger in extent than either of the others, and the

seats of action of forces doubly powerful. Their influence,

therefore, will be of most importance, and their preponderance

one over the other, (being opposite in their tendencies,) will

decide the question whether on an average of the revolution,

the excentricity shall increase or diminish. It is dear

that the deci^on must be in favour of c Y, the apogeal arc,

and, since in this the force is outwards and the moon receding

from the earth, an increase of the excentricity will arise from

its influence. A similar reasoning will, evidently, lead to the

same conclusion were the apogee and perigee to change

places, for the directions of P's motion as to approach and

recess to S will be indeed reversed, but at the some time

the dominant forces will have changed sides, and the arc a A Z
will now ^ve the character to the result. But when Z lies

between A and E, as the reader may easily satisfy himself,

the case will be altogether different, and the reverse conclusion

will obtain. Hence the changes of excentricity emei^ent on

the average of single revolutions from the action of the normal

force will be as represented by the signs + and— in the

figure above annexed.

(690.) Let us next consider the effect of the tangential

force. This retards P in the quadrants AD, BE, and

accelerates it in the alternate

ones. In the whole quadrant

A D, therefore, the effect is of

one character, the perigee

being less than 90° from every

point in it, and in the whole

quadrant B E it is of the oppo-

site, the apogee being so si-

tuated (art.670.) Moreover,

in the middle of each quadrant, the tangential force is at its

M
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of

maximum. NoW) in the other quadrants, EA and D B, the

change from perigeal to apogeal vicinity takes place, and the

tangential force, however powerful, has its effect annulled

by situation (art 670.), and this happens more or less nearly

about the points where the force is a maximum. These

quadrants, then, are far less influential on the total result,

so that the character of that result will be decided by the

predominance of one or other of the former quadrants, and

will lean to that which has the apogee in it. Now in the

quadrant B E the force retards the moon and the moon is in

apogee. Therefore the excentricity increases. In this

situation therefore of the apogee, such is the average result

of a complete revolution of the moon. Here again eJso if the

perigee and apogee change places, so will also t^e character of

all the partial influences, arc for arc But the quadrant AD
will now preponderate instead ofD E, so that under this double

reversal of conditions the result will be identical Lastly,

if the line of apsides be in A E, B D, it may be shown in

like manner that the excentricity will diminish on the average

of a revolution. ;a

(691.) Thus it appears, that in varying the excentricity,

precisely as in moving the line of apsides, the direct effect

of the tangential force conspires with that of the normal, and

tends to increase the extent of the deviations to and fro on

either side of a mean value which the varying situation of

the sun with respect to the line of apsides gives rise to,

having for their period of restoration a synodical revolution

of the sun and apse. Supposing the sun and apsis to start

together, the sun of course will outrun the apsis (whose

period is nine years), and in the lapse of about (| + ^V) P^
of a year will have gfdned on it 90°, during all which interval

the apse will have been in the quadrant A E of our figure,

and the excentricity continually decreasing. The decrease

wiU then cease, but the excentricity itself will be a minimum,

the sun being now at right angles to the line of apsides.

Thence it will increase to a maximum when the sim has

gained another 90°, and again attained the line of apsides, and

so on alternately. The actual effect on the numerical viUue
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of the lunar excentricity is very considerable, the greatest

and least excentricities being in the ratio of 3 to 2.*

(692.) The motion of the apsides of the lunar orbit may
be illustrated by a very pretty mechanical experiment, which

is otherwise instructive in ^ving an idea of the mode in

which orbitual motion is carried on under the action of cen-

tral forces variable according to the situation of the revolving

body. Let a leaden weight be suspended by a brass or iron

wire to a hook in the under side of a firm beam, so as to

allow of its free motion on all sides of the vertical, and so

that when in a state of rest it shall just clear the floor of the

room, or a table placed ten or twelve feet beneath the hook.

The point of support should be well secured from waging
to and fro by the oscillation of the weight, which should be

sufficient to keep the wire as tightly stretched as it will bear,

with the certainty of not breaking. Now, let a very small

motion be communicated to the weight, not by merely with-

drawing it from the vertical and letting it fall, but by ^ving

it a slight impulse sideways. It will be seen to describe a

regular ellipse about the point of rest as its center. If the

weight be heavy, and carry attached to it a pencil, whose

point lies exactly in the direction of the string, the ellipse

may be transferred to p:iper lightly stretched and gently

pressed against it. In these circumstances, the situation of

the major and minor axes of the ellipse will remain for a long

time very nearly the same, though the resistance of the air

and the stiffness of the wire will gradually diminish its

dimensions and excentricity. But if the impulse com-

mimicated to the weight be considerable, so as to carry it

out to a great angle (15° or 20° from the vertical), this per-

manence of situation of the ellipse will no longer subsist.

Its axis will be seen to shift its position at every revolution

of the weight, advancing in the same direction with the

weight's motion, by an uniform and regular progression,

which at length will entirely reverse its situation, bringing

the direction of the longest excursions to coincide with that
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in which the shortest were previously made; and so on,

round the whole circle ; and, in a word, imitating to the

eye, very completely, the motion of the apsides of the moon's

orbit.

(693.) Now, if we inquire into the cause of this pro-

gression of the apsides, it will not be difficult of detection.

When a weight is suspended by a wire, and drawn aside from

the vertical, it is urged to the lowest point (or rather in a

direction at every instant perpendicular to the wire) by a

force which varies as the sine of the deviation of the wire

from the perpendicular. Now, the sines of very small arcs

are nearly in the proportion of the arcs themselves ; and the

more nearly, as the arcs are smaller. If, therefore, the

deviations from the vertical be so small that we may neglect

the cur>ature of the spherical surface in which the weight

moves, and regard the curve described as coincident with its

projection on a horizontal plane, it will be then moving

under the same circumstances as if it were a revolving body

attracted to a center by a force varying directly aa the

distance ; and, in this case, the curve described would be an

ellipse, having its centre of attraction not in .he foclis, but

in the center *, and the apsides of this ellipse would remain

fixed. But if the excursions of the weight from the vertical

be considerable, the force ur^ng it towards the center will

deviate in its law from the simple ratio of the distances

;

being as the sinef while the distances are as the arc. Now
the sine, though it contiuues to increase as the arc increases,

yet does not increase so fast. So soon as the arc has any

sensible extent, the sine begins to fall somewhat short of the

magnitude which an exact numerical proportionality would

require ; and therefore the force urging the weight towards

its center or point of rest at great distances falls, in like

proportion, somewhat short of that which would keep the

body in its precise elliptic orbit. It will no longer, therefore,

have, at those greater distances, the same command over the

weight, in proportion to its speedy which would enable it to

Newton, Princip. i. 47.
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deflect it from its rootilincar tangential course into an ellipse.

The true path which it describes will be less curved in the

remoter parts than is consistent with the elliptic figure, as in

the annexed cut ; and, therefore, it will not so soon have its

motion brought to be again at right angles to the radius.

It will require a longer continued action of the central force

to do thb ; and before it is accomplished, more than a quadrant

of its revolution must be passed over in

angular motion round the center. But
this is only stating at length, and in a

more circuitous manner, that fact which

is more briefly and summarily expressed

by saying that the apsides of its orbit

,, are progressive. Nothing beyond a fami-

liar illustration is of course intended iu

what is above said. The case is not an exact parallel with

that of the lunar orbit, the disturbing force being simply

rulial, whereas in the lunar orbit a transversal force is also con-

cerned, and even were it otherwise, only a confused and in-

distinct view of apsidal motion can be obtained from this kind

of conrideration ofthe curvature ofthe disturbed path. If we
would obtain a clear one, the two foci of the instantaneous

ellipse must be found from the laws of elliptic motion per-

formed under the influence of a force directly as the distance,

and the radial disturbing force being decomposed into its

tangential and normal components, the momentary influence

of either in altering their positions and consequently the

directions and lengths of the axis of the ellipse must be

ascertained. The student will find it neither a difficult nor

an uninstructive exercise to work out the case from these

principles, which we cannot aflbrd the space to do.

(694.) The theory of the motion of the planetary apsides

and the variation of their excentriclties is in one point of

view much more simple, but in another much more complicated

than that of the lunar. It is simpler, because owing to the

exceeding minuteness of the changes operated in the course

of a single revolution, the angular position of the bodies with

respect to the line of apsides if very little altered by the
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motion of the apsides themselves. The line of apsides neither

follows up the motion of the disturbing body in its state of

advance, nor vice versd, in any degree capable of pro-

longing materially their advancing or shortening materially

their receding phase. Hence no second approximation of the

kind explained in (art. 686.), by which the motion of the

lunar apsides is so powerfully modified as to be actually

doubled in amount, is at all required in the planetary theory.

On the other hand, the latter theory is rendered more com-

plicated than the former, at least in the cases of planets whose

periodic times are to each other in a ratio much less than 13

to 1, by the consideration that the disturbing body shifts its

position with respect to the line of apsides by a much greater

angular quantity in a revolution of tiie disturbed body than

in the case of the moon. In that case we were at liberty to

suppose (for the sake of explanation), without any very

egregious error, that the sun held nearly a fixed position

during a single lunation. But in the case of planets whose

times of revolution are in a much lower ratio this cannot be

permitted. In the case of Jupiter disturbed by Saturn for

example, in one sidereal revolution of Jupiter, Saturn has

advanced in its orbit with respect to the line of apsides of

Jupiter by more than 140°, a change of direction which

entirely alters the conditions under which the disturbing

forces act And in the case of an exterior disturbed by an

interior planet, the situation of the latter with respect to the

line of the apsides varies even more rapidly than the situation

of the exterior or disturbed planet with respect to the central

body. To such cases then the reasoning which we have

applied to the lunar perturbations becomes totally inappli-

cable ; and when we take into consideration also the excen-

tricity of the orbit of the disturbing body, which in the most

important oases is exceedingly influential, the subject becomes

far too complicated for verbal explanation, and can only be

successfully followed out with the help of algebraic expression

and the application of the integral calculus. To Mercury,

Venus, and the earth indeed, as disturbed by Jupiter, and

[planets superior to Jupiter, this objection to the reasoning in
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question does not apply ; and in each of these oases therefore

we are entitled to conclude that the apsides are kept in a state

of progression by the action of all the larger planets of our

system. Under certiun conditions of distance, excentricity,

and relative situation of the axes of the orbits of the disturbed

and disturbing planets, it is perfectly possible that the reverse

may happen, an instance of which is afforded by Venus,

whose apsides recede under the combined action of the earth

and Mercury more rapidly than they advance under the joint

actions of all the other planets. Nay, it is even possible

under certain conditions tbat the line of apsides of the dis-

turbed planet, instead of revolving always in one direction,

may librate to and fro within assignable limits, and in a

definite and regularly recurring period of time.

695.) Under any conditions, however, as to these par-

ticulars, the view we have above taken of the subject

enables us to assign at every instant, and in every con-

figuration of the two planets, the momentary effect of each

upon the perihelion and excentricity of the other. In the

simplest case, that in which th^ two orbits are so nearly circular,

that the relative situation of their perihelia shall produce no

appreciable difference in the intensities of the disturbing

forces, it is very easy to show that whatever temporary

oscillations to and fro in the positions of the line of apsides,

and whatever temporary increase and diminution in the

excentricity of either planet may take place, the final effect

on the average of a great multitude of revolutions, presenting

them to each other in all possible configurations, must be

nil, for both elements.

(696.) To show this, all that is necessary is to cast oui

eyes on the synoptic table in art. 673. If M, the disturbing

body, be supposed to be successively placed in two diametri-

cally opposite situations in its orbit, the aphelion of P will

stand related to M in one of these situations precisely as its

perihelion in the other. Now the orbits being so nearly

circles as supposed, the distribution of the disturbing forces,

whether normal or tangential, is symmetrical relative to their

common diameter passing throucrh M, or to the line of
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syzygies. Hence it follows that the half of P'a orbit " about

perihelion" (art. 673.) will stand related to all the acting

forces in the one situation of M, precisely as the half " about

aphelion " does in the other : and dlso, that the half of the

orbit in which P " approaches S," stands related to them in

the one situation precisely as the half in which it " recedes

from S *' in the other. Whether as regards, therefore^ the

normal or tangential force, the conditions of advance or

recess of apsides, and of increase or diminution of excen •

tricities, are reversed in the two supposed cases. Hence it

appears that whatever situation be assigned to M, and what>

ever influence it may exert on P in that situation, that

influence will be annihilated in situations of M and P,

diametrically opposite to those supposed, and thus, on a general

average, the effect on both apsides and excentricities is

reduced to nothing.

(697.) If the orbits, however, be excentric, the symmetry

above insisted on in the distribution of the forces does not

exist. But, in the first place, it is evident that if the excentri-

cities be moderate, (as in the planetary orbits,) by far the

larger part of the effects of the disturbing forces destroys

itself in the manner described in the last article, and that it

is only a residual portion, viz. that which arises from the

greater proximity of the orbits at one place than at another,

which can tend to produce permanent or secular effects. The

precise estimation of these effects is too complicated an affair

for us to enter upon ; but we may at least give some idea of

the process by which they are produced, and the order in which

they arise. In so doing, it is necessary to distinguish between

the effects of the normal and tangential forces. The effects

of the former are greatest at the point of conjunction of the

planets, because the normal force itself is thei'e always at its

maximum ; and although, where the conjunction takes place

at 90° from the line of apsides, its effect to move the apsides

is nullified by situation, and when in that line its effect on

the excentricities is similarly nullified, yet, in the situations

rectangular to these, it acts to its greatest advantage. On
the other hand, the tangential

r I
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whatever be the place of conjunction with respect to the line

of apsides, and where it is at its maximum its effect u still

lial^le to be annulled by situation. Thus it appears that

the normal force is most influential, and mainly determines

the character of the general effect. It is, therefore, at con-

junction that the most influential effect is produced, and

therefore, on the long average, those conjunctions which

happen about the place where the orbits arc nearest will

determine the general character of the effect. Now, the

nearest points of approach of two ellipses which have a

common focus may be very variously situated with respect

to the perihelion of either. It may be at the perihelion or

the aphelion of the disturbed orbit, or in any intermiidiate

position. Suppose it to be at the perihelion. Then, if the

disturbed orbit be interior to the disturbing, the force acts

outwards, and therefore the apsides recede : if exterior, the

force acts inwards, and they advance. In neither case does

the excentricity change. If the conjunction take place at

the aphelion of the disturbed orbit, the effects will be re-

versed: if intermediate, the apsides wil) be less, and the

excentricity more affected.

(698.) Supposing only two planets, this process would go

on till the apsides and excentricities had so far changed as to

alter the point of nearest approach of the orbits so as either

to accelerate or retard and perhaps reverse the motion of the

ansides, and give to the variation of the excentricity a corre-

sponding periodical character. But there are many planets

all disturbing one another. And this gives rise to variations

in the points of nearest approach of all the orbits taken two

and two together, of a very complex nature.

(699.) It cannot fail to have been remaiked, by any one

who has followed attentively the above reasonings, that

a close analogy subsists between two sets of relations ; viz.

that between the inclinations and nodes on the one hand, and

between the excentricity and apsides on the other. In fact,

the strict geometrical theories of the two cases present a

close analogy, and lead to final results of the very same

nature. What the variation of excentricity is to the motion
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of the perihelion, the change of inclination is to the motion

of the node. In either case, the period of the one is also the

period of the other ; and while the perihelia describe consi-

derable angles by an oscillatory motion to and fro, or cir-

culate in immense periods of time round the entire circle,

the ezcentricities increase and decrease by comparatively

small changes, and are at length restored to their original

magnitudes. In the lunar orbit, as the rapid rotation of the

nodes prevents the change of inclination from accumulating

to any material amount, so the still more rapid revolution of

its apogee effects a speedy compensation in the fluctuations

of its excentricity, and never suffers them to go to any

material extent; while the same causes, by presenting in

quick succession the lunar orbit in every possible situation to

sdl the disturbing forces, whether of the sun, the planets, or

the protuberant matter at the earth's equator, prevent any

secular accumulation of small changes, by which, in the lapse

of ages, its ellipticity might be materially increased or dimi-

nished. Accordingly, observation shows the mean excentri-

city of the moon's orbit to be the same now as in the earliest

ages of astronomy.

(700.) The movements of the perihelia, and variations of

excentricity of the planetary orbits, are interlaced and com-

plicated together in the same manner and nearly by the same

laws as the variations of their nodes and inclinations. Each

acts upon every othei, and every such mutual action gene-

rates its own peculiar period of circulation or compensation

;

and every such period> in pursuance of the principle of art.

650., is thence propagated throughout the system. Thus arise

cycles upon cycles, of whose compound duration some notion

may be formed, when we consider what is the length of one

such period in the case of the two pribacipal planets— Jupiter

and ^tum. Neglecting the action of the rest, the effect of

their mutual attraction would be to produce a secular varia-

tion in the excentricity of Saturn's orbit, from 0*08409, its

maximum, to 0*01345, its minimum value: while that of

Jupiter would vary between the narrow limits, 0*06036 and

0*02606 • thfi crrfiftifiHt exc-entricity of Jupiter corresnondiss
II a
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to the least of Satunii and vim vend. The period in which

these changes are gone through, would be 70414 yean^

Ajflter this example, it will be easily conceived that many
millions of years will require to elapse before a complete

fulfilment of the joint cycle which shall restore the whole

system to its original state as far as the excentricities of its

orbits are concerned.

(701.) The place of the perihelion of a planet^s orbit is of

little consequence to its well-being ; but its exoeutricity is

most important, as upon this (the axes of the orbits being

permanent) depends the mean temperature of its surface, and

the extreme variations to which its seasons may be liable.

For it may be easily shown that the mean annual amount of

light and heat received by a planet from the sun is, cateris

paribusf as the minor axis of the ellipse described by it. Any
variation, therefore, in the excentrioity, by changing the minor

axis will alter the mean temperature of the surface. How
such a change will also influence the extremes of tempera-

ture appears from art. 368. et seg. Now it may naturally bo

inquired whether (in the vast cycle above spoken of, in which,

at some period or other, conspiring changes may accumulate

on the orbit of one planet from several quarters,) it may not

happen that the excentrioity of any one planet— as the earth

— may become exorbitantly great, so as to subvert those

relations which render it habitable to man, or to give rise

to great changes, at least, in the physical comfort of his state.

To this the researches of geometers have enabled us to anE>wer

in the negative. A relation has been demonstrated by

Lagrange between the masses, axes of the orbits, and excon-

tricities of each planet, similar to what we have already

stated with respect to their inclinations, viz. that if the mass

of each planet be multiplied by the square root of the axis of its

orbit, and the product by the square of its eccentricity, the sum

of all such products throuyhout the system is invariable; and

as, in point of fact, this sum is extremely small, so it will

always remain. Now, since the axes of the orbits are liable

to no' secular changes, this is equivalent to saying that no

one orbit shall increase its excentricity, unless at the expense

1

1
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of a common fund, the whole amount of which is, and must

for over remain, extremely minute.*

* Than is nothing in thli raiatloni iiowcTtr, Uktn ftr i; to Meura tha amallar

planaU— Mercury, Mari. Juno, Caraa, &c.— fVom a oataatropha, e«uld thvjr aa>

cumulata on tliamaaWaa, or any ona of tham, tha whola amount of thia utetntHeUp

Jiutd. liut that oan navar ba i Jupitar and Saturn will alwayii rvtaln tha llon^

'ihara of it A Nitnilnr remark appllsa to (ha inetinatloH /Und of art. 6S0. Thaw
fimdt, ba it obwrvad, oan navar gat into dabt. Evory torm of tham ia aaivntially,

poaitlva.
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CHAPTER XIV. , .> -Jr,Ul

OF THB IKBQUALniBS INDEPENDBNT OF THE EXOENTRIOniES.

—

THE moon's VARIATION AND PARALLAOTIO INEQUALITY.— ANA-

LOGOUS PLANETART INEQUALITIES.—THREE CASES OF PLANETARY

PERTURBATION DISTINOUISHED.— OF INEQUALITIES DEPENDENT

ON THE EXOBNTRIOITIES.— LONO INEQUALITY OF JUPITER AND

SATURN.—LAW OF RECIPROCITY BETWEEN THE PERIODIOAI. VA*

: RIATIONS OF THE ELEMENTS OF BOTH PLANETS.— LONG INE-

QUALITY OF THE EARTH AND VENUS.—VARIATION OF THE EPOCH.

—INEQUALITIES INCIDENT ON THB EPOCH AFFBCTINa THE MEAN
MOTION.— INTERPRETATION OF THB CONSTANT PART OF THESE'

INEQUALITIES. — ANNUAL EQUATION OF THE MOON.— HER SE-

CULAR ACCELERATION. — LUNAR INEQUALITIES DUE TO THE AC-

TION OF VENUS.— EFFECT OF THE SPHEROIDAL FIGURE OF THE

EARTH AND OTHER PLANETS ON THE MOTIONS OF THEIR SATEL-

LITES. — OF THB TIDES. — MASSES OF DISTURBING BODIES DE-

i DUCIBLE FROM THE PERTURBATIONS THEY PRODUCE.— MASS OF

THE MOON, AND OF JUPITBR'S SATELLITES, HOW ASCERTAINED.

—

PERTURBATIONS OF URANUS RESULTING IN THE DISCOVERY OF
NEPTUNE. — DETERMINATION OF THB ABSOLUTE MASS AND

DENSITY OF THB EARTH.

(702.) To calculate the actual place of a planet or the

moon, in longitude and latitude at any assigned time, it is

not enough to know the changes produced by perturbation

in the elements of its orbit, still less to know the secular

changes so produced, which are only the outstanding or

uncompensated portions of much greater changes induced in

short periods of configuration. We must be enabled to

estimate the actual effect on its longitude of those periodical

accelerations and retardations in the rate of its mean angular

motion, and on its latitude of those deviations above and below

the mean plane of its orbit, which result from the continued

action of the perturbative forces, not as compensated in long

periods, but as in the act of their generation and destruction
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in short ones. In this chapter we purpose to give an account

of some of the most prominent of the equations or inequalities

thence arising, several of which are of high historical interest,

as having become known by observation previous to the

discovery of their theoretical causes, and as having, by their

successive explanations from the* theory of gravitation, re>

moved what were in some instances regarded as formidable

objections against that theory, and afforded in all most

satisfactory and triumphant verifications of it )^vmii im<^

(703.) We shall begin with those which compensate them-

selves in a synodic revolution of the disturbed and disturbing

body, and which are independent of any permanent ez-

centricity of either orbit, going through their changes and

effecting their compensations in orbits slightly elliptic, almost

precisely as if they were circular. These inequalities result,

in fact, from a circulation of the true upper focus of the

disturbed ellipse about its mean place in a curve whose

form and magnitude the principles laid down in the last

chapter enable us to assign in any proposed case. If the

distiurbed orbit be circular, this mean place coincides with its

centre : if elliptic, with the situation of its upper focus, as

determined from the principles laid down in the last chapter.

(704.) To understand the nature of this circulation, we
must comider the joint action of the two elements of the

disturbing force. Suppose H to be the place of the upjMir

:> •

';{ oil

focus, corresponding to any situation P of the disturbed bo<ly»
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and let P P' be an infinitesimal element of its orbit, de-

scribed in an instant of time. Then supposing no disturbing

foroi) to act, P P' will be a portion of an ellipse, having H for

its focus, equally whether the point P or P' be regarded.

But now let the disturbing forces act during the instant of

describing P P'. Then the focus H wiU shift its position to

HMo find which point we must recollect, 1st. What is demon-

strated in art (671.), viz. that the effect of the normal

force is to vary the position of the line P' H so as to make
the angle H P H' equal to double the variation of the angle

of tangency due to the action of that force, without altering

the distance P H : so that in virtue of the normal force alone,

H would move to a point A, along the line H Q, drawn from

H to a point Q, 90" in advance of P, (because S H being

exceedingly small, the angle P H Q may be taken as a right

angle when P S Q is so,) H approaching Q if the normal

force act outvoardsy but receding from Q if inwards. And
similarly the effect of the tangential force (art 670.) is to

vary the position ofH in the direction H P or P H, according

as the force retards or accelerates P's motion. To find H'

then from H draw H P, H Q, to P and to a point of P's

orbit 90° in advance of P. On H Q take H A, the motion

of the focus due to the normal force, and on H P take H k the

motion due to the tangential force; complete the parallelogram

H H', and its diagonal H H' will be the element of the true

path of H in virtue of the joint action of both forces.

(705.) The most conspicuous case in the planetary system

to which the above reasoning is applicable, b that of the

moon disturbed by the sun. The inequality thus arising

is known by the name of the moon's variation, and was dis-

covered so early na about the year 975 by the Arabian

astronomer Aboul Wcfa.* Its magnitude (or the extent of

fluctuation to and fro in the moon's longitude which it pro-

duces) is considerable, being no less than 1° 4', and it is

otherwise interesting as being the first inequality produced

by perturbation, which Newton succeeded in expluning by

' aediiioi, NbUvaUM uwhtrchM pour Nrvir A i'litttoirn da rAttrouomisobM
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by

ilMI

the theory of gravity. A good general idea of its nature

may be formed by considering the direct action of the

disturbing forces on the moon, supposed to move in a circular

orbit In such an orbit undisturbed, the velocity would be

uniform; but the tangential force acting to accelerate her

motion through the quadrants preceding her conjunction and

opposition, and to retard it through the alternate quadrants,

it is evident that the velocity will have two maxima and two

minima, the former at the syzygies, the latter at the quadra>

tures. Hence at the syzygies the velocity will exceed that

which corresponds to a circular orbit, and at quadratures will

fall short of it. The true orbit will therefore be less curved

or more flattened than a circle in syzy^es, and more curved

(i. e. protuberant beyond a circle) in .quadratures. This would

be the case even were the normal force not to act. But the

action of that force increases the effect in question, for at the

syzygies, and as far as 64** 14' on either side of them, it acts

outwards, or in counteraction of the earth's attraction, and

thereby prevents the orbit from being so much curved as it

otherwise would be ; while at quadratures, and for 25* 46' on

either side ofthem, it acts inwards, aiding the earth's attraction,

and rendering that portion of the orbit more curved than it

otherwise would be. Thus the joint action of both forces

distorts the orbit from a circle into a flattened or elliptic

form, having the longer axis in quadratures, and the shorter

in syzygies ; and in this orbit the moon moves faster than

with her mean velocity at syzygy (t. e. where she is nearest the

earth) and slower at quadratures where farthest. Her an-

gular motion about the earth is therefore for both reasons

greater in the former than in the latter situation. Hence at

syzygy her true longitude seen from the earth will be in the

act of gaining on her mean,— in quadratures of losing, and

at some intermediate points (not very remote from the

octants) will neither be gaining nor losing. But at these

points, having been gaining or losing through the whole pre-

vious 90°, the amount of gain or loss will have attained its

maximum. Consequently at the octants the true longitude

will deviate most from the mean in excess and defect, and the
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inequality in question is therefore nil at syzygies and qua-

dratures, and attfuns its maxima in advance or retardation at

the octants, which is agreeable to observation.

(706.) Let us, however, now see what account can be

rendered of this inequality by the simultaneous variations of

the axis and excentricity as above explained. The tangen-

tial force, as will be recollected, is nil at syzygies and quadra-

tiures, and a maximum at the octants, accelerative in the

quadrants EA and D B, and retarding in AD and BE. In

the two former then the axis is in process of lengthening ; in

the two latter, shortening. On the other hand the normal

force vanishes at (a, b, d, e) 64° 14' from the syzygies. It

acts outwards over eA a, bB d, and inwards over aDb and

d^e. In virtue of the tangential force, then, the point H
moves towards F when P is in AD, BE, and from it

when in DB,E A, the motion being nil when at A,B,D,E,
and most rapid when at the octant D, at which points,

therefore, (so far as this force is concerned,) the focus H
would have its mean situation. And in virtue of the normal

focus, the motion of H in the direction HQ will be at its

maximum of rapidity towards Q at A, or B, from Q at D or

"•"1 ""• ';• '—-' "-'

•r<i'r lit •/- il

E, and nil at a, b, d, e. It will assist us in following out

these indications to obtain a notion of the form of the curve
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really described by H, if we trace separately the paths which

H would pursue in virtue of either motion separately, since

its true motion will necessarily result £rom the superposition

of these partial motions, because at every instapt they are

at right apgles to each other, and therefore cannot interfere.

First, then, it is evident, from what we have sud of the

tangential force, that when P is at A, H is for an instant at

rfc.. -, but that as P removes from A towards D,H continually

approaches P along their line of junction H P, which is,

therefore, at each instant a tangent to the path of H. When
P is in the octant, H is at its mean distance from P (equal to

P S), and is then in the act of approaching P most rapidly.

From thence to the quadrature D the movement of H to-

wards P decreases in rapidity till the quadrature is attuned,

when H rests for an instant, and then begins to reverse its

motion, and travel from P at the same rate of progress as

before towards it Thus it is clear that, in virtue of the

tangential force alone, H would describe a four-cusped

curve a, d, b, 0, its direction of motion round S in this curve

being opposite to that of P, so that A and a, D and d. B and

h, E and e, shall be corresponding poinds. ikiib-i k*

(707.) Next as regards the normal force. Wheu the

moon is at A the motion of H Is towards D, and is at its
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maximum of rapidity, but slackens as P proceeds towai'ds D
and as Q proceeds towards B. To the curve described, HQ
will be always ia tangent, and since at the neutral point of

the normal force (or when P is 64° 14' from A, and Q 64°

14' from D), the motion ofU is for an instant nil and is then

reversed, the curve will have a cusp at Z corresponding, and

H will then begin to travel along the arc / m, while P de-

scribes the corresponding arc from neutral point to neutral

point through D. Arrived at the neutral point between D
and B, the motion of H along QH will be again arrested

and reversed, giving rise to another cusp at m, and so on.

Thus, in virtue of the normal force acting alone, the path of

H would be the four^ii^ped, elongated curve Imno, de-

scribed with a motion roimd S the reverae of P's, and having

a, dy b, e for points corresponding to A, B, D, E, places

of P.

(708.) Nothing is now easier than to superpose these mo**

tions. Supposing H„ Ha to be the points in either curve cor-

responding toP, we have nothing to do but to set from off S, S/i

equal and parallel to S H, in the one curve and from A, h II

equal and parallel to S Hg in the other. Let this be done

for every corresponding point in the two curves, and there

results an oval curve ad be, having for its semiaxes Sa= Sa,

+ Sflj ; and Sd= St/, + Sef,. And this will be the true path

of the upper focus, the points a, d, b, e, corresponding to

A, D, B, E, places of P. And from this it follows, 1st,

that at A, B, the syzygies, the moon is in perigee in her mo-
mentary ellipse, the lower focus being nearer than the upper.

2dly, That in quadratures D, E, the moon is in apogee in her

then momentary ellipse, the upper fooua being then nearer

r
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than the lower. 3dly, That H revolves in the oval adbe
the contrary way to P in its orbit, making a complete revo-

lution from syzygy to Bjzygy in one synodic revolution of

the moon.

(709.) Taking 1 for the moon's mean distance from the

earth, suppose we represent Sai or Srfi (for they are equal)

by 2a, Sc^t by 2b, and Sd^ by 2c, then will the semiaxes

of the oval adbe, Sa and Sd be respectively 2a +25 and

2a + 2c, so that th.^ excentricities of the momentary ellipses

at A and D will be respectively a+ b and a+c. The total

amount of the effect of the tangential force on the eixis, in

passing from syzygy to quadrature, will evidently be equal

to the length of the curvilinear arc a, rf, (^ff. art. 708.),

which is necessarily less than Sa, + Srfi or 4a. Therefore the

total effect on the semiaxis or distance of the moon is less than

2a, and the excess and de^sct of the greatest and least values

of this distance thus varied above and below the mean value

S A=l (which call «) will be less than a. The moon then

is moving at A in the perigee of an ellipse whose semiaxis is

1 + a and excentricity a + 6, so that its actual distance from

the earth there is l + u—a—b, which (because a is less than

a) is less than \— b. Again, at D it is moving in apogee of

an ellipse whose semiaxis is 1 — « and excentricity a + c, so

that its distance then from the earth is 1—-ot + a+ c, which

(a being greater than a) is greater than 1 + c, the latter

distance exceeding the former by 2a— 2a + i -f c.

(710.) Let us next consider the corresponding changes in-

duced upon the angular velocity. Now it is a law of elliptic

motion that at different points of differentellipses, each differ-

ing v(ry little from a circle, the angular velocities are to each

other as the square roots of the semiaxes directly, and as the

squares of the distances inversely. In this case the semiaxes

at A and D are to each other as 1 -ra to I — «, or as 1 : 1

— 2a, so that their square roots are to each other as i : 1— a.

Again, the distances being to each other as 1 k-a.—a-'b : 1—
a+ a+ c, the inverse ratio of their squares (since a, a, b, c,

are all very small quantities) is that of 1 — 2a + 2a -f 2t : 1 -f-

2a—2a— 26, or a** 1 : l-4a-4a— 26 -2c. The angular
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elocitles then are to each other in a ratio compounded of

these two proportions, that is in the ratio of

1 : l + 3«—4a—26-2c,
which is evidently that of a greater to a less quantity. It is

obvious also, from the constitution of the second term of this

ratio, that the normal force is far more influential in pro-

dudng this result than the tangential, u./^^r^j^i*: i^wk'^ii:'tn

(711.) In the foregoing reasoning the siin has been re-

garded as fixed. Let us now suppose it in motion (in a

circular orbit), then it is evident that at equal angles ot

elotiffation (of P from M seen from S), equal disturbing

forces, both tangential and normal, will act : only the syzygies

and quadratures, as well as the neutral points of the normal

force, instead of being points fixed in longitude on the orbit

of the moon, will advance on that orbit with a imifonn angular

motion equal to the angular motion of the sun. The cus-

pidated curves a, tfji, ^i and a^d^b^e^ fig. art 708., will,

therefore, no longer be re-entering curves ; but each will

have its cusps screwed round as it were in the direction of

the sun's motion, so as to increase the angles between them

in the ratio of the synodical to the sidereal revolution of the

moon (art. 418.). And if, in like manner, the motions in

these two curves, thus separately described by H, be com-

pounded, the resulting ciurve, though still (loosely speaking) a

species of oval, will not return into itself, but will make
successive spiroidal convolutions about B, its farthest and

nearest points being in the same ratio more than 90** asunder.

And to this movement that of the moon herself will conform,

desmbing a species of elliptic spiroid, having its least dis-

tances always in the line of syzygies and its greatest in that

of quadratures. It is evident also, that, owing to the longer

continued action of both forces, t.«. owing to the greater

arc over which their intensities increase and decrease by
equal steps, the branches of each curve between the cusps

will be longer, and the cusps themselves will be more remote

from S» aud in the same degree will the dimensions of the

resulting oval be enlarged, and with them the amount of the

inequality in the moon's motion which they represent.
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#.(712.) In the above rer toning the smi's distance is sup-

posed so great, that the disturbing forces in the semi-orbit

nearer to it shall not sensibly differ from those in the more

remote. The sun, however, is actually nearer to the moon
in conjunction than in opposition by about one two-hundredth

part of its whole distance, and this suffices to give rise to a

very sensible inequality (called the parallactic inequality)

in the lunar motions, amounting to about 2' in its effect on

the moon's longitude, and having for its period one synodical

revolution or one lunation. As this inequality, though

subordinate in the case of the moon to the great inequality

of the variation with which it stands in connexion, becomes

a prominent feature in the system of inequalities correspond-

ing to it in the planetary perturbations (by reason of the

very great variations of their distances from conjunction to

opposition), it will be necessary to indicate what modifica-

tions tins consideration will introduce into the forms of our

focus curves, and of their superposed oval. Becurring then

to our figures in art. 706, 707., and supposing the moon to set

out from E, and the upper focus, in each curve from «, it is

evident that the intercuspidal arcs ea, ad, in the one, and

ep, pal, Idfia the other, being described under the influence

of more powerful forces, will be greater than the arcs db,

b e, and dm, mbn, ne corresponding in the other half revo-

the
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lution. The two extremities of these curves then, the initial

and terminal places of e in each, will not meet, and the same
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oonolusion will hold respecting those of the compound oval

in which the focus really revolves, which will, therefore, be

as in the annexed figure. Thus, at the end of a complete

lunation, the focus will have shifted its place from e to /in a

line parallel to the line of quadratures. The next revolution,

and the next, the same thing would happen. Meanwhile,

however, the sun has advanced in its orbit, and the line of

quadratures has changed its situation by an equal angular

motion. In consequence, the next tenmnal situation (^) of

the forces will not lie in the line ef prolonged, but in a line

parallel to the new situation of the line of quadratures, and

this process continuing, will evidently give rise to a move-

ment of circulation of the point e, round a mean situation in

an annual period; and this, it is evident, is equivalent to

an annual circulation of the central point of the compound

oval itself, in a small orbit about its mean position S. Thus

we see that no permanent and indefinite increase of excen-

tricity can arise from this cause ; which would be the case,

however, but for the annual motion of the sun. m*. .

(713.) Inequalities precisely sunilar in principle to the

variation and parallactic inequality of the moon, though

greatly modified by the different relations of the dimensions

of the orbits, prevail in all cases where planet disturbs planet.

To what extent this modification is carried will be evident,

if we cast our eyes on the examples given in art. 612., where

it will be seen that the disturbing force in conjunction often

exceeds that in opposition in a very high ratio, (being in the

case of Neptune disturbing Uranus more than ten times as

great). The efiect will be, that the orbit described by the

center of the compound oval about S, will be much greater

relatively to the dimensions of that oval itself, than in the

case of the moon. Bearing in mind the nature and import

of this modification, we may proceed to enquire, apart from

it, into the number and distribution of the undulations in the

contour of the oval itself arising from the alternations of di-

rection plus and minus of the disturbing forces in the course of

a synodic revolution. But first it should be mentioned that,

in the case of an exterior disturbed bv an interior planet»
•' IT '
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the disturbing body's angular motion exceeds that of the dis>

turbed. Hence P, though advancing in its orbit, recedes

relatively to the line of syzygi&s, or, \\rhich comes to the same

thin^j the neutral points of either force overtake it in suo-

cession, and each, as it comes up to it, ^ves rise to a cusp in

the correspondingybcu« curve. The angles between the suc-

cessive cusps will therefore be to the angles between the cor-

responding neutral points for a fixed position of M, in the

same constant ratio of the synodic to the sidereal period of P,

which however is now a ratio of less inequality. These

angles then will be contracted in amplitude, and, for the same

reason as before, the excursions of the focus will be dimi"

nished, and the more so the shorter the synodic revolution. '^

(714.) Since the cusps of either curve recur, in successive

synodic revolutions in the same order, and at the same

angular distances from each other, and from the line of con-

junction, the same will be true of all the corresponding points

in iiie curve resulting from their superposition. In that

curve, every cusp, of either constituent, will give rise to

a convexity, and every intercuspidal arc to a relative con-

cavity. It is evident then that the compound curve or

true path of the focus so resulting, but for the cause above

mentioned, would return into itself, whenever the periodic

times of the disturbing and disturbed bodies are com-

mensurate, because in that case the synodic period will also

be commensurate with either, and the arc of longitude

'i 'j*j^:-

intercepted between the sidereal place of any one conjunction,

and that next lOuOWing U, wiu oe »u aiuiuut pait oi oou~.

K K
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Tn all other cases it would be a non-reentering, more or less

undulating and more or less regular, spiroid, according to the

number of cusps in each of the constituent curves (that is to

say, according to the number of neutral points or changes of

direction from inwards to outwards, or from accelerating to

retarding, and vice versa, of the normal and tangential forces,)

in a complete synodic revolution, and their distribution over

the circumference.

(716.) With regard to these changes, it is necessaiy to

distinguish three cases, in which the perturbations of planet

by planet are very distinct in character. 1st. When the

disturbing planet is exterior. In this case there are four

neutral points of either force. Those of the tangential force

occur at the syzygies, and at the points of the disturbed orbit

(which we shall call points of equidistance), equidistant from

the sun and the disturbing planet (at which points, as wo
Iiave shown (art. 614.), the total disturbing force is always

directed inwards towards the sun). Those of the normal

force occur at points intermediate between these last men-
tioned points, and the syzygies, which, if the disturbing planet

be very distant, hold nearly the situation they do in the lunar

theory, t. e. considerably nearer the quadratures than the

syzygies. In proportion aa the distance of the disturbing

planet diminishes, two of these points, viz. those nearest the

syzygy, approach to each other, and to the syzygy, and in

the extreme case, when the dimensions of the orbits are equal,

coincide with it.

(716.) The second case is that in which the disturbing

planet is interior to tba disturbed, but at a distance from the

sun greater than half that of the latter. In this case there

are four neutral [)ointt< of the tangential force, and only two

of the normal. Those of the tangential force occur at the

syzy^es, and at the points of equidistance. The force retards

the disturbed body from conjunction to the first such points

after conjunction, accelerates it .thence to the opposition,

thence again retards it to the next point o?. equidistance,

and finally again accelerates it up to the conjunction. As
the disturbing orbit contracts in dimension the points of equi-
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distance approach ; their distance from syzygy from 60* (the

extreme case) diminislung to nothing, when they coincide with

each other, and with the conjunction. In the case of Saturn

disturbed by Jupiter, that distance is only 23** 33'. The
neutral points of the normal force lie somewhat beyond the

quadratures, on the side of the opposition, and do cot undergo

any very material change of situation with the contraction

of the disturbing orbit.

(717.) The third case is that in ^hich the diameter of the

disturbing luterior orbit is less than half that of the disturbed.

In this case there are only two points of evanescence for

either force. Those of the tangential force are the syzygies.

The disturbed planet is accelerated throughout the whole

semi-revolution from conjunction to opposition, and retarded

from opposition to conjunction, the maxima of acceleration

and retardation occurring not far from quadrature. The

neutral points of the normal force are situated nearly as in

the last case ; that is to say, beyond the quadratures towards

the opposition. All these varieties the student will easily

trace out by simply drawing the figures, and resolving the

forces in a series of cases, beginning with a very large and

ending with a v
, small diameter of the disturbing orbit.

It will greatly aid him in impressing on his imagination the

general relations of the subject, if he construct, as he proceeds.

• i

for each case, the el^;ant and symmetrical ovals in which the

points N and L (y?y . oiX. 675.) always lie, for a fixed position

& K, 8
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of M, and of which tho annexed figure expresses the forms

they respectively assume in the third cose now under consi-

deration. The second only differs from this, in having the

common vertex m of both ovals outside of the disturbed orbit

A P, while in the cose of an exterior disturbing planet the

oval m L assumes a four-lobed form ; its lobes respectively

touching the oval m N in its vertices, and cutting the orbit

A P in the points of equidistance and of tangency, (t. e, where

M P S is a right angle) as in this figure.

(718.) It would be easy now, bearing these features in mind,

to trace in any proposed case the form of the spiroid curve,

described, as above explained, by the upper focus. It will

suffice, however, for our present purpose to remark, Ist, That

between every two successive conjunctions of P and M the

same general funn, the same subordinate undulations, and the

same terminal displacement of the upper focus arc continually

repeated. 2tliy, That the motion of the focus in this curve

is retrograde whenever the disturbing planot is exterior, and

that in consequence the aphides of tho momentary ellipse also

recede, with a mean velocity such as, but for that dis-

placement, would bring tliom round at each conjunction to

tho same relative situation with respect to the line of syzygies.

.3dly, Tliat in consequence of this retrograde movement of the

apse, the disturbed planet, apart from that considcmtion,

would be twice in pcrihelio and twice in aphelio in ita

momentary ellipse in each synodic revolution, just as in tho

case of the moon disturbed by the sim — and that in

consequence of this and of the undulating naoveraont of

the focus II itself, an inequality will arise, analogous,
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mutatis mutandis in each case, to the moon's variation, under

A^hich term we comprehend (not exactly in conformity to its

strict technical meaning in the lunar theory) not only the

principal inequality thus arising, but all its subordinate fluc-

tuations. And on this the parallactic inequality thus violently

exaggerated is superposed.

(719.) We come now to the class of inequalities which

depend for their existence on an appretiabic amount of per-

manent exccntricity in the orbit of one or of both the dis-

turbing and disturbed planets, in consequence of which all

their conjunctions do not take place at equal distances cither

from the centml body or from each other, and therefore that

symmetry in every synodic revolution on which depends the

exact restoration of both the axis and exccntricity to their

original values at the completion of each such revolution no

longer subsists. In passing from conjunction to conjunction,

then, there will no longer be effected either a complete re-

storation of the upper focus to the same relative situation, or

of the axis to the same length which they respectively had at

the outset. At the same time it is not less evident that the

differences in both respects ore only what remain outstanding

after the compensation of by far the greater part of the de-

viations to and fro from a mean state which occur in the course

of the res .>lution ; and that they amount to but small fractions

of the total excursions of the focus from its firbt position, or

of the increase and decrease in the length of the axis effected

by the direct action of the tangential force,— so small, indeed,

that, unless owing to peculiar adjustments they be enabled

to accumulate again and again at successive conjunctions in

the same direction, they would be altogether undeserving of

any especial notice in a work of this nature. Such adjust-

ments, however, would evidently exht if the periodic times

of the planets were exactly conunensurable ; since in that case

all the iKJSsible coiyunctions which could ever happen (the

elements not being materially changed) would take place at

fixed points in longitude, the intermediate points being never

visited bv ft conjunctions Now, of the conjunctions a1
tuua

distributed, their relations to the lines of symmetry in the

K li 3
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orbits being all dissimilar, some one must be more influential

than the rest on each of the elements (not necessarily the

sttme upon all). Consequently, in a complete cycle of con-

junctions, wherein each has been visited in its turn, the

influence of that one on the clement to which it stands so

ccspccially related will preponderate over the counteracting

and compensating influence of the rest, and thus, although

in such a cycle as above specified, a further and much more

exact compensation will have been effected in its value than

in a single revolution ; still that compensation will not be

complete, but a poition of the effect (be it to increase or to

diminish the cxcentricity or the axis, or to cause the apse

to advance or to recede,) will remain outstanding. In the

next cycle of the same kind this will be repeated, and the

result will be of the same character, and so on, till at length

a sensible and ultimately a large amount of change shall have

taken place, and in fact until the axis (and with it the mean
motion) shall have so altered as to destroy the commensura-

bility of periods, and the apsides have so shifted as to alter

the place of the most influential conjunction.

(720.) Now, although it is true that the mean motions of

no two planets are exactly commensurate, yet cases are not

wanting in which there exists an approach to this adjustment.

For instance, in the case of Jupiter and Saturn, a cycle

composed of five periods of Jupiter and two of Saturn,

although it does not exactly bring about the same configuration,

docs so pretty nearly. Five periods of Jupiter are 21663

days, and two periods of Saturn, 21 519 days. The difference

is only 146 days, in which Jupiter describes, on on average,

1 2**, and Saturn about 5° ; so that after the lapse of tlio

former interval they will only be 7° from a conjunction in

tlio same parts of their orbits as before. If we calculate the

time wliich will exactly bring about, on the average, three

conjunctions of the two planets, we shall find it to be 21760

days, their synodical period being 7253*4 days. In thia

interval Saturn will have described 8° 6' in excess of two

piderenl revolutions, and Jupiter the same angle in cxccra of

five. Every thirtl conjunction, then, will take place 8* 6' in

1 1
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advance of the preceding, which is near enough to establish,

not, it ie true, an identity with, but still a great approach to

the case in^question. The excess of action, for several such,

triple conjunctions (7 or 8) in succession, will lie the same
way, and at each of them the elements of P's orbit and its

angular motion will be similarly influenced, so as to accumu-
late the effect upon its longitude; thus giving rise to an
irregularity of considerable magnitude and very long period,

which is well known to astronomers by the name of the great

inequality of Jupiter and Saturn.

(721.) The arc 8° 6' is contained 44^ times in the whole
circumference of 360°; and accordingly, if we trace round

this particular conjunction, we shall find it will return to the

same point of the orbit in so many times 21760 days, or in

?«48 years. But the conjunction we are now considering is

• ;] one out of three. The other two will happen at points

o'. t.rio orbit about 123** and 246° distant, and these points also

will advance by the same arc of 8° 6' in 21760 days. Con-

sequently the period of 2648 years will bring them all round,

and in that interval each of them will pass through that point

of the two orbits from which we commenced : hence a con-

junction (one or other of the three) will happen at that point

once in one third of this period, or in 883 years ; and this is,

therefore, the cycle in which the " great inequality " would

undergo its full compensation, did the elements of the orbits

continue all that time invariable. Their variation, however,

is considerable in so long an interval; and, owing to this

cause, the period itself is prolonged to about 918 years.

(722.) We have selected this inequality as the most remark-

able instance of this kind of action on account of its magnitude,

the length of its period, and its high historical interest. It

had long been remarked by astronomer?, that on comparing

together modem with ancient observations of Jupiter and

Saturn, the mean motions of these planets did not appear to

be uniform. The period of Saturn, for instance, appeared to

have been lengthening throughout the whole of the seven-

teenth century, and that of Ju[)itcr shortening— that is to

say, the one planet was constantly lagging behind, and the
K K 4
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other getting in advance of its calculated place. On the other

hand, in the eighteenth century, a process precisely the reverse

seemed to be going m. It is true the whole iKitardations

and coelerations obst-ved were not very great ; but, as their

influence went on accumulating, they produced, at length,

material differences between the observed and calculated

places of both these planets, which as they could not then be

accounted for by any theory, excited a high degree of attention,

and were even, at one time, too hastily regarded as almost

subversive of the Newt >nian Joctrine of gravity. For a long

while this difference baffled every endeavour to account for

it ; till at length Laplace pointed out its cause in the near

commensurability of the mean motions, as above shown, and

succeeded in calculating its period and amount. t; v,*^ ^.jEsMi,,

' (723.) The inequality in question amounts, at its maximum,

to on alternate gain and loss of about 0** 49' in the longitude

of Saturn, and a corresponding loss and gain of about 0" 21'

in that of Jupiter. That an j\cceleration in the one planet

must necesparily be accompanied by a retardation in the other,

might appear at first sight self-evident, if we consider, that

action and reaction being equal, and in contrary directions,

whatever momentum Jupiter communicates to Saturn in the

direction P M, the same momentum must Saturn communicnto

to J jpiter in the direction M P. The one, therefore, it might

Bf J 1 to be plausibly argued, will be dragged forward,

\irhenever the other is pulled back in its orbit The inference

is correct, so far as the general andfinal result goes ; but the

reasoning by wiilch it would, on the firet glance, appear to bo

thus summarily established is fallacious, or at least incomplete.

It is perfectly true that whntover momentum Jupiter com-

municates directly to Saturn, Saturn communicates an equal

momentum to Jupiter in an opposite linear direction. But it

is not with the absolute motions of the two planets in space

that we are now concerned, but with the relative motion of

each separately, with respect to the sun rcgaixlcd as at rest.

The perturbative forces (the forces which disturb these relative

motions) do not act along the lino of junction of the planets

(art 614.). In the reasoning thur objected Xk, the attraction
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of each on the 8un has been loft out of the account *, and it

remains to be shown that these attractions neutralize and

destroy each other's effects in considerable periods of time,

as bearing upon the result in question. Suppose then that

we for a moment abandon the point of view, in which we
have hitherto all along considered the subject, and regard the

sun as free to move, and liable to bo displaced by the attrac-

tions of the two planets. Then will the movements of all be

performed about the common center of gravity, just as they

would have been about the sun's center regarded as immo-

veable, the sun all the while circulating in a small orbit (with

ti motion compounded of the two elliptic motions it would

have in virtue of their separate attractions) about the same

center. Now in this case M still disturbs P, and P, M, but

the whole disturbing force now acts along their line ofjunction,

and since it remains true that whatever momentum M gene-

rates in P, P will generate the same in M in a contrary

direction ; it will also be strictly true that, so far as a disturb-

ance of their elliptic motions about the common center of

gravity of the system, is alone regarded, whatever disturbance

of velocity is generated in the (me, a contrary disturbance of

velocity (only in the ir erse ratio of the masses and modified,

though never contradicted, by the directions in which they

are respectively moving), will be generated in the other.

Now when we are considering only inequaliiies of long period

comprehending many complete revolutions of both planets,

and which arise fi-om changes in the axes of the orbits,

affecting their mean motions^ it matters not whether we
Huppose these motions performed about the common center

of gravity, or about the sun, which never departs from

that center to any material extent (the mass of the sun

being '.mch in comparison with that of the planets, that

that cei\ter always lies within hib surface). The mean moti'^n

* We nre here rradSn^; a >ort of rcCfltitat'ton. Tn the edition of 1R!IS the

rfinarkable rctiult in qumtiun i« sutight tu bv ciitablixheii by thin vicious rranon-

iiifT' ' le tniKtake \% a very nnttiral one, and is so npt to haunt the ideaa ot

"''S'"""'^
tlivtn Bgaiiitt it.

••aw ^»fiemm^j *i^ wafM
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therefore, regarded aa the averiige angular velocity during a

revolution, is the same whether estimated by reference to the

sun's center, or to the center of gravity, or, in other words,

the relative mean motion referred to the sun is identical with

the absolute mean motion referred to the center of gravity.

(724.) This reasoning applies equally to every case of

mutual disturbance resulting in a long inequality such as may
arise from a slow and lonfir.KK)ntinued periodical increase and

diminution of the axes, and geometers have accordingly

demonstrated as a consequence from it, that the proportion

in which such inequalities affect the longitudes of the two

planets concerned, or the maxima of the excesses and defects

of their longitudes above and below their elliptic values,

thence arising, in each, are to each other in the inverse ratio

of their masses multiplied by the square roots of the major

axes of iueir orbits, and this result is confirmed by observ-

ation, and will be found verified in the instance immediately

in question as nearly as the uncertainty still subsisting aa to

the masses of the two planets will permit. :•_,., i ;.;^ ;i v . .,-

;

(725.) The inequality in question, as has been observed in

general, (art 718.) would be much greater, were it not for the

partial compensation which is operated in it in every triple

conjunction of the planets. Suppose

P Q B to be Saturn's orbit, and

pqr Juoiter's; and suppose a con-

junction to take place at Pp, on the

line S A ; a second at 123° distance,

on the line S B ; a third at 246° dis-

tance, on S C ; and the next nt 368°,

on S D. This last-mentioned con-

junction, taking place nearly in the

situation of the first, will produce

nearly a repetition of the first effect in retarding or accelerating

the planets; but the other two, beinj; in the most remote

sit lations possible from the first, will happen under entirely

different circumstances as to the position of the perihelia of

the orbits. Now, we have seen that a presentation of the one

planet to the other in c-onjunctioii, in a »««»»• «f.•• t\j%tj sibiltttll/liP,

,^^
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tends to produce compensation ; and, in fact, the greatest

possible amount of compensation ^hich can be produced by
only three conjunctions is when they are thus equally dis-

tributed round the —iter. Hence we see that it is not the

whole amount of perturbation which is thus accumulated in

each triple conjunction, but only that small part which is left

uncompensated by the intermediate ones. The reader, who
possesses already some acquuntarce with the subject, will

not be at a loss to perceive how this consideration is, in fact,

equivalent to that part of the geometrical investigation of this

inequality which leads us to seek its expression in terms of

the third order, or involving the cubes and products of three

dimensions of the excentricities and inclinations; and how
the continual accumulation of small quantities, during long

periods, corresponds to what geometers intend when they

speak of small terms receiving great accessions of magnitude

by the introduction of large cc efficients in the process of

integration.

(726.) Similar considerations apply to every case of ap-

proximate commensurability which can take place among the

mean motions of any two planets. Such, for instance, is that

which obtains between the mean motion of the earth and

VenvtS,— 13 times the period of Venus being very nearly

equal to 8 times that of the earth. This gives rise to an ex-

tremely near coincidence of every fifth conjunction, in the

8amc parts of each orbit (within ^^^yth part of a circum-

ference), and therefore to a correspondingly extensive accu-

mulation of the resulting uncompensated perturbation. But,

on the other hand, che part of the perturbation thus accu-

mulated Is only that which remains outstanding after passing

the equalizing ordeal of five conjunctions equally distributed

round the circle ; or, in the language of geometers, is de-

pendent on powers and products of the excentricities and

inclinations of the fifth order. It is, therefore, extremely

minute, and the whole resulting inequality, according to the

elaborate calculations of Mr. Airy, to whom it owes its de-

tection, amounts to nu more than a few seconds at its maximum,

\vltile its period is no less than 240 years. This example will
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serve to ehow to wHat minuteness these enquiries have been

carried in the planetary theory.

(727.) That variations of long period arising in the way
above described are necessarily accompanied by similarly

perioilical displacements of the upper focus, equivalent in their

effect to periodical fluctuations in the magnitude of the

excentricity, and in the position of the line of apsides, is

evident from what has b3en already said respecting the motion

of the upper focus under the influence of the disturbing forces.

In the case of circular orbits the mean place of H coincides

with S the center of the sun, l>at if the orbits have any inde-

pendent ellipticity, this coincidence will no longer exist—and

the mean place of the upper focus will come to be inferred

from the average of all the situations which it actually holds

during an entire revolution. Now the fixity of this point

depends on the equality of each of the branches of the cus-

pidated curves, and consequent equality of excursion of

the focus in each particular direction, in every successive

situation of the line of conjunction. But if there be some

one line of conjunction in which these excursions are greater

in any one particular direction than in another, the mean
place of the focus will be displaced, and if this process be re-

peated, that mean place will continue to deviate more and

more from its original position, and thus will arise a circu-

lation of the mean place of the focus for a revolution about

another mean situation, the average of all the former mean

places during a complete cycle of conjunctions. Supposing

S to be the sun, O the situation the upper focus would have,

liad these inequalities no existence, and H K the path of the

upper focus, which it pursues about O by reason of them,

then it is evident that In the course of a complete cycle of

the inequality In question, the excentricity will have fluc-

tuated between the extreme limits S J and S I and the di-

rection of the longer axis between the extreme position S H
and S K, and that If we suppose ij h k to be the corresponding

mean places of the focus, ij will be the extent of the fluctu-

ation of the mean excentricity, and the angle h$h, that of the

lllUtfitlule (»f iho i)ori<rne--- o —
1 o . . • ,

^1
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(728.) The periods then in which these fluctuations go

through their phases are necessarily equal in duration with

that of the inequality in longitude, with which they stand in

connection. But it by no means follows that their maxima

all cuincide. The variation of the axis to which that of the

mean motion corresponds, depends on the tangential force only

whose maximimi is not at conjunction or opposition, but at

points remote from either,, while the exccntricity depends

both on the normal and tangential forces, the maximum of the

former of which is at the conjunction. That piirticular con-

junction therefore, which is most influential on the axis, is

not so on the excentricity, so that it can by no means be

concluded that either the maximmn value of the axis coincides

with the maximum, or the minimum of the excentricity, or

with the greatest excursion to or fro of the line of apsides

from its mean situation, all that can be safely asserted is, that

as either the axis or the excentricity of the one orbit varies,

that of the other will vary in the c;~- jsite direction.

(729.) The primary elements of the lunar and planetary

orbits, which may be regarded aa variable, are the longitude

of the node, the inclination, the axis, excentricity, longitude

of the perihelion, and epoch (art. 496.). In the foregoing

articles we have shown in what manner each of the first five

of these elements are made to vary, by the direct action of

the perturbing forces. It remains to explain in what manner

the last comes to be aflected by them. And here it is neces-

Bory, in the first instance, to remove some degree of obscurity
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wliich may be thought to hang about the sense in which the

term itself is to be understood in speaking of an orbit, every

other element of which is regarded as in a continual state of

variation. Supposing, then, that we were to reverse the pro-

cess of calculation described in arts. 499. and 500. by which a

planet's heliocentric lon^tude in an elliptic orbit is computed

for a given time ; and setting out with a heliocentric longitude

ascertiuned by observation, all the other elements being known,

we were to calculate either what mean longit ide the planet

had at a ^ven epochal time, or, which would come to the same

thing, at what moment of time (thenceforward to be assumed

as an epoch) it had a given mean lon^tude. It is evident

that by this means the epoch, if not otherwise known, would

become known, whether we consider it as the moment of time

corresponding to a convenient mean longitude, or as the mean

longitude corresponding to a convenient time. The latter way
of considering it has some advantages in respect of general

convenience, and astronomers are in agreement in employing,

as an element under the title ** Epoch of the mean longitude,"

the mean lon^tude of the planet so computed for a fixed date

;

as, for instance, the commencement of the year 1800, mean
time at a given place. Supposing now all the elements of the

orbit invariable, if we were to go through this reverse process,

and thus ascertain the epoch (so defined) from any number of

difierent perfectly correct heliocentric longitudes, it is clear

we should always come to the same result. One and the

same " epoch " would come out from all the calculations.

(730.) Considering then the ''epoch" in this light, as

merely a result of this reversed process of calculation, and not

as the direct result of an observation instituted for the pur-

pose at the precise epochal moment of time, (which would be,

generally speaking, impracticable,) it might be conceived

subject to variation in two distinct ways, viz. dependently

and independently. Dependently it must vary, as a necessary

consequence of the variation of the other elements ; because,

if setting out from one and the same observed heliocentric

longitude of the planet, we calculate back to the epoch with

two diiferent sets of intermediate elements, the one set con-

Vf
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sisting of those which it hod immediately before its arrival at

that longitutl 3, the other that which it takes up immediately

after (t. e, with an unvaried and a varied system), we cannot

(unless by singular accident of mutual counteraction) arrive

at the same result ; and the difference of the results is evi-

dently the variation of the epoch. On the other hand, how-
ever, it cannot vary independently ; for since this is the only

mode in which the unvaried and varied epochs can become

known, and as both result from direct processes of calculation

involving only given data, the results can only differ by
reason of the difference of those data. Or we may argue

thus. The change in the path of the planet, and i>'' place in

that path so changed, at any future time (supposing it to

undergo no further variation), are entirely owing to the change

in its velocity and direction, produced by the disturbing

forces at the point of disturbance ; now these latter changes

(as we have above seen) are completely represented by the

momentary change in the situation of the upper focus, taken

in combination with the momentary variation in the plane of

the orbit ; and these therefore express the total effect of the

disturbing forces. There is, therefore, no direct and specific

action on the epoch as an independent variable. It is simply

left to accommodate itself to the altered state of things in tho

mode already indicated.

(731.) Nevertheless, should the effects of perturbation by

inducing changes on these other elements affect the mean lon-

gitude of the planet in any other way than can be considered

as properly taken account of, by the varied periodic time due

to a change of axis, such effects must be regarded as incident

on the epoch. This is the case with a very curious class of

perturbations which we are now to consider, and which have

their origin in an alteration of the average distance at which

the disturbed body is found at every instant of a complete

revolution, distinct from, and not brought about by the

variation of the major semi-axis, or momentary ** mean dis-

tance** which is an imaginary magnitude, to be carefully dis-

tinguished from the average of the actual distances now
contemplated. Perturbations of this class (like the moon's
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variation, with which they ore intimately connected) are in-

dependent on the excentricity of the disturbed orbit ; for which

reason we shall simplify our treatment of this part of the sub-

ject, by supposing that orbit to have no permanent excen-

tricity, the upper focus in its successive displacements merely

revolving about a mean position coincident with the lower.

We shall also suppose M very distant, as in the lunar theory.

(732.) Referring to what is sud in arts. 706. and 707., and

to the figures accompanying those 'icles, and considering

first the effect of the tangential force, we see that besides the

effect of that force in changing the length of the axis, and

consequently the periodic time, it causes the upper focus H to

describe, in each revolution of P, a four-cusped curve, a, d,b,e,

about S, all whose intercuspidal arcs are similar and equal.

This supposes M fixed, and at an invariable distance,— suppo-

sitions which simplify the relations of the subject, and (as wo
shall afterwards show) do not affect the general nature of the

conclusions to be drawn. In virtue, then, of the excentricity

thus given rise to, P will be at the perigee of its momentary

ellipse at syzygies and in its apogee at quadratures. Apart,

therefore, from the change arising from the variation of axis,

the distance of P from S will be less at syzygies, and greater

at quadratures, than in the original circle. But the average

of all the distances during a whole revolution will be un-

altered ; because the distances of a, d, b, e from S being

equal, and the arcs symmetrical, the approach in and about

perigee will be equal to the recess in and about apogee. And,

in like manner, the effect of the changes going on in tlie

length of the axis itself, on the average in question, is nil,

because the alternate increases and decreases of that length

balance each other in a complete revolution. Thus we sec

that the tangential force is excluded from all influence in pro-

ducing the class of perturbations now under consideration.

« (733.) It is otherwise with respect to the normal force. In

virtue of the action of that force the upper focus describes, in

each revolution of P, the four-cusped curve (^g. art. 707.),

Avhose intercuspidal arcs are alternately of very unequal

extent, arising, as we have seen, from the longer duration and

f :y
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un-

greater energy of the outward than of the inward action of the

disturbing force. Although, therefore^ in perigee at syzygies

and in apogee at quadratures, the apogeal recess is much
greater than the perigeal approach, inasmuch aaSd greatly

exceeds S a. On the average of a whole revolution, then, the

recesses will preponderate, and the average distance will there-

fore be greater in the disturbed than in the undisturbed orbit.

And it is manifest that this conclusion is quite independent

of any change in the length of the axis, which the normal force

has no power to produce.

(734.) But neither does the normal force operate any

change' of linear velocity in the disturbed body. When
carried out, therefore, by the effect of that force to greater

distance from S, the angular velocity of its motion round B
will be diminished : and contrariwise when brought nea^ ox.

The average of all the momentary angular motions, c^f^refore,

will decrease with the increase in that of the tiouientary

distances ; and in a higher ratio, since the angular velocity,

under an equable description of areas, is inversely as the

square of the distance, and the disturbing force, being (in the

case supposed) directed to or from the center, does not disturb

that equable description (art. 616.). Consequently, on the

average of a whole revolution, the angular motion is slower,

andtherefore the time ofcompleting a revolution, and returning

to the same longitude, longer than in the undisturbed orbit,

and thttt independentof and without any reference to the length

of the momentary axis, and the ''pei^^cUo time" or ''mean

motion** dependent thereon. We leavu ho the reader to follow

out (as is easy to do) the same triun of reasoning in the cases

of planetary perturbation, when M is not very remote, and

when it is interior to the disturbed orbit. In the latter case

the preponderant effect changes from a retardation of angular

velodty to an acceleration, and the dilatation of the average

dimensdons of F's orbit to a contraction.

(735.) The above is an accurate analysis, according to

strictdynamical principles, ofan effect which, speaking roughly,

may be assimilated to an alteration of M*s gravitation towards

S by the mean preponderant amount of the outward and

Ij l,

Wvr-
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inward action of the normal forces constantly exerted— nearly

as would be the case if the mass of the disturbing body were

formed into a ring of imiform thickness, concentric with S,

and of such diameter as to exert an action on P everywhere

equal to such mean preponderant force, and in the same

direction as to inwards or outwards. For it is clear that the

action of such a ring on P, will be the difference of its attrac'

tions on the two points P and S, of which the latter occupies

it« center, the former is excentric. Now the attraction of a

ring on its center is manifestly equal in all directions, and

therefore, estimated in any one direction, is zero. On the

other hand, on a point P out of its center, if within the ring,

the resulting attraction will always be outwarda, towards the

nearest point of the ring, or directly from the center.* But

if P lie without the ring, the resulting force will act always

inwards, urging P towards its center. Hence it appears that

the mean effect of the radial force of the ring will be different

in its direction, according as the orbit of the disturbing body

is exterior or interior to that of the disturbed. In the former

j^ f;^^ U^J >'J \ •,>*»»,.

* At this is proposition which the equilibrium of Saturn'i ring renders not

merely tpoculatiTe or illuatretiTe, it wii! be well to demonitrate it ; which mmy
be done rery limply, and without the aid of any calcului. Conceive a upherical

•hell, and a point within it : everv line pining through the point, and termi*

nating both wayi in the ihell, will, of course, be equally inclined to iti lurfiice

at either end, being a chcrd of a tpherical surface, and, therefore lymmetrioally

related to all its parts. Now, conceive a small double cone, or pyramid, hbving

iu apex at the point, and formed by the oonicil motion of such a line round the

point. Then will the two portions of the spherical shell, which form the bases

of both the oonei, or pyramids, be similar and equally inclined to their axes.

Therefore their arQ«« will be to each other as the souares of their dihtanoes from
the common apex. TV.orefore their ittractions on It will be equal, because tlio

attraction is aa the attracting matter directly, and the square of its distance iii-

venely. Now, these attrictions act in oppoiite direciioni, and therefore counter-

act each other, llierefore the point is in equilibrium between them ; and a«

the same is true of every such pair of areas into which the spherical shell can l>e

broken up, therefore the point will be in equilibrium howver titualtd within

•uch a spherical shell. Now take a ring, and treat it similarly, breaking its cir>

cumferenee up into piin of elementi, the bases of Irianglu formed by lines

passing through tue attracted point. Here the attracting elements being /tuts,

not nrfiiMi, are in the timplt ratio of the distance!, not the duplicalt, as tliev

should be to maintain the enuilibrium. Therefore it will not be maintaini'd,

but the Nrar««< elements will have the superiority, and the point will, on the

wh<4«, be urged towards the nearest part of the ring. Hie same is true of

•very ttntar ring, and is therefore true of any assemblage of oonocntrio ones
itn* m Axt anniillia ltbj> tka vins nt Bat ;»,«."""

'

^
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ones

case it will act in diminution, in the latter in augmentation

of the central gravity.

(736.) Regarding, stilli only the mean effect, as produced

in a great number of revolutions of both bodies, it is evident

that such an increase of central force will be accompauietl

with a diminution of periodic time and distance of a body

revolving with a stated velocity, and vice versA. This, as we
have shown, is the first and most obvious effect of the radial

part of the disturbing force, when exactly analyzed. It alters

permanently, and by a certain mean amount, the distrjices

and times of revolution of all the bodies composing the

planetary system, from what they would be, did each planet

circulate about the sun uninfluenced by the attraction of the

rest ; the angular motion of the interior bodies of the systciii

being thus rendered less, and those of the exterior greater,

than on that supposition. The latter effect, indeed, might bo

at once concluded from this obvious consideration,—that all

the planets revolving interiorly to any orbit may be considered

as adding to the general aggregate of the attracting matter

within, which is not the less efficient for being distributed

over space, and nuuntuned in a state of circulation. 1

(737.) This effect, however, is one which we have no means

of m:)a0uring, or even of detecting, otherwise than by calcu-

lation. For our knowledge of the periods of the planets is

drawn from observations made on them in their actual state,

and therefore under the influence of this, which may bo

regarded as a sort of constant part of the perturbative action.

Their observed mean motions are therefore affected by the

whole amount of its influence ; and we have no means of dis-

tinguishing this by observation from the direct effect of the

sun's attraction, with which it is blended. Our knowledge,

however, of the masses of the planets assures us that it is

extremely small ; aud this, in fact, is all which it is at all

important to us to know, in the theory of their motions. ^

(738.) The action of the sun upon the moon, in like

manner, tends, by its mean influence during many successi «ro

revolutions of both bodies, to inoreate permanently the

moon's distance and periodic time. But this general average
i. L fl
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is not eBtablbbod, either in the case of the moon or planets,

without a series of surbordinate fluctuations, which we have

purposely neglected to take account of in the above reasoning,

and which obviously tend, in the average of a great multitude

of revolutions, to neutralize each other. In the lunar theory,

however, some of these subordinate fluctuations are very

sensibla to observation. The most conspicuous of these is

the moon's annual equation ; so called because it consists in

an alternate increase and decrease in her longitude, corre-

sponding with the earth's situation in its annual orbit ; t. e,

to its angular distance from the perihelion, and therefore

hav* Jg a year instead of a month, or aliquot part of a month,

for its period. To understand tho mode of its production,

let us suppose the sun, still holding a fixed position in lon-

gitude, to approach gradually nearer to the earth. Then
will all its (Usturbing forces be gradually increased in a very

high ratio compared with the diminution of the distance

(being inversely as its cube; so that its effects of every

kind are three times greater in respect of any change of

distance, than they would be by the simple law of pro-

portionality). Hence, it is obvious tL it the focus H (art.

707.) in the act of describing each intercuspidal arc of the

curve a, <f, b, e^ will be continually carried out farther and

farther from S ; and the curve, instead of returning into

itself at the end of each revolution, will open out into a sort

of cuspidated spiral, as in the figure

annexed. Retracing now the reason-

ing of art. 733. as adapted to this state

of things, it will be seen that so long

as this dilu.ation goes on, so long will

the difference between M's recess from

S in aphelio and its approach in perihelio (which is equal to

the difference of consecutive long and short semidiameters of

this curve) also continue to increase, and with it the average

of the distances of M from S in a whole revolution, and

consequently also the time of performing such a revolution.

The reverse process will go on m the sun again recedes.

AiUua «v nuuvata vunv. - tuS SUu »ppiimCii66 tuo anFtii, tiia
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to

of

mean angular motion of the moon on the average of a whole

revolution will diminish, and the duration of each lunation

will therefore exceed that of the foregoing, and vice vend,

(739.) The moon's orbit being supposed circular, the sun's

orbitiud motion will have no other effect than to keep the

moon longer under the influence of every gradation of the

disturbing force, than would have been the case had his

situation in longitude remained unaltered (art 711). The
same effects, therefore, will take place, only on an increased

scale in the proportion of the increased time ; t. «. in the

proportion of the synodic to the sidereal revolution of the

moon. Observation confirms these results, and assigns to the

inequality in question a maximum value of between 10' and

1 r, by which the moon is at one time in advance of, and at

another be!dnd, its mean place, in consequence of this per-

turbation.

(740.) To this class of inequalities we must refer one of

great importance, and extending over an immense period of

time, known by the name of the secular acceleration of the

moorCt mean motion. It had been observed by Dr. Halley,

on comparing together the records of the most ancient lunar

eclipses of the Chaldean astronomers with those of modem
times, that the period of the moon's revolution at present is

sensibly shorter than at that remote epoch ; and this result

was confirmed by a further comparison of both sets of

observations with those of the Arabian astronomers of the

eighth and ninth centuries. It appeared, from these com-

parisons, that the rate at which the moon's mean motion

increases is about 11 seconds per century,— a quantity small

in itself, but becoming considerable by its accumulation

during a succession of ages. This remarkable fact, like the

great equation of Jupiter and Saturn, had been long the

subject of toilsome invei^tigation to geometers. Indeed, so

difficult did it appear to render any exact account of, that

while some were on the point of agun declaring the theory

of gravity inadequate to its explanation, others were for

rejecting alt(^ther the evidence on which it rested, although

quite as satisfactory as that on which most historical events

L. L 3
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• I

are credited. It was in this dilemma that Laplace once

more stepped in to rescue physical astronomy from its

r^proadi, by pointing out the real cause of the pluenomenon

in question, which, when so explained, is one of the most

curious and instructive in the whole range of our subject,

—

one which leads our speculations farther into the past and

future, and points to longer vistas in the dim perspective of

changes whidi our system has undergone and is yet to

undergo, than any other which observation assisted by theory

has developed. '<mu -.ai i-> =' »: h>-.- u^ .«^'-

(741.) The year is not an exact number of lunations. It

consists of twelve and a fraction. Supposing then the sun

and moon to set out from conjunction together; at the

twelfth conjunction subsequent the sun will not have re-

turned precisely to the same point of its annual orbit, but

will fall somewhat short of it, and at the thirteenth will have

overpassed it. Hence in twelve lunations the gain of

longitude during the first half year will be somewhat under

and in thirteen somewhat over-compensated. In twenty-

six it will be nearly twice as much over-compensated, in

thirty -nine not quite so nearly three times as much, and so

on, until, after a certain number of such multiples of a lunation

have elapsed, the sun will be found half a revolution in

advance, and in place of receding farther at the expiration of

the next, it will have begun to approach. From this time

every succee-^ing cycle will destroy some portion of that over-

compensation, until a complete revolution of the sun in excess

shuJl he accomplished. Thus arises a subordinate or rather

Bupplemoncary inequality, having for its period as many years

as is necessary to multiply the deficient arc into a whole

revolution, at the end of wh''*.h time a much more exact

compensation will have been operated, and so on. Thus
after a raoderate number of years an almost perfect com-

pensation will be effected, and if we exter*^. our views to

centuries we may consider it as quite so. Such at least

would be the case if the solar ellipse were invariable.

But that ellipse is kept in a continual but excessively slow

state of change by the action of the planets on the earth.
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Its axis, it is true, remains unaltered; but its excentricty

h, and has been since the earliest ages, diminbhing; (jid

this diminution will continue (there is little reason to doubt)
till the excentricity is annihilated altogether, and the earth's

OTb't becomes a perfect circle; after which it will agam
open out into an ellipse, the excentricity will again in-

crease, attain a certain moderate amount, and then again

deci.^jse. The time required for these evolutions, though
calculable, has not been calculated, further than to satisfy

us that it is not to be reckoned by hundreds or by thousands

of years. It is a period, in short, in which the whole history

of astronomy and of the human race occupies but as it were
a point, durlag which all its changes are to be regarded as

uniform. Now, it is by this variation in the excentricity of

the earth's orbit that the secular acceleration of he moon is

caused. The compensation above spoken of (even after the

lapse of centuries) will now, we see, be only imperfectly

effected, owing to this slow shifting of one of the essential

data. The steps of restoration are no longer identical with,

nor equal to, those of change. The struggle up hill is not

maintained on equal terms with the downward tendency.

The groimd is all t^e while slowly sliding beneath the teet

of the antagonists. During the whole time that the earth's

excentricity is diminishing, a preponderance is given to the

I'e-action over the action; and it is lot till that diminution

shall cease, that the tables will be turned, and the process of

ultimate restoration will commence. Mea\:v ^ile, a minute,

outstanding, and uncompensated effect in iavour of accele-

ration is left at each recurrence, or near recurrencf), of the

same configurations of the sun, the moon, and the solar

perigee. These accun^'Jate, and at length affect the moon's

longitude to an extent not to be overl oked.

(742.) The phsenomenon, of which 'u have now givei> en

account, is another and very btriking example of the pro-

pagation of a periodic change from one part of a system to

another. The planets, with one exception, have no direct

appretia'ule action on the lunar motions as referred to the

earth. Their masses are too small, and their distances too
L, L 4
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j^reat, for their difference of action on the mcon a.nd earth

ever iQ become f^tensible. Yet their effect or ^he earth's

orbit is thus, we me, propagated through the sw:. to that of

the moon; and, what is very remarkable, ih^ iixasmitted

effect thus : idirectly produced en the i ngle {"' saibe] hy he

moon round the e^^xth is more sensible to obfcorvation than

that directly produ<:ed by thi^m on. the tsagle described by the

earth round the 3un.

i (743.) Keferring to the reaHonmg of tirt- 738., we rbal-

perceive that if, owing * i any othst cauao than its elliptic

icotion, the sun's distance firom the earth be eubjec. :o a

por'odic^l inci'.*a8e and decrease, ithat variation will give rise

to I i'cnar 'r£<j[\iality of equal period analogous to the annual

equctioia. /t thus happens that very mmute changes im-

pressed »j I the orljtt of the earth, by the direct action of the

planet»> <;^provideci their periods, though not properly speaking

i^ocular, be of cousidv>rable length,) may ruake themselves

eensible in the lunar m 3tions. The longitude of that satellite,

as observed from the earth, is, in fact, singularly sensible to

This kind of reflected action, which illustrates in a striking

manner the principle of forced vibrations laid down in art.

(650.). The reason of this will be readily apprehended, if

we consider that however trifling the increase of her longitude

which would arise in a single revolution, from a minute and

almost infinitesimal increase of her mean angular velocity,

that increase is not only repeated in each subsequent revo-

luticj, but is reinforced during each by a similf " i^h aC'

cession of angular motion generated in its lapse. This pro-

cess goes on so long as the angular motion continues tc

increase, and only begins to be reversed when lapse of time,

brining round a contrary action on the angular motion,

shall have destroyed the excess of velocity previously gained,

and begun to operate a retardation. In ''Aa respect, the

advance gained by the moon on her undir

be assimilated, during its increasii, to tl«

from i-est v -jr the action of a contii^.^'V-

The velo. .uned in each instant . t- »,

( d place may
^ ice described

celerating force.

:nly effective in

avancMU UU41UK at>*}
..U_ * J * A
,iUOO«|U«UI> IIIBIIUII,
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but new velodties are every instant generated^ and go on

adding their cumulative effects to those before produced.

^^ (744.) The dlmance of the earth fix)m the sun, like that of

the moon from the earth, may be affected in its average value

estimated over long periods embracing many revolutions, in

two modes, conformably to the theory above delivered. Ist,

it may vary by a variation in the length of the axis m^or of

its orbit, arising from the direct action of some tangential

disturbing force on its velocity, and thereby producing a

change of mean motion and periodic time in virtue of the

Keplerian law of periods, which declares that the periodic

times are in the sesquiplicate ratio of the mean distances.

Or, 2dly, it may vary by reason of that peculiar action on the

average of actual distances during a revolution, which arises

from variations of excentricity and perihelion only, and which

produces that sort of change in the mean motion which we
have characterized as incident on the epoch. The change of

mean motion thus arising, has nothing whatever to do with

any variation of the major axis. It does not depend on the

change of distance by the Keplerian law of periods, but by

that of arecu. The altered mean motion is not sub-sesqui-

plicate to the altered axis of the ellipse, which in fact does

not alter at all, but is aub-dupUcate to the altered average of

distances in a revolution ; a distinction which must be care-

fully borne in mind by every one who will clearly under-

stand either the subject itself, or the force of Newton's ex-

planation of it in the 6th Corollary of his celebrated 66th

Proposition. In whichever mode, however, an alteration in

the mean motion is effected, if we accommodate the general

sense of our language to the specialties of the case, it remains

true that every change in the mean motion is accompanied

with a cOi.T4 ^Tiouding change in the mean distance.

( i4G.) Now we have seen, art. (726.), that Venus produces

in the eartk a perturbation in longitude, of so long a period

(240 years), that it cann. t woU be reprarded without violence to

ordinary language, othci wise taau an an oq^iAtion of the mean
motion. Of course, therefore, it follows that during that half

of this long period of time, in which the earth's motion is
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retarded, the distance between the mm and earth is on the
5

increase, and vice versA. Minute as is the equation in question,

and consequent alteration of solar distance, and ahnost in-

conceivably minute as is the effect produced on the moon's

mean angular velocity in a single lunation, yet the great

number of lunations (1484), during which the effect goes on

accumulating in one direction, causes the moon at the moment
when that accumulation has attained its maximum to be very

sensibly in advance of its undisturbed place (viz. by 23" of

longitude), and after 1484 more lunations, as much in arrear.

The calculations by which this curious result has been

established, formidable from their length and intricacy, are

due to the industry, as the discovery of its origin is to the

sagacity, of Professor Hansen. -

'

^ , ,

.

(746.) The action of Venus, just explained, is indirect,

being as it were a sort of reflection of its influence on the

earth's orbit. But a very remarkable instance ofits influence,

in actually pert^arbmg the moon's motions by its direct at-

traction, has been pointed out, and the inequality due to it

computed by the same eminent geometer.* As the details

of his processes have not yet appeared, we can here only

explain, in general terms, the principle on which the result

in question depends, and the nature of the peculiar adjustment

of the mean angular velocities of the earth and Venus which

render it effective. The disturbing forces of V^nus on the

moon are capable of being represented or expressed (as is

indeed generally the case with all the forces concerned in

producing planetary disturbance) by the substitution for them

of a series of other forces, each having a period or cycle within

which it attains a maximum in one direction, decreases to

nothing, reverses its action, attains a maximum in the oppo-

site direction, again decreases to nothing, again reverses its

action and re-attains its former magnitude, and so on. These

cycles differ for each particular constituent or term, as it is

called, of the total forces considered as so broken up into

partial ones, and generally speaking, every combination which

* Aatronomiiohe Nachriohten, No. 597.
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con be fonned by subtracting a multiple of the mean motion

of one of the bodies concerned from a midtiple of that of the

other, and, when there are three bodies disturbing one another,

every such triple combination becomes, under the technical

name of an argument, the cyclical representative of a force

acting in the manner and according to the law described.

Each of these periodically acting forces produces its pertur*

bative effect, according to the law of the superposition of

small motions, as if the others had no existence. And if it

happen, as in an immen&c majority of cases it does, that the

cycle of any particular one of these partial forces has no re-

lation to the periodic time of the disturbed body, so as to

bring it to the same, or very nearly the same point of its

orbit, or to any situation favourable to any particular form

of disturbance, over and over again when the force is at its

maximum ; that force will, in a few revolutions, neutralize

its own effect, and nothing but fluctuations of brief duration

can result from its action. The contrary will evidently be

the case, if the cycle of the force coincide so nearly vith the

cycle of the moon's anomalistic revolution, as to bring round

the maximum of the force acting in one and the same dire' '
i

(whether tangential or normal) either accurately, or \\,if

nearly indeed to some definite point, as, for example, the

apogee of her orbit. Whatever the effect produced by such

a force on the angular motion of the moon, if it be not

exactly compensated in one cycle of its action, it will go on

accumulating, being repeated over and over again under

circumstances very nearly the same, for many successive

revolutions, until at length, owing to the want of precise

accuracy in the adjustment of that cycle to the b > ^ 'stio

period, the maximum of the force (in the same phase of its

action) is brought to coincide with a point in the orbit (as

the perigee), determinative of an opposite effect, and thus, at

length, a compensation will be worked put ; in a time, how-

e-ar, so much the longer as the difference between the cycle

v^i. i.he force and the moon's anomalistic period is less.

(747.) Now, in fact, in the case of Venus disturbing the

monn. thfiro Axintii a. cvclic^nl combination of this kinds Of

*'..
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course the disturbing force of Venus on the moou varies with

her distance from the earth, and this distance again depends

on her C(s"f;.! -Ft^o- with respect to the earth and the sun,

takinc vtu fcr u^cl the ellipticity of both their orbits. Among
the combinations which take their rise from this latter con-

sideration, and which, as may easily be supposed, are of great

complexity, there is a term (an exceedingly minute one),

whose argument or cycle if '''^ermined by subtracting 16

times the mean motioii ot the earth iVom 18 times that of

Venus. The difference is so very nearly the mean motion of

the moon in her anomalistic revolution, that whereas the

latter revolution is completed in 27* 13'' IS"* 32'3», the cycle

of the force is completed in 27* 13'' 7™ 35-6«, differing from

the other by no more than ICP 56*7', or about one 362dth

part of a complete period of the moon from apogee to apogee.

During half of this very long interval (that is to say, during

aboi't I36f years), the perturbations produced by a force of

t\m character, go on increasing and accumulating, and are

destroyed in another equal intervaL Althou^L therefore

excessively minute in their actual effect on the angular

motion, this minuteness is compensated by the number of

repeated acts of accumulation, and by the length of time

during which they continue to act on the longitude. Ac-
cordingly M. Hansen ^las found the total amount of ductua-

tion to and fro, or the value of the equation of the moon's

longitude, 80 aiieing to b« 27'4". It is exceedingly in-

teresting L - observe that .ne two equations considered in

these latter paragraphs, account satisfixtorily for the only

remaining rr?t It, ial differences betwee theory and observa-

tion in the mtj4em history c * this hitherto rebellioue satellite.

We have not thought it ncc v?eary (indeed it would have

required a treatise on e subject) to go into a special ac-

count of the almost um^ able other lunar inequalities

which have been couiouted md tabulated, and which are

necessary to be taken Into account in every computation of

her place from the tables. Many of them are of very much
larger amoimt than these. We ought not, however, to paas

unnoticed, that the parallactic inequality, already explained
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art (712.), is interesting, as affording a measure of the sun's

distance. For this equation originates, as there shown, in

the fact that the disturbing forces are not precisely alike in

the two halves of the moon's orbit nearest to and most re-

mote from the sun, all their values being greater in the

former half. As a knowledge of the relative dimensions of

the solar and lunar orbits enables us to calculate ^ priori,

the amount of this inequality, so a knowledge of that amount
deduced by the comparison of a great number of observed

places of the moon with tables in which every inequality but

this should be included, would enable us conversely to as-

certtun the ratio of the distances in question. Owing to the

smallness of the inr uality, this is not a very accurate mode

of obtaining an element of so much importance in astronomy

as the sun's distance, but were it larger (i.e. were the moon's

orbit considerably larger than it actually is), this would be,

perhaps, the most exact method of any by which it could

be concluded.

(748.) The greatest of all the lunar inequalities, produced

by perturbation, is that called the evection. It arises directly

from the variation of the excentricity of her orbit, and from

the fluctuation to and fro in the general progress of the line

of apsides, caused by the different situation of the sun, with

"-espect to that line (arts. 685. 691.). Owing to these causes

le moon is alternately in advance, and in arrear of her

elliptic place by about 1° 20' 3(y'. This equation was known

to the ancients, having been discovered by Ptolemy, by the

comparison of a long series of observations handed down to

him from the earliest ages of astronomy. The mo<lo in which

the effects of these several sources of inequ»\iitj become

grouped together under one principal argument common to

them all, belongs, for its explanation, rather to works

specially treatinnr of the lunar theory than to a treatise of

this kind.

(749.) Some small perturbations are produced in the

lunar orbit by the protuberant matter of the earth's equator.

The attraction of a sphere is the same as if all its matter

were condense^l into a point in its center ; but that is not the
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case with a spheroid. The attraction of such a mass is

neither exactly directed to its center, nor does it exactly

follow the law of the inverse squares of the distances. Hence

will arise a series of perturhations, extremely small in amount,

but still perceptible in the lunar motions ; by which the node

and the apogee will be affected. A more remarkable conse-

quence of this cause, however, is a small nutation of the

lunar orbit, exactly analogous to that which the moon causes

in the plane of the earth's equator, by its action on the same

elliptic protuberance. And, in general, it may be observed,

that in the systems of planets which have satellites, the

elliptic figure of the primary has a tendency to bring the

orbits of the satellites to coincide with its equator,—

a

tendency which, though small in the case of the earth, yet in

that of Jupiter, whose ellipticity is very considerable, and of

Saturn especially, where the ellipticity of the body is rein-

forced by the attraction of the rings, becomes predominant

over every external and internal cause of disturbance, and

produces and maintains an almost exact coincidence of the

planes in question. Such, at least, is the case with the

nearer satellites. The more distant are comparatively less

affected by this cause, the difference of attractions between

a sphere and spheroid diminishing with great rapidity as the

distance increases. Thus, while the orbits of all the in-

terior satellites of Saturn lie almost exactly in the plane of

the ring and equator of the planet, that of the external

satellite, whose distance from Saturn is between sixty and

seventy diameters of the planet, is inclined to that plane con-

siderably. On the other hand, this considerable distance,

while it permits the satellite to retain its actual inclination,

prevents (by parity of reasoning) the ring and equator of the

planet from being perceptibly disturbed by its attraction, or

being subjected to any appretiable movements analogous to

our nutation and precession. If such exist, they must be

much slower than those of the earth ; the mass of this satel-

lite being, as far as can be judged by its apparent size, a

much smaller fraction of that of Saturn than the moon is of
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se. a

the earth ; while the solar precession, by reason of the im-

mense distance of the sun, must be quite imperceptible.

(750.) The subject of the tides, though rather belonging to

terrestrial physics than properly to astronomy, is yet so

directly connected with the theory of the lunar perturbations,

that we cannot omit some explanatory notice of it, especially

since many persons find a strange difficulty in conceiving the

manner in which they are produced. That the sun, or moon,

sh nid by its attraction heap up the waters of the ocean

I ^er it, seems to them very natural That it should at the

same time heap them up on the opposite side seems, on the

contrary, palpably absurd. The error of this class of ob-

jectors is of the same kind with that noticed in art. 723., and

consists in disregarding the attraction of the disturbing body

on the mass of the earth, and looking on it as wholly effective

on the superficial water. Were the earth indeed absolutely

fixed, held in its place by an external force, and the water

left free to move, no doubt the effect of the disturbing power

would be to produce a single accumulation vertically under

the disturbing body. But it is not by its whole attraction,

but by the difference of its attractions on the superficial water

at both sides, and on the central mass, that the waters are

raised : just as in the theory of the moon, the difference of

the sun's attractions on the moon and on the earth (regarded

as moveable and as obeying that amount of attraction which

is due to its situation) gives rise to a relative tendency in the

moon to recede from the earth in conjunction and opposition,

and to approach it in quadratures. Referring to the figure

of art. 675., instead of supposing AD B C to represent the

moon's orbit, let it be supposed to represent a section of the

(comparatively) thin film of water reposing on the globe of

the earth, in a great circle, the plane of which passes through

the disturbing body M, which we shall suppose to be the

moon. The disturbing force on a particle at P will then

(exactly as in the lunar theory) be represented in amount and

direction by NS, on the same scale on which SM represents

the moon's whole attraction on a particle situated at S. This

force, applied at P, will urge it in the direction PX parallel

I
' ~K
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to N S ; and therefore, when compounded with the direct force

of gravity which (neglecting ns of no account in this theory

the spheroidal form of the earth)

urges P towards S, will be equi-

valent to a single force deviat-

ing from the direction P S to-

wards X. Suppose FT to be

the direction ofthis force, which,

it is easy to see, will be directed

towards a point in DS pro-

duced, at an extremely small

distance below S, because of the excessive minuteness of the

disturbing force compared to gravity.* Then If this be done

at every point of the quadrant AD, it will be evident that the

direction PT of the resultant force will be always that of a

tangent to the small cuspidated curve a ^ at T, to which tan-

gent the surface of the ocean at P must everywhere be per-

pendicular, by reason of that law of hydrostatics which re-

quires the direction of gravity to be everywhere perpendicular

to the surface of a fluid in equilibrio. The form of the curve

D P A, to which the surface of the ocean will tend to conform

itself, so as to place itself everywhere in equilibrio under two

acting forces, will be that which always has PT for its radius

of curvature. It will therefore be slightly less curved at D,

and more so at A, being in fact no other than an ellipse,

having S for its center, d a for its evolute, and S A, SD for

its longer and shorter semi-axes respectively; so that the

whole surface (supposing it covered with water) will tend to

assume, as its form of equilibrium, that of an oblongated

ellipsoid, having its longer axis directed towards the disturb-

ing body, and its shorter of course at right angles to that

direction. The difference of the longer and shorter semi-

axes cf this ellipsoid \ae to the moon's attraction would bo

* Acoording to Newton's calculation, the maiimum diiturbing force of tbo

un on the water docs not exceed one 8573640()th part of its gravity. That of

the moon will therefore be to this firaotion as the cube of the sun's distance to

that of the moon's directly, and as the mass of the sun to that of the moon iii-

verwly, t. t. as (400)* x 0-01 S5 17 : 354936, which, reduced to numbers, gives,

for the moon's maiimum of power to disturb the waters nbout one 1 1400000th

of gravity, or somewhat less han 2Ji times the sun's.
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about 58 inches : that of the ellipsoid, similarly formed in

virtue of the sun, about 2^ times less, or about 23 inches, -'m

(751.) Let us suppose the moon only to act, and to have

no orbitual motion ; then if the earth also had no diurnal

motion, the ellipsoid of equilibrium would be quietly formed,

and all would be thenceforward tranquiL There is never

time, however, for this spheroid to be ftdly formed. Before

the waters can take their level, the moon has advanced in

her orbit, both diurnal and monthly, (for in this theory it

will answer the purpose of clearness better, if we suppose

the earth*s diurnal motion transferred to the sun and moon in

the contrary direction,) the vertex of the spheroid has shifted

on the earth's surface, and the ocean has to seek a new
bearing. The effect is to produce an immensely broad and

excessively flat wave (not a circulating current), which fol-

lows, or endeavours to follow, the apparent motions of the

moon, and must, in fact, by the principle of forced vibrations,

imitate, by equal though not by synchronous periods, all the

periodical inequalities of that motion. When the higher or

lower parts of this wave strike our coasts, they experience

what we call high and low water.

(752.) The sun also produces precisely such a wave, whose

vertex tends to follow the apparent motion of the sun in the

heavens, and also to imitate its periodic inequalities. This

solar wave co-exists with the lunar— is sometimes superposed

on it, sometimes transverse to it, so as to partly neutralize it,

according to the monthly synodical configuration of the two

luminaries. This alternate mutual reinforcement and destruc-

tion of the solar and lunar tides cause what are called the

spring and neap tides— the former being their sum, the latter

their difference. Although the real amount of either tide is,

at present, hardly within the reach of exact calculation, yet

their proportion at any one place is probably not very remote

from that of the ellipticities which would belong to their

respective spheroids, could an equilibrium be attained. Now
these ellipticities, for the solar and lunar spheroids, are respec-

tively about two and five feet ; so that the aventge spring

tide will be to the neap as 7 to 3, or thereabouts.
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(753.) Another effect of the combination of the solar and

lunar tides is what is called the priming and lagging of the

tides. If the moon alone existed, and moved in the plane of

the equator, the tide-day (i. e. the interval between two suc-

cessive arrivals at the same place of the same vertex of the

tide-wave) would be the lunar day (art. 143.), formed by the

combination of the moon's sidereal period and that of the

earth's diurnal motion. Similarly, did the sun alone exist,

and move always on the equator, the tide-day would be the

mean solar day. The actual tide-day, then, or the interval

of the occurrence oftwo successive maxima of their superposed

waves, will vary as the separate waves approach to or recede

from coincidence ; because, when the vertices of two waves

do not coincide, their joint height has its maximum at a point

intomiodiate between them. This variation from unifonnity

in the lengths of successive tide-days is particularly to be re-

marked about the time of the new and full moon.

(754.) Quite different in its origin is that deviation of the

time of high and low water at any port or harbour, from the

culmination of the luminaries, or of the theoretical maximii;n

of their superposed spheroids, which is cnlled the " establib!;-

meut " of that port. If the water were without inertia, and

free from obstruction, either owing to the friction of the bed

of the sea, the narrowness of channels along which the wave
has to travel before reaching the port, their length, &c. &c.,

the times ibove distinguished would be identical. But all

these causes tend to create a difference, and to make that

difference not alike at all ports. The observation of the

establishments of harbours is a point of great maritime im-

portance ; nor is it of less consequence, theoretically speak-

ing, to a knowledge of the true distribution of the tide-waves

over the globe. In making such observations, care must be

taken not to confound the time of " alack water, " when the

current caused by the tide ceases to flow visibly one way or

the other, and that of high or low water, when the level of

the surface ceases to rise or full. These are totally distinct

phoenoraena, and depend on entirely different causes, though

it is true they may sometimes coincide in point of time. They
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are, it ia ieared, too often miBtaken one for the other by
practical men; a circumstance which, whenever it occurs,

must produce the greatest confusion in any attempt to reduce

the system of the tides to distinct and intelligible laws.

(755.) The declination of the sun and moon materially

aifects the tides at any paiticular spot. As the vertex of the

tide-wave tends to place itself vertically under the luminary

which produces it, when this vertical changes its point of

incidence on the surface, the tide-w ave must tend to shift ac-

cordingly, and thus, by monthly and annual periods, must

tend to increase and diminish alternately the principal tides.

The period of the moon's nodeB is thus introduced into this

subject; her excursions in declination in one part of that

period being 29°, and in another only 17°, on either side the

equator.

(756.) Geometry demonstrates that the efficacy of a lumi-

nary in raising tides is inversely proportional to the cube of

its distance. The sun and moon, however, by reason of the

ellipticity of their orbits, are alternately nearer to and farther

from the earth than their mean distances. In consequence of

this, the efficacy of the sun will fluctuat<t between the ex-

tremes 19 and 21, taking 20 for its mean value, and that of

the moon between 43 and 59. Taking into account this

cause of difference, the higlust spring tide will be to the

lowest neap as 59 t-21 to 43 - 19, or &s 80 to 24, or 10

to 3. Of all the causes of diffcrencoG in the height of tides

however, local situation is the most influential In jome

places the tide-w ave, rushing up a narrow channel, is suddenly

raided to an extraordinary height. At Annapolis, for instance,

in the Bay of Fundy, it is sa>d to rise 120 feet Even at

Bristol the difference of high and low water occasionally

amounts to 50 feet.

(757.) It is by means of the perturbations of the planets,

as ascertained by observation and compared with theory, that

wo arrive at a knowledge of the masses of those planets which

having no satellites, ofl'cr no otlnu- hold upon them for this

purpose. Every planet produced an amount of perturbation

in the motions of evei*y other, proportioned to its mass, and
M M ii
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to the degree of advantage or purchase which its situation in

the syatem gives it over their movements. The latter is a

subject of exact calculation ; the former is unknown, otherwise

than by observation of its effects. In the determination,

however, of the masses of the planets by this means, theory

lends the greatest assistance to observation, by pointing out

the combinations most favourable fur eliciting this knowledge

fi'om the confused mass of superposed inequalities which affect

every observed place of a planet ; by pointing out the laws of

each inequality in its periodical rise and decay ; and by show-

ing how every particular inequality depends for its magnitude

on the mass producing it. It is thus that the mass of Jupiter

itself (employed by Laplace in his investigations, and inter-

woven with all the planetary tables) has been ascertained, by

observations of the derangements produced by it in the mo-

tions of the ultra-zodiacal planets, to have been insufficiently

determined, or rather considerably mistaken, by relying too

much on observations of its satellites, made long ago by Pound

and others, with inadequate instrumental means. The same

conclusion has been arrived at, and nearly the same mass ob-

tained., by means of the perturbations produced by Jupiter

on Encke's comet. The error was one of great importance

;

the mass ofJupiter being by far the most influential element

in the planetary system, after that of the sun. It is satis-

factory, then, to have ascertained, as Mr. Aiiy has done,

the cause of the error ; to have traced it up to its source,

in insufficient raicrometric measurements of the greatest elon-

gations of the satellites ; and to have found it disappear wlien

measures, taken with more care and with infinitely nuperior

instruments, are substituted for those before employed.

(758.) In the same way that the perturbations of the

planets lead us to a knowledge of their masses, as compared

with that of sun, so the perturbations of the satellites of Ju-

piter have led, and those of Saturn's attendants will no doubt

hereafter lead, to a knowledge of the proportion their masses

bear to their respective primaries. The system of Jupiter's

satellites has been elaborately treated by Laplace ; and it i»

from his theory, compared with innumerable observations of
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their eclipses, that the masses assigned to them, in art. 540. have

been fixed. Few results of theory are more surprising than to

see these minute atoms weighed in the same balance, which we
have applied to the ponderous mass of the sun, which exceeds

the least of them in the snormous proportionof 65000000 to 1.

(759.) The massB of the moon is concluded, 1st, from the

proportion of the lunar to the solar tide, as observed at various

stations, the effects being separated from each other by a

long series of observations of the relative heights of spring

and neap tides which, we have seen, (art. 752.) depends on

the proportional influence of the two luminaries. 2dly,

from the phaenomenon of nutation, which, being the result of

the moon's attraction alone, affords a means of calculating

her mass, independent of any knowledge of the sun's. Both

methods agree in assigning to our satellite a mass about one

seventy-fifth that of the earth. *

(760.) Not only, however, has a knowledge of the pertur-

bations produced on other bodies of our system enabled us to

estimate the mass of a disturbing body already known to

exist, and to produce disturbancj. It has done much more,

and enabled geometers to satisfy themselves of the existence,

and even to indicate the situation of a planet previously un-

known, with such precision, as to lead to its immediate din-

oovery on the very first occasion of pointing a telescope to the

place indicated. We have already (art. 506.) had occasion

to mention in general terms this great discovery ; but its im-

portance, and its connexion with the subject before us, calls

for a more specific notice of the circumstances attending it.

When the regular observation of Uranus, consequent on its

discovery in 1781, had afforded some certain knowledge of

the cleniei.to of its orbit, it became possible to calculate

backwaixls into time past, with a view to ascertain whether

certain stars of about the same apparent magnitude, observed

by Flaiiistccd, and since reported as missivg, might not

possibly be this planet. No less than six ancient observ-

ations of it as a bupposed star were thus found to havo

• Laplace, Expos, du Syst du Monde, pp 2S5. 300. Later rosenrchcs have
nIicwii tl:at this is somewhat too large, a'oout ^'^th bviii^ tho value ut pnnent
ri'ccivcii.

'«S.
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been recorded bythat astronomer,—one in 1690, one in 1712,

and four in 1715. On further inquiry, it was abo ascertained

to have been observed by Bradley in 1763, by Mayer in 1756,

and no less than twelve times by Le Monnier, in 1750, 1764,

1768, 1769, and 1771, all the time without the least suspicion

of its planetary nature. The observations, however, so made,

being all circumstantially registered, and made with instru-

ments the best that their respective dates admitted, were

quite available for correcting the elements of the orbit, which,

as will be easily understood, is done with so much the

greater precision the larger the arc of the ellipse em-

biaced by the extreme observations employed. It was,

therefore, reasonably hoped and expected, tint, by making

use of the data thus afforded, and duly allowing for the per-

turbations produced since 1690, by Saturn, Jupiter, and the

inferior planets, elliptic elements would be obtained, which,

taken in conjunction with those perturbations, would re-

present not only all the observations up to the tune of

executing the calculations, but also all future observations, in

as satisfactory a manner as those of any of the other planets

are actually represented. This expectation, however, proved

delusive. M. Bouvard, one of the most expert and laborious

calculators of whom astronomy has had to boast, and to

whose zeal and indefatigable industry we owe the tables of

Jupiter and Saturn in actual use, having undertaken the

task of constructing similar tables for UranuSj found it im-

possible to reconcile the ancient observations above mentioned

with those made from 1781 to 1820, so as to represent both

scries by means of the same ellipse and the same system of

perturbations. He therefore rejected altogether the ancient

series, and grounded his computations solely on the modem,
although evidoitly not wiHiout serious misgivings as to the

grounds of such a proceeding, and *' 'eaving it to future time

to determine whether the difficulty of reconciling the two

serica aroHs from inaccuracy in the older observations, or

whether it depend on some extraneous and unperceived in-

fluonco which may have actea on the planet."

(761.) But neither did the tables so calculated continue
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to represent, with due precision, obaervationiB subsequently

made. The ** error of the tables" after attaining a certain

amount, by which the true lon^tude of Uranus was in

advance of the cumputed, and which advance was steadily

maintained from about the year 1795 to 1822, began, about

the latter epoch, rapidly to diminish, tiU, in 1830-31, the

ttibular and observed longitudes agreed. But, fiu: from Fe>

niaining in accordance, the planet, still losing ground, fell,

and continued to fall behind its calculated place, and that

with such rapidity as to make it evident that the existing

tables could no longer be received as representing, with any

tolerable precision, the true laws of its motion.

(762.) The reader will easily understand the nature and

progression of these discordancies by casting his eye on fig. L
riate A, in which the horizontal line or abscissa is divided

into equal parts, each representing 50° of heliocentric longi-

tude in the motion of Uranus round the sun, and in which the

distances between the horizontal lines represent each 1 00"

of error in longitude. The result of each year's observation

of Uranus (or of the mean of all the ob.'3rvations obtained

during that year) in longitude, is represented by a black dot

pliiced above or below the point of the abscissa, corresponding

to the mean of the observed longitudes for the year above, if

the observed longitude be in excess of the calculated, below

if it fall short of it, and on the line if they agree ; and at a

didtance from the line corresponding to their difference on

the sciilc above mentioned.*' Thus in Flamsteed's earliest

observations in 1690, the dot so marked is placed above the

line at 65''-9 above the line, the observed longitude being so

much greater than the calculated.

(763.) If, neglecting the individual points, we draw a

curve (indicated in the ti;,^ure by a fine unbroken line)

through their general coursoi, we shall at once perceive a

• The points are liiid down from M. Love' rler'scomparison of the whole serie*

of obfiervations of (Jrnnus, with an ephen.crif* of his own calculation, founded on
a complete and searching revision of tlie tabUs of Bouvard, and a ri)(orou8 com-
putation of the perturbations caused by all the known planets capable of exer-

cising any influence on it. The dilflrenoes of longitude are geocentric, but fur

our present purpose it matters not in the least whether we consider the errors

iu heliocentric or in geocentric longitude.

M 'I 4
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oertun regularity in its undiuationa. It presents two great

elevations above, and one nearly as great intermediate depres-

sion below the medial line or abscissa. And it is evident

that these undulations would be very much reduced, and the

errors in consequence greatly palliated, if each dot were

removed in the vertical direction through a distance and in the

direction indicated by the corresponding point of the curve

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, intersecting the abscissa at points 180*

distant, and making equal excursions on either side. Thus

the point a for 1750 being removed upwards -:• in the direc-

tion towards b through a distance equal to eft would bo

brought almost to precise coincidence with the point d in

the abscissa. Nov/, this is a clear indication that a very largo

part of tlie differences in question is due, not to perturbation,

but simply to error in the elements of Uranus which have

been assumed as the basis of calculation. For such excesses

and defects of longitude alternating over arcs of 130** are

precisely what would arise from error in the excentricity, or

in the place of the perihelion, or in both. In ellipses slightly

excentrio, the true longitude alternately exceeds and falls

short of the mean during 180° for each deviation, an J the

greater the excentricity, the greater these alternate fluctua-

tions to and fro. If then the excentricity of a planet's orbit be

assumed erroneously (suppose too great) the observed longi-

tudes will exhibit a less amount of such fluctuation above

and below the mean than the computed, and the diflerence of

the two, instead of being, as it ought to be, always m7, will

be alternately + and—over arcs of 1 80**. If then a diflerenco

be observed following such a law, it may arrive from errone-

ously assumed excutricity, provided always the longitudes

at which they agree (supposed to differ by 180°) be coincident

with those of the perihelion and aphelion; for in elliptio

motion nearly circular, these are the points where the mean
and true longitudes agree, so that any fluctuation of the

nature observed, if this condition be not satisfied, cannot

arise from error of excentricity. Now the longitude of the

perihelion of Uranus in the elements employed by Bouvord is

(neglecting fractions of a degree) 168°, and of the aphelion
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348". These points tbcu. in our figure, fall at «, and a, re-

spectively} tb"*. is to say, nearly half way between AC, CE,
EG, &c It J evident therefore that it is not to error of

excentricity that the fluctuation in question is mainly due.

(764.) Let us now consider the effect of an erroneous

assumption of the place of the perihelion. Suppose in fig. 2.

Plate A, ox to represent the longitude of a planet, and xy
the excess of its true above its mean longitude, due to ellip-

ticity. Then if B be the place of the perihelion, and P, or

T, the aphelion in longitude, y will always lie in a certdn

undubting curve PQRST, above • PT. between R and T,

and below it between P and B. Now suppose the place of

the perihelion shifted forward to r, or the whole curve shifted

bodily forward into the situation /7^r«^, then at the same

longitude ox, the excess of the true above the mean longitude

will be xy' only ; in other w.ord8, this excess will have dimi-

nished by the quantity yy' below its former amount. Take

therefore in o N (/?y. a. PI. A) oy—ox and yy' always=y^
in^^. 2., and having thus constructed the curve KLMNO,
the ordinate yy' will always represent the effect of the sup-

posed change of perihelion. It is evident (the excentricity

being always supposed small), that this curve will consist

also of alternate superior an I inferior waves of 180" each in

amplitude, and the points I', N of its intersection with

the axis will occur at longitudes corresponding to X,Y
intermediate between the maxima Q,^; and S,« of the

original curves, that is to say (if these intervals Q^, S«, or

Rr to which both are equal, be very small) very nearly at

90" from the perihelion and f3>phelion. Now this agrees with

the conditions of the case in hand, and we are therefore

authorised to conclude that the major portion of the errors in

question has arisen from error in the place of the perihelion

ofUranus itself, and not from perturbation, and that to correct

this portion, the perihelion musi, oe shifted somewhat forward.

As to the amount of this shifting, our only object being ex-

planation, it will not be necessary here to enquire into it.

It will suffice that it rrnai be such as shall make the curve

; , ,. . • Tlie curves, fi;;s A. are inverted in tha engraving. ,-, A
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ABC i-ii'iI^'G as nearly as possible similar, equal, afid opposite

to the curve traced out by the dots on tf.e ;>^her side. And
this being done, we may next proceed to lay down a curve of

the residual differences between observation and theory in

the mode indicated in art. (763.)

(765.) This being done, by laying off at each point of the

line of longitudes an ordinate equal to the difference of the

ordinates of the two curves in fig. 1. when on opposite, and

their sum when on the same side of the abscissa, the result

will be as indicated by the dots in fig. 4. And here it is at

once seen that a still farther reduction of the differences

under consideration would result, if, instead of taking the

line AB for the line of lon^tudes, a line a b slightly inclined

to it were substituted, in which case the whole of the dif-

ferences between observation and theory from 1712 to 1800

would be annihilated, or at least so far reduced as hardly to

exceed the ordinary err:)rs of observation; and as respects

the observation of 1690, the still outstanding difference of

about 35'' would not be more than might be attributed to a

noi ^/try careful observation at so early an epoch. Now the

u'^-^umption of such a new line of longitudes as the correct

une b m effect equivalent to the admission of a slight amount

of error in the periodic time and epoch of Uranus ; for it is

evident that by reckoning from the inclined insteaid of the

horizontal line, we in effect alter all the apparent outstanding

errors by an amount proportional to the time before or after

the date at which the two lines intersect (viz. about 1789).

As to the direction in which this correction should be made,

it is obvious by inspection of the course of the dots, that if

we reckon from A B, or any line parallel to it, the observed

planet on the long run keeps falling more and more behind

the calculated one ; i. e. its assigned mean angular velocity

by the tables is too great and must be diminished, or its

periodic time requires to be increased.

(766.) Let this increase of period be made, and in corres-

pondence with that change let the longitudes be reckoned on

ahy and the residual differences from that line instead of

A B, and we shall have then done tdl that can be done in
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the way of reducing and palliating these differences, and

that, with such success, that up to the year 1804 it might

have been safely asserted that positively no ground whatever

existed for suspecting any disi rbing influence. But with

this epoch an action appears to ^ ^ve commenced, and gone

on increasing^ producmr ar* 'Mjelera -on of the motion in

longitude, in consequenc of ,.

on its elliptic place, and co tin

ceased to gain, and the e^

mum, after which it began .

continued to do so up to the

^rauus continually gains

lo =>o till 1822, when it

ng (de was at its maxi-

o lose ground, and has

at time. It is perfectly

clear, then, that in this interval some extraneous cause must

have come into action which was not so before, or not in

sufficient power to manifest itself by any marked effect, and

that thai cause must have ceased to act, or rather begun to

reverse its action, in or about the year 1822, the reverse

action being even more energetic than the direct.

(767.) Such is the phaenomenon in the simplest form we
are now able to present it. Of the various hypotheses formed

to account for it, during the progress of its developement,

none seemed to have any degree of rational probability

but that of the existence of an exterior, and hitherto

undiscovered, planet, disturbing, according to the received

laws of planetary disturbance, the motion of Uranus by its

attraction, or rather superposing its disturbance on those

produced by Jupiter and Saturn, the only two of the old

planets which exercise any sensible disturbing action on that

planet. Accordingly, this was the explanation which na-

turally, and almost of necessity, suggested itself to those

conversant with the planetary perturbations who considered

the subject with any degree of attention. The idea, however,

of setting out from the observed anomalous deviations, and

employing them as data to ascertain the distance and situation

of the unknown body, or, in other words, to resolve the in-

verse problem of perturbations, "given the disturbances to^nd

the orbity and place in that orbit of the disturbing planety^

appears to have occurred only to two mathematicians,

Mr. Adams in England and M. Leverrier in France, with

1 S*-.--:-
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Bufficioit cBstiiiotiieflB and hop^ulneaa of saocess to induce

them to attempt its solution. Both succeeded, and their

solutions, airived at with perfect independence, and by each

in entire ignorance of the other's attempt, were found to

agree in a surprising manner when the nature and diffi-

culty o£ the problem is considered ; the calculauons of M.
Leverrier assigning for the heliocentric longitude of the

disturbing planet for the 23d Sept. 1846, 326** 0', and those

of Mr. Adauis (brought to the same date) 329° 19', di£fering

only 3° 19' ; the plane of its orbit debating yery slightly, if

at all, from that of the ecliptic

(768.) On the day above mentioned — a day for ever

memorable in the annals of astronomy— Dr. Galle, one of the

astronomers of the Boyal Observatory at Berlin, received a

letter fix)m M. Leverrier, announcing to him the result he had

arrived at, and requesting him to look for the disturbing

planet in or near the place assigned by his calculation. He did

so, and on that very night actually found it A star of the

eighth magnitude was seen by him and by M. Encke in a

situation where no star was marked as existing in Dr. Bre-

raiker*s chart, then recently published by the Berlin Academy.

The next night it was found to have moved from its place,

and was therefore assuredly a planet. Subsequent observa-

tions and calculations have fully demonstrated this planet,

to which the name of Neptune has been assigned, to be really

that body to whose disturbing attraction, according to the

Newtonian law of gravity, the observed anomalies in the

motion of Uranus were owing. The geocentric longitude

determined by Dr. Galle from this observation was 325° 53',

which, converted into heliocentric, gives 326° 52', differing

0° 52' fium M. Leverrier's place, 2° 27' from that of Mr.

Adams, and only 47' from a mean of the two calculations.

(769.) It would be quite beyond the scope ofthis work, and

farin advanceoftheamountofmathematienlknowledgewehave
assumed our readers to possess, to attempt ^ving more than

a superficial idea of the course followed by these geometers in

their arduous investigations. SuSce it to say, that it consisted

in regarding, as unknown quantities, to bo determined, the
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muBftj and all the elements of the unknown planet (sapposedto

revolve in the same plane and the same direction with Uranus),

except its major semiaxis. This was assumed in the first

instance (in conformity with '* Bode*s law,** art. (505.), and

certainly at the lime with a highjpnmd/actV probability,) to be

double that of Uranus, or 38 '364 radii of the Earth's orbit.

Without some assumption as to the value ofthis element, owing

to the peculiar fonn of the analytical expression of the per-

turbations, the analytical investigation would have presented

di£Bculties apparently insuperable. But besides these, it was

also necessary to regard as unknown, or at least as liable to

corrections of unknown magnitude of the same order as the

perturbations, all the elements of Uranus itself, a circumstance

whose necessity will easily be understood, when we consider

that the received elements could only be regarded as pro-

visional, and must certainly be erroneous, the places from

which they were obtained being affected by at least some

portions of the very perturbations in question. This con-

sideration, though indispensable, added vastly both to the

complication and the labour of the inquury. The axis (and

therefore the mean motion) of the one orbit, then, being

known very nearly, and that of the other thus hypothetically

assumed, it became practicable to express in terms, partly

algebituc, partly numerical, the amount of perturbation at

any instant, by the aid of general expressions delivered by

Laplace in his " Mecanique Cck'^te^ and elsewhere. These,

then, together with the corrections due to the altered elements

of Uranus Itself, being applied to the tabular longitudes, fur-

nished, when cqjnpared with those observed, aseriesoiequoHotUf

in which the elements and mass of Neptime, and the oorrections

of those of Uranus entered as the unknown quantitieSf and by

whose resolution (no slight effort of analytical skill) all their

values were at length obtuned. The calculations were then

repeated, reducing at the same time the value of the assumed

distance of the new planet, the discordances between the

given and calculated results indicating it to have been

assumed too large when the results were found to agree

bettor, and the solutions to be, in fact, more satisfactory.
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Thu8» at length, elements were arrived at for the orbit of

the unknown planet, as belowi

Leverriw. Adami.

Epoch of Element! . . - Jan. 1. 1847. Oct. 6. 1846.

Mean lon^tude m Epoeh
SemUzie M^or • . • -

3180 47' 4 8830 g/

36-1539 37-2474

Eieentrieity .... 0-107610 0-120615
liongitude of Perihelion... 2840 45' 8 2990 11'

M«M (the Sun being 1) . 0-00010727 0<»01500S

The elements of M. Leverrier were obtained from a consider-

ation of the observations up to the year 1845, those of Mr.

Adams, only as far as 1840. On subsequently taking into

account, however, those of the five years up to 1845, the

latter was led to conclude that the semiaxis ought to be still

much further diminished, and that a mean distance of 33*33

(being to that of Uranus as 1 : 0'574) would probably satisfy

all the observations very nearly.*

(770.) On the actual discovery of the planet, it was, of

course, assiduously observed, and it was soon ascertained that a

mean distance, even less than Mr. Adams's last presumed value,

agreed better with its motion ; and no sooner were elements

obtained from direct observation, sufficiently approximate to

trace back its path in th^ vens for a considerable interval

of time, than it was ascej\ i to have been observed as a star

by Lalande on the 8th and 10th of May, 1795, the latter of

the two observations, however, having been rejected by him

as faulty, by reason of its non-agreement with the former (a

consequence of rhe motion of the planet in the interval). From
these observations, combinedwith those since accumulated, the

elements calculated by Prof.Walker, U.S., result as follows :
—

- Jan. 1. 1847, M. noon, Oreenwioh.
- 3280 33/ 44// 3
- 90-0367

000871946
- 4*0 19' 6«.5o
- 1300 4/ 9(y'.8j

10 46' 58"-97

Epoeh of Elements
Mean longitude at Epoch
Semiaiia mijor •

Eioentricity

Longitude ot the Perihelion

Ascending Node
Inclination

Periodic time .

Mean annual Motion
164-6181 tropical year.

20-18688

* In a letter to the Aitronomer Roral, dated Sept 9. 1849|— f.«L ihtM
veekt previous to the optical discovery of the planet.
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(771.) The great disagreement between these elements

and those assigned either by M. Leverrier or Mr. Adams will

not fail to be remarked ; and it will naturally be asked how
it has come to pass, that elements so widely different from the

truth should afford anythinglike a satisfactory r^epresentation of

the perturbation in question, and that the true situation of the

planet in the heavens should have been so well, and indeed

accurately, pointed out by them. As to the latter point, any

one may satisfy himself by half an hour's calculation that

both sets of elements do really place the planet, on the day

of its discovery, not only in the lon^tudes assigned in art.

763., t. e. extremely near its apparent place, but also at a

distance fix)m the Sun very much more approximately cor-

rect than the mean distances or semiaxes of the respective

orbits. Thus the radius vector of Neptune, calculated from

M. Leverrier's elements for the day in question, instead of

36*1539 (the mean distance) comes out almost exactiy 33

;

and indeed, if we consider that the excentricity assigned by

those elements gives for the perihelion distance 32*2634, the

longitude assigned to the perihelion brings the whole arc of

the orbit (more than 83°), described in the interval from 1806

to 1847 to lie within 42° one way or the other of the perihe-

lion, and therefore, during the whole of that interval, the

hypothetical planet would be moving within limits of distance

from the sun, 32*6 and 33*0. The following comparative

tables of the relative situations of Uranus, the real and hy-

pothetical planet, will exhibit more clearly than any lengthened

statement, the near imitation of the motion of the former

by the latter within that interval The longitudes are helio<-

centric*

if:

* The eakuliitioiw >;c «arried only to tenths ofdcgree% u quite sufficieut fiir

tlia object In view.

«. three

H-1
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A.D.

Uranm. NaptniM. Leverrier. Adaau.

Umg. Long. -lUd. Vee. Loot. Bad. Vee. LODf. RMLVee.

1805-0 ig?** 3350-9 so-s 8410-8 331 8460'5 34*2

1810O S80-9 847-0 30-3 851 1 38-8 355-9 33-7

1815-0 943-8 858-0 30-3 861-3 32-5 365-5 33-3

1890-0 «64-7 868*8 30-8 371-4 32-4 375-4 33-1

isai-o 869-0 871-0 30-8 873-5 32-3 877-4 33
18840 873-3 873-8 30-8 275-6 38-3 279-5 33-0
1888-0 877-6 875-3 SO-S 877-6 32 -3 381-5 82-9
1884-0 881-8 877-4 SO-8 879-7 32-3 883-6 38-9

1885-0 885-8 279-6 30-9 881 '8 33-3 385-6 38-8

I8S0-0 306-1 890-5 301 892-1 38-3 296-0 38-8

18S5-0 386-0 SOI -4 30-1 302-5 32 -4 306-3 38-8

1840-0 345-7 31 8-8 301 313-6 33-6 316-3 33-9

1845-0 365 3 3831 800 383-6 32-9 326-0 33-1

1847-0 373-3 387-6 300 326-5 33 1 329-3 33-2

- (772.) From this comparison it will be seen that Uranus

arrived at its conjunction with Neptune at or immediately

before the commencement of 1822, with the calculated planet

of Leverrier at the beginning of the followmg year 1823, and

with that of Adams about the end of 1824. Both the theo-

retical planets, and especially that of M. Leverrier, therefore,

during the whole of the above interval of time, so far as the

directions of their attractive forces on Uranus are concerned,

would act nearly on it as the true planet must have done.

Ab r^ards the intensity of the relative disturbing forces, if

we estimate these by the principles of art. (612.) at the epochs

of conjunction, and for the oommencement of 1805 and 1845,

we find for the respective denominators of the fiiu^tions of the

«un*s attraction on Uranus regarded as unity, which express

the total disturbing force, N S, in each case, as below : -

1805. Coi\junotion. 1845.

Paifw'tnuM
NaptuM with •

1

19840
1

14496

87540 7508 SS390

Struve's man 90844 5519 8:)810

Lererrier'i theoretical Planet, maaa -^
9388

80837 5193 19935

The masses here assigned to Neptune are those respectively

deduced by Prof. Peirce and M. Struve from observations of
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S4-2
33-7
33-3

33-1

33
33-0
82*9

3S-9
3S-8
38-8

sa-8
3S-9
33-1

33 -S

1845.

SSS90

83810

19935

the satellite discovered by Mr. Lassell made with the hxg^

telescopes of Frauuhofer in the observatories of Cambridge,

IT. S. and Pulkova respectively. These it will be perceived

differ very considerably, as might reasonably be expected in

the results of micrometrical measurements of such difficulty,

and it is not possible at present to say to which the preference

ought to be given. As compared with the mass assigned by

M. Struve, an agreement on the whole more satisfactory could

not have been looked for within the interval immediately

in question.

(773.) Subject then to this uncertainty as to the real mass

of Neptune, the theoretical planet of Leverrier must be con-

sidered as representing with quite as much fidelity as could

possibly be expected in a research of such exceeding delicacy,

the particulars of its motion and perturbative action during

the forty years elapsed from 1805 to 1845, an interval which

(as is obvious from the rapid diminution of the forces on

either side of the conjunction indicated by the numbers here

set down) comprises all the most influential range of its

action. This will, however, be placed in full evidence by

the construction of curves representing the normal and tan-

gential forces on the principles laid down (as far as th«

normal constituent b concerned) in art. (717.), one slight

change only being made, which, for the purpose in view, con

duces greatly to clearness of conception. The force L 8 (in

the figure of that article) being supposed applied at P in the

direction LS, we here construct the curve of the normal

force by erecting at P (Jiff. 5. Plate A) PW always perpen-

dicular to the disturbed orbit, A P, at P, measured from P
in the same direction that S lies from L, and equal in length

to L S. PW then will always represent both the direction

and magnitude of the normal force actinp at P. And in like

manner, if we take always P Z on the tangent to the dis-

turbed orbit at P, equal to N L of the former figure, and

measured in the same direction from P that L is from

N, P Z will represent both in magnitude and direction

the tangential force acting at P. Thus will be traced

out the two curious ovak represented in our figure of

N N
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thdr proper forms and proportions for the case in question.

That expressing the normal force is formed of four lobes^

having a common pomt in S, via., SWmXSaSnSftSW,
and that expressing the tangential, AZcfBedYAZ,
Donating of four mutually intersecting loops, surrounding

and touching the disturbed orbit in four points, AB cd»

The normal force acts outwards over all that part of the

orbit, both in conjunction and opposition, corresponding to

the portions of the lobes m, n, exterior to the disturbed orbit,

and inwards in every other part. The figure sets in a clear

light the great disproportion between the energy of this force

near the conjunction, and in any other configuration of the

planets; its exceedingly rapid degradation as P approaches

the point of neutrality (whose situation is 35" 5' on dther side

of the conjunction, an arc described synodicaUy by Uranus in

]16''72); and the comparatively short duration and consequent

inefficacy to produce any great amount of perturbation, of the

more intense part of its inward action in the small portions of

the orbit corresponding to the lobes a, b, in which the line

representing the inward force exceeds the radius of the

circle. It exhibits, too, with no less distinctness, the gradual

developement, and rapid degradation and extinction of the

tangential force from its neutral points, c, d, on either side

up to the coi\junction, where its action is reversed, being

accelerative over the arc d A, and retardative over A c, each

of which arcs has an amplitude of 71" 20^ and is described

by Uranus synodioally in 34'*00. The insignificance of the

tangential force in the configurations remote from conjunction

throughout the arc cBd ia also obviously expressed by the

small comparative developement of the loops e,f,

(774.) Let us now oousider how the action of these forces

results in the production of that peculiar character of per-

turbation which is exhibited in our curve, ^y. 4. Plate

A. It is at once evident that the increase of the longitude

from 1800 to 1822, the cessation of that increase in 1822,

and its conversion into a decrease during the subsequent

interval is in complete accordance with the growth, rapid

decay, extinction at conjunction, and subsequent reproduction
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in ft revened sense o( the tangential force : so that we cannot

hesitate in attributing the greater part of the perturbation

expressed by the swell and subsidence of the curve between

the jears 1800 and 1845, -^ all. that part, indeed^ which

is symmetrical on either side of 1822— to thb action of the

tangential force.

(775.) But it will be asked, — has then the normal force

(which, on the plain* showing of ^^> 5^, is nearly twice as

powerful as the tangential, and which does not reverse its

action, like the latter force, at the point of conjunction, but,

on the contrary, is there most energetic,) no influence in

producing the observed effects? We answer, very little,

within the period to which observation had extended Up to

1845. The effect of the tangential force on the longitude is

direct and immediate (art. 660. )t that of the normal indirect,

consequently, and cumulative with the progress of time

(art. 734.). The effect of the tangential force on the mean

motion takes place through the medium of the change it pro-

duces on the axis, and is transient : the reversed action after

conjunction (supposing the orbits circular), exactly destroying

all the previous effect, and leaving the mean motion on the

whole unaffected, tn the passage through the conjunction,

then, the tangential force produces a sudden and powerful

acceleration, succeeded by an equally powerful and equally

sudden retardation, which donO; '

f. action is completed, and

no trace remains in the subsequent motion of the planet that

it ever existed, for its action on the perihelion and excentricity

is in like manner also nullified by its reversal of directiun.

But with the normal force the case is far otherwise. Its

immediate effect on the angular motion is niL It is not till

it has acted long enough to produce a perceptible change in

the distance of the disturbed planet from the sun that tlie

angular velocity begins to be sensibly affected, and it is not

till its whole outward action has been exerted (i.e. over the

whole interval from neutral point to neutral point) that its

maximum effect in lifting the disturbed planet away from

the sun has been produced, and the full amount of diminution

in angular velocity it is capable of causing has been developed.

MN S
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This continues to act in producing a retardation in longitude

long after the normal force itself has reversed its action, and

from a powerful outward force has become a feeble inward

one. A certain portion of this perturbation is incident on

the epoch in the mode described in art. (731.) et seq., and

permanently disturbs the mean motion from what it would

have been, had Neptune no existence. The rest of its effect

is compensated in a single synodic igevolution, not by the

reversal of the action of the force (for that reversed action is

far too feeble for this purpose), but by the effect of the per-

manent alteration produced in the excentricity, which (the axis

being unchanged) compensates by increased proximity in one

part of the revolution, for increased distance in the other.

Sufficient time has not yet elapsed since the conjunction to

bring out into full evidence the influence of this force. Still

its commencement is quite unequivocally marked in the more

rapid , descent of our curve jftg. 4., subsequent to the con-

junction than ascent previous to that epoch, which indicates

the commenceihent of a series of undulations in its future

course ofan elliptic character, consequent on the altered ex-

centricity and perihelion (the total and ultimate effect of this

constituent of the disturbing force) which will be maintained

till within about 20 years from the next conjunction, with

the exception, perhaps, of some trifling inequalities about the

time of the opposition, similar in character, but far inferior

in magnitude to those now under discussion.

(776.) Posterity will hardly credit that, with a full know-

ledge of all the circumstances attending this great discovery

—of the calculations of Leverrier and Adams— of the com-

munication of its predicted place to Dr. Galle— and of the

ne.Y planet being actually found by him in that place, in the

remarkable manner above commemorated; not only have

doubts been expressed as to the validity of the calculations

of those geometers, and the legitimacy of their conclusions,

but these doubts have been carried so far as to lead the

objectors to attribute the acknowledged fact of a planet pre-

viously unknown occupying that precise place in the heavens
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at that precise time, to sheer accident I
* What share accident

may have had in the successful issue of the calculations, we
presume the reader, after what has been said, will have little

difficulty in satisfying himself. As regards the time when
the discovery was made, much has also been attributed to

fortunate coincidence. The following considerations will, we
apprehend, completely dissipate this idea, if still lingering in

the mind of any one at all conversant with the subject The
period of Uranus being 84*0140 years, and that of Neptune

164*6181, their synodic revolution (art. 418.), or the interval

between two successive conjunctions, is 171*58 years. The

late conjunction having taken place about the beginning of

1822 ; that next preceding must have happened in 1649, or

more than 40 years before the first recorded observation of

Uranus in 1690, to say nothing of its discovery as a planet.

In 1690, then, it must have been effectually out of reach of any

perturbative influence worth considering, and so it remained

during the whole interval from thence to 1800. From that

time the effect of perturbation began to become sensible, about

1805 prominent, and in 1820 had nearly reached its maximum.

At this epoch an alarm was sounded. The maximum was

not attained,— the event, so important to astronomy, was still

* These doubts seem to have originated partly in the great disagreement

between the predicted and real elements of Neptune, partly in the near (poiiibfy

precise) commensurability of the mean motions of Neptune and Uranus. We
conceive them however to be founded in a total misconception of the nature of

the problem, which was not, from such obviously uncertain indications as the

observed discordances could give, to determine as astronomical quantities the

axis, trrc^atricity and mass of the disturbing planet; but practically to discover

when to look for it : when, if once found, these elements would be far better

ascertained. To do this, any axit, exetntrieity, periMion, and mass, however wida

of the truth, which would represent, even roughly the amount, but teith tderaNt
correctness the direction of the disturbing force during the very moderate inter-

val when the departures from theory were really considerable, would equally

serve their purposes ; and with an excentricity, mass, and perihelion disposable,

it is obvious that any assumption of the axis between the limits SO and 38, nay,

even with a much wider inferior limit, would serve the purpose. In bis attempt
to assign an inferior limit to the axis, and in the value so assigned, M. Leverrier,

it must be admitted, was not successful. Mr. Adams, on the other hand, in-

fluenced by no considerations of the kind which appear to have weighed with
his brother geometer, iixed ultimately (as we have seen) before the •actual dis-

covery of the planet, on an axis not very egregiously wrong. Still it irere to be
wished, for the satisfaction of all parties, that some one would undertake the

problem de novo, employing formulas not liable to the passage through infinity,

which, technically speaking, hampers, or may be supposed to hamper, the con-

tinuous application of the usual perturbational formulas when oases of commen-
surability occur.
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in progress of developement,— when tho fact (any thing rather

than a striking one) was noticed, and made matter of com>

plaint. But the time for discussing its cause with any

prospect of success was not yet come. Every thing turns

upon the precise determination of the epoch of the maximum,

when the perturbing and perturbed planet were in conjunc-

tion, and upon the law of increase and diminution of the pertur-

bation itself on either side of that point. Now it is always

difficult to assign the time of the occurrence of a maximum

by observations liable to errors bearing a ratio &r from

inconsiderable to the whole quantity observed. Until the

lapse of some years from 1822 it would have been impossible

to have fixed that epoch with any certainty, and as respects

the law of degradation and total arc of longitude over which

the sendble perturbations extend, we are hardly yet arrived

at a period when this can be said to be completely deter-

minable from observation alone. In all tlus we see nothing

of accident, unless it be accidental that an event which must

have happened between 1781 and 1953, actually happened

in 1822 ; and that we live in an age when astronomy has

reached that perfection, and its cultivators exercise that vi-

gilance which neither permit such an event, nor its scientific

importance, to pass unnoticed. The blossom had been watched

with interest in its developement, and the fruit was gathered

in the yery moment of maturity.*^

(776 a.) In the foregoing chapters we have enumerated

and described the several bodies so far as known of which

our system consists, and have shown how their mutual dis-

tances from and their motions with respect to each other may

* The student who may wUh to tee the pertuibations of Untnua produced
bT Neptune, as computed Trom a knowledge of the elements and mau of that
planet, such as we now know tp be pretty near the truth, will find them stated
at length from the calculations of Mr. Walker, (of Washington, U. S.) in the
"Proceedings of the American Acadenny of ArU and Sciences," vol. i. p. S34.
et seq. On examining the comparisons of the resulu of Mr. Walker's formula
with those of Mr. Adams's theory in p. S4S, he will perhaps be surprised at the
enormous difference between the actions of Neptune and Mr. Adams's ** hypo-
thetical planet ** on the longitude of Uranus. This is easily explained. Mr.
Adams's perturbations are deviations from Bouvard's orbit of Uranus, as it stood
immediately previous to the late coi\junction. Mr. Walker's are the deviations
from a mean or undisturbed orbit freed from the influence of the long inequality
resulting from the uear commensutability of tlw motions.
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be determined, and their masses compared with that of the

central body, and ultimately with that of our own planet as

a unit of reference ; but nothing has been said respecting the

means by which that unit itself can be brought into com-

parison with the mass, weight, or inertia of those portions of

its substance which we see and handle an its surface. This

datum— the total weight of the earth itself— the number

of times that its entire mass exceeds that of a pound of lead

or other matter— or in other words (its bulk being accu-

rately known), its mean density— remains up to this point

of the present work undetermined, and is the one thing want-

ing to complete our knowledge of the data of our system and

fully to connect astronomy .j'lth ordinary mechanics. We
shall now therefore proceed to explain the methods by which

this has been accomplished.

(776 b.) The principle which at once suggests itself to every

mind is to measure the direct attraction, if it be possible, of

some known mass, at some known distance, on some other.

We say, if it be possible, because whatever notion we may
form a priori of the weight of the earth as estimated in

pounds or tons, it is clearly something enormous; and morcr

over, since it follows from the law of gravitative attraction*

that the attractions of spheres of equal density on points at

their surface are to each other as their radii, the attraction

of a globe a foot in diameter, of the same average density of

the earth, on a material point at its own surface would only

amount to the 41,849,280th part ofthe weight ofsuch material

point; and therefore its attraction on a spherical body,

suppose also a foot in diameter, placed in contact with it,

would only amount to one 167,397,120th part of tbe weight

of such body. Now when we hnve to deal with fractions of

such an order of minuteness, all ordinary modes of directly

measuring forces and weights break down, and the utmost

resources of invention and art must be taxed even to render

them perceptible, to say nothing of their precise determi-

nation.

(776 c.) The first and most obvious mode ol produdng a

• Princip. bk. I . prop. 72.
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magnified result is to augment, in as high a ratio as possible,

the attracting mass ; and therefore to substitute some great

natural mass of the most suitable form which can be found,

for an artificial sphere. And as the resources afforded by

the integral calculus furnish the means of calculating the at-

traction of a body of any size and figure of known materials

on a point any where situated without it, the idea naturally

enough suggested itself to take some large mountain, of as

regular a shape as might be found, for the attracting body,

and to measure its attraction, on a principle pointed out by

Newton*, by the deviation from verticality of a plumb-line

suspended near it, which will necessarily be drawn aside

towards the mountain. As the deflexion to be expected

however, even in the case of a very large mountain, is still

exceedingly minute, the working out of this idea into prac-

tice calls for very exact and refined astronomical observations.

(776 d.) In the first place the question arises in limine,

how are we to ascertain, at any place, what i» a vertical di-

rection ? The deviated plumb-line^ it is obvious, cannot give

us this information, nor can levels, for the surface of still

water is always at right angles to the single force, whatever

that may be, which results from a combination of all the

forces acting on it— in other words, to the direction of the

deviated plumb-line. Here it is that our knowledge of the

figure and dimensions of the earth stand us in stead. We
cannot, it is true, remove the mountain so as to find where

the plumb-line would point, or the level rest in its absence;

but we can shift our station to the opposite side, and by

sidereal observation ascertain whether the direction of the

plumb-line has varied by more or less than the amount of

change due to such a change of station on tfie globe. Thus

then we proceed :
—

Suppose M the mountain, A B a circle of latitude passing

through two stations P, Q, at its foot, (or rather at such

heights on its slope as shall correspond to the maxima of

its lateral attraction,) at each of which lot observations be

made with a portable zenith sector alternately established at

* Treatinc on the Syttem of the World in popular way, (17i2R).
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oue and the other of the zenith distances of some star pass^

ing yer7 near the zenith of the mountain (so as to free the
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observations from uncertainty of refraction). Were there

no lateral attraction, the plumb-lines at both stations would

point directly to the center of curvature C of the terrestrial

spheroid (art. 219.), and the angle between them, P C Q,
would be the difference of latitudes of the stations. Now
the dimensions and ellipticity of the earth as a whole being

known, this latter difference can be independently determined

by a trigonometrical survey instituted for the purpose, a

base being measured, and the meridional distance P Q as-

cert«>:aed by triangulation (art. 274. etse^.), which, converted

into seconds of latitude, gives the difference in question ; to

which, were there no local attraction, tbe observed difference

of zenith distances ought to correspond. But this will not be

the case. The mountain will attiact the plummet both ways

inwarde, into situations P B, Q B, including a greater angle

than P C Q, and this being the observed angle or apparent

difference of zenith distances — subtracting from it the dif-

ference of latitude so independently obtained, the excess will

represent the sum of the two deviations north and south due

to the attraction required. The mountain has then to be

surveyed, and modelled, and mineraiogicai specimens taken

from every accessible part'of it, and their specific gravities
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detwmined ; and thus, no matter ifvith what amount of cal-

culation (for it is no light task), the total lateral attraction

is computed in units of some definite scale; such, for instance,

that each unit shall represent the total attraction of a sphere

of llh. weight, on a point 1 foot distant from its center. The
sum of all these units, each reduced to a horizontal direc-

tion, is the total lateral attraction of the mountain, and is

therefore to the total vertical attraction of the earth, as the

tangent of the deviation (taken so as to divide the total ob-

served difference in the ratio of the computed attractions at

either station), is to radius.

(776 e.) The process is laborious and costly—^requires ex-

cellent instruments and the cooperation of more than one

practised observer. It has, however, been put in execution

on several occasions; viz., Ist, by the French Academi-

cians, Bouguer and La Condamine, who in the course of

their operations in Peru for the measurement of an arc of

the meridian (art. 216.) instituted observations of the kind

above described on Chimborazo in 1738. Their means of

observation, however, were not such as to afford any dT^tinct

result, though a dev:ation of the plumb-line to the amount of

about 11" appears to have been obtained. 2nd, by Maske-

lyne, in 1774, on the mountain Schehallien in Scotland, a

mountain, not indeed ofany great magnitude, being only about

3000 feet in altitude, but well situated, and otherwise well

adapted for the experiment. It was successful. A joint

amount of the lateral deviations on either side, of 11 ''*6, was

well ascertained to be produced by the local attraction, and

the calculations being executed, (by Dr. Hutton and sub-

sequently by Professor Playfair,) a result entitled to some

reliance was obtained, according to which the mean density

of the earth comes out 4*713 times that c^ water at the sur-

face. More recently, we find a series of observations in>

stituted by Col. James, Superintendent of the Ordnance

Survey, on Arthur's Seat near Edinburgh*, by which, from a

deflexion of 2'''21 observed on the north and of 2''*00 on the

south side of that mountain, a mean density results of 5 '3 16.

* Phil. Tr. 1856, p. A91.
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(776 /) Observations of the time of oeoillation of a pen*

dtilum afford (see art. 236.) a direct measure of the force by
which the oscillating mass is urged vertically downwards..

Hence it follows that if this time be very precisely deterr

mined, both at the summit and at the foot of a mountain or

elevated table land, the attraction of the mass of such moun-

tain or table land vertically downwards will become known.

For gravity decreasing inversely as the square of the dis-

tance would be enfeebled by the increase of that distance in

a proportion which, can be precisely calculated from the

known height of the upper station ; and therefore, could the

pendulum be supported in the ur at that height, the increase

of its time of oscillation, under those circumstances, would

be exactly known by calculation. But being supported on

a mountain ma<i8, protruding above the level surface of the

terrestrial spheroid, the attraction of that mass acts on it in

addition to the so diminished force of general gravitation,

and prevents it from losing on the sea-level rate so much as

it would do were the mountain devoid of attractive power.

Experiments of this nature have been made by the Italian

astronomers Plana and Carlini on Mont Cenis in Savoy, and

the result, all computations executed, have given 4*960 for

the mean density in question.

(776 g.) But it is also possible to descend below, as wdl
as to rise above, the general searlevel, and to observe the

pendulum at great depths below that level, as in deep mines.

It was shown by Newton* that the attraction of a hollow,

spherical, homogeneous shell on a point however situate

within it, is simply nil, i.e, that the material point so placed

is equally attracted by it in all direcUona. Hence by de-

scending below the surface, we set ourselves free of the at-

traction of the whole spherical shell exterior to the point of

observation, and the remaining attraction is the same as that

of the whole interior mass collected in its center. This may,

or may not, be less than the attraction of the whole earth on

a point at its surface. It will be less if the earth be homo-

geneous or of the same density throughout; for in that

* Triiicip. Lib. i. Prop. 70.
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QMe Newton has shown* that the attrnotive forces of the

whole sphere, and of the interior sphere, each on a point on

its own surface, are to each other as their radii. But if the

internal portions of the earth bo more dense than the external,

(as they must be if the foregoing determinations be any ap-

proach to truth,) it may be greater. The experiment has

been made, on three several oocnsions, by the present Astro-

nomer Boyat (Mr. Airy). On the two first in the Dolcoath

mine in Cornwall at a depth of 1200 foet— a clock and

pendulum were transported alternately to the bottom and the

mouth of the shaft. On both these occasions the arrangements

were defeated ; on the first, by the accidental combustion

of the packages of instruments in mid-air while in the act of

raising them fVom below, attended with their precipitation

down the shaft of the mine ; on the other, by the subsidence

of a mass of rook, " many timbs the size of Westminster

Abbey,** during the experiments, deluging the mine with

water and forcing a premature conclusion. The third at-

tempt, (in the Harton Coal Pit, near South Shields, 1 200

feet in depth,) proved perfectly successful, and the oscillations

of the pendulum below being compared with thOse of the

clock above, by the immediate transmission of the beats of

the latter down the mine by an electric wire, tlie great difli-

ciilty (that of the exact transmission of time) was annihilated.

The result of this experiment was that a pendulum vibrating

seconds at the mouth of the pit, would gain 2^ sec. per day

at its bottom ; and the final result (of which the calculations

have very recently been published f) gives 6*565 for the

mean density of the earth.

(776 A.) The difference between these several results is

considerable, and even the interval between the last men-

tioned and the highest of the others pretty large: it is

bridged over however, so to speak, and the interval partly

filled up, by the results of a totally different class of experi-

ments of a much more curious and artificial nature, which we

have now to describe. We have already seen (art. 234.) that

the force of gravity may be brought directly into comparison

* Priiicip. Lib. t. Trop. 73, t PiiiL Trtuii. 1856, p. tt»7.
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with other material foroen by using as an intermedium the

elaaUo power of a spring. What is true of gravitation t<i

the whole mass of the earth is equally so of gravitation to-

wards any material massj as a leaden ball. It may bo

measured by equilibrating it witli the tension of a spring;

provided, Ist, that we can frame a spring so delicate as to bo

visibly and measurably affected by so minute a force ; 2ndly,

that the force can be so applied as to be the only force tend-

ing to bend the spring, a condition which implies that it shall

act on it, not vertically, but horizontally, so as to eliminate the

weight of the spring, or at least prevent its being mixed up

with the result ; and, 3rdly, that we shall possess some in-

dependent means of measuring the elastic power of the spring

\\AQ\f. All these conditions are satisfied by the balance of

torsion, devised by Michell with a view to this enquiry, and ap*

plied, after his death, tv. the intended purpose by Cavendish, in

the celebrated experiment usually cited as *' the Cavendish

Experiment"*

(776 I.) The apparatus consists essentially of a long wooden

rod made so as to unite great strength with little weight;

carrying at its extremities two equal balls A,B, and suspended

in a horisontal situation by a wire no thicker than necessary

securely to sustain the weight, from a point over its center

* Phil. Trim. I79S, 469. CavcndUli csprMiily ktatM that Miohtll'a lnven>

tion of thii btautiAii initniinani. and hU communioation of it to him. »> iUitece-

liant t<i tht publioatlon of ('oulomh'n rewarohei.
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of gravity, the wire being arranged as in the figure, so as to

relieve the rod of the weight of the balls, its office being

solely to keep them apart at a given horizontal distance. It

is evident that when suspended from C, and allowed to take

its position of equilibrium undisturbed by any external force,

the rod will assume such a situation that the wire C D shall

be quite devoid of torsion ; but that if the rod AB be dis-

turbed from this neutral Jjtbsition, C D remaining vertical, the

elastic force of the wire called into action by the torsion so

induced will tend to bring it back to the point of departure

by a force proportional to the angle of torsion. When so

disturbed then, and abandoned to itself, it will oscillate

backward and forward in horizontal arcs, the oscillations

being all performed in equal times; and from the time observed

to be occupied in each oscillation, the weights of the bulls

and that of the rod being known, we are able, from dynamical

principles, to determine the motive force by which the wire

acts on the balls, or the force of torsion. Suppose, now,

two heavy leaden spheres to be brought, laterally, up nearly

into contact, the one with A, the other with B, but on oppo-

site sides of them, they will attract A,B, and their attrac-

tions will conspire in twisting the wire the same way; so that

the point of rest will be changed from the original neutral

{mint to one in which the torsion shall just counterbalance

the attractions. By shifting the attracting balls alternately

to the one and the other sides of A B, these will assume posi-

tions of rest alternately on opposite sides of the original

neutral point, and equidistant from it, so that the deviation,

if any, shall thus become doubled in its effect on the read-

ings off of a scale marked by a pointer at the end of the rod,

which may be observed through a telescope placed at a dis-

tance, so that the approach of the observer's person may create

no disturbance.

(776y.) Practically, the observation is not so simple as in

the above statement The balls can hardly ever be brought

completely to rest ; and the neutral point has to be concluded

by noting the extremes of the arc of oscillation, perpetually

dimioishins by the ttUM tMX a

A _J.AUU Wiien uie
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attracting balls are brought into action, their attraction (act-

ing laterally, according to the inverse squares ofthe distances)

mixes itself with the force of torsion, to produce a compound

law of force, under whose influence the times, velocities, and

arcs have a diflerent relation from those due to the torsion

alone, and which, when investigated rigorously, lead to cal-

culations of great complexity. Fortunately, the extreme

minuteness' of the attractive forces dispenses with a rigorous

solution of this problem, and allows of a very simple and

ready approximation, quite exact enough for the purpose.

But besides these, a host of disturbing influences, arising

from currents of air induced by difference of temperature,

has to be contended with or guarded against, so as to render

the experiment one of great difficulty and full of niceties, the

mere enumeration of which here, however, would lead us far

beyond our limits.
*

(776 A.) The experiment, as conducted by Cavendish,

afforded as its final result 5*480. Bepeated since, with

greater precautions, by Professor Reich, 5*438 was obtained

;

and still more recently, by the late F. Baily, in a series of

experiments exhibiting an astonishing amount of skill and

patience in overcoming the almost innumerable obstacles to

complete success, 5*660 ; a result undoubtedly preferable to

the two former. Thus the final result of the whole enquiry

will stand as below, the densities concluded being arranged

in order of magnitude :
—

Schehallien experiment, by Maskelyne, calculated by PUyrair D=> 4*713

Carlini from pendulum on Mount Cenis (corrected by Giulio) • 4*950

Col. James from attraction of Arthur's Seat ... 5*316

Reich, repetition of Cavendish experiment ... 5-438

Cavendish, result 5*480, corrected by Mr. Baily's recomputation - 5*448

fiaily'.! repetition of Cavendish experiment ... 5*660

Airy, from pendulum in Harton coal-pit .... 6*565

General mean • - 5*44 If
Mean of greatest and least . 5*639

* The reader is warned to be on his guard against accepting as correct a*.i

account of the principle of the Cavendish experiment, professing to enumate

from one very high astronomical authority, and passed without note or comment
(and therefore so far sanctioned) by another, but which involves a total miscon-

ception of its true nature ( Arago, Leziont di A$tronomia tradutte ed annotate di

E, Cflnocsii Napoli. 195!, p. 2S8.)

t >lewton, by one of his astonishing divinations, had already expressed his
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(776 /.) Calculating on 5^ as a result sufficiently ajpproxi-

mative and convenient for memory; taking the mean diameter

of the earth, considered as a sphere, at 7912*41 miles, and

the weight of a cubic foot of water at 62*3211 lbs.; we find

for its solid content in cubic miles, 259,373 millions, and for

its weight in tons of 2240 lbs. avoird. each, 5842 trillions (—
5842x10").

opinion that the mean density of the earth would be found to be between five

luid ui time* that of water. (Prino. iil 10.)
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OF SIDEBEAL A8TB0N0MT.

CHAPTER XV.

or THX nXBD 8TAB8.— THBIB OLABSITIOATION BT HAOinTin>B&~o

PHOTOmTBIO 80ALE OF HAOMITDDES.— OONVXNTIONAI. OB TUL-

OAB SOALS.— PHOTOUETIUO COMPABISON OF STABS.— DISTBIBU-

TION OF STABS OVBB THE HEAVENS.— OF THE MILKT WAT OB

OAXAXT.— ITS SUPPOSED FOBX THAT OF A FLAT STBATDM PABr

TIALLT SUBDIVIDED.— ITS VISIBLE OOUBSB AMONG THE CONSTEL-

LATIONS.— ITS INTEBNAL STBUOTUBE.— ITS APPABENTLT INDE-

FINITB EXTENT IN OEBTAIN DIBECTIONS.— OF THE DISTANCE OF

THE FIXED STABS.— TBEIB ANNUAL PABALLAX.— PABALLACTIO

UNIT OF SIDEBEAL DISTANCE.—EFFECT OF PABALLAX ANALOGOUS

TO THAT OF ABBBBATION.— HOW DISTINGUISHED FBOK IT.—DE-

TECTION OF PABALLAX BT MEBIDIONAL 0B8BBVATI0NS. •— HEN-

DEBSON's APPUOATION to a CENTAUBI. — BT DIFFEBBNTUL OBn

SBBTATIONS.— DISCOVEBIES OF BESSEL AND STBUVE. — LIST OF

STABS IN WHICH PABALLAX HAS BEEN DETECTED.—OF THE BEAL

HAONITUDES OF THE STABS.— COMPABISON OF THEIB LIGHTS

WITH THAT OF THE SUN.

(777.) BxsiOES the bodies we have described m the fore

going ohaptersy the heavens present us with an innumerable

multitude of other objects, which are called generally by the

name of stars. Though comprehending individuals differing

from each other, not merely in brightness, but in many other

essential p(nnt8, they all agree in one attribute,— a high

degree of permanence as to apparent relative situation. This

has procured them the title of '* fixed stars
;
" an expression

which is to be understood in a comparative and not an abso-

lute sense, it heang certain that many, and probable that all,

are in a state of motion, although too slow to be perceptiblti

o o
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unlefls by means of very delicate obseryations, continued

during a long series of years.

(778.) Astronomers are in the habit of distinguishing the

stars into classes, according to their apparent brightness.

These are termed magnitudes. The brightest stars are said

to be of the first magnitude; those which fall so far short

of the first degree of brightness as to make a strongly marked

distinction are classed in the second ; and so on down to the

sixth or seventh, which comprise the smallest stars visible to

the naked eye, in the clearest and darkest night. Beyond

these, however, telescopes continue the range of visibility,

and magnitudes from the 8th down to the 16th are familiar to

those who are in the practice of using powerful instruments

;

nor does there seem the* least reason to assign a limit to this

progression ; every increase in the dimensions and power of

instruments, which successive improvements in optical science

have attuned, having brought into view multitudes innu-

merable of objects invisible before ; so that, for any thing

experience has hitherto taught us, the number of the stars

may be really infinite, in the only sense in which we can

assign a meaning to the word.

(779.) This classification into magnitudes, however, it

must be observed, is entirely arbitrary. Of a multitude

of bright objects, difiering probably, intrinsically, both in

size and in splendour, and arranged at unequal distances from

us, one must of necessity appear the brightest, one next below

it, and so on. An order of succession (relative, of course, to

our local situation among them) must exist, and it is a matter

of absolute indifierence, where, in that infinite progression

downwards, from the one brightest to the invisible, we choose

to draw our lines of demarcation. All this is a matter of

pure convention. Usage, however, has established such a

convention ; and though it is impossible to determine exactly,

or h priorif where one magnitude ends and the next begins,

and although difierent observers have differed in their magni-

tudes, yet, on the whole, astronomers have restricted their

first magnitude to about 23 or 24 principal stars; their

second to 50 or 60 next inferior ; their third to about 200 yet
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imaller, and so on ; the numbers inoreasing very rapidly as

we descend in the scale of brightness, the whole number
of stars already registered down to the seventh magnitude*

inclusive, amounting to from 12000 to 15000.

(780.) As we do not see the actual disd of a star, but

judge only of its brightness by the total impression made
upon the eye, the apparent " magnitude '' of any star will, it

is evident, depend, 1st, on the star's distance from us ; 2d, on

the absolute magnitude of its illuminated surface ; 3d, on the

intrinsic brightness of that surface. Now, as we know no-

thing, or next to nothing, of any of these data, and have

every reason for believing that each of them may differ in

different individuals, in die proportion of many millions to

one, it is clear that we are not to expect much satisfaction in

any conclusions we may draw from numerical statements of

the number of individuals which have been arranged in our

artificial classes antecedent to any general or definite principle

of arrangement. In fact, astronomers have not yet agreed

upon any principle by which the magnitudes may be photo-

metrically classed et priori, whether for example a scale of

brightnesses decreasing in geometrical progression should be

adopted, each term being one half of the preceding, or one

third, or any other ratio, or whether it would not be prefer-

able to adopt a scale decreasing as the squares of the terms

of an harmonic progression, t. e. according to the series 1,

h h TS* 3T> ^^* ^^^ former would be a purely photometric

scale, and would have the apparent advantage that the light

of a star of any magnitude would bear a fixed proportion to

that of the magnitude next above it, an advantage, however,

merely apparent, as it is certain, from many optical facts, that

the unaided eye forms very different judgments of the pro^

portions existing between bright lights, and those between

feeble ones. The latter scale involves a physical idea, that oi

supposing the scale of magnitudes to correspond to the ap

pearance of a first magnitude standard star, removed succes

sively to twice, three times, &c. its original or standard

distance. Such a scale, which would make the nominal

maimitude a sort of index to the presumable or average dia-
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ttmm, on the sapposition of an equality among the real lights

of the stars, would facilitate the expression of speculative ideas

on the constitution of the sidereal heavens. On the otiier

hand, it would at first sight appear to make too small a differ-

ewvi between the lights in the lower magnitudes. For ex-

ample, on this principle of nomenclature, the light of a star

of the seventh magnitude would be thirty-six 49ths of thot

of one of the sixth, and of the tenth 81 hundredths i J' tha

ninth, while between the first and the second tb«^' p].';;'v. 'o:?

would be that of four to one. So far, how(tv<ii% fri>m thie

being really objectionable, it falls in well v. ith tae ^^ ;;neral

tenor of the optical facts already alluded fr, ;:> vsmuch as the

eye (in the absence of disturbing causes) does actually discri-

minate with greater precision between the relative intensities

of feeble lights than of bright ones, so that the fraction f|
for instance, expresses quite as great a step downwards (phy-

siologically speaking) from the sixth magnitude, as ^ does

from the first. As the choice, therefore, so far as we can see,

lies between these two scales, in drawing the lines of demar-

cation between what may be termed the photometrical Mogni-

tudis of the stars, we have no hesitation in adopting, and

reoommending others to adopt, the latter system in preference

to the former.

(781.) The conventional magnitudes actually in use among
astronomers, so far as their usage is consistent with itself,

conforms moreover very much more nearly to this than to the

geometrical progression. It has been shown * by direct pho-

tometric measurement of the light of a considerable number
of stars fix>m the first to the fourth magnitude, that if M be

the number expressing €. .c -a gmtude of a star on tl^? above

system, and m the numbc • exp '.. 'r.vj thema j- iudeofthe same

star in the loose and ix. j^diujr i^aguage at present conven-

tionally or rather provisionally adopted, so&r as it can be col-

lected from the conflicting authorities of dififerent observers,

the difference between .these numbers, or M—m, is the same

in all the higher parts of the scale, and is less than half a<4nag-

• See " Results of Observation* made at the Cape of Good Hope, &c. &c."

jp. 371. By the Author.
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iiitude (fV". 414). The standard star assumed as the unit of

magnitude in the measurements referred to, is the bright

Bouthtm star a Ccutauri, a star somewhat superior to Arcturus

in lustre. K we take the distance of this star for unity, it

follows that when removed to the distances 1*414, 2-414,

3*414, &0. its apparent lustre would equal those of aver

stars of the 1st, 2d, 3d, &c. magnitudes, at ordinarily reckonedt

respectively.

(782.) The difference of lustre between stars of two c(m-

secutive magnitudes is so considerable as to allow of man/
intermediate gradations being perfectly well distinguished

Hardly any two stars of the first or of the second mafnitude
would be judged by an eye practised in such compan&one to

be exactly equal in brightness. Hence, the necessity, if any-

thing like accuracy be aimed at, o'^ subdividing the magni-

tudes and admitting fractions into our nomenclature of

brightness. When this necessity first began to be felt, a

simple bisection of the interval was recognized, and the inter-

mediate degree of brightness was thus designated, viz. 1.2 m,

2.3 m, and so on. At present it is not imfrequent to find the

interval trisected thus : 1 m, 1.2 m, 2. 1 m, 2 m, &c. where

the expression 1.2m denotes a magnitude intermediate be-

tween the first and second, but nearer 1 than 2 ; while 2.1 m
designates a magnitude also intermediate, but nearer 2 than

1. This may sufiice for common parlance, but as this depart-

ment of astronomy progresses towards exactness, a dedmal

subdivision will of necessity supersede these rude forms of

expression, and the magnitude will be expressed by on int^r
number followed by a decimal fraction; m for instance, 2.51

which expresses the magnitude of 7 Geminorum on the

vulgar or conventional soJe of magnitudes, by which we at

once perceive that its place is almost eractiy half way

between the 2d and 3d average magnitudes, and that its

light is to that of on average first magnitude star in that scale

(of which a Ononis in its usual or normal state * may be

taken as a typical specimen) as 1 ' : (2*51) ', and to that of «t

* In the intenrd from 1836 to 18S9 this itar underwent considerable and re*

narkaUe fluetuations of brightneti.

00 3
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Centauri as 1 *: (2*924)^ making its place in the photometric

scale (so defined) 2*924. Lists of stars northern ivnd southern,

comprehending those of the vulgar first, second, and third

magnitudes, with their magnitudes decimally expressed in

both systems, will be found at the end of this work. The

light of a star of the sixth magnitude may be roughly stated

as about the hundredth part of one of the first. Sirius would

make between three and four hundred stars of that magnitude.

(783.) The exact photometrical determination of the com-

parative intensities of light of the stars is attended with many
and great difiiculties, arising partly from their differences of

colour; partly from the circumstance that no invariable

standard of artificial light has yet been discovered ; partly

from the physiological cause above alluded to, by which the

eye is incapacitated from judging correctly of the proportion

of two lights, and can only decide (and that with not very

great precision) as to their equality or inequality ; and partly

from other physiological causes. The least objectionable

method hitherto proposed would appear to be the following.

A natural standard of comparison is in the first instance

selected, brighter than any of the stars, so as to allow of

being equalized with any of them by a reduction of its light

optically effected, and at the same time either invariable, or

at least only so variable that its changes con be exactly cal-

culated and reduced to numerical estimation. Such a

standard is offered by the planet Jupiter, which, being much
brighter than any star, subject to no phases, and variable in

light only by the variation of its distance from the sun, and

which moreover comes in succession above the horizon at a

convenient altitude, simultaneously with all the fixed stars,

and, in the absence of the moon, twilight, and other disturb-

ing causes (which fatally affect all observations of this nature),

combines all the requisite conditions. Let us suppose, now,

that Jupiter being at A and the star to be compared with it

at B, a glass prism C, is so placed that the light of the

planet deflected by total internal reflexion at its base, shall

emeige parallel t^ B E the direction of the star's visual ray.

After reflexion, let it be received on a lens D, in whoso focus
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F, it will form a small bright 9tar-Iike image capable of being

viewed by an eye placed at E, so far out of the axis of the cone

of diverging rays as to admit of seeing at the same time, and

^»)^'-i

with the same eye> and so comparing, this image with the

star seen directly. By bringing the eye nearer to or further

from the focus F, the apparent brightness of the focal point

will be varied in the inverse ratio of the square of the dis-

tance E F, and therefore may be equalized, as well as the eye

can judge of such equalities, with the star. If this be done

for two stars several times alternately, and a mean of the

results taken, by measuring EF, their relative brightness

will be obtained : that of Jupiter, the temporary standard of

comparison, being altogether eliminated from the result.

(784.) A moderate number of well selected stars being thus

photometrically determined by repeated and careful measure-

ments, so as to afford an ascertained and graduated scale of

brightness among the stars themselves, the intermediate steps

or grades of magnitude may be filled up, by inserting between

them, according to the judgment of the eye, other stars,

forming an ascending or descending sequence, each member
of such a sequence being brighter than that below, and less

bright than that above it; and thus at length, a scale of nume-

rical magnitudes will become established, complete in all its

members, from Sirius, the brightest of the stars, down to the

least visible magnitude.* It were much to be wished that

* For th* mathod of combining and treating lueh Mqutneca, whare aoeumu-
•Mww ua COMSawviSOtw jiunawavf SO SS %0 «•••••£»« *«»«•« ftaavaa awvai*? viaS aHHWVUVV
of wroneoua Judgmant, atmoaphario ciroiimatuioaa, kc, which ofUn giva rian ttf

Ooatradictory arrangcmcnti in tha order of itart diffanng but UtUa in riagnitude^

oo 4
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this branch of astronomy, which at present can hardly be said

to be advanced beyond its infancy,were perseveringly and sys-

tematically cultivated. It is by no means a subject of mere

barren curiosity, as will abundantly appearwhen we come to

speak of the phaenomena ofvariable stars ; and being moreover

one in which amateurs of the science may easily chalk out for

themselves a useful and available path, may naturally be ex-

pected to receive largeand interesting accessions at their hands.

(785.) If the comparison of the apparent magnitudes of the

stars with their numbers leads to no immediately obvious con-

clusion, it is otherwise when we view them in connection with

their local distribution over the heavens. If indeed we confine

ourselves to the three or four brightest •"l'><»e8, we shall find

them distributed with a considerable appi A^h to impartiality

over the sphere : a marked preference liowever being observ-

able, especially in the southern hemit^phere, to a zone or belt,

following the direction of a great circle passing through t

Orionis and » Crucis. But if we take in the whole amount

visible to the naked eye, we shall perceive a great increase of

number as we approach the borders of the Milky Way. And
when we come to telescopic magnitudes, we find them

crowded beyond imagination, along the extent of that circle,

and of the branches which it sends off from it ; so that in fact

its whole light is composed of nothing but stars of every mag-

nitude, from such as are visible to the naked eye down to the

smallest point of light perceptible with the best telescopes.

(786.) These phenomena agree with the supposition that

the stars of our firmament, instead of being scattered in all

directions indifferently through space, form a stratum of which

the thickness is small, in comparison with its length and

breadth ; and in which the earth occupies a place somewhere

about the middle of its thickness, and near the point where it

subdivides into two principal laminae, inclined at a small angle

to each other (art. 302.). For it is certain that, to an eyesu

at well for an account of a seriet of phototnetrio oompariioni (in which how-
•THr, not Jupitor, but tha moon, was uted ai an intermediate standard), we the

work above cited, note on p. 353, (Results of Obeervationi, &o.) Prof. Ileis

of ... ie, ID mrat wo are aware, the only observer who has adopted and extended

thtt method of svquenees there employed. „. ^ „,_
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situated, the apparent density of the stars, supposuig them
pretty equally scattered through the space they occupy, would

be least in a direction of the visual ray (as S A), perpendi-

cular to the lamina, and greatest in that of its breadth, as

SB, S C, SD ; increasing rapidly in pasung from one to the

other direction, just as we see a slight haze in the atmosphere

thickening into a decided fc^ bank near the horizon, by the

rapid increase of the mere length of the visual ray. Such is

the view of the construction of the starry firmament taken by

Sir William Herschel, whose powerful telescopes first effected

a complete analysis of this wonderful zone, and demonstrated

the fact of its entirely consisting of stars.* So crowded are

.'.

' .. * '.1. ..I. .

"

they in some parts of it, that by counting the stars in a single

field of his telescope, he was led to conclude that 50000 had

passed under his review in a zone two degrees in breadth,

during a single hour's observation. In that part of the milky

way which is situated in lOh 30m R A and betf^een the

147th and 160th degree of N P D, upwards of 5000 stars

have been reckoned to exist in a square degree. The im-

mense distances at which the remoter regions must be situated

will sufficiently account for the vast predominance of small

magnitudes which are observed in it.

(787.) The course of the Milky Way as traced through the

heavens by the unaided eye, neglecting occasional deviations

and following the line of its greatest brightness as well as its

varying breadth and intensity will permit, conforms as nearly

08 the indefinitencss of its boundary will allow it to be fixed

to that of a great circle inclined at an angle of about 63° to

the equinoctial, and cutting that circle in R A A 47 m and

* TliomM Wright of Durham (Tlieory of the Univinc, London, 1750) ap-

pears BO early aa 1734 to have entertained the same general vienr as to the con-
..:....I_n ^f tUm MSILm JKm-u anil slarrv Armamant. foyntlMj. nijlUi in tho gnirit at
•.%«..«'«• *^»

Just aatronomical ipeoulation on a partial reiolution of a portion of It with a

" one-foot reflector " (a refluctor ono foot in focal length). See an aoooum of thit

rare work by M. da Morgan iu Phil. Mag. Sur. 3. xaiii. p. Si41. «t leq.
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12A 47m, 80 that its northern and southern poles respectivety

are situated in E. A. \2h 47m NPD 63** and B. A. Oh 47m
NPD 111". Throughout the re^on where it is so remark-

ably subdivided (art. 186.), this great circle holds an inter-

mediate situation between the two great streams; with a

nearer approximation however to the brighter and continu-

ous stream, than to the fainter and interrupted one. If we
trace its course in order of right ascension, we find it traver&-

ing the constellation Cassiopeia, its brightest part passing

about two degrees to the north of the star 8 of that constel-

lation, I. e. in about 62° of north declination, or 28* .N PD.
Passing thence between 7 and e Cassiopeiss it sends off a

branch to the south-preceding side, towards a Persei, very

conspicuous as far as that star, prolonged faintly towards

« of the same constellation, and possibly traceable towards

the Hyades and Pleiades as remote outliers. The main

stream however (which is here very faint), passes on through

Auriga, over the three remarkable stars, «, ^ 17, of that con-

stellation preceding Capella, called the Hoedi, preceding

Capella, between the feet of Gemini and the horns of the

Bull (where it intersects the ecliptic nearly in the Solstitial

Colure) and thence over the club of Orion to the neck ofMono-
ceros, intersecting the equinoctial in B. A. 6 A 54 m. Up to

this point, from the offset in Perseus, its light is feeble and

indefinite, but thenceforward it receives a gradual accession

of brightness, and where it passes through the shoulder of

Monoceros and over the head of Canis Major it presents a

broad, moderately bright, very uniform, and to the naked eye,

starless stream up to the point where it enters the prow of the

ship Argo, nearly on the southern tropic.* Here it again

subdivides (about the star m Puppis), sending off a narrow and

winding branch on the preceding side as far as 7 ArgAs, where

it terminates abruptly. The main stream pursues its south-

ward course to the 123d parallel of NPD, where it difiuses

* In reading thii description a celestial globe will be a neceiaary companion.
It may be thought needlen to detail the course of the Milky Way Terbally, since

it ! mapped down on all celestial charts and (globes. But in the generality of
them, indeed in all which have come to our knowledge, this is dune so vary loosely

wid inaorreoiiy, ai by DO meant to dispenie with a verbal deacription.
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itself broadly and again subdivides, opening out into a wide

fan-like expanse, nearly 20° in breadth formed of interlacing

branches, all which terminate abruptly, in a line drawn nearly

through X and 7 Arg^.

(788.) At this place the continuity of the Milky Way is

interrupted by a wide gap, and where it reconvnences on
the opposite side it is by a somewhat similar fan-shaped

assemblage of branches which converge upon the bright star

rj Argiis. Thence it crosses the hind feet of the Centaur,

forming a curious and sharply defined semicircular concavity

of small radius, and enters the Cross by a very bright neck or

isthmus of not more than 3 or 4 degrees in breadth, being

the narrowest portion of the Milky Way. After this it imme-
diately expands into a broad and bright mass, enclosing the

stars a and /3 Crucis, and /8 Centauri, and extending almost

up to » of the latter constellation. In the midst of this

bright mass, surrounded by it on all sides, and occupying

about half its breadth, occurs a singular dark pear-shaped

vacancy, so conspicuous and remarkable as to attract the

notice of the most superficial gazer, and to have acquired

among the early southern navigators the uncouth but ex-

pressive appellation of the coal-sack. In this vacancy which

is about 8** in length, and 5° broad, only one very small star

visible to the naked eye occurs, though it is far from devoid

of telescopic stars, so that its striking blackness is simply due

to the effect of contrast with the brilliant ground with which

it is on all sides surrounded. This is the place of nearest

r.pproach of the Milky Way to the South Pole. Throughout

all this region its brightness is very striking, and when com-

pared with that of its more northern course already traced,

conveys strongly the impression of greater proximity, and

would almost lead to a belief that our situation as spectators

is separated on all sides by a considerable interval from the

dense body of stars composing the Galaxy, which in this view
of the subject would come to be considered as a flat ring or

some other reentering form of immense and irreguhir breadth

and thickness, within which we are excentrically situated,

nearer to the southern than to the northern part of its circuit.
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(789.) At a Centauri, the Milky Way again subdivides *,

sending off a great branch of nearly half its breadth, but

which thins off rapidly, at an angle of about 20° with

its general direction, towards the preceding side, to 17 and d
Lupi, beyond which it loses itself in a narrow and faint

streamlet. . The main stream passes on increasing in breadth

to 7 NormsB, where it makes an abrupt elbow and again sub-

divides into one principal and continuous stream of very

irregular breadth and brightness on the following side, and a

complicated system of interlaced streaks and masses on the

preceding, which covers the tfdl of Scorpio, and terminates in

a vast and faint effusion over the whole extensive region

occupied by the preceding leg of Ophiuchus, extending north-

wards to the parallel of 103** NPD, beyond which it cannot

be traced ; a wide interval of 14°, free from all appearance

of nebulous light, separating it from the great branch on the

north side of the equinoctial of which it is usually repre*

sented as a continuation.

(790.) Returning to the point of separation of this great

branch from the main stream, let us now pursue the course of

the latter. Making an abrupt bend to the following side, it

passes over the stars i Arae, 6 and i Scorpii, and 7 Tubi to

7 Sa^ttarii, where it suddenly collects into a vivid oval mass

about 6° in length and 4** in breadth, so excessively rich in

stars that a very moderate calculation makes their number

exceed 100,000. Northward of this mass, this stream crosses

the ecliptic in longitude about 276**, and proceeding along the

bow of Sagittarius into Antinous has its course rippled by

three deep concavities, separated from each other by remark-

able protuberances, of which the larger and brighter (situated

between Flamsteed's stars 3 and 6 Aquilas) forms the most

conspicuous patch in the southern portion of the Milky Way
visible in our latitudes.

(791.) Crossing the equinoctial at the 19th hour of right

ascension, it next runs in an irregular, patchy, and winding

stream through Aquila, Sagitta and Vulpecula up to Cygnus

;

nttiimJy^

All th« maps and globe* plM* thia subdiriBion at fi Centauri, but arro-

^^'
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at < of which constellation its continmty is interrupted, and a

very confused and irregular region commences, marked by a

broad dark vacmty, not unlike the southern " coal-sack,? occu*

pying the space between 8, », and 7 Cygni, which serves as a

kind of center for the divergence of three gr^at streams ; one,

which we have ahready traced ; a second, the continuation of

the first (across the interval) from a northward, between La-

certa and the head ofCepheus to the point in Cassiopeia whence

we set out, and a third branching off from 7 Cygni, very vivid

and conspicuous, running off in a southern direction through

/3 Cygni, and s Aquilse almost to the equinoctial, where it

loses itself in a region tlunly sprinkled with stars, where in

some maps the modem constellation Taurus Poniatovii is

placed. This is the branch which, if continued across the

equinoctial, might be supposed to unite with the great south-

ern effusion in Ophiuchus already noticed (art. 789.). A
considerable offset, or protuberant appendage, is also thrown

off by the northern stream from the head of Cepheus directly

towards the pole, occupying the greater part of the quartile

formed by a, /3, t, and S of that constellation.

(792.) We have been somewhat circumstantial in de-

scribing the course and principal features of the Via Lactea,

not only because there does not occur any where (so far as

we know) any correct account of it, but chiefly by reason of

its high interest in sidereal astronomy, and that the reader

may perceive how very difficult it must necessarily be to form

any just conception of the real, solid form, as it exists in

space, of an object so complicated, and which we see from a

point of view so unfavourable. The difficulty is of the same

kind which we experience when we set ourselves to conceive

the real shape of an auroral arch or of the clouds, but far

greater in degree, because we know the laws which regulate

the formation of the latter, and limit them to certun con-

ditions of altitude— because their motion presents them to us

in various aspects, but chiefly because we contemplate them

from a station considerably below their general plane, so as to

allow of our mapping out some kind of ground-plan of their

shape. All these aids are wanting when we attempt to map
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amd model out the Galaxy, and beyond the obvious conclusion

that its fonn must be, generally speaking,^^, and of a thick-

ness small in comparison with its area in letgth and breadth,

the laws of perspective afford us little further assistance in the

inquiry. Probability may, it is true, here and there en-

lighten us as to certain features. Thus when we see, as in

the coal-sack, a sharply defined oval space free from stars,

insulated in the midst of a uniform band of not much more

than twice its breadth, it would seem much less probable that

a conical or tubular hollow traverses the whole of a starry

stratum, continuously extended from the eye outwards, than

that a dittant mass of comparatively moderate thickness

should be simply perforated &om side to side, or that an oval

vacuity should be seen foreshortened in a distant foreshortened

area, not really exceeding two or three times its own breadth.

Neither can we without obvious improbability refuse to

admit that the long lateral offsets which at so many places

quit the main stream and run out to great distances, are

either planes seen edgeways, or the convexities of curved

surfaces viewed tangentially, rather than cylindrical or co-

lumnar excrescences bristling up obliquely from the general

leveL And in the same spirit of probable surmise we may
account for the intricate reticulations above described as

existing in the region of Scorpio, rather by the accidental

crossing of streaks thus originating, at very different distances,

or by a cellular structure of the mass, than by real inter-

sections. Those cirrous clouds which are often seen in wmdy
weather, convey no unapt impression either of the kind of

appearance in question, or of the structure it suggests. It

is to other indications however, and chiefly to the telescopic

examination of its intimate constitution, and to the law of

the distribution of stars, not only within its bosom, but

generally over the heavens, that we must look for more

definite knowledge respecting its true form and extent.

(793.) It is on observations of this latter class, and not on

merely speculative or conjectural views, that the generalization

in Art 786., which refers the phasnomena of the starry fir-

mament to the system of the Galaxy as their embodying fact,
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b brought to depend. The process of "'gauging " the heavens

was devised by Sir W. Herschel for this purpose. It con-

sisted in simply counting the stars of all magnitudes which

occur in single fields of view, of 16' in diameter, viable

through a reflecting telescope of 18 inches
i
aperture, and 20

feet focal length, with a magnifying power of 180°: the

points of observation being very numerous and taken in«

discriminately in every part of the surface of the sphere

visible in our latitudes. On a comparison of many hundred

such "gauges" or local enmnerations it appears that the

density of star-light (or the number of stars existing on an

average of several such enumerations in any one immediate

neighbourhood) is least in the pole of the Galactic circle*,

and increases on all sides, with the Galactic polar distance

(and that nearly equally in aU directions) down to the Milky

Way itself, where it attains its maximum. The progressive

rate of increase in proceeding from the pole is at first slow#

but becomes more and more rapid as we approach the plane

of that (urcle according to a law of which the following

numbers, deduced by M. Struve from a careful analysis of

all the gauges in question, will afford a correcfa» idea.

,« t

.-11 •• J. VT XL T» 1 T\'^ Averasce Number of Stars in a
GaUctic t North Polar Dutance. ^^^ ^^, .^ Diameter.

0' 4-15

le** C'y.^ia ^
't ii-4i?r";':j.,5j 4'68

80° '- ,a;k;;i' a-a^i -? .^^i'S^F i 6*52

46° .W'fe'\VT!itmLn\s\ 10'36

60° •w:ini^^ %)t \fr(^w-f"i^ ni ;i 17'68

75° Lvfii .:m%'^---^^rr: 30*30

90° ^- .- 122-00

From which it appears that the mean density of the stars in the

galactic circle exceeds in a ratio of very nearly 30 to 1 that

* From yaKa, YoXoirrof, milk ; meaning the great circle spoken of in

Art 787.1 to which the course of the Via Lactea roost nearly conforms.

This circle is to sidereal what the invariable ecliptic is to planetary astronomy

—

a plane of ultimate reference, the ground-plane of the sidereal system.

f Etudes d'Astronomic Stellaire, p. 71. M. Struve maintains the Galactio

circle to be a small, not a great, circle of the sphere. The appeal is to the eye-

vight. I feiairt my own conviction.
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in its polO) and in a proportion of more than 4 to 1 that in a

direction 15** inclined to its plane.

(794.) These numbers fully boar out the statement in

Art 786. and even draw closer the resemblance by whidi

that statement is there illustrated. For the rapidly in-

creadng density of a fog-bank as the visual ray is depressed

towards the plane of the horizon is a consequence not only of

the mere increase in length of the foggy space traversed, but

also of an actual increase of density in the fog itself in its

lower strata. Now this very conclusion follows from a com-

parison inter se of the numbers above set down, as M. Struve

has clearly shown from a mathematical analysis ofthe empirical

formula, which faithfully represents their law of progression,

and of which he states the redd'; in the following table, ex-

pressing the densities of the stall's at the respective distances,

1, 2, 3, &C., from the galactic plane, taking the mean dcisity

of the stars in that plane itself for unity.

Dtitaiiew from the Dendtfof Dlitancw from tha Denilty of
Galactic FUna. Star*. Galactic Plane. Stan.

QrOO * -00000 0-50 0-08646

0O5 0-48568 0-60 0O.1510
0-10 0-S3!ii88 0-70 0-0.S079

0'90 0-S3895 0-80 0-01414
0-30 017980 0-866 0-0053S
0-40 0-13031

The unit cf distance, of which the first column of this table

expresses fractional parts, is the distance at which such a

telescope is capable of rendering just vinbU a star of average

magnitude, or, as it is termed, its space-penetraiing power.

As we ascend therefore from the galactic plane into this

kind of stellar atmosphere, we perceive that the density of

its parallel strata decreases with great rapidity. At an

altitude above that plane e(^ual to only one-twentieth of the

telescopic limit, it has already diminished to one-half, and at an

altitude of 0*866, to hardly more than one-two-hundredth of

its amount in that plane. So fiiir as we can perceive there is

no flaw in this reasoning, if on^y it be granted, 1st, that the level

planes are continuous, and of equal density throughout ; and,

2dly, that an absolute and definite limit is set to telescopic vision

f
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beyond whichf if stars exist, they elude our sight, and are to us

as ifthey existed not : a postulate whose probability the reader

will be in a better condition to estimate, when in possession

of some other particulars respecting the constitution of the

Galaxy to be described presently.

(795.) A similar course of observation followed out in the

southern hemisphere, leads independently to the same con-

clusion as to the law of the visible distribution of stars over

the southern galactic hemisphere, or that half of the celestial

surface which has the south galactic pole for its center. A
system of gauges, extending over the whole surface of that

hemisphere taken with the same telescope, field of view and

magnifying power employed in Sir William Herschel's

gauges, has afforded the average numbers of stars per field

of 15' in diameter, within the areas of zones encircling that

pole at intervals of 15% set down in the following table.

Zones of Galactic South
Polar Distance.

f^tsS:-. S-

0*

16

30

45

60

75

to IS"

to 30

to 45

to 60

to 75

to 90

Average Number of Stars

per Field ofl5^

.^.:^
6-62

f 9-08

:
13-49

"

;
26-29

V. 59-06

(796.) These numbersare noi, directlycomparablewith those

ofM. Struve, given in Art. 793. because the latter corresponds

to the limiting polar distances, while these are the averaget>

for the included zones. That eminent astronomer, however,

has given a table of the average gauges appropriate to each

degree of north galactic polar distance*, from which it is easy

to calculate averages for the whole extent of each zone.

How near a parallel the results of this calculation for the,

northern hemisphere exhibit with those above stated for

the southern, will be seen by tho following table.

* Etudes d' Astronotnie Stellaire, p. 34.

F P ,
.
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Zones of Oalaotio North
Pokr DbUnee.

0" to 15*

15 to 30

ao to 45

45 to 60

60 to 75

75 to 90

Atctsm Number of Stan
per Fidd of 15^ from
M. Struve's Table.

4-32

5*42

8-21

13-61

24-09

53-43

It would appear from this that* with an almost exaotly

similar law of apparent density in the two hemispheres, the

southern were somewhat richer in stars than the northern,

which may, and not improbably does arise, from our situa-

tion not being precisely in the middle of its thickness, but

somewhat nearer to its northern surface.

(797.) When examined with powerful telescopes, the con-

stitution of this wonderful zone is found to be no less various

than its aspect to the naked eye is irregular. In some regions

the stars of which it is wholly composed are scattered with

remarkable uniformity over immense tracts, while in others

the irregularity of their distribution is quite as striking, ex-

hibiting a rapid succession of closely clustering rich patches

separated by comparatively poor intervals, and indeed in some

instances by spaces absolutely dark and completely void of any
' star, even of the smallest telescopic magnitude. In some

places cot more than 40 or 50 stars on an average occur in a

" gauge*' field of 15', while in others a similar average gives a

result of 400 or 500. Nor is less variety observable in the

character of its different regions in respect of the magnitudes

of the stars they exhibit, and the proportional numbers of

the lai^er and smaller magnitudes associated together, than

in respect oftheir aggregate numbers. In some, for instance,

extremely minute stars, though never altogether wanting,

occur in numbers so moderate as to lead us irresistibly to the

conclusion that in these regions we see fairly throuyh the

starry stratum, since it is impossible otherwise (supposing

their light not intercepted) that the numbers of the smaller
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3S vanous

magnitudes sliould not go on continually increasing ad

infinitum. In such cases moreover the ground of the heavens,

as seen between the stars, is for the most part perfectly dark,

which again would not be the case, if innumerable multitudes

of stars, too nunute to be individually discernible, existed be-

yond. In other regions we are presented with the pheeno-

menon of an almost uniform degree of brightness of the

individual stars, accompanied with a very even distribution

of them over the ground of the heavens, both the larger md
smaller magnitudes being strikingly deficient. In such cases

it is equally impossible not to perceive that we are looking

through a sheet of stars nearly of a size, and of no great thick>

ness compared with the distance which separates them from us.

Were it otherwise we should be driven to suppose the more

distant stars uniformly the larger, so as to compensate by

their greater intrinsic brightness for their greater distance, a

supposition contrary to all probability. In others again, and

that not unfrequently, we are presented with a double phss-

nomenon of the same kind, viz. a tissue as it were oflarge stars

spread over another of very small ones, the intermediate mag-

nitudes being wanting. The conclusion here seems equidly

evident that in such cases we look through two sidereal sheets

separated by a starless interval.

(798.) Throughout by for the larger portion of the extent

of the Milky Way in both l^emispheres, the general blackness

of the ground of the heavens on which its stars are projected,

and the absence of that innumerable multitude and excessive

crowding of the smallest visible magnitudes, and of glare

produced by the aggregate light of multitudes too small to

affect the eye singly, which the contrary supposition woidd

appear to necessitate, must, we think, be considered unequi-

vocal indications that its dimensions in directions where these

conditions obtain, are not only not infinite, but that the space-,

penetrating power of our telescopes suffices fairly to pierce

through and beyond it It is but right however to warn our

readers that this conclusion has been controverted, and that

by an authority not lightly to be put aside, on the ground of

certain views taken by Olbers as to a defect of perfect trans-
pp 3
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parenoy in the celestial spaces, in virtue of which the light of

the more distant stars is enfeebled more than in proportion

to their dbtance. The extinction of light thus originating,

proceeding in geometrical progression while the distance

increases in arithmetical, a limit, it is argued, is placed to

the space-penetrating powers of telescopes, far within that

which distance alone apart from such obscuration would

assign. It would lead us too far aside of the objects of a

treatise of tlus nature to enter upon any discussion of the

grounds (partly metaphysical) on which these views rely.

It must si^ce here to Observe that the objection alluded to,

if applicable to any, is equally so to every part of the galaxy.

We are not at liberty to argue that at one part of its circum-

ference, our view is limited by this sort of cosmical veil which

extinguishes the smaller magnitudes, cuts off the nebulous

light of distant masses, and closes our view in impenetrable

darl(nes8 ; while at another we are compelled by the clearest

evidence telescopes can afford to believe that star-strown

vutas He open, exhausting their powers and stretching out be-

yond their utmost reach, as is proved by that very phenomenon

which the existence of such a veil would render impossible,

viz. infinite increase of number and diminution of magnitude,

terminating in complete irresolvable nebulosity. Such is, in

effect, the spectacle afforded by a very large portion of the

Milky Way in that interesting region near its point of bifur-

cation in Scorpio (arts. 789, 792.) wherethrough the hollows

and deep recesses of its complicated structure we be-

hold what has all the appearance of a wide and indefinitely

prolonged area strewed over with discontinuous masses and

clouds of stars which the telescope at length refuses to

analyse.* Whatever other conclusions we may draw, this

must any how be regarded as the direction of the greatest

linear extension of the ground-plan of the galaxy. And it

* It would be doing great injustice to the illuitrioui utronomcr of Pulkovn
(whoM opinion, if we hart Mem to oontrovcrt, it ii with the utinoit ponible

defbranec snd reepeet) not to mention that at the time of hit writing the re-

markable eaaay already more than onoe cited, in whieh the riewi in question are

delivered, he oould not have been aware of the important fltots alluded to in the

teit, the work in whioh tliejr are dncribod being then nnpuMUIiod.
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would appear to follow, also, as a not less obvious eonsequenoe,

that in those regions where that zone is clearly resolved into

stars well separated and teen projected on a black ground^

and where by consequence it b certain if the foregoing views

be correct that we look out beyond them into space, the smallest

visible stars appear as such, not by reason ofexcessive distance,

but of a real inferiority of size or brightness.*

(799.) When we speak of the comparative remoteness of

certain re^ons of the starry heavens beyond others, and of

our own situation in them, the question immediately arises,

what is the' distance of the nearest fixed star? What ifl

the scale on which our visible firmament is constructed?

And what proportion do its dimensions bear to those of our

own immediate system ? To these questions astronomy has

at length been enabled to afford an answer.

(800.) The diameter of the earth has served us for the base

of a triangle, in the trigonometrical survey of our system (art.

274.), by which to calculate the distance of the sun ; but the

extreme minuteness ofthe sun's parallax (art. 357.) renders the

calculation from this " ill-conditioned" triangle (art. 275.) so

delicate, that nothing but the fortunate combination of favour-

able circumstances, afforded by the transits ofVenus (art. 479.),

could render its results even tolerably worthy of reliance. But

the earth's diameter is too small a base for direct triangulation

to the verge even of our own system (art. 526.), and we are,

therefore, obliged to substitute the annual parallax for the

diurnal, or, which comes to the same thing, to ground our

calculation on the relative velocities of the earth and planets

in their orbits (art. 486.), when we would push our triangu-

lation to that extent. It might be naturally enough expected,

that by this enlargement of our base to the vast diameter of

the earth's orbit, the next step in our survey (art. 275.)

would be made at a great advantage ;— that our change of

* ProivMor Loomii (Pro|rtM of Aitronriny, 1850, p. HI.) with tht

ThuU adiluoed before him. nrrives «t « contrury conoluiion. Aitronoimri will

Judge of the validity ofhiit ohjeotionii. Prof. ArgeUnder (Aitron. Naehr. 996.)

hai cited me in aupport of Olbrra' theory, in direet opnoallion tn i

here, (<M I iliould have thought dulinclly enough,) recorded.

rp 9

I mtr nwn M>ljji<t
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8tation> from side to side of it, would produce a considerable

and easily measurable amount of annual parallax in the stars,

and thai, by its means we should come to a knowledge of

their distance. But, after exhausting every refinement of

observation, astronomers were, up to a very late period,

unable to come to any positive and coincident conclusion

upon this head^ and tiie amount of such parallax, even for

the nearest fixed star examined with the requisite attention,

remained mixed up with, and concealed among, the errors

incidental to all astronomical determinations. The nature of

these errors has been explained in the earlier part of this

work, and we need not remind the reader of the difiiculties

which must necessarily attend the attempt to disentangle an

element not exceeding a few tenths of a second or at most a

whole second !from the host of uncertainties entailed on the

results of observations by them : none of them individually

perhaps of greater magnitude, but embarrassing by their

number and fluctuating amount. Nevertheless, by successive

refinements in instrument making, and by constantly pro-

gressive approximation to the exact knowledge of the Urano-

graphical corrections, that assurance had been obtained, even

in the earlier years of the present century, vis. that no star

visible in northern latitudes, to which attention had been

directed, manifested an amount of parallax exceeding a single

second of arc. It is worth while to pause for a moment to

consider what conclusions would follow from the admission of

a parallax to this amount.

(801.) Radius is to the sine of 1" as 206265 to 1. In this

proportion then at leaii must the distance of the fixed stars

from the sun exceed that of the sun from the earth. Again,

the latter distance, as wo have already seen (art. 357.), exceeds

the earth's radius in the proportion of 23984 to 1. Taking

therefore the earth's radius for unity, a parallax of 1'' supposes

a distance of 4947059760 or nearly five thousand millions of

such units: and lastly, to descend to ordinary standards,

since the earth's radius may be taken at 4000 of our miles,

we find 19788239040000 or about twenty billions of miles

for our resulting distance.

(802.) In such numbers the imagination is lost The only
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mode we have of oonoeiving such intervals at all is hy the

time which it would require for light to traverse them.

Light) as wo know (art 646.), travels at the rate of 192000

miles per second, traversing a semidiameter of the earth*t

orbit in 8*° 13'*3. It would, therefore, ooci^py 206266 timet

this interval or 3 years and 83 days to traverse the distance

in question. Now as this is an inferior limit which it is

ahready ascertained that even tho brightest and therefore (in

the absence of all other indications) the nearest stars exceed*

what are we to allow for the distance of those innumerable

stars of the 'smaller magnitudes which the telescope discloses

to utf! What for the dimensions of the galaxy in whose

remoter regions, as we have seen, the united lustre of myriads

of stars is perceptible only in powerful telescopes as a feeble

nebulous glean^ I

(803.) The space-penetrating power of a telescope or the

comparative distance to which a given star would require to be

removed in order that it may appear of tho same brightness in

the telescope as before to the naked eye, may be calculated from

the aperture of the telescope compared with that of the pupil

of the eye, and from its reflecting or transmitting power, i. e,

the proportion of the iacident light it conveys to the observer's

eye. Thus it has been computed that the space-penetrating

power of such a reflector as that used in the star-gauges above

referred to is expressed by the number 76. A star then of the

sixth magnitude removed to 76 tin^s its distance would still

be perceptible as a star with that instrument, and admitting

such a star to have 100th part of the light of a standard star

of the first magnitude, it will follow that such a standard

star, if removed to 760 timeu itJ> distance, would excite in the

oyo, when viewed through the gauging telescope, the same

impression as a star of the sixth magnitude does to the naked

eye. Among the infinite multitude of such stars in the

remoter regions of the galaxy, it is but fair to conclude that

innumerable individuals equal in intrinsic brightness to those

which immediately surround us must exist The light of

such stars then must have occupied upwards of 2000 yearn

in travelling over the distance which separates them from

our own system. It follows then that when we observe tho

p p 4
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plnoeB and note the appearances of such stars, we are only

reading their history of two thousand years' anterior date

thus wonderfully recorded. We cannot escape this conclusion

but by adopting as an alternative an intrinsic inferiority of

light in 4itt the smaller stars of the galaxy. We shall be

better able to estimate the probability of this alternative

when we sliall have made acquaintance with other sidereal

systems whose existence the telescope discloses to us, and

whose analogy will satisfy us that the view of the subject

here taken ia in perfect harmony with the general tenor of

astronomical facts.

(804.) Hitherto we have spoken of a parallax of 1'^ as a

mere limit below which that of any star yet examined as-

suredly, or at least very probably falls, and it is not without

a certain convenience to regard this amount of parallax as a

sort of unit of reference, which, connected in the reader's

recollection with a parallactic unit of distance from our system

of 20 billions of miles, and with a 3^ year's journey of light,

may save him the trouble of such calculations, and ourselves

the necessity of covering our pages with such enormous

numbers, when speaking of stars whose parallax has actually

been ascertained with some approach to certainty, either by

direct meridian observation or by more refined and delicate

methods. These we shall proceed to explain, after first

pointing out the theoretical peculiarities which enable us to

separate and disentangle its effects from those of the Urano-

graphical corrections, and from other causes of error which

being periodical in their nature add greatly to the difficulty

of the subject The effects of precession and proper motion

(see art. 852.) which are uniformly progressive from year to

year, and that of nutation which runs through its period in

nineteen years, it is obvious enough, separate themselves at

once by these characters from that of parallax ; and, being

known with very great precision, and being certainly in-

dependent, as regards their causes, of any individual pecu<

liarity in the stars aflPected by them, whatever small uncer-

tainty may remain respecting the numerical elements which

enter into their computation (or in mathematical language

their co-«jfficients)f can give rise to no embarrassment. With
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regard to aberration the case is materially different. This

correction affects the place of a star by a fluctuation annual

in its period, and therefore, so far, agreeing with parallax.

It is also very similar in the law of its variation at different

seasons of the year, parallax having for its apex (see art.

343, 344.) the apparent place of the sun in the ecliptic, and

aberration a point in the same great circle 90° behind that

place, so that in fact the formulae of calculation (the co-

efficients excepted) are the same for both, substituting only

for the sun's longitude in the expression for the one, that

longitude diminished by 90** for the other. Moreover, in the

absence of absolute certainty respecting the nature of the

propagation of light, astronomers have hitherto considered it

necessary to assume at least as a poasihiUty that the velocity

of light may be to some slight amount dependent on in-

dividual peculiarities in the body emitting it.
*

(805.) If we suppose a line drawn from the star to the

earth at all seasons of the year, it is evident that this line

will sweep over the surface of an exceedingly acute, oblique

cone, having for its axis the lice joining the sun and star, and

for its base the earth's annual orbit, which, for the present

purpose, we ma} suppose circular. The star will therefore

appear to describe each year about its mean place regarded

as fixed, and in virtue of parallax alone, a minute ellipse,

the section of this cone by the siurface of the celestial sphere,

perpendicular to the visual ray. But there is also another

way in which the same fact may be represented. The ap-

parent orbit of the star about its mean place as a center, will

be precisely that which it would appear to describe, if seen from

the sun, supposing it really revolved about that place in a

circle exactly equal to the earth's annual orbit, in a plane

parallel to the ecliptic. This is evident from the equality

and parallelism of the lines and directions concerned. Now
the effect of aberration (disregarding the slight variation of

* In tha actual iiUte of aitronomjr and photology this necewity can hardly

b« ooniidered aa itill exiating, and it is deiirable, therefore, that the practice of

aitronomen of introducing an unknown correction fur the constant of aberration

into their "equations of condition " for the determination of parailai, sbould ba

diiustd, since it actually tends to introduov error into the final result.
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the earth*8 velocity in different parts of its orbit) is precisely

similar in law, and differs only in amount, and in its bearing

reference to a direction 90** different in longitude. Suppose

in order to fix our ideas, the maximum of parallax to be 1'^

and that of aberration 20' 5", and let A B, a 6, be two circles

imagined to be described separately, as above, by the star

about its mean place S, in virtue of these two causes respec-

tively, S T being a line parallel to that of the line of equi-

noxes. Then if in virtue of parallax alone, the star would

be found at a in the smaller orbit, it would in virtue of

aberration alone be found at A, in the larger, the angle aS

A

being a right angle. Drawing then A C equal and parallel

to S a, and joining S C, it will in virtue of both simulta-

neously be found in G, i. e. in the circumference of a circle

whose radius is S C, and at a point in that circle, in advance

of A, the aberrational place, by the angle A S C. Now since

8A : AC :: 2Q-5 : 1, we find for the angle ASC 2" 47' 35",

and for the length of the radius SC of the circle representing

the compound motion 20"'524. The difference (0"'024)

between this and SC, the radius of the aberration circle, is

quite imperceptible, and even supposing a quantity so minute

to be capable of detection by a prolonged series of observa-

tions, it would remain a question whether it were produced

by parallax or by a specific difference of aberration from the

general average 20^^*5 in the star itself. It is therefore to

the difference of 2° 48' between the angular situation of the

displaced star in this hypothetical orbit, t. e, in the arguments
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(as they are called) of the joint coirection (TSC) and that

of aberration alone (T SA), that we have to look for the re>

solution of the problem of parallax. The reader may easily

figure to himself the delicacy of an inquiry which turns

wholly (even when stripped of all its otl^er difficulties) on

the precise determination of a quantity of this nature, and

of such very moderate magnitude.

(806.) But these other difficulties themselvesare ofno trifling

order. All astronomical instruments are affected by difierences

oftemperature. Not only do the materials of which they are

composed expand and contract, but the masonry and solid piers

on which they are erected, nay even the very soil on which

these are founded, participate in the general change from sum-

mer warmth to winter cold. Hence arise slow oscillatory

movements of exceedingly minute amount, whidi levels and

plumblines afford but very inadequate means of detecting,

and which being also annual in their period (after rejecting

whatever is merely casual and momentary) mix themselves

intimately with the matter of our inquiry. Reiraction too,

besides its casual variations from night to night, which a long

series of observations would eliminate, depends for its theo-

retical expression on the constitution of the strata of our

atmosphere, and the law of the distribution of heat and

moisture at different elevations, which cannot be imaffected

by difference of season. No wonder then that mere meri-

dional observations should, almost up to the present time, have

proved insufficient, except in oue very remarkable instance,

to afford unquestionable evidence, and satisfactory quantita-

tive measurement of the paraliax of any fixed star.

(807.) The instance referred to is that of a Centauri, one

of the brightest and for many other reasons, one of the most

remarkable of the southern stars. From a series of observa-

tions of this star, made at the Royal Observatory of the Cape

of Good Hope in the years 1832 and 1833, by Professor

Henderson, with the mural circle of that establishment, a

parallax to the amount of an entire second was concluded on

his reduction of the observations in question after his return

to England. Subsequent observations by Mr. Maclear,
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partfy with the Bame, and partly with a new and far more

efficiently constructed instrument of the same description

made in the years 1839 and 1840, have fully confirmed the

reality of the parallax indicated by Professor Henderson's ob

servations, though with a slight diminution in its concluded

amount, which comes out equal to 0"'9l28 or about -f^ths of

a second; bright stars in its immediate neighbourhood being

unaffected by a similar periodical displacement^ and thus

affording satisfactory proof that the displacement indicated in

the case of the star in question is not merely a result oj annual

variations of temperature. As it is impossible at present to

answer for so minute a quantity as that by which this result

difiers from an exact second, we may consider the distance of

this star as approximately expressed by the parallactic unit

of distance referred to in art. 804.

(808.) A short time previous to the publication • of this

irapQrtant result, the detection of a sensible and measurable

amount of parallax in the star N° 61 Cygni of Flamsteed's

catalogue of stars was announced by the celebrated astro-

nomer of Konigsberg, the late M. BesseLf This is a

small and inconspicuous star, hardly exceeding the sixth

magnitude, but which had been pointed out for especial ob-

servation by the remarkable circumstance of its being affected

hj 9, proper motion (see art. 852.), t. e. a regular and continu-

ally progressive annual displacement among the surrounding

stars to the extent of more than 5" per annum, a quantity so

very much exceeding the average of similar minute annual

displacements which many other stars exhibit, as to lead to a

suspicion of its being actually nearer to our system. It is

not a little remarkable that a similar presumption of proxi-

mity exists also in the case of a Centauri, whose unusually

large proper motion of nearly A" per annum is stated by

Professor Henderson to have been the motive which induced

him to subject his observations of that star to that severe dis-

cussion which led to the detection of its parallax. M.

* Prof. Hendenon'i pmper wm ntul befora the Astronomical Society of

I^ndon, Jan. 3. 1839. It bean date Deo. 34. 1838.

t Anronomiaohe Naohriohten, Noe. 365, 366. Deo. 13. 1838. ^
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BesseVs observations of 61 Cygm were commenced in August
1837 'omediately on the establishment at the Konigsberg

observatory of a magnificent heliometer, the workmanship

of the celebrated optician Fraunhofer, of Mwiich, an instru-

ment especially fitted for the system of ob8e|rvation adopted

;

which being totally different from that of direct meridional

observation, more refined in its conception, and susceptible of

far greater accuracy in its practical application, we must now
explain.

(809.) Parallax, proper motion, and specific aberration

(denoting by the latter phrase that part of the aberration of

a star's light which may be supposed to arise from its indi-

vidual peculiarities, and which we have every reason to believe

at all events an exceedingly minute fraction of the whole,)

are the only uranographical corrections which do not neces-

sarily affect alike the apparent places of two stars situated in,

or very nearly in, the same visual line. Supposing then two

stars at an immense distance, the one behind the other, but

otherwise so situated as to appear very nearly along the same

visual line, they will constitute what is called a star optically

double, to distinguish it from a star physically double, of which

more hereafter. Aberration (that which is common to all

stars), precession, nutation, nay, even refraction, and instru-

mental causes of apparent displacement, will affect them alike,

or so very nearly aUke (if the minute difference of their

apparent places be taken into account) as to admit of the

difference being neglected, or very accurately allowed for,

by an easy calculation. If then, instead of attempting to

determine by observation the place of the ^learer of two very

unequal stars (which will probably be the larger) by direct

observation of its right ascension and polar distance, we
content ourselves with referring its place to that of its remoter

and smaller companion by differential observation, t. e. by

measuring only its difference of situation from the laUer, we
are at once relieved of the necessity of making these cor-

rections, and from all uncertainty as to their influence on the

result And for the very same reason, errors of adjustment

i^wn, ido.), oi grauuauuii, nuu t» iiuot vi uibvauiuchum vnvto,
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which would for tlus delicate purpose, fatally affect the

absolute determination of either star's place, are harmless

when only the difference of their places, each equally affected

by such causes, is required to be known.

(810.) Throwing aside therefore the consideration of all

these errors and corrections, and disregarding for the present

the riainute effect of specific aberration and the uidformly pro-

gressive effect of proper motion, let us trace the effect of the

differences of the parallaxes of two stars thus juxtaposed, or

their apparent relative distance and position at various seasons

of the year. Now the parallax being inversely as the distance,

the dimensions of the small ellipses apparently described

(art 805.) by (>?ch star on the concave surface of the heavens

by parallactic displacement will differ,— the nearer star

describing the larger ellipse. But both stars lying very

nearly in the same direction from the sun, these ellipses will

be similar and similarly situated. Suppose S and « to be the

positions of the two stars as seen from the sun, and let

ABCD, abed, be their parallactic ellipses; then, since

they will be at all times similarly situated in these ellipses,

when the one star is seen at A, the other will be seen at a.

When the earth has made a quarter of a revolution in its

orbit, their apparent places will be B6; when another

quarter, Cc ; and when another, D d. If, then, we measure

carefiilly, with micrometers adapted for the purpose, their

apparent situation with respect to each other, at different

tuofii of the year, we should perceive a periodical change.
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both in the direction of the line joining them, and in the

distance between their centers. For the lines A a and C a

cannot be parallel, nor the lines B b and D d equal, unless

the ellipses be of equal dimensions, t. e. unless the two
stars have the same parallax, or are equidistant from the

earth.

(811.) Now, micrometers, properly mounted, enable us

to measure very exactly both the distance between two

objects which can be seen together in the same field of a

telescope, and the position of the line joining them with

respect to the horizon, or the meridian, or any other deter-

minate direction in the heavens. The double image micro-

meter, and especially the heliometer (art. 200, 201.) is

peculiarly adapted for this purpose. The images of the two
stars formed side by side, or in the same line prolonged,

however momentarily displaced by temporary refraction or

instrumental tremor, move togei'her, preserving their relative

situation, the judgment of which io no way disturbed by such

irregular movements. The heliometer also, taking in a

greater range than ordinary micrometers, enables us to com-

pare one large star with more than one adjacent small one,

and to select such of the latter among many near it, as shall

be most favourably situated for the detection of any motion

in the large one, not participated in by its neighbours.

(812.) The star examined by Bessel has two such neigh-

bours, both very minute, and therefore probably very distant,

most favourably situated, the one («) at a distance of 1' 42'^

the oth'jr (y) at 11' 46" from the large star, and so situated,

that then* directions from that star make nearly a right angle

with each other. The eif'xt of parallax therefore would

necessarily cause the tvo distances S s and S «' to vary so

as to attun their maximum and minimum values alternately

at three-monthly intervals, and this is what was actually

observed to take place, the one distance being always most

rapidly on the increase or decrease when the other was

stationary (the uniform effect of proper motion being under-

stood of course ^o be always duly accounted for). This

alternation, thoueh so small in amount as to indicate, as a final
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•"?%

result, a parallax, or rather a difference of parallaxes between

the large and small stars of hardly more than one third of a

second, was maintained with such regularity as to leave no

room for reasonable doubt as to its cause, and having been

confirmed by the further continuance of these observations,

and quite recently by the exact coincidence between the result

thus obtiuned, and that deduced by M. Peters from obser-

vations of the same star at the observatory of Pulkova*, is

considered on all hands as fully established. The parallax

of this star finally resulting from BessePs observation is 0'''348

so that its distance from our system is very nearly three

parallactic units. (Art. 804.)

(813.) The bright star et Lyrse has also near it, at only^

43" distance (and therefore within the reach of the parallel

wire or ordinary double image micrometer) a very minute

star, which has been subjected since 1835 to a severe and

assiduous scrutiny by M. Struve, on the same principle of

differential observation. He has thus established the exis-

tence of a measurable amount of parallax in the large star,

less indeed than that of 61 Cygni (being only about ^ of

a second), but yet sufficient (such was the delicacy of his

measurements) to justify this excellent observer in announcing

the result as at least highly probable, on the strength of only

five nights' observation, in 1835 and 1836. This probability,

the continuation of the measures to the end of 1838 and the

corroborative, though not in this case precisely coincident,

result of Mr. Peters's investigations have converted into a

certainty. M. Struve has the merit of being the first to bring

into practical application this method of observation, which,

though proposed for the purpose, and its great advantages

pointed out by Sir William Herschel so early as 1781 f,

remained long unproductive of any result, owing partly to

the imperfection of micrometers for the measurement of

• With the great Teitieal circle by Ertel. •^

t It hM been referred e^'en to Galileo. But the general explanation of
Parallax in the Systema Corniicunij Dial. iii. p. 271 (Leyden edit. 1699) to

which the referehee applies, does not touch any of the peculiar feature* of th*

case, or meet any of its diffictilties.
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distance, and partly to a reason wbich we Bhall presentlj

have occasion to refer to.

(814.) If the component individuals S, » (Jig. art 810.)

be (as is often the case) very close to each otiier, the pa-

rallactic variation of their angU of positioUf 6r the extreme

angle included between the lines A a, C c, may be very con-

siderable> even for a small amount of difference of paral-

laxes between the large and small stars. For instance in

the case of two adjacent stars 15'' asunder, and otherwise

favourably situated for observation, an annual fluctuation to

and fro in the apparent direction of their line of junction to

the extent of half a degree (a quantity which could not

escape notice in the means of numerous and careful measure-

ments) would correspjcd to a difference of parallax of only

^ of a second. A difference of 1'' between two stars appa-

rently situated at 5" distance might cause an oscillation in

that line to the extent of no less than 11°, and if nearer one

proportionally still greater. This mode of observation has

been applied to a considerable number of stars by Lord

Wrottesley, and with such an amount of success, as to make

its further application d<isirable. (Phil. Trans. 1851.*)

(815.) The following are some of the principal fixed stars

to which parallax has been up to the present time more or

less probably assigned

;

a CenUuri
61 Cjgni •

a Lyr» -

Siriu* -

ISSO Grootnbriclge f
I Ursas Midoris
Arcturus
Polaris -

Capella -

0-976 (H«Mdersoii, corrected by Peters.)

0-.H48 (Besa*^)
0'155 (W. Strwie corrected by O. Stnive.)

0-150 (Hendereoik corrected by Peters.)

0-71 (Wichnwnn)
0193 (Peters)

0-187 ditto

0-067 ditto .

0<M6 ditto

Although the extreme minuteness of the last four of these

results deprives them of much numerical reliance, it is at

least certain that the parallaxes by no means follow the order

of magnitudes, and this is farther shown by the fact that a

Cygni, one of M. Peters's stars, shows absolutely no indica-

tions of any measurable parallax whatever.

* See Phil. Trans. 18S6. p. 866. et leq. and 1827, for a list of stars well

adapted for such observation^ with the times of the year most favourabls.— The
list in Phil. Trans. 1886, is incorrect.

f Groombridge's catalogue of cireumpular stars.

00
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",'(816.) From the distance of the stars We are baturally leJ

to the consideration of their real magnitudes. But here a

difficulty arises, which, so far as we can judge of what optical

instruments are capable of effecting, must always remain

insuperable. Telescopes afford us only negative information

as to the apparent angular diameter of any star. The round,

well-defined, planetary discs which good telescopes show

when turned upon any of the brighter stars are phaenomena

of diflraction, dependent, though at present somewhat enig-

matically, on the mutual interference of the rays of light.

They are consequently, so far as this inquiry is concerned,

mere optical illusions, and have therefore been termed spurious

discs. The proof of this is that telescopes of different aper-

tures a^d magnifying powers, when applied for the i)urpo8o

of measuring their angular diameters, give different results, the

greater aperture (even with the same magnifying power)

giving the smaller disc. That the true disc of even a large

and bright star can have but a very minute angular measure,

appears from the fact that in the occultation of such a star

by the moon, its extinction is absolutely instantaneous, not the

smallest trace ofgradual diminution of light being perceptible.

The apparent or apurious disc also remains perfectly round and

of itsfull size up to the instant of disappearance, which could

not be the case were it a real object. If our sun were

removed to the distance expressed by our parallactic unit

(art. 804.), its apparent diameter of 32' 1 "'5 would be reduced

to only 0'''0093, or less than the hundredth of a second, a

quantity which we have not the smallest reason to hope any

practical improvement in telescopes will ever show as an

object having distinguishable /orm.

(817.) There remains therefore only theindication which the

quantity of light they send to us may afford. But here again

another difficulty besets us. The light of the sun is so im-

mensely superior in intensity to that of any star, that it is

impracticable to obtiun any direct comparison between them.

But by using the moon as an intermediate term of comparison

it may be done, not indeed with much precision, but sufficiently

well to satisfy in some degree our curiosity on the subject.
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Now « Centauri has been directly compared with the moon by
the method explained in Art 783. By a mean of eleven such

comparisons made in various states of the moon, duly reduced

and making the proper allowance en photometric principles

for the moon's light lost by transmission throtigh the lens and

prism, it appears that the mean quantity of light sent to the

earth by a full moon exceeds that sent by » Centauri in the

proportion of 27408 to 1. Now Wollaston, by a method

apparently unobjectionable, found* the proportion of the

sun's light to that of the full moon to be that of 801072 to I.

Combining these results, we find the light sent us by the sun

to be to that sent by a Centauri as 21,955,000,000, or about

twenty-two thousand millions to 1. Hence from the parallax

assigned above to that star, it is easy to conclude that its

intrinsic splendour, as compared with that of our sun at equal

distances, is 2*3247, that of the sun being unity.f

(818.) The light of Sirius is four times that of « Centauri,

and its parallax only 0"-15. (Art 230.) This in effect

ascribes to it an iittrinsic splendour equal to 96*63 times that

of » Centauri, and therefore 224*7 times that of our sun. X

Wollaston, Phil. Trans. 1829. p. 27.

^ f Re$tUt§ of A$tronomieal Ob$«rvation§ at the CaptofGood Hope, ffe. Art. 878.

p. 363. Ifonly the results obtained near the quadrature* of the moon (which
18 the situation most favourable to exactness) be used, the resulting value of the

intrinsic light of the star (the sun being unity) is 4 '1586. On the other

hand, if only thoite procured near the full moon (the worst time for observation)

be employed, the result is 1 '4017. Discordunccs of this kind will startle no oue
conversant with Photometry. That a Centauri really emits more light than

our sun must, we conceive, be regarded as an established fact. To those who
mav refer to «.he work cited it is necessary to mention that the quantity there

designated by M, expresses, on the scale there adopted, 500 times the actual

illuminating power of tlie moon at the time of observation, that of the mean
full moon being unity.

I See the work above cited, p. 367.—Wollaston makes the liglit of Sirius one
80,000-millionth of the luu'a. Steinbeil by a viury uncertain method found 0ib
{3886J00)» K Arotunu. ' ' .

,
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CHAPTER XVI.

TABIABLB AMD PERIODIOAL STARS. — LT3T OF THOSE ALREADY

KNOWN.— IRRBOULARITIES IN THEIR PERIODS /kND LUSTRE WHEN
BRIGHTEST.— IRREGULAR AND TEBIPORART STARS.— ANdENT
0HINE8B RECORDS OF SEVERAL.—^IHSSINO STARS.—^DOUBLE STARS.

—THEIR CLASSIFICATION.— SPECIMENS OF EACH CLASS.— BINART

SYSTEMS.— REVOLUTION ROUND EACH OTHER.— DESCRIBE EL-

LIPTIC ORBITS UNDER THE NEWTONIAN LAW OF GRAVITY.— ELE-

MENTS OF ORBITS OF SEVERAL.— ACTUAL DIMENSIONS OF THEIR

ORBITS.—COLOURED DOUBLE STARS.— PHSNOMENON OF COMPLE-

MENTARY COLOURS. — SANGUINE STARS.— PROPER MOTION OF THTt

STARS. —PARTLY ACCOUNTED FOR BY A REAL MOTION OF i
~

SUN.— SITUATION OF THE SOLAR APEX.— AGREEMENT OF SOU .'

ERN AND NORTHERN STARS IN GIVING THE SAME RESULT.— P^. •

CIPLES ON WHICH THE INVESTIGATION OF THE SOLAR MOTION

DEPENDS.— ABSOLUTE VELOCITY OF THE SUN'S MOTION.— SUP-

POSED REVOLUTION OF THE WHOLE SIDEREAL SYSTEM ROUND A
COMMON CENTER.— SYSTEMATIC PARALLAX AND ABERRATION.

—

EFFECT OF THE MOTION OF LIGHT IN ALTERING THE APPARENT

PERIOD OF A BINARY STAB.

(819.) Now, for what purpose are we to suppose such

magaificent bodies scattered through the abyss of space?

Surely not to illuminate our nights, which an additional moon
of the thousandth part of the size of our own would do much
better, nor to sparkle as a pageant void of meaning and rea-

lity, and bewilder us among vain coi^jectures. Useful, it is

true, they are to man as points of exact and permanent

reference ; but he must have studied astronomy to little

purpose, who can suppose man to be the only object of his

Creator's care, or who does not see in the vast and wonderful

apparatus around us provision for other races of animated

beings. The planets, as we have seen, derive their light-from

the sun : but that cannot be the case with the stara. These

doubUesB, then, are themselves suna^ and may, perhaps, each
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in its sphere, be the presiding center round which other
planets, or bodies of which we can form no conception from
any analogy offered by our own system, may be drculating.

(820.) Analo^es, however, more than conjectural, are not
wanting to indicate a correspondence between the dynamical
laws which prevail in the remote regions of the stars and those

which govern the motions of our own system. Wherever we
can trace the law of periodicity—the regular recurrence of

the same phsenomena in the same times—we are strongly

impressed with the idea of rotatory or orbitual motion.

Among the stars are several which, though no way distin-

guishable from others by any apparent change of place, nor

by any difference of appearance in telescopes, yet undergo

a more or less regular periodical increase and diminution of

lustre, involving in one or two cases a complete extinctiou

and revival These are called periodical stars. The longest

known and one of the most remarkable b the star Omicron,

in the constellation Cetus (sometimes called Mira Ceti), which

was first noticed as variable by Fabricius in 1596. It ap-

pears about twelve times in eleven years, or more exactly in

a period of 331<* 8*> 4"* 16"; remains at its greatest bright-

ness about a fortnight, being then on some occasions equal

to a large star of the second magnitude ; decreases during

about three months, till it becomes completely invisible to

the naked eye, in which state it remains about five months

:

and continues increasing during the remiunder of its period.

Such is the general course of its phases. It does not always

however return to the same degree of brightness, nor increase

and diminish by the same gradations, neither are the successive

intervals of its maxima equal From the recent observations

and inquiries into its history by M. Argelander, the mean

period above ase'gned would appear to be subject to a cyclical

fluctuation embracing eighty-eight such periods, and having

the effect of gradually lengthening and shortening alternately

those intervals to the extent of twenty-five days one way and

the other.* The irregularities in the degree of brightness

attained at the maximum are probably also DeriodiouL

• Auronum. Nachr. Na 684.

(I 'tt\
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-Heveliua relates* that during iXv! four years tietweefa October

1672 and December 1676 it did not appofur at alL It was

irnusually bright on October 5. 1839 (the epoch of its maxi-

«iura for that year according to M. Argelander's observations)

iwhen it exceeded a Ceti and equalled /S Aurigee in lustre.

. (82L) Another very remarkable periodical star is that

colled Algol, or /9 PerseL It is usually visible as a star of

the second magnitude, and such it continues for the space

of 2^ 13^^ when it suddenly begins to diminish in splendour,

and in about 3^ hours is reduced to the fourth magnitude, at

wiiich it continues about 15*°. It then be^s again to in-

crease, and in 3^ hours more is restored to its usual brightness,

going through all its changes in 2'' 20*' 48" 64»'7. This re-

markable law of variation certainly appears strongly to

suggest the revolution round it of some opaque body, which

when interposed between us and Algol, cuts o£t' a large

portion of its light ; and this is accordirigly the view taken of

the matter by Goodricke, to whom we owe the discovery of

thin remarkable foctf, in the year 1782; since which time

the same phsenomena have continued to be observed, but with

this remarkable additional point of interest ; viz. that the

more recent observations as compared with the earlier ones

indicate a diminution in the periodic time. The latest ob-

servations of Argelander, Hels, and Schmidt, even go to prove

that this diminution is not uniformly progressive, but Is ac-

tually proceeding with accelerated rapidity, which however

will probably not continue, but, like other cyclical combina-

tions in astronomy, will by degrees relax, and then be
changed into an increase, according to laws of periodicity

which, as well as their causes, remain to be discovered. The

* I^hnde'ii Astronomy, Art. 794.

f The same discovery appears to have been made nearly about the ume time
by Paliuch, a farmer of Prolits, near Dresden,— a peasant by station, an astro-
nomer by nature,— who, from his familiar >c(|uaintHnoe irith tlie aspect of the
heavens, had been led to notice amnn^ so many thousand stars this one as dis-
tinguished from the rest by its variation, and had ascertained its period, llie
n iiiip P^litKfh WHS also tho first to rt'-<iif:cover the predicted comet of Halley in
1759. which he saw nearly a month before nny of the astronomers, who, armed
with their tuieKopes, were anxiously wutcliing itx return. These antcdotos
varry v.s imck to the itb of the rhaidonn slicplicriU. Montannri in 1 fJfi!), and
aiaraldi iii l(i94, bad already iio'ived a fluutuattun of brightness in Algol.

§>•
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he

jjirgt minimnin of this star in the year 1844 occurred on Jan..^

3. at 4'' 14"* Greenwich mean time.*

(822). The star B in the constellation Cepheus is also suIh.

ject to periodical variations, which, from the epoch of its first

observation by Qoodricke in 1784 to the present time, have

been continued with perfect regularity. Its period from

minimum to minimum is 5^ 8^ 47™ 39*'5, the Arst or epochal

minimum for 1849 falling on Jan. 2. 3» 13» 37* M. T. aX

Greenwich. The extent of its variation is from the fifth to

between the third and fourth magnitudes. Its increase is
i

more rapid than its diminution, the interval between the

minimum and maximum of its light being only 1<^ H**, while

tbat from the maximum to the minimum is 3<* 19''.

(823.) The periodical star /9 Lyne, discovered by Good-

ricke also in 1784, has a period which has been usually stated

at from 6^ 9*' to 6^ ll^ and there is no doubt that in about

this interval oftime its light undergoes a remarkable diminu-

tion and recovery. The more accurate observations of M.
Argelander however have led him to conclude f the true

.

period to be 12** 21'' SS*" 10% and that in this period a double

maximum and minimum takes place, the two maxima being

nearly equal and both about the 3*4 magoitwh, but the

minima considerably unequal, viz. 4*3 and 4'5m. In addition

to this ciirious subdivision of the whole interval of change

into two semi-periods, we are presented in the case of

this star with another instance of slow alteration of period,

which has all the appearance of being itself periodical From
the epoch of its discovery in 1784 to th*) year 1840 the period

was continually lengthening, but more and more slowly,

till at the last-mentioned epoch it ceased to increase, and haa

since been slowly on the decrease. As an epoch for the

least or absoluce minimum of this ntar, M. Argelander's cal-

culations enable us to aesig-n 1846 Janiuury 3* O** 9"» 53*

G. M. T.

(824.) Another periodical star whose changes have been

• Alt Naoh. No.478.

I Astroo. Naohr. No. 634. Sea aino inc vaiusbl* p«|i«n bj ia'u exvsiirn

utronomer in A. N. Nos. 417, 455, fto.

ga4
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carefully observed in if Aquike or Antinoi, first pointed out

by Pigott in 1784 (a year fertile in such disooveries) as be-

longing to that class. Its period is 7^ 4'* 13"* 53% the first

minimum for 1849 occurring on Jan. 2, at IS'* 22"> 56*^Q. M. T.

It occupies fifty-seven hours in its increase from 5m to 4'3m,

and 115 hours in its decrtsase.

Tie following list comprises most of the variable stars at

present known :—

1 1 Magn.

star.
X. A.
18M.

N P. D.
ISSOi

Period.
Day*.

DIaeoTerad by.

Mas. Min.

T Pise. - 0» 84' 76° S3' 95 11 848± Luther, 1855.

a Cus. - 33 34 17 8 i-5 79-1 Birt, 1831.

S Piae. • 1 10 81 51 9 13 - Hind, 1851.

RP«o. - 1 S3 87 54 7 '5 9-5 343 Hind, 1850.

Ceti - S 13 93 40 8 13 331 -536 Fal>riciua, 1596.

IS Pen. - S 58 49 38 8-3 4-5 8'8673 Goodriclce, 1782.

A Taurr « S 54 77 56 4 5 "4 -»! Baxendell, 1848.

R Taur. - 4 80 80 10 8 13-5 Hind, 1849.

ROrio. - 4 51 83 6 9 13-5 837? Hind, 1848.

« Auri. • 4 51 46 84 s 4 850± Heia, 1846.

4 53 105 8 7 - - 8chmidt, 1855.

« Orio. • 3 47 88 38 1 I '5 196 ± J.Herachel, 18.36.

f Gemi. - 6 85 69 13 3-7 4-5 10-15 Schmidt. 1847.

R Gemi. - 6 58 67 4 7 11 370 Hind, 1848.

RCan.iii. • 7 79 44 8 • . - Argelander, 1854.

8 Can.*. - 7 iS 81 82 8-1 • - Hind, 1856.

S Gemi. - 7 34 66 18 9 13-5 895 Hind, 1848.

T Gemi. . 7 40 65 54 9 13-5 887 Hind. 1848.

U Gemi. - 7 46 67 37 9 13-5 100? Hind, 1855.

R Cane. • 8 8 77 51 6 10 380 8chwerd, 1839.

S Cauo. • 8 35 70 25 8 10-5 9-484 Hind, 1848.

8 46 86 82 8-5 13-5 860 Hind. 1848.

8 48 69 35 8-5 13 . Hind, 1850.

8 49 98 39 8 '5 10-5 340+ Hind, 1851.

a Hyd. - 9 SO 98 3-5 3 55 J. Herachel, 1837.

3 Lean. - 9 81 81 10 6 78 Sn.yth,-?
i|f Leon. - 9 36 75 18 6 Long. Montanari, 1667.

R Leon. - 9 39 77 53 5 10 313? Kooh, 1783.

U Un. M. 10 84 80 86 7-5 13 301-35 Pogaon, 1853.

i| Argus • 10 .19 148 54 1 4 Irreg. Burohell, 1823.

a Urs. M. 10 54 87 86 1-5 8 Long. Lalande, 1786
S Un. M. IS 8 38 8 8 3 5 Long.

R Virg. - 13 31 88 11 6-5 11 145-784 Harding, 1809.

S Un. M. 13 87 88 5 7 18 881-750 Pogaon, 1853.

V Hydr. . 13 88 118 SO 4 10 495 Maraldi, i704.

8 Virg. . 13 85 96 85 5 5 11 377? Hind, 1858.

n Un. M. 13 48 39 56 15 8 Long. Lalande. 1786.

Libr. 14 45 101 45 8 9 5 • m Schumacher,—?
$ Un.m. . 14 51 M 14 9 9-* Long. StiUve, in3S.

S Serp. . 15 15 75 9 8 10 367 Harding, 1888.
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Stw.

R Cor. B.
RSem.

S Ophi. .

" NoY«
R Ophi.

a Hero.

K Cor. A.

R Scut

fi Lyra
13 Ljrs
RCygn.
X Cygn.
1) Aqui.

R Capr.

34 Cygn.
Delph.
Urs. m.

Cygn.
Cvph.
Peg".

Ceph.

Peg»
R Pegs.

R Aqua.
R Cass.

R. A.
1860.

S
B

/3

150 42'

15 44
Id 9
16 96
16 5i

16 59
17 8
18 S»
18 39
18 45
18 51
19 33
19 41

19 45
20 3

20 13
30 33
SO 38
21 20
31 39
33 15
22 24
32 o7
28 59
23 37
23 51

N. P. D.
isao.

Blagn.

61<» 23'

74 34
113 20
106 53
103 39
105 53
75 2'?

128 dO
95 51

56 49
46 15

40 8
56 37
89 32
104 42
52 26
77 49
1 20

55 19
31 54
82 44
33 31

62 44
80 16
IDS 6
39 36

Max. Min.

6
6-5

9
9-3

4-5

8
3'1

3
5
3«S
4-3

8

5
as
9-5

3
8

5
4-5

3
8-5

3-7

3
8-5

6 5

6

Period,

10
13

13-5

13-5

13
3-7

6
9
4-5

4-6

14

11
4-7

13-5

6
8-
11

5-5

6
13-5

4-7

2-5

135
10
14

323
359

830±

396?
66-33?

Long.
61

13-914

48
415-50
406-06

7-1763

18 years?

374?

Long.
Long.

5-3664

41

350
388-50

434?

OlMorered by.

Pigott, 1795.

Harding, 1836.

Chacornac, 1855.

Pogaon, 1854.

Hiud. 1848.

Pt gson, 185r
W.Herschel,. Q5

Halluy, 1676.

Pigott. 1795.

Goodricke, 1784.

Baxeudell, 1 856.

Pogson, 1813.

Kirch, 1687.

Pigott, 1784.

Hind, 18-18.

JansoD, 1600.

Struve. 1833.

Pogson, 1853.

J.Herschel,1842
W.Herschel, 178'/

Hind, 1848.

Goodricke, 1784.

Schmidt, 1848.

Hind, 1848.

Harding. 1810.

Pogson, 1853.

(826.) Irregularities similar to those which have been

noticed in the case of o Ceti, in respect of the maxima and

minima of brightness attuned in successive periods, have been

also observed in several others of the stars in the foregoing

list X ^7g^i> f^^ example, is stated by Cassini to have been

scarcely visible throughout the years 1699, 1700, 1701, at

those times when it was expected to be most conspicuous.

No. 59 Scuti is sometimes visible to the naked eye at its

minimum, and sometimes n;}t so, and its maximum is also very

irregular. Pigott's variable star in Corona is smted by M.
Argelauder to vary 'or the most part so little that the unaidel

e} e can hardly decide on its maxima and minima, while yet

after the lapse of whole years of these slight fluctUMtions, they

suddenly become so great that the star completely vanishes.

The variations of a Ononis, which were most striking and un-

equivocal in the years 1836— 1840, within the years since

elapsed became much less conspicuous. In Jan. 1849 they
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bad recommenced ; and on Dec. 5tli, 1852, Mr. Fletcher ob<!

served » Ononis brighter than Capella, and actually the

largest star in the Northern hemisphere. The star called U
Geminorum, in the list above given, is stated by Mr. Pogson

to be subject to alternations or twinklings of light from the

ninth to the thirteenth magnitude, in intervals from nine to

fifteen seconds, neighbouring stars of equal brightness re-

maining steady!

(827.) These irregularities prepare us for other phsenomena

of stellar variation, which have hitherto been reduced to no

law of I
eriodicity, and must be looked upon, in relation to

our ignorance and inexperience, as altoger ler casual ; or, if

periodic, of periods too long to have occurred more tLm once

within the limits of recorded observation. The phienomena

we allude to are those of Temporary Stars, which have ap-

peared, from ^'
. le to time, in different parts of the heavens,

blazing forth with extraordinary lustre ; and afler remaining

awhile apparently immovable, have died away, and left no

trace. Such is the star which, suddenly appearing some time

about the year 125 b. c, and which was visible in the day-

time, is said to have attracted the attention of Hipparchua,

and led him to draw up a catalogue of stars, the earliest on

record. Such, too, was the star which appeared, a. d.

389, near a Aquiln, remaining for three weeks as bright as

Venus, and disappearing entirely. In the years 945, 1 264,

and 1572, brilliant stars appeared in the region of the hea-

vend between Cepheus and Cassiopeia ; and, from the im-

perfect account we have of the places of the two earlier, as

compared with that of the last, which was well determined,

as well ae from the tolerably near coincidence of the intervals

of their appearance, we may suspect them, with Goodri^ke,

to be one and the same star, with a period of 312 or perhaps

of 156 years. The appearance of the star of 1572 was so

sudden, that Tycho Brahe, a celebrated Danish astronomer,

returning one evening (the 1 1th of November) from his la-

boratory to his dwelling-house, was surprised to find a group

of country people gazing at a star, which he was sure did not

exist half an hour before. This was the star in question. It
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Tonomer.

wiaa tlien as br%ht' as Siriua/and continued to iiliBreaee till

it surpajssed Jupiter when brightest, and was nimble at mid-
day. It began to diminish in December of the same year,

and in March, 1574, had entirely disappeared. So, also, on
the 10th of October, 1604, a star of this kind, and not less

brilliant, burst forth in the constellation of Seipentarius,

which continued visible till October, 1605.

(828.) Similar phsenomena, though of a less splendid cha-

racter, have taken place more recently, as in the case of the

star of the third magnitude discovered in 1670, by Anthelm,

in the head of the Swan ; which, after becoming completely

invisible, re-appeared, and, after undergoing one or two sin-

gular fluctuations of light, during two ye»rs, at last died away
entirely, and has not since been seen.

^

(829.) On the night of the 28th of April, 1848, Mr. Hmd
observed a star of the fifth magnitude or 5*4 (very conspi-

cuous to the naked eye) in a part of the constellation Ophiu-

chus (R A. le^* SI"* l»-5. N.P.D, 102** .39' 14% where, from

perfect familiarity with that re^on, he was certain that up
to the 5th of that montli no star so bright as 9*10 m. pre-

viously existed. Neither has any record been discovered of

a star being there observed at any previous time. From the

time of its discovery it continued to diminish, without any

alteration of place, and before the advance of the season ren-

dered further observation impracticable, was nearly extinct.

Its colour was ruddy, and was thought by many observers to

undergo remarkable changes, an effect probably of its low

situation.

(830.) The alterations of brightness in the southern star

17 ArgAs, which haw. been recorded, are very singular and

surprising. In the time of Halley (1677) it appeared as a

star of the fourth magnitude. Lacaille, in 17.51, observed it

of the second. In the interval from 1811 to 1815, it was

again of the fourth; and again from 1822 to 1826 of the se-

cond. On the Ist of February, 1827, it was noticed by

Mr. Burchell to have increased to the first magnitude, and to

equal « Cnuus. Thence again it receded to the second ; and

so continued until the end of 1837. Ail ^i Qpice in the be-
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ginning of 1838 it suddenly increased in lustre so as to

surpass all the stars of the first magnitude except Sinus,

Canopus, and « Ceutauri, which last star it nearly equalled.

Thence it again diminished, but this time not below the first

magnitude until April, 1843, when it had again increased so

as to surpass Canopus, and nearly equal Sirius in splendour.

*' A strange field of speculation," it has been remarked, " is

opened by this phenomenon. The temporary stars heretofore

recorded have all beccme totally extinct. Variable stars, so

far as they have been carefully attended to, have exhibited

periodical alternations, in some degree at least regular, of

splendour and compamtive obscurity. But here we have a

star fitfully variable to an astonishing extent, and whose fluc-

tuations are spread over centuries, apparently in no settled

period, and with no regularity of pn^ession. What origin

can we ascribe to these sudden flashes and relapses ? What
conclusions are we to draw as to the comfort or habitability

of a system depending for its supply of light and heat on so

uncertun a source ?" Speculations of this kind can hardly be

termed visionary, when we consider that, from what has

before been sud, we are compelled to admit a community of

nature between the fixed stars and our own sun ; and when

we reflect that geology testifies to the fact of exteuBive

changes having taken place at epochs of the most remote an-

tiquity in the climate and temperature of our globe ; changes

difficult to reconcile with the operation of secondary causes,

such as a Afferent distribution of sea and land, but which

would find an easy and natural explanation in a slow variation

of the supply of light and heat afforded primarily by the sun

itself.

(831.) The Clunese annals ofMa-touan-lin *, in which stand

officially recorded, though rudely, remarkable astronomical

pheenomena, supply a long list of " strange stars," among

which, though the greater part are evidently comets, some

may be recognized as belonging in all probability to the class

of Temporary Stars as above characterized. Such is that

which is recorded to have appeared in A. d. 1 73, between «

• Tr slsSed by M. Edwafd Bioi, CuBBoisBwice des T«>inps, 1846.
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and /8 Centaurt, which (no doubt, scintillating from its low

situation) exhibited " the five coloura,** and remained vinble

from December in that year till July in the next. And
another which these annals assign to a.i>. 1011, and which

would seem to be identical with a star elsewhere referred to

A. D. 1012, " which was of extraordinary brilliancy, and re*

mained visible in the southern part of the heavens during

three months," * a situation agreeing with the Chinese re-

cord, which places it low in Sagittarius. Among several less

unequivocal is one referred to B. c. 134, in Scorpio, which

may possibly have been Hipparchus's star. None of the

stars of A.D. 389, 945, 1264, and 1572, however, are noticed

in these records. It is worthy of :;special notice, that all the

stars of this kind on record, of which the places are distinctly

indicated, have occurred, without exception, in or close upon

the borders of the Milky Way, and that only within the fol-

lowing semicircle, the preceding having offered no example

of the kind.

(832.) On a careful re-examination of the heavens, and a

comparison of catalogues, many stars are now found to be

missing ; and although there is no doubt that these losses

have arisen in the great majority of instances from mistaken

entries, and in some from planets having been mistaken for

stars, yet in some it is equally certain that there is no

mistake in the observation or entry, and that the star has

really been observed, and as really has disappeared from the

heavens. The whole subject of variable stars is a branch of

practical astronomy which has been too little followed up,

and it is precisely that in which amateurs of the science, and

especially voyagers at sea, provided with only good eyes, or

moderate instruments, might employ their time to excellent

advantage. It holds out a sure promise of rich discovery,

and is one in which astronomers in established observatories

are almost of necessity precluded from taking a part by the

nature of the observations required. Catalogues <^f the com-

* Hind, Notices of the Astronomical Society, viii. 156., citing Hepidannus.

He places the Chinese star of 173 b.?. between a and /9 Camit Minorit, but M.
uiui uiinuiviijr anya n, p pta* vimnut vw'Am v/cn.wwva
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parative brightness t)f the sturs in each constellation have

been constructed by Sir Wm. Herschel, with the express

object of facilitating these researches, and the reader will

find them, and a full account of his method of comparison, ui

the PhiL Trans. 1796, and subsequent years. #^

(833.) We come now to a class of phenomena of quite a

different character, and which give us a real and positive

insight into the nature of at least some among the stars, and

enable us unhesitatingly to declare them subject to the same

dynamical ]&\\
. , and obedient to the same power of gravita-

tion, which governs our own system. Many of the stars,

when examined with telescopes, are found to be double, t. e.

to consist of two (in some cases three or more) individuals

placed near together. This might be attributed to accidental

proximity, did it occur only in a few instances ; but the fre-

quency of this companionship, the extreme closeness, and, in

many cases, the near equality of the stars so conjoined, would

alone lead to a strong suspicion of a more neur and intimate

relation than mere casual juxtaposition. The bright star

Castor, for example, when much magnified, is found to con-

sist of two stars of nearly the third magnitude, within 5" of

each other. Stars of this magnitude, however, are not so

common in the heavens as to render it otherwise than exces-

sively improbable that, if scattered at random, they would

fall so near. But this improbability becomes immensely in-

creased i»y a consideration of the fact, that this is only one out

of a great many similar instances. Mi^hell, in 1767, applying

the rules for the calculation of probabilities to the case of the

six brightest stars in the group called the Pleiades, found

the odds to be 500000 to 1 against their proximity being

the mere result of a random scattering of 1500 stars (which

he supposed to be the total number of stars of that magnitude

in the celestial sphere *) over the heavens. Speculating

further on this, as an indication of physical connexion rather

than fortuitous aasemblage, he was led to surmise the possi-

bility (since converted into a certainty, but at that time,

* Thu number. is considerably too small, and in consequence, Mitchell's odds
in this case materially overrated. But enough will remain, if this be rectified.

fullyV t#k lukov !!!t h!« argunssJlL US. vol.
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antecedent to any observation) of the e^uetence of compound
Stan revolving about one another, or rather about their com-

mon center of gravity. M. Struve, pursuing the same train

of thought as applied specially to the cases of double and

triple combinations of stars, and grounding bin computations

on a more perfect enumeration of the stars visible down to

the 7th magnitude, in the part of the heavens visible at Dor^

pat, calculates that the odds are 9570 to 1 against any two

stars, from the Ist to the 7th magnitude inclusive, out of the

whole possible number of binary combinations then visible,

falling (if fortuitously scattered) within 4/' of each other.

Now the number of instances of such binary combinations

actually observed at the date of thin calculation was already

91, and many more have since been added tc the list. Again,

he calculates that the odds against any surl: itars fortuitously

scattered, falling within 32" of a third, so as to cor gtitute a

triple star, is not less than 173^24 ;o 1. Now, four such

combinations occur in the heavens ; viz. 6 Ononis, o- Orionis,

1 1 Monocerotis, and ^ Cancri. The conclusion of a physical

connexion of some kind or other is therefore unavoidable.

(834.) Presumptive evidence of another kind is furnished

by the following consideration. Both a Centauri and 61

Cygni are " Double Stars." Both consist of two individuals^

nearly equal, and separated from each other by an interval

of about a quarter of a minute. In the case of 61 Cygni,

the stars exceeding the 7th magnitude, there is already a primS

facie probability of 95*^^ to 1 against their apparent proximity.

The two stars of « ^ ci;tauri are both at least of the 2nd

magnitude, of which altogether not more than about 50 or

60 exist in the whole heavens. But, waving this considera-

tion, both these stars, as we have already seen, have a proper

motion so considerable that, supposing the constituent indi-

viduals unconnected, one would speedily leave the other be-

hind. Yet at the earliest dates at which they were respect

tively observed these stars were not perceived to be double,

and it is only to the employment of telescopes magnifying at

least 8 or 10 times, that we owe the knowledge we now
possess .of their beiner so. With such a telescone Lacaille, in
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1751, was barely able to perceive the septoation of the two

constituents of a Centauri, whereas, had one of them only

been affected with the observed proper motion, they should

then have been 6' asunder. In these cases then some phy-

sical connexion may be regarded as proved by this fact alone.

(835.) Sir William Herschel has enumerated upwards of

500 double stars, of which the individuals are less than 32''

asunden M. Struve, prosecuting the inquiry with instru-

ments more conveniently mounted for the purpose, and

wrought to an astonishing pitch of optical perfection, has

added more than five times that niunben And other ob-

servers have extended still further the catalogue of *' Double

Stars,'* without exhausting the fertility of the heavens.

Among these are a great many in which the distance between

the component individuals does not exceed a single second.

They are divided into classes by M. Struve (the first living

authority in this department of Astronomy) according to the

proximity of their component individuak. The first class

comprises those only in which tlie distance doec* not exceed

1 "; the 2nd those in which it exceeds 1'' but falls short of 2" ;

the 3rd class extends from 2" to 4" distance ; the 4th from

4" to 8" ; the 5th from 8" to 12"; the 6th from 12" to 16";

the 7th from 16" to 24", and the Sth from 24" to 32". Each

class he again subdivides into two aub-daases of which the

one under the appellation of corupiiuous donhle stars (duplices

lucidn) comprehends those in which both individuals exceed

the 8^ magnitude, that is to say, are separably bright enough

to bo easily seen in any moderately good telescope. All

others, in which one or both the constituents are below this

limit of easy visibility, are collected into another sub-class,

which he terms renducry (^Duplices reliqua). This arrange-

ment is so far convenient, that after a little practice in the

use of telescopes as applied to such objects, it is easy to judge

what optical power will probably suffice to resolve a star of

any proposed class and cither sub-class, or would at least be

BO if the second or residuary sub-class Were further subdivided

by placing in a third sub-class ** delicate " double stars, or

those in which the oom^Muiion star is so very minute m to
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require a high degree of optical power to perceive it, of which

instances will presently be given.

(836.) The following may be taken as specimens of each

class. They are all taken from among the lucid, or conspi-

cuous stars, and to such of our readers as maj' be in possession

of telescopes, and may be disposed to try them on such ob-

jects, will afford him a ready test of their degree of effidency.

Class I., 0'' to 1''.

1 Ophiuchi.

Draoonis.

^ Una Mi^oria.

X AquUa.
w Leonis.

f Andromeda^

7 Coronas Bor.

y CenUurL
y LupL
• Anetis.

( HercuHs.

y 8 Andromedap.

y CircinL

8 Cygni.

c Chamsleontis.

a Pisoium.

$ Hydne.
7 Ceti.

y I^eonu.

y Corons Aui.

a Cruoi*.

a Herculis.

a Geminorum.
8 Geminorum.

C Corons Bor.

/3 Orionii.

y Arietia.

y Dalphini.

a Centauri.

/3 Cephei.

fi Soorpii.

M V-

:

a Canum Yen.

t Norm*.
(PiMium.

8 HcrouHt.

If Lyra.

ij Coron'o.

1) Herculis.

\ Caisiopeiae.

\ OphiuchL
w Lupi.

^ Cygni.

Class II., I" to 2".

( Bootis. f Una Miyori*.

( Cassiopeia. » Aquila.

I 8 Cancri. c Corona Bor.

Class III., 2" to 4".

y Virginis. C Aquarii.

8 Serpentia.
"~

'

( Bootia.

< Draconis.

• Hydra.

Atlas Pleiadum.
4 Aquarii.

5 Aquarii.

42 Coma.
52 Arietis.

66 Piscium.

CI

( Ononis.

I Leonia.

( TriangulL

K Leporis.

)las8 IV., 4" to 8".

$ Phanioia. ( Ccptaei.

K Cephfli. V Bootia.

X Orionia, p Caprioomi.

M Cygni. V Argfta.

( Bootia. m Auriga.

Class V,, 8" to 12".

( Antlia.

q Caaaiopeia.

A Erldani.

8 CamelopaidL
i(2 Orionia.

H2 Orionia.

H Draconis.

fi Cania.

p Herculis.

or Caaaiopeias.

44 Bootia.

ft Eridani.

70 Ophiuchi.

18 Eridani.

Sa Eridani.

95 Herculia.

I Orionia.

f Eridani.

8 Canum Van.

Class VI., 12" to 16".

y Volantia. x Bootia.

q Lupi. 8 Monooerotia.

C Ursa M(^jur. 61 CygnL

Claas VIL, 16" to 24". '
'

'-

Serpentia. 84 Coma.
K Corona Aua. 41 Draoonia.

X Tauri. 61 Ophiuobi.

Claas VIII.. 24" to 32".

'!;''»

K Herculis.

K Ceplu'i.

X Cygni.

as Orionia.

R R
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(837.) Among the most remarkable triple, quadruple, or

multiple stars (for such also occur), may be enumerated,

y Andromedas. 9 Orionis. ( Scorpii.

c Lyrce. M Lupi. 11 Monocerotii.

i Canori. la Bootis. 12 Lyncis.

Of these, y Andromedse, ft Bootis, and /u. Lupi appear in

telescopes, even of considerable optical power, only as ordi-

nary double stars ; and it is only when excellent instruments

are used that their smaller companions are subdivided and found

to be, in fact, extremely close double stars, t Lyrse offers

the remarkable combination of a double-double star. Viewed

with a telescope of low power it appears as a coarse and easily

divided double star, but on increasing the magnifying power,

each individual is perceived to be beautifully and closely

double, the one pair being about 2J", the other about 3"

asunder. Each of the stars ^ Cancri, £ Scorpii, 1 1 Monoce-

rotis, and 12 Lyncis consists of a principal star, closely double,

and a smaller and more distant attendant, while Ononis

presents the phosnomenon of four brilliant principal stars, of

the respective 4th, 6th, 7th, and 8th magnitudes, forming n

trapezium, the longest diagonal of which is 21 "'4, and ac-

companicd by two excessively minute and very close com-

panions (as in the annexed figure), to perceive both which is

one of the severest tests which can be applied to a telescope.

(838.) Of the "delicate" sub-class of double stars, or those

consisting of very large and conspicuous principal stars, ac-

companied by very minute companions*, the following speci-

mens may suffice

:

a a Canori. a Tolark 1 Ur»aB MnJorK 7 Bootk
a 3 Cnpricurni. a Scorpii. w Circini. ^ Virginia

a Iniii. $ Aqiiarii. n (ieininonim. X Eridnnl.

a Lyriv. > Hydift'. H Pcrnci. \C Auriga?.
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(839.) To the amateur of Astronomy the double stars offer

a subject of very pleasing interest, as tests of the performance

of his telescopes, and by reason of the finely contrasted

colours which many of them exhibit, of which more hereafter.

But it is the high degree of physical interest which attaches

to them, which assigns them a conspicuous place in modern
Astronomy, and justifies the minute attention and unwearied

diligence bestowed on the measurement of their angles of

position and distances, and the continual enlargement of our

catalogues of them by the discovery of new ones. It was,

as we have seen, under an impression that such combinations,

if diligently observed, might afford a measure of parallax

through the periodical variations it might be expected to

produce in the relative situation of the small attendant star,

that Sir W. Herschel was induced (between the years 1779

and 1784) to form the first extensive catalogues of them,

under the scrutiny of higher magnifying powers than had

ever previously been applied to such purposes. In the pur-

suit of this object, the end to which it was instituted as a

means was necessarily laid aside for a time, until the accu-

mulation of more abundant materials should have afforded a

choice of stars favourably circumstanced for systematic ob-

servation. Epochal measures however, of each star, were

secured, and, on resuming the subject, his attention was

altogether diverted from the original object of the uiquiry

by phenomena of a very unexpected character, whic.U ut oace

engrossed his whole attention. Instead of finding, as he ex-

pected, that annual fluctuation to and fro of one star of a

double star with respect to the other,— that alternate annual

increase and decrease of their distance and angle of position,

which the parallax of the earth's annual motion would pro-

duce,—he observed, in many instances, n regular progressive

change; in some cases bearing chiefly on their distance,— in

others on their position, and advancing steadily in one direc-

tion, so as clearly to indicate cither a real motion of the stars

themselves, or a general rectilinear motion of the sun and

whole solar system, producing a parallax of a higher order

than would arise from the earth's orbitual motion, and which

might be called Hystcmatic parallax. .
- .

It H 2
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(840.) Supposing the two stars, and also the Bunj in motion

independently of each other, it is clear that for the interval

of several years, these motions must be regarded as rectilinear

and uniform. Hence, a very slight acquaintance with geo-

metry will suffice to show that the apparent motion of one

star of a double btar, referred to the other as a center, and

mapped down, as it were, on a plane in which that other shall

be taken for a fixed or zero point, can be no other than a

right line. This, at least, must be the case if the stars be

independent of each other ; but it will be otherwise if they

ha 'e a physical connexion, such as, for instance, real proxi-

mity and mutual gravitation would establish. In that case,

they would desciibe orbits round each other, and "ound their

common center of gravity ; and therefore the apparent path

of either, referred to the other as fixed, instead of being a

portion of a straight line, would be bent into a curve concave

towards that other. The observed motions, however, were

BO slow, that many years' observation was required to ascer-

tain this point ; and it was not, therefore, until the year

1803, twenty- five years from the commencement of the in-

quiry, that any thing like a positive conclusion could be come

to respecting the rectilinear or orbitual character of the ob-

served changes of position. :i

(841.) In that, and the subsequent year, it was distinctly

announced by him, in two papers, which will be found in the

Transactions of the Royal Society for those years*, that there

exist sidereal systems, composed of two stars revolving about

each other in regular orbits, and constituting what may bo

termed binary stara^ to distinguish them from, double stars

generally so called, in which these physically connected stars

are confounded, perhaps, with others only optically double, or

casually juxtaposed in the heavens at different distances from

the eye ; whereas the individuals of a binary star are, of

course, equidistant from the eye, or, at least, cannot differ

more in distance than the semi-dinmcter of the orb't lliey

describe about each other, which is quite insignificant com-

pared with the immeri'e distance between them and the earth.

* The announcement wan In fact made in 1H02, but unaccompanied by tlic

olMcrvationt establishing the fact. . .--^
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Between fifty bnd sixty instances of changes, to a greater or

less amount, in the angles of position of double stars, are

adduced in the memoirs above mentionc;d ; many of which
are too decided, and too regularly progressive, to allow of

their nature being misconceived. In particular, among the

more conspicuous stars,— Castor, y Virginis, f Ursae, 70
Ophiuchi, <r and ij Coronsa, ^ Bootis, n Cassiopeia, y Leonis,

^ Herculis, $ Cygni, /a Bootis, e 4 and > 5 Lyrse, A Ophiuchi,

/x Draconis, and ^ Aquarii, are enumerated as among the

most remarkable instances of the observed motion ; end to

some of them even periodic times of revolution are assigned

;

approximative only, of course, and rather to be regarded as

rough guesses than as results of any exact calculation, for

whicli the data were at the time quite inadequate. For in-

stance, the revolution of Castor is set down at 334 years, that

of 7 Virginia at 708, and that of y Leonis at 1200 years.

(842.) Subsequent observation has fully confirmed these

results. Of all the stars above named, there is not one which

is not found to be fully entitled to be regarded as binary

;

and, in fact, this list comprises nettly all the most considerable

visible in our latitudes which have yet been detected,

though (as attention has been closely drawn to the subject,

and observations have multiplied) it has, of late, received

large accessions. Upwards of a hundred double stars, cer-

tainly known to possess this character, were enumerated by

M. Madler in 1841 *, and more are emerging into notice with

every fresh mass of observations which come before the

public. They require excellt:u telescopes for their effective

observation, being for the most part so close as to necessitate

the use of very high magnifiers (such as would be considered

cxtreniiely powerful microscopes if employed to examine

objects > •< uin our reach), to perceive an interval between

the individuals which co j-ose them.

(843.) It may easily bo supposed, that p' v omena of this

kind would not pass without attempt* to connect them with

dynamical theories. From their first discovery, f.xy were

naturally referred to the agency of some power, like that of

* Dorpat Ohsenrations, Tol. ix. 1840 and 1841.

11 u 3

dy^

T"
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gravitation, connecting the stars thus demonstrated to be in

a state of circulation about eiich other; and the extension of

the Newtonian law of gKivit^tion io tbese remote systems

was a step so obvious, aad j well varrarsiod by our experi-

ence of its all-sijflScient. ageucv in onr o^ ;v- ^ to have been

expressly or tac « Jy muie hy evciy one vriio has given the

subject U3iy sharf, of his .• ttention. We owe, however, the

irst distirot system of calculation, by which the elliptic

ckments ct the orbit of a b'nary star ooaVi be deduced from

observatiouH of Ivv angle of position jmd distance at diiferent

epochs, to M. S.'n'ary, who show ^J**, that the motions of one

of the most remaikauia amQj),s^ thei.T. (J UtaaB) were explicable,

within the limits allov/able for error of observation, on the

supposition of an elliptic orbit described in the short period

of 58^ years. A different process of computation conducted

Professor Enckef to an elliptic orbit for 70 Ophiuchi, de-

scribed in a period of seventy-four years. M. Madler has

t specially signalized himself in this line of inquiry (see Table).

Several orbits have aiao been calculated by Mr. Hind, Ad-
miral Smyth, Mr. Jacob, Mr. Powell, M. Villarceaux, Pro-

fessors Winnecke and Kllnkerfuss; and the author of these

pages has himself attempted to contribute his mite to these

interesting investigations. The following may be stated f*a

the chief results which have been hitherto obtained in this

branch of astronomy f :
—

* Connoiss. des Temps, 18 SO. f Berlin Ephem. 1833.

I The ** position of the node " in cnl " expresses the angle of po^^iiioii (see

art 204.) of the line of intersection .. plane of the orbit, tyith the plane of

the heavens on whioh it is seen projected. The " inclination " in col. 6. is the

inclination of these two planes to one another. O 5. shows the angle ac-

tually included in the plant of the orbit, between the line of nodes (defined as

above) and the line of apsides. The elements assigned in this tabic to » Leonis,

{ Bootis, and Castor must be considered as very doubtful. Some cause of per-

turbation has been suspected to exist in the movements of p. Ophiuchi. Mr.
Jacob, comparing some old (and no doubt very rude) observations by IHchaiii!

and Feuille, in 1690 and 1709. 'Iraws a similar conclusion in the onse of ;*:

system of a Centauri. Comp^>. Tg the more modern (and only reliable o<

vations) howevui, this opinio*. ' :? hardly entitled tothecontiti^.tce wi'' -^.nch

he insists on it. A very few ' additional observation will decide >; - ques-

tion. This magnificent do*. % '> well merits the most careful and <iiligent

attention of nstronor
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By

whom

computed.

Madler.

Villarceaux.

Madler.

Winnecke.

Madler.

Winnecke.

Savary.

Herschel,

junior.

Madler.

Yillarceaux-

Ditto.

Elinkerfuss.

Encke.

Herschel,

junior.

Madler.

E.

B.

Powell.

Herschel,

junior.

Hind.

Herschel,

junior.

Ditto.

Madler.

Hind.

MSdler.

Hind.

E.

B.

PowelL

Jacob. Ditto. Hind.

E.

B.

FowelL
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(844.) Of the stars in the above listi that which has been

most assiduously watched, and has offered phasnomona of the

greatest interest, is 7 Virginis. It is a stiur of the vulgar

Srd magnitude (3*(.>8=:Photom. 3'404), and its component

individuals ore very nearly equal, and as it would seem in

some slight degree variable, since, according to the observa-

tions of M. Stmve, the one is alternately a little greater,

and a little less than the other, and occasionally exactly

equal to it. It has been known to consist of two stars since

the beginning of the eighteenth century ; the distance being

then between six and seven seconds, so that any tolerably

good telescope would resolve it. When observed by Herschel

in 1780, it was 5"''66, and continued to decrease gradually

and regularly till at length, in 1836, the two stars had ap-

proached so closely as to appear perfectly round and single

under the highest magnifying power which could be ap-

plied to most excellent instruments— the great refractor at

Pulkowa alone, with a magnifying power of 1000, continuing

to indicate by the wedge-shaped form of the disc of the star

its composite nature. By estimating the ratio of its length

to its breadth and measuring the former, M. Struve concludes

that, at this epoch (1836*41), the distance of the two stars,

center from center, might be stated at 0"*22. From that

time the star again opened, and is now again a perfectly

easily separr.ble star. Thiu very remarkable diminution and

subsequent increase of distance has been accompanied by a

corresponding and equally remarkable increase and subse-

quent diminution of relative angular motion. Thus, in the

year 1783 the apparent angular n.otion hardly amounted to

half a degree per annum, while in 1830 it had increased to

5% in 1834 to 20°, in 1835 to 40°, and about the middle of

1836 to upwards of 70° per annum, or at the rate of a degree

in five days. This is in entire conformity with the principles

of Dynamics, which establish a necessary connexion between

the angular velocity and the distance, as well in the apparent

as in the real orbit of one body revolving about another

under the influence of mutual aitraction ; the former varying

inversely as the square of im latter, in bo^l* orbits, what-
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ever be tho curve described and whatever the law of the

attractive force. It fortunately happens that Bradley, in

1718, had noticed and recorded in the margin of one of lus

observation books, the apparent direction of the line of junc-

tion of the two stars, as seen on the meridian in his transit

telescope, viz., parallel to the linejoining two conspicuous stars

u and B of the same constellation, as seen by the naked eye.

This note, rescued from oblivion by the late ProfeBsor Kigaud,

has provedof singular service in the verification of the elements

above assigned to the orbit, which represent the whole series

of recorded observations that date up to the end of 1846

(comprising an angular movement of nearly nine- tenths of

a complete circuit), both in angle and distance, with a degree

of exactness fully equal to that of observation itself. No
doubt can, therefore, remain !i8 to the prevalence in this

remote system of the Newtonian law of gravitation.

(846.) The observations of ^ Urste Majoris are equally

well represented by M. Madlor's elements (4 c of our table),

thus fully justifying the assumption of the Newtonian law

as that which regulates the motions or their binary systems.

And even should it be the case, as M. M" I'er appears to

consider, that in one iciitancn at least (tl<<-. ;t p Ophiuchi),

deviations from elliptic motion, too considerable to arise from

mere error of observation, exist (a position we are by no

means prepared to grant*), we should rather be disposed to

look for the cause of f uoh deviations in perturbations arising

(as Bessel has suggested) from the large or central star itself

being actually a close and hitherto unrecognized double star

than in any defect of generality in the Newtonian law.

(846.) If the great length of the ' h of some of these

bodies be remarkable, the shortnesb ot those of others is

hardly less so. 2^ Herculis has already completed two revo-

* p Ophiuchi Belongs to the cInsH of very unequal douhle sUra, the magni-

tudes of the individuals being 1 and 7. Such stars present diffioulties in the

exact measurenient of their an(jl?8 of position wiiich even yet continue to em-
barrass tho observer, though, owing to later improvements in the art of executing

such niCiisurements, their influence is confined within much narrower limits than

in the earlier history of the subject In simply placing a fine single wire parallel

to the line of Junction of two kucIi stars it is easily possible to commit an error

of 3° or 4'>. Uy placing them between two parallel thick wires such errors are

in great measure obviated.
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lutlons eince the epoch of its first discovery, exhibiting in its

course the extraordinary spectacle ofa sidereal occultation, the

small star having twice been hidden behind or before the

UiLge one. tj Coronse, {f Cancri, f Ursae and a Centauri have

v^^ each performed more than one entire circuit, and 70 Ophiuchi

and 7 Yirginis have accomplished by far the larger portion of

one in angular motion. If any doubt, therefore, could remain

as to the reality of their orbitual motions, or any idea of ex-

plain' vj^ V > by mere parallactic changes, or by any other

hypothesis than the agency of centripetal force, these facts

must suSicc for their complete dissipation. We have the

sane evidence, indeed, of their rotations about each other,

that we have of those of Uranus and Neptune about the

sun; and the correspondence between their calculated and

observed places in such very elongated ellipses, must be

admitted to carry with it proof of the prevaitAce of the

Newtonian law of gravity in their systems, of the very same

nature and cogency as that of the calculated and observed

places of comets round the cer'^ral body of rnr own. t •

(847.) But it is not with me revolutions c bodies of a

planetary or cometary nature round a solar ct ^r that we
are now concerned; it is with that of sun round sup— each,

perhaps, at least in some binary systems where the .viduals

are very remote and their period of revolution very Ion?,

Accompanied with its train of planets and their satelii

closely shrouded from our view by the splendour of their

respei ve suns, and crowded into a space bearing hardly

a greater proportion to the enormous interval which separates

them, than the distances of the satellites of our planets from

their p iiaaries bear to their distances from the sun itself.

A leas distinctly charact lized subordination would be in-

compati. 'k; with the stability of their systems, and with

th ">lan('tary nature of their orbits. Unless closely nestled

u. -r t e protecting wing of their immediate superior, the

sw<jep ot their other sun in its perihelion passage round their

own might carry them off, or whirl them into orbits utterly

incompatible with the conditions necessary for the existence

of their inhabitants. It must be confessed, that we have
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here a strangely wide and novel field for spectdative excur-

eions, and one which it is not easy to avoid luxuriating in.

(848.) The discovery of the parallaxes of a Centauri and 61

Cygni) both which are above enumerated among the " conspi>

cuous " double stars of the 6th class (a distinction fully merited

in the case of the former by the brilliancy of both its con-

stituents), enables us to speak with an approach to certainty

as to the absolute dimensions of both their orbits, and thence

to form a probable opinion as to the general scale on which

these astonishing systems are constructed. The distance of

the two stars of 61 Cygni subtends at the earth an angle

which, since the earliest micrometrical measures in 1781, has

varied hardly half a second from a mean value 15"'5. On
th other hand, the angle of position has altered since the

same epoch by nearly 50°, so that it would appear probable

that the true form of the orbit is not far from circular, its

situation at right angles to the visual line, and its periodic

time probably not short of 500 years. Now, as the as-

certained parallax of this star is 0''*348, which is, therefore,

the angle the radius of the earth's orbit would subtend if

equally remote, it follows that the mean distance between

the stars is to that radius, as 15"*5 : 0"*348, or as 44*54 : 1.

The orbit described by these two stars about each other un-

doubtedly, therefore, greatly exceeds in dimensions that

described by Neptune about the sun. Moreover, supposing

the period to be five centuries (and the distance being ac-

tually on the increase, it can hardly be less) the general pro-

positions laid down by Newton*, taken in conjunction with

Kepler's third law, enable u& to calculate the sum of the

masses of the two stars, whicli, on these data, we find to be

0"353, the mass of our suu being 1. The sun, therefore, is

neither vastly greater nor vastly less than the stars com-

posing 61 Cygni.

(849.) The data in the case of a. Centauri are more un-

certain. Since the year 1822, the diatance has been steadily

and pretty rapidly decreasing at an average rate of about halfa

second per annum, and that with little change till lately in the

Prin-iRiS !'jnc' pao, Cpi Off i*Of Oift
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angle of position.* Hence, it follows evidently that the

plane of its orbit passes nearly through the earth, and (the

distance about the middle of 1834 having been 17^'') it

is very probable that either an oocultation, like that ob-

served in (f Herculis, or a close appulse of the two stars, will

take place about the year 1859. As the observations we
possess afford no sufficient grounds for a satisfactory calcula-

tion of elliptic elements we must be content to assume what,

at all events, they fully justify, viz., that the major semiaxis

must exceed 12'', and is very probably considerably greater,

Now thiswith aparallax of0'''913 would give for the realvalue

of the semiaxis 13'15 radii of the earth's orbit, as a minimum.

The real dimensions of their ellipse, therefore, cannot be so

small as the orbit of Saturn ; in all probability exceeds that of

Uranus; and may possibly be much greater than either.

(850.) The parallel between these two double stars is a

remarkable one. Owing no doubt to their comparative prox-

imity to our system, their apparent proper motions are both

unusually great, and for the same reason probably rather

than owing to unusually large dimensions, their orbits appear

to us under what, for binary double stars, we must call un-

usually large angles. Each consists, moreover, of stars, not

very unequal in brightness, and in each both the stars are of

a high yellow approaching to orange colour, the smaller

individual, in each case, being also of a deeper tint. What-
ever the diversity, therefore, which may obtain among other

sidereal objects, these would appear to belong to the same

family or genus.t

(851.) Many of the double stars exhibit the curious and

beautiful phsenomenon of contrasted or complementary

colours. X In such instances, the larger star is usually of a

* In the 70 years between Lacaille's observations and 1822, there exists no
ri'cord of any observed angle of position.

t Similar combinations are very numerous. Many remarkable instances

occur among the double stars catalogued by the author in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th,

6th and 9th volumes of Trans. Roy. Ast Soc. and in the volume of Southern

observations already cited. See Nos. 121, 375, 1066, 1907, 2030, 2146, 2244,

2772, 3853, 33yS, 3998, 4000, 4055, 4196, 4210, 4615,4649, 4765,5003, 5012,

of these catalogues. The fine binary star, B. A. C. No. 4923, has its constituents

15" apart the one 6m. yellow, the other 7m. orange.

\ - - other suns, perhaps.

With their attendant moooa thou wilt descry,
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ruddy or orange hue, while the smaller one appears blue or

green, probably in virtue of that general law of optics, which

provides, that when the retina is under the influence of

excitement by any bright, coloured light; feebler lights,

which seen alone would produce no sensation but of white-

ness, shall for the time appear coloured with the tint com-

plementary to that of the brighter. Thus a yellow colour

predominating in the light of the brighter star, that of the

less bright one in the same field of view will appear blue

;

while, if the tint of the brighter star verge to crimson, that

of the other will exhibit a tendency to green— or even

appear as a vivid green, under favourable circumstances.

The former contrast is beautifully exhibited by i Cancri

—

the latter by y Andromedse*, both fine double stars. If,

however, the coloured star be much the less bright of the

two, it will not materially affect the other. Thus, for in-

stance, 17 Cassiopeias exhibits the beautiful combination of

a large white star, and a small one of a rich ruddy purple.

It is by no means, however, intended to say, that in dl such

cases one of the colours is a mere effect of contrast, and it

may be easier suggested in words, than conceived in imagi>

nation, what variety of illumination two suns— a red and a

green, or a yellow and a blue one— must afford a planet

circulating about either ; and what charming contrasts and
*' grateful vicissitudes,"— a red and a green day, for instance,

alternating with a white one and with darkness,—might

arise from the presence or absence of one or other, or both,

above the horizon. Insulated stars of a red colour, almost

as deep as that of blood f, occur in many parts of the heavens.

Communicating male and female light,

(AVhich two great sexes animate the world,)
-'' Stored in each orb, perhaps, with some that live."

ParacUu Lost, y'm. 148.

* The small star of 7 Andromedae is close double. Both its individuals are

green : a similar combination, with even more decided colours, is presented by
the double star, h. 881.

t The following are the R. ascensions and N. P. distances for 1 830, of aomo
of the most remarkable of these sanguine or ruby stars :—
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but no green or blue star (of any decided hue) has, we believe,

ever been noticed unassociated with a companion brighter

than itself. Many of the red stars are variable.

(852.) Another very interesting subject of inquiry, in the

physical history of the stars, is their proper motion. It was

first noticed by Halley, that three principal stars, Sirius,

Arcturus, and Aldebaran, are placed by Ptolomy, on the

strength of observations made by Hipparchus, 130 years B.C.,

in latitudes respectively 20^ 22', and 33' more northerly than

he actually found them in 1717.*^ Making due allowance for

the diminution of obliquity of the ecliptic in the interval

(1847 years) they ought to have stood, if really fixed, re-

spectively 10', 14', and O' more southerly. As the circum-

stances of the statement exclude the supposition of error of

transcription in the MSS., we are necessitated to admit a

southward motion in latitude in these stars to the very con-

siderable extent, respectively, of 37', 42', and 33', and this is

corroborated by an observation of Aldebaran at Athens, in

the year a. d. 509, which star, on the llth of March in that

year, was seen immediately after its emergence from occul-

tation by the moon, in such a position as it could not have

had if the occultation were not nearly central. Now, from the

knowledge we have of the lunar motions, this could not havo

been the case had Aldebaran at that time so much southern

latitude as at present A priori, it might be expected that

apparent motions of some kind or other should be detected

among so great a multitude of individuals scattered througit

space, and with nothing to keep them fixed. Their mutuni

attractions even, however inconceivably enfeebled by dis

tance, and counteracted by opposing attractions from op-

posite quarters, must in the lapse of countless ages produce

R. A. N. P. D. R. A. N. P. D. R. A. N. P.D.
h. -n. s.

O / II h. m. B. / // h. m. 1.
o / //

4 40 J3 61 46 21 9 48 01 mo 47 12 20 7 8 111 50 11

4 51 51 105 a 4 10 59 10 107 84 40 21 37 18 31 59 47
S S8 29 1S6 33 15 19 37 31 148 45 47 21 37 20 53 54 47
9 87 56 159 S 4P 16 29 44 122 8

OfthcM No. 5. (in order of right McenRion) in in the inme fluid of view with a

H)dm<, aad No. 9. with j9 Crucls. No. 3. (in tlie same order) ii variable.
• Phil. Trmw. 1717, tol. «»». fr 736.
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some movements— some change of internal arrangement

— resulting from the difference of the opposing actions.

And it is a fact, that such apparent motions are really proved

to exist by the exact observations of modem astronomy.

Thus, as we have seen, the two stars of 61 Cygni have

remaned constantly at the same, or very nearly the same,

distance, of \5", for at least fifty years past, although

they have shifted their local situation in the heavens, in

this interval of time, through no less than 4' 23", the

annual proper motion of each star being 5"*3; by which

quantity (exceeding a third of their interval) this system is

every year carried bodily along in some unknown path, by
a motion which, for many centuries, must be regarded as

uniform and rectilinear. Among stars not double, and no
way differing from the rest in any other obvious particular,

e Indi *, Groomb. 1830, and fi Cassiopeise are to be remarked

as having the greatest proper motions of any yet ascertained,

amounting respectively to 7"*74, 7"'75 and 3"*74 of annual

displacement. And a great many others have been observed

to be thus constantly carried away from their places by
smaller, but not less unequivocal motions.!

(853.) Motions which require whole centuries to accumu-

late before they produce changes of arrangemen', such as

the naked eye can detect, though quite sufficient to destroy that

idea of mathematical fixity which precludes speculation, are

yet too trifling, as far as practical applications go, to induce

a change of language, and lead us to speak of the stars in

common parlance as otherwise than fixed. Small as they

are, however, astronomers, once assured of their reality, have

not been wanting in attempts to explain and reduce them

fo general laws. No one' who reflects with due attention

on the subject, will be inclined to deny the high probability,

nay certainty, that the sun as well as the stars must have a

proper motion in some direction ; and the inevitable conse-

quence of such a motioHy if unparticipatcd by the rest, must

D'Arreit Artr. Niichr., No. 618.; ArgHandcr, Do. No. 475.

f Th« raador mny oonftult "n \it,t of »I4 atar* having, or tuppoted to have,

a proper motion of not Iwn than nbout O"-.? oi' a great circle " (per annum) l»y

the late F. B«ily, Kmj. Tran*. Mt. Soe. v. p. 158.
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be a slow average apparent tendency of all the stars to the

vanishing point of lines parallel to that direction, and to the

region which he is leaving, however greatly individual stars

might diflfer from such average by reason of their own pecu-

liar proper motion. This is the necessary effect of perspec-

tive ; and it is certain that it must be detected by observa^

tion, if we knew accurately the apparent proper motions of

all the stars, and if wo were sure that they were independent,

i.e. that the whole firmament, or at least all that part which

we see in our own neighbourhood, weru not drifting along

together, by a general set as it were, in one direction, the

result of unknown processes and slow internal changes going

on in the sidereal stratum to which our system belongs, as we
see motes sailing in a current of air, and keeping nearly the

same relative situation with respect to one another.

(854.) It was on this assumption, tacitly made indeed,

but necessarily implied in every step of his reasoning, that

Sir William Herschel, in 1783, on a ;ousidcmtion of the

apparent proper motions of such stars as couid at that period

be considered as tolerably (though stili imperfectly) ascer-

tained, arrived at the conclusion that a relative motion of the

sun, amon£; the fixed stars in the direction of a point or

parallactic apex, situated near \ Hcrculis, that is to say, in

R.A. \1^ 22°>=260° 34', N.P.D. 63° 43' (1790), would

account for the chief observed apparent motions, leaving,

however, some still outstanding and not explicable by this

cause ; and in the same year Prcvost, taking nearly the same

view of the subject, arrived at a conclusion as to the solar

apex (or point of the sphere towards which the sun relatively

advances), agreeing nearly in polar distance with the fore-

going, but diiFering from it about 27° in right ascension.

Since that time methods of calculation have been improved

and concinnated, our knowledge of the pro[)er motions of

the stars has been rendered more precise, and a greater

number of cases of such motions have been recorded. The
subject has been resumed by several eminent astronomers

and mathematicians: viz. Ist, by M. AIcelander, who, from

the consideration of the proper motions of 21 stars exceeding
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1'* per annum in arc, has placed the solar apex in R.A.
256" 25', N.P.D. 51° 23'; from those of 50 stars between
(y'-6 and 1"0, in 255° 10', 51° 26'; and from those of 31»
stars having motions between 0"'l and 0"'5 per annum, in

26 !• ir, 59° 2'
: 2ndly, by M. Luhndahl, whose calculations,

founded on the proper motions of 147 stars, give 252° 53',

75° 34' : and 3rdl7, by M. Otto Struve, whose result 261° 22',

62° 24', emei^es from a very elaborate discussion of the

proper motions of 392 stars. All these places are for .d.
1790.

(855.) The most probable mean of the results obtained by
these three astronomers, is (for the same epoch) R. A.= 25d°
9^, N. P. D. 55° 23'. Their researches, however, extending

only to stars visible in European observatories, it became a

point of high interest to ascertain how far the stars of the

southern hemisphere not so visible, treated independently

on the same system of procedure, would corroborate or con-

trovert their conclusion. The observations of Lacaille, at the

Cape of Good Hope, in 1751 and 1752, compared with those

of Mr. Johnson at St. Helena, in 1829-33, and of Henderson

at ^he Cape in 1830 and 1831, have afforded the means of

deciding this question. The task has been executed in

a raastf;rly manner by Mr. Galloway, in a paper published

in the Philosophical Transactions for 1841 (to which we
may rJso refer ihe reader for a more particular account of

the history of the subject than our limits allow us to give).

On uomparing the records, Mr. GalJow . a finds eighty-one

southern stars not employed in the previous investiga-

tions above referred to, whose proper motions in the inter-

vals elapsed appear considerable enough to assure us that

they have not originated in error of the earlier observa-

tions. Subjecting these to the same process of computation

he concludes for the place of the solar apex, for 1790, as

foUows: viz. B.A. 260° V, N.P.D. 55° 37', a result so

nearly identical with that aiFordoil by the northern hemi-

sphere, as to afford a full conviction of its near approach to

truth, and what may fairly be considered a demonstration of

the physical cause assigned. ' " " ^

88 -
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(856.) Of the mathematical conduct of this inquiry the

nature of this work precludes our giving any account ; but

as the philosophical principle on which it is based has been

misconceived, it is necessary to say a few words in explana-

tion of it. Almost all the greatest discoveries in astronomy

have resulted from the consideration of what we have else-

where termed besidual phjenomena*, of a quantitative or

numerical kind, that is to say, of such portions of the nume-

rical or quantitative results of observation as remain out-

standing and unaccounted for after subducting and allowing

for all that would result from the strict application of known
principles. It was thus that the grand discovery of the

precession of the equinoxes resulted as a residual phaenome-

non, from the imperfect explanation of the return of the

seasons by the return of the sun to the same apparent place

among the fixed stars. Thus, also, aberration and nutation

resulted as residual phsenomena from that portion of the

changes of the apparent places of the fixsd stars which was

left unaccounted for by precession. And thus again the

apparent proper motions of the stars are the observed residues

of their apparent movements outstanding and unaccounted

for by strict calculation of the effects of precession, nutation,

and aberration. The nearest approach which human theories

can make to perfection is to diminish this residue, this caput

mortuum of observation, as it may be considered, as much as

practicable, and, if possible, to reduce it to nothing, either

by showing that something has been neglected in our estima-

tion of known causes, or by reasoning upon it as a new fact,

and on the principle of the inductive philosophy ascending

from the effect to its cause or causes. On the suggestion of

any new cause hitherto unresorted to for its explanation, uur

first object must of course bo to decide whether such a cause

would produce such a result in kind : the next, to assign to

it such an intensity as shall account for the greatest possible

amount of the residual matter in hand. The proper motion

of the sun being suggested as such a cause, we have two

Diicourw on the Study of Nntiiral PhiloMiphy. Cvh. Cj/ctopadia, No. 14
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things disposable— its direction and velocity, both which it

is evident, if they ever became known to us at all, can only

be so by the consideration of the very phsenomenon in ques-

tion. Our object, of course, is to account, if possible, for

the whole of the observed proper motions by the proper

aosusnption of these elements. If this be impracticable, what
remains unaccounted for is a residue of a more recondite

kind, but which, so long as it is unaccounted for, we must

regard as purely casual, seeing that, for anything we can

perceive to the contrary, it might with equal probability be

one way as the other. The theory of chances, therefore,

necessitates (as it does in all such cases) the application of

a general mathematical process, known as " the method of

least squares," which leads, as a matter of strict geometrical

conclusion, to the values of the elements sought, which, under

all the circumstances, are the most probable.

(857.) This is the process resorted to by all the geometers

we have enumerated in the foregoing articles (art. 854,855).

It gives not only the direction in space, but also the velocity

of the solar mot on, estimated on a scale conformable to that

in which the velocity of the sidereal motions to be explained

are given ; i.e. in seconds of arc as subtended at the average

distance of the stars concerned, by its annual motion in space.

But here a consideration occurs which tends materially to

complicate the problem, and to introduce into its solution an

element depending on suppositions more or less arbitrary.

The distance of the stars being, except in two or three in-

stances, unknown, we are compelled either to restrict our

inquiry to these, which are too few to ground any result on,

or to make some supposition aa to the relative distances of

the several stars employed. In this we have nothing but

general probabiUty to guide us, and two courses on^y present

themselves, either, Ist, To class the distances of the stars

according to their magnitudes, or apparent brightnesses, and

to institute separate and independent calculations for each

class, including stars assumed to be equidistant, or nearly so

:

or, 2dly, To class them according to the observed amount

of their apparent proper motions, on the presumption that
fl 8 2
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those which appear to move fastest are really nearest to us.

The former is the course pursued by M. Otto Struve, the

latter by M. Argelander. With regard to this latter principle

of classification, however, two considerations interfere with

its applicability, viz. Ist, that we see the real motion of the

stars foreshortened by the e£Pect of perspective ; and 2dly, that

that portion of the total apparent proper motion which arises

from the real motion of the sun depends, not simply on the

absolute distance of the star from the sun, but also on its

angular apparent distance from the solar apex, being, caters

paribus, as the sine of that angle. To execute such a clas-

sification correctly, therefore, we ought to know both these

particulars for each star. The first is evidently out of our

reach. We are therefore, for that very reason, compelled to

regard it as casual, and to assume that on the average of a

great number of stars it would be uninfluential on the result.

But the second cannot be so summarily disposed of. By the

aid of an approximate knowledge of the solar apex, it is true,

approximate values may be found of the simply apparent

portions of the proper motions, supposing all the stars equi-

distant, and these being subducted from the total observed

motions, the residues might afibrd ground for the classification

in question.* This, however, would be a long, and to a cer-

tain extent precarious system of procedure. On the other

hand, the classification by apparent brightness is open to no

such difficulties, since we are fully justified in assuming that,

on a general average, the brighter stars are the nearer, and

that the exceptions to this rule are casual in that sense of

the word which it always bears in such inquiries, expressing

solely our ignorance of any ground for assuming a bias one

way or other on cither side of a determinate numerical rule.

In Mr. Galloway's discussion of the southern stars the con-

sideration of distance is waived altogether, which is equivalent

to au admiasion of couiplete ignorance on this point, as well

* M. Argetander's classes, however, nre constructed without reference to this

considerntion, on the sole basis of the total apparent amount of proper motion,
and are, therefore, pro tanln, questionable. It is the more satisfactory then to

find so considerablr an agreement among his partial results as actually obtaitiH.
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as respecting the real difectiocs and velocities of the indi-

vidual motions.

(858.) The velocity of the solar motion which results from

M. Otto Struve's calculations Is such as would carry it over

an angular subtense of 0"*3392 if seen at right angles from

the average distance of a star of the first magnitude. If we
take, with M. Strove, senior, the parallax of such a star as

probably equal to 0'''209*, we shall at once be enabled to

compare this annual motion with the radius of the earth's

orbit, the result being 1'623 of such units. The sun then

advances through space (relatively, at least, among the stars),

carrying with it the whole planetary and cometary system

with a velocity of 1'623 radii of the earth's orbit, or

154,185,000 miles per annum, or 422,000 miles (that is to

say, nearly its own semi-diameter) per diem : in other words,

with a velocity a very little greater than one-fourth of the

earth's annual motion in its orbit.
'

(859.) Another generation of astronomers, perhaps many,

must pass away before we are in a condition to decide from

a more precise and extensive knowledge of the proper motions

of the stars than we at present possess, how far the direction

and velocity above assigned to the solar motion deviates from

exactness, whether it continue uniform, and whether it show

any sign of deflection from rectilinearity ; so as to hold out

a prospect of one day being enabled to trace out an arc of

the solar orbit, and to indioite the direction in which the

preponderant gravitation of the sidereal firmament is urging

the central body of our system. An analogy for such devia-

tion from uniformity would seem to present itself in the

alleged existence of a similar deviation in the proper motions

of Sinus and Procyon, both which stars are considered to

have varied sensibly in this respect within the limits of au-

thentic and dependable observation. Such, indeed, would

appear to be the amount of evidence for this as a matter of

fact as to have given rise to a specuiation on the probable

circulation of these stars round opaque (and therefore in-

visible) bodies at no great distances from them respectively, in

* Etudes d'Astronomie Stellaire, p. 107

8 s 3
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the manne'^ of binary stars : [and it has been recently shown

by M. Peters (Ast. Nachr. 748.) that, in the case of Sirius,

such a circulation, performed in a period of 50*093 years

in an ellipse whose ezcentrioity is 0*7994, the penhelion

passage taking place at the epoch i. d. 1791*431, would

reconcile in a remarkable manner the observed ancnnalieet,

and reduce the residual motion to uniformity.]

(860.) The whole of the reasoning upon which the deter-

mination of the solar motion in space rests, is based upon the

entire exclusion of any law either derived from observation

or assumed in theory, affecting the amount and direction of

the real motions both of the sun and stars. It supposes an

absolute non-recognition, in those motions, of any general

directive cause, such as, for example, a common circulation

of all about a common center. Any such limitation intro*

duced into the conditions of the problem of the solar motion

would alter in toto both its nature and the form of its solution.

Suppose for instance that, conformably to the speculations of

several astronomers, the whole system of the Milky Way,
including our sun, and the stars, our more immediate neigh-

bours, which constitute our sidereal fiimament, should have a

general movement of rotation in the phiue of the galactic circle

(any other would be exceedingly improbable, indeed hardly

reconcilable with dynamical principles), being held together in

opposition to the centrifugal force thus generated by the mutual

gravitation of its constituent stars. Except we at the same

time admitted that the scale on which this movement pro-

ceeds is so enormous that all the star: whose proper motions

we include in our calculations go together in a body, so far

as that movement is concerned (as forming too small an in-

tegrant portion of the whole to differ sensibly in their re-

lation to its central point) ; we stand precluded from drawing

any conclusion whatever, not only respecting the absolute

motion of the sun, but respecting even its relative movement
among those stars, until we have established some law, or at

all events framed some hypothesis having the provisional force

of a law, connecting the whole, or a part of the motion of

each individual with its situation in space.
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' (861.) Speculations of this kind have not been wanting
in astronomy, and recently an attempt has been made by
M. Madler to assign the local center in space, round which
the sun and stars revolve, which he places in the group of the

Pleiades, a situation iii itself utterly improbable, lying as it

does no less than 26" out of the plane of the galactic

circle, out of which plane it is almost inconceivable that any
general circulation can take place. In the present defective

state of our knowledge respecting the proper motion of the

smaller stars, especially in right ascension, (an element for the

most part far less exactly ascertainable than the polar dis-

tance, or at least which has been hitherto far less accurately

ascertained,) we cannot but regard all attempts of the kind

ns to a certain extent premature, though by no means to be

discouraged as forerunners of tsomething more decisive. The
question, as a matter of fact, whether a rotation of the

galaxy in its own plane exist or not might be at once re-

solved by the assiduous observation both in B. A. and polar

distance of a considerable number of stars of the Mi"'-y Way,
judiciously selected for the purpose, and including all mag-

nitudesy down ilb the smallest distinctly identifiable, and

capable t)f being observed with normal accuracy : and we
would recommend the inquiry to the special attention of

directors of perr anent observatories, provided with adequate

instrumental me:: as, in both hemispheres. Thirty or forty

years of observation perseveringly directed to the object in

view, could not fail to settle the question.*

' (862.) The solar motion through ^ace, if real and not

simply relative, must give rise to uranographical corrections

analogous to parallax and aberration. The solar or systematic

parallax is no other than that part of the proper motion of

each star which is simply apparent* arising from the sun's

motion, and until the distances of the stars be known, must

* An examination ot the proper motions of the aUra of the B. Aaioo. Catal.

in the portion of the Mi'ky Way nearest either pole (where the motion should

be almost wholly in R A) indicates no distinct symptom of such a rotation. If

the question be taken up fundamentally, it will involve a redetermination firom

the recorded proper motions, both of the precession of the equinoxes and the

change of obliquity of the ecliptic. :

• S 4
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Temdn inextricably mixed up with the other or reai portion.

The systematic aberr i'on, amounting at its maximum (for

Btars 90° from the rolar apex) to about 6" displaces all the

stars in great circles diverging from that apex through angles

proportional to the sines, of their respective distances from it.

This displacement, however, is permanent, and therefore

uncognizable by any ph»nomenon, so long as the solar motion

remains invariable; but should it, in the course of ages,

alter its direction and velocity, both the direction and amount

of the displacement in question would alter with it. The

change, however, would become mixed up with other changes

in the apparent proper motions of the stars, and it would

seem hopeless to attempt disentangling them.

(863.) A singular, and at first sight paradoxical effect of

the progressive movement of light, combined with the proper

motion of the stars, is, that it alters the apparent periodic

timp. in which the individuals of a binary star circulate about

eaci. other.* To make this apparent, suppose them to cir-

culate round each other in a plane perpendicular to the

visual ray in a period of 10,000 days. Then if both the sun

and the center of gravity of the binary systetn remtuned fixed

in space, the relative apparent situation of the stars would

be exactly restored to its former state after the lapse of this

interval, and if the angle of position were 0** at first, after

10,000 days it would again be so. But now suppose that

the center of gravity of the star were in the act of receding

in a direct line from the sun with a velocity of one-tenth

pprt of the radius of the earth's orbit per diem. Then at the

expiration of 10,000 days it would be more remote from lis

by 1000 such radii, a space which light would require 57 days

to traverse. Although really, therefore, the stars wou!d

have arrived at the position 0° at the exact expiration cf

10,000 days, it would require 57 days more for the notice

of that fact to reach our system. In other words, the period

would appear to us to be 10,057 days, since we could only

conclude the period to be completed when to us as observerg

the original angle of position was again restored. A contrary

motion wotild produce a contrary effect.

* Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 520. by the Author.
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(864.) When we cast our eyes over the coucaye of the

heavens in a clear night, we do not fail to observe that here

and there are groups of stars which seem to be compressed

together in a more condensed manner than in the neighbour-

ing parts, forming bright patches and clusters, which attract

attention, as if they were there brought together by some

general cause other than casual distribution. There is p

group, called the Pleiades, in which six or seven stars may be

noticed, if the eye be directed full upon it ; and many more

if the eye be turned carelessly aside^ while the attention is kept

directed* upon the group. Telescopes show fifty or sixty

< * It is a very remarkable fact, that the center of the visual area is far less

sensible to feeble impressions of light, than the exterior portions of the retina.

Few persons are aware of the extent to which this comparative insensibility

extends, previous to trial. To estimate it, let the reader look alternately

full at a star of the fifth magnitude, and beside it; or choose two, equally

bright, and alwut 3° or 4" apart, and look full at one of them, the probability

is, he will see otdy the other. The fact accounts for the multitude of stars with

which we are impressed by a general view of the heavens; their paucity when we
come to count them.
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laige stars thus crowded together in a very moderate space,

comparatively insulated from the rest of the heavens. The

constellation called Coma Berenices is another such group,

more difiused, and consisting on the whole of larger stars.

(865.) In the constellation Cancer, there is a somewhat

similar, but less definite, luminous spot, called Praesepe, or

the bee-hive, which a very moderate telescope,— an ordinary

night-glass for instance,—resolves entirely into stars. In

the sword-handle of Perseus, a!!)o, is another such spot,

crowded with stars, which requires rather abetter telescope to

resolve into individuals separated from each other. These

are called clusters of stars ; and, whatever be their nature, it

is certun that other laws of aggregation subsist in these spots,

than those which have determined the scattering of stars over

the general surface of the sky. This conclusion is still more

strongly pressed upon us, when we come to bring very

powerful telescopes to bear on these and simifar spots. There

ore a great number of objects which have been mistaken for

comets, and, in fact, have very much the i4)pearance of comets

without tails : small round, or oval nebulouc specks, which

telescopes of moderate power only show as such. Messier

has given, in the Connoia. des Temps for 1784, a list of the

places of 103 objects of this sort ; which all those who search

for comets ought to be familiar with, to avoid being misled

by their similarity ofappearance. That they are not, however,

comets, their fixity sufficiently proves ; and when we come

to examine them with instruments of great power,—such as

reflectors of eighteen inches, two feet, or more in aperture,

—

any such idea is completely destroyed. They are then, for

the most part, perceived to consist entirely of stars crowded

t(^ether so as to occupy almost a definite outline, and to run

up to a blaze of light in the centre, where their condensation

is usually the greatest. (See^. 1. pi. II., which represents

(somewhat rudely) the thirteenth nebula of Messier's list

(described by him as nSbuleuM taru 6toiU$)t as seen in v.

reflector of 18 inches aperture and 20 feet focal length.)

Many of them, indeed, are of an exactly round figure, and

convey the complete idea of a globular space filled full of
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stars, insulated in the heavens, and constituting in itself a

family or sodety apart from the rest, and subject only to its

own internal laws. It would be a wan task to attempt to

count the stars in one of these globular clusters. They
are not to be reckoned by hundreds; and on a rough cal* /

culation, grounded on the apparent intervals between them

at the borders, and the angular diai^eter of the whole group,

it would appear that many clusters of this description must

contain, at least, five thousand stars, compacted and wedged

together in a round space, whose angular diameter does not

exceed eight or ten minutes ; that is to say, in an area not

more than a tenth part of that covered by the moon.

(866.) Perhaps it may be thought to savour of the gigan-

tesque to look upon the ihdividuals of such a group as suns

like our own, and their mutual distances as equal to those

which separate our sun from the nearest fixed star: yet,

when we consider that their united lustre affects the eye with

a less impression of light than a star of the fourth magnitude^

(for the largest of these clusters is barely visible to the naked

eye,) the idea we are thus compelled to form of their distance

from us may prepare us for almost any estimate of their

dimensions. At all events, we can hardly look upon a group

thus insulated, thus in teipso totus, teres, atgue rotundus, as

not forming a system of a peculiar and definite character.

Their round figure clearly indicates the existence of some

general bond of union in the nature of an attiactive force

;

and, in many of them, there is en evident acceleration in

the rate of condensation as we approach the center, which

is not referable to a merely uniform distribution of equidistant

stars through a globular space, but marks an intrinsic density

in their state of aggregation, greater in the center than at

the surface of the mass. It is difficult to form any concep-

tion of the dynamical state of such a system. On the one

hand, without a rotatory motion and a centrifugal force, it is

hardly possible not to regard them as in a state of progressive

collapse. On the other, granting such a motion and such a

force, we find it no less difficult to reconcile the apparent,

sphericity of their form with a rotation of the whole system
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round any single iuub, without which internal oollisiona might

at first sight appear to be inevitable. If we suppose a

globular space filled with equal stars, uniformly dispersed

through it, and very numerous, each of them attracting

every other with a force inversely as the square of the

distance, the resultant force by which any one of them (those

nt the surface alone excepted) will be urged, in virtue of

their joint attractions, will be directed towards the common
center of the sphere, and will be directly as the distance

therefrom. This follows from what Newton has proved of

the internal attraction of a homogeneous sphere. (See also

note on Art. 735.) Now, under such a law of force, each

particular star would describe a perfect ellipse about the

common center of gravity as its cdnter, and thatf in whatever

plane and whatever direction it might revolve. The con-

dition, therefore, of a rotation of the cluster, as a mass, about

a single axis would be unnecessary. Each ellipse, whatever

might be the proportion of its axis, or the inclination of its

plane to the ethers, would bo invariable in every particular,

and all would be described in one common period, so that at

the end of every such period, or annus magnus of the system,

every star of the cluster (except the superficial ones) would

be exactly re*e8tablished in its original positioL^ thence to set

out afresh, and run the same unvarying rou x an in-

definite succession of ages. Supposing their aivo.ons, there-

fore, to be so adjusted at any one moment as that the orbits

should not intersect each other, and so that the magnitude of

each star, and the sphere of its more intense attraction, should

bear but a small proportion to the distance separating the

individuals, such a system, it is obvious, might subsist, and
realize, in great measure, that abstract and ideal harmony,

which Newton, in the 89th Proposition of the First Book
of the Principia, has shown to characterize a law of force

directly as the distance.*

(867.) The following are the places, for 1830, of the

principal of these remarkable objects, as specimens of their

elass:--

* 8«« alio Quarts fy lUoUm, No. 94. p. 640«
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R. A. N. P D. R. A. N. P, D. R. A. N. P. D.

h. m. 1.
6 / h. m. a.

o / h. m. s. o

16 iS 163 3 15 9 56 87 16 17 26 51 143 34
9 8 S3 154 10 15 34 56 127 13 V, 28 42 93 8
IS 47 41 159 57 16 6 55 112 S3 11 26 4 114 2
13 4 30 70 55 16 S3 2 102 40 18 55 49 150 14

13 16 38 136 35 16 35 37 53 13 21 21 43 78 34
13 34 10 60 46 16 50 84 119 51 21 S4 40 91 34

Of these, by far the most conspicuous and remarkable is

CO Centauri the fifth of the list in order of Bight Ascension.

It is visible to the naked eye as a dim round cometic object

about equal to a star 4*5 m., though probably if concentered

in a single point, the impression on the eye would be much
greater. Viewed in a powerful telescope it appears as a globe

offully 20' in diameter, very gradually increasing in brightness

to the center, and composed of innumerable stars of the 13th

and 15th magnitudes (the former probably being two or more

of the latter closely juxtaposed). The 11th in order of the

list (B. A. 16^ 35"*) is also visible to the naked eye in very

fine nights, between r} and ^ Herculis, and is a superb object

in a large telescope. Both were discovered by Halley, the

former in 1677, and the latter in 1714.

'

(868.) It is to Sir William Herschel that we owe the most

complete analysis of the great variety of those objects which

are generally classed under the common head of Nebulas, but

which have been separated by him into— 1st Clusters of

stars, in which the stars are clearly distinguishable ; and these,

again, into globular and irregular clusters ; 2d. Besolvable

nebulte, or such as excite a suspicion that they consist of stars,

and which any increase of the optical power of the telescope

may be expected to resolve into distinct stars; 3d. Nebulte,

properly so called, \x\ which there is no appearance whatever

of stars ; which, agun, have been subdivided into subordinate

classes, according to their brightness and size ; 4th. Planetary

nebulte; 5th. Stellar nebuln; and, 6th. Nebulous stars.

The great power of his telescopes disclosed the existence

of an immense number of these objects before unknown, and

showed them to be distributed over the heavens, not by any

*it
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means uniformly, but with a marked preference to a certain

district, extending over the northern pole of the galactic

circle, and occupying the constellations Leo, Leo Minor, the

body, tail, and lund legs of Ursa Major, Canes Yenatici,

Coma Berenices, the preceding leg of Bootes, and the head,

wings, and shoulder of Virgo. In this region, occupying

about one-eighth of the whole surface of the sphere, one-third

of the entire nebulous contents of the heayens are con-

gregated. On the other hand, they are very sparingly

scattered over the constellations Aries, Taurus, the head and

shoulders of Orion, Auriga, Perseus, Camelopardalus, Draco,

Hercules, the northern part of Serpentarius, the tail of

Serpens, that of Aquila, and the whole of Lyra. The hours

3, 4, 5, and 16, 17, 18, of right ascension in the northern

hemisphere are singularly poor, and, on the other hand, the

hours. 10, 11, and 12 (but especially 12), extraordinarily rich

in these objects. In the southern hemisphere a much greater

uniformity of distribution prevails, and with exception of

two very remarkable centers of accumulation, called the

Magellanic clouds (of which more presently), there is no
very decided tendency to their assemblage in any particular

region.

(869.) Clusters of stars are either globular, such as we
have already described, or of irregular figure. These latter

are, generally speaking, less rich in stars, and especially less

condensed towurds the center. They are also less definite in

outline; so that it is often not easy to say where they

terminate, or whether they are to be regarded otherwise than

as merely richer parts of the heavens than those around

them. Many, indeed the greater proportion of them, are

situated in or close on the borders of the Milky Way.
In some of them the stars are nearly all of a size, in

others extremely different ; and it is no uncommon thing to

find a very red star much brighter than the rest, occupying

a conspicuous situation in them. Sir William Herschel

regards these as globular clusters in a less advanced state of

condensation, conceiving all such groups as approaching, by
their mutual attraction, to the globular figure, and assembling
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themselves together from all the aurrounding r^on, under

laws of which we have, it is true, no other proof than the

observance of a gradation by which their characters shade

into one another, so that it is impossible to say where

one species ends and the other begins. Among the most

beautiful objects of this class b that which surrounds the star

X Crucis, set down as a nebula by Lacaille. It occupies an

diea of about one 48th part of a square degree, and consists

of about 1 10 stars from the 7th magnitude downwards, eight

of the more conspicuous of which are coloured with various

shades of red, green, and blue, so as to give to the whole the

appearance of a rich piece of jewellery.

(870.) Besolvable nebulas can, of course, only be con-

sidered as clusters either too remote, or consbting of stars

intrinsically too faint to affect us by their individual light,

unless where two or three happen to be close enough to make
a joint impression, and give the idea of a point brighter than

the rest. They are almost universally round or oval—their

loose appendages, and irregularities of form, being as it were

extinguished by the distance, and the only general figure of

the more condensed parts being discernible. It is under the

appearance of objects of this character that all the greater

globular clusters exhibit themselves in telescopes of insufficient

optical power to show them well; and the conclusion b
obvious, that those which the most powerful can barely render

resolvable, and even those which, with such powers as are

usually applied, show no sign of being composed of stars,

would be completely resolved by a further increase of optical

power. In fact, this probability has almost been converted

into a certainty by the magnificent reflecting telescope con-

structed by Lord Bosse, of six feet in aperture, which has

resolved or rendered resolvable multitudes of nebulea which

had resisted all inferior powers. The sublimity of the spec-

tacle afforded by that instrument ofsome of the larger globular

and other clusters enumerated in the list given in Art. 867.

is declared by all who have witnessed it to be such as no

words can express.

(871.) Although, therefore, nebule do exist, which even in
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this powerful telescope appear as nebulae, without any sign of

resolution, it may very reasonably be doubted whether there

be really any essentiid phyracal distinction between nebul»

and clusters of stars, at least in the nature of the matter of

wluoh they consist, and whether the distinction between such

nebulas as are easily resolved, barely resolvable with excellent

telescopes, and altogether irresolvable with the best, be any

thing else than one of degree, arising merely from the ex-

cessive minuteness and multitude of the stars, of which the

latter, as 'compared with the former, consist. The first

impression wluch Halley, and other early discoverers of

nebulous objects received from their peculiar aspect, so dif-

ferent from the keen, concentrated light of mere stars, was

that of a phosphorescent vapour (like the matter of a comet's

tail) or a gaseous and (so to speak) elementary form of lumi-

nous ndereal matter.* Admitting the existence of such a'

medium, dispersed in some cases irregularly through vast

regions in space, in others confined to narrower and more

defimte limits. Sir W. Herschel was led to speculate on its

gradual subsidence and condensation by the effect of its own
gravity, into more or less regular spherical or spheroidal

forms, denser (as they must in that case be) towards the

center. Assuming that in the progress of this subsidence,

local centers of condensation, subordinate to the general

tendency, would not be wanting, he conceived that in this

way solid nuclei might arise, whose local gravitation still

further condensing, and so absorbing the nebulous matter,

each in its inunediate neighbourhood, might ultimately become

stars, and the whole nebula finally take on the state of a

cluster of stars. Among the multitude of nebulee revealed

by his telescopes, every stage of this process might be con-

sidered as displayed to our eyes, and in every modification of

form to which the general principle might be conceived to

apply. The more or less advanced state of a nebula towards

its segregation into discrete stars, and of these stars them-

selves towards a denser state of aggregation round a central

nucleus, would thus be in some sort an indication of age.

• HaUay, PhiL Truw., xxix. p. S90k
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Neither ia there any Variety of aspect which nebulse offer,

which stands at all in contradiction to this view. Even
though we should feel ourselves compelled to reject the idea

of a gaseous or vaporous " nebulous matter," it loses little

or none of its force. Subsidence, and the central aggregation

consequent on subsidence, may go on quite as well among a
multitude of discrete bodies under the influence of mutual
attraction, and feeble or partially opposing projectile motions,

as among the particles of a gaseous fluid.

(872.) The "nebular hypothesis,** as it has been termed,

and the theory of sidereal tiggregation stand, in fact, quite

independent of each other, the one as a physical conception

of processes which inay yet, for aught we know, have
formed part of that mysterious chain of causes and effects

antecedent to the existence of separate self-luminous solid

txKlies; the other, as an application of dynamical principles to

cases of a very complicated nature no doubt, but in which

the possibility or impossibility, at least, of certain general

results may be determined on perfectly legitimate principles.

Among a crowd of solid bodies of whatever size, animated

by independent and partially opposing impulses, motions

opposite to each other must produce collision, destruction of

velocity, and subsidence or near approach towards the center

of preponderant attraction; while those which conspire, or

which remun outstanding after such conflicts, must ultima ; 1^

give rise to circulation of a permanent character. Whatevt/

we may think of such collisions as events, there is nothing

in this conception contrary to sound mechanical principles.

It will be recollected that the appearance of central con-

densation among a multitude of separate bodies in motion,

by no means implies permanent proximity to the center in

each; any more than the habitually crowded state of a

market place, to which a large proportion of the inhabitants

of a town must frequently or occasionally resort, implies the

permanent residence of each individual within its area. It

is a fact that clusters thus centrally crowded do exist, and

therefore the conditions of their existence must be dynamically

possible, and in what has been said we may nt least i)eroeive

\: ' TT
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some glimpses of the manner in which they afe so. The

aotual intetrvals between the stars, even in the most crowded

parts of a retolved nebula, to be seen at all by us, most be

euormouB^ Ages, which to us may well appear indefinite,

may easily be conceived to pass without a single instance of

collision, in the nature of a catastrophe. Such may have

gradually betiome rarer as the system has emerged from what

must be considered its chaotic state, till at length, in the

fulness of time, and under the pre-arranging guiduice of that

Design which pervades uniyersal nature, each individual

may have taken up such a course as to annul the posubility

of further destructive interference.

(873.) But to return from the regions of speculation to

the description of facts. Next in regularity of form to the

globular clusters, whose consideration has led us into this

digresnon, are elliptic nebulae, more or less elongated. And
of these it may be generally remarked, as a &ct undoubtedly

connected in some very intimate manner with the dynamical

conditions of their subsistence, that such nebulie are, for the

most part, beyond comparison more difficult of resolution

than those of globular form. They are of all degrees of

eccentricity, from moderately oval forms to ellipses so elon-

gated OS to be almost linear, which are, no doubt, edge-views

of very flat ellipsoids. In all of them the density in-

creases towarcb the centre, and as a general law it may be

remarked that, so for as we can judge from their telescopic

appearance, their internal strata approach more nearly to the

spherical form than their extemaL Their resolvability, too,

is greater in the central parts, whether owing to a real

superiority of size in the central stars or to the greater

frequency of cases of close juxtarposition of individuals, so

that two or three united appear as one. In some the con-

densation is slight and gradual, in others great and sudden

:

so sudden, indeed, as to offer the appearance of a dull and

blotted star, standing in the midst of a faint, nearly equable

elliptic nebulosity, of which two remarkable specimens occur

in R. A. 12* 10" 33«, N RD. 41'* 46', and in 13" 27"' 28«,

119 0' (1830)k r.»,'fl«|;f5"'>:* i,i»^?;'
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(874.) The largest and finest specimens of elliiTtlc nebules

which the heavens afford are that in the girdle of Andromeda
(near the star v of that constellation) and that discovered in

1783, by Miss Carolina Herschel, inR A. 0^ 39" 12% IN.P.D.

116* 13'. The nebula in Andromeda (Plat6 II. fig. 3.)

is visible to the naked eye, and is continually mistaken for

a comet by those unacquiunted with the heavens. SUnon

Marius, who noticed it in 1612 (though it appears also to

have been seen and described as oval, in 095), describes its

appearance as that of a candle shining through horn, and the

resemblance is not inapt. Its form, as seen through ordinary

telescopes, is a pretty long oval, increasing by insensible

gradations of brightness, at first very gradually, but at last

more rapidly, up to a central point, which, though very much
brighter than the rest, is decidedly not a star, but nebula

of the same general character with the rest in a state of

extreme condensation. Casual stars tire scnttercd over it,

but with a reflector of 18 inches in diameter, there is nothing

to excite any snspicion of its consisting of stars. Examined

with instruments of superior defining power, however, the

evidence of itn resolvability into stars, may be regarded

as decisive. Mr. G. P. Bond, assistant at the observatory

of Cambridge, U. S., describes and figures it as extending

nearly 2^* in length, and upwards of a degree in breadth (so

as to include two other smaller adjacent nebulas), of a form,

generally speaking, oval, but with a considerably protube-

rant irr^ularity at its north following extremity, very

suddenly condensed at the nucleus almost to the semblance

of a star, and though not itself clearly resolved, yet thickly

sown over with vkible minute stars, so numerous as to allow

of 200 bdng counted within a field of 20' diameter in the

richest parts. But the most remarkable feature in his

description is that of two perfectly straight, narrow, and com-

imnitively or totally obscure streaks which run nearly the

whole length of one side of the nebula, and (though sightly

divergent from each other) nearly parallel to its longer

axis. These streaks (which obviously indicate a stratified

structure in the nebula, if, indeed, they do not originate in
Tl2
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the interpoaition of imperfectly transparent matter between

us and. ;H)' are ii<>t seen on a general and cursory view of the

nebula: they require attention to distinguish them*, and this

oiroi;im6tance must bd borne in miml when inspecting the yery

extraordiuary engraving which illustrates Mr. Bond's account.

The fiji^ire in given our Plate II. fig. 3., is from a rather

hasty sketch, and makes no pretensions to exactness. A
similar, but much more strongly marked case of parallel

arrangement than that noticed by Mr. Bond in this, is one in

which the. two semi-ovals of an elliptically formed nebula

appear cut asunder and separated by a broad obscure bund

parallel to the longer axis of the nebula, in the midst of

which a faint streak of light parallel to the sides of the cut

appears, is seen in the southern hemisphere in B.. A. 13** 15"*

3l«, N.P.D. 132' 8' (1830). The nebulae in 12'' 27"' 3',

63° 5', and 12'> 31" 11*, 100° 40' present analagous features.

(875.) Annular nebulte also exist, but are among the rarest

objects in the heavens. The most conspicuous of this class

is to be found almost exactly half way between /3 and 7 Lyne,
and may be seen with a telescope of moderate power. It is

small and particularly well defined, so as to have more the

appearance of a fiat oval solid ring than of a nebula. The axes

of the ellipse are to each other in the proportion of about

4 to 6, and the opening occupies about half or rather more

than half the diameter. The central vacuity is not quite

dark, but is filled in with faint nebula, like a gauze stretched

over a hoop. The powerful telescopes of Lord Rosse resolve

tliis object into excessively minute stars, and show filaments

of stars adhering to its edges, f
>

'

(876. > Plan£Tabt nebuljb are very extraordinary ob-

jects. They have, as their name imports, a near, in some

instances, a perfect resemblance to planets, presenting discs

round, or slightly oval, in some quite sharply terminated,

* Account of Uw nebuU in Andromeda, by G, P. Bond, Asustant at tht
:

Cambridge Observatory, U. S. Trans. American Acad., vul. iii. p. 80.

f Th« places of the annular nebula, at present known (for 18S0) are.

R.A. N.P.D. R.A. N.P D.

1. 17* 10- S9» laso 18' 3. 18" 4*"° 13' 570 U'
9, 17 19 9 U9 37 4. 20 9 3? 59 57
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in others a little hazy or softened at thdiborders. J.Tlifajr

light is in some perfectly equable, in. otheraiiii4litled,:ap(l of

a very peculiar texture, as if .curdled. Theyt ace compara-

tively rnre objects, not above four or five and twenty having

been hitherto observed, and of these nearly thr^e fourths are

situated in the southern hemisphere. Being very interestipg

objects we subjoin a list of the most remarkable.* Among
these may be more particularly specified the sixth in order,

situated in the Cross. Its light is about equal to that of a

star of the 6'7 magnitude, its diameter about 12", its disc

circular or very slightly elliptic:, and with a dear, shari), ^^U*

defined outline, having exactly the appearance of a planet

with the exception only of its colour, which is a fine and full

blue verging somewhat upon green. And it is not a little

remarkable that this phsenomenon of a blue colour, which is

80 rare among stars (except when in the immediate proxi-

mity of yellow stars) occurs, though leas strikingly, in three

other objects of this class, viz. in No. 4, whose colour is sky-

blue, and in Nos. 11 and 12, where the tint, though paler, is

still evident Nos. 2, 7, 0, and 12, are also exceedingly

characteristic objects of this class. Nos. 3, 4, and 11 (the

latter in the parallel of v Aquarii, and about 5"* preceding

that star), are considerably elliptic, and (respectively) about

38'', 30'' and 15" in diameter. On the disc of No. 3, and

very nearly in the center of the ellipse, is a star 9m, and

the texture of its light, being velvety, or as k^ formed of fine

dust, clearly indicates its reaolvability into stars. The largest

of these objects is No. 5, situated somewhat south of the

parallel of ff UrssQ Majoris and about 12*^ following that

star. Its apparent diameter is 2' 40", which, supposing it

* Places for 1830 of twelve of the most remarkable planetary nebulae.

R.A. N.P.D. R.A. N.P.D. R.A. N.P.D.

h. m. >.

1. 7 34 3
3. 9 16 39
3. 9 59 53
•t. 10 16 36

o /

104 SO
147 35
139 36
107 47

h. m. .
5. 11 4 49
6. 11 41 se
7. 15 5 18

8. 19 10 9

/

34 4
146 14

135 1

83 46

h. m. s.

9. 19 34 21

10. 19 40 19

n. SO 54 53
J 2. 23 17 44

o /

104 S3
39 54
103 3
48 34

IT 3
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plfiocd at a distance from us not more than that of 61

Cygni, would imply a linear one seven timea greater than

that of the orbit of Neptune. The light of this stupendous

globe is perfectly equable (except just at the edge, where it is

sligiitly softened), and of considerable brightness. Such an

appearance would not be presented by a globular space

uniformly filled with stars or luminous matter, which struc-

ture would necessarily give rise to an apparent increase of

brightness towards the center in proportion to the thickness

traveiised by the visual ray. We might, therefore, be in-

duced to conclude its real constitution to be either that of a

hollow spherical shell or of a flat disc, presented to us (by a

highly improbable coincidence) in a plane predsely perpen-

dicular to the visual ray. >'^^-u««ik* f*(fe^a*f<:'jt^)"?^:-^^>';s-« /^o'W

(877.) Whatever idea we may form of the real nature

of such a body, or of the planetary nebuhe in general,

which all agree in the absence of central condensation, it

is evident that the intrinsic splendour of their surfaces, if

corOinuouSf must be almost infinitely less than that of the

sun. A circular portion of the sun's disc, subtending an

angle of I', would give a light equal to that of 780 full

moons ; while among all the objects in question there is not

one which can be seen with the naked eye. M. Arago has

surmised that they may possibly be envelopes shining by

reflected light, from a solar body placed in their center, in-

visible to us by th? effect of its excessive distance ; removing,

or attempting to remove the apparent paradox of such an

explanation, by the optical principle that an illuminated

surface is equally bright at all distances, and, therefore, if

large enough to subtend a measurable angle, can be equally

well seen, whereas the central body, subtending no such

an^rle, has its effect on our sight diminished in the inverse

ratio of the square of its distance.* The inunense optical

• With due deference to ao high an authority we must demur to the concly
sion. Even euppoeing the envelope to ri^flect end tcattfr (equelly in all direc*

tions) aU the liKht of the central sun, the portion of the light so seattered which
would fiill to our hhare oould not eiceed that which that sun itself would send
to us bjr direct radiation. But this, e* kypotkni, b too small to affect the eve
with any luaiinuus pcrcvptioiit when cunventnitMl in a point, much less thva
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powers applied by Lord Rome to the examination of these

enigmaUoEd objects h.;.ire hitherto only added to the mygtery

which hang9 about them, by disclosing caprices of structure

in several of them of the most extraordinary nature.*

(878.) Double nebulae occasionally occur— and when such

is the case, the constituents most commonly belong to the

class of ^herical nebulas, and are in some instances undoubt-

edly globular clusters. All the varieties of double stars, in

fact, as to distance, position, and ralative brightness, have

their coimterparts in double nebulte ; beMdes which the varie-

ties of form and gradation of light in the latter afford room

for combinations peculiar to this class of objects. Though
the conclusive evidence of observed relative motion be yet

wanting, and though from the vt^t scale on which such sys-

tems are constructed, and the probable extreme slowness of

the angular motion, it may continue for ages to be so, yet it

is impossible, when we cast our eyes upon such objects, or on

the figures which have been given of themt, to doubt their

physical connexion. The argument drawn from the compa-

rative rarity of the objects in proportion to the whole extent

of the heavens, so cogent in the case of the double stars, is

infinitely more so in that oi the double nebulie. Nothing

more magnificent can be presented to our consideration, than

such combinations. Their stupendous scale, the multitude

of individuals they involve, the perfect symmetry and regu-

larity which many of them present, the utter disregard of

complication in thus heapir^ together system upon system,

and construction upon construction, leave us lost in wonder

and admiration at the evidence they afford of infinite power

and unfathomable design. ,. *^4V

(879.) Nebulte of regular forms often stand in marked and

symmetrical relation to stars, both single and double. Thus

we are occasionally presented with the beautiful and striking

]ihtenom€non of a sharp and brilliant star concentrically sur-

rounded by a perfectly circular disc or atmosphere of faint

eniiki it do w if tpnad over • lurfaoe vnunj million tinaea vkoewding io anKulnr

area th« npparant diao of the central mib ilwir. (See Aitfiusire du Burssu d«s

LnnKitudm, 1 849, p. 409, 410, 41 1.

)

" 8m the fignri>ii in htH pApiT. Phil. Traiw. I8i>0. t

t I'hil. Trans. 18:i:i, IMutu vli. f ^ i ^
T T 4
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light, in some cases dying away insensibly on all sides, in

others almost suddenly terminated. These are Nebulous Start.

Fine examples of this kind are the 45th and 69th nebulte of

Sir Wm. Herschers fourth class* (R. A. 7" 19- 8», N. P. D.

68' 45', and 3* 58"» 36", 59* 40'), in which stars of the

8th magnitude are surrounded by photospheres of the kind

above described respectively of 12" and 25" in diameter.

Among stars of larger magnitudes, 55 Andromedn and

8 Canum Yenaticorum may be named as exhibiting the same

phsenomenon with more brilliancy, but perhaps with less

perfect regularity.

(880.) The connexion of nebulse with double stars is in

many instances extremely remarkable. Thus in R. A. 18'*

7" I*, N. P. D. 109° 56', occurs an elliptic nebula having its

longer axis about 50", in which, symmetrically placed, and

rather nearer the vertices than the foci of the ellipse, are the

equal individuals of a double star, each of the 10th magnitude.

In a similar combination noticed by M. Struve (in R. A. 18*'

25"', N. P. D. 25* 7'), the stars are unequal and situated pre-

cisely at the two extremities of the major axis. In B. A. LS**

47"' 33', N. P. D. 1 29* 9', an oval nebuk of 2' in diameter has

very near its center a close double star, the individuals of

which, slightly unequal, and about the 9*10 magnitude, are

not more than 2" asunder. The nucleus of Messier's 64th

nebula is " strongly suspected *' to be a close double star—
and several other instances might be cited. ' *1m(I» -nL^

(881.) Among the nebulte which, though deviating more

from symmetry of form, are yet not wanting in a certain

regularity of figure, and which seem clearly entitled to be

regarded as systems of a deOnite nature, however mysterioiia

their structure and destination, by far the most remarkable

are the 27th and 51st of Messier's Catalogue.! This consists

^ * The olastM here referred to ere not the species deserihed in Art. 868., but

lUts of ncbuisi, eight in number arrensed Moording to brightness, siso, density

of clustering, &o., in one ur other of which ell nebulas were origitully classed by
him. Clasa I. conUirn •• Bright nebulsr t " II. •• Faint do.

;
" III." Very fkint

do. i" IV. "Planetary nebula, (.tars with bars, milky chevelures, shurt rays
remarkable shapes, he.;" V ** Very large nebula ;

" V I. " Very compressed rich

clusters I " VII. •• Pretty much oompreeaed do.{" VIII. " Cowrsely scattered

oiiiiien."

t Place for IBW : R. A. 19* 5«" 12», N. P. D. 67«» 44', and 11. A. IS" Si;"

89», N.P.D. 41° 56'.
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of two round or som&what oval nebulous masses united by a
short neck of nearly the same density. Both this and the

masses graduate off however into a fainter nebulous envelope

which completes the figure into an elliptic form, of which the

interior masses with their connexion occupy th^ liesser axis^

Seen in a reflector of 18 inches in aperture, the form has

considerable regularity; and though a few stars are here

and there scattered over it, it is unresolved. Lord Rosse,

viewing it with a reflector of double that aperture, describes

and figures it as resolved into numerous stars with much
intermixed nebula ; while the symmetry of form by rendering

visible features too faint to be seen with inferior power, is

rendered considerably less striking, though by no means obli-

terated. mil-^ttlt: tyi 't?rlv»fc: ^an I*} -m}u'.i-'idi'i*/M

(882.) The 51st nebula of Messier, viewed through an 18-

inch reflector, presents the appearance of a large and bright

globular nebula, surrounded by a ring at a considerable dis-

tance from the globe, very unequal in brightness in its differ-

ent pairts, and subdivided through about two-fifths of its cir-

cumference as if into two laminte, one of which appears as if

turned up towards the eye out of the plane of the rest. Near

it (at about a radius of the ring distant) is a small bright

round nebula. Viewed through the 6-feet reflector of Lord

Rosse the aspect is much altered. The interior, or what

appeared the upturned portion of the ring, assumes the aspect

of a nebulous coil or convolution tending in a spiral form

towards the center, tod a general tendency to a spiroid

arrangement of the streaks of nebula connecting the ring and

central mass which this power brings into view, becomes

apparent, and forms a very striking feature. The outlying

nebula is also perceived to be connected by a narrow, curved

band of nebulous light with the ring, and the whole, if not

clearly resolved into stars, has a "resolvable" character which

evidently indicates its composition. (See PI. VL fig. 3.) ^
still more decidedly spiral structure is indicated by Lord

Rosse in Messior's 99th nebulu. "'" > "

»

(883.) We come now to a claps of nebultc of totally differ-
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ent oboTMiter. They aire of very great extent, utterly deToid

of all symmetry of form,—on tlie contrary, irregular and

caprioious in their shapes and convolutions to a noost extm-

ordinary d^ree, and no less so in the distribution of their

light. No two of them can be sfud to present any similarity

of figure or aspect, but they have one important character in

common. They are all situated in, or very near, the borders

of the Milky Way. The most remote from it is that in the

sword handle of Orion, which being 20" from the galactic

circle, and 16° from the viable border of theVia Lactea, might

seem to form an exception, though not a strikmg one. But

this very situation may be adduced as a corroboration of the

general view which this principle of localization suggests.

For the place in question is situated in the prolongation of

that £unt offset of the Milky Way which we traced (Art. 787.)

from a and t Persei towai'ds Aldebaran and the Hyttdes, and

in the cone of Great Stars noticed in Art. 785. as an ap-

pendage of, and probably bearing rdatioa to that stratum.

(884.) From tUs it would q)pear to follow, almost as a matter

of course, that they must be regarded as outlying, very distaut,

and as it were detached fragments of the great stratum of the

Q«laxy, and this view of the subject is strengthened when

we find on mapping down their places that they may all be

grouped in four great masses or nebulous regions,— that of

Orion, of Argo, of Sagittarius, and of Cygnus. And thus,

inductively, we may gather some information respecting the

structure and form of the Galaxy itself, which, could we view

it as a whole, from a distance such as that which separates ua

from these objects, would very probably present itself under

an aspect quite as complicated and irregular.

(885.) The great nebula surrounding the stars marked d 1

in the gword handle of Orion was discovered by Huyghens
in 1656, and has been repeatedly figured and described by

astronomers since that time. Its appearance varies greatly

(as that of nil nebulous objects does) with the instrumental

power applied, so that it is diflBcult to recognize in repre-

sentations made with inferior telescopes, even principid fea-

*n uvwiiuu BUuOruiiukte aeuuis. until this
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became well understood, it was supposed to have changed
very materially, both in form and extent, during the interval

elapsed since its first discovery. No doubt, however, now
remains that these supposed changes have originated partly

from the cause above-mentbned, partly from the difficulty of

correctly drawing, and, still more, engraving such objects,

and partly from a want of sufficient care in the earlier de-

lineators themselves in faithfully copying that which they

really did see. Our figure (Plate IV., Jig. 1.) is reduced

from a larger one made under very favourable circumstances,

from drawings taken with an 18-indi reflector at the Cape
of Good Hope, where its meridiui altitude greatly exceeds

what it has at European stations. The area occupied by

this figure is about one 25th part of a square degree, extend-

ing in R. A. (or horizontally) 2*" of time, equivalent almost

exactly to 30' in arc, the object being very neai the equator,

and 24' vertically, or in polar distance. The figure shows

it reversed in both directions, the northern side being lower-

most, and the preceding towards the left hand. In form, the

brightest portion ofifers a resemblance to the head and yawn-

ing jaws of some monstrous animal, with a sort of proboscis

running out from the uiout. Many stiurs are scattered over

it, which for the most part appear to have no connexion

with it, and the remarkable sextuple star 9 1 Orionis, of

which mention has already been made (Art. 837.), occupies

a most conspicuous situation close to the brightest portion,

at almost the edge of the opening of the jaws. It is re-

markable, however, that within the area of the trapeziam no

nebula exists. The general aspect of the less luminous and

cirrous portion is simply nebulous and irresolvable, but the

brighter portion immediately adjacent to the trapezium,

forming the square front of the head, is shown with the 18-inch

reflector broken up into masses (very imperfectly represented

in the figure), whose mottled and curdling light evidently

indicates by a sort of granular texture its consisting of ^rs,

and when examined under the great light of Lord Rosse's

reflector, or the exquisite defining power of the great achro-

matic at Cambridge, U.S., is evidently perceived to con-
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sist of clustering stars. There can therefore be little doubt

as to the whole consisting of stars, too minute to be discerned

individually even with these powerful aids, but which become

visible as points of light when closely adjacent in the more

crowded parts in the mode already more than once suggested.

(886.) The nebula is not confined to the limits of our

figure. Northward of 6 about 33', and nearly on the same

meridian are two stars marked C 1 and C 2 Ononis, in-

volved in a bright and branching nebula of very singular form,

and south of it is the star i Ononis, which is also involved

in strong nebula. Careful examination with powerful tele-

scopes has traced out a continuity of nebulous light between

the great nebula and both these objects, and there can be

little doubt that the nebulous region extends northwards, as

far as ff in the belt of Orion, which is involved in strong

nebulosity, as well as several smaller stars in the immediate

neighbourhood. . Professor Bond has given a beautiful figure

of the great nebula in Trans. American Acad, of Arts and

Sciences, new series, vol, iii. R>;>tjj a.uHsij^-r s^al Inia .iMf«!

(887.) The remarkable variation in lustre of the bright

star ri in Argo, has been already mentioned* This star is

situated in the most condensed region of a very extensive

nebula or congeries of nebular masses, streaks and branches,

a portion of which is represented in fig. 2. Plate IV. The
whole nebula is spread over an area of fully a square degree

in extent, of which that included in the figure occupies about

one-fourth, that is to say, 28' in polar distance, and 32' of

arc in R. A., the portion not included being, though fainter,

even more capriciously contorted than that here depicted,

in which it should be observed that the preceding side is

towards the right hand, and the southern uppermost Viewed

with an 18-inoh reflector, no part of this strange object shows

any ugn of resolution into stars, nor in the brightest and

most condensed portion adjacent to the singular oval vacancy

in the middle of the figure is there any of that curdled

appearance, or that tendency to break up into bright knots

with intervening darker portions which characterize the

nebula nf Orion, and indicate its resolvability. The whole
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is situated in a very rich and brilliant part of the Milky Way,
so thickly.strewed with stars (omitted in the figure), that in

the arc»a occupied by the nebula, not less than 1200 have

been actually counted, and their places in R. A. and P. D.
determined. Yet it is obvious that these have no connexion

whatever with the nebula, being, in fact, only a simple con-

tinuation over it of the general ground of the galaxy, which

on an average of two hours in Right Ascension in this

period of its course contains no less than 3138 stars to the

square degree, all, however, distinct, and (except where the

object in question is situated) seen projected on a perfectly

dark heaven, without any appearance of intermixed nebulosity.

The conclusion can hardly be avoided, that in looking at it

we see through, and beyond the Milky Way, far out into

space, through a starless region, disconnecting it altogether

from our system. " It is not easy for langunge to convey a

full impression of the beauty and sublimity of the spectacle

which this nebula offers, as it enters the field of view of a

telcHCope fixed in Right Ascension., by the diurnal motion,

ushered in as it is by so glorious and innumerable a procession

of stars, to which it forms a sort of climax," and in a part of

the heavens otherwise full of interest. One other bright

and very remarkably formed nebula of considerable mag-

nitude precedes it nearly on the same parallel, but without

any traceable connexion between them.

(888.) The nebulous group of Sagittarius consists of severul

conspicuous nebuloB* of very extraordinary forms by no

means easy to give an idea of by mere description. One of

them (A, 1991 f) is singularly trifid, consisting of three bright

and irregularly formed nebulous masses, graduating away

insensibly externally, but coming up to a great intensity of

• About R. A. n" SS"", N.P D. MS© 1', four nebulae, No. 41 of Sir Wm.
Hvrschel'B 4tli class, and Nos. 1, ii. 3, of his 5th all connected into one great

complex nebula. - In R.A. 17" SS" 27«, N.P.D. lU" 31', the 8th, and in

IS" 11", loe* 15', the 17th of Messier's Cotalogue.

f Tliis number refers to the catalogue uf nebuin in Pliil. Trans., 1833. The
reader will find figures of the seveial ncbulic of this group in that volume, pi. iv.

fig. 35., in the Author's <* Results of Observations, &o., at the Cape of Good
Ilope," Platet i. fig. 1., and ii. figs. 1 and 2, and in Mason's Memoir in the col*

lection of the American Phil. Soc, vol. vii. art. xiii.
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light at thoir interior edges, where they enclose and aurronnd

a sort of three-forked rift, or vacant nrea, abruptly and un-

oouthly crooked, and quite void of nebuloiu light. A beau-

tiful triple star is situated precisely on the edge of one of

these nebulous masses just where the interior vacancy forks

out into two channels. A fourth nebulous mass spreads like

a fan or downy plume from a star at a little distance from the

triple nebula.

(889.) Nearly adjacent to the last described nebula, and

no doubt connected with it, though the connexion has not yet

been traced, is situated the 8th nebula of Messier's Catalogue.

It is a collection of nebulous folds and masses, surrounding

and including a number of oval dark vacancies, and in

one place coming up to so great a degree of brightness, as to

oiler the appearance of an elongated nucleus. Superposed

upon this nebula, and extending in one direction beyond its

area, is a fine and rich cluster of scattered stars, which seem

to have no connexion with it, as the nebula does not, as in

the region of Orion, show any tendency to congregate about

the stars. '",' -- ".-> *« 'uri^v^ifvrvm-'i:'

(890.) The 19th nebula of Messier's Catalogue, though

some degrees remote from the others, evidently belongs to

this group. Its form is very remarkable, consisting of two

loops like capital Greek Om^as, the one bright, the other ex-

ceedingly faint, connected at their bases by a broad and very

bright band of nebula, insulated within whi<^ by a narrow

comparatively obwure border, stands a bright, resolvable

knot, or what is probably a cluster of exceedingly minute

stars. A very faint round nebula stands in connexion with

the upper or convex portion of the brighter loop.

(891.) The nebulous group of Cygnus consists of several

large and irregular nebulae, one of which passes through the

double star k Cygni, m a long, crooked, narrow streak, forking

out in two or three places. The others *, observed in the firut

instance by Sir W. Herschel and by the author of this work

as separate nebuleo, have been traced into connexion by Mr.

Mason, and shown to form part of a curious and intricate

nebulous systeni, consiating, Ist, of a long, narrow, curved,

• R. A. S0» 49" ao», N.P.D. 58<» 87'.

.-;v !...,,_
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and forked 'streak, and 2dl7, of a cellular effusion of great

extent, in which the nebula occurs intermixed with, and
adhering to stars around the borders of the cells, while their

interior is free from nebula, and almost so from stars.

^ (h92.) The Magellanic clouds, or the nubecultb (major and

minor), as they are called in the celestial maps and charts, are,

as their name imports, two nebulous or cloudy masses of light,

oonspicuously visible to the naked eye, in the southern hemi-

sphere, in the api>earanoe and brightness of their light not

unlike portions of the Milky Way of the same apparent size.

They are, generally speaking, round, or somewhat oyal, and

the larger, which deviates most from the circular form, ex-

hibits the ai>pearance of an axis of light, very ill defined, and

by no means strongly distinguished from the general mass,

which seems to open out at it.8 extremities into somewhat

oval sweeps, constituting the preceding and following portions

of its circumference. A small patch, visibly brighter than

the general light around, in its following part, indicates to

the naked eye the situation of a very remarkable nebula

(No. 30. Dorad(!Ls of Bode's catologue), of which more here-

after. The greater nubecubi is situated between the me-

ridians of 4" 40" and &" (P and the parallels of 156** and 162°

of N.P.D., and occupies an area of about 42 square degrees.

The lesser, between the meridians • O* 28"* and 1* 16"» and

the imrallels of 162** and 165" N. P. D., covers about ten square

degrees. Their degree of brightness may be judged of from

the effect of strong moonlight, which totally obliterates the

lesser, but not quite the greater.

(893.) When examined through pow^ul telelioopes, the

constitution of the nubeculsD, and especially of the nubecula

major, is found to be of astonishing complexity. The general

ground of both conrists of large tracts and patches of nebu-

losity in every stage of resolution, from light, irresolvable

with 18 inches of reflecting aperture, up to perfectly sepa-

rated stars like the Milky Way, and clustering groups suffi-

ciently insulated and condensed to come under the designation

of irregular, and in some oases pretty rich clusters. But be-

lt u laid down nearly an hour wrong iii all the eoicuiai ciiarta and giobm.
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sides those, there are also nebulas in abundance, both regular

and irregular; globular clusters in eveiy state of condensation;

and objects of a nebulous character quite peculiar, and which

have no analogue in any other region of the heavens. Such

is the concentration of these objects, that in the area occupied

by the nubecula major, not fewer than 278 nebula) and

clusters have been enumerated, besides 50 or 60 outliers,

which (considering the general barrenness in such objects of

the immediate neighbourhood) ought certainly to be reckoned

as its appendages, being about 6i^ per square degree, which very

far exceeds the average of any other, even the most crowded

parts of the nebulous heavens. In the nubecula minor, the

concentration of such objects is less, though still very striking,

37 having been observed within its area, and 6 adjacent, but

outlying. The nubecula;, then, combine, each within its own
area, characters which in the rest of the heavens are no le^

strikingly separated,—viz., those of the galactic and the nebu-

lar system. Globular clusters (except in one region of small

extent) and nebulas of regular elliptic forms are compara-

tively rare in the Milky Way, and are found cor:gregnted in

the greatest abundance in a part of the heavens, the most

remote possible from that circle ; whereas, in the nubeculte,

they are indiscriminately mixed with the general starry

ground, and with irregular though small nebula.

(894.) This combination of characters, rightly considered,

is in a high degree instructive, affording an insight into the

probable comparative distance of stars and nebuItB, and the

real brightness of individual stars as compared one with

another. Taking the apparent semidiameter of the nubecula

major at 3**, and regardiug ite solid form as, roughly speaking,

spherical, its nearest and most remote parts differ in their

distance from us by a little more than a tenth part of our

distance from its center. The brightness of objects situated

in its nearer portions, therefore, cannot be much exaggerated,

nor that of its remoter much enfeebled, by their difference of

distance ; yet within this globular space, we have collected

upwards of 600 stars of the 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th magni-

tudes, nearly 300 nebulss, and globular and other clusters,
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•faXl degrees ofretolttbiUty, and smaller scattered stars innu^

merable of every inferior magnitude, from the 10th to such

as by their multitude and minuteness constitute irresolvable

nebulosity, extending over tracts of many square degrees.

Were there but one such object, it might be maintained with-

out utter improbability that its apparent sphericity is only an

effect of foreshortening, and that in reality a much greater pro-

portional difference of distance between its nearer and more

remote parts exists. But such an adjustment, improbable

enough in one case, must be rejected as too much so for fair

argument in two. It must, therefore, be taken as a demon-

strated fact, that stars of the 7th or 8th magnitude and irre-

solvable nebula may co-exist within limits of distance not

differing in proportion more than as 9 to 10, a conclusion which

must inspire some degree of caution in admitting, as certain,

many of the consequences which have been rather strongly

dwelt upon in the foregoing pages.

(895.) Immediately preceding the center of the nubecula

minor, and undoubtedly belonging to the same group, occurs

the superb globular cluster, No. 47. Toucani of Bode, very

visible to the naked eye, and one of the finest objects of this

kind in the heavens. It consists of a very condensed spherical

mass of stars, of a pale rose colour, concentrically enclosed in

a much less condensed globe of white ones, 15' or 20' in

diameter. This is the first in order of the list of such clusters

in Art. 867. , ..t

(896.) "Within the nubecula major, as already mentioned,

and faintly visible to the naked eye, is the singular nebula

(marked as the star 30 Doradils in Bode's Catalogue) noticed

by Lacaille as resembling the nucleus of a small comet. It

occupies about one-500th part of the whole area of the nu-

becula, and is so satisfactorily represented in plate V., fig. 1.,

as to render further description superfluous.

(897.) We shall conclude this chapter by the mention of

two phaenomena, which seem to indicate the existence of

some slight degree of nebulosity about the sun itself, and even

to place it in the list of nebulous stars. The first is that

light, which

uu
uC seen very i;iear
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evening «oon flUer sunset^ atbotft the months of March, April,

and May, or at the opposite seasons before sunrise, as a cone

or lentioularly shaped light, extending from the horizon ob-

liquely upwards, and following generally the course of the

apUptic, or rather that of 1^ sun*s equator. The apparent

au|pdar distance of its vertex from the sun varies, according

to circumstances, from 40° to 90% and the breadth of its base

perpendiculw to its axis from 8** to 30°. It is extremely

faint and ill defined, at least in this climate, though better

seen in tropical regions, but cannot be mistaken for any

atmospheric meteor or aurora borealis. It is manifestly in

the nature of a lenticularly-formed envelope*, surrounding the

sun, and extending beyond the orbits of Mercury and Yeuus,

and nearly, perhaps quite, attuning that of the earth, since its

vertex has been seen fully 90° from the sun's place in a great

circle. It may be conjectured to be no other than the denser

part of that medium, which, we have some reason to believe,

resists the motion of comets ; loaded, perhaps, with the actual

materials of the tails of millions of those bodies, of which

they have been stripped in their successive perihelion pas-

sages (Art 666.). An atmosphere of the sun, in any proper

sense of the word, it cannot be, since the existence of a

gaseous envelope propagating pressure from part to part;

subject to mutual friction in its strata, and therefore rotating

in the same or nearly the same time with the central body

;

and of such dimensions and ellipticity, is utterly incompatible

with dynamical laws. If its particles have inertia, they must

necessarily stand with respect to the sun in the relation of se-

parate and independent minute planets, each h;'vii:ig its own
orbit, plane of motion, and p'l'riodic time. The tot;' \; . ; c being

almost nothing compared to that of the sun, nvti. i< pr, iurba-

tion is out of the question, though collisions among such as

may cross each other's paths may operate in the course of

r \jefinite ages to effect a subsidence of at least some portion

tii ' «nt<> the body of the sun or those of the planets.

' i V 'lln&^ 'snagine upon what grounds Humboldt persists in ascribing to it

I'tii i'm.i of hiing encirc'/irj.r »he sun. (Author.)

^}
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i

(898.) Nothing prevents that these particles, or some
among them, may have some tangible ei 'o, and be at very

great distances from each other. Compared with planets

visible in our most powerful telescopes, rocks and stony

masses of great size and weight would be but as the im-

palpable dust which a smibeam renders visible as a sheet of

ligVtt ivhen streaming through a narrow chink into a dark

^^hacib' !\ It is a fact, established by the most indisputable

cudeat>3, that stony masses and lumps of iron do occasionally,

ui'.d indeed by no means unfrequently, fall upon the earth from

tlio higher re^ons of our atmosphere (where it is obviously im-

possible they can have been generated), and that they have

done so from the earliest times of history. Four instances

are recorded of persons being killed by their fall. A block

of stone fell at ^gos Potamos, b.c. 465, as large as two

mill-stones ; another at Narni, in 921, projected, like a rock,

four feet above the surface of the river, into which it was

seen to fall. The emperor Jehangire had a sword forged

from a mass of meteoric iron which fell, in 1620, at Jahlinder,

in the Punjab.* Sixteen instances of the fall of stones in

the British Isles are well authenticated to have occurred since

1620, one of them in London. In 1803, on the 26th of

April, thousands of stones were scattered by the explosion

into fragments of a large fiery globe over a region of twenty

or thirty square miles around the town of L'Aigle, in Nor-

mandy. The fact occurred at mid-day, and the circumstances

were officially verified by a commission of the French go-

vernment,f These, and innumerable other instances $, fully

establish the general fact ; and after vain attempts to account

tor it by volcanic projection, either from the earth or the

moon, the planetary nature of these bodies seems at length

to be almost generally admitted. The heat which they pos-

sess when fallen, the igneous phsanomena which accompany

them, their explosion on arriving within the denser regions

* See the emperor's own very remarkable account of the occurrence, trans-

lated in Phil. Trans. 1793, i>.
202.

t See M. Blot's report in M^m. de I'lnstitut I80C.

} See a list of upwards of 200, published by Chladni. Annates du Bureau dea

Longitudes de France, 1825.

II u 3
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of our atmosphere, &c, are all sufficiently accounted for on

physical principles, by the condensation of the air before

them in consequence of their enormous velocity, and by the

relations of air in a highly attenuated state to heat.*

(899.) Besides stony and metallic masses, however, it is

probable that bodies of very different natures, or at least states

of aggregation, are thus circulating round the sun. Shooting

stars, often followed by long trains of light, and those great

fiery globes, of more rare, but not very uncommon occurrence,

which are seen traversing the upper regions ofour atmosphere,

sometimes leaving trains behind them remaining for many
minutes, sometimes bursting with a loud explosion, sometimes

becoming quietly extinct, may not unreasonably be presumed

to be bodies extraneous to our planet, which only become visi-

ble when in the act of grazing the confines of our atmosphere.

Among the last mentioned meteors are some which can hardly

be supposed solid masses. The remarkable meteor ofAug. 1 8,

1783, traversed the whole of Europe, from Shetland to Home,

with a velocity of about 30 miles per second, at a height of 50

miles from the surface of the earth, with a light greatly surpass-

ing that of the full moon, and a real diameter of fully half a

mile. Yet with these vast dimensions, it made a sudden bend

in its course ; it changed its form visibly, and at length quietly

separated into several distinct bodies, accompanying each

other in parallel courses, and each followed by a tail or train.

(900.) There are circumstances in the history of shooting

stars, which very strongly corroborate the idea of their ex-

traneous or cosmical origin, and their circulation round the

sun in definite orbits. On several occasions they have been

observed to appear in unusual, and, indeed, astonishing num-

bers, BO as to convey the idea of a shower of rockets, or of

snow-flakeE. falling, and brilliantly illuminating the whole

heavens for hours together, and that not in one locality, but

over whole oc tinents wnd oceans, and even (in one instance)

in both hemispheres. Now it is extremely remarkable that,

whenever this great display has been exhibited (at least in

* Edinburgh Review, Jan. i848, p. 195. it is very renmTknbie ihnt no new
chemical element has been detected in any of the numerous mcteurolites which

have been subjected to analysis.
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modern times), it has uniformly happened on the night be-

tween the 12th and 13th, or on that between the 13th and
14th of November. Such cases occurred in 1799, 1823,

1832, 1833, and 1834. On tracing back the records of

similar phasnomena, it has been ascertained, moreover, that

more often those identical nights, but sometimes those imme-
diately adjacent, have been, time out of mind, habitually

signalized by such exhibitions. Another annually recurring

epoch, in which, though far less brilliant, the display of

meteors is more certain (for that of November is often inter-

rupted for a great many years), is that of the 10th of August,

on which night, and on the 9th and 11th, numerous, large,

and bright shooting stars, with trains, are almost sure to be

seen. Other epochs of periodic, recurrence, less marked than

the above, have also been to a certain extent established. .'- >

(901.) It is impossible to attribute such a recurrence of

identical dates of very remarkable phtenomena to accident.

Annual periodicity, irrespective of geographical position,

refem us at once to the place occupied by the earth in its

annual orbit, and leads direct to the conclusion that at that

place the earth incurs a liability to frequent encounters or

concurrences with a stream of meteors in their progress of

circulation round the sun. Let us test this idea by pursuing

it into some of its consequences. In the first place then,

supposing the earth to plunge, in its yearly circuit, into a

uniform ring of innumerable small meteor-planets, of such

breadth as would be traversed by it in one or two days

;

since during this small time the motions, whether of the

earth or of each individual meteor, may be taken as uniform

and rectilinear, and those of all the latter (at the place and

time) parallel, or very nearly so, it will follow that the relative

motion of the meteors referred to the earth as at rest, will be

also unifoiTO, rectilinear, and parallel. "Viewed, therefore,

from the center of the earth (or from any point in its cir-

cumference, if we neglect the diurnal velocity as very small

compared with the annual) they will all appear to diverge

from a common pointy ^ed in relation to tks cslsstkil spksrtt

as if emanating from a sidereal apex (Art. 115.). .

uu 3
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(902.) Now this is precisely what actually happens. The
meteors of the 12th—14th of November, or at least the

vast majority of them, describe apparently arcs of great

circles, passing through or near y Leonis. No matter what

the situation of that star with respect to the horizon or to its

east and west j)oints may be at the time of observation, the

paths of the meteors all appear to diverge from that star.

On the 9th—11th of August the geometrical fact is the

same, the apex only differing ; B Camelopardali being fur

that epoch the point of divei^enoe. As we need not suppose

the meteoric ring coincident in its plane with the ecliptic,

and as for a ring of meteors we may substitute an elliptic

annuluB of any reasonable exoentricity, so that both the

velocity and direction of each meteor may differ to any extent

from the earth's, there is nothing in the great and obvious

difference in latitude of these apices at all militating against

the conclusion.

(903.) If the meteors be uniformly distributed in such a

ring or elliptic annulus, the earth's encounter with them in

every revolution will be certain, if it occur once. But if the

ring be broken, if it be a succession of groupes revolving in

an ellipse in a period not identical with that of the earth,

years may pass without a rencontre ; and when such happen,

they may differ to any extent in their intensity of character,

according as richer or poorer groupes have been encoun-

tered. •:.^>'
. '

(904.) No other plausible explanation of these highly cha-

racteristic features (the annual periodicity, and divergence

from a common apex, alwayt alike for each respective epoch)

has been even attempted, and accordingly the opinion is

generally guning ground among astronomers that shooting

stars belong to their department of science, and great interest

is excited in their observation and the further development of

their laws. The most connected and systematic series of

observations of them, having for their object to trace out their

relative paths with respect to the earth, are those of Benzen-

bersr and Brandes. who. bv notincr the instants and annarent

.places of appearance and extinction, as well as the precise

W
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apparent paths among the starSj of individual meteors, from

the extremities of a measured base line nearly 50,000 feet

in length, were led to conclude that their heights at the

instant of their appearance and disappearance vary from

16 miles to 140, and their relative velocities from 18 to 36

miles per second, velocities so great as clearly to indicate an

independent planetary circulation round the sun. [A very

remarkable meteor or bolide, which appeared on the 19th

August, 1847, was observed at Dieppe and at Paris, with

sufficient precision to admit of calculation of the elements

of its orbit in absolute space. This calculation has been

performed by M. Petit, director of the observatory of Tou-

^ louse, and the following hyperbolic elements of its orbit round

the tun are stated by him (Astr. Nachr. 701.) as its result

;

viz., Semimajor axis = —0*3240083 ; excentricity=3*95130;

perihelion distance ss 0'95626 ; inclination to plane of the

earth's equator, 18" 20' 18" ; ascending node on the same plane,

10° 34' 48" ; motion direct. According to this calculation,

the body would have occupied no less than 37340 years in

travelling from the distance of the nearest fixed star sup-

posed to have a parallax of I"].

(905.) It is by no means inconceivable that the earth

approaching to such as differ but little from it in direction

and velocity, may have attached many of them to it as per-

manent satellites, and of these there may be some so large,

and of such texture and solidity, as to shine by reflected

light, and become visible (such, at least, as are very near the

earth) for a brief moment, suffering extinction by plunging

into the earth's shadow; in other words, undergoing totfd

eclipse. Sir John Lubbock is of opinion that such is the

cose, and has given geometrical formulaa for calculating their

distances from observations of this nature.* The observations

of M. Petit would lead ua to believe in the existence of at

least one such body, revolving round the earth, as a satellite,

in about 3 hours 20 minutce, and therefore at a distance equal

to 2'513 radii of the earth from its center, or 5000 miles

above its surface-

1

• PliU. Mag.. I.ond. Ed. Dub. lfl4H, p. 80.

t Comptei lUndun, Oct. \'i. 1846, and Aug. 9. 1847.

u u 4
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(905 a.) In art 400. the generation of heat by friction is

liuggested as affording a possible explanation of the supply of

solar heat, without actual combustion. A very old doctrine,

advocated on grounds anything rather than reasonable or

even plausible by Bacon, but afterwards worked into a cir-

cumstantial and elaborate theory by the elder Seguin, which

makes heat to consist in a continual, rapid, vibratory or

gyratory motion of the particles of bodies, has of late been

put forward into great prominence by Messrs. Joule and

Thomson. According to this theory motion once generated,

or however originating, is never destroyed, but continues to

subsist in the form of " vis viva " among the molecules of

bodies, even when by their impact or mutual obstruction

they appear to have been brought to rest* The " vis viva
"

only takes another form, and is disseminated, as increased

vibratory or gyratory movement, among their molecules ; as

such it is heat, or light, or both, and is communicated to the

molecules of the luminiferous ether, and so distributed

throughout that ether, constituting the pheenomena of radiant

light and heat. Granting a few postulates (not very easy of

conception, and still less so of admission when conceived,)

this theory is not without its plausibility, and certainly does

(on its own conventions) give a consistent account of the pro-

duction of heat by friction and impact. It has been applied

by Messrs. Watherson and Thomson to explain the evolu-

tion of solar light and heat, as follows. According to the

former, the meteorolites which, revolving in very excentrio or

cometio orbits, arrive within the limits of the solar atmosphere

are precipitated on the sun's surface in such abundance, and

with such velocity, as to generate in the way above described

the totality of the emitted radiants. Prof. Thomson, undis-

mayed as would appear by the perpetual battery thus kept

up on the sun's surface (on every square foot of which, on

Mr. Watherson's view of the subject, a weight of matter

equal to 5 lbs. would require to be delivered per hour with a

velocity of 390 miles per second, covering the whole surface

^ On lKi« rmmf m^a

and £(l. Phil. Mag. and journ., '3rd serin, vol. iii. No, 18, D«o, 183».
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with Btony or other solid material, to the depth of 12 feet per

annum, if of the density of granite,) prefers to consider the

nebula of the zodiacal light in a vaporous state as conti-

nually subsiding into the sun, by gradual spiral approach,

until suddenly meeting with greatly increased resistance in

its atmosphere (as arriving in a state of more rapid revolu-

tion) by friction on the external envelope or photosphere of its

surface (art 389.), produces there the heat and light actually

observed ; whereas the theory of Mr. Watherson would place

its origin on the solid surface itself, contrary to the observed

fact.* Our readers will judge for themselves what degree

of support the telescopic aspect of the sun's surface as de-

scribed in arts. 386.—395. affords to either of these explana-

tions- .•:,:.
,

•.;-.
,. -.: ...=., : m',.Vv:>:..,.^--

* The quantity of matter annually required to be deposited on the sun,

whether in a pulverulent, liquid, or vaporous form, by Prof. Thomson's theory,

is nearly double of that called fur by Mr. Watlierson's, viz., 24 feet of granite

per annum, i. e. a mile in 260 years ; so that the sun's apparent diameter would
be increasing at the rate of about I" per 100|000 years on this hypothesis.

•;,>-.

;*'
I

.;•; ;
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OF THE ACCOUNT OF TIME.

CHAPTER XVIII.

t

»

NATURAL UNITS OF TIME. — BBLATION OV TUB SIDEREAL TO TUB
SOLAR DAT AFFECTED BY PRECESSION.— INCOMMENSURABILITT

OP THE DAT AND TEAR. — ITS INCONVENIENCE.— HOW OB-

VIATED. — THE JULIAN CALENDAR.— IRREOULARITIES AT ITS

FIRST INTRODUCTION. — REFORMED BT AUGUSTUS.— GREGORIAN
REFORMATION. — SOLAR AND LUNAR CTCLE8.— INDICTION.—
JULIAN PERIOD.— TABLE OF CHRONOLOGICAL ERAS. — RULES
FOB CALCULATING THE DATS ELAPSED BETWEEN GIVEN DATES.

— EQUINOCTIAL TIME.— FIXATION OP ANCIENT DATES BY

(906). Time, like distance, may be measured by comparison

with standards of any length, and all that is requisite for

ascertaining correctly the length of any interval, is to be

able to apply the standard to the interval throughout its

whole extent, without overlapping on the one hand, or

leaving unmeasured vacancies on the other ; to determine,

without the possible error of a unit, the number of integer

standards which the interval admits of being interposed

between its beginning and end; and to estimate precisely

the fraction, over and above an integer, which remains when

all the possible integers are subtracted.

(907). But though all standard units of time are equally

possible, theoretically speaking, yet all are not, practically,

equally convenient. The solar day is a natural interval

which the wants and occupations of man in every state of

society force upon him, and compel him to adopt as his

fundamental unit of time. Its length as estimated from the

departure of the sun from a given meridian, and its next

return to the same, is subject, it is true, to an annual fluctua-

tion in excess and defect of its mean value, amounting at its
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maximum to full half a minute. But except for astronomical

purposes, this is too small a change to interfere in the slight-

est degree with its use, or to attract any attention, and the

tacit substitution of its mean for its true (or variable) value

may be considered as having been made from the earliest

ages, by the ignorance of mankind that any such fluctuation

existed. ;
' '* ^s-;--;; vt^iiv «;-': .,»abs.?ir;-^su

(908). The time occupied by one complete rotation of the

earth on its axis, or the mean * sidereal day, may be shewn,

on dynamical principles, to be subject to no variation from

any external cause, and although its duration would be

shortened by contraction in the dimensions of the globe itself,

such as might arise from the gradual escape of its internal

heat, and consequent refrigeration and shrinking of the

whole mass, yet theory, on the one hand, has rendered it

almost certain that this cause cannot have effected any per-

ceptible amount of change during the history of the human
race ; and, on the other, the comparison of ancient and modern

observations affords every corroboration to this conclusion.

From such comparisons, Laplace has concluded that the

sidereal day has not changed by so much as one hundredth of a

second since the time of Hipparchus. The mean sidereal day

therefore possesses in perfection the essential quality of a

standard unit, that of complete invariability. The same is

true of the mean sidereal year, if estimated upon an average

sufficiently large to compensate the minute fluctuations arising

from the periodical variations of the major axis of the earth's

orbit due to planetary perturbation (Art. 668.).

(909.) The mean solar day is an immediate derivative of

the sidereal day and year, being connected with them by

the same relation which determines the synodic from the

sidereal revolutions of any two planets or other revolving

bodies (Art. 418.). The exact determination of the ratio of

the sidereal to the solar day, which is a point of the utmost

importance in astronomy, is however, in some degree, com-

plicated by the effect of preceeeion, which renders it necessary

The true sidereal day i« variable by the etTect of nutation ; but the ran-

ation (an excessively minute iVaction of the whole) compensates itself in a re-

volution of the moon's nodes.
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to distinguish between the absolute time of the earth's

rotation on its axis, (the real natural and invariable standard

of comparison,) and the mean interval between two successive

returns of a given star to the same meridian, or rather of a

given meridian to the same star, which not only differs by a

minute quantity from the sidereal day, but is actually not

the same for all stars. As this is a point to which a

little difficulty of conception is apt to attach, it will be

necessary to explain it in some detail Suppose then t the

pole of the ecliptic, and P that of the equinoctial, A B C D
the solstitial and equinoctial colures at any given epoch, and

V pqr the small circle described by P about it in one

revolution of the equinoxes, t. e. in 25870 years, or 9448300

solar days, all projected on the plane of the ecliptic A B C D.

Let S be a star anywhere situated on the ecliptic, or between

it and the small circle V qr. Then if the pole P were at

*i

rest, a meridian of the earth setting out from P S C, and

revolving in the direction C D, will come again to the star

after the exact lapse of one sidereal day, or one rotation of

the earth on its axis. But P is not at rest. After the lapse

of one such day it will have come into the situation (suppose)

p, the vernal equinox B having retreated to b, and the

oolure P C having taken up the new position p c. Now a

conical movement impressed on the axis of rotation of a

globe alreuuy rotating is equivalent to a rotation impressed
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on the whole globe round the axis of the cone, in addition

to that which the globe has and retains round its own inde^

pendent axis of revolution. Such a new rotation, in trans-

ferring P to />, being performed round an axis passing

through T, will not alter the situation of that point of the

globe which has it in its zenith. Hence it follows that puc
passing through n will be the position taken up by the

meridian P v C after the lapse of an exact sidereal day. But

this does not pass through S, but falls short of it by the

hour-angle »/) S, which is yet to be described before the

meridian comes up to the star. The meridian, then, has lost

so much on, or lagged so much behind, the star in the lapse

of that interval. The same is true whatever be the arc Vp.

After the lapse of any number of days, the pole being

transferred to p, the spherical angle tt /> S will measure the

total hour angle which the meridian has lost on the star.

Now when S lies any where between C and r, this angle

continually increases (though not uniformly), attaining 180°

when p comes to r, and still (as will appear by following out

the movement beyond r) increasing thence till it attains 360°

when p has completed its circuit. Thus in a whole revolution

of the equinoxes, the meridian will have lost one exact

revolution upon the star, or in 9448300 sidereal days, will

have re-attained the star only 9448299 times: in other

words, the length of the day measured by the mean of the

successive arrivals of any star outside of the circle P j9 y r on

one and the same meridian is to the absolute time of rotation

of the earth on its axis aa 9448300 : 9448299, or as

1-00000011 to 1.

(910.) It is otherwise of a star situated within this circle^

as at (T. For such a star the angle itp<r, expressing the

lagging of the meridian, increases to a maximum for some

situation oip between q and r, and decreases again to o at r

;

after which it takes an opposite direction, and the meridian

begins to get in advance of the star, and continues to get

more and more so, till p has attained some point between

$ and P, where the advance is a maximum, and thence

decreases again to o when p has completed its circuit. For
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ftny star so atuated> then, the mean of all the days so

estimated through a whole period of the equinoxes is an

absolute sidereal day, as if precession had no existence.

(911.) If we compare the sun with a star situated in the

ecliptic, the sidereal year is the mean of all the intervals of

its arrival at that star throughout indefinite ages, or (without

fear of sensible error) throughout recorded history. Now, if

we would calculate the synodic sidereal revolution of the sun

nnd of a meridian of the earth by reference to a star so situated,

according to the principles of Art. 418., we must proceed as

follows: Let D be the length of the mean solar day (or

synodic day in question) d the mean sidereal revolutio^i of

the meridian with reference to the same star, and y the sidereal

year. Then the arcs described by the sun and the meridian

in the interval D will be respectively 360° — and 360* -j

.

And since the latter of these exceeds the former by precisely

360°, we have

^=360° --+360*'
d y^

D

'

»

360'

whence it follows that

^ = 1 + ±^=1-00273780,
d y

taking the value of the sidereal year y as given in Art. 383,

viz. 365* e** Q" 9*6». But, as we have seen, d is not the ab-

solute sidereal day, but exceeds it in the ratio 1 '00000011 : 1.

Hence to get the value of the mean solar day, as expressed in

absolute sidereal days, the number above set down must bo

increased in the same ratio, which brings it to 1*00273791,

whidi is the ratio of the solar to the sidereal day actually

in use among astronomers.

(912). It would be well for chronology if mankind would,

or could have contented themselves with this one invariable,

natural, and convenient standard in their reckoning of time.

The ancient Egyptians did so, and by their adoption of an

historical and ofBcial year of 365 days have afibrded the only

example of a practical chronology, free from all obscurity or

complication. But the returu of the seasons, on which
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depend all the more important arrangements and businesa of

cultivated life is not conformable to such a multiple of the

diurnal unit. Their return is regulated by the tropical year,

or the interval between two successive arrivals of the sun at

the vernal equinox, which, as we have seen (Art. 883.), differs

from the sidereal year by reason of the motion of the equinoctial

points. Now this motion is not absolutely uniform, because the

ecliptic, upon which it is estimated, is gradually, though very

slowly, changing its situation in space under the disturbing

influence of the planets (Art. 640.). And thus arises a vari-

ation in the tropical year, which is dependent on the place of

the equinox (Art. 383.). The tropical year is actually about

4*21* shorter than it was in the time of Hipparchus. This

absence of the most essential requisite for a standard, viz.

invariability, renders it necessary, since we cannot help

emplcying the tropical year in our reckoning of time, to

adopt an arbitrary or artificial value for it, so near the truth,

as not to admit of the accumulation of its error for several

centuries producing any practical mischief, and thus satisfying

the ordinary wants of civil life ; while, for scientific purposes,

the tropical year, so adopted, is considered only as the repre-

sentative of a certain number of integer days and a fraction

—

the day being, in effect, the only standard employed. The

case is nearly analagous to the reckoning of value by guineas

and shillings, an artificial relation of the two coins being fixed

by law, near to, but sca^'cely ever exactly coincident with,

the natural one, determined by th3 relative market price

of gold and silver, of which either the one or the other—
whichever is really the most invariable, or the most in use

with other nations,—may be assumed as the true theoretical

standard of value.

(913). The other inconvenience of the tropical year as a

greater unit is its incommensurability with the lesser. In

our measure of space all our subdivisions are into aliquot

parts : a yard is three feet, a mile eight furlongs, &c But a

year is no exact number of days, nor an integer number with

any exact fraction, as one third or one fourth, over and above;

but the surplus is an incommensurable fraction, composed ci
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hourS} minutea, seconds, &c, which produces the same kind

of incouTenience in the reckoning of time that it would do

in that of money, if we had gold coins of the value of twenty-

one shillings, with odd pence and farthings, and a fraction of

a farthing over. For this, however, there is no remedy but

to keep a strict register of the surplus fractions ; and, when

they amount to a whole day, cast them over into the integer

account.

(914.) To do this in the simplest and most convenient

manner is the object of a well-adjusted calendar. In the

Gregorian calendar, which we follow, it is accomplished with

considerable simplicity and neatness, by carrying a little

farther than is done above, the principle of an assumed

or artificial year, and adopting ttco such years, both con-

sisting of an ezact integer number of days, viz. one of

365 and the other of 366, and laying down a simple and

easily rentembered rule for the order in which these years

shall succeed each other in the civil reckoning of time, so

that during the lapse of at least some thousands of years the

sum of the integer artificial, or Gregorian, years elapsed

shall not differ from the same number of real tropical years

by a whole day. By this contrivance, the equinoxes and

sobtices will always fall on days similarly situated, and

bearing the same name in each Gregorian year; and the

seasons will for ever correspond to the same months, instead

of running the round of the whole year, as they must do

upon any other system of reckoning, and used, in fact, to do

before this was adopted as a matter of ignorant haphazard in

the Greek and Boman chronology, and of strictly defined

and superstitiously rigorous observance in the Egyptian.

(915.) The Gregorian rule is as follows:— The years are

denominated as years current (not as years elapsed) from the

midnight between the 31st of December and the 1st of

January immediately subsequent to the birth of Christ, accord-

ing to the chronological determination of that event by Diony-

sius Exiguus. Every year whose number is not. divisible by
4 without remainder, consists of 365 days ; every year which

is 80 divisible, but is not divisible by 100, of 388 1 every year
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fvnr

diviaible by 100, but not by 400, agun of 365 ; and every

year divisible by 400, again of 366. For example, the year

1833, not being divisible by 4, consists of 365 days; 1836 bf

366; 1800 and 1900 of 365 each; but 2000 of 366. In
order to see how near this rule will bring us to the truth,

let us see what number of days 10000 Gregorian years will

contain, beginning with the year a.d. 1. Now, in 10000, the

numbers not divisible by 4 will be | of 10000 or 7500 ; those

divisible by 100, but not by 400, will in like manner be |
of 100, or 75 ; so that, in the 10000 years in question, 7575

consist of 36(^,^and the remaining 2425 of 366, producing in

all 3652425 days, which would give for an average of each

year, one with another, 365'*'2425. The actual value of the

tropical year, (art 383.) reduced into a decimal fraction, is

365*24224, so the error in the Gregorian rule on 10000 of

the present tropical years, is 2*6, or 2** 14^ 24"* ; that is to

say, less than a day in 3000 years ; which is more than suf-

ficient for all human purposes, those of the astronomer ex-

cepted, who is in no danger of being led into error from

this cause. Even this error is avoided by extending the

wording of the Gregorian rule one step farther than its

contrivers probably thought it worth while to go, and

declaring that years divisible by 4000 should consist of 365

days. This would take off two integer days from the above

calculated number, and 2 '5 from a larger average ; making

the sum of days in 100000 Gregorian years, 36524225,

which differs only by a single day from 100000 real tropical

years, such as they exist at present*

(916.) Inthehistorical datingofevents there isno yeara.d. 0.

The yearimmediately previous to a.d. 1, is always called b.g. 1.

This must always be borne in mind in reckoning chronological

and astronomical intervals. The sum of the nominal years B.C.

and A.D. must be diminished by h Thus, fromJan.l. B.C. 4713,

to Jan. 1. A.D. 1582, the years elapsed are not 6295, but 6294.

(91V.) As any distance along a high road might, though in

a rather inconvenient and roundabout way, be expressed

without introducing error by setting up a series of milestones,

* Soe note ( A ) at the end of the chnpter.

X X
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at intervals of unequal lengths, so that every fourth mile, for

instance, should be a yard longer than the rest, or according

to any other fixed rule ; taking care only to mark the stones

BO as to leave room for no mistake, and to advertise all

travellers of the difference of lengths and their order of suc-

cession ; so may any interval of time be expressed correctly by

stating in what Gregorian years it begins and ends, and where-

abouts in each. For this statement coupled with the decla-

ratory rule, enables us to say how many integer years are to

be reckoned at 365, and how many at 366 days. The latter

years are called bissextiles, or leap-years, and the surplus days

thus thrown into the reckoning are called intercalary or leap-

days.

(918.) If the Gregorian rule, as above stated, had always

and in all countries been known and followed, nothing would

be easier than to reckon the number of days elapsed between

the present time, and any historical recorded event. But this

is not the case ; and the history of the calendar, with refer-

ence to chronology, or to the calculation of ancient obser-

vations, may be compared to that of a clock, going regularly

when left to itself, but sometimes forgotten to be wound up

;

and when wound, sometimes set forward, sometimes back-

ward, either to serve particular purposes and private interests,

or to rectify blunders in setting. Such, at least, appears to

have been the case with the Boman calendar, in which our own

originates, from the time of Numa to that of Julius Caesar,

when the lunar year of 13 months, or 355 days, was augmented

at pleasure to correspond to the solar, by which the seasons are

determined, by the arbitrary intercalations of the priests, and

the usurpations of the decemvirs and other magistrates, till

the confusion became inextricable. To Julius Caesar, assisted

by Sosigenes, an eminent Alexandrian astronomer and

mathematician, we owe the neat contrivance of the two years

of 365 and 366 days, and the insertion of one bissextile after

three common years. This important change took place in

the 45th year before Christ, which he ordered to commence

on the Ist of January, beinff the day of the new moon imme-

diatelyfollowing the winter solstice of the year before. We may
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judge of the state into which the reckoning oftime had fallen,

by the fact, that to introduce the new syBtem it was neces-

sary to enact that the previous year, 46 b. c, should consist

of 445 days, a circumstance which obtfuned for it the epithet

of " the year of confusion."

(919.) Had Cesar lived to carry out into practical effect,

as Chief Pontiff, his own reformation, an inconvenience

would have been avoided, which at the very outset threw

the whole matter into confusion. The words of his edict,

establishing the Julian system have not been handed down
to us, but it is probable that they contained some expression

equivalent to ** every fourth year," which the priests misin-

terpreting after hb death to mean (according to the sacerdotal

system of numeration) as counting the leap year newly elapsed

a* No. 1. of thefour, intercalated every third instead of every

4th year. This erroneous practice continued during 36 years,

in which therefore 12 instead of 9 days were intercalated,

and an error of three days produced; to rectify which,

Augustus ordered the suspension of all intercalation during

three complete quadrienniay—thus restoring, as may be pre-

siuned his intention to have been, the Julian dates for the

future, and re-establishing the Julian system, which was

never afterwards vitiated by any error, till the epoch when

its own inherent defects gave occasion to the Gregorian

reformation. According to the Augustan reform tho yeara

A.U.O. 761, 765, 769, &c., which we now call a.d. 8, 12,

16, &C., are leap years. And starting from this as a certain

fact, (for the statements of the transaction by classical authors

are not so precise as to leave absolutely no doubt as to the

previous intermediate years,) astronomers and chronologists

have agreed to reckon backwards in unbroken succession on

this principle, and thus to carry the Julian chronology into

past time, cu tf it had never suffered such interruption, and

as if it were certain* that Cassar, by way of securing the

intercalation as a matter of precedent, made his initial year

* Soaliger, Ideler, and the bett authorities consider it probable. A strong, if

not decisive, argument in its favour, is that Augustus tvidrnllji nlendiug to rein-

ilatt the Julian idea, and with a clear view of the recent iqccnvcnienoet present
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45 B.C. a leap year. Whenever, therefore, in the relation of

any event, either in ancient history, or in modem, previous

to the change of style, the time is specified in our modern

'nomenclature, it is always to be understood as having been

identified with the assigned date by threading the mazes (often

very tangled and obscure ones) of special and national chro-

nology, and referring the day of its occurrence to its place in

the Julian system so interpreted.

(920.) Different nations in different ages of the world have

of course reckoned their time in different ways, and from

different epochs, and it is therefore a matter of great con-

venience that astronomers and chronologists (as they have

agreed on the imiform adoption of the Julian system of years

and months) should also agree on an epoch antecedent to

them all, to which, as to a fixed point in time, the whole list

of chronological eras can be differentially referred. Such an

epoch is the noon of the 1st of January, b.g. 4713, which is

called the epoch of the Julian period, a cycle of 7980 Julian

years, to understand the origin of which, we must explain

that of three subordinate cycles, from whose combination it

takes its rise, by the multiplication together of the numbers

of years severally contained in them, viz :— the Solar and

Lunar cycles, and that of the indictions.

(921.) The Solar cycle consists of 28 Julian years, after

the lapse of which the same days of the week on the Julian

system would always return to the same days of each month

throughout the year. For four such years consisting of 1461

days, which is not a multiple of 7, it is evident that the least

number of years which will fulfil this condition must be

seven times that interval, or 28 years. The place in this

cycle for any year a. d., as 1849, is found by adding 9 to the

year, and dividing by 28. The remainder is the number

sought, being counted as 28. '
<

to hb mbd, did Mtually direct the future intercalation! to take ptnce in odd years

u.o. Such than, no doubt, muat have been Canat s intention. For the correc-

tion of Roman datae during the Bfty-two year* between the Julian and Augus-

tan reformationa, aee Ideler, •• Handbuch der Matheinatiichen und Technischeit

Chronoloaia." whioh wt Uke for our guide througliout thia chapter.
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' (922.) The Lunnr cycle consists of 19 years or 235 luna-

tions, which di^er from 19 Julian years of 365^ days only

by about an hour and a half, so that, supposing the new
moon to happen on the first of January, in the first year of

the cycle, it will happen on that day (or within a very short

time of its beginning or ending) again after a lapse of 19

years, and almost certainly on that day, and within an hour

and a half of the same hour of the day, after the lapse of four

such cycles, or 76 years; and all the new moons in the

interval will run on the same days of the month as in the

preceding cycle. This period of 19 years is sometimes

called the Metonic cycle, from its discoverer Meton, an Athe-

nian mathematician, a discovery duly appretiated by his

countrymen, as ensuring the correspondence between the

lunar and solar years, the former of which was followed by

the Greeks. Public honours were decreed to him for this

discovery, a circumstance very expressive of the annoyance

which a lunar year of necessity inflicts on a civilized people,

to whom a regular and simple calendar is one of the first

necessities of life. The cycle- of 76 years, a great improve-

ment on the Metonic cycle, was first proposed by Callippus,

and is therefore called the Callippic cycle. To find the place

of a given year in the lunar cycle, (or as it is called the

Golden Number,) add 1 to the number of the year a. d., and

divide by 19, the remainder (or 19 if exactly divisible,) is

the Golden Number.

(923.) The cycle of the indictions is a period of 15 years

used in the courts of law and in the fiscal organization of

the Roman empire, under Constantino and his succennors,

and thence introduced into legal dates, as the Golden Num-
ber, serving to determine Easter, was into ecclesiastical ones.

To find the place of a year in the indiction cycle, add 3 and

divide by 15. The remainder (or 15 if remain) is the

number of the indictional year. . . *

(924.) If we multiply together the numbers 28, 19, and

15, we get 7980, and, therefore, a period or cycle of 7980

years will brinff round the years of the three cycles again in

the same order, so that each year shall hold the same place in

XX 3
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all the three cycles as the corresponding year in the foregoing

period. As none of the three numbers in question have any

common factor, it is evident that no two years in the same

compound period can agree in all the three particulars : so

that to specify the numbers of a year in each of these cycles

is, in fact, to specify the year, if within that long period

;

which embraces the entire of authentic chronology. The

period thus arising of 7980 Julian years, is called the Julian

period, and it has been found so useful, that the most com-

petent authorities have not hesitated to declare that, through

its employment, light and order were first introduced into

chronology.* "We owe its invention or revival to Joseph

Scaliger, who is said to have received it from the Greeks of

Constantinople. The first year of the current Julian period,

or that of which the number in each of the three subordinate

cycles is 1, was the year 4713 B.C., and the noon of the

Ist of January of that year, for the meridian of Alexandria,

is the chronological epoch, to which all historical eras are

most readily and intelligibly referred, by computing the

number of integer days intervening between that epoch and

the noon (for Alexandria) of the day, which is reckoned to

be the first of the particular era in question. The meridian

of Alexandria is chosen as that to which Ptolemy refers the

commencemont of the era of Nabonassar, the basis of all his

calculations.

(925.) Given the year of the Julian period, those of the

subordinate cycles are easily determined as above. Con-
versely, given the years of the solar and lunar cycles, and of

the indiotion, to determine the year of the Julian period

proceed as follows :— Multiply the number of the year in

the solar cycle by 4845, in the lunar by 4200, and in the

Cycle of the Indictions by 6916, divide the sum of the pro-

ducts by 7980, and the remainder is the year of the Julian

period sought. .''&# i r,'. ^5,,:=, .-'t';, r.- -,,'/.

(926.) The following table contains these intervals for

•ome of the more important historical eras :—
• Tilalar. Huulhiuih. Ika. vol. i. n 99.

I I
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Intervals in Days between the Commencement of the Julian

Periody and that of some other remarktdile chronological

and astronomical Eras* - i

Flrit Day Chronological Current Year
Interval,

Days.
Nnmea by which the Era i' utualljr citod. current of

tlie Era.
Deilanatton
of the Year.

of the Julian
Period.

Julian Epochs. JuKanDatet,
Julian perio ' .... Jan. L B.C. 4713 1

Creation of tu«i world ( Usher) (Jan. 1.) 4004 710 258,963
Era of the Deluge (Aboulhassan Feb. 18. 3102 1612 588,466

Kuschiar)
Ditto Vulgar Computation - (Jan. 1.) 2348 2366 863.817
Era of Abraham (Sir H. Nicolas) - Oct 1. 2015 2699 985,718
Destruction of Troy, (ditto) July 12. 1184 3530 1,289,160

Dedication of Solomon's Temple • (May I.) 1015 3699 1,350,815

Olympiads (mean epoch in general

use)

Building of Rome ( Varronian epoch,

u. c.)

Era of Nabonassar ...

July 1. 776 3938 1,438,171

April 22. 753 3961 1,446,502

Feb. 26. 747 3967 1,448,638

Eclipse of Tliales May 28. 585 4129 1,507,900

Eclipse of Larissa ... May 19, 557 4157 1,518,118

Metonic cycle ( Astronomical epoch) July 15. 432 4282 1,563,831

Callippic cycle Do. ( Biot) June 38. 330 4384 1,599,608

Philippic eri, or eraof Philip Aridaeus Nov. 12. 324 4390 1,603,398

Era of the Seleuoidas ... Oct. 1. 312 4402 1,607,739

Eclipse of Agathocles ... Aug. 15. 310 4404 1.608,422

Caesarean era of Antic<;h Sept. I. 49 4665 1,703,770

Julian reformation of the Calendar Jan. 1. 45 4669 1,704,987

Spanish era - Jan. 1. 38 4676 1,707,544

Actian era in Rome ... Jan. I. 30 4684 1,710,466

Actian era of Alexandria Aug. 29. 30 4684 1,710,706

Vulgar or Dionysian era Jan. 1. A.D. 1 4714 1,721,424

Era of Diocletian ... Aug. 29. 284 4997 1,825,030

Hejira (astronomical epoch, new July 15. 622 5335 1,948,439

moon)
Era of Yudegird.... June 16. 632 5345 1,952,063

Eclipse of SticklasUd . Aug. SI. 1030 5743 2,093,155

Gelalvan era (Sir H. Nicolas) March 14. 1079 5793 2.115,285

Last day of Old Style (Catholic

nations)

Last day of Old Style in England .

Oct 4. 1582 6295 2,299,160

Sept. 2. 1752 6465 3,361,381

Gregorian

Datei.

•_ : ...

New Style in Catholic nations Oct. 15. 1582 6295 2,299,161

Ditto in England - Sept. 14. 1752 6465 2.361,222

Commencemtin* of the 19th century. Jan. 1. 1801 6514 2,378,862

Epoch of Bode's caulogue of stars

Epoch of the catalogue of stars of Jan. 1. 1830 6543 2,389,454

the R. Astronomical Society

Epoch of the catalogue of the British Jan. 1. 1850 6563 2,396,759

1 Asfiociatiun

* Sec note (C) at tlio end of this chapter.
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(927.) The determination of the exact interval between

any two given dates, is a matter of Buch importance, and,

unless methodically performed, is so very liable to error, that

the following rules will not be found out of place. In the

first place it must be remarked, generally, that a date,

whether of a day or year, always expresses the day or year

current and not elapsed, and that the designation of a year

by A. D. or B. c. is to be regarded as the name of that year,

and not as a mere nun^er uninterruptedly designatinff the

place of the year in the scale of time. Thus, in the date,

Jan. 5. B. 0. 1, Jan. 5 does not mean that 5 days of Ja-

nuary in the year in question have elapsed, but that 4

have elapsed, and the 5th is current. And the B. c. 1, in-

dicates that thefirst day of the year so named, (the first year

current before Christ,) preceded the first day of the vidgar

era by one year. The scale of a.d. and B.C., as already ob-

served, is not continuous, the year in both being wanting

;

80 that (supposing the vulgar reckoning correct) our Saviour

was born in the year B.C. 1. : .

- ^ - ;*;*',

(928.) Tofind the year current of the Julian period, (j. p.)

corresponding to any given year current B. c. or a. d. If b. c,
subtract the number of the year from 4714 : if a. d., add its

number to 4713. For examples, see the foregoing table.

(929.) To find the day current of the Julian period cor-

responding to anygiven date, Old Style. Convert the year b. c.

or A. T>. into the corresponding year j. p. as above. Subtract

I and divide the number so diminished by 4, and call Q the

integer quotient, and B> the remainder. Then will Q be

the number of entire quadriennia of 1461 days each, and R
the residual years, the first of which is always a leap-year.

Convert Q into days by the help of the first of the annexed

tables, and B by the second, and the sum will be the interval

between the Julian epoch, and the commencement, Jan. 1.

of the year. Then find the days intervening between the

be^unlng of Jan. 1., and that of the date-day by the third

table, using the column for a leap-year, where B,=0, and

that for a common year when R is 1, 2, or 3. Add the days

in Q ~
9 «H1M the dUiu will De tne days
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elapsed of the Julian period, the number of which increased

by 1 gives the day current. j»tfr *;,.

Tabu 1. MuUlplei of 1461, the tiajr* in a
Julian QuadrteHnium.

1461

29S2
4383

5844
7305

II
8

8766 II 9

10227
11688
13149

Tabli 3. Dajr* In
Realdual yeart.

1 366
2 yn
3 1096

Table 3.— Days elapiieti iom Jan. I. to the 1st of each Month.

In a common In a leap In a common In a lenp
-i j: 1- Year. Year.*^ Year. Year.*^

Jan. 1. July 1. - 181 182
Feb. 1. - 31 31 Aug. 1. - S12 213
March 1. - 59 60 Sept. 1. - 243 244
April 1. - 90 91 Oct 1. 273 274
May I. • 120 121 Nov. 1. . 304 305
June 1. 151 152 Dec. I. 334 335

Example.— What is the current day of the Julian period

corresponding to the last day of Old Style in England, on

Sept. 2., A.D. 1752.
-v;:*giWjT "km ':'m-

} 1759 ) . :.

4713

6465 year current.
' I

4)6464 years elapsed.

Q-1616
R- }

1000
600
10
6

R.O
Jan. 1. to Sept. I.

Sept. 1. to Sept. 8.

1,461,000

876,600

14,610

8,766

244
1 . -?-...

2,361,221 days elapsed.

Current day the 8,361,222*.

tt;'^i^£V.•i::^-u4'*^; - •
?''' •-

(930.) To find the same for any given date, New Style.

Proceed ps above, considering the date as a Julian date, and

disregarding the change of style. Then from the resulting

days, subtract as follows :
—

For any date of New Style, antecedent to March 1. a. o. 1700 • 10 daya.

After Feb. 28. 1700 and before March 1. a.d. 1800 • - -11 days.

„ 1800 N t> 1900 - - •12 days.

„ 1900 „ „ 2100. - - 13days,&e.

(931.) Tofind the interval between any two dates, whether

of Old or New Styky or one of one, and one of the other. Find
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/'7:

the day current of- the Julian period corresponding to each

date, and their difierence is the interval required. If the

dates contain hours, minutes, and seconds, they must be

annexed to their respective days current, and the subtraction

performed as usual. w "^ V " f-"^

(932.) The Julian rule made every fourth year, without

exception, a bissextile. This is, in fact, an over-correction

;

it supposes the length of the tropical year to be 365^**,

which is too great, and thereby induces an error of 7 days in

900 years, as will easily appear on triaL Accordingly, so

early as the year 1414, it began to be perceived that the

equinoxes were gradually creeping away from the 21st of

March and September, where they ought to have always

fallen had the Julian year been exact, and happening (as it

appeared) too early. The necessity of a fresh and effectual

reform in the calendar was from that time continually urged,

and at length admitted. The change (which took place

under the popedom of Gregory XIII.) consisted in the

omission of ten* nominal days after the 4th of October, 1582,

(so that the next day was called the 15th, and not the 5tb,)

and the promulgation of the rule already explained for future

regulation. The change was adopted immediately in all

catholic countries; but more slowly in protestant. In England,
" the change of style," as it was called, took place after the

2d of September, 1752, eleven nominal days being then

struck out 'j so that, the last day of Old Style being Uie 2d,

the first of New Style (the next day) was called the 14th,

instead of the 3d. The same legislative enactment which

established the Grregorian year in England in 1752, shortened

the preceding year, 1751, by a full quarter. Previous to

that time, the year was held to begin with the 25th March,

and the year a.d. 1751 did so accordingly; but that year

was not suffered to run out, but was supplanted on the 1st

January by the yeai' 1752, which (as well as every subse-

quent year) it was enacted should commence on that day, so

that our English year 1751 was in effect an " annus confu-

sionis," and consisted of only 282 days. Russia is now the

* ate note (B) at the end of this chapter.
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only country in Europe in which the Old Style is still ad-

hered to, and (another seculai ; .^ having elapsed) the differ-

ence between the European and Russian dates amounts, at

present, to 12 days.

(933.) It is fortunate for astronomy that the confusion of

dates, and the irreconcilable contradictions which historical

statements too often exhibit, when confronted with the best

knowledge we possess of the ancient reckonings of time,

affect recorded observations but little. An astronomical

observation, of any striking and well-marked phasnomenon,

carries with it, in most cases, abundant means of recovering

its exact date, when any tolerable approximation is af-

forded to it by chronological records; and, so far from

being abjectly dependent on the obscure and often contra-

dictory dates, which the comparison of ancient authorities

indicates, is often itself the surest and most convincing

evidence on which a chronological epoch can be brought to

rest. Remarkable eclipses, for instance, now that the lunar

theory is thoroughly understood, can be calculated back for

several thousands of years, without the possibility of mis-

taking the day of their occurrence. And, whenever any

such eclipse is so interwoven with the account given by an

ancient author of some historical event, as to indicate pre-

cisely the interval of time between the eclipse and the event,

and at the same time completely to identify the eclipse, that

date is recovered and fixed for ever. This has been done in

the cases of four very remarkable total eclipses of the sun,

(the dates of which are accordingly entered as epochs in

the table of Chronological Eras, art 926), which have given

rise (at least one of them) to much diecussion and diversity of

opinion among astronomers, but which have at length been

definitively settled by Mr. Airy on the occasion of the recent

publication of Prof. Hansen's Lunar Tables, the accuracy of

which is such as justify the most entire reliance on the results

of such calculations grounded upon them.

(933 a.) The solar eclipse designated as that "of Thales"

is the celebrated one which is stated by Herodotus to have

been nredicted b^^ that nhilnannher. nnd tO have OaUged ^e
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BUBpension of a battle between the Medes and Lydians, fol-

lowed by a treaty of peace. Only a total eclipBe, as Mr.

Baily had clearly shown, could have so attracted the atten-

tion of the combatants ; and in a very remarkable memoir on

the subject (Phil. Trans. 1811) that eminent astronomer

was led, by the use of the best tables then in existence, to

identify this eclipse with the total one of Sept. 30th, b.c. 610,

which, according to those tables, must have nassed over the

mouth of the river Halys (where it had all along been assumed,

though without any positive grounds for the assumption, the

battle was fought). The same conclusion having been ar-

rived at by M. Oltmanns, the point was supposed to be

settled. Prof. Hansen's tables, however, throw the path of

the shadow in this eclipse altogether out of Asia Minor, and

even north of the sea of Azof. On the other hand the eclipse

of B.O. 585, which was also total, passed, according to those

tables, over Issus, a locality satisfying all the circumstantial

and general military conditions of the narrative even better

than the Halys, and at this spot there can now be little or no

doubt the battle was really fought.
*

(933 b.) The total eclipse of the sun which was witnessed

by the fleet of Agathocles in his escape from Syracuse, block-

aded by the Carthaginians, on the second day of his voyage

to Cape Bon, had been considered by Mr. Baily in the memoir

above cited, and found to be incompatible (according to the

then existing tables) with the year B.C. 310, supposing the

former eclipse to have been rightly identified. This having now

been shown not to be the case, it is all the more satisfactory

to find that, under very reasonable and natural suppositions

respecting Agathocles' voyage, the total eclipse which did

undoubtedly pass on the date assigned very near the southern

comer of Sicily might have enveloped his fleet, and that no

other eclipse by possibility could have done so.

(933 c.) The " eclipse of Larissa " is related by Xenophon

to have caused the capture of the Asiatic city of that name,

by producing a panic terror in its Median defenders, of which

the Persian besiegers took advantage. The site of Larissa

has been gatisfactcrily identiued by Mr. Layard with NiM-
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ROUD, and a pyramid of stone clobe to it (the city being of

burnt brick on a substructure of stone) is expressly men-
tioned by Xenophon, the remains of which still exist ; as well

as those of a neighbouring castle near Mespila (Mosul) built

of shelly stones (also expressly mentioned as such by the Greek
historian). According to Hansen's tables the total eclipse

of Aug. 15th, B.C. 310, passed centrally over Nimroudf and,

—

the total shadow being in this instance a very small one, not

exceeding some 25 miles in diameter,—we are thus presented

with a datum, in those remote times, having all the precision

of a most careful modem observation, not only for establish-

ing a chronological epoch, but for affording a point of refe-

rence in the history of the moon's motion. The eclipse of

Sticklastad is of no historical importance.* :m:m'-

(934.) The days thus parcelled out into years, the next

step to a perfect knowledge of time is to secure the identifi-

cation of each day, by imposing on it a name universally

known and employed. Since, however, the days of a whole

year are too numerous to admit of loading the memory with

distinct names for each, all nations have felt the necessity of

breaking them down into parcels of a more moderate extent

;

giving names to each of these parcels, and particularizing the

days in each by numbers, or by some especial indication.

The lunar month has been resorted to in many instances

;

and some nations have, in fact, preferred a lunar to a solar

chronology altogether, as the Turks and Jews continue to do

to this day, making the year cousisx of 12 lunar months, or

354 days. Our own division into twelve unequal months is

entirely arbitrary, and often productive of confusion, owing

to the equivoque between the lunar and calendar month.t

The intercalary day naturally attaches itself to I)'ebruary as

the shortest month.

* The solar eclipse in the first year of the Peloponnesian War, which was total

at Athens, "some stars hecoming visible," according to Thucydides, deserves to

be recomputed. See Heis. He supposes the eclipse not total, and the " stars " to

have been planets.

t " A month in law is a lunar month or twenty-eight days," (I I see Art.

418.) " unless otherwise expressed."— Blaekstone, ii. chap. 3. : "a lease for twelve

months is only for forty-eight weeks," Ibid,; yet the same eminent authority

(Introd. § 3.) informs us that "the law is the perfection of reASon." and that
" what is not reason is not Itiw."

-
: ' ..
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(935.) Astronomioal time reckons from the noon of the

current day ; civil from the preceding midnight, so that the

two dates coincide only during the earlier half of the astrono-

mical and the latter ofthe civil day. This is an inconvenience

which might be remedied by shifting the astronomical epoch to

coincidence with the civil. There is, however, another incon-

venience, and a very serious one, to which both are liable,

inherent in the nature of the day itself,which is a local phaeno-

menon, and commences at different instants of absolute time,

under different meridians, whether we reckon from noon,

midnight, sunrise, or sunset. In consequence, all astronomical

observations require in addition to their date, to render them

comparable with each other, the longitude of the place of

observation from some meridian, commonly respected by all

astronomers. For geographical longitudes, the Isle of

Ferroe has been chosen by some as a common meridian,

indifferent (and on that very account offensive) to all nations.

Were astronomers to follow such an example, they would

probably fix upon Alexandria, as that to which Ptolemy's ob-

servations and computations were reduced, and as claiming

on that account the respect of all while offending the national

egotism of none. But even this will not meet the whole

difficulty. It will still remain doubtful, on a meridian 180"

remote from that of Alexandria, what day is intended by any

given date. Do what we will, when it is Monday the Ist of

January, 1849, in one part of the world, it will be Sunday

the 31st of December, 1848, in another, so long as time is

reckoned by local hours. This equivoque, and the necessity

of specifying the ge<^raphical locality as an element of the

date, can only be got over by a reckoning of lime which

refers itself to some event, real or imaginary, common to

all the globe. Such an event is the passage of the sun

through the vernal equinox, or rather the passage of an

imaginary sun, supposed to move with peifect equality,

through a vernal equinox supposed free from tie inequalities

of nutation, and receding upon the ecliptic with perfect uni-

formity. The actual equinox is variable, not only by the
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effect of nutation, but by that of the inequality of precession

resulting from the change in the plane of the ecliptic due to

planetary perturbation. Both variations are, however, pe-

riodical, the one, in the short period of 19 years, the other,

in a period of enormous length, hitherto uncidculated, and

whose maximum of fluctuation is also unknown. This would

appear, at first sight, to render impracticable the attempt to

obtain from the sun's motion any rigorously uniform measure

of time. A little consideration, however, will satisfy us that

such is not the case. The solar tables, by which the apparent

place of the sun in the heavens is represented with almost

absolute precision from the earliest ages to the present time,

are constructed upon the supposition that a certain angle,

which is called " the sun's mean longitude/' (and which is

in effect the sum of the mean sidereal motion of the sun, plus

the mean sidereal motion of the equinox in the opposite

direction, as near as it can be obtained from the accumulated

observations of twenty-five centuries,) increases with rigorous

uniformity as time advances. The conversion of this mean
longitude into time at the rate of 360" to the mean tropical

year, (such as the tables assume it,) will therefore give us

both the unit of time. ^^ ul the uniform measure of its lapse,

which we seek. It \i lii also furnish us with an epoch, not

indeed marked by any real event, but not ou that account

the less positively fixed, being connected, through the medium

of the tables, with every single observation of the sun on

which they have been constructed and with which compared.

(936.) Such is the simplest abstract conception of equi-

noctial time. It is the mean longitude of the sun of some

one approved set of solar tables, converted into time at the

rate of 360" to the tropical year. Its unit is the mean

tropical year which those tables assume, and no other, and its

epoch is the mean vernal equinox of these tables for the

current year, or the instant when the mean longitude of the

tables is rigorously 0, according to the assumed mean motion

of the aun and equinox, the assumed epoch of mean longitude,

and the assumed equinoctial point on which the tables have

been computed, and no other. To give complete effect to
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this idea, it only remains to specify the particular tables

fixed upon for the purpose, which ought to be of great and

admitted excellence, since, once decided on, the very essence

of the conception is that no subsequent alteration in any respect

should be made, even when the continualprogress of astronomical

science shall have shown any one or all of the elements concerned

to be in some minute degree erroneous (as necessarily they

must), and shall have even ascertained the corrections they

require (to be thi^mselves again corrected, when another step

in refinement shall have been made).

(937.) Delambre'a solar tables (in 1828) when this mode
of reckoning time ^as first introduced*, appeared entitled to

this distinction. According to these tables, the sun's mean
longitude was 0**, or the mean vrmal equinox occurred, in the

year 1828, on the 22d of March at l^ 12» 59*05 mean time

at Greenwich, and therefore at I'* 12"' 20''65 mean time at

Paris, or 1*> 56"' 34' 55 mean time at Berlin, at which instant,

therefore, the equinoctial time was 0^ 0'' 0*^ 0*'00, being the

commencement of the 1828th year current of equinoctial

time, if we choose to date from the mean tabular equinox,

nearest to the vulgar era, or of the 654 Ist year of the Julian

period, if we prefer that of the first year of that period.

(938.) Equinoctial time then dates from the mean vernal

equinox of Delambre's solar tables, and its unit is the mean
tropical year of these tables (365'''242264). Hence, having

the fractional part of a day expressing the diflference between

the mean local time at any place (suppose Greenwich) on

any one day between two consecutive mean vernal equinoxes,

that difference will be the same for every other day in the

same interval. Thus, between the mean equinoxes of 1828

and 1829, the difference between equinoctial and Greenwich

time is 0*-956261 or 0* 22'' 57"" 0'-95, which expresses the

equinoctial day, hour, minute, and second, corresponding to

mean noon at Greenwich on March 23, 1828, and for the

noons of the 24th, 25th, &c., we have only to substitute Id,

2d, &o. for C, retaining the same decimals of a day, or the

same hours, minutes, &c., up to and including March 22,

* On the inMince of the author of tlicte pnges.
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1829. Between Greenwich noon of the 22d and 23d of

March, 1829, the 1828th equinoctial year terminates, and
the 1829th commences. This happens at 0*'*286003, or at

6^ 51"* 60'*66 Greenwich mean time, after which hour, and

until the next noon, the Greenwich hour added to equinoctial

time 364*''956261 will amount to more than 365242264, a

complete year, w^hich has therefore to be subtracted to get

the equinoctial date in the next year, corresponding to the

Greenwich time. For example, at 12'» 0" 0* Greenwich
mean time, or C'SOOOOO, the equinoctial time will be

364-9562610+ •500000=365-456261, which being greater

than 365-242264, shows that the equinoctial year current has

changed, and the latter number being subtracted, we get

0<'-213977 for the equinoctial time of the 1829th year current

corresponding to March 22, 12^ Greenwich mean time.

(939.) Having, therefore, the fractional part of a day

for any one year expressing the equinoctial hour, &c., at the

mean noon of any given place, that for succeeding years will

be had by subtracting 0<''242264, and its multiples, from such

fractional part (increased if necessary by unity), and for pre-

ceding years by adding them. Thus, having found 0*198525

for the fractional part for 1827, we find for the fractional

parts for succeeding years up to 1853 as fallows* : —

110981
•868717

•C26453
•384189

•I 4 1 925
•899661

18S8 •956361 1835 •260413 184'^ •564565 1848

1839 •713997 1836 •018149 1843 •322301 1849

1890 •471 733 1837 •775885 1844 •080037 1850
>8?tl •229469 1838 •533621 1845 •837773 1851

18S2 •987205 1839 •391357 184*5 •595509 1852

1833 •744941 1840 •049093 1847 •353245 1853

1834 •502677 1841 •806829

* TheM numbera differ from those in the Nautical Almarack, and would
require to be lubetituted for thein, to carry out the idea of equinoctial time ai

alMve laid down. In the years I99S — 1833, the late eminent editor of that

work iupd an equinox slightly diifbring from that of Deiaml>re, which accounts

for the difference in those years. In 1834, it would hppenr that a deviation

both flrom the principle of the text and from the previous practice of that ephc.

ineris took place, in deriving the fraction for 1R34 from that for 1833, which has

been ev<>r since perpetuated. It continted in rejecting tlie mean longitude of

Deliimbre's tables, and adopting Hessi'l's correction of that element. The effect

of this alteration was to insert 3" 3'^68 vf purr-ly imaginary timn, between the

end of the equinoctial year 1833 and the Itcginning of 1834, cr, in other words,

to make the '.r.ttrvs! bvtwtcn the nooni of «Iarch 22 and S3, iS34, 24- :»» S*^6"8,

when reckoned by equinoctial time. In 1835, and in all subsequent years, a

further departure (Vom the principle of the text took place by substituting Bcssi'l's

Y Y
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tropical year of 5!65-24a2I7.'> for Delambre's. Thus the whole subject fell into

conftision. Under the present eminent superintendent of the Nautical Alnia>

naok a oompromiae has been effected— a fixed equinoctial year of S(>5-242'J16

mean solar days has been adopted (and it is to be hoped will henceforward be

adhered to), and corrections sUted by which the data in the Altnanaoks for I8'i8

—1834 may be brouKlit into consistency with those in after years. According

to this arrangement the fractional parts in question for 1823— 1856 will run as

follows :—

1828 •958S21 1836 •020593 1843 •325081 1350 •629569

1829 •716105 1837 •778377 1844 •08286J 1851 •387353

1830 •473889 1838 •536161 1845 •840649 1852 •145137

1831 •231673 1839 •293945 1846 •598433 1853 •902921

1832 •989457 1840 •051729 1847 •356217 1854 •660705

1833 •747241 1841 •809513 1848 •114001 1855 •418489

1834 •505025 1842 •S67297 1849 871785 1856 •176273

1835 •262809

INote {A) OH Art. (916.)

A rule proposed by Omir, a Persian astronomer of the court of Geluied<lin

Meiek Schah, in a.u. 1079) (or mure than five centuries before the reformation of

Gregory) deserves notice. It consists in interpolating a duy, as in the Julinn

system, every fourth year, only postponing to the 3dd year the intercalation

which on that system would be made in the 32d. Tliis is equivalent to omitting

the Julian intercalation altogether in each 128th year (retaining all the othurR).

To produce an accumulated error of a day on this system would require a lapse

of 5000 years, so that the Persian astronomer's rule is not only far more simple,

but materially more exact than the Gregorian.]

iKote (B) OH Table, Art. (9^6.) ^ i' • •

Tlie civil epochs of the Metonic cycle, and the Hejira, are each one day
later than the astronomical, the latter being the epochs of the absolute mw
moonc, the former those of the earliest possible visibility of the lunar crescent

in a tropical sky. M. Iliot has shown that the solstice and new moon not

only coincided on the day here set down as the commencement of the Callippic

cycle, but that, by a happy coincidence, a bare possibility existed of seeing the

orescent moon at Athens within that day, rtthonedfrom midnight to midnight']

[^Note{C)on Art. (932.)

The reformation of Gregory was, after all, incomplete. Instead of 10 days
he ought to have omitted 13. The interval from Jan. 1, a.d, 1, to Jan. 1, a d.

1582, reckoned as Julian years, is 577460 days, and as tropical, 577448, with
an error not exceeding 0*-01, the difference being 12 days, whose omission
would have completely restored the Julian epoch. But Gregory assumed for

his fixed point of departure, not that epoch, but one later by 324 years, viz.

Jan. 1, A.D. 325, the year of the Council of Nice; assuming which, the dif.

ferenceof the two reckonings \»9*-o08, or, to the nearest whole number, 10

M
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APPENDIX. 693

il. Synoptic Table op the Elements op the
Planetary System.

N.B.— a denotes the mean distance from the sun, that of the earth being

taken for unity ; P the mean sidereal period in mean solar days ; j the eccen-

tricity in decimal parts of the sewi-axis ; t the inclination of the orbH to the

ecliptic ; a the longitude of the ascending node ; tr that of the perihelion ; L
the mean longitude of the planet at the moment of the epoch E, for which
the elements are stated ; M the denominator of the fracti<m expressing the mass
of the planet, that of the sun being 1 ; D the diameter in miles ; A the

density, that of the earth being 1 ; T the time of rotation on its axis, in sidereal

hours ; d the mean angular equatorial diameter of the body of the planet, at

its mean distance from the earth, in seconds ; c the ellipticity of the spheroid, as a
fraction of the equatorial diameter; y the inclination of the axis of rotation to

the plane of the ecliptic ; H the mean intensity of light and heat received from
the sun, that received by the earth being 1. The asteroids are numbered in

their order of discovery.

.;
•"""; »f

>

a P e •

o II

The Sun
Mercury - 0-3870981 87 9692580 0-2056163 7 9-1

^ Venus 0-7233316 224-7007869 0-0068613 3 S3 2^-5

® Earth 1-0000000 365-2563612 0-0167922

<? Mars 1-5236923 686-9796458 0-0932168 1 51 6-2

1 Ceres 2-7671120 1681-271 00798539 10 S6 30-9

2 Pallas 2-7703890 1684 258 0-2393672 34 42 2;J-8

3 Juno 2-6686796 1592 -368 02561755 13 3 9-8

4 VesU 2-3613405 1325-366 00902038 7 8 9-1

5 Astraa 2-5777718 1511-696 01862906 5 19 8-1

6 llebe 2'4260617 1380 ii27 0-2013944 14 46 245
7 IrU 2 3612400 1347 078 0-23'/754e 5 27 56-4

8 Flora 2-2013860 11&. 004 0-1567040 5 53 8-0

9 Metis 2-3864005 IS46-488 0-1238522 5 36 0-3

10 Hygeia - 3-1593600 2051-145 0-0984962 3 46 50-5

11 Parthencpe 2-4525900 1402-928 0-0986870 4 36 57-6

13 Victoria - 2-3344916 1302-756 0-2178214 8 23 1-5

13 Egeria 2-5762794 1510-383 0-0873755 16 32 23-6

14 Irene 2.'5875348 1520 592 01680574 9 6 30-5

15 Eunomia - 2-6430842 1569-510 0-1878466 11 43 ^9'B

16 Psyche 2-9228660 1825-205 0-1346338 3 4 7-6

17 Thetis 2-4726140 1420144 0-1265394 5 35 25-8

18 Melpomene 2-2956321 1270-430 0-2174420 10 8 58-6

19 Fortuna 2-2413279 1393-272 01579393 1 32 33-7

20 Massilia • 2-4O90583 1304 -.197 0-1436802 41 9-7

21 '
;Utetia 2-4343600 1387-314 0-1622043 3 5 21-1

22 (alUope • 2-9094937 1812-699 01019601 13 45 28-4

23 Thalia 2-6280S76 1556-118 0-2314366 10 13 18-1

24 Themis 31435907 2035-807 0-1165263 48 57-7

25 Phocea 2-4010639 13SK-949 0-252.')329 21 35 53-6

'26 Proserpina - 2-6555649 1 580-640 0-0873697 3 35 394

87 Euterpe - 2-3464554 1312-853 0-1 729606 1 35 31-5

28 Dellona • 2-77508!)0 1688-550 0-1546816 9 82 32 8

y9 Amphitrite 8-5542518 1491-053 0-0726130 6 7 52-3

JO Urania 2-3637922 1324-376 0-1 25 975H 2 5 57-4

31 Euphroij e a>|56l600 2048-030 0-2160123 26 85 12-4

32 Pomona • 2-5830794 1516-367 0-0817246 5 29 14 <>

33 Polyhymnia 2-8646120 1770'912 0-337t>790 1 56 48-0
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a P e t

/ II

34 Cine a'e845337 I606'57S on 19305 5 26 55-5

35 Leuoothea 8-9736900 1873-01

B

0*2165035 3 15 17-7

36 AtalanU - 2-7498900 1665-596 0-2981714 18 42 9-1

37 Fidea . 2*6421470 1568-671 0-1748930 3 7 10-5

38 Leda . 2-7396845 1656-340 0-1555763 6 58 31-8

89 Letiiia 2-7693870 It 83 -34 8 0-1 1 10748 10 20 60-7

<0 Harmonia 2-2671500 1246-846 0-0460846 4 15 48*4

41 Daphne • 2-4003 1358-334 0-20S48 15 48 23
42 I sis 2-4338885 1386-914 0-2229198 8 34 39-6

43 Ariadne - 2-19904 1191-108 0-15750 S 28 —
44 NyK - 267687 1599-700 0*45339 3 53 —
45 Eugenia - 2*69685 1617-641 0-09123 6 35 —
46 'Jestia - 2-45689 1406-614 0*12260 2 18 —
47 Aglaia - 2-88954 1793-933 014019 5 6 —
48 Doris 3-10687 2000-220 0-07711 6 30 —
49 Pales • 3-08611 ISBOaSS 0-23766 3 8 —
50 Virginia - 2-67290 1596140 0-28904 8 52 —
5) Ncraansa ?

52 Enfopa,
" ^'

V- Jupiter - 5*2027760 4332-5848212 0-0481621 1 18 51-3

h Saturn - 9-5387861 10759-2198174 0-0561505 2 29 35-7

lil Uranus • 19-1823900 30686-8208296 0-0466108 46 28-4

v Neptune • 30-0362690 60126 170 0-0087192 1 46 59

Synoptic Table of Elements (continued).

a w
•

L £

o 1 II 1 II / II d

9 45 57 30-9 74 21 46-9 166 48-6 1801. Jan. 1-0, G.

6 74 54 129 138 43 51-1 11 33 SO Do.

$ . . 99 30 5-0 100 39 10-2 Do.

i 48 3-5 332 23 56-6 64 22 55-5 Do.
1 80 48 57-5 149 25 51-4 249 31 26-2 1858. June, 10-0, G.

2 172 38 32-7 122 7 38-4 224 28 25-5 1858. May, 29-0, G.

3 170 58 22-0 54 55-8 104 2 311 1858. Jan. 29-0, G.

4 103 21 10-3 250 35 29-4 218 26 1-1 1858. Apr. 23-0, G.

5 141 26 15-7 135 5 40-3 i^g 43 26-6 1859. Mar. 10, G.

6 138 35 29-0 15 7 48-8 2^2 1 33-1 1858. May, 8-0, B.

7 259 44 39-0 41 23 12-3 200 41 2-0 1857. Apr. 19 0, B.

8 110 17 48-6 32 54 28-3 68 48 31-9 1848. Jan. 1-0, B.

9 68 31 5-9 71 5 47-2 72 54 65 1857. Deo. 5-5, B.

10 287 17 3-5 230 42 541 25 49 27-8 1857. Oct. 13 0, G.

11 125 4 26-9 316 10 57-5 283 57 32-2 1858. June, 27 0, B.

12 235 33 34-9 SOI 56 36-0 312 33 52-4 1857. Aug. 2 0, G.

13 43 18 27-1 119 35 3-1 359 47 22-6 1857. June, 15*0, B.

14 sr 51 16-1 178 30 31-4 89 30 12-9 18,3. Dec. 25 0, B.

15 295 56 14*3 27 27 25-5 131 45 1-9 1858. Jan. 29-0, G.

16 150 32 48-5 12 40 34-3 51 35 34-8 1855. Nov. 26 0, B.

17 125 26 29-6 259 33 21-6 342 20 9-0 1857. Sept. 7-0, G.
18 150 4 30-7 15 9 58H) 167 39 90-9 1858. Mur. D^O, G.

19 211 25 0-2 30 23 30-5 149 16 50-5 1858. Mar. 60, G.
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/ II

26 5S-S 1

15

43
17-7
9-1

)^ ""

8 51-3

!f) 35-7
1

16 28-4

6 59

G.

G.

G.

G
G.

B.

n.

B.

n.

G.

B.

G.

B.

B.

G.

B.

G.

y}.

G.

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

28

29
30
31

32
33

34
35

36
37
38

39
40
41

42
43
44

45

46

47
48
49

50
51

52

n
h

a

206 36
80 29
66 36
67 37
36 7

214 4
45 54
93 43
144 43

356 ^e
308 12

31 25
220 49

9 14

184 49
356 24

359
8

98 26
111 56
72 59
130 11

//

23'9

37-6

21-8

4-9

27 9
54C
19-7

531
14-7

83*7

59*2

23-0

37-6

30-4

141
37-6

29-5

37'4

47'3

309
2-8

50-8

49-7

296 27
157 19

93 32
180 5

84 27

264 45 _-

127 6 —
148 20 —
181 32 —
4 25 —

185 14 —
290 27 —
173 52 ._

18-9

38'4

35-3

52-5

98 16
326 31

56 34
123 51

138 54
302 46
255 3
87 29
122 18

56 29
31 15

93 51

195 42
340 41
147 53
198 17

42 23
66 4
100 40

1 58
2 1

230 21

317 57
277 11

118 48
208 17

344 57
306 1

77 12

32 49
6 13

II

29-7

44-8

13x
19-4

29-1

90
43-2

25-3

36*6

5-0

29-C
6-6

33-5

55-8

32-1

0-2

47-8

28-2

28-4

57-6

50-8

39-8

48-4

1

1

8 34-6

89 9 29-8

167 31 16-1

47 19 385

54 45
153 14
224 46
133 10
110 19
294 46
?9a' 26
126 41

159
180

241

23
193

53 49
271 53

//

59-6

24-5

26*6

27-3

140
13-5

25-9

17 7

57-3

12-6

32-1

50-3

14-9

48-3

14-7

30-5

7-1

5-9

7-2

19-6

9-0

48-5

1-9

E

197 49
36 21
42 85
112 55
146 44
122 12
202 28
276 45
232 37
187 29
252 36
319 43
349 55
359 4
10 29
13 42

112 15 23-0

135 20 6-5

177 48 23-0

348 21 5-0

1856.

1857.

1860.

1857.

1857.

1857.

1858.

1858.

1854.

1858.

1857.

1855.

1857.

1855.

1855.

1855.

1856.

1856.

1856.

1856.

1856.

1856
1856.

1857.

'857.

1857.

1857.

1857.

1857.

1857.

1850.

Not.
Deo.

Jan.

Oct.

Deo.

July,

Aug.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
May,
Jan.

June,

Jan.

Apr.

May,
Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jaii,

Jan.

June,

July,

May,
June,

July,

Aug.
Oct.

Nov.
Nov.

Oct.

d

40,
24-0,

0,

18-0,

24-0,

lO'O,

3-0,

100,
0,

27-0.

15-0,

0-0,

27 0,

OO,
9-7.

0,

0,

0,

0-0,

1-0,

10,
0-5,

1-0,

18 '5,

15-5,

8-5,

16-5,

60,
OO,

0,

21-4,

B.
G.
B.

G.
G,

B.

G.
B.

B.

B.

B.

B.

G.
B.

B.

B.

B.

G.
B.

B.

B.

B.

B.

B.
B.

B.

B.

B.

B.

B.

B.

1801. Jan. lO, G.
Do.

Do.
1856. Jan. 1-0, B.

Synoptic Table OP Elements {continued). '

—
M D d A T y H

c

tt <! m • 3 ' //

o 1 882000 1923-64 0-25 607 48 — 82 40 — 45940
i? 4865751 3183 6-89 1-14 21 5 — • 6-674

A 401839 8108 17-55 0-84 23 21 — - 1-911

fh 359551 7925-648 • 1-00 24 66 32 6 1-000 298

<T '.'680337 4.)46 6-46 0-72 24 37 — 59 41 49 0-431 62

V 1047-871 90734 37-91 0-24 9 55 27 86 54 30 0-0^6 16'84

h 3501-600 76791 17 50 Oil 10 29 17 61 49 — 0-01

1

III Of»4/fl 3.-.107 3'91 0^0 • - 0O03

^ 18780 ? 39793 ? 2 -8 8 0-15 " " • OOOl
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Nam£S of Discovebbbs and Dates op Discoyebt
OF THE Asteroids.

Ceres Piaszi Jan. 1, 1801.

Pallas Olben Mar. 28, 1803.

Juno Harding Sept 1, 1804.

YesU Olbers Mar. 29, 1807.

Astraea Hencke Dec. 8, 1845.

Hebe Hencke July 1, 1847.

Iris Hind Aug. IS, 1847.

Flora Hind Oct 18, 1847.

Metis? Gral am Apr. 25, 1848.

Hygeia Oas] aris Apr. 12, 1849.

Fartbenope Gasiwris May 11, 1850.

Victoria Hind Sept 13. 1850.

Egeria? Gasparis Nov. 2, 1850.

TrAn<k
fHind
\ Gasparis

May 19,1851.
AS^VIIC May 23. 1851.

Eunomia Gasparis July 29, 1851.

Psyche Gasparis Mar. 17, 1852.

Thetis Luther Apr. 17, 1852.

Melpomene Hind June 24, 1852.

Fortuna Hind Aug. 22, 1852.

Maisilia f Gasparis

\ Cbacomao
r>-pt 19, 1852.

Sept 20, 1852.

Lutetia Ooidschmidt Not. 15, 1852.

Calliope Hind Nov. 16, 1852.

Thalia Hind Dec 15, 1852.

Themis? Gasparis Apr. 5, 1853.

Phocea Chacornac Apr. 6, 1853.

Proserpina Luther May 5, 1853.

Euterpe Hind Nov. 8, 1853.

Bellona Luther Mar. 1, 1854.
TMarth Mar. 1, 1854.

Ampbitrite Pogson Mar. 1, 1854.
Chacornac Mar. 2, 1854.

Urania Hind July 22. 1854.

Euphrosyne Ferguson Sept I, 1854.

Pomona Goldschmidt Oct 26, 1854.

Pol>hymnia Chacornac Oct 28, 1854.

Circe Chacornac Apr. 6, 1855.

Leucothea Luther Apr. 19, 1855.

AtalanU Goldschmidt Oct 5, 1855.

Fides Lutber Oct 5, 1855.

Leda Chacornac Jan. 12, 1856.

Lietitia ? Chacornac Feb. 8, 1856.

Harmonia Goldschmidt Mar. 1. 1856.

Daphne Ooidschmidt May 22, 1856.

Isi&? Pogson May 23. 1856.

Ariadne Pogson Apr. 15, 1857.

Nysa Goldschmidt May 27, 1857.

Eugenia ? Goldschmidt June 28, 1857.

Hestia? Pogson Aug. 16, 1857.

Aglaia ^ Luther Sept 15. 1857.

Doris Ooidschmidt Sept 19. 1857.

Pales? Goldschmidt Sept 19, 1857.

Virginia
r Ferguson
(.Luther

Oct 4, 1857.
Oct 19, 1857.

Nemansa ? I^aurent Jan. 22, 1858.

Europa Goldschmidt Feb. 4, 1858.
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:rt Note.—The elements of the orbitt of Mercury,Venua, the Earth, Mara, Jupiter,
Saturn, and Uranus, are those given by the late F. fiaily, Esq., in bis - Astro-
nomical Tables and Formulae," and are the same with tliose which form the
basis of Delambre's tables, embodying the formulas of Laplace. The elements
of Uranus and Neptune can only be regarded as provisional ; those of the former
requiring considerable corrections, necessitated by the discovery of Neptune, but
which, not being yet finally ascertained, by reason of the uncertainty still at-

tending on the mass and elements of the latter planet, it was thought better to

leave the old elements untouched than to give an imperfect rectification of them.
Those of Neptune are Prof. Sears Walker's, as stated in Berl. Ephem. 1858,

p. 408. The masses of the planets are those most recently adopted by Encke
(Ast. Nachr. No. 443.), on mature consideration of all the authorities, that of
Neptune excepted, which is Prof. Pierce's determination from Bond's and
Lassell's observation of the satf>!iite discovered by the latter. The densities are

calculated from the values atiopted for M, D, and £.
Theelementsof the Asteroids, Nos. I—42, with exception of Flora and Daphne,

are those used in the Supplement to the Nauticil Almanac for 1861. Those ofthe
two last named Asteroids are Briinnow's and Pape's, given in the Berl. Ephem. for

1860. The elements of Nos. 43, 44, 45, 46, are those of Pape and Forster, as

i> Ued in Ast. Soc. Notices, vol. xvii.; of Nos. 47, 48, 49, 50, those given
respectively by Bruhns, Powalsky, and Encke, in Astron. Nachr., Nos. 1117,
1115,1115,1127. The elements of Nemansa (if it be really to retain so un-
couth a name), and of No. 52, have not yet come to our knowledge, lliose of
Eugenia (45.) are very uncertain.

The elements of the recently-discovered small planets may undergo material

corrections from further observation. The orbits of Astraea and Hygeia approach

at one point 'their common node) within 0*006 of the radius of the earth's orbit.

Many of the names of the Asteroids appear to us very unhappily chosen. Thus,
confusion is very likely to arise in printing or speaking, between Iris and Isis,

Lutetia and Lartitia, Thetis and Metis, Thetis and Themis, Verta and Hestia,

Hygeia and Egera, Egeria and Eugenia, PrJlas and Pales. Is it too much to

hope that the discoverers of the interfering members of thvse pairs will recon-

sider their names ? It is not yet too late : there is yet a Muse or two luft ; the

Nymphs, Dryads, Oceonidse, &c., afford an infinite choice of classic names,

graceful and euphonous. Metis is known to few as a mythological name. Pales

to fewer as that of a female divinity, Nemansa to none as the name of anybody
(the ancient name of Nismes was Nemansus).

III. „

Synoptic Table of the Elements op the Orbits
or THE Satellites, so par as they are known.*

1. Tub Moon.
Mean distance f^om earth . • - -

Mean sidereal revolution . . - -

Mean synodical ditto ....
Excvntricity of orbit ....
Mean revolution of nodes ....
Mean revolution of apogee . . • -

Mean longitude of node at epoch - • -

Mean longitude of perigee at ditto - - •

Mean inclination of orbit . - . .

Mean long'tude of moon at epoch - • -

Mass, that of earth being 1,

Diameter in miles . . - - -

Density, that of the earth being I, . - -

* The distances are expressed in equatorial radii of

epoch is Jan. 1. 1 80 i, unless otherwise expressed. The
pressed in mean solar days.

60"27343300
27«-321661418
29«-530588715
0-054908070

. 6793«-391080
- 3232«-575343
- 130 53' iTf-f

- 266 10 7 ">

5 8 39 -96

. 118 17 8-3
0-011361
2164-6

0-556

the primaries. The
periods, &o., are ex-
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INDEX.

N.B. Tha reference* are to the article!, not to the pagcii.

. . . attachi>d to a reference number indicate! that the reference extendi to the article cited, and
!everal !ub!equent in lucceieion.

AnnRjuTioir of light explained, 329.

Its uranographical effects, 333, Of
an object in motion. 835. How dis-

tinguished from parallax, 805. Sys-

tematic, 862.

Abotd Wefa, 705.

Acceleration, secular, of moon's mean
motion, 740.

Adams, 606.767.
'

Adjustment, errors of, in instruments,

136. Of particular instruments. (See

those instruments.)

^tna portion of earth visible from, 33.

Height of, 32. note.

Agathoelet, eclipse of, 933. ft., and
Table of Eras. art. 926.

Air, rarefaction uf, 33. Law of den-

sity, 37. Refractive power affected

by moisture, 41.

Airy, O, B., Esq., his results respecting

figure of the earth, 220. Researches

on perturbations of the earth by
' Venus, 726. Rectification of themass

of Jupiter, 767.

Alhategnius, 430.

Algol, 821.

Altitude, used to find time, 129.

and azimuth instrument, 187.

s, equal, method of, 188.

Andromeda, nebula in, 874.

Angle of position, 204. Of situation,31 1

.

Angle; meaiuremem of, 163. 167.

Hour, 107.

Angular velocity, law of, variation of,

360.

Anomalistic year, S84.

Anomaly of a planet, 499.

Annular nobulfc, 876.

AnturcHc circle, 364. 382

Apr* of aberration, 343
*A9 r\r M>A.ao»lnn a^Q

Of parallax,
B..l<al. a/ij

Of shooting itars, 909. 904.

Aphelion, S68.

Apogee, 368. Of moon, 406. Period
of its revolution, 687.

Apsides, 400. Revolution of lunar,409.

Motion of, investigated, 675. Ap-
plicati n to lunar, 676... Motion
of, illustrated by experiment, 692.
Of planetary orbits, 694. Libration
of, 694. Motion in orbits vcy near
to circles, 696. In excentric orbits,

697...

Arago, 387. 395. 776. 877.
Arcs of meridian, how measured, 211.

Measures of some, 216.

Arctic circle, 364. 382.

Areas, Kepler's law of, 3i2..., 490.

Argelander, his researches on variable

stars, 820..., on sun's proper mo-
tion, 854.

Argo, ncbulsB ii, 887. Irregular star

V in constellation, 830.

Ariel, 551.

Ariatillus, 430.

Ascension, right, 108. (See Right as-

cension.)

Asteroids, their existence suspected

previous to their discovery, 505.

Appearance in telescopes, 525. Gra-
vity on surfnce of, 525. Elements.

Appendix, Hynoptic Table. Total

mass of, inconsiderable, 625. (See
Synoptic Tables.

)

Astraa, discovery of, 605.

Astrometer, 783.

Astronomy. Etymology, 11. General

notions, 11.

Atmosphere, constitution of, 33... Pos-

sible limit of, 36. Its waves, 37.

Strata, 37. Causes refraction, 38.

Twilight, 44. Total mass of, 343.

Of Jupiter, 613. Of the sun, see

Sun. Of the moon, 431.

Attraction of a sphere, 446—450. ( See
riravWiilion N 'Vn a nliarrviil 04U" "••/ *" - -r-——"1 -""•

Augmentation of moon s apparent dia-

meter, 404.
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k

Auguttua, his reformation of mistakes
in the Julian calendar (919.)> Era
of, 926.

Aurora Burealis, 115.

Australia, excessive summer tempera-
ture of, 369.

Auzout, 158. note.

Averages of results, their use, 137.

Axis of the earth. 82. llotation per-

manent, 56. Major, of the earth's

orbit, 373. Of sun's rotation, 392.

Axis of a planetary orbit. Momentary
ariatioii of, caused by the tnngentiiil

force only, 658. 660. Its variations

periodical, 661... Invariability of,

and how understood, 668.

Azimuth, 103.— and altitude iustru-

meut, 187.

B.

Baity, his observation of annular eclipse
of the sun, 425. His beads, 425.

Barometer, nature of its indication, 33.

Use in calculating refraction, 43.

In determining liuiglits, 287.

Base, measurement of, 273.

Beads. Daily's, 425.

Beer and Maodler, their work on the

moon, 429.

Be/te of Jupiter, 513. Of Saturn, 514.
Bessel, his results respecting the figure

of the earth, 220. Discovers pural-

luxof 61 Cygni, 812.

Biela's comet, 579...

Biot, his aiJroiiautic ascent, 32.

Bissextile, 932. Omar's proposal for

its periodical omission. Note (A) on
art, 926.

Bode, his (so-called) law of planetary

distances, 505. Violated in the case

of Neptune. 507.

Boguslawski, remarkable observation

of Hailoy's comet by, 571. note.

Bohnenbergtr, his principle of collima-

tion, 179.

Bond, Prof., his oli.^ rvations of interior

ring of Saturn, 521. His discovery

of an eighth satoUite of Saturn, 548.

Borda, his principle of repetition, 198.

Bouvard, his suspicion of extraneous
influence on Urantis, 700.

Brewster, Sir D., his poloriiiug eye-

piece, 204. d,

C.

Citsar, his reform of tho Roman calun.

dar. 917.

Calendar, Julian, 917. Gregorian, 914.

Calms, equatorial, 244.

Cause and effect, 439. and note.

Cavendish, his experiment, 776. h.

Centeroi the earth, 80. Of the sun, 462.

of gravity, 360. lievolution

about, 452. Of the earth and moon,
452. Of the snn and earth, 451.

Centrifugalforce. Elliptic form ofearth

produced' by, 224. Illustrated, 225.

Compared with gravity, 229. Of a
budy revolving on the earth's sur-

face, 452.

Ceres, discovery of, 505.

Challis, Prof., 606. note.

Charts, celestial, Ul. Construction

oti 291... Bremiker's, 606. and note.

Chinese records of comets, 674. Of
irregular stars, 831.

Chronometers,)xoYi used for determining

differences of longitude, 255.

Circle, arctic and antarctic, 95. Verti-

cal, 100. Hour, 106. Divided, 103.

Meridian, 174. Reflecting, 197. Re-
peating, 198. Galactic, 793. Mural,
163. 168. Arctic and antarctic, 364.

312. i-'s co-ordinate, 181.

Clamp, 163.

Clausen, his orbit of comet of 1843,

596.

Clepsydra, 150.

Climate, 366... Secular changes of,

369. A..., 70,.

Clock, 151. £n\>r and rate of, how
found, 253.

Clockwork applied to equatorial, 186.

Clouds, greatest height of, 34. Magel-
lanic, 893...

Clusters of stars, 864... Globular, 867.

Irregular, 869.

Collimation, line of, 185.

Collimator, floating, 178. Bohnen-
bcrgerV, 179.

Co/ourcd stars, 851 ...

Colson, his maps, 284.

Colures, 307.

Comets, 554. Seen in day-time, 665.

690. Tails uf, 666... 666. 699. Kx-
tremo tenuity of, 658. General de-

scription of, 960. MotiouH uf, and
descril)ed, 601... Piirubulic, SG4.

Eliii)tic, 667... Hyperbolic, 564. Di-

mensions of, 665. Of llalley, 567...

Of Cnsiar, 57.3. Of Kneke. 676. Of
Biclfl, 579. Us subdivision into two,

580. Of Faye. 684. Of Lcxcll,

586. Of Do Vico, 586. Of Bror-

sen, 587. OI' Peters, 688. Synop-
sis of elements (Appouilix). In-
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crease of vimible dimensions in re*

cedingfromthesun, 571. 580. Great,

of 1843, 689... Its supposed identity

with many others, 594... Interest at-

tached to subject, 597. Cometary
statistics, and condusions thereflrom,

601. Conclusions from the phteno*

mena of their tails, 570. Possible

cause of their acceleration of period,

570. Heat sustained by, 592. Prin-

cipal discoverers of, 597. Periodic,

form two distinct families, 601. a.

Of 1680, 573. Of 1556, 574. Of
d'Arrest, 601. b.

Commetuurability (near) of mean mo-
tions ; of Saturn's satellites, 550. Of
Uranus and Nsptune, 669. and
note. Of Jupiter and Saturn, 720.

Earth and Venus, 726. EffecU of,

719.

Compentatiott of disturbances, how ef-

fected, 719. 725.

Compression of terrestrial spheroid,

221.

Configuration!, inequalities depending
on, 655...

Conjunctioni, superior and inferior,

469. 473. Perturbations chiefly pro-

duced at, 713.

Consciousness of effect when force is

exerted, 439.

Constellations, 60. 301. How brouglit

into view by change of latitude, 52.

Uising and setting of, 58.

Copernican explanation of diurnal mo-
tion, 76. Of apparent motions of

sun nnd planets, 77.

Correction of astronomical observa-

tions, 324... — s. Uranographical

summary, view of, 342... Order of

npplicntiun of, 345.

Culminations, 135. Upper and lower,

126.

Cycle, of conjunctions of disturbing

and disturbed planets, 719. Metu-
nic, 926. Callippic, ib. Solar, 921.

Lunar, 932. Of indictionN 923. Of
eclipses, 426.

Cyclones, 245. a.

Darkening glasses, 204. e.

JJatei, Julian and Gregorian, interval

between, how computed, 927...

Dawes, Rev. W. H., his mode of ob-

serving solar spots. 904. «, Hif dis-

covery of the sun's interior enve-

lope, 389. a. His observation of

Z

interior ring of Saturn, 5S1. Hit
discovery of bright spots on Jupi-
ter's belts, 512. Of an eighth satel-

lite of Saturn, 548.

Day, solar, lunar, and sidereal, 143.
Batio of sidereal to soku:, 305. 909.
911. Solar unequal, 146. Mean
ditto, invariable, 908. Civil and as-
tronomical, 147. Intercalary, 916.

Days el&psed between principal chro-
nological eras, 926. Rules for reck-
oning between given dates, 927. Of
week not the same over the globe,

257. And nights, their inequality

explained, 365.

Declinat-jn, 105. How obtained, 295.
Parallels of, 113.

D^nitiuns, 82.

Degree of meridian, how measured, 2 1 0.

... Error admissible in, 216. Length
of in various latitudes, 216. 221.

Density of earth, how determined, 776.

a. b.

Densities of sun and planets, 508. b.

{See also Synoptic Table.)

Diameters of the earth, 220, 221. Of
planets, synopsis. Appendix. {Set
also each planet.)

Dilatation of comets in receding from
the sun, 578.

Diminution of gravity at equator, 231.

Diome, 548.

Dip of horizon, 23.

sector, 18, 19.

Discs of stars, 816.

Distance of the moon, 403. ; the sun,

357. ; fixed stars, 807. 8 12... ; polar,

105.

Districts, natural, in heavens, 302. X
Disturbing forces, 456. Of sun on

moon, 606. Nature of, 609... Ge-
neral estimation of, 611. Nume-
rical values, 613. Unresolved in

direction, 614. Resolution of, in

two modes, 615. 618. Effects of

each resolved portion, 616... On
moon, expressions of, 676. Geo-
metrical representations of, 676. 717.

Diurnal motion explained, 58. Pa-
rnllnx, 339. Rotation, 144.

Double refraction, 303. Imngo mi-

crometer, a new, deMcril>ed, 203. Co-
rnet, 580. Nebula;, 878.

Double Stars, 833... Hpccimcnn of

each clas^ 835. Orbital motion
of, 839. Subject to Newtonian at-

tractio::, 843. Orbits of pariicniar,

843. Dimensions of these orbits,

844.848. Coloured, 951... Appa-
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ront periods aflbcted by motion of

light, 863.

Dove, liiB law of temperature, 370. Of
rotation of winds, 245. a.

Drainage baaim, 289. '
'

Earth, Its motion admissililu, 15.

Sptierical form of, 18. 22... Optical

effect of its curvature, 25. Diurnal

rotation of, 52. Uniform, 56. Per-

manence of its axis, 57. Figure

spheroidal, 207. 219... Dimensions
of. 209, 210 220. Elliptic figure a

result of theory, 229. Temperatni ^

of surface, how maintained, 336.

Appearance as seen from moon, 436.

Velocity in its orbit, 474. Dis-

turbance by Venus, 726. Density

of, 776. a, 6. Solid content of, 776. /.

Eclipses, 411... Solar, 420. Lunar,

421... Annular, 425. Periodic re-

turn of, 426. Number possible in a

year, 4S6. Of Jupiter's satellites,

266. ^38. Of Saturn's. 549. Total

ofsun, ptuenomenaof, 395. Ancient,

their use in fixing dates, 933...

Ecliptic, 305... Its plane slowly vari-

able, 306. Cause of this variation

explained, 640. Poles of, 307. Li-

mits, solar, 412. Lunar, 527. Ob-
liquity of, 305, 306.

Egyptians, ancient, chronology, 912.

Eteitunts of & planet's orbit, 493. Va-
riations of, 652. . . Of double star or-

bits, 843. Synoptic table of planet-

ary, &c., Appendix.
Ellipse, variable, of a planet, 653. Mo-

mentary or osculating-, 654.

Elliptic motion a const quence of gra-

iution, 446. Law^ ol, 489... Their
theorctiesi! explanation, 491.

Ellipticity of th^ Earth, 208. 221.

Elongati'f SSI. Q^^iatest, of Mercury
arid VeKUS, 467.

Efuel'idui, 548., note.

Encke, cotih^t of, 576. His hypothesis

of the r«'j; *ance of the ether, 577.

Epoch, one u. the elements of a planet's

orbit, 496. Its variation not inde-

pendent, 730. Variations incident

on, 731. 744.

E^mation of light, 335. Of the center,

375. Of tunc, 379. Lunar, 452.

Annual, of the moon, 738. Men-
strual, of the iun, 528.

r?sater, 84. !18.

Etjuatorial, \%&. . .

JS^Maforia/ instrument, 84. 112.

calms, 224.

Equilibrium, figure of, in a rotating

body, 224. Exemplified by an ex-

periment, 225.

Equinoctial, 97. 113. Time, 143.935.

Equinox, 293. 303. 307. 362.

Equinoxes, precession of, 318. Its ef-

fects, 313. In what consisting, 314...

Its physical cause explained, 642...

Eras, chronological list of, 926.

Erratic stars, 297.

Errors, classitication of, 133. Instru-

mental, 135... Of adjustment, 136.

Their detection, 140. Destruction

of accidental onns by taking moans,

137i Of clock, how obtained, 293.

Establishment of a port, 754.

Ether, resistance of, 577.

Evection of m(H)n, 748.

Evolute of elli]>se, 219, 220.

Excentricities, stability of Lagrange's
theorem respecting, 701.

Excentricity in a divided circle, how
eliminated, 141. Earth's orbit, 354.

How ascertained, 377. Of the moon's,

405. Momentary perturbation oti

investigated, 670. Application to

lunar theory, 688. Variations of, in

orbits nearly circular, 696. In ex-

centric orbits, 697. Permanent in-

equalities depending on, 7 1 9.

Facula of the sun, 888. Explained,
395. a.

Faye, comet of, 584. and Appendix. '

F«>Wof view, 160.

Fixed stsrs. See Stars.

Fixeau, his measure of the velocity of

light, 545.

Flora, discovery of, 505.

Focus, upper. I»s momentary change
of place, 670, 671. Path of, in virtue

of both elements of disturbing force,

704. Traced in the cose of the

mo-in's vuriatioM, 706... And pa-
rah..otic inequality, 712. Circulation

of, about a mean situation in planet-

ary pcrturhatiuns, 727.

Force, metaphysical conception of, 430.

Forced vibration, principle of, 6.'\0.

Forces, disturbing. See Disturbing
force.

Foucault, his pendulum experiment,

245. c. His gyroscope, 245. h.

Friciion as po8sii)iy a source ofthe sun's

hept, 400. 905. a...
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Galactic circle, 793. Polar distance, ib.

Galaxy composed of stars, 302. Sir

W. Hcrschel's conception of its form
ani) structure, 786. Distribution of
stars gonerally referable to it, 786.

a. Its course airoiig the constellations,

.) 787... i)itlicuily of conceiving its

real form, 792. Telescopic aniuysis

rf, 797. In scno directions unfa-

thomable, in others net, 798.

Galle, Dr., 506. Finds Neptune in

place indicated by theo''y, 768. First

notices the interior ring of Saturn,

522.

Galloway, his researches on the sun's

proper motion, 855.

Gascoigne, 158.

Gaiiparis, Sig. De, discovers a new
planet (Appendix).

Gauging the heavens, 793.

Geocentric longitude, 603 Place, 371.

497.

Geodesical msaeurements,— their na-

ture, 247.

Geography, 111. 129... 205...

GlanacK, darkening, 204 c.

Globe, artificial, an experiment with,

245.7.

Globular clusters, 865. Their dynami-
i cal stability, 866. Specimen list of,

867.

Golden number, 922.

Goodricke, his discovery of variable

stars, 821...

Gravitation, how deduced from phnno-
mcna, 444.. . Elliptic motion a con-

sequence of, 490...

Gravity, center of, «e Center of gravity.

Gravity diminished by centrifugal force,

231. Measures of, statical, 234.

Dynamical, 235. Force of, on the

( moon, 433... Onbodict.it. durface

of the sun, 440. Of other planets,

tee their names.
Green, his balloon ascent, 32.

Greenwich, latitude of, 123.

Gregorian reform of calendar, 916.

Gytoacope, 245. A...

Ilabitabillty of the moon, 486. a, b.

Hadley, his sextant, 194. His expla-

. nation of the trido winds. (See

Winds.)
Halley, Ilii comet, 56 >. First no-

z X

tices proper motions of the stars,

852.

Hansen. His detection of long ine-

qualities in the moon's motions,
745...

Harding discovers Jnno, 605.
Harvest moon, 428. b.

Heat, supply of, from sun alike in sum-
mer and winter, 368. How affected

by changes in the earth's orbit, 369.A.

... How kept up, 400. Sun's ex-
penditure of, estimated, 397. Re-
ceived from the sun by different pla-

nets, 608. Endured by comets in

perihelio, 692.

Hebe, discovery of, 505.

Heights above the sen, how measured,
286. Mean of the continents, 289.

Heliocentric place, 372. 498. 500.

Heliometer, 201.

Helioscope, 204. e.

Hemispheres, terrestrial and aqueous,
284.

Hencke discovers Hebe and Astraeo,

505.

Henderson, his determination of the

parallax of a Centauri, 807.

Herschel, Sir Wm., discovers Uranns,
595, and two satellites of Saturn,

548. His method of gaugin;; the

heavens, 793. Views of the strac-

ture of the Milky Way, 786. Of
nebular subsidence, and sidereal ag-
gregation, 869. 874. His catalognes

of double stars, 835. Discovery of
their binary connexion, 839. Of
the sun's proper motion, 854. Clas.

sitications of nebul8B,868. 879. note.

Herschel, Miss C, c imets discovered by,

597. Nebula discovered by, 874.

Hind, his calculation of the return of

comets,574. Classificatio -fcomets,

601.

Hipparchus, 281.

Horizon, 22. Dip of, 23. 195. Ra«
tional and sensible, 74. Celestial,

96. 113. Artificial, 173.

Horizontalpoint of a mural circle, how
determined, 175.

Horrockes, 158.

//our circles, 106. i. Glass, 150.

Humboldt, his determination of the

mean heights of continents, 289.

Hurricanes, 245. &.

Hyperion, 548.

lapetus, C48.

2
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l'6t , incMm o{ field of Tiew. 204. a.

Betl, Its advantages, 204. b. Ofwires,
204. b.

Jmmeraions and emersions of Jupiter's

satellites, 538...

Inclinntim of the moon's oibit, 406.

Of planets' orbits AIsturbed hy ortho-

gonal force, 619. Phydcui impor-
tance of, as an element, 63i!. Mo-
mentary variation of, estimat jd, 633.

CriU<rion of momentary incf aso or

diminution, 635. Its changes pcii-

odical and self-correcting, 6S<>, A >>

plication to case of the moon, 638.

Inclinatiutis, sfAbility of, Lagrange's
theorem, 639. Analogous in their

pcfturbntions to exc atricitius, 699.

JmqxalUv. Fiirailactic of moon, '< 19.

Grchl, • Jii,;iuT and Saturn, ''20...

Inequalities, .>.i<lip'. ' ut of eicvntri-

cijy, thei)rv oC ?»j.' •• DcpcnJent
' n, 719.

lakn'g- its

Equate ial, 183.

tifflculties,

Alt-azimuth,

Itisttumf.nial(ixxox% how detected, i39.

Insh menUi, theory of, 140....

Jntercalation, 9 1 8.

Jri..\ discovery of, 505.

Iron, uictcoric, 88B.

Iti$. (-See table of Asteroids.)

7.

James, Col., his projecti'ia of the

sphere, 283. His measni-o of attrac-

tion of Arthur's Seat, 776. e.

Julian period, 924. Date, 930. Ue-
foi'mution, 918.

Juno, difcovery of, 505.

Jupiter, physical appearance and de-

Bcriptiou of, 61 1. Kilipticity of, 512.

Belts of, 512. Qrrvitj on surface,

5U8. Satellites of, 510. 535. Theur
use for determining longitudes, 266.

Seen without satellites, 543. Den-
sity of, 508. b. Recommended as a
photometric standard, 783. Elements
of, &c. (See Synoptic Table, Ap-
pendix.)

Jupiter and Saturn, their mutual per-

turbations, 700. 720...

Kater, his mode of .

tervalsof time, I

178.

•ring small in-

Jis coUinutlor-.

Kepler, his laws, 352. 487. 489. Their
physical interpretation, i\iC....

Lagging of tid<3R, 763.

Lagrauye, his i.ieoremj •"Hjiectir:-; the

nabitity oftko planetary f>ystem,639.

66!>. 701.

LupldiK nccountij for the secular acce-

leiutim of the moan, 740.

Larism^ eclipse of, 933. Au(? Table,
926.

Zassell, his ol ; -.tvn'ioij of spots on
Jupitcv « belu;, 61i. His discovery

of Ariel, 55V. iUs cbservatiuns ...

Malta. 551.

Latitude, tciresttial, 8?. I'avu^Uols of,

89. How asceriaiued, 1 19. 129.- B6-
mer's mode of obtaining, 248. On a
spheroid, 247. Celestial, 308. He-
liocentric, how calculated, 500. Geo-
centric, 503. Of a place invariable,

31. Of Oreenwicli, 123.

Laws of nature how ivrrived at, 139.

Subordinate, nppeai first in form of

errors, 139. Kepler's 352. 487...

Level, spirit, 176. Liuus, 289. Sea,

285. Strata, 287.

Leverrier, 506, 507. 767.

Lexell, comet of, £86.

Libratiou of the moon, 435. Of ap-
sides, 694.

Light, aberration of, 331. Velocity of,

331. How ascertained, 545. Equa-
tion of, 335. Extinction of, in tra-

versing space, 798. Distance mea-
sured by its motion, 802... Of certain

stars compared with the sun, 817...

Effect of its motion in altering ap-
parent period of a double s' ''i.

Zodiacal, 897.

Limits, ecliptic. {See Ecliptic limits.)

Local tirae, 252.

Lohrmann, his charts of the moon, 437.

London, center of the terrestrial hemi-
sphere, 284.

Longitude, terrestrial, 90. How deter-

mined, 121.251... By chronometers,

255. Bv signals, 2C : By electric

telegraph, 262. B uaing stars,

266. By Jupiter's ;>. • ;t€«,&c.,266.

By lunar observat^>; . T... Celes-

tial, 308. Mfum .e, 375. He-
liocentric, &. atric, 372. 603.

Of Jupiter' .v ; >i"!f, carious rela-

tions of 5i

£MNai-distariCe*«, ' "...
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Their Lunation (synodic revolution of fae

moon), its duration, 418.

M.

Maclear, Iiis measurement of arc at

tlie Capo, 220. His rediscovery of
d'Arrest's comet, 601. b.

Maedler, Ills orbits of double stars, 843.

His speculations on a central sun,

861. His work on the moon, 429.

437.

Maedler, Madame, her discovery of a
comet, 597.

Magellanic clouds, 892...

Magnetism, terrestrial, connected with
spots on the sun, 294. c.

Magnitudes of stars, 780... Common
and photometric scales of, 780...

And Appendix.
Main, his observation of Saturn, 522. a.

Maps, geographical, construction of,

273. Celestial, 290... Of the moon,
437. Projections used in, 246. 280...

Mark, meridian, 190.

Mars, phases of, 484. Gravity on sur-

face, 508. Continents and seas of,

510. Elements (Appendix), no-
tation on its axis, 510.

Maskelyne, his measure of attraction of

a mountain, 776. e.

Masses of planets determined by their

satellites, 532. By their mutual
perturbations, 757. Of Jupiter's

satellites, 758. Of the moon, 759.

Mean motions of Jupiter's satellites,

singular relation of, 542. Do. of

Saturn's, 550.

Menstrual equation, 528.

Mercator's projections, 281. 283.

Mercury, synudic it;volution of, 472.

Velocity in orbits, 474. Stationary

points of, 476. Phases, ^.77. Greatest

elongations, 482. Transits of, 483.

Heat received from sun, 508. Phy-
sical appearance and description,

509. Elements of (Appendix).

Meridian, terrestrial, 85. Celestial, 101.

Line, 87. 190. Ciidc 174. Mark,
IffO, Avf.,hoM"TTt«oflK) DiiO. Arcs,

lem.i'-.ii -ii, in -/arioos latitudes. 21 S.

T Jiith of a degree of ;" fcrt, i!?l.

^' jsier, his catalogue of d 'ulte, 865.

/»/e<eor«, 898. V- riodicul,900... Heights

of, 904.

Metis, discovery of, 505.

Michell, his invention of the torsion
Kalan.'a 77A A Tt« ovinlipntjnn tow.,.»...v. . . . w. ... *— ..|.f

~~

mciisure density of tlio earth, 776. i.

His speculations on the distribution

of stars, 833.

Micrometers, 199... Double image,
200... Position, 204.

Milkif way. (See Galaxy, 802.)
Mimas, 650., and note.

Mines, oscillations of pendulum in, 833.
Mira Ceti, 820.

Mitchell, Miss, her discovery of a
comet, 558. 597.

Month, lunar, 418. 934. note.

Moon, her motion among the stars, 401.
Distance of, 403. Magnitude and
horizontal parallax, 404. Augmen-
tation, 404. Her orbit, 405. Bevo-
lution of nodes, 407. Apsides, 409.

Occultation of stars by,414. Phases
of, 416. Brightness of surface, 417.
note. Redness in eclipses, 422. Si-

dereal and synodic revolution, 418.

Physical constitution of, 429... Des-
titute of sensible atmosphere, 431.

Mountains of, 430. Climate, 431...

Inhabitants, 434. Habitability, 436.
a, b. Libration, 435. Visible in

total eclipse, 424, note. Harvest,

428. b. Influence on we.ither, 432.

and note. Ilotation on axis, 435.

Appearance from eiirth, 436. Maps
and models of, 437. Keal form of
orbit round the sun, 452. Gravity
on surface, 508. Motion of her
nodes and change of inclination ex-
plained, 638... Motion of apsides,

676... Variation of excentricity,

688... Parallactic inequality, 712.

Annual equation, 738. Evection,

748. Variation, 705... Tides pro-

duced by, 751.

3/o<t(m, apparent and real, 15. Dinr>
nal, 52. Parallactic, 68. Belativo

and absolute, 78... Angular, how
measured, 149. Proper, of stars,

852... Of sun, 854.

Mountains, their proportion to the

globe, 29. Of the moon, 430. At-
traction of, 776. d.

Mmvna Koa, 32.

Jlfura/ circle, 168.

N.

Nabonasiar, era of, 926.

V«o •, 99.

Vebulce, clafldTicail^ns of, 808. 879.

note. JLaw of tlihirib'iaon, 868.

ResolvHble, 870. Elliptic, 873. Of
Andromedu, 874. Annalar, 876.

Planetary, 876. Coloniod, ib. Don-
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bio, 878. Of aub-roitiiliur forma, 88 1,

889. Irreuular, 883. Of OriMii,

885. Of Aiw, 887. Of Sftgit-

tiirh-.tf, 888. or CyRnus, 801.

SchnUtr iiypothoaid, 873.

JVeWoM* mutter, 871. Stai*, 880.

Neptune, discovury of, 006. 788. Fcr-

tiirbutions proilucod on Uriuuis by,

nnnlysod, 705... I'liwo indiotitod by

theory. 707. Klomunts of, 771...

Perturbing forces of, on Uniims,

gcomotriuAlly exiiibitod, 773. Their

ettV'Cts, 774...

yewtim, his ihoory of gravitntion, 490
...W/MiJMim.

Nodes of the sun'o cquntor, 300. Of
the moon's orbit, 407. Piwdftge of

plnncta through, 400. Of phmetnry

orbits, 495. l\!rtwrl)ation of, Oao...

Criterion of their mlviince or recess,

6Sa. llccode on the disturbing or-

bit, 694... Motion of the moon's,

theory of, 638. Analogy of thi'ir

vArintions to those of perilielia, 699.

Ntmenclahtre of Saturn's aatullitus,

548. note.

NoHageaimiil point, how found. 31C.

Noon, mean nnd apparent, 37H.

Normnl disturbing force and it i eiTects,

618. Action on exceutricity and
perihelion, 673. Action on lunur

apsides, 676. Of Neptune on Ura-
nus, its effects, 775.

Nuhecnla, nii\jor and minor, 892...

Number, golden, 999.

NuttitioH, in what consisting, 391.

Period, 399. Common to all coloa*

tial lK>di('s, .593. Explained on phy-

sical principles, 648. Modo of cor-

recting for, 395.

OheroH, 551. . ^ »,

Ohjivt glass, divided, 901.

Ohjectit, t( St for telescopes, 836.

Ohliquih/ of ecliptic, 303, Produces
the variations of season, 369. Slowly
diminishing, and why, 640,

Obsirvation, astronomical, its pocu-
liurities, 138.

OccullatioH, perpetual, circle of, 1 13.

Of a starby thcimoon, 413... Of Ju-
piter's satellites by the body, 541.

Of Saturn's, 549.

Ollter-s discovers Pa'ilas and Vesta, 505,

His hyijothesis of the partial opacity
of space, 798. -, »

'

lisappearnnco fW)m

Omitr, his propoaal for a rule f«ir bis-

sextiles. Note A, 996.

Ofmritff, partial, of spnce, 798.

OsciUationn, forced, principle of, 660.

Orhita of planets, their olemontR (Aii-

peiidix) of double stars, 843. ()f

comets. {See Comets.)
OtifuHftmal disturbing f(>rco, and its

etVecta, 616. 610.

Ortfiogiajihic projection, 980.

P.

PaliUch discovora tho variability of

Algol, 891.

I\tllan, discovcrv of, 605.

Palm trees, then' disnppe

Juiliea, 369. c.

Parallactic iwattnn mt, 185. Inequality

of tho moon, 719. Of planets, 713.

Unit of sideretU distances, 804. Mo-
tion, 68.

Parallax, 70. Qcocontrio or diurnal.

339. Heliocentric, 341. Horixontal,

305. Of tho moon, 404. Of tho

sun, 357. 470. 481. Annual, of stars,

dOU. How investigated, 805... Of
particular stars, 819, 813, 810. Sys-

tematic, 869. Etlect of, on limur

distances, 971. As a uranogra-
phicnl coiroction, 341, Calculation

of, 338.

Paris, longitude of, 969.

i'<!(iA of TenoriAb, 32,

Pendulum-cXoiiV., 80. A measure of

gravity, 935.

Pendulum rsed as a measure of gra-

vity, 935. Seconds, leni,:tli of, 926.

Foucault's, 946. e,,. Used to mea-
sure density of the earth, 776. /, g.

Penumbra, 4'iO. Of solar spots. {See
Spots.)

Perigee, 368. a. Of tho moon, 406.

Pertkelia and cxcentricities, theory of,

670...

Perihelion, 368. Of the earth, its pe-

riod of revolution, 869. 6. KfTcct

of its revolution on seasons, 369. h.

Longitude of, 496. Passage, 496.

Heat endured by comets in, Hdi.

Period, Julian, 994. Of Planets (Ap )

Periodic tima of a body revolving nt the

earth's surface, 442. Of planet)^ bow
aEcertained, 486. Law of, 48. Of a

disturbed planet permanently altered,

7.14..,

I

Periodical stars, 890... List of, i»95.

P(Tji/>ec(ii;e, celestial, 1 14. ^
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Perturbatioiu, 002... Of Uranus by
Noptunu, 707...

Pttert, hilt roRuarchos on parullnx, 8

1

H,

On pronor motiona of Hturii, 659.

Vhanet of tho moon oxpltilned, 410.

Of Mercury and Vunua, 46ft. 477.

Of Buporlor planets, 484.

Photographic roprosuntutlon of tho

inoun, 4S7.

Pholometria Rciilo of star magnitudes,

780.

Photometry of otars, 783.

iVnx2i' discovers OoroM, 505.

Picard, 158.

Piddinyton on Cyclones, 245. d.

Pigott, variable stars diHcovorcd by,

824...

PluccH, moan and true, n74. Oeometric
and heliocentric, 371. 497.

Pliinetary nobiilie, 870...

Planets, 2<J0. 465. Apparent motions,

457... Stations and rotroKnida-

tions, 450. Itofereneo to sun as

their center, 402. Community of

nature with tho earth, 403. Ap-
parent diameters of, 464. Phiutes

of, 405. Inferior and superior, 470.

Transits of («ee Traiuit) Motions
oxpbiinod, 408. Disranccs, how
concluded, 471. Periods, how found,

472. Bynodicul revolution, 473. 480.

Superior, their stations and retrogni-

dations, 485. Magnitude of orbits,

how concluded, 485. Elements of,

405. {Sue Appendix for Synoptic

Tablo.> Densities, 908. I'hysiual

peculiarities, &c., 500... Illustration

of their relative sizes and distances,

520. Division into classes, 525. a,

Plantamour, his calculations respecting

tho double comet of Biela, 583.

Pteittdt'i, 805. Assigned by Miidlcr

as tho central point of the sidereal

system, 801.

Plumb-line, direction of, 23, Use of,

in observation, 175. On n spheroid,

219.

PogsoH, his observation of variable stars,

825. Discovery of asteroids. {See

Synoptic Table.)

Polar distance, 105. Point, on a mural

circle, 170. 172.

Polarization, 387.

Polariiiny c"'-piocc, 204. d,

PoUh,?" tt 113. Of ecliptic, 307.

Thoii I among the stars, 317.

Pole »tar, 5. Useful for fi.uling the

latk<irii>. 171. Not jlIwavs the same.

318. What, nt epoch of tho bulM-
ingof tho pyramids, 310.

Poren of tho sun's surface, 387. Ex-
plained, 308.

Position, angle of, 204. Micrometer,
ih.

PoitilUt, M., hit meiisuro cf solar ra^

diation, 397. a., note.

Powell, Prof., his explanation of tho
gyroscope, 346. j.

Prasepe, (>ancri, 806.

Preeeshion of tho otpiinoxps. 312. In

what conNloting, 314... Effects, 31.1.

Physical explaiintion, 042...

Pi !>ning and lagging of tiden, 753.
Principle of areas, 400. Of forced

vibrations, 0,110. Of repetition, 108.

Of conservation of via viva, 663.
Of collimation, 178.

Problem of three bodies, 008.

I'roblems in plane astrononiy, 127...

.300...

Projection ot&sttw on the monn'sliiiib,

414, note.

Prtrjectims of tho sphcsre, 280... A
simple and convenient descrilicd,

283. Of equal areas, 283. b.

Proper motiotis of the stars, 852. Of
tno sun, 85.').

Pyramids, 310.

Radial disturbing force, 016...

Itadiation, solar, on planets, 508. On
comets, 502,

Rate of clock, how obtain(Ml, 203.

Reading off, methods of, 105. Oppo-
site effect of, in eliminating errors,

141.

Redfield on hurricanes, 245, </.

Reduction of astronomical observations,

330.

Reflecting circle, 107.

R^ectors, large, how collimated, 204.,/!

Reflexion, observations by, 173.

Reformation of calendar by Caesar, 9

1

By Augustus, 910. By Pope Gre-

gory, 032. Proposal by Onmr for,

000. note (A.).

Refraction, 38. Astronomical and its

effects, 39, 40, Meivsuro of, and law

of variation, 43. IIow detected by

observation, 142, Terrestrial, 44.

How best investigated, 191.

Reid, Col., on hurricanes, 245. d.

Repetition, principle of, 108.

Resialitnce of ether, 677. <

•%*^1
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Retrogmdathns of planets, 459 Of
nodes. {See Nodes.)

Reversal, principle of, 161.

Reynaud, M.,hi8 8pc(!\!ln'.° r - f r. ..irm-

tion of climate, 360 j. < ^ *i.

Rhea, 548. note.

Rijfht ascension, lui^. Hutv u<:[ermined,

293.

Rings of Satuvi), dimensions of, 514.

Pheenomena of their disappearance,

516... Equilibrium of, 518... Mul-
tiple, 621, and Appendix. Interior,

521... Appearance of, from Saturn,

522. Attraction of, on a point with-

in, 735. note.

Rising and setting of celestial objects,

time of, 128.

Ri" nkouse, his principle of collima-

t^^, , 178.

Rock.its used as signals for longitude,

5.; 5.

Jiase, Earl of, his great reflector, 870.

882. His account of nebulse, 870
882.

Rotation, diurnal, 58. Its effect on
ligure of the earth, 224 Of the

earth demonstrated, 231... Paral-

lactic, 68. Of planets, 509... Of
Jupiter, 512. Of fixed stars on their

axes, 820.

Russell, hischarts and globe ofthemoon

,

487.

S,

Sadler, two sunrises and t^unscts ob-

served by, in one day, 26.

Saros, 426.

Satellites of Jupiter, 511. Of Saturn,

618. 647. Nomenclature ot, ;" 48. note.

Remarkable relrtj )», of ' riods

among, 550. L)i.-.ovcry of an
eighth, 548. Of Uranus, 523. 652.

Of Neptune, 624. 553. Used to de-

termine masses of th i:~ . dmaries,

532. Obey Kepleu laws, 533.

Eclipses of Jupiter's, bSo... Longi-
tude determined by {see Longitude).

Relations among their motions, 542.

Other phasnomcnu of, 540. Their

dimensions and masses, 540. D<
covery, 544. Velocity of light a

certaiiiod from, 545.

Saturn, remarkable deficiency of den-
sity, 508. Rings of, 514. (Sec
Rings.) Physical dt scription of,

514. Satellites of, 547. and Appen-
dix. {See also dements in Appen-
dix.)

Schehallien, its attraction meo:!urcd,

776. e.

Schmidt, his observations of solar

eclipses, 395.

Schwabe, his discovery of periodicity

of solar spots, 394. a. Of excentri-

city of Saturn's rings, 519. note.

Sea, proportion of its depth to radius

of the globe, 31. Its action in mo-
delling the external form of the

earth, 227.

Seasons ex plained, 362.. . Temperature

Jector, zenith, 19^.

Secular variations, how detected, 385.

Explained, 655...

Selenography, 437.

Sextant, 193...

Shadow, dim(;nsions of the earth's, 422.

428. Cost by Venus, 267. Of Ju-
piter's satellites seen on disc, 540.

Shooting stars, 115. Used for finding

longitudes, 265. Periodical, 900.

(••^ee Meteors.)

Sidereal time, 110. 143. 910. Year.

(See Year.) Day, 144. (See Day.)
Signals, rocket, 545. Telegraphic,

259...

Signs of zodiac, 380.

Sirius, its parallax and absolute .ight,

818. Its revolution about an unseen
center, 859.

Situation, angle of, 311.

So/ar cycle, 921.

Solstices, 363.

Space, question as to its absolute

transparency, 798.

penetratmg power, 803.

Sphere, 95. Projections of, 280. At-
«r iction of, 736. note.

Sji ical excess, 277.

Spiiroid, attracnon of, 238.

Spheroidal form uf Earth {•.cc Earth)
produces inequalities in the moon's
notion, 749.

Sfh'i..; on Sun, 389... Seen with naked
C)c, 387, '^'J4.a. Size of ']H6. Na-
ture :f, 389. Movemetits of. G90.

L uon of, .394. Periodicity of,

394. u. Connection with our sea-

sons i94. b.

priv proposed use of for determining

van.:tion of gravity, 274.

Stars, visible by day, 61. Fixed and
erratic, 297. Fixed, 777... Their

apparent magnitudes, 778... Com-
parison by an astrometer, 783. Law
of distribution over heavens, 785...

alike in cither henriinpiicfe, 794.
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Parallax certain, 816. Discs of,

816. Real size and absolute light,

817. Periodical, 820... Temporary,
827. Irregular, 830. Missing, 832.

Double, 833... Coloured, 851. and
note. Proper motions of, 852. Ir-

regularities in motions accounted
for, 859. Clusters of, 864... Nebu-
lous, 879... Nebulous-double, 880.

Stationary points of planets, 459. How
determined, 475. Of Mercury and
Venus, 476.

Stereographic projection, 281.

Stickuutad, eclipse of, 926. and Table,

933. c.

Stones^ meteoric, 899. Oreat shower
of, ib.

Stritve, his researches on the law of

. distribution of stars, 793. Discovery

of parallax of a Lyrse, 813. 'Ca-

talogue and observations of d* )le

stars, 835.

Struve, Otto, his researches on proper

motions, 854. His conjecture of the

increase in hveadth of Saturn's ring,

522. a.

Style, old and new, 932.

Sun, oval shape and great size on
horizon explained, 47. Apparent
motion not uniform, 34. Beams
convi flying, 115. Orbit elliptic, 349.

Grciu est and least apparent diame-

ters- 348. Actual distance, 357.

Magnitude, 358. Rotation on axis,

359, 360. Maes, 449. Physical con-

stitution, 386. Spots, ib... Its pa-

rall.i . 355. Light not polarized,

387 3te. Its interior envelope,

389 .. Its pores, 387. Faculse,

388. Situation of its equator, 390...

Maciilifcrous zones of, 393. Atmo-
sphere, 395. Its rose-coloured clouds,

395. Relative illumination of cen-

ter and borders, 386... 395. Tem-
perature, 396. Expenditure of heat,

397. Action in producing winds,

&c. 399. Speculation on cause of

its heat, 400. and note, 905. a, b.

Eclipses, 420. Density of, 499.

Natural center of planetary system,

462. Distance, how determined, 479.

Itb lize illustrated, 526. Action in

producing tides, 761. Projiur motion

of, 6.)4... Absolute velocity of in

space, 858. Central, speculations on,

861.

S«nsete, two witncsstd in one day, 26.

Superposition of small motions, 607.

Survev. triaronomctrical iiiitiire of; 5^74=

3

Synodic revolution, 418. Of sun and
moon, t6.

Syttem, solar, its motion in space,
868...

Taib of comets. (See Comets.

)

Tangential force and its eiFects, 618.
Momentary action on perihelia, 673.
Wholly influential on velocity, 660.
Produces variations of axis, ib...

Double the rate of advance of lunar
apsides, 686. Of Neptune on
Uranus, and its effects, 774.

Telegraphic signals, 259...

Telescope, 1 54. Its application to as-

tronomical instruments, 117. For
-viewing the sun. (See Helioscope.)

Telescopic sights, invention of, 158.,

note.

Temperature of earth's surface at diffe-

rent seasons, 366. In South Aiirica

and Australia, 369. Of the sun, 396.
Temporary stars, 827...

Tethys, 548. note.

Thales, eclipse of, 933. a. 926. Table.
Theodolite, 192. Its use in surveying,

276.

Theory of instrumental errors, 141. Of
gravitation, 490. . . Of nebulous sub«

sidence and sidereal aggregation,

872.

Thomson, Prof., his estimate of the

sun's expenditure of heat, 397. a.

His theory of the source of do., 905.

a.

Tides, a system of forced oscillations,

651. Explained, 750... Priming
and lagging of, 753. Periodical in-

equalities of, 755. Instances of very

high, 756.

Time, sidereal, 110. 327. 91). Local,

129. 152. 252. Sidereal and i^olar,

243. Mean and apparent tivki sal,

327. Measures angular moiion,

149. How itself mcaburcd, 150...

Very small intervals of, 150. Equi-
noctial, 257. 925... Measures, units,

and reckoning of, 906... Required
for light of stars to reach the earth,

802.

Titan, 548. note.

Titius, Prof., his law of planetary dis-

tances, 505. note.

Torsion balance used to measure den*
sity of the earth, 776. «'.

Trade winds, 230...
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7VaiiW< jWUnWMif, 1S9...

TratuiU of stars, 162. Of planet*

iK9(N|»:thiBflun,467. .Qfyena8,470
. . . Mercaiy, 483. Of Jnpiter's ntteU

lites across disc, 640. Of their sha-

dows, 649.

TVoMporvncy of space, supposed bj
Olbers imperfect, 798.

TroMvtnai distnriMng force, and its

effects, 615...

Triatylea ill-conditionfld, S75. On aa

.

ellipsoid, 876.
Trigonometrical sarTaj, S74.

Trmiot, 98. 880.

7\mght,-^.

U.

UnU»ra in eclipses, 480. Of Jupiter,

638.

Uwbrul, 661.

Uranographjf, 111. 300.

Uranographkai ootrections, 848... Pro-
blems, 187... 309...

Urawmetry, 1)8.

Vranua^ discoyery of, 605. Heat re-

ceived iVom stin by, 608. Physical

description of, 623. Satellites of,

551. Perturbations of by Neptune,

760... Old observations of, 760.

V.

Vaniihing point of parallel lines, 116.

Line of parallel planes, 117.

Variaaion of the moon ssplained,

708...

Variatima of elements, 653. Perio-

dical and secular, 655. Incident on
the epoch, 731.

Vtlocitg, angular, of sua not uniform,

350. Linear, of sun not unifonn,

351. Of planets. Mercury, Yenns,
and Earth, 474 Of light, 645. Of
shooting stars, 898. 904.

FeniM, synodic reyoiution of, 472. Sta-

tionary points^ 476. Velocity of, 474.

Phases, 477. Point of greatest

Mf^tnew, 478. Transtts ofi 479.

IhyiieRl descrfptlOil andimpearance,
608.' Inequality itt earth S motion

produced by, 786. lii thai of the

mt>on, 743...

Vemiir, 97;

F«>«u!(tA prime, 108. Circles, 100.

Vttbi, discovery of, 606.

Via Laeua. iSee Qalaxy.)

ViBan«du»f M. Tvoh, his orbits of

double stars, 848.

W.

Waterthed, i89.

nblAtrtm, his tteory of the sun's

heat, 905. a.

Wtight of bodies ita difl^nt latitudes,

382. Of a body on the Qioon, 508.

On iShesun, 450;

WMk,^ balloon aiseent*, 88.

Wheatdone, his measurement of the

velocity of d^Mtity,' 646.

WMppU, his photographs of the moon,
487.

Wind»i trade, 840...

WittBy Madaine, htt taiodeli of the

moon, 437.

Wolf, Ms period of the solar spots,

894. a.

WdUxstm, Dr., his estimate of the

comparative light of the sun, moon,
and stars, 817...

T.

Ytar, sidereal, 806. Tropical, 363.

Anomalistic, 384., and day incom-
mensurable, 913. Leap, 914. Of
confbsion, 917. 9S8« Beginning of,

in England changed, 938.

Z«Ni(A,99. Sector, 198.

Zodiac, 806.

Zodiacal Hght, 899.

ZoNM of cliniate and latitude, 888.

<

THE END.
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